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PREFACE

THESE studies are an expansion of the corresponding

sections in my book The Golden Boug/z, and they will

form part of the third edition of that work, on the

preparation of which I have been engaged for some time.

By far the greater portion of them is new, and they make

,by themselves a fairly complete and, I hope, intelligible

whole. Ishall be glad if criticisms passed on the essays

in their present shape should enable me to correct and

improve them when I come to incorporate them in my

larger work.

In studying afresh these three Oriental worships, akin

to each other in character, I have paid more attention than

formerly to the natural features of the countries in which

they arose, because I am more than ever persuaded that

religion, like all other institutions, has been profoundly

influenced by physical environment, and cannot be under

stood without some appreciation of those aspects of

external nature which stamp themselves indelibly on the

thoughts, the habits, the whole life of a people. It is

a matter of great regret to me that I have never visited

the East, and so cannot describe from personal know

ledge the native lands of Adonis, Attis, and Osiris. But

I have sought to remedy the defect by comparing the

descriptions of eye-witnesses, and painting from them what

may be called composite pictures of some of the scenes on

which I have been led to touch in the course of this volume

278821



vi PREFACE

I shall not have wholly failed if I have caught from

my authorities and conveyed to my readers some notion,

however dim, of the scenery, the atmosphere, the gorgeous

colouring of the East.

j.G.FRAZER.

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE,

22na’_/uly I906.
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ADONIS





CHAPTER I

THE MYTH or ADoNIs

THE spectacle of the great changes which annually pass 'I'i-P.»

over the face of the earth has powerfully impressed the

minds of men in all ages, and stirred them to meditate P-\'1>l-_1i1‘1<:fl

on the causes of transformations so vast and wonderful.

Their curiosity has not been purely disinterested ; for even Of.:O<1r~i

the savage cannot fail to perceive how intimately his own

life is bound up with that of nature, and how the same

processes which freeze the stream and strip the earth of

vegetation menace him with extinction. At a certain

stage of development men seem to have imagined that the

means of averting the threatened calamity were in their

own hands, and that they could hasten or retard the flight

of the seasons by magic art. Accordingly they performed

ceremonies and recited spells to make the rain to fall, the

sun to shine, animals to multiply, and the fruits of the

earth to grow. In course of time the slow advance of

knowledge, which has dispelled so many cherished illusions,

convinced at least the more thoughtful portion of mankind

that the alternations of summer and winter, of spring and

autumn, were not merely the result of their own magical

rites, but that some deeper cause, some mightier power, was

at work behind the shifting scenes of nature. They now

pictured to themselves the growth and decay of vegetation,

the birth and death of living creatures, as effects of the

waxing or waning strength of divine beings, of gods and

goddesses, who were born and died, who married and begot

children, on the pattern of human life.

3
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Thus the old magical theory of the seasons was dis

placed, or rather supplemented, by a religious theory. For

although men now attributed the annual cycle of change

primarily to corresponding changes in their deities, they

still thought that by performing certain magical rites

they could aid the god, who was the principle of life, in

his struggle with the opposing principle of death. They

imagined that they could recruit his failing energies and

even raise him from the dead. The ceremonies which they

observed for this purpose were in substance a dramatic

representation of the natural processes which they wished

to facilitate; for it is a familiar tenet of magic that you

can produce any desired effect by merely imitating it.

And as they now explained the fluctuations of growth and

decay, of reproduction and dissolution, by the marriage, the

death, and the rebirth or revival of the gods, their religious

or rather magical dramas turned in great measure on these

themes. They set forth the fruitful union of the powers of

fertility, the sad death of one at least of the divine partners,

and his joyful resurrection. Thus a religious theory was

blended with a magical practice. The combination is

familiar in history. Indeed, few religions have ever

succeeded in wholly extricating themselves from the old

trammels of magic. The inconsistency of acting on two

opposite principles, however it may vex the soul of the

philosopher, rarely troubles the common man ; indeed he is

seldom even aware of it. His affair is to act, not to

analyse the motives of his action. If mankind had always

been logical and wise, history would not be a long chronicle

of folly and crime.

Of the changes which the seasons bring with them, the

most striking within the temperate zone are those which

The influence of the seasons on animals,

though great, is not nearly so manifest. Hence it is

natural that in the magical dramas designed to dispel

winter and bring back spring the emphasis should be laid

on vegetation, and that trees and plants should figure in

them more prominently than beasts and birds. Yet the

two sides of life, the vegetable and the animal, were not

life con

fused in

these cere

monies.

dissociated in the minds of those who observed the
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ceremonies. Indeed they commonly believed that the tie

between the animal and the vegetable world was even

closer than it really is; hence they often combined the

dramatic representation of reviving plants with a real or a

dramatic union of the sexes for the purpose of furthering

at the same time and by the same act the multiplication

of fruits, of animals, and of men. To them the principle of

life and fertility, whether animal or vegetable, was one and

indivisible. To live and to cause to live, to eat food and to

beget children, these were the primary wants of men in the

past, and they will be the primary wants of men in the

future so long as the world lasts. Other things may be

added to enrich and beautify human life, but unless these

wants are first satisfied, humanity itself must cease to exist.

These two things, therefore, food and children, were what

men chiefly sought to procure by the performance of magical

rites for the regulation of the seasons.

Nowhere, apparently, have these rites been more widely 1>1-ev.1.1t-me

and solemnly celebrated than in the lands which border the

eastern Mediterranean. Under the names of Osiris, Tam-\\'C'SICl'I]

muz, Adonis, and Attis, the peoples of Egypt and western

Asia represented the yearly decay and revival of life,

especially of vegetable life, which they personified as a god

who annually died and rose again from the dead. In name

and detail the rites varied from place to place: in substance

they were the same. The supposed death and resurrec

tion of this oriental deity, a god of many names but of

essentially one nature, is the subject of the present inquiry.

We begin with Tammuz or Adonis.1

1 The equivalence of Tannnuz and

Adonis has been doubted or denied by

some scholars, by lienan (."l/'z'_\‘.-1'o/2 do

1"/1t.‘11/rz'r', pp. 216, 235) and by Chwol

sohu (/,);4'¢: .S'.wz./11't.'r 2'1/1o’ do/' .$'srr/u'.s/m1.v,

ii. 510). But the identification of them

by _[crome (E/'/s/. lviii. 3, and Com

;//o/1/. o/1. E-:-o/M:/, viii. I4, Migne’s

/"a/ro/o§‘1'rz La/1'/m, xxii. 581, .\'x\‘.

82), Cyril of .*-Uexandria (Com///c/1/.

on /{o.u'(z, iv. 15, Migne’s ./-’rZ/ro/oq‘z'rz

()'nm'a, lxxi. 36), and Melito (in

VV. Cureton’s .S‘/1z't‘2'/1;q'1'1//// .S‘)'r<1'm'n//1,

p. 4.4.), may be accepted as conclusive.

Sec \V. \\-’. Graf Iiaudissin, .S'/1/<2’1't’11

:1//' so;/1z'Zz'sr/zen /do/1:7-qz'oizsgrosrkz'rbta, i.

299; \\". i\"lannhardt, .-111/zle fVa/r/

mm’ Fe/r/1'1///e, pp. 27 3 sq//.; Ch.

Vellay, “Le dicu Thammuz,” /\"cr'z1t'

do /’./*[z'.r[or';'t' r/as /\’e/zjq/'o/21', xlix. (1904),

pp. 154-162. An Assyrian origin of

the cult of Adonis was long ago

affirmed by Macrobius (So/. i. 21. 1).

On Adonis and his worship in general

see also F. C. l\"lo\'e1's, D/'6 /~"/zouzzz'sz'rr,

i. I91 sqq.; \\". I-l. Engel, /\:1~'/-iros, ii.

536 sqq.; Ch. Vellay, /.0 r21/ft’ of /as

f5/ifs d’.~1a'on/'.\\ 7‘/1a/21///oz/2 a’a/zs /’Orz'.‘12f

(I12!/qzzo (Paris. 1904).
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The worship of Adonis was practised by the Semitic

peoples of Babylonia and Syria, and the Greeks borrowed it

from them as early as the seventh century before Christ.‘I

The true name of the deity was Tammuz: the appellation

of Adonis is merely the Semitic Aden, “lord,” a title of

honour by which his worshippers addressed him. In the

Hebrew text of the Old Testament the same name Adonai,

originally perhaps Adoni, “my lord,” is often applied to

Jehovah?

verted the title of honour into a proper name.

But the Greeks through a misunderstanding con

If scholars

are right in deriving the name of Tammuz from a Sumerian

phrase meaning “true son,” or, more fully, “true son of

the deep water,“'3 we must conclude that the Scmites of

Babylonia took over the worship from their predecessors the

Sumerians, an ancient people apparently of the Turanian

stock, who had occupied the country, tilled the soil, tended

cattle, built cities, dug canals, and attained to a considerable

pitch of civilisation before the Semitic hordes appeared on

the banks of the Euphrates.4 Be that as it may, we first

meet with Tammuz in the religious literature of Babylon.

I-Ie there appears as the youthful spouse or lover of Ishtar,

the great mother goddess, the embodiment of the repro

ductive energies of nature. The references to their con

nection with each other in myth and ritual are both

fragmentary and obscure, but we gather from them that

every year Tammuz was believed to die, passing away from

the cheerful earth to the gloomy subterranean world, and

that every year his divine mistress journeyed in quest of

him “to the land from which there is no returning, to the

Descent of

Ishtar to

the nether

world to

recover

Tammuz.

1 The mourning for Adonis is men

tioned by Sappho, who flourished about

600 li.C. See Th. Bergk’s Pee/ae [4/rz'ez'

Graee/z',3 iii. 897; Pausanias, ix. 29. 8.

2 Ewzq/eZ0paedz'a />’z'b/ica, ed. T. K.

Cheyne and J. Black, iii. 3327.

3 [)zemuzz', more ful.ly 1)zmeu-zz'

a//reu. See P. Jensen, /1ssyrz'se/z

/)a/2)/!0m'se/ze ll!)///zen zmd E/)e12 (Ber

lin, 1900), p. 560; H. Zimmern, in

E. Schrader’s Die /r’ez'/z'nse/z1'zf/e12 und

das AZ/e Teslamenl3 (Berlin, 1902),

P- 397

4 C. P. Tiele, Gese/zz'e/z/e der

/\’eZz:gz'01z 2'1/z /-’I/z‘em’mzz, i. (Gotha,

1896), pp. 134 sqq.; L. W. King,

]3a6y/01zz'a1z /\.’e/1,';rz'01'z and /ll)/Z/1010;;

(London, 1899), pp. I sqq.; II.

Wincl<ler, in E. Schrader’s 0/). eil. pp.

IO sq., 349; Fr. Hommel, Grmzdrz'ss

1/er Ge0,§r1'ap/zz'e zmd Gese/zie/ale des

alien Orz'enZs, pp. I8 sqq. I-Iowever,

Assyriologists are by no means agreed

as to the occupation of Babylonia by

an alien race before the arrival of the

Semites. See M. Jastrow, /t’e/z'gz'owz (ff

])"a/2)/Z0m'a and /Iss3/we're, pp.‘ 21 sqq.,

32 sqq.; M. J. Lagrange, E/zedes szer

Zes ]\’elz:;rz'01zsSJmz'/z'que.s'2 (Paris, 190 5),

PP- 55 59* V
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house of darkness, where dust lies on door and bolt.”

During her absence the passion of love ceased to operate:

men and beasts alike forgot to reproduce their kinds: all

life was threatened with extinction. So intimately bound

up with the goddess were the sexual functions of the whole

animal kingdom that without her presence they could not

be discharged. A messenger of the great god Ea was

accordingly despatched to rescue the goddess on whom so

much depended. The stern queen of the infernal regions,

Allatu or Eresh-Kigal by name, reluctantly allowed Ishtar

to be sprinkled with the Water of Life and to depart, in

company probably with her lover Tammuz, that the two

might return together to the upper world, and that with

their return all nature might revive. Laments for the

departed Tammuz are contained in several Babylonian

hymns, which liken him to plants that quickly fade. His

death appears to have been annually mourned, to the shrill

music of flutes, by men and women about midsummer in

the month named after him, the month of Tammuz. The

dirges were seemingly chanted over an effigy of the dead

god, which was washed with pure water, anointed with oil,

and clad in a red robe, while the fumes of incense rose into

the air, as if to stir his dormant senses by their pungent

fragrance and wake him from the sleep of death.1

1 A. Jeremias, Die r'2a./2)//01zz'sc/'2-an C.

.ry7'2'st.'/zen V01'slclz'zmge;z wm Laden nac/z F.

Movers, Die P/106/zz'sz'er, i. 210;

Lenormant, “II mito di .~\done

Tammuz neidam Tode (Leipsic, 1887), pp. 4 sqq. ;

z'd., in W. H. Ros-cher’s Lu.rz'ka/2 u’er

g-rz'ar/z. zz. 70'/12. /l/[yl/zofogz'e, ii. 808,

iii. 258 sqq. ; M. Jastrow, T/ze A’:/zigz'o/z

offiabylonz'a and Ass;/Ma, pp. 565-576,

584, 682 sq. ; \/V. L. King, /1’al1y/0m'a/I

[IT/z_‘.r,rz'0/z a/m’ 17])!/lolog/, pp. I78-I8 3 ;

P. Jensen, .-:1s.syrz'sc/I-/Iaby/012/'.tY'ke gl/J“

z’/ze/z mu! E/W2, pp. 81 sqq., 95

sqq., I69; R. F. Harper, .1-Issy/'z'a/1

mu! /_>’a{)y[0/zz'mz Lz'fcnzlzmz (New

York, 1901), pp. 316 sq., 338, 408

sqq.; H. Zimmern, in E. Sehrader’s

Die A'cz'/2'1z.tc/zrf/‘2'c1z mza’ das A/ts Tesla

/mrrz/,3 pp. 397 sqq., 561 sqq. Accord

ing to Jerome (on Ezekiel, viii. I4) the

month of Tammuz was June; but

according to modern scholars it corre

sponded rather to July, or to part

of June and part of July. See F.

documenti cuneiformi,”

.-1//1' (/0! fl’. C012g1'cs‘.t‘0 //zz‘er1zaz1.'01za/6

tz’t{_g"/1' Oriczz/(2/z's/1' (Florence, I880),

i. 144 sq.; \V. Mannliarclt, .~I7zlz'A'¢?

IVa/r2’- 1//Id 1'}:/ti/:11!/r, p. 275; E11

ryc/0/>aed1'a /.w’i6/z'm., s.z'. “Months,”

iii. 3194. My friend \\-’. Robertson

Smith informed me that owing to the

variations of the local Syrian calendars

the month of Tammuz fell in different

places at different times, from mid

summer to autumn, or from June

to September. According to Prof.

M. Jastrow, the festival of Tammuz

was celebrated just before the summer

solstice (of. (17. pp. 547, 682). He

observes that “the calendar of the

Jewish Church still marks the 17th

day of Tammuz as a fast, and

I-Ioutsma has shown that the associa
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The tragical story and the melancholy rites of Adonis

are better known to us from the descriptions of Greek

writers than from the fragments of Babylonian literature

or the brief reference of the prophet Ezekiel, who saw the

women of Jerusalem weeping for Tammuz at the north gate

of the temple.1 Reflected in the mirror of Greek mythology,

the oriental deity appears as a comely youth beloved by

Aphrodite. In his infancy the goddess hid him in a chest,

which she gave in charge to Proserpine, queen of the nether

world. But when Proserpine opened the chest and beheld

the beauty of the babe, she refused to give him back to

Aphrodite. The dispute between the two goddesses of love

and death was settled by Zeus, who decreed that Adonis

should abide with Proserpine in the under world for one

part of the year, and with Aphrodite in the upper world

for another part. At last the fair youth was killed in hunt

ing by a wild boar, or by the jealous Ares, who turned

himself into the likeness of a boar in order to compass the

death of his rival. Bitterly did Aphrodite lament her loved

and lost Adonis.2 In this form of the myth, the co1It‘est

between Aphrodite and Proserpine for the possession" of

Adonis clearly reproduces the struggle between Ishtar land

Allatu in the land of the dead, while the decision of Zeus

that Adonis is to spend one part of the year under grdund

and another part above ground is merely a Greek versior‘.i,. of

the annual disappearance and reappearance of Tammuz.

Adonis

in Greek

mythology.

1 Ezekiel viii. I4.

2 Apollodorus, iii. 14. 4; Bion, Z0-’y/,

i.; Tzetzes, Sc/10!. on /.3/(0./IZi1'0YI,

831 ; Ovid, /I//'0/am. x. 503 sqq. ‘

tion of the day with the capture of

Jerusalem by the Romans, represents

merely the attempt to give an ancient

festival a worthi.er interpretation.”



CHAPTER II

ADONIS AT BYBLUS

THE myth of Adonis was localised and his rites celebrated Worship

with much solemnity at two places in western Asia. One

of these was Byblus on the coast of Syria, the other was atB}’l3lus,

Paphos in Cyprus. Both were great seats of the worship E1hOC,nkl:fg'

of Aphrodite, or rather of her Semitic counterpart, Astarte ; 8" Cinyras

and of both, if we accept the legends, Cinyras, the father of

Adonis, was king.2 Of the two cities Byblus was the more

ancient; indeed it claimed to be the oldest city in Phoenicia,

and to have been founded in the early ages of the world by

the great god El, whom Greeks and Romans identified with

Cronus and Saturn respectively.3 However that may have

been, in historical times it ranked as a holy place, the

religious capital of the country, the Mecca or Jerusalem

of the Phoenicians.4 The city stood on a height beside

the sea,5 and contained a great sanctuary of Astarte,“ where

in the midst of a spacious open court, surrounded by

1 The ancients were aware that the

Syrian and Cyprian 1-\phrodite, the

mistress of Adonis, was no other than

Astarte. Cicero, Do rm/1/ra (I'¢.’0

rzmz, iii. 23. 59; joannes Lydus, Do

//zo/2-sz'/izrs, iv. 44.

2 As to Cinyras, see F. C. Movers,

Die Jr’/1.oo/zz'sz'o/', i. 238 sqq., ii. 2. 226

231; \V. II. Engel, Ii’)//1/'os (Berlin,

1841), i. 168-I73, ii. 94-I36; Stoll,

in VV. I~-I. Roscher’s Lo.rMo/1. rt’. §'r1'¢'r/1.

1/. W111. /l@'//no/ogz'o, ii. II89 sqq.

Meliton calls the father of Adonis by

the name of Cutlr.rr, and represents

him as king of the l’hoenicians with

his capital at tlebal (Byblus). See

.l\’Ieliton, “ Oration to Autoninus

Caesar,” in \V. Cureton’s .5‘/)z'(‘1'/ogz'zr/11

.$:1'1'z'(zr11//1 (London, 1855), p. 44.

3 Philo of Byblus, quoted by Ense

bius, ]’rm./W2-at/'0 Z£‘2'a1z‘;"¢'./z'1', i. 10;

Frrz_§_>//no/1/tz [fz'.\'/orfro/'11/21 G/'aoi‘o2'2z///,

ed. C. i\It'1ller, iii. 568; Stephanus

Byzantius, s.2t Bu,/3A0g. Byblus is a

Greek corruption of the Semitic Gebal

($31), the name which the place still

retains. See E. Renan, .'l;/z'ss1'o/z. o.’e

1’/1r‘/zirz'o (Paris, 1864), p. 155.

4 R. Pietschmann, Gar/u'r/1/<2 o’r.'1

I’/zoo/zz'.cz'or (Berlin, 1889), p. 139.

On the coins it is designated “Holy

Iiyblus. ”

5 Strabo, xvi. I. 18, p. 755.

"’ Lucian, De den .5:1"/*1'¢1, 6.
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cloisters and approached from below by staircases, rose a

tall cone or obelisk, the holy image of the goddess.l

this sanctuary the rites of Adonis were celebrated.2

In

Indeed

the whole city was sacred to him,3 and the river Na/er

[61/a/ez'//e, which falls into the sea a little to the south of

Byblus, bore in antiquity the name of Adonis.‘J

From the earliest to the latestthe kingdom of Cinyras.5

This was

times the city appears to have been ruled by kings, assisted

perhaps by a senate or council of elders.6 VVe learn fro1n

an inscription that one of these kings, Yehaw-melek, son of

Yehar-baal, and grandson of Adom-melek or Uri-melek,

dedicated a pillared portico with a carved work of gold and

a bronze altar to the goddess, whom he worshipped under

the name of Baalath Gebal, that is, the female Baal of

Byblus.T

The names of these kings suggest that they claimed

affinity with their god Baal or Moloch, for Moloch is only

a corruption of Melek, that is, “king.” Such a claim at

all events appears to have been put forward by many

other Semitic kings.S
The early monarchs of Babylon were

worshipped as gods in their lifetime.9 Mesha, king of

Moab, called himself the son of his god Kemosh.10 Among

1 The sanctuary and image are

figured on coins of Byblus. See T.

L. I)onaldson, /-Ire/zz'z‘ee/ma Nz///zz's

maliea (London, 1859), pp. 105 sq.;

E. Renan, /l1z'sse'wz de 1’/ze’/zz'ez'e, p.

177; Perrot et Chipiez, lfz'sloz're de

/’./-Ir! da/zs Z’A/zZe'qzez'lé, iii. 60; R.

Pietschmann, Gese/zie/z/e der .P/z0e

m'zz'er, p. 202; G. Maspero, 1-[is/ez'?'e

/-Irzez'e1me, ii. 173. Renan excavated

a massive square pedestal built of

colossal stones, which he thought may

have supported the sacred obelisk

(0/>. ed. pp. 174-178).

2 Lucian, [)e dea Sya-'z'a, 6.

3 Strabo, xvi. 1. 18, p. 755.

4 Lucian, De dea Syria, 8; E.

Renan, /Wz'ssz'erz de T’/ze'm'ez'e, pp. 282

I9?

"’ Eustathius, 6'0//zrnesz/a2'y 012 [)z'0ny

s-izrs [’erz'ege/es, 912 (Gee,_gr1'a/I/zz' Graeei

/I/Ii/zores, ed. C. Mliller, ii. 376);

Meliton, in W. Cureton’s S/>z'ez'/egizmz

.S'yrz'aeum, p. 44.

6 Ezekiel xxvii. 9. As to the

name Gebal see above, p. 9, note 3.

7 The inscription was discovered by

Renan. See Ch. Vellay, Le mile el

/es /6/es d’Ad0m's- T/ram//zezez da/zs

/’Orz'e/ll auliqzee, pp. 38 sq.; G. A.

Cooke, Texl -600/e of /V01’!/z -Semz'tz'e

/rzsefl/2/z'0m" (Oxford, 1903), No. 3,

pp. 18 sq. In the time of Alexander

the Great the king of Byblus was a

certain Enylus (Arrian, /lrzabaszfs, ii.

20), whose name appears on a coin

of the city (F. C. Movers, Die ]’/20e

/zz'ez'er, ii. 1, p. 103, note 81).

8 On the divinity of Semitic kings

and the kingship of Semitic gods

see W. R. Smith, /€e!z._'gi07z of //re

Se;/12'/es,2 pp. 44 s//., 66 sqq.

9 H. Radau, Early /fa/2).//eaziarz 112's

Zery (New York and London, 1900),

pp. 307-317.

1" We learn this from the Moabite

stone. See G. A. Cooke, Text-&00/eNor//z-Semi/z'e [1zserz'])/z'0m, N 0. 1, p. 2..
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the Aramaean sovereigns of Damascus, mentioned in the

Bible, we find more than one Ben~hadad, that is, “son

of the god Hadad,” the chief male deity of the Syrians;1

and Josephus tells us that down to his own time, in the

first century of our era, Bend—hadad 1., whom he calls

simply /~\dad, and his successor, Hazael, continued to be

worshipped as gods by the people of Damascus, who held

processions daily in their honour.Z Some of the kings of

Edom seem to have gone a step farther and identified them

selves with the god in their lifetime; at all events they bore

his name Hadad without any qualification.3 King Bar-rekub,

who reigned over Samal in north-western Syria in the time of

Tiglath-pileser (745-727 13.0.), appears from his name to have

reckoned himself a son of Rekub~el, the god to whose favour

he deemed himself indebted for the kingdom.4 The kings

of Tyre traced their descent from Baal,5 and apparently

professed to be gods in their own person.0 Several of them

bore names which are partly composed of the names of

Baal and Astarte; one of them bore the name of Baal pure

and simple.7 The Baal whom they personated was no

1 2 Kings viii. 7, 9, xiii. 24 sq.;

Jeremiah xlix. 27. As to the god

Hadad see Macrobius, Salzrrn. i. 23.

I 7-1 9 (where, as so often in late writers,

the Syrians are called Assyrians) ; l’hilo

of Byblus, in ]"n1,gr//zazz/a [~[z's/01'z'(-orzzz/1

Gmuro/'u//z, ed. C. Mtiller, iii. 569;

F. Baethgen, Bc’z'/7'('z'_§"c zur st’//12'/fsc/1t’/1

/\’c/z:Q'z-'0/z.rg(:s('fizkbfe ( ierlin, 1888), pp.

66-68; G. A. Cooke, Tar!-/200/.' of

N0/'//z-.S'e//12'/is I/zsr/'2'/>/1'0-115, Nos. 61,

62,pp. I6Isq.,I64, 173,175; M.J.

Lagrange, fifmlcs sur /es /t’c/z_'gz'o/as

..S‘J1/zz'Zi'q1w.r,2 pp. 93, 493, 496 sq.

2 Josephus, A/1//qz/1'/. ix. 4. 6.

3 tienesis xxxvi. 35 sq.; I Kings

xi. 14-22; I Chronicles i. 50 sq. Of

the eight kings of Edom mentioned in

Genesis (xxxvi. 31-39) not one was the

son of his predecessor. This seems to

indicate that in Edmn, as elsewhere, the

blood royal was traced in the female

line, and that the kings were men of

other families who succeeded to the

throne by marrying the hereditary

princesses. See my ./.er/1/rat on 1/20

/jar/y //z'..t'/ory Q/-//It‘ /\'1'/1,qT/11'/I (London,

I905), pp. 231 ..t(/1/.

‘I G. A. Cooke, 0/). (27. N05. 62, 63,

pp. 163, I65, I73 sqq., I81 sqq.; M.

J. Lagrange. of. (17. pp. 496 sqq. The

god Rekub-el is mentioned along with

the gods l~ladad, El, Reslief, and

Shamash in an inscription of King

Bar-rel<ul1I‘s mortal father, King Pan

ammu ((3. A. Cooke. 0/). (17. No. 61,

p. 161).

Virgil, As/1. i. 729 sq., with

Servius‘s note ; Silius Italicus, ./-"-zmfia,

i. 86 sqq.

'3 Ezekiel xxviii. 2, 9.

7 Menander of Ephesus, quoted by

Josephus, C022/m .--1/>1'0/21'/1/, i. 18 and 21 :

/4‘/'¢z,_Q'//It’/z/(I /'[z'_\~1‘0r/601':///z G2'm't'orz1//1 ,

ed. C. Miiller, iv. 446 sq. According

to the text of Josephus, edited by

B. Niese, the names of the kings in

question were Abibal, Balbazer, 1-\bd

astart, l\-lethusastart, son of Leastart,

lthobal, Balezor, Baal, Balator, Merbal.

The passage of Menan<:ler is quoted also

by Eusebius, 6'/21-0/11?‘. i. pp. 118, I20,

ed. A. Schoene.
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doubt l\/Ielcarth, “the king of the city,” as his name signifies,

the great god whom the Greeks identified with Hercules;

for the equivalence of the Baal of Tyre both to l\/Ielcarth

and to Hercules is placed beyond the reach of doubt by a

bilingual inscription, in l’hoenician and Greek, which was

found in Malta.1

In like manner the kings of Byblus may have assumed

the style of Adonis; for Adonis was simply the divine Adon

or “lord” of the city, a title which hardly differs in sense

from Baal (“master”) and Melek (“king”). This conjecture

would be confirmed if one of the kings of Byblus actually

bore, as Renan believed, the name of Adom-melek, that is,

Adonis Melek, the Lord King. But, unfortunately, the read

ing of the inscription in which the name occurs is doubtful.2

Some of the old Canaanite kings of Jerusalem appear to have

played the part of Adonis in their lifetime, if we may judge

from their names, Adoni-bezek and Adoni-zetlekfi’ which are

divine rather than human titles. Adoni-Zedek means “lord

of righteousness,” and is therefore equivalent to Melchizedek,

that is, “king of righteousness,” the title of that mysterious

king of Salem and priest of God Most High, who seems to

have been neither more nor less than one of these same

Canaanitish kings of Jerusalem.4 Thus if the old priestly

Kings

named

Adonis.

1 G. A. Cooke, ’['c.r/-[200/c of A707‘//P

Se/222'/is /'/2%/'2'/>/z'01z.s, No. 36, p. 102.

As to Melcarth, the Tyrian Hercules,

see Ed. Meyer, in W. H. Roscher’s

Lexi/:0/z d. gfler/2. 24 mi‘//1. 17/J////0/0‘£]'l'(,’,

ii. 2650 sqq. One of the Tyrian kings

seems to have been called Abi-milk

(Abi-melech), that is, “father of a

king” or “father of Moloch,” that is,

of Melcarth. A letter of his to the

king of Egypt is preserved in the Tel

el-Amarna correspondence. See R. F.

I--Iarper, /Is.sJ/1'z'a1z mm’ ]5’a//y/0/zirm

./,z'/e/'61/202, p. 237. As to a title which

implies that the bearer of it was the

father of a god, see below, p. 32.

2 E. Renan, quoted by Ch. Vellay,

Le (ll//6 at /r;s'f't"‘(¢'s d’/lcZ0/zz's- .'/"/za/////10212,

p. 39. But Mr. Cooke reads {anus

(Uri-milk) instead of ‘|‘7b‘1R (Adon

milk) (G. A. Cooke, T2'.rl-/)00/e()f1\/m'//z

.S'c/211'/2'6 /12.srr2'/212701-25, No. 3, p. 18).

However, little stress can be laid on

this argument, since the title Adoni

Melek, “my lord the king,” was often

used in addressing Hebrew kings.

See, for example, I Kings i. 2, I3,

18, 20, 21, 24, 27, etc.

3 Judges i. 4-7; Joshua x. I sqq.

"1 Genesis xiv. 18-20, with Prof.

S. R. I)river’s commentary; /jnr)/r/0

/>111/rlfa 127/)/z'ra, s.1/2/. “Adoni-bezek,”

“ Adoni-ze<_lek,” “ I\‘Ielchi'/.edek.” It

is to be observed that names com

pounded with Adoni- were occasionally

borne by private persons. Such names

are Adoni-kam (lflxra ii. 13) and

Adoni-ram (1 Kings iv. 6), not to

mention Adoni-jah (1 Kings i. 5sqq.),

who was a prince and aspired to the

throne of his father David. These

names are commonly interpreted as

sentences expressive of the nature of the

god whom the bearer of the name

worshipped.. See Prof. Th. Niildeke,

in E120/r/0/>aaiz'a />’1'/2/-ica, .1171. “ Names,”
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kings of Jerusalem regularly played the part of Adonis, we

need not wonder that in later times the women of Jerusalem

used to weep for Tammuz, that is, for Adonis, at the gate of

the temple.1 In doing so they may only have been con

tinuing a custom which had been observed in the same

place by the Canaanites long before the Hebrews invaded

the land.

But if Semitic kings in general and the kings of’I‘he Bfttll

Byblus in particular often assumed the style of Baal or

Adonis, it follows that they may have mated with the Baalath

goddess, the Baalath or Astarte of the city. Certainly we gfilflources

hear of kings of Tyre and Sidon who were priests of Astarte.L fertility

Now to the agricultural Semites the Baal or god of a land

was the author of all its fertility; he it was who produced

the corn, the wine, the figs, the oil, and the flax, by means

of his quickening waters, which in the arid parts of the

Semitic world are oftener springs, streams, and underground

flow than the rains of heaven.3 Further, “the life-giving

power of the god was not limited to vegetative nature, but

to him also was ascribed the increase of animal life, the

multiplication of flocks and herds, and, not least, of the

human inhabitants of the land. For the increase of animate

nature is obviously conditioned, in the last resort, by the

fertility of the soil, and primitive races, which have not

learned to differentiate the various kinds of life with

precision, think of animate as well as vegetable life as

rooted in the earth and sprung from it. The earth is the

great mother of all things in most mythological philosophies,

and the comparison of the life of mankind, or of a stock of

men, with the life of a tree, which is so common in Semitic

as in other primitive poetry, is not in its origin a mere

figure. Thus where the growth of vegetation is ascribed to

a particular divine power, the same power receives the

iii. 3286. It is quite possible that 7‘ox/-boo/c if/'“r\='o1'//1-So/111'/2% /1zs(1’r_'/>/z'ozzs,

names which once implied divinity were No. 4, p. 26. According to Justin,

afterwards degraded by application to

common men.

1 E7.el<icl viii. I4.

2 l\/lenander of Ephesus, quoted by

Josephus, Con/m Apz'om'/11, i. 18 (Frag

menta 11z'sz.‘o1'z'rorum G-mororuz/1, ed.

C. Miiller, iv. 4.4.6); G. A. Cooke,

however, the priest of Hercules, that

is, of Melcarth, at Tyre, was distinct

from the king and second to him in

dignity. See Justin, xviii. 4. 5.

3 I-Iosea ii. 5 sqq.; W. Robertson

Smith, /?e[2lgz'on of [/16 S61/1z'tes,2 pp.

95-107
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thanks and homage of his worshippers for the increase of

cattle and of men. Firstlings as well as first-fruits were

offered at the shrines of the Baalim, and one of the

commonest classes of personal names given by parents to

their sons or daughters designates the child as the gift of

the god.” In short, “the Baal was conceived " as the male

principle of reproduction, the husband of the land which he

fertilised.” 1 So far, therefore, as the Semite personified the

reproductive energies of nature as male and female, as a

Baal and a Baalath, he appears to have identified the male

power especially with water and the female especially with

earth. On this view plants and trees, animals and men,

are the offspring or children of the Baal and Baalath.

If, then, at Byblus and elsewhere, the Semitic king was

allowed, or rather required, to personate the god and marry

the goddess, the intention of the custom can only have been

to ensure the fertility of the land and the increase of

men and cattle by means of homoeopathic magic. There

is reason to think that a similar custom was observed

from a similar motive in other parts of the ancient world,

and particularly at Nemi, where both the male and the

female powers, the Dianus and Diana, were in one aspect of

their nature personifications of the life-giving waters.2

The last king of Byblus bore the ancient name of

Cinyras, and was beheaded by Pompey the Great for his

tyrannous excesses.3 His legendary namesake Cinyras is

said to have founded a sanctuary of Aphrodite, that is, of

Astarte, at a place on Mount Lebanon, distant a day’s

journey from the capital.‘-“ The spot was probably Aphaca,

at the source of the river Adonis, half-way between Byblus

and Baalbec; for at Aphaca there was a famous grove and

sanctuary of Astarte which Constantine destroyed on

account of the flagitious character of the worship.5 The site

of the temple has been discovered by modern travellers near

the miserable village which still bears the name of Afka at

1 W. Robertson Smith, /\’e/zlgz'erz//ze Se/2z2'/es,2 pp. 107 sq.

2 See my [.ee/ures 0/z //re Ear/y

ffz'story of Z‘/ze ]i"z'/zgs/12'/) (London,

1905), PP- 152 W» 194 59/!“ 2I3

sqq., 283 sqq.

3 Strabo, xvi. 1. 18, p. 755.

4 Lucian, [)e dea .S'yrz'a, 9.

'3 Eusehius, of Corar/are/z'n_e, iii.

55 ; Sozomenus, /*[z.'s/orz'a Ee(Zes'z'(zsZ2'ea,

ii. 5; Socrates, I/e's'z’01'1'a Ere/esiasliea,

i. 18; Zosimus, i. 58.
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the head of the wild, romantic, wooded gorge of the Adonis.

The hamlet stands among groves of noble walnut~trees on

the brink of the lynn. A little way off the river rushes

from a cavern at the foot of a mighty amphitheatre of

towering cliffs to plunge in a series of cascades into the

awful depths of the glen. The deeper it descends, the

ranker and denser grows the vegetation, which, sprouting

from the crannies and fissures of the rocks, spreads a

green veil over the roaring or murmuring stream in the

tremendous chasm below. There is something delicious,

almost intoxicating, in the freshness of these tumbling

waters, in the sweetness and purity of the mountain air, in

the vivid green of the vegetation. The temple, of which

some massive hewn blocks and a fine column of Syenite

granite still mark the site, occupied a terrace facing the

source of the river and commanding a magnificent prospect.

Across the foam and the roar of the waterfalls you look

up to the cavern and away to the top of the sublime

precipices above. So lofty is the cliff that the goats

which creep along its ledges to browse on the bushes

appear like ants to the spectator hundreds of feet below.

Seaward the view is especially impressive when the sun

floods the profound gorge with golden light, revealing all

the fantastic buttresses and rounded towers of its moun

tain rampart, and falling softly on the varied green of the

woods which clothe its depths.1 It was here that, according

to the legend, Adonis met Aphrodite for the first or the last

time,2 and here his mangled body was buried.3 A fairer

scene could hardly be imagined for a story of tragic love

1 On the valley of the [Va/zr lém/12'//1,

its scenery and monuments, see Edxrard

Robinson, 1>’1.'/)/1'(a/ /\)¢’S(,’(l7’(/l:',’.\‘ 2'/1 ]’a/¢.v

ti/w,3 iii. 603-609; \V. M. Thomson,

7716 Land mm’ //10 1>’00/c, L0/1a/20/1,

/Ja/uascm, am! /ILj’(J/1(1)/0/’(/(Z/I (London,

1886), pp. 239-246; E. Renan, /l,/is
.r/'0/1 da /i’/16/zz'rz'u, pp. 282 sqq. ; (cl.

Maspero, 112';/oz're /1/zdc/1m’, ii. 175

179. Among the trees which line the

valley are oak, sycamore, bay, plane,

orange, and mulberry (W. M. Thomson,

0/>. 0'/'. p. 245). T1'avelle1's are

unanimous in testifying to the extra

ordinary beauty of the vale of the

Adonis. Thus Robinson writes:

“There is no spot in all my wan

derings on which memory lingers with

greater delight than on the sequestered

retreat and exceeding loveliness of

Afka.” Renan says that the land

scape is one of the most beautiful in

the world.

3 [Z/,7»'//10/'0,q'z'r11/21 ./l[(z__;;2z 2/112, .»‘. 2'.

”.~\¢axa, p. I 7 5.

3 Meliton, “Oration to Antoninus

Caesar," in \\’. Cureton‘s .8‘/*1'i‘z'/5_g'1'11/21

.S:i"/’/fizz///1 (London, I855), p. 44.
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and death. Yet, sequestered as the valley is and must

always have been, it is not wholly deserted. A convent or

a village may be observed here and there standing out

against the sky on the top of some beetling crag or clinging

to the face of a nearly perpendicular cliff high above the

foam and the din of the river; and at evening the lights

that twinkle through the gloom betray the presence of

human habitations on slopes which might seem inaccessible

to man. In antiquity the whole of the lovely vale appears

to have been dedicated to Adonis, and to this day it is

haunted by his memory; for the heights which shut it in

are crested at various points by ruined monuments of his

worship, some of them overhanging dreadful abysses, down

which it turns the head dizzy to look and see the eagles

wheeling about their nests far below. One such monument

exists at Ghineh. The face of a great rock, above a roughly

hewn recess, is here carved with figures of Adonis and

Aphrodite. He is portrayed with spear in rest, awaiting

the attack of a bear, while she is seated in an attitude of

sorrow.1 Her grief-stricken figure may well be the mourning

Aphrodite of the Lebanon described by Macrobius,2 and the

recess in the rock is perhaps her lover's tomb. Every year,

in the belief of his worshippers, Adonis was wounded to

death on the mountains, and every year the face of nature

itself was dyed with his sacred blood. So year by year the

Syrian damsels lamented his untimely fate,3 while the red

anemone, his flower, bloomed among the cedars of Lebanon

and the river ran red to the sea, fringing the winding shores

of the bluel\/lediterranean, whenever the wind set inshore,

with a sinuous band of crimson.

1 E. Renan, /liz'ssz'wz d/1 1’/u‘nz'cz'e, Adonis is a bear, not a boar.

pp. 292-294. The writer seems to 2 Macrobius, Saturn. i. 21. 5

have no doubt that the beast attacking 3 Lucian, De dea .S'yrz'a, 8.



CHAPTER Ill

ADONIS AT PAPHOS

TI-IE island of Cyprus lies but one day’s sail from the coast Phoenician

of Syria. Indeed on fine summer evenings its mountains m

may be descried looming low and dark against the red fires

of sunset.1 With its rich mines of copper and its forests of

firs and stately cedars ,/the island naturally attracted a com

mercial and maritime people like the Phoenicians ; while the

abundance of its corn, its wine, and its oil must have rendered

it in their eyes a Land of Promise by comparison with the

niggardly nature of their own rugged coast, hemmed in

between the mountains and the sea.2 Accordingly they

settled in Cyprus at a very early date and remained there

long after the Greeks had also established themselves on its

shores; for we know from inscriptions and coins that

Phoenician kings reigned at Citium, the Chittim of the

Hebrews, down to the time of Alexander the Great.3

1 F. C. Movers, Die P/zomz'zz'er, ii. ]1zsc2"z']>tz'0n5, Nos. 12-25, pp. 55-76,

2, p. 224; G. Maspero, Hz'rl0z're 347-349; I’. Gardner, N670 C/za/Mere:

/-Ina'ezme, ii. 199, in Greek [~/z'.\~to2j/, pp. 179, 185... It

SO;a,§1;f fiifllréil ;'fa{,§£1_ ;{{_ <,l,JYn1-1;: ZaZ§.e§§1.l§i1§§?§£lI§§Z.T'1Liii/SJFZZZZT

. . If that was so it would seem that the
1’ ‘I ’ 0 - ‘ ‘ u 0 - , 0 O;,;l,§;7?::I.;V4()ii7I2’ rppc 224ovSe;S’. town was built and lnhabited by a non

‘ '4 ' , I , . 0 0 , )0 3 I _I 1 0 ~

Maspero, f[ist01'~/'6 Amrz'e/2120, ii. 200 _SLmlt:c pe.Ol.)1e before the .ar_nVal 9f

3 AS to the firs and cedars of the Ihoemc1ans.' _See Eng/¢/opacriza

5' ‘ _ h_ __ _ ., I. [>’1.'&/iaz, 5.2). “K1tt1m.” Other traces

yprus see Theol) labms’ 11“/oua of this older race akin to the vrimitive

]"la/ztarzzm v. 7. I v. 9. I . The . ’ .‘ I

C _. ’b ’h _ _ stock of Asia Mmor, have been de

ylmans Ousted t at they Could tected in C >rus ' amon st them the

build and rig a ship complete, from by. yl. 1’ ‘C .g H b

her keel to her topsails, with the most 0 nous Is Me ypnan Sy a my’

. _ . . . the characters of WhlCl'1 are neither

native products of their 1sland(Amm1- , . . . . . .
. . Ihoemcmn nor Greek 1n ongm. bee

anus Marcellmus, xw. 8. 14).
P. Gardner, 0,6. cit. pp. 154, 173-175,

3 G. A. Cooke, Text-boo/e of Smzz'lz'c 178 sq.

17 C
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Naturally the Semitic colonists brought their gods with

them from the mother-land. They worshipped Baal of

the Lebanon,1 who may well have been Adonis, and at

Amathus on the south coast they instituted the rites of

Adonis and Aphrodite, or rather Astarte.2 Here, as at

Byblus, -these rites resembled the Egyptian worship of

Osiris so closely that some people even identified the

Adonis of Amathus with Osiris.3 The Tyrian Melcarth

or Moloch was also worshipped at Amathus,4 and the tombs

discovered in the neighbourhood prove that the city re

mained Phoenician to a late period.5

But the great seat of the worship of Aphrodite and

Adonis in Cyprus was Paphos on the south-western side of

the island. Among the petty kingdoms into which Cyprus

was divided from the earliest times until the end of the fourth

century before our era Paphos must have ranked with the best.

It is a land of hills and billowy ridges, diversified by fields

and vineyards and intersected by rivers, which in the course

of ages have carved for themselves beds of such tremendous

depth that travelling in the interior is diffieult and tedious.

The lofty range of Mount Olympus (the modern T7/oedos),

capped with snow the greater part of the year, screens Paphos

from the northerly and easterly winds and cuts it off from the

rest of the island. On the slopes of the range the last pine

woods of Cyprus linger, sheltering here and there monasteries

in scenery not unworthy of the Apennines. The old city of

Paphos occupied the summit of a hill about a mile from the

Kingdom

of Paphos.

_..._.-2.-_

1 G. A. Cooke, Tex/-/200/e 0fN02'//z

Senzzlie /rzserz'qfi//ens, No. 11, p. 52.

2 Stephanus Byzantius, s.7/. ’A//.0»

000;; Pausanias, ix. 41. 2 sq. Ac

cording to Pausanias, there was a

remarkable necklace of green stones

and gold in the sanctuary of Adonis

and Aphrodite at Amathus. The

Greeks commonly identified it with

the necklace of Harmonia or Eriphyle.

A terra-cotta statuette of Astarte,

found at Amathus (P), represents her

wearing a necklace which she touches

with one hand. See L. P. di Cesnola,

C)/j)rzes (London, 1877), p. 275. The

scanty ruins of Amathus occupy an

isolated hill beside the sea. Among

them is an enormous stone jar, half

buried in the earth, of which the four

handles are adorned with figures of

bulls. It is probably of Phoenician

manufacture. See L. Ross, /t’ez'se1z

nae/e /1.’0s, //a/2'/earrzasses, /t’/zedes zmd

der fuse! 6')/yfierrz (I-Ialle, 1852), pp.

168 sqq.

3 Stephanus By’/antius, s. e. ’A//.a0o0s.

For the relation of Adonis to Osiris at

Byblus see below, p. 293.

4 I-Iesychius, s.a. Mdh./ca.

5 L. P. di Cesnola, Cy/)7'zes, pp.

254-283; I-"errot et Chipiez, He's/ez're

de l’Art dans !’Anlz'quz'!é, iii. 216

222
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sea; the newer city sprang up at the harbour some ten

miles off.1 The sanctuary of Aphrodite at Old Paphos

(the modern Kuklia) was one of the most celebrated shrines

in the ancient world. From the earliest to the latest

times it would seem to have preserved its essential

features unchanged. For the sanctuary is represented

on coins of the Imperial age,2 and these representations

agree closely with little golden models of a shrine which

were found in two of the royal graves at l\/iycenae.3

Both on the coins and in the models we see a fagade

surmounted by a pair of doves and divided into three

compartments or chapels, of which the central one is

crowned by a lofty superstructure. In the golden models

each chapel contains a pillar standing in a pair of horns:

the central superstructure is crowned by two pairs of horns,

one within the other; and the two side chapels are in like

manner crowned each with a pair of horns and a single

dove perched on the outer horn of each pair. On the coins

each of the side chapels contains a pillar or candelabra~like

object: the central chapel contains a cone and is flanked by

two high columns, each terminating in a pair of ball-topped

pinnacles, with a star and crescent appearing between the

tops of the columns. The doves are doubtless the sacred

doves of Aphrodite or Astarte,4 and the horns and

pillars remind us of the similar religious emblems which

-have been found in the great prehistoric palace of Cnossus

in Crete, as well as on many monuments of the Mycenaean

1 D. G. Hogarth, Dania Cy/>rz'a

(London, 1889), pp. 1-3; Em.-)/c/0

paedia ]5’n'/rz1z1z1'¢'a,“ vi. 747;Reclus, Nouvc//0 G¢‘0g/raj>/zz'u U1zzTz.w'

sc//r, ix. 668.

2 T. L. Donahlson, /In‘/zz'z‘erz‘2u'a

[Va//zz'sma/ica, pp. 107-109, with fig.

31 ; _/0zu'1za/ of f1'c/[mat .S'/zrdz'es, ix.

(1888) pp. 210-213; George Mac
donald, Ca/a/ogz/0 q/i Grcc/J C0-2'n.r in [/16

1'/2111/erimz C0//CL‘/I:0lI., ii. 566, with pl.

lxi. 19. As to the existing remains of

the temple, which were excavated by

an English expedition in 1887-1888,

see _/ourmzl of 110//c/121: .S‘lmz’z'/zr, ix.

(1888) pp. 193 syq. Previous ac

counts of the temple are inaccurate

and untrustworthy.

3 C. Schuchhardt, Sr/1/z'emamz’s

/-1z1.rg/'a&1/21.ge1z,'3 pp. 231-233; Perrot

et Chipiez, //13'/0z're ([5 /’A1'/ (/an:

/’/I12/z'yz¢z'/J, vi. 336 59., 652-654;

jozzrzmf of [fa]/c/111? .S!ua’z'es, ix. (1888)

pp. 213 51/. ; P. Gardner, /\"'u'zv C//a/>107’;

2'/2 Greek H2'.r!07j/, p. 181.

4 J. Selden, Dc dz‘: S}/ris (Leipsic,

1668) pp. 274 sqq.; S. Bochart,

}[z'e2'0soz'(-on, ii. 4 sqq. Compare the

statue of a priest with a dove in his

hand, which was found in Cyprus

(Perrot et Chipiez, Hz's/oz're dc /’Arz‘

danr /’A1z/z}]z1z'/¢>‘, iii. 510, with fig.

3491

Sanctuary

Of

Aphrod ite

at Paphos.
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or Minoan age of Greece.1 If antiquaries are right in

regarding the golden models as copies of the Paphian shrine,

that shrine must have suffered little outward change for

more than a thousand years; for the royal graves at

Mycenae, in which the models were found, can hardly be of

later date than the twelfth century before our era.

Thus the sanctuary of Aphrodite at Paphos was appar

ently of great antiquity.2 According to Herodotus, it was

founded by Phoenician colonists from Ascalon ;3 but it is

possible that a native goddess of fertility was worshipped on

the spot before the arrival of the Phoenicians, and that the

newcomers identified her, with their own Baalath or Astarte,

whom she may have closely resembled. If two deities were

thus fused in one, we may suppose that they were both

varieties of that great goddess of motherhood and fertility

whose worship appears to have been diffused all over

western Asia from a very early time. The supposition is

confirmed as well by the archaic shape of her image as by

the licentious character of her rites; for both that shape

and those rites were shared by her with other Asiatic

deities. Her image was simply a white cone or pyramid.4

In like manner, a cone was the emblem of Astarte at

Byblus,5 of the native goddess whom the Greeks called

Artemis at Perga in Pamphyliaf’ and of the sun-god

The

Aphrodite

of Paphos

a Phoeni

cian or

aboriginal

deity.

Her

conical

image.

1 A. ’. Evans “M cenaean Tree ser/. viii. 8' Servius on Vir il Am.
; , g 7

and l’illar Cult,”_/0urna/ of [Jel/enz'r

.S'/zrclzks, xxi. (1901) pp. 99 sgq.

2 Tacitus, Annals, iii. 62.

3 Herodotus, i. 105; compare Pau

sanias, i. I4. 7. I-Ieror.lotus only

speaks of the sanctuary of Aphrodite

in Cyprus, but he must refer to the

great one at Paphos. At Ascalon the

goddess was worshipped in mermaid

shape under the name of Derceto, and

fish and doves were sacred to her (Dio

dorus Siculus, ii. 4; compare Lucian,

De dea S)/rz'a, 14). The name Derceto,

like the much more correct Atargatis,

is a Greek corruption of 'Attr2r, the

Aramaic form of /Is/ar/e. See E.

r\/Ieyer, Gesr/zzk/ale ales /1//er//zzmzs, i.

246 sq.

4 It is described by ancient writers

and figured on coins. See Tacitus,

f[z's/. ii. 3; Maximus Tyrius, Dis

i. 720; T. L. Donaldson, /17':/22'/ecluwa

Nu;/zz's/2zaZz'ca, p. I07, with fig. 31;

/omvzal of ffe/[mic S/21dz'es, ix.

(1888), pp. 210-212. According

to Maximus Tyrius the material of

the pyramid was unknown. Probably

it was a stone. The English archaeol

ogists found several fragments of white

cones on the site of the temple at

Paphos : one which still remains in its

original position in the central chamber

was of limestone and of somewhat

larger size (journal of./~10!/0122'; Mzu/z'es,

ix. (1888) p. 180).

5 See above, p. 10.

6 On coins of Perga the sacred cone

is represented as richly decorated and

standing in a temple between sphinxes.

See B. V. Head, H'z'storz'a ZVzmz0rz¢/22,

p. 585; P. Gardner, .’/)//)es of Greek

Coins, pl. xv. No. 3. The sanctuary
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Heliogabalus at Emesa in Syria? The precise significance

of such an emblem remains as obscure as it was in the time of

Tacitus.2 It appears to have been customary to anoint the

sacred cone with olive oil at a solemn festival, in which people

from Lycia and Caria participated.3 The custom of anointing

a holy stone has been observed in many parts of the world,

for example, in the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi.4 To this

day the old custom appears to survive at Paphos, for “in

honour of the Maid of Bethlehem the peasants of Kuklia

anointed lately, and probably still anoint each year, the

great corner-stones of the ruined Temple of the Paphian

Goddess. As Aphrodite was supplicated once with cryptic

rites, so is Mary entreated still by Moslems as well as

Christians, with incantations and passings through perforated

stones, to remove the curse of barrenness from Cypriote

women, or increase the manhood of Cypriote men.”"’

Thus the ancient worship of the goddess of fertility is

continued under a different name.

In Cyprus it appears that before marriage all women Sacred '

were formerly obliged by custom to prostitute themselves to pmsmunon

in the

strangers at the sanctuary of the goddess, whether she went worship Of

by the name of Aphrodite, Astarte, or what not.6 Similar

customs prevailed in many parts of western Asia. What- and of

. . . other

ever its motive, the practice was clearly regarded, not as Asiatic

an orgy of lust, but as a solemn religious duty performed goddesses

stood on a height and a festival was

held there annually (Strabo, xiv. 4. 2,

p. 667). Her native title was A/zarsa,

that is, “Queen.” See B. V. Head,

l.c. ; \:Vernicke in Pauly-Wissowa,

Real - E126}/rlo,zfizi‘dz'e dcr c/asszkr/waz

AZlen’zu/zswzksmzsc/2(1fi, ii. 1, col. I397.

Aphrodite at Paphos bore the same

title. See below, p. 26, note 5.

1I--Ierodian, v. 3. 5. This cone

was of black stone, with some small

knobs on it, like the stone of Cybele

at Pessinus. It is figured on coins of

Emesa. See B. V. I-lead, Hz'rz’om'a

ZVzmzoru//z, p. 659; P. Gardner,

Ty/fies Grce/..' Coins, pl. xv. No. I.

The sacred stone of Cyhele, which the

Romans brought from Pessinus to

Rome during the Second Punic War,

was small, black, and rugged, but we

are not told that it was of conical

shape. See Arnobius, Adversz/5

NaXz'012es, vii. 49 : Livy, xxix. II. 7.

2 Tacitus, Hz's/. ii. 3.

3 W'e learn this from an inscription

found at Paphos. See _/0umza/ of

/fa!/61122‘ Slzm’z'es, ix. (1888) pp. 188,

231.

4 Pausanias, x. 24. 6, with my note.

5 D. G. Hogarth, A I/Va1za’er2';zg

Sr/zo/ar in 1/10 Levant (London, 1896),

PP- I79 W

6 Herodotus, i. 199; Athenaeus,

xii. 11, p. 516A; Justin, xviii. 5. 4;

Lactantius, Dz'z/1'22. ]/zsf. i. 17; \V. H.

Engel, /fy/>1-05, ii. 142 sgq. Asiatic

customs of this sort have been rightly

explained by W. Mannhardt (A11/2'/be

lVa/d- zmd Fa/u’/cu/fe.’, pp. 283 $99.).
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in the service of that great Mother Goddess of western

Asia whose name varied, while her type remained

constant, from place to place. Thus at Babylon every

woman, whether rich or poor, had once in her life to

submit to the embraces of a stranger at the temple of

Mylitta, that is, of Ishtar or Astarte, and to dedicate to the

goddess the wages earned by this sanctified harlotry. The

sacred precinct was crowded with women waiting to observe

the custom. Some of them had to wait there for years.1 At

Heliopolis or Baalbec in Syria, famous for the imposing

grandeur of its ruined temples, the custom of the country

required that every maiden should prostitute herself to a

stranger at the temple of Astarte. The emperor Constantine

abolished the custom, destroyed the temple, and built a

church in its stead.2 At Byblus the people shaved their

heads in the annual mourning for Adonis. Women who

refused to sacrifice their hair had to give themselves up

to strangers on a certain day of the festival, and the

money which they thus earned was devoted to the god

dess.3 This custom may have been a mitigation of an

older rule which at Byblus as elsewhere formerly com

pelled every woman without exception to sacrifice her

virtue in the service of. religion. I have elsewhere suggested

a reason why the offering of a woman's hair was accepted

as an equivalent for the surrender of her person.4 We

are told that in Lydia all girls were obliged to prostitute

themselves in order to earn a dowry ;5 but we may suspect

that the real motive of the custom was devotion rather than

asliea, i. 18. 7-9; Eusebius, Vila

C01zsZa1zl2'/12', iii. 58. The last of these

writers affirms that matrons as well as

maidens prostituted themselves i.n the

1 Herodotus, i. 199; Strabo, xvi. I.

20, p. 745. As to the identity of

Mylitta with Astarte see H. Zimmern,

in E. Schrader’s ffez'/z'rz.se/zflflerz zmd

das Alle Tes/amenZ,3 pp. 423, n. 7, 428,

n. 4. According to him, the name

Mylitta comes from ’/Wee ’a//id/ze, “ she

who helps women in travail.” In this

character Ishtar would answer to the

Greek Artemis and the Latin Diana.

As to sacred prostitution in the worship

of Ishtar see M. Jastrow, T/ze /Ce/zlgz'erz

0/ Ba/2,1/lom'a and As.syrz'ee, pp. 475 sq.,

484 sq.

2 Sozomenus, Z;/2's/erz'a Eee/esz'astz'ea,

v. 10. 7; Socrates, flis/aria Eee/eszl

service of the goddess.

3 Lucian, De dea .5)/rz'a, 6. The

writer is careful to indicate that none

but strangers were allowed to enjoy

the women (1') 66 d/yo/)'}; /eotivotet Zfeivotae

1ra.pu.KéeTa.L).

4 “Artemis and Hippolytus,” F07’!

mlgr/el/y /t’er/z'ew, December 1904, pp.

985-988.

5 I~~Ierorlotus, i. 93 sq.; Athenaeus,

xii. 11, pp. 515 sq.
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economy. The suspicion is confirmed by a Greek inscription

found at Tralles in Lydia, which proves that the practice of

religious prostitution survived in that country as late as the

second century of our era. It records of a certain woman,

Aurelia Aemilia by name, not only that she herself served

the god in the capacity of a harlot at his express command,

but that her mother and other female ancestors had done

the same before her; and the publicity of the record,

engraved on a marble column which supported a votive

offering, shows that no stain attached to such a life and such

a parentage.1 In Armenia the noblest families dedicated

their daughters to the service of the goddess Anaitis in her

temple at Aciliscna, where the damsels acted as prostitutes

for a long time before they were given in marriage. Nobody

scrupled to take one of these girls to wife when her period

of service was over.2 Again, the goddess Ma was served by

a multitude of sacred harlots at Comana in I-"ontus, and

crowds of men and women flocked to her sanctuary from

the neighbouring cities and country to attend the biennial

festivals or to pay their vows to the goddess.3

If we survey the whole of the evidence on this subject, The

some of which has still to be laid before the reader, we may ‘§\4S(ift‘1PlieCr

conclude that a great Mother Goddess, the personification of Goddess a

all the reproductive energies of nature, was worshipped under Ei:)rnS°Or?2]C1a'

different names but with a substantial similarity of myth and the r_@1>rO—

ritual by many peoples of western Asia; that associated of

with her was a lover, or rather series of lovers, divine yet nature

mortal, with whom she mated year by year, their commerce

being deemed essential to the propagation of animals and

plants, each in their several kind ;4 and further, that the

fabulous union of the divine pair was simulated and, as it

were, multiplied on earth by the real, though temporary,

union of the human sexes at the sanctuary of the goddess

for the sake of thereby ensuring the fruitfulness of the

1 \-V. M. Ramsay, C2'/[es and Bz'.r/1.0/L

rz'rr 0/1’/1/'1/girz, i. 94 s(/., 115.

2 Strabo, xi. 14. 16, p. 532.

3 Strabo, xii. 3. 32, 34 and 36, pp.

557-559; compare xii. 2. 3, p. 535.

Other sanctuaries in Pontus, Cappa

doeia, and l’hrygia swarmed with sacred

slaves, and we may conjecture, though

we are not told, that many of these

slaves were prostitutes. See Strabo,

xi. 8. 4, xii. 2. 3 and 6, xii. 3. 31 and

37, xii. 8. 14.

4 On this great Asiatic goddess and

her lovers see especially VV. M.

Ramsay, C2'/zirr and Zrie'.r/zoj>rz'rs qf

1’/z1‘){;rz'a, i. 87 sqq.
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ground and the increase of man and beast.1 And if the

conception of such a Mother Goddess dates, as seems

probable, from a time when the institution of marriage was

either unknown or at most barely tolerated as an immoral

infringement of old communal rights, we can understand

both why the goddess herself was regularly supposed to be

at once unmarried and unchaste, and why her worshippers

were obliged to imitate her more or less completely in these

respects. For had she been a divine wife united to a divine

husband, the natural counterpart of their union would have

been the lawful marriage of men and women, and there

would have been no need to resort to a system of prostitu

tion or promiscuity in order to effect those purposes which,

on the principles of homoeopathic magic, might in that case

have been as well or better attained by the legitimate inter

course of the sexes in matrimony. Formerly, perhaps,

every woman was obliged to submit at least once in her life

to the exercise of those marital rights which at a still earlier

period had theoretically belonged in permanence to all the

males of the tribe. But in course of time, as the institution

of individual marriage grew in favour,|and the old com

munism fell more and more into discredit, the revival of lhe

ancient practice even for a single occasion in a woman’s life

became ever more repugnant to the moral sense of the

people, and accordingly they resorted to various expedients

for evading in practice the obligation which they still

acknowledged in theory. One of these evasions was to let

the woman offer her hair instead of her person; another

apparently was to substitute an obscene symbol for the

obscene act.2 But while the majority of women thus con

24 ADO./V15 AT PAPHOS

Her

worship

perhaps

reflects a

period of

sexual com

munism.

1 Compare W. Mannhardt, An/2'/ea

VVa/d- mm’ Feld/ml/e, pp. 284 sq.

Similarly in Camul, formerly a pro

vince of the Chinese empire, the

men used to place their wives at the

disposal of any foreigners who came to

lodge with them, and deemed it an

honour if the guests made use of their

opportunities. The emperor, hearing

of the custom, forbade the people to

observe it. For three years they

obeyed, then, finding that their lands

were no longer fruitful and that many

mishaps befell them, they prayed the

emperor to allow them to retain the

custom, “for it was by reason of this

usage that their gods bestowed upon

them all the good things that they,

possessed, and without it they saw not

how they could continue, to exist”

(Marco Polo, translated by Col. Henry

Yule (London, 1875), i. 212 .rg.).

Here apparently the fertility of the

soil was deemed to depend on the in

tercourse of the women with strangers,

not with their husbands.

2 Clement of Alexandria, 1'-’rolrre/fit.

ii. 14, p. 13, ed. Potter; Arnobius,
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. larly called “a sacred woman” (kfia/Es/ta).

trived to observe the forms of religion without sacrificing

their virtue, it was still thought necessary to the general

welfare that a certain number of them should discharge the

old obligation in the old way. These became prostitutes

either for life or for a term of years at one of the temples !

dedicated to the service of religion, they were invested with

a sacred character,1 and their vocation, far from being deemed

infamous, was probably long regarded by the laity as an

exercise of more than common virtue, and rewarded with a

tribute of mixed wonder, reverence, and pity, not unlike that

which in some parts of the world is still paid to women who

seek to honour their Creator in a different way by renouncing

the natural functions of their sex and the tenderest relations

of humanity. It is thus that the folly of mankind finds

vent in opposite extremes alike harmful and deplorable.

At Paphos the custom of religious prostitution is said to The

have been instituted by King Cinyras,2 and to have been

practised by his daughters, the sisters of Adonis, who,

having incurred the wrath of Aphrodite, mated with

strangers and ended their days in Egypt.3 In this form of

the tradition the wrath of Aphrodite is probably a feature

added by a later authority, who could only regard conduct

which shocked his own moral sense as a punishment inflicted

by the goddess instead of as a sacrifice regularly enjoined

by her on all her devotees. At all events the story indi

cates that the princesses of Paphos had to conform to the

custom as well as women of humble birth.

The legendary history of the royal and priestly family The

of the Cinyrads is instructive. We are told that a Syrian
man, by name Sandacus, migrated to Cilicia, married ofthel

Pharnake, daughter of Megassares, king of Hyria, and Cmymds

founded the city of Celenderis. His wife bore him a son,

Cinyras, -who in time crossed the sea with a company of

people to Cyprus, wedded Metharme, daughter of Pygmalion,

king of the island, and founded Paphos.4 These legends

Azherszls Natz'mzes, v. I9; compare 2 Clement of Alexandria, Pr0t1’c].’>f.

Firmicus Maternus, Dc err. ;>rrfa1z. ii. 13, p. 12, ed. Potter: Arnobius,

re/2:4’. I0. /Id?/erszn ./Valz'0nes, v, 19; Firmicus

1 In I-Iebrewatemple harlotwasregu- Maternus, De err. /nvfan. 1'¢’/zlg. IO.

. . . 3 l :l . ".See Encyc/0paea.'1.aBz.b/zca, s.v.“I~Iar1ot”; APO lO( Oms’ m 14 J

S. R. Driver, on Genesis xxxviii. 21. 4 1'/)2'd. iii. I4. 3. I follow the text
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seem to contain reminiscences of kingdoms in Cilicia and

Cyprus which passed in the female line, and were held by

men who married the hereditary princesses. There are some

indications that Cinyras was not in fact the founder of the

temple at Paphos. An older tradition ascribed the founda

tion to a certain Aerias, whom some regarded as a king, and

others as the goddess herself.1 Moreover, Cinyras or his

descendants at Paphos had to reckon with rivals. These

were the Tamirads, a family of diviners who traced their

descent from Tamiras, a Cilician augur. At first it was

arranged that both families should preside at the ceremonies,

but afterwards the Tamirads gave way to the Cinyrads.2

Many tales were told of Cinyras, the founder of the dynasty.

He was a priest of Aphrodite as well as a king,8 and his

riches passed into a proverb.4 To his descendants, the

Cinyrads, he appears to have bequeathed his wealth and his

dignities ; at all events, they reigned as kings of Paphos and

served the goddess as priests. Their dead bodies, with that

of Cinyras himself, were buried in the sanctuary.5 But by

the fourth century before our era the family had declined

When Alexander the Greatand become nearly extinct.

of R. Wagner’s edition in reading

Me'ya.e"e'd.pov w00'Tpdwu Bamkéws. As

to I--Iyria in Isauria see Stephanus

Byzantius, s.v. ‘Tpia. The city of

Celenderis, on the south coast of

Cilicia, possessed a small harbour pro

tected by a fortified peninsula. Many

ancient tombs survived till recent times,

but have now mostly disappeared. It

was the port from which the Turkish

couriers from Constantinople used to

embark for Cyprus. As to the situa

tion and remains see F. Beaufort,

/(aw/narzz'a (London, 1817), p. 201;

W. M. Leake, jozewnal of a Tozew 2'12

Asia /I/[inew (London, 1824), pp. 114

118; R. I-Ieberdey und A. Wilhelm,

“Reisen in Kilikien,” Derzkse/ewzf/e12

dew /eais. /1kademz'e dew I/Visserzse/zaflen,

P/zilesop/z. - /22's/owz'se/2e C/asse, xliv.

(1896), No. vi. p. 94. The statement

that the sanctuary of Aphrodite at

Paphos was founded by the Arcadian

Agapenor, who planted a colony in

Cyprus after the Trojan war (Pausanias,

viii. 5. 2), may safely be disregarded.

1 Tacitus, f[z'st. ii. 3, A1/mals, iii. 62.

2 Tacitus, ]~[z'sl. ii. 3; Hesychius,

S.'U. 'I‘a.,u.L/Adar.

3 Pindar, P)/Z/z. ii. 13-17.

4 Tyrtaeus, xii. 6 (Poelae L)/wz'ee'

Gwaeei, ed. Th. Bergk,3 ii. 404); Pindar,

P)/Z/z. viii. 18; Plato, Laws, ii. 6,

p. 660 E; Clement of Alexandria,

Paedag. iii. 6, p. 274, ed. Potter; Dio

Chrysostom, Owa/. viii. (vol. i. p. 149,

ed. L. Dindorf); Julian, Ejfiis/. lix.

p. 574,ed. F. C. Hertlein; Diogenianus,

viii. 53 ; Suidas, s.7/. K0/T(J.’YT)pCI.0'CLLS‘.

5 Schol. on Pindar, P}/Z/z. ii. 15

(27); Hesychius, s.W. Ku/vpd.5ou;

Clement of Alexandria, Pro/we/2!. iii.

45, p. 40, ed. Potter; Arnobius,

/Idvewsus Natiowzes, vi. 6. That the

kings of Paphos were also priests of

the goddess is proved, apart from the

testimony of ancient writers, by inscrip

tions found on the spot. See H.

Collitz, .S'a1m/zlzmg dew gwiee/zz'se/zewe

Dz'ale/e/z'rzse/ewzf/e12, i. p. 22, Nos. 38,

39, 40. The title of the goddess in

these inscriptions is Queen or Mistress

(Far/t/.0'(0')a.s'). It is perhaps a transla

tion of the Semitic Baalath.
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expelled a king of Paphos for injustice and wickedness, his

envoys made search for a member of the ancient house to

set on the throne of his fathers. At last they found one of

them living in obscurity and earning his bread as a market

gardener. He was in the very act of watering his beds

when the king’s messengers carri.ed him off, much to his

astonishment, to receive the crown at the hands of their

master.1 Yet if the dynasty decayed, the shrine of the

goddess, enriched by the offerings of kings and private

persons, maintained its reputation for wealth down to Roman

times.2 When Ptolemy Auletes, king of Egypt, was expelled

by his people in 57 B.C., Cato offered him the priesthood of

Paphos as a sufficient consolation in money and dignity for

the loss of a throne.3

Among the stories which were told of Cinyras, the Incest of

ancestor of these priestly kings and the father of Adonis,

there are some that deserve our attention. In the first place, datlggter

Myrr a

he is said to have begotten his son Adonis in incestuous and birth

intercourse with his daughter Myrrha at a festival of the OfA<1<>niS

corn-goddess, at which women robed in white were wont to

offer corn-wreaths as first-fruits of the harvest and to observe

strict chastity for nine days.4 Similar cases of incest with a

1 Plutarch, De A/exazzd/'2' .l[ag1zz'

forlzma aul 7/z'rz’ule, ii. 8. The name

of the gardener-king was Alynomus.

That the Cinyrads existed as a family

down to Macedonian times is further

proved by a Greek inscription found at

Old Paphos, which records that a certain

Democrates, son of Ptolemy, head of

the Cinyrads, and his wife Eunice,

dedicated a statue of their daughter to

the Paphian Aphrodite. See L. Ross,

“ Inschriften von Cypern,” [8/zaz'm.'sr/res

Zlfusezr//z, N. F. vii. (1850), pp. 520

s(]. It seems to have been a common

practice of parents to dedicate statues

of their sons or daughters to the goddess

at Paphos. The inscribed pedestals of

many such statues were found by the

English archaeologists. See journal

offfe//cnz'c.S'/udzks, ix. (1888), pp. 228,

235. 236, 237, 241. 244, 246, 255

2 Tacitus, Hz'.rf. ii. 4; Pausanias,

viii. 24. 6.

3 Plutarch, Calo z‘/ze Yozrwzgw, 35.

4 Ovid, jl/efam. x. 298 sqq.; Hy

ginus, Fa/2. 58, 64; Fulgentius, fl[yl/z

0/og. iii. 8; Lactantius Placidius,

ZVarm/. Fabzr/. x. 9; Servius on

Virgil, Ea/. x. 18, and Am. v. 72;

Plutarch, Para//6/a, 22; Schol. on

Theocritus, i. 107. It is Ovid who

describes (i-lie/am. x. 431 sqq.) the

festival of Ceres, at which the incest

was committed. His source was prob

ably the fl/eta;/10-27$/zoses of the Greek

writer Theodorus, which Plutarch (/.c.)

refers to as his authority for the story.

The festival in question was perhaps

the Thesmophoria, at which women

were bound to remain chaste (Schol.

on Theocritus, iv. 25; Schol. on

Nicander, T/zer. 70 sq.; Pliny, Na/.

Hz'st. xxiv. 59; Dioscorides, De

./l[az'£7'z'a /lladzka, i. 134 (135); com

pare Aelian, De mzz‘ura auz'//za/izmz,

ix. 26). According to another account,

Adonis was the fruit of the incestuous

intercourse of Theias, a Syrian king,

with his daughter Myrrha. See Apollo

dorus, iii. 14. 4 (who cites Panyasis as
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daughter are reported of many ancient kings.1 It seems

unlikely that such reports are without foundation, and per

haps equally improbable that they refer to mere fortuitous

outbursts of unnatural lust. We may suspect that they are

based on a practice actually observed for a definite reason

in certain special circumstances. Now in countries where

the royal blood was traced through women only, and where

consequently the king held office merely in virtue of his

marriage with an hereditary princess, who was the real sove

reign, it appears to have often happened that a prince

married his own sister, the princess royal, in order to obtain

with her hand the crown which otherwise would have gone

to another man, perhaps to a stranger.2 May not the same

rule of descent have furnished a motive for incest with a

daughter? For it seems a natural corollary from such a

rule that the king was bound to vacate the throne on the

death of his wife, the queen, since he occupied it only by

virtue of his marriage with her. When that marriage

terminated, his right to the throne terminated with it and

passed at once to his daughter’s husband. Hence if the

king desired to reign after his wife’s death, the only way

in which he could legitimately continue to do so was

by marrying his daughter, and thus prolonging through

her the title which had formerly been his through her

mother.

In this connection it is worth while to remember that at

Rome the Flamen Dialis was bound to vacate his priesthood

on the death of his wife, the Flaminica.3 The rule would

be intelligible if the Flaminica had originally been the more

The

Flamen

Dialis

and his

Flaminica

at Rome.

his authority); Tzetzes, Sc/101. on

L}/C015/L7’0IZ, 829; Antoninus Liberalis,

Tmmfmr//z. 34 (who lays the scene of

the story on Mount Lebanon).

1 A list of these cases is given by

I-Iyginus, Fa/1. 253. It includes the

incest of Clymenus, king of Arcadia,

with his daughter I-Iarpalyce (compare

Hyginus, Fab. 206); that of Oeno

maus, king of Pisa, with his daughter

Hippodamia (compare ]. Tzetzes,

Sc/zo/. on L]/60])/Z7072, I56 ; Lucian,

C/zarz'a’emur, I9); that of Erechtheus,

king of Athens, with his daughter

Procris; and that of Epopeus, king

of Lesbos, with his daughter Nyctimene

(compare Hyginus, Fa/2. 204).

2 The custom of brother and sister

marriage seems to have been especially

common in royal families. See my

note on Pausanias, i. 7. I (vol. ii. pp.

84 $17.); as to the case of Egypt see

below, pp. 321 sq. The true explana

tion of the custom was first, so far as I

know, indicated by J. F. McLennan

(T/ze 1’alrz'arr/zal Y“/zcory, p. 95).

3 Aulus Gellius, x. 15. 22;Marquardt, 1t’0'/212's:/is .5’/aaz’sv/w~wa/lmzg,

iii.2 328.
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important functionary of the two, and if the Flamen held

office only by virtue of his marriage with her. Elsewhere I

have shown reason to suppose that he and his wife represented

an old line of priestly kings and queens, who played the parts

of Jupiter and Juno, or perhaps rather Dianus and Diana

respectively.1 If the supposition is correct, the custom

which obliged him to resign his priesthood on the death

of his wife seems to prove that of the two deities whom they

personated, the goddess, whether named Juno or Diana, was

indeed the better half. But at Rome the goddess Juno

always played an insignificant part; whereas at Nemi her

old double, Diana, was all-powerful, casting her mate, Dianus

or Virbius, into deep shadow. Thus a rule which points to

the superiority of the Flaminica over the Flamen, appears to

indicate that the divine originals of the two were Dianus

and Diana rather than Jupiter and Juno, and further, that if

Jupiter and Juno at Rome stood for the principle of father

right, or the predominance of the husband over the wife,

Dianus and Diana at Nemi stood for the older principle of

mother-right, or the predominance of the wife in matters of

inheritance over the husband. If, then, I am right in holding

that the kingship at Rome was originally a plebeian institu

tion and descended through women,2 we must conclude that

- the people who founded the sanctuary of Diana at Nemi

were of the same plebeian stock as the Roman kings, that

they traced descent in the female line, and that they

worshipped a great Mother Goddess, not a great Father God.

That goddess was Diana; her maternal functions are abun

dantly proved by the votive offerings found at her ancient

shrine among the wooded hills.3 On the other hand, the

patricians, who afterwards invaded the country, brought

with them father-right in its strictest form, and consistently

enough paid their devotions rather to Father Jove than to

Mother Juno.

Cinyras is said to have been famed for his exquisite Cinyras

beauty "I and to have been wooed by Aphrodite l1erself.5i.)\e,l(,),‘,€g,,t),,>”

M .Led1/2'es 0/z t/zc Early llzktory 0/’ 4 Lucian, ]\’/’wz‘o-nu/1 ]57'a¢',’((,"/)[07', 11 ;

I/zc /i'1.'/z-gs/zz'/5, pp. 202 .ry., 214 sqq. Hyginus, Fab. 270.

2 Mid. pp. 231 sqq. 5 Clement of Alexandria, Proz‘re/>/.

3 I/zia’. p. 17. ii. 33, p. 29, ed. Potter.
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Thus it would appear, as scholars have already observéd,1

that Cinyras was in a sense a duplicate of his handsome son .

Adonis, to whom the inflammable goddess also lost her

heart. Further, these stories of the love of Aphrodite for

two members of the royal house of Paphos can hardly be

dissociated from the corresponding legend told of Pygmalion,

the Phoenician king of Cyprus, who is said to have fallen in

love with an image of Aphrodite and taken it to his bed.2

VVhen we consider that Pygmalion was the father-in-law of

Cinyras, that the son of Cinyras was Adonis, and that all

three, in successive generations, are said to have been con

cerned in a love-intrigue with Aphrodite, we can hardly help

concluding that the early Phoenician kings of Paphos, or

their sons, regularly claimed to be not merely the priests of

the goddess 3 but also her lovers, in other words, that in their

official capacity they personated Adonis. In point of fact

it appears to be certain that the title of Adonis was regularly

borne by the sons of all the Phoenician kings of Cyprus.4

It is true that the title strictly signified no more than “ lord ” ;

yet the legends which connect these Cyprian princes with

the goddess of love make it probable that they claimed the

divine nature as well as the human dignity of Adonis. The

story of Pygmalion points to a ceremony of a sacred marriage

in which the king wedded the image of Aphrodite, or rather

of Astarte. If that was so, the tale was in a sense true,

not of a single man only, but of a whole series of

Pygmalion

and

Aphrodite.

The

Phoenician

kings of

Cyprus or

their sons

appear to

have been

hereditary

lovers

of the

goddess.

1 VV. H. Engel, /ij/jbwes, ii. 585,

612 ; A. Maury, ]~[z's/eiwe des lt’elz'gz'orzs

de /a G1-eee Anliqzre, iii. 197, n. 3.

2 Arnobius, Ad?/ewsus /Va/£07205, vi.

22; Clement of Alexandria, Pwe/we/)/.

iv. 57, p. 51, ed. Potter; Ovid, /I/[e/am.

x. 243-297. The authority for the

story is the Greek history of Cyprus by

Philostephanus, cited both by Arnobius

and Clement. In Ovid’s poetical

version of the legend Pygmalion is a

sculptor, and the image with which he

falls in love is that of a lovely woman,

which at his prayer Venus endows with

life. That King Pygmalion was a

Phoenician is mentioned by Porphyry

(De absZ'z'1ze2z/z'a, iv. I 5) on the authority

of Asclepiades, a Cyprian.

3 See above, p. 26.

4 In his treatise on the political insti

tutions of Cyprus, Aristotle reported

that the sons and brothers of the kings

were called “lords” ((111/or/ares), and

their sisters and wives “ladies”

(ti:/aaam). See Harpocration and

Suidas, s.1/. "Avaxres. Compare Iso

crates, ix. 72; Clearchus of Soli, quoted

by Athenaeus, vi. 68, p. 256 A. Now

in the bilingual inscription of Idalium,

which furnished the clue to the Cypriote

syllabary, the Greek version gives the

title Fd.z/0.5 as the equivalent of the

Phoenician Ade/2 (pm). See Cow/ms

/nsewz'/1/z'01zu//z Se/lez'l2'eawm/2, i. No.

89; G. A. Cooke, Tex!-600/e of

Now!/z-Semi/z'e ]nsewz'/>lz'ons, p. 74,

note 1.
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men, and it would be all the more likely to be told of

. Pygmalion, if that was a common name of Semitic kings in

general, and of Cyprian kings in particular. Pygmalion, at

all events, is known as the name of the famous king of Tyre

from whom his sister Dido fled ;1 and a king of Citium and

ldalium in Cyprus, who reigned in the time of Alexander

the Great, was also called Pygmalion, or rather Pumi-yathon,

the Phoenician name which the Greeks corrupted into

Pygmalion.2 Further, it deserves to be noted that the

names Pygmalion and Astarte occur together in a Punic

inscription on a gold medallion which was found in a grave

at Carthage; the characters of the inscription are of the

earliest type.3 As the custom of religious prostitution at

Paphos is said to have been founded by King Cinyras and

observed by his daughters,4 we may surmise that the kings

of Paphos played the part of the divine bridegroom in a less

innocent rite than the form of marriage with a statue; in

fact, that at certain festivals each of them had to mate with

one or more of the sacred harlots of the temple, who played

Astarte to his Adonis. If that was so, there is more truth

than has commonly been supposed in the reproach cast

by the Christian fathers that the Aphrodite worshipped

by Cinyras was a common whore.5 The fruit of their

union would rank as sons and daughters of the deity, and

would in time become the parents of gods and goddesses,

like their fathers and mothers before them. In this manner

Paphos, and perhaps all sanctuaries of the great Asiatic

1 Josephus, Corzlra Ajbionem, i. 18,

ed. B. Niese; Appian, ]’zmz'ca, 1;

Virgil, A012. i. 346 sq.; Ovid, Fasz‘z',

iii. 574; Justin, xviii. 4; Eustathius

on Dionysius Periegetes, 195 (C50

grap/zi G1'aecz'_/ll1'1z07'e.r, ed. C. Mtiller,

ii. 250 $9.).

2 Pumi-yathon, son of Milk-yathon,

is known from Phoenician inscriptions

found at Idalium. See G. A. Cooke,

Text-[200/e qf ]V07'[/z-Se//1222': ]ns07'y5

tiorzr, Nos. 12 and 13, pp. 55 s(]., 57

sq. He was deposed by Ptolemy

(Diodorus Siculus, xix. 79. 4). Most

probably he is the Pymaton of Citium

who purchased the kingdom from a

dissolute monarch named Pasicyprus

some time before the conquests of

Alexander(Athenaeus, iv. 63, p. 167).

In this passage of Athenaeus the name

Pymaton, which is found in the MSS.

and agrees closely with the Phoenician

Pumi-yathon, ought not to be changed

into Pygmalion, as the latest editor

(G. Kaibel) has done.

3 G. A. Cooke, 0/>. dz‘. p. 55, note I.

Mr. Cooke remarks that the form of the

name (plpmg instead of |~n~~,>;g) must

be due to Greek influence.

4 See above, p. 25.

5 Clement of Alexandria, P/'0!¢'¢j~/.

ii. 13, p. 12 ; Arnobius, Adzierrzzs

/Vaiiones, v. 9; Firmicus Maternus,

De e1'r0re j>rofanarvu/z relz'gz'one, I0.
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goddess where sacred prostitution was practised, might be

well stocked with human deities, the offspring of the divine

king by his wives, concubines, and temple harlots. Any

one of these might probably succeed his father on the throne 1

or be sacrificed in his stead whenever stress of war or other

grave junctures called, as they sometimes did,2 for the death

of a royal victim. Such a tax, levied occasionally on the

king’s numerous progeny for the good of the country, would

neither extinguish the divine stock nor break the father’s

heart, who divided his paternal affection among so many.

At all events, if, as there seems reason to believe, Semitic

kings were often regarded at the same time as hereditary

deities, it is easy to understand the frequency of Semitic

personal names which imply that the bearers of them were

the sons or daughters, the brothers or sisters, the fathers or

mothers of a god, and we need not resort to the shifts

employed by some scholars to evade the plain sense, of the

words.3

A constant feature in the myth of Adonis was his

premature and violent death. If, then, the kings of Paphos

regularly personated Adonis, we must ask whether they

imitated their divine prototype in death as in life. Tradition

varied as to the end of Cinyras. Some thought that he

slew himself on discovering his incest with his daughter ;4

“father of Moloch”). On the hypo

thesis put forward in the text the father

of a god and the son of a god stood

precisely on the same footing, and the

same person would often be both one

and the other. Where the common

practice prevailed of naming a father

after his son (T/ze Golden B02/gt/2,2 i. 412

1 That the king was not necessarily

succeeded by his eldest son is proved

by the case of Solomon, who on his

accession executed his elder brother

Adoni~jah (I Kings ii. 22-24). Simi

larly, when Abimelech became king of

Shechem, he put his seventy brothers

in ruthless oriental fashion to death.

See Judges viii. 29-31, ix. 5 .vq., I8.

2 T/ze Golden Bong/2,2 ii. 34 sgq.

3 The names which imply that a

man was the father of a god have

proved particularly puzzling to some

eminent Semitic scholars. See W.

Robertson Smith, lfelzjgz'on of 2‘/ze

.S'e11zz'/es,2 p. 45, note 2 ; Th. Nijldeke,

s.v. “ Names,” E/zcycZ@aea’z'a Bz'6/ica,

iii. 3287 sqy. Such names are Abi

baal (“father of Baal”), Abi-el (“father

of El ”), Abi-jah (“father of]ehovah ”),

and Abi-melech (“ father of a king” or

sg. ), adivine king in later life mightoften

be called “father of such-and-such a

god.” In Egypt, where the kings were

hereditary gods, the queen, under the

New Empire, was called “the wife of

the god” and “the mother of the god”

(A. Erman, Aegy/>/en u/ad aeg)/191231/zes

Le/21:12 z’//L /1/lerlm/z, p. I I 3).

4 Hyginus, Fab. 242. So in the

version of the story which made Adonis

the son of Theias, the father is said to

have killed himself when he learned

what he had done (Antoninus Liberalis,

T¢'an.y01'/zz. 34).
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others alleged that, like Marsyas, he was defeated by Apollo

in a musical contest and put to death by the victor.1 Yet he

cannot strictly be said to have perished in the flower of his

youth if he lived, as Anacreon averred, to the ripe age of one

hundred and sixty.2 If we must choose between the two

stories, it is perhaps more likely that he died a violent death

than that he survived to an age which surpassed that

of Thomas Parr by eight years,3 though it fell far short of

the antediluvian standard. The life of eminent men in

remote ages is exceedingly elastic and may be lengthened

or shortened, in the interests of history, at the taste and

fancy of the historian.

1 Scholiast and Eustathius on 2 Anacreon, cited by Pliny, Nat.

Homer, Iliad, xi. 20. Compare F. C. [~]z'.vZ. vii. 154. Nonnus also refers to

Movers, Die P/z0em'zz'er, i. 243 sq. ; the long life of Cinyras (Dz'o1zys. xxxii.

W. H. Engel, [(3/,Mos, ii. 109-116; 212 sq.).

Stoll, in W. H. Roscher’s Lexikon d. 3 Em;/cZ0‘paea’z'a B¢'z'2.’a1mz'ca,9 xiv.

griec/2. u. rb'm. lily!/zologzk, ii. II 91. 858.



CHAPTER IV

THE BURNING OF MELCARTI-I

IF a custom of putting a king or his son to death in the

character of a god has left small traces of itself in Cyprus,

an island where the fierce zeal of Semitic religion was early

tempered by Greek humanity, the vestiges of that gloomy

rite are clearer in Phoenicia itself and in the Phoenician

colonies, which lay more remote from the highways of

Grecian commerce. We know that the Semites were in

the habit of sacrificing some of their children, generally

the first-born, either as a tribute regularly due to the deity

or to appease his anger in seasons of public danger and

calamity.1 If commoners did so, is it likely that kings,

with all their heavy responsibilities, could exempt them

selves from this dreadful sacrifice for the fatherland?

In point of fact, history informs us that kings steeled

themselves to do as others did.2 It deserves to be

noticed that Mesha, king of Moab, who sacrificed his

eldest son by fire, claimed to be a son of his god,8 and

no doubt transmitted his divinity to his offspring; and

further, that the same sacrifice is said to have been performed

in the same way by the divine founder of Byblus, the great

seat of the worship of Adonis.4 This suggests that the

human representatives of Adonis formerly perished in the

flames. At all events, a custom of periodically burning

the chief god of the city in effigy appears to have prevailed

Semitic

custom of

sacrificing

a member

of the royal

family.

The

burning of

Melcarth

at Tyre.

1 T/ze Golden Boug/2,2 ii. 38 sqq. 3 Above, p. 10.

4 Philo of Byblus, in ]?‘wa,gr/w1.em‘a

2 Philo of Byblus, quoted by Iiz'se‘ewz'eowzem Gwaeeowm/2, ed. C. Mtiller,

Eusebius, Pwaepaw. Evang. i. 10. 29 iii. pp. 569, 570, 571. See above,

sq.; 2 Kings iii. 27. p. 9.

34
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at Tyre and in the Tyrian colonies down to a late time,

and the effigy may well have been a later substitute for a

man. For Melcarth, the great god of Tyre, was identified

by the Greeks with Hercules,1 who is said to have burned

himself to death on a great pyre, ascending up to heaven in

a cloud and a peal of thunder.2 The common Greek legend,

immortalised by Sophocles, laid the scene of the fiery

tragedy on the top of Mount Oeta, but another version

transferred it significantly to Tyre itself.3 Combined with

the other evidence which I shall adduce, this latter tradition

raises a strong presumption that an effigy of Hercules, or

rather of Melcarth, was regularly burned at a great festival

in Tyre. That festival may have been the one known as

“the awakening of Hercules,” which was held in the month

of Peritius, answering nearly to _]anuary.4 The name of the

festival suggests that the dramatic representation of the

death of the god on the pyre was followed by a semblance

of his resurrection. The mode in which the resurrection was

supposed to be effected is perhaps indicated by the state

ment of a Greek writer that the Phoenicians used to sacrifice

quails to Hercules, because Hercules on his journey to

Libya had been slain by Typhon and brought to life again

by Iolaus, who held a quail under his nose: the dead god

snuffed at the bird and revived.5 Certainly a close connec

tion seems to have subsisted between quails and Melcarth ;.

for legend ran that Asteria, the mother of the Tyrian

Hercules, that is, of Melcarth, was transformed into a quail.6

1 See above, pp. 11 sq.

2 Sophocles, Trac/zz'zzz'ae, 1191 sqq. ;

Apollodorus, ii. 7. 7 ; Diodorus Siculus,

iv. 38; Hyginus, Fab. 36.

3 [S. Clementis Romani], l\’ec0g12z'

lz'oner, x. 24, p. 233, ed. E. G.

Gersdorf (Migne’s Patro/ogia Graera,

i- 1434)

the death and resurrection of Melcarth

were celebrated in an annual festival at

Tyre has been recognised by scholars.

See Raoul-Rochette, “ Sur l’Hercule

Assyrien et Phe'nicien,” /l[¢’m02'n2s de

Z’/Icadéz/zz'e dos /'u.rcrz']>Iz'01zs at Belles

Lel/rer, xvii. Deuxieme Partie (Paris,

1848), pp. 25 sqq. ; I-I. Hubert et M.

Mauss, “ Essai sur le sacrifice,” L’Azzm‘e

.5'0cz'0/ogz'que, ii. (1899) pp. 122, 124;.

M. ]. Lagrange, E12/des sur la: R612‘

gz'ons .S‘ézzzz'/z'qzws,2 pp. 308-31 1.

‘1 Josephus, Am‘z'qm't. viii. 5. 3,

Contra /I/fiiowzem, i. 18. VVhether the

quadriennial festival of Hercules at

Tyre (2 Maccabees iv. 18-20) was a

different celebration, or only “the

awakening of Melcarth” celebrated

with unusual pomp once in four years,

we do not know.

5 Eucloxus of Cnidus, quoted by

Athenaeus, ix. 47, p. 39.2. D E. That

6 The Tyrian Hercules was said to

be a son of Zeus and Asteria (Eudoxus

of Cnidus, quoted by Athenaeus, ix. 47,

p. 3921'); Cicero, De 1zafzu'a deorzmz,

iii. 16. 42). As to the transformation

of Asteria into a quail see Apollodorus,
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It was probably to this annual festival of the death and

resurrection of Melcarth that the Carthaginians were wont

to send ambassadors every year to Tyre, their mother

city.1

Worship of In Gades, the modern Cadiz, an early colony of Tyre on

Melcarth . . 2 .

,,,(J-Mes the Atlantic coast of Spam, there was an ancient, famous,

and wealthy sanctuary of Hercules, the Tyrian Melcarth.

No

image stood in his temple, but a perpetual fire burned on

the altar, and incense was offered by white-robed priests,

with bare feet and shorn heads, who were bound to chastity.

Neither women nor pigs might pollute the holy place by

their presence. In later times many distinguished Romans

went on pilgrimage to this remote shrine on the Atlantic

shore when they were about to embark on some perilous

enterprise, and they returned to it to pay their vows when

their petitions had been granted.3 One of the last things

Hannibal himself did before he marched on Italy was to

repair to Gades and offer up to Melcarth prayers which were

never to be answered. Soon after he dreamed an ominous

dream.4 Now it would appear that at Gades, as at Tyre,

though no image of Melcarth stood in the temple, an effigy

of him was made up and burned at a yearly festival. For

a certain Cleon of Magnesia related how, visiting Gades, he

was obliged to sail away from the island with the rest of

the multitude in obedience to the command of Hercules,

and trace

of a custom . .

(,H,,,,,-,i,,g Indeed the god was said to be buried on the spot.

him there

in e fli gy.

i. 4. I ; Tzetzes, Srko/. on L)/(0/)/z1'01z,

401; Hyginus, Fa/2. 53; Servius on

Virgil, Am. iii. 73. Quails were per

haps burned in honour of the Cilician

Hercules or Sandan at Tarsus. See

below, p. 49, note 1.

1 Quintus Curtius, iv. 2. I0; Arrian,

Ana&a.rz's, ii. 24. 5.

2 Strabo, iii. 5. 5, pp. I69 sr/.;

Mela, iii. 46; Scymnus Chins, 01'/21':

Descrzjfilz'o, I 59-1 61 ( Ge0,g/mg/J/zz' G/'accz'

/112720765, ed. C. Miiller, i. 200 .9//.).

3 Silius Italicus, iii. I4-32; Mela,

iii. 46; Strabo, iii. 5. 3, 5, 7, pp.

I69, I70, I72; Diodorus Siculus, v.

20. 2; Philostratus, Vila A/10/101227,

v. 4 sq.; Appian, ]Jz's/nmica, 65.

Compare Arrian, Arzabasis, ii. 16. 4.

That the bones of Hercules were buried

at Gades is mentioned by Mela (!.c.).

Compare Arnobius, Aa’zzerms Natz'ozzes,

i. 36. In Italy women were not

allowed to participate in sacrifices

offered to Hercules (Aulus Gellius, xi.

6. 2; Macrobius, .S'a/urn. i. I2. 28;

Sextus Aurelius Victor, Dc orziw-'/ze

gwzlz's /t’01/zamze, vi. 6; Plutarch,

Quae.rlz'ones /B0//uz/zae, 60). Whether

the priests of Melcarth at Gades were

celibate, or had only to observe con

tinence at certain seasons, does not

appear. At Tyre the priest of Mel

carth might be married (Justin, xviii.

4- 5)

4 Livy, xxi. 21. 9, 22. 5-9; Cicero,

Dc Dz?/z'nalz'orze, i. 24. 49; Silius

Italicus, iii. I syr/., 158 mg.
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that is, of Melcarth, and how on their return they found a

monstrous man of the sea stranded on the beach and

burning; for the god, they were told, had struck him with

a thunderbolt.1 We may conjecture that at the annual

festival of Melcarth strangers were obliged to quit the city,

and that in their absence the mystery of burning the god

was consummated. What Cleon and the rest saw on their

return to Gades would, on this hypothesis, be the smoulder

ing remains of a gigantic effigy of Melcarth in the likeness

of a man riding on a sea-horse, just as he is represented on

coins of Tyre? In like manner the Greeks portrayed the

sea-god Melicertes, whose name is only a slightly altered

form of Melcarth, riding on a dolphin or stretched on the

beast’s back.3

At Carthage, the greatest of the Tyrian colonies, a

reminiscence of the custom of burning a deity in effigy

seems to linger in the story that Dido or Elissa, the foundress

and queen of the city, stabbed herself to death upon a pyre

to escape the fond importunities of one lover or in despair

at the cruel desertion of another.4 'We are told that Dido

was worshipped as a goddess at Carthage so long as the

country maintained its independence.5 Her temple stood

in the centre of the city shaded by a grove of solemn yews

and firs.G The two apparently contradictory views of her

character as a queen and a goddess may be reconciled if

we suppose that she was both one and the other; that in

fact the queen of Carthage in early days, like the queen of

Egypt down to historical times, was regarded as divine, and

had, like human deities elsewhere, to die a violent death

either at the end of a fixed period or whenever her bodily

and mental powers began to fail. In later ages the stern

old custom might be softened down into a pretence by

substituting an effigy for the queen or by allowing her to

4 Justin, xviii. 6. 1-7 ; Virgil, Am.

iv. 473 _v(/(]., v. i. sgz/.; Ovid, Fa.w‘z',

iii. 545 rqy. According to Varro it

was not Dido but her sister Anna who

1 Pausanias, x. 4. 5.

2 B. V. I"Iea(;l, fl/'.rlorz'a [V1/morz///1,

p. 674; G. A. Cooke, TM"/-/100/.'1V0?‘//z-Sb’///2'/z'(.' /1150'?/i/2'011..r, p. 351.

3 F. Imhoof-Blumer and 1’. Gardner,

N2!/11 z'.r2/za/12' 6'0//1//1012/01')/012 Par/sam'as,

pp. 10 - 12, with pl. A; Stoll, in

W. I-I. Roseher’s Lc.rz'/amz a’. gricr/z. 1!.

ram. /Ply!/10/ogz'c, ii. 2634.

slew herself on a pyre for love of

Aeneas (Servius on Virgil, Am. iv.

682).

5 Justin, xviii. 6. 8.

6 Silius Italicus, i. 81 rqq.

Evidence

of a custom

of burning

a god or

goddess at

Carthage.
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pass through the fire unscathed.

the ancient rule appears to have been allowed at Tyre itself,

the mother-city of Carthage. We have seen reason to think

that the kings of Tyre, from whom Dido was descended,

claimed to personate the god Melcarth, and that the deity

was burned either in effigy or in the person of a man at an

annual festival.1 Now in the same chapter in which Ezekiel

charges the king of Tyre with claiming to be a god, the

prophet describes him as walking “up and down amidst the

stones of fire.” 2 The description becomes at once intelligible

if we suppose that in later times the king of Tyre com

pounded for being burnt in the fire by walking up and down

on hot stones, thereby saving his life at the expense perhaps

of a few blisters on his feet. It is possible that when all

went well with the commonwealth, children whom strict law

doomed to the furnace of Moloch may also have been

mercifully allowed to escape on condition of running the

fiery gauntlet. At all events, a religious rite of this sort has

been and is still practised in many parts of the world: the

performers solemnly pace through a furnace of heated stones

or glowing wood-ashes in the presence of a multitude of

spectators. Examples of the custom could be multiplied.3

Here I will cite only one. At Castabala, in southern

Cappadocia, there was worshipped an Asiatic goddess whom

the Greeks called the Perasian Artemis. I-Ier priestesses

used to walk barefoot over a fire of charcoal without

sustaining any injury. That this rite was a substitute for

burning human beings alive or dead is suggested by the

tradition which placed the adventure of Orestes and the

Tauric Artemis at Castabala;"‘ for the men or women

sacrificed to the Tauric Artemis were first put to the sword

and then burned in a pit of sacred fire.5 Among the

Carthaginians another trace of such a practice may perhaps

be detected in the story that at the desperate battle of

A similar modification of 4

1 See above, pp. 11 s//., 34 sqq.

2 Ezekiel xxviii. 14; compare 16.

3 A. Lang, /I/odewrz /ll)/Z/20/egg/, pp.

148 sqq.; The Golden /deug/1,2 iii.

306 sqq.

4 Strabo, xiv. 2. 7. l"- 537. In

Greece itself accused persons used to

prove their innocence by walking

through fire (Sophocles, /I1rlzlgene, 264

sq., with Jebb’s note).

5 Euripides, //1/ulgerzz'a 2'12 ’/'auwz's,

621-626. Compare Diodorus Siculus,

xx. 14. 6.
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I-Iimera, fought from dawn of day till late in the evening, the

Carthaginian king Hamilcar remained in the camp and kept

sacrificing holocausts of victims on a huge pyre ; but when he

saw his army giving way before the Greeks, he flung himself

into the flames and was burned to death. Afterwards his

countrymen sacrificed to him and erected a great monument

in his honour at Carthage, while lesser monuments were

reared to his memory in all the Punic colonies.1 In public

emergencies which called for extraordinary measures a king

of Carthage may well have felt bound in honour to sacrifice

himself in the old way for the good of his country. That

the Carthaginians regarded the death of Hamilcar as an act

of heroism and not as a mere suicide of despair, is proved by

the posthumous honours they paid him.

The foregoing evidence, taken altogether, raises aThe death

strong presumption, though it cannot be said to amount §1(1;1,.‘;;‘,1“'e5

to a proof, that a practice of burning a deity, and especi- version 0‘

ally Melcarth, in effigy or in the person of a human ,,,;1(:i1rn'

representative, was observed at an annual festival in Tyre 1\"1e1°<“"h

and its colonies. We can thus understand how Hercules,

in so far as he represented the Tyrian god, was believed

to have perished by a voluntary death on a pyre. For

on many a beach and headland of the Aegean, where the

Phoenicians had their trading factories, the Greeks may

have watched the bale-fires of Melcarth blazing in the

darkness of night, and have learned with wonder that the

strange foreign folk were burning their god. In this way

the legend of the voyages of Hercules and his death in the

flames may be supposed to have originated. Yet with

the legend the Greeks borrowed the custom of burning the

1 Herodotus, vii. 167. This was

the Carthaginian version of the story.

According to another account, Hamilcar

was killed by the Greek cavalry

(Diodorus Siculus, xi. 22. 1). His

worship at Carthage is mentioned by

Athenagoras (S2/pp/z'¢'a/1'0 fro C/u*z's

t2'am'.r, p. 64, ed. J. C. T. Otto). I

have called Hamilcar a king in accord

ance with the usage of Greek writers

(Herodotus, vii. 165 sq.; Aristotle,

P0/2'/z'rs, ii. 11; Polybius, vi. 51;

Diodorus Siculus, xiv. 54. 5). But

the szqfi'etc.r, or supreme magistrates,

of Carthage were two in number;

whether they were elected for a year

or for life seems to be doubtful.

Cornelius Nepos, who calls them

kings, says that they were elected

annually (lfamzifial, vii. 4), and Livy

(xxx. 7. 5) compares them to the

consuls ; but Cicero (De 11.-'1>ul'2/z'¢'a, ii.

23. 42 sq.) seems to imply that they

held office for life. See G. A. Cooke,

Tar/-book q/‘N01’!/z-Se//r2'/2'0 [2zs¢.'2'2;/>tz'ons,

pp. 115 sq.
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god; for at the festivals of Hercules a pyre used to be

kindled in memory of the hero’s fiery death on Mount

Oeta.1 We may suppose, though we are not expressly

told, that an effigy of Hercules was regularly burned on

the pyre. '

01 Lucian, Amores, I and 54.



CHAPTER V

THE BURNING OF SANDAN

§ I. The Baal of Tamas

IN Cyprus the Tyrian Melcarth was worshipped side by TheTyrian

side with Adonis at Amathus,1 and Phoenician inscriptions ?:eg;?I§lt,:S'

prove that he was revered also at Idalium and Larnax

Lapethus. At the last of these places he seems to have

been regarded by the Greeks as a marine deity and

identified with Poseidon.2 A remarkable statue found

at Amathus may represent Melcarth in the character of The_lion

the lion-slayer, a character which the Greeks bestowed Zggfng

on Hercules. The statue in question is of colossal size,

and exhibits a thickset, muscular, hirsute deity of almost

bestial aspect, with goggle eyes, huge ears, and a pair

of stumpy horns on the top of his head. His heard is

square and curly: his hair falls in three pigtails on his

shoulders: his brawny arms appear to be tattooed. A

lion’s skin, clasped by a buckle, is knotted round his loins;

and he holds the skin of a lioness in front of him, grasping

a hind paw with each hand, while the head of the beast,

which is missing, hangs down between his legs. A fountain

must have issued from the jaws of the lioness, for a

rectangular hole, where the beast’s head should be, com

municates by a channel with another hole in the back

of the statue. Greek artists working on this or a similar

barbarous model produced the refined type of the Grecian

Hercules with the lion’s scalp thrown like a cowl over

1 See above, 1). 18. Scmzi/2'0 [1zs¢'H'plz'02z5, Nos. 23 and 29,

pp. 73, 83 $11., with the notes on pp.

2 G. A. Cooke, Texz’~baak ofNorz'/a 81, 84.

41
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his head. Statues of him have been found in Cyprus,

which represent intermediate stages in this artistic evolu

tion.1 But there is no proof that in Cyprus the Tyrian

Melcarth was burned either in effigy or in the person of a

human representative.2

On the other hand, there is clear evidence of the

observance of such a custom in Cilicia, the country which

lies across the sea from Cyprus, and from which the

worship of Adonis, according to tradition, was derived.3

Whether the Phoenicians ever colonised Cilicia or not is

doubtful,4 but at all events the natives of the country, down

to late times, worshipped a male deity who, in spite of

a superficial assimilation to a fashionable Greek god,

appears to have been an Oriental by birth and character.

He had his principal seat at Tarsus, in a plain of

luxuriant fertility and almost tropical climate, tempered

by breezes from the snowy range of Taurus on the north

and from the sea on the south.5 Though Tarsus boasted

of a school of Greek philosophy which at the beginning

of our era surpassed those of Athens and Alexandria,6

the city apparently remained in manners and spirit

essentially Oriental. The women went about the streets

muffled up to the eyes in Eastern fashion, and Dio

Chrysostom reproaches the natives with resembling the

most dissolute of the Phoenicians rather than the Greeks

whose civilisation they aped.7 On the coins of the city

1 Perrot et Chipiez, //is/eiwe de I-Ierodotus says (vii. 91) that the

[’Aw/ dares /’/Ill/z'qzrz'[/", iii. 566-578. Cilicians were named after Cilix, a

The colossal statue found at Amathus son of the Phoenician Agenor.

may be related, directly or indirectly,

to the Egyptian god Bes, who is

represented as a sturdy misshapen

dwarf, wearing round his body the

skin of a beast of the panther tribe,

with its tail hanging down. See E.

A. V)/allis Budge, 77w Gods of //ze

Egg//)/z'a7?s', ii. 284 sqq.; A. Furt

wiingler, in W. H. Rosch.er’s /Lex/1'0/z

(Z. g/'z'ee/2. 1/. 7'i1'//z./I’/J///ze/0gz'e, i. 214 3 sq.

2 However, human victims were

burned at Salamis in Cyprus.below, p. 63.

5 above, p. 25.

“ For traces of Phoenician influence

in Cilicia sec F. C. Movers, Die

P/z0enz'zz'e/', ii. 2, pp. 167-174, 207 sqq.

-” As to the fertility and the climate

of the plain of Tarsus, which is now

very malarious, J. Davis, [.2/e 2'12

Asia/z'e Tuw/eey (London, 1879), chaps.

i.-vii. The gardens for miles round

the city are very lovely, but wild

and neglected, full of magnificent

trees, especially fine oak, ash, orange,

and lemon-trees. The vines run to

the top of the highest branches, and

almost every garden resounds with

the song of the nightingale (E.Davis, 0/). re]. p. 35).

“ Strabo, xiv. 5. 13, pp. 673 sq.

7 Dio Chrysostom, Ow. xxxiii.

vol. ii. pp. 14 sq., 17, ed. L. Dindorf.
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they assimilated their native deity to Zeus by representing

him seated on a throne, the upper part of his body bare,

the lower limbs draped in a flowing robe, while in one

hand he holds a sceptre, which is topped sometimes with

an eagle but often with a lotus flower. Yet his foreign

nature is indicated both by his name and his attributes;

for in Aramaic inscriptions on the coins he bears the name

of the Baal of Tarsus, and in one hand he grasps an ear of

corn and a bunch of grapes.1 These attributes clearly

mark him out as a god of fertility in general, who con

ferred on his worshippers the two things which they prized

above all other gifts of nature, the corn and the wine.

He was probably therefore a Semitic, or at all events an

Oriental, rather than a Greek deity. For while the Semite

cast all his gods more or less in the same mould, and

expected them all to render him nearly the same services,

the Greek, with his keener intelligence and more pictorial

imagination, invested his deities with individual character

istics, allotting to each of them his or her separate function

in the divine economy of the world. Thus he assigned the

production of the corn to Demeter, and that of the grapes

to Dionysus; he was not so unreasonable as to demand

both from the same hard-worked deity.

§ 2. T/ze God of 1&7/eez

Now the suspicion that the Baal of Tarsus, for all his

posing in the attitude of Zeus, was really an Oriental is

confirmed by a remarkable rock-hewn monument which is

to be seen at Ibreez in southern Cappadocia. Though the

place is distant little more than fifty miles from Tarsus as

the crow flies, yet the journey on horseback occupies five

days; for the great barrier of the Taurus mountains rises

f[2m{erz'a1z.1 F. C. Movers, Die 1*’/zoc/zz'zz'er, ii.

2, pp. 171 sq. ; P. Gardner, 7)/;>as of

Greek Cozfls, pl. x. Nos. 29, 30; B.

V. Head, H'z'.rt0;'z'a ]V'u1/zorm/1, p. 614 ;

G. F. Hill, Catalogue of Greek Coins

of Lyraonia, [.razrrz'a, and Cz'lz'rz'a

(London, 1900), pp. 167-176, pl.

xxix. -xxxii. ; G. Macdonald, Cata

logue of Gree/e Coins in Me

C0ZZcctz'o/2, ii. (Glasgow,

1901) p. 547; Perrot et Chipiez,

Hz'.r/0z'7'e dc /’.-12'! a/any /’.»111/1'9-uz'fé,

iv. 727. In later times, from about

175 B.C. onward, the Baal of Tarsus

was completely assimilated to Zeus on

the coins. See B. V. Head, 07>. (ii.

p. 617; G. F. Hill, op. cit. pp. 177,

181.
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like a wall between. The road runs through the famous

pass of the Cilician Gates, and the scenery throughout is of

the grandest Alpine character. On all sides the mountains

tower skyward, their peaks sheeted in a dazzling pall of

snow, their lower slopes veiled in the almost inky blackness

of dense pine-forests, torn here and there by impassable

ravines, or broken into prodigious precipices of red and

grey rock which border the narrow valley for miles. The

magnificence of the landscape is enhanced by the exhilar

ating influence of the brisk mountain air, all the more by

contrast with the sultry heat of the plain of Tarsus which

the traveller has left behind.

The rock- The village of Ibreez is charmingly situated at the

northern foot of the Taurus, some six or seven miles south

representaOf the town of Eregli, the ancient Cybistra. From the

godofwm town to the village the path goes through a richly cultivated

and grapes

adored district of wheat and vines along green lanes more lovely

b h‘ .' 0 n ,S,Y,,P;fe,‘Y°‘ than those of Dev0nsh1re,l1ned by thick hedges and rows

gggiestor of willow, poplar, hazel, hawthorn, and huge old walnut

' trees, where in early summer the nightingales warble on

every side. Ibreez itself is embowered in the verdure of

orchards, walnuts, and vines. It stands at the mouth of

a deep ravine enclosed by great precipices of red rock.

From the western of these precipices a river clear as crystal,

but of a deep blue tint, bursts in a powerful jet, and being

reinforced by a multitude of springs becomes at once a

raging impassable torrent foaming and leaping over the

rocks in its bed. A little way from the source a branch of

the main stream flows in a deep narrow channel along the

foot of a reddish Weather-stained rock which rises like a

wall from the water. On its face, which has been smoothed

to receive them, are the sculptures. They consist of two

colossal figures, representing a god adored by his worshipper.

The deity, some twenty feet high, is a bearded male figure,

wearing on his head a high pointed cap adorned with several

pairs of horns, and clad in a short tunic, which does not

reach his knees and is drawn in at the waist by a belt.

I-Iis legs and arms are bare; the wrists are encircled by

bangles or bracelets. His feet are shod in high boots with

turned-up toes. In his right hand he holds a vine-branch
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laden with clusters of grapes, and in his raised left hand he

grasps a bunch of bearded wheat, such as is still grown in

Cappadocia; the ears of corn project above his fingers,

while the long stalks hang down to his feet. In front of

him stands the lesser figure, some twelve feet high. He is

clearly a priest or king, more probably perhaps both in one.

His rich vestments contrast with the simple costume of the

god. On his head he wears a round but not pointed cap,

encircled by flat bands and ornamented in front with a

rosette or bunch of jewels, such as is still worn by Eastern

princes. He is draped from the neck to the ankles in a

long robe heavily fringed at the bottom, over which is thrown

a shawl or mantle secured at the breast by a clasp of precious

stones. Both robe and shawl are elaborately carved with

patterns in imitation of embroidery. A heavy necklace of

rings or beads encircles the neck; a bracelet or bangle

clasps the one wrist that is visible; the feet are shod in

boots like those of the god. One or perhaps both hands

are raised in the act of adoration. The large aquiline nose,

like the beak of a hawk, is a conspicuous feature in the

face both of the god and of his worshipper; the hair and

beard of both are thick and curly.1

The situation of this remarkable monument resembles

that of Aphaca on the Lebanon ;2 for in both places we see

a noble river issuing abruptly from the rock to spread fertility

through the rich vale below. Nowhere, perhaps, could man

more appropriately revere those great powers of nature to

whose favour he ascribes the fruitfulness of the earth, and

through it the life of animate creation. With its cool

bracing air, its mass of verdure, its magnificent stream of

1 E. Davis, “ On a New I-Iama

thite Inscription at Ibreez,” Trum

actz'0ns of 1/16 Soczl:/y (if Bi!)/2'ra!

Arc/zaeology, iv. (1876) pp. 336-346;

z'a’., Lg?/2 2'12 /I.n'atz'c Tm'£'cy (London,

1879), pp. 245-260; Perrot ct Chipiez,

ffz'sloz'm dc l’/fr! dam /’.»1m‘z'quz'/J, iv.

723-729 ; Ramsay and Hogarth, “ Pre

hellenic Monuments of Cappadocia,”

Rerzwz'l de Trazlaux re/alff/z".r (i /a Pin]

ologie at (2 Z’/11':/zJ0logz'¢' §j',z>z’z'e1z-mrs et

Ass;/rz'mnes, xiv. (1903) pp. 77-81, 85

sq., with plates iii. and iv. ;

Messerschmidt, Corpus [1z.t0'z'[)Zz'0/1212/1.

He!/z'rz'ca1'zr//z (Berlin, 1900), Tafel

xxxiv. Of this sculptured group

Messrs. \V. M. Ramsay and D. G.

Hogarth say that “it yields to no

rock-relief in the world in impressive

character ” (A1/zc1'z'ca2zf0zzr1zaZ ry‘.4rc/zae

0/ogg/, vi. (1890) p. 347). For the

route from Tarsus to Ibreez (Ivriz)

see E. J. Davis, Lzfe in Asia/2': Tzrrkey,

pp. 198-244.

2 See above, pp. 14 :95].

The
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pure ice-cold water-—so grateful in the burning heat of

summer——and its wide stretch of fertile land, the valley may

well have been the residence of an ancient prince or high

priest, who desired to testify by this monument his devotion

and gratitude to the god. The seat of this royal or priestly

potentate may have been at Cybistra,1 the modern Eregli,

now a decayed and miserable place straggling amid orchards

and gardens full of luxuriant groves of walnut, poplar, willow,

mulberry, and oak. The place is a paradise of birds. Here

the thrush and the nightingale sing full-throated, the hoepoe

waves his crested top-knot, the bright-hued woodpeckers flit

from bough to bough, and the swifts dart screaming by

hundreds through the air. Yet a little way off, beyond the

beneficent influence of the springs and streams, all is desola

tion———in summer an arid waste broken by great marshes and

wide patches of salt, in winter a broad sheet of stagnant

water, which as it dries up with the growing heat of the sun

exhales a poisonous malaria. To the west, as far as the

eye can see, stretches the endless expanse of the dreary

Lycaonian plain, barren, treeless, and solitary, till it fades

into the blue distance, or is bounded afar off by abrupt

ranges of jagged volcanic mountains, on which in sunshiny

weather the shadows of the clouds rest, purple and soft as

velvet? No wonder that the smiling luxuriance of the one

landscape, sharply contrasting with the bleak sterility of the

other, should have rendered it in the eyes of primitive man

a veritable garden of God.

Among the attributes which mark out the deity of

Ibreez as a power of fertility the horns on his high cap

should not be overlooked. ‘They are probably the horns of

a bull ; for to primitive cattle-breeders the bull is the most

natural emblem of generative force. At Carchemish, the

great Hittite capital on the Euphrates, a relief has been

discovered which represents a god or a priest clad in a rich

robe, and wearing on his head a tall horned cap surmounted

by a disc.3 Sculptures found at the palace of Euyuk in north

264sy., 270-272. Compare W. J.

Hamilton, /\)L’S6’6Z7"C/MS in Asia /llinor,

Ponlus, and /1rmenz'a, ii. 304-307.

The

horned

god.

3 L. Messerschmidt, 77%’ [Ii/z‘z'/er

(London, 1903), pp. 49 51/. On an

1 Strabo, xii. 2. 7, p. 537.

2 E. Davis in Tmmac/z'07zs 0/ 1/28

Society of Bz'bZz'ca/ A1'r/zaeolog/, iv.

(1876) pp. 336 sy., 346; z'a’., in

Asia/2'; Tzar/eey, pp. 232 sq., 236 sg.,
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western Cappadocia prove that the Hittites worshipped the

bull and sacrificed rams to it.1 Similarly the Greeks con

ceived the vine-god Dionysus in the form of a bull.2

§ 3. Samdan of Tarsus

That the god of Ibreez, with the grapes and corn in his The god

hands, is identical with the Baal of Tarsus, who bears the

same emblems, may be taken as certain.‘°’ But what was deity

his name? and who were his worshippers? The Greeks

apparently called him Hercules ; at least in Byzantine times

the neighbouring town of Cybistra adopted the name of

Heraclea, which seems to show that Hercules was deemed

the principal deity of the place.4 Yet the style and costume

of the figures at Ibreez prove unquestionably that the god

was an Oriental. If any confirmation of this view were

needed, it is furnished by the inscriptions carved on the

rock beside the sculptures, for these inscriptions are composed

in the peculiar system of hieroglyphics now known as

Hittite. It follows, therefore, that the deity worshipped at

Tarsus and Ibreez was a god of the Hittites, that ancient

and little-known people who occupied the centre of Asia

Minor, invented a system of writing, and extended their

influence, if not their dominion, at one time from the

Euphrates to the Aegean. From the lofty and arid table

lands of the interior, a prolongation of the great plateau of

Central Asia, with a climate ranging from the most burning

heat in summer to the most piercing cold in winter,5 these

hardy highlanders seem to have swept down through the

Assyrian cylinder, now in the British

Museum, we see a warlike deity with

bow and arrows standing on a lion,

and wearing a similar bonnet decorated

with horns and surmounted by a star

or sun. See De Vogtlé, 1];/¢"la)Ig¢.’.r

d’Arc/zéalogie 0rz'am‘a/e (Paris, 1868),

p. 46, who interprets the deity as the

great Asiatic goddess.

3 The identification is accepted by

E. Meyer (Gesc/zzk/zle des A//87’//lZtI)lS,

1. pp. 305, 309), Perrot and Chipiez

(lfz'sloz're de Z’.-'11’! darzs Z’/Iulz'qz¢z'M,

iv. 727), and P. Jensen (H2'tlz'te2' mza’

A1’/1ze7z2.'e1', p. 145).

1 See below, p. 54.

2 The G0/den Bong/2,2 ii. 164 sq.;

Miss E. Harrison, Prolegor/1.ma to

I/zc S/z/dy of Greek 186/z{_gz'02z, pp. 432

$_(/(]-, 537

4 Ramsay and Hogarth, “ Pre-Hel

lenic Monuments of Cappadocia,”

)l’u<rzm*z'/ dz: '['ra7/aux relafffs (ii /a P/zz'/

ologic at A /’Arc/1260/0g1'e Eg/i/7.‘>tz'e2zm2s ei

Assy/'z'el-uzes, xiv. (1893) p. 79.

5 G. Maspero, Hz'stoz'/‘e .~’1ncz‘mne,

ii. 360-362 ; Perrot et Chipiez, Hzlrloz'a-e

de /’/Ir! dans I’.-In/z'gu2'/J, iv. 572 sqq.,

586 sq.
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mountain-passes and established themselves at a very early

date in the rich southern lowlands of Syria and Cilicia.1

Their language and race are still under discussion, but a

great preponderance of opinion appears to declare that

neither the one nor the other was Semitic.2

In the inscription attached to the colossal figure of the

god at Ibreez two scholars have professed to read the

name of Sandan or Sanda.3 Be that as it may, there are

independent grounds for thinking that Sandan, Sandon,

or Sandes may have been the name of the Cappadocian

and Cilician god of fertility. For the god of Ibreez in

Cappadocia appears, as we saw, to have been identified by

the Greeks with Hercules, and we are told that a Cappadocian

and Cilician name of Hercules was Sandan or Sandes?

Now this Sandan or Hercules is said to have founded

Tarsus, and the people of the city commemorated him at

an annual or, at all events, periodical festival by erecting

a fine pyre in his honour.5 Apparently at this festival,

1 That the cradle of the Hittites was

in the interior of Asia Minor, particu

larly in Cappadocia, and that they

spread from there south, east, and west,

is the view of A. H. Sayce, W. M.

Ramsay, D. G. Hogarth, W. Max

Miiller, F. Hommel, and L. Messer

schmiclt. See Pales/ine Exploration

Fund Quarterly S/ale/nent fer I884,

p. 49; W. Max Mtiller, Asien una’

Europa (Leipsic, 1893), pp. 319 sqa;

Ifeeneil de Trazlanx relalzfs (2 la Plzz'lo

lagie el (2 l’/In/ze’ologz'e, xv. (1893)

p. 94; F. Hommel, Gruna’rz'ss dew Geo

grajb/zz'e andGesc/air/zle des alien Orienls,

pp. 42, 48, 54; L. Messerschmidt,

The I-12'!/z'les (London, I903), pp. I2,

13, I9, 20.

2 G. Maspero, }[z'sl0z'1'e /Incienne,

ii. 351, note 3, with his references;

L. Messerschmidt, T/ze [[27/z'les,

p. I0; F. Hommel, 0/). cit. p. 42;

W. Max Miiller, Asz'en and Eznn/)a,

P- 332- _ _
3 A. H. Sayce, “The Hittite In

scriptions,” ]i’eeuez'l rle Travaux 7'elalz'_/3‘

(2 la P/n'l0l0gz'e ea’ (2 l’ /l1'c/ze‘0l0,gz'e

.E’gyj)!z'ennes el Assyriennes, xiv. (I893)

pp. 48 sq.; P. Jensen, ]Jz'/lz'z'er nna’

A1'menz'e1' (Strasburg, 1898), pp. 42 sq.

4 Syncellus, C/z1'0n0g1'aj)/zia, vol. i.

p. 290, ed. G. Dindorf: 'I-Ipcu<>\éa.

nvés qfiaaw é 1/ <I>ou/l/Q7 'yi/wplg"ea0aL Z)o’u/5av

é1r0\e'y6,u.ei/oz/, tbs mi aexpl i/UV fnrb

Ka.1r1ra66Kwi/ Kill Kt>\fl<wi/. In this

passage Edi/5au is a correction of

F. C. Movers’s (Die P/wenz'zz'er, i. 460)

for the MS. reading Awou/6o’w, the AI

having apparently arisen by dittography

from the preceding AI ; and K0\£/<wu is

a correction of E. Meyer’s (Zez'Z'se/zm'ft

der a’enz’se/zen 7/z01gee1zlandz'se/zen Gesell

se/zafl, xxxi. 737) for the reading

’I7\£wv. Compare Jerome (quoted by

Movers and Meyer ll.ee.): [ferrules

eognonzenlo Desanans in Syria P/we/zz'ee

clarus /za./1e/211'. [nrle ad noslram usgne

me/n0m'a/n a Ca/nfiarloez'bzrs el Elz'ensz'/Ins

(al. Delz'z's) Desanans ad/me clz'e2'Zz/7’.

If the text of Jerome is here sound, he

would seem to have had before him a

Greek original which was corrupt like

the text of Syncellus or of Syncellus’s

authority. The Cilician Hercules is

called Sandes by Nonnus (Dzionys.

xxxiv. I83 sy.). Compare Raoul

Rochette in /lie’/noz'res de l’Aearlr‘//zz'e

ales /1-zsc1'z'])Zz'0ns el Belles-Let/res, xvii.

Deuxieme Partie (Paris, I848), pp.

IS9 WT .

5 Ammianus Marcellinus, xiv. 8. 3 ;

Dio Chrysostom, Or. xxxiii. vol. ii.
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as at the festival of Melcarth, the god was burned in effigy

on his own pyre. For coins of Tarsus often exhibit the

pyre as a conical structure resting on a garlanded altar or

basis, with the figure of Sandan himself in the midst of it,

while an eagle with spread wings perches on the top of the

pyre, as if about to bear the soul of the burning god in the

pillar of smoke and fire to heaven.1 In like manner when a

Roman emperor died leaving a son to succeed him on the

throne, a waxen effigy was made in the likeness of the

deceased and burned on a huge pyramidal pyre, which was

reared upon a square basis of wood; and from the summit

of the blazing pile an eagle was released for the purpose of

carrying to heaven the soul of the dead and deified emperor.2

The Romans may have borrowed from the East a grandiose

custom which savours of Oriental adulation rather than of

Roman simplicity.

The type of Sandan or Hercules, as he is portrayed on

the coins of Tarsus, is that of an Asiatic deity standing on

a lion. It is thus that he is represented on the pyre, and

it is thus that he appears as a separate figure without the

p. 16, ed. L. Dindorf. The pyre is

mentioned only by Dio Chrysostom,

whose words clearly imply that its

erection was a custom observed periodi

cally. On Sandan or Sandon see K.

O. Mtiller, “Sanclon und Sardana

sometimes called not the pyre but the

monument of Sandan. Certainly the

cone resting on the square base reminds

us of the similar structure on the coins

of Byblus as well as of the conical

image of Aphrodite at Paphos (see

pal,” lfulzstarchaco/0gz'srbe l'Ve/-/ea, iii.

6 say. ; F. C. Movers, Die 1’/zoe/zz'zz'w,

i. 458 sgq.; Raoul-Rochette, “Sur

l’l-Iercule Assyrien et Phénicien,”

flit)’//102"/es de [C4 caa’e’//1-2'0 dcs fmr/'2;/>tz'01zs

at ]>’c//0:‘-Lcz‘trw:s, xvii. Deuxiérme Partie

(Paris, 1848), pp. 178 sq(].; E. Meyer,

“Ueber einige Semitische Gt'>tter,”

Zcitsc/zrz'fz‘ dd)’ (lQ"Il/SC/l(;‘1Z ./'l[01'g'.;';z-

Mn-d1.'.rc/'wvz Gesc//sr/raft, xxxi. (1877)

PP- 736-740

1 I’. Gardner, Ca/a/ogm’ of Grec/..'

C02-'n.r, I/ze Sc/eurz'd /\.'1.'1z,g'.s‘ of Syria,

pp. 72, 78, 89, I12, pl. xxl. 6, xxiv. 3,

xxviii. 8; G. F. Hill, Caz‘rz/0_r;*ue oft/ze

Grec/e (;‘0z'n.t of Lycaonia, 1saurz'a, and

C1‘/ida, pp. 180, 181, 183, 190, 221,

224, 225, pl. xxxiii. 2, 3, xxxiv. 10,

xxxvii. 9 ; _/0urna/ of He!/e1z2'c Sz‘zrd2'es,

xviii. (I898) pl. xiii. 1, 2. The

structure represented on the coins is

above, pp. 10, 2o .vq.); but the words

of Dio Chrysostom make it probable

that the design on the coins of Tarsus

represents the pyre. At the same

time, the burning of the god may well

have been sculptured on a permanent

monument of stone. The legend

OPTTPOGHRA, literally “quail-hunt,"

which appears on some coins of Tarsus

(G. F. Hill, op. cit. pp. lxxxvi.

.vq.), may refer to a custom of catch

ing quails and burning them on

the pyre. This explanation of the

legend was suggested by Raoul

Rochette (01). 0'1‘. pp. 201 - 205).

Doves were burnt on a pyre in honour

of Adonis (below, p. 64). Similarly

birds were burnt on a pyre in honour

of Laphrian Artemis at Patrae

(Pausanias, vii. I8. 12).

2 Herodian, iv. 2.

Sandan of

Tarsus an

Asiatic god

with the

symbols

of the lion

and the

double

axe.
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pyre. From these representations we can form a fairly

accurate conception of the form and attributes of the god.

They exhibit him as a bearded man standing on a horned

and often winged lion. Upon his head he wears a high

pointed cap or mitre, and he is clad sometimes in a long

robe, sometimes in a short tunic. On at least one coin his

feet are shod in high boots with flaps. At his side or over

his shoulder are slung a sword, a bow-case, and a quiver,

sometimes only one or two of them.

raised and sometimes holds a flower. His left hand grasps

a double-headed axe, and sometimes a wreath either in

addition to the axe or instead of it; but the double-headed

axe is one of Sandan’s most constant attributes.1

§ 4. 7726 Gods of Bog/mz—Keuz'

Now a deity of almost precisely the same type figures

prominently in the celebrated group of Hittite sculptures

which is carved on the rocks at Boghaz-Keui in north-western

Cappadocia. The village ofBoghaz-Keui, that is, “the village

of the defile,” stands at the mouth of a deep, narrow, and

picturesque gorge in a wild upland valley, shut in by rugged

mountains of grey limestone. The houses are built on the

lower slopes of the hills, and a stream issuing from the gorge

flows past them to join the I-Ialys, which is distant about ten

hours’ journey to the west. Immediately above the modern

village a great ancient city, enclosed by massive fortification

walls, rose terrace above terrace on the rough broken ground

of the mountain-side, culminating in two citadels perched on

the tops of precipitous crags. A dense undergrowth of

His right hand is

Boghaz

Keui the

ancient

capital of

a Hittite

kingdom

in Cappa

docia.

stunted oak coppice now covers much of the site. The ruins

1 F. Imhoof- Blumer, /l/omzaz'cs .S'/urlies, xviii. (1898) pp. 169-171 ;

Gmcgue.r (Amsterdam, 1883), pp. P. (1‘ardner, T)/]>e.s~ (hue/J Coin-.r, pl.

366 $7., 433, 435, with plates F. 24,

25, H. 14 ( VW/mwzrz//1/z'7z,§rm dew [i"0'/22'/M.

xiii. 20; G. F. Hill, (la/a/ogm //1:

Gra/1/a Coim Z.)/caom'a, /.vaz¢rz'a, rum’

/I/aadu///2'6 mr/2 I/I/¢-'/am:/zcz/>/fiezz, Afdeeling

Letterkunde, xiv.); 1*‘. Imhoof-Blumer

und O. Keller, '] Z1726!/3/Z(Z7ZZL’7Z/)2./CZC7’

auf Mzizzzcrz und Gem/nezz a’e.r Ha.r.rz'

.rc/am /1//er/ums (Leipsic, I889), pp.

70 ry., with pl. xii. 7, 8, 9; F.

Imhoof-Blumer, “Coin-types of some

Cilician Cities,” /oz/rmzl ffa//wzz'c

Ci/z'rz'a, pp. 178, I79, I84, I86, 206,

213, with plates xxxii. I3, 14, I5, 16,

xxxiv. 2, xxxvi. 9; G. Macclonald,

Ca/alogue Gmc/.: Coim in 1/16

ffzm/crz'an C0//cc/ion, ii. 548, with

pl. lx. II. The booted Sandan is

figured by G. F. Hill, 0/). 62'/. pl.

xxxvi 9.
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of a large palace, built of enormous blocks of stone, occupy

a terrace in a commanding situation within the circuit of the

walls. This vast city, some four or five miles in circum

ference, appears to have been the ancient Pteria, which

Croesus, king of Lydia, captured in his war with Cyrus. It

was probably the capital of a powerful Hittite empire

before the Phrygians made their way from Europe into

the interior of Asia Minor and established a rival state to

the west of the Halys.1

From the village of Boghaz-Keui a steep and rugged

path leads up hill to the sanctuary, distant about a mile and

a half to the east. Here among the grey limestone cliffs

there is a spacious natural chamber or ball of roughly

oblong shape, roofed only by the sky, and enclosed on three

sides by high rocks. One of the short sides is open, and

through it you look out on the broken slopes beyond and

the more distant mountains, which make a graceful picture

set in a massy frame. The length of the chamber is about

a hundred feet; its breadth varies from twenty-five to fifty

feet. A nearly level sward forms the floor. On the right

hand side, as you face inward, a narrow opening in the

rocks leads into another but much smaller chamber, or rather

passage, which would seem to have been the inner sanctuary

or Holy of Holies. It is a romantic spot, where the deep

shadows of the rocks are relieved by the bright foliage of

walnut-trees and by the sight of the sky and clouds over

head. On the rock-walls of both chambers are carved the

famous bas-reliefs. In the outer sanctuary these reliefs

represent two great processions which defile along the two

long sides of the chamber and meet face to face on the

1 Herodotus, i. 76; Stephanus

Byzantius, .1-.2/. lirépwv. As to the

situation of Boghaz-Keui and the ruins

of Pteria see W. J. Hamilton, 105-

J‘6’(Z?'6'/lL’.\‘ in Ania /l/hzor, P0/1/1/.9, and

.-12'//zc/zz'a (London, 1842), i. 391 sqq. ;

H. Barth, “ Reise von Trapezunt

durch die nordliche H'a'lfte I'\'lein

Asiens,” Ergiifzzaz/12g;/lift 211 [’c/cr

mrzmz’.r Gc0graj>/zz'.rr/zc/z ./l1z'lZ/zczi/mzgcrz

(No. 2), 1860, pp. 44-52; H. F.

Tozer, Tm‘/cz'.r/z .-Irmwz-2'11 and Ear/ern

/1sz'a ."l{z'nor(Lo1idon, 1881), pp. 64,

71 W1/.; \V. M. Ramsay, “Historical

Relations of Phrygia and Cappadocia,”

_/01/1'/id (f //m /\’o)/M --lsz'a/21' Soda/y,

N.S., xv. (1883) p. 103; in/., [fir

loriral G¢‘¢>§7'a/>/zy (f .-Irizz J/2'/20?’

(London, 1890), pp. 28 .r(y., 33 sq.;

Perrot et Chipiez, .Hz'.r/02';-'0 (id /’.-Ir!‘

dam /’.-J/'2/z'y-I/1'1‘¢‘, iv. 596 sqq.; K.

Humann und O. Puchstein, 1\’c2'.\'a1z in

11'/02'];-as‘/e/1. mm’ A"¢>nz'.\',1W'¢:/z (Berlin,

1890), pp. 71-80, with Atlas, plates

xi.-xiv. ; E. Chantre, .-»l[1'r.\‘z'on. an Caj

jfiadore (Paris, 1898), pp. 13 .wyq.
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short wall at the inner end. The figures on the left-hand

wall are all men, clad for the most part in the characteristic

Hittite costume, which consists of a high pointed cap, shoes

with turned-up toes, and a tunic drawn in at the waist and

falling short of the knees. The figures on the right-hand

wall are women wearing tall, square, flat-topped bonnets

with ribbed sides; their long dresses fall in perpendicular

folds to their feet, which are shod in shoes like those of the

men. On the short wall, where the processions meet, the

greater size of the central figures, as well as their postures

and attributes, mark them out divine. At the head of

the male procession marches a bearded deity clad in the

ordinary Hittite costume of tall pointed cap, short tunic,

and turned-up shoes; but his feet rest on the bowed heads

of two men, in his right hand he holds a mace or truncheon

topped with a knob, while his extended left hand grasps a

symbol, which apparently consists of a trident surmounted

by an oval with a cross-bar. Facing him, at the head of the

female procession, stands a goddess on a lioness or panther.

Her costume does not differ from that of the women: her

hair hangs down in a long plait behind: in her extended

right hand she holds out an emblem to touch that of the

god. The shape and meaning of her emblem are obscure.

It consists of a stem with two pairs of .protuberances,

perhaps leaves or branches, one above the other, the whole

being surmounted, like the emblem of the god, by an oval

with a cross-bar. Under the outstretched arms of the two

deities appear the front parts of two animals, which have

been usually interpreted as bulls, but sometimes as goats or

cats; each of them wears on its head the high conical

Hittite cap, and its body is concealed by that of the deity.

Immediately behind the goddess marches a smaller and

apparently youthful male figure, standing like her upon a

lioness or panther. He is beardless and wears the Hittite

dress of high pointed cap, short tunic, and shoes with

turned-up toes. A crescent-hilted sword is girt at his side ;

in his left hand he holds a double-headed axe, and in his

right a staff topped by an armless doll with the symbol of

the cross-barred oval instead of a head.

The entrance to the smaller chamber is guarded on
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either side by the figure of a winged monster carved on the The rock

rock; the bodies of both figures are human, but one of them fsutllilures

has the head of a dog, the other the head of a lion. In the inner

inner sanctuary, to which this monster-guarded passage

leads, the walls are also carved in relief. On one side we Kevi

see a procession of twelve men in Hittite costume marching

with curved swords in their right hands. On the opposite

wall is a colossal erect figure of a deity with a human head The lion

and a body curiously composed of four lions, two above and god‘

two below, the latter standing on their heads. The god

wears the high conical Hittite hat: his face is youthful and

beardless like that of the male figure standing on the lioness

in the large chamber; and the ear turned to the spectator

is pierced with a ring. To the right of this deity a square

panel cut in the face of the rock exhibits a group of two The god

figures in relief. The larger of the two figures closely

resembles the youth on the lioness in the outer sanctuary.

I-Iis chin is beardless; he wears the same high pointed cap,

the same short tunic, the same turned-up shoes, the same

crescent-hilted sword, and he carries a similar armless doll

in his right hand. But his left arm encircles the neck of

the smaller figure, whom he seems to clasp to his side in an

attitude of protection. The smaller figure thus embraced

by the god is clearly a priest. His face is beardless; he

wears a skull-cap and a long mantle reaching to his feet

with a sort of chasuble thrown over it. The crescent-shaped

hilt ofa sword projects from under his mantle. The wrist

of his right arm is clasped by the god’s left hand; in his

left hand the priest holds a crook or pastoral staff which ends

below in a curl. Both the priest and his protector are

facing towards the lion-god. In an upper corner of the

panel behind them is a divine emblem composed of a

winged disc resting on what look like two Ionic columns,

while between them appear three symbols of doubtful

significance. The figure of the priest in this costume, Other

though not in this attitude, is a familiar one; for it occurs represemm

twice in the outer sanctuary and is repeated twice at the priestat

great Hittite palace of Euyuk, distant about four and a half §‘?§,‘,“;f,;,,

hours’ ride to the north-east of Boghaz-Keui. In the outer Euyuk

sanctuary at Boghaz-Keui we see the priest marching in the

tions of the
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procession of the men, and holding in one hand his curled

staff or Zilzrus and in the other a symbol like that of the

goddess on the lioness : above his head appears the winged

disc without the other attributes. Moreover he occupies a

conspicuous place by himself on the right-hand wall of the

outer sanctuary, quite apart from the two processions, and

carved on a larger scale than any of the other figures in them.

Here he stands on two heaps, perhaps intended to represent

mountains, and he carries in his right hand the emblem of

the winged disc supported on two Ionic columns with the

other symbols between them, except that the central symbol

is replaced by a masculine figure wearing a pointed cap and

a long robe decorated with a dog-tooth pattern. On one

of the reliefs at the palace of Euyuk we see the priest with

his characteristic dress and staff followed by a priestess,

each of them with a hand raised as if in adoration : they are

approaching the image of a bull which stands on a high

pedestal with an altar before it. Behind them a priest

leads a flock of rams to the sacrifice. On another relief at

Euyuk the priest, similarly attired and followed by a

priestess, is approaching a seated goddess and apparently

pouring a libation at her feet. Both these scenes doubtless

represent acts of worship paid in the one case to a goddess,

in the other to a bull.1

We have still to inquire into the meaning of the rock

carvings at Boghaz-Keui. What are these processions which

are meeting? VVho are the personages represented? and

The two

deities at

the head of

the pro

cessions at

B0ghaz

Keui

appear to

be the

great

Asiatic

goddess

and her

consorh

what are they doing? Some have thought that the scene

1 W’. Hamilton, ]\’/zsearc/ms in Compare 1’. Jensen, ]~[z'llz'/(21-' und

Asia /l/z'n0/', P071/I/3, and /~11’//mzia, i. /11'//1-e1zz'w', pp. 165 sqq. An interest.

393-395; H. 1*‘. Tozer, Tzzr/¢z'i‘/z

/17'//zc/zia and Ear/0172 /l.rz'a /1127207’,

pp. 59 sq., 66-78; W. M. Ramsay,

“Historical Relations of l’h1-ygia and

Asia Minor,” _/omvzal of //w Royal

/1sz'aZz'c Soaz'e/J/, N.S. xv. (1883) pp.

113-120; Perrot et Chipiez, Z123‘/0z'1'e

de Z’/Ir! da/zs Z’/112/z'yzn'/4", iv. 623

656, 666-672; K. Humann und O.

Puchstein, ]\’c'z'scn in /i’/ez'1za.s'z'(m u/zrl

]V0ra’.rJ/7'z'c1z, pp. 55-70, with Atlas,

plates vii.-x. ; E. Chantre, Mz'ssz'owz en

Ca_/J/mrloce, pp. 3-5, 16-26; L. Messer

schmidt, [716 Z12’/ta’/er, pp. 42-50.

ingr Hittite symbol which occurs both

in the sanctuary at Boghaz-Keui and at

the palace of Euyuk is the double

headed eagle. In both places it serves

as the support of divine or priestly

personages. After being adopted as a

badge by the Seljuk Sultans in the

l\’liddle Ages, it passed into Europe

with the Crusaders and became in time

the escutcheon of the Austrian and

Russian empires. See VV. J. Hamilton,

0/). 62'/. i. 383; Perrot et Chipiez, 0/Z2.

61'/. iv, 68I-683, with pl. viii. E; L.

Messerschmidt, ’/Vze ]~[2'//2'/er, p. 50.
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is historical and commemorates a great event, such as a

treaty of peace between two peoples or the marriage of a

l<ing’s son to a king’s daughter.1 But to this view it has

been rightly objected that the attributes of the principal

figures prove them to be divine or priestly, and that the

scene is therefore religious or mythical rather than historical.

With regard to the two personages who head the processions

and hold out their symbols to each other, the most probable

opinion appears to be that they stand for the great Asiatic

goddess of fertility and her consort, by whatever names

these deities were known, whether as Ishtar and Tammuz,

as Aphrodite and Adonis, as Sandan and Mylitta, or as Cybele

and Attis; for under diverse names a similar divine couple

was worshipped with similar rites all over western Asia.2

The tall flat-topped hat with perpendicular grooves which

the goddess wears, and the lioness or panther on which she

stands, remind us of the turreted crown and lion-drawn car

of Cybele, who was worshipped in the neighbouring land of

Phrygia across the Halys.3 So Atargatis, the great Syrian

goddess of Hierapolis-Bambyce, was portrayed sitting on

lions and wearing a tower on her head.4 At Babylon an

1 VV. Hamilton, /\’csca/2'/w.r in /1/-Irarlé//zz'u 1/cs [lIS(l"?7>/[0725 cl Belles

L/1//res, xvii. Deuxieme Partie (Paris,

1848), p. 180, n. 1; \V. M. Ram

say, “On the early Historical Rela

tions between Phrlvgia and Cappad ocia,”

_/021r1z(z/ Q/'1 Z/zc /1'0)/M Asz'a/22' .S‘arz'e/J’,

N.S. xv. (1885) pp. 113-120; I-"emit

et Chipiez, ]~]2'.r/0/1'0 ([6 /‘.-ln‘ dam

/'.-I11/z'r]u2'tJ, iv. 630 sqq. ; C. P. Tiele,

(}1r,:5r/z2'(f/1/c der /\’c’/zlgiou 2'/11 .-I//er/11//1,

i. 2 5 5-2 57.

Aria jlfz'rzor, P071/21$, and Ar/ncm'a, i.

394 sq. ; H. Barth, in /l/0/m/r/;m'z'r/z/e

der /vii/zzlg/. ./’1'ezr..r.r. .»-1/cadc//0'0 dr;'1'

I/I/'z'.rserz.rr/zaf/012, 18 59, pp. 128 .r(]r7.;

z'd., “Reise von Trapezunt,” [.'/;;r('z7/z

zzmgslzefl 22¢ Paler//1.a1z/z’.r (h:q_;r/‘a/>/z.

]Wz'Z//102'/zzlzgulz (No. 2) (Gotha, 1860),

pp. 45 sg.; H. F. Tozer, T11/'K’1's/z

Arr/1071-z'a and Ear/erlz. .-1.\z'a ./I/27102’,

p. 69; E. Chantre, /llzlrs/'0/z an Caf

fuzdorc, pp. 20 sqq. According to

Barth, the scene represented is the

marriage of Aryenis, daughter of

Alyattcs, king of Lydia, to Astyages,

son of C-yaxares, king of the Medes

(Herodotus, i. 74). l"or a discussion

of various interpretations which have

been proposed see Perrot et Chipiez,

flz'sloz'rc dd Z’/12'! dans Z’.-I/1/1'_(/2/1'/J, iv.

630 rr/(7.

2 This is in substance the view of

Raoul - Rochette, Lajard, \V. M.

Ramsay,- G. Perrot, and C. P. Tiele.

See Raoul-Rochette, “Sur l’Hercule

Assyrien et l~‘hénicien,” /l[J/1102'/rs dc

3 As to the lions and mural crown

of Cybele see Lucretius, ii. 600 sqq. ;

Catullus, lxiii. 76 $1717.; 1\Iacrobius,

.S'a/2/ru. i. 23. 20; Rapp, in \V. H.

Roscher’s Lr?.1"ZX‘0/z 0’. g/'1'd¢‘/'1. -1/. 7'6/i/.

jl/)'//zn/(I§/L', ii. 1644 51/1].

1 Lucian, Dc dca .3)/1'z'r1, 31; Mac

robius, .S'¢z/112'/1. i. 23. 19. Lucian’s

dL'SCl'll)ilUll of her image is confirmed

by coins of I-lierapolis, on which the

goddess is represented wearing a high

headdress and seated on a lion. See

B. V. Head, I/1'3/orfa 1V1///102':////, p.

654; G. Macdonald, Ca/a/agnc qf

Gl‘c’c"/C C0il1.\‘ 2'11 {/10 I/I/11/r'1'1'(z11. C'u//ec
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image of a goddess whom the Greeks called Rhea had the

figures of two lions standing on her knees.1

But in the rock-hewn sculptures of Boghaz-Keui, who is

the youth with the tall pointed cap and double axe who

stands on a lioness or panther immediately behind the great

goddess? His figure is all the more remarkable because he

is the only male who interrupts the long procession of women.

Probably he is at once the divine son and the divine lover of

the goddess; for we shall find later on that in Phrygian

mythology Attis united in himself both these characters.2

The lioness or panther on which he stands marks his affinity

with the goddess, who is supported by a similar animal. It

is natural that the lion-goddess should have a lion-son and a

lion-lover. For we may take it as probable that the Oriental

deities who are represented standing or sitting in human form

lion, iii. I39 sry. That the name of

the Syrian goddess of Hiempolis-Bam

byce was Atargatis is mentioned by

Strabo (xvi. I. 27, p. 748). On

Egyptian monuments the Semitic god

dess Kadesh is represented standing on

a lion. See W. Max i\/liiller, As-z'en

nnel Earojta, pp. 314 sq.

1 I)iodorus Siculus, ii. 9. 5.

2 In thus interpreting the youth with

the double axe I agree with Prof. \/V.

M. Ramsay (“ On the early Historical

Relations between Phrygia and Cappa

docia,” _/an/vzal 0/ //ze /60)/al Asia/z'e

.S'oeie/y, xv. (1883) pp. I18, I20)

and C. I’. Tiele ((/ere/zz'e/z/e eler/i'elz,'r{z'02z

2'//1 Alle/'/2//n, i. 246, 255). That the

youthful figure on the lioness or

panther represents the lover of the

great goddess is the view also of Pro

fessors Jensen and Hommel. See

P. Jensen, //2'!/z'ler unel Ar;/zenz'e1", pp.

173-175, 180; F. Hommel, G7'un(l7'z'ss

eler Geog/'a/>/zz'e nnel Gese/zz'e/ale eles allen

Orz'en/s, p. 51. Prof. Perrot holds

that the youth in question is a double

of the bearded god who stands at the

head of the male procession, their

costume being the same, though their

attributes differ (Perrot et Chipiez,

flz'slez're de l‘A1’! dans l’Anlz'guz'le’,

iv. 651). This opinion is not inconsist

ent with that which I have adopted,

of his divine father. With regard to

the lionesses or panthers, a has-relief

found at Carchemish, the capital of a

Hittite kingdom on the Euphrates,

shows two male figures in Hittite

costume, with pointed caps and turned

up shoes, standing on a couching lion.

The foremost of the two figures is

winged and carries a short curved

truncheon in his right hand. According

to Prof. Perrot, the two figures repre

sent a god followed by a priest or a

king. See Perrot et Chipiez, T:/z'sl0z're

ale l’A7l clans l’/In/z'y21z'le’, iv. 549 sq.

Again, on a sculptured slab found at

Amrit in Phoenicia we see a god stand

ing on a lion and holding a lion’s whelp

in his left hand, while in his right hand

he brandishes a club or sword. See

Perrot et Chipiez, 0]). ez'l. iii. 412-414.

The type of a god or goddess standing

or sitting on a lion occurs also in

Assyrian art, from which the Phoe

nicians and Hittites may have borrowed

it. See Perrot et Chipiez, 0/). (22. ii.

642-644. Much evidence as to the

representation of Asiatic deities with

lions has been collected by Raoul

Rochette, in his learned dissertation

‘ ‘ Fur l’I-"Iercule Assyrien et Phénicien,”

/l/J///oz'res rle l’/-1 eaelenzie 1/es /nserij)/z-'0ns

el Be/les-[,ell7'es, xvii. Deuxieme Partie

(Paris, 1848), pp. I06 sqq. Compare

De Vogtié, fl]e’langes d’/Ire/zealogie

for the divine son is naturally a double Orienla/e, pp. 44 say.
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' meaning of that strange colossal figure in the inner shrine at

on the backs of lions and other animals were originally

indistinguishable from the beasts, and that the complete

separation of the bestial from the human or divine shape was

a consequence of that growth of knowledge and of power

which led man in time to respect himself more and the

brutes less. The hybrid gods of Egypt with their human

bodies and animal heads form an intermediate stage in this

evolution of anthropomorphic deities out of beasts.

We may now perhaps hazard a conjecture as to the The

mystery of

the lion

Boghaz-Keui with its human head and its body composed of god.

lions. For it is to be observed that the head of the figure is

youthful and beardless, and that it wears a tall pointed cap,

thus resembling in both respects the youth with the double

headed axe who stands on a lion in the outer sanctuary.

VVe may suppose that the leonine figure in the inner shrine

sets forth the true mystic, that is, the old savage nature

of the god who in the outer shrine presented himself to his

worshippers in the decent semblance of a man. To the

chosen few who were allowed to pass the monster-guarded

portal into the Holy of Holies, the awful secret may have

been revealed that their god was a lion, or rather a lion-man,

a being in whom the bestial and human natures mysteriously

co-existed. The reader may remember that on the rock

beside this leonine divinity is carved a group which represents

a god with his arm twined round the neck ofhis priest in an

attitude of protection, holding one of the priest’s hands in

his own. Both figures are looking and stepping towards the

lion-monster, and the god is holding out his right hand as if

pointing to it. The scene may represent the deity revealing

the mystery to the priest, or preparing him to act his part in

some solemn rite for which all his strength and courage will

be needed. He seems to be leading his minister onward,

comforting him with an assurance that no harm can come

near him while the divine arm is around him and the divine

hand clasps his. \/Vhither is he leading him? Perhaps to

death. The deep shadows of the rocks which fall on the

two figures in the gloomy chasm may be an emblem of

darker shadows soon to fall on the priest. Yet still he grasps

his pastoral staff and goes forward, as though he said, “Yea,
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though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I

will fear no evil; for thou art with me: thy rod and thy

staff they comfort me.”

If there is any truth in these guesses-—for they are little

more-——the three principal figures in the processional scene at

Boghaz-Keui represent the divine Father, the divine Mother,

and the divine Son. But we have still to ask, What are

they doing? That they are engaged in the performance of

some religious rite seems certain. But what is it? We may

conjecture that it is the rite of the Sacred Marriage, and that

the scene is copied from a ceremony which was periodically

performed in this very place by human representatives of

the deities.1 Indeed, the solemn meeting of the male and

female figures at the head of their respective processions

obviously suggests a marriage, and has been so inter

preted by scholars, who, however, regarded it as the

historical wedding of a prince and princess instead of the

mystic union of aged and goddess, overlooking or explain

ing away the symbols of divinity which accompany the

principal personages.2 We may suppose that at Boghaz

Keui, as at many other places in the interior of Asia Minor,

the government was in the hands of a family who combined

royal with priestly functions and personated the gods whose

names they bore. Thus at Pessinus in Phrygia, as we shall

see later on, the priests of Cybele bore the name of her

consort Attis, and doubtless represented him in the ritual.‘°’

The pro

cessions at

Boghaz

Kt-ttli

appear to

represent

the Sacred

Marriage

of the

god and

goddess.

1 “There can be no doubt that

there is here represented a Sacred

Marriage, the meeting of two deities

worshipped in different places, like the

Horus of Edfu and the I-Iathor of

I)en<_lera” (C. I’. ’l‘iele, Gesc/zit/ale der

13¢’/'l.,'_§rz'(//2 im /1//67’/ll//Z, i. 255). This

view seems to differ from, though it ap

proaches, the one suggested in the text.

2 above, p. 55.

3 See below, p. 182. Compare the

remarks of Prof. W. M. Ramsay (“ Pre

Hellenic Monuments of Cappadocia,”

/i’ec2zez'/ dc 7"1'a'//aux re/a/zfs (Z /a 1’/zz'/

0/ogie el (2 /’A1'r/z.¢”0/ogz'e Egj/[5/z'wz1zer

at Am;/7'z'emz/:.r, xiii. (1890) p. 78):

“Similar priest-dynasts are a wide

spread feature of the primitive social

system of Asia Minor; their existence

is known with certainty or inferred

with probability at the two towns

Komana; at Vc-nasa not far north

of Tyana, at Olba, at Pessinous, at

Aizanoi, and many other places. Now

there are two characteristics which

can be regarded as probable in regard

to most of these priests, and as proved

in regard to some of them: (1) they

wore the dress and represented the

person of the god, whose priests they

were; (2) they were lepdwup.m, losing

their individual name at their succession

to the office, and assuming a sacred

name, often that of the god himself or

some figure connected with the cultus

of the god. 'l.‘he priest of Cybele at

Pessinous was called Attis, the priests

of Sabazios were Saboi, the worshippers

of Baechos Bacchoi.” As to the priestly

rulers of Olba, see below, pp. 61 sqq.
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If this was so at Boghaz-Keui, we may surmise that the chief

pontiff and his family annually celebrated the marriage of

the divine powers of fertility, the Father God and the Mother

Goddess, for the purpose of ensuring the fruitfulness of the

earth and the multiplication of men and beasts. The

principal parts in the ceremony would naturally be played

by the pontiff himself and his wife, unless indeed they

preferred for good reasons to delegate the onerous duty

to others. That such a delegation took place is perhaps

suggested by the appearance of the pontiff himself in a

subordinate place in the procession, as well as by his separate

representation in another place, as if he fvere in the act of

surveying the ceremony from a distance.1 The part of the

divine Son at the rite would fitly devolve upon one of the

high-priest's own offspring, who may well have been numer

ous. For it is probable that here, as elsewhere in Asia

Minor, the Mother Goddess was personated by a crowd of

sacred harlots,2 with whom the spiritual ruler may have been

required to consort in his character of incarnate deity. But

if the personation of the Son of God at the rites laid a

heavy burden of suffering on the shoulders of the actor, it is

possible that the representative of the deity may have been

drawn, perhaps by lot, from among the numerous progeny

of the consecrated courtesans; for these women, as incarna

tions of the Mother Goddess, were probably supposed to

transmit to their offspring some portion of their own divinity.

Be that as it may, if the three principal personages in the

processional scene at Boghaz-Keui are indeed the Father,

the Mother, and the Son, the remarkable position assigned

to the third of them in the procession, where he walks

behind his Mother alone in the procession of women, appears

to indicate that he was supposed to be more closely akin to

her than to his Father. From this again we may con

jecturally infer that mother-right rather than father-right was

the rule which regulated descent among the Hittites.

1 See above, p. 53 .w/. 2 See above, p. 21 sqq.
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§ 5- Sandan and Baal at Taeszzs

Whatever may be thought of these speculations, one thing

seems fairly clear and certain. The figure which I have called

the divine Son at Boghaz-Keui is identical with the god San

saiidaii at dan, who appears on the pyre at Tarsus. In both personages

to the costume, the attributes, the attitude are the same. Both

of represent a man clad in a short tunic with a tall pointed cap

I_I£f,.C'uk‘_S on his head, a sword at his side, a double-headed axe in his

hand, and a lion or panther under his feet.1 Accordingly, if

we are right in identifying him as the divine Son at Boghaz

Keui, we may conjecture that under the name of Sandan he

bore the same character at Tarsus. The conjecture squares

perfectly with the title of Hercules, which the Greeks

bestowed on Sandan ; for Hercules was the son of Zeus, the

great father-god. Moreover, we have seen that the Baal of

Tarsus, with the grapes and the corn in his hand, was

assimilated to Zeus.2 Thus it would appear that at Tarsus

as at Boghaz-Keui there was a pair of deities, a divine Father

and a divine Son, whom the Greeks identified with Zeus

and Hercules respectively. If the Baal of Tarsus was a god

of fertility, as his attributes clearly imply, his identification

with Zeus would be natural, since it was Zeus who, in the

belief of the Greeks, sent the fertilising rain from heaven?

And the identification of Sandan with Hercules would be

equally natural, since the lion and the death on the pyre

were features common to both. Our conclusion then is that

it was the divine Son, the lion-god, who was burned in effigy

or in the person of a human representative at Tarsus, and

perhaps at Boghaz-Keui. Semitic parallels suggest that the

victim who played the part of the Son of God in the fiery

furnace ought in strictness to be the king’s son.4 But no

doubt in later times an effigy would be substituted for the

man.

1 The figure exhibits a few minor 2 Above, p. 42 sq.

variations on the coins of Tarsus. See 3 I... Preller, Grz'ee/zz'se/ze /llyz‘/zologe'e,4

the works cited above, p. 50, note i. I17 sqy.

I. 4 See above, p. 34.
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§ 6. P1/z'esz‘ly K2'1/zgs of O/Fa

Unfortunately we know next to nothing of the kings and

priests of Tarsus. In Greek times we hear of an Epicurean

philosopher of the city, Lysias by name, who was elected by

his fellow-citizens to the office of Crown-wearer, that is, to

the priesthood of Hercules. Once raised to that dignity, he

would not lay it down again, but played the part of tyrant,

wearing a white robe edged with purple, a costly cloak, white

shoes, and a golden wreath of laurel. He truckled to the

mob by distributing among them the property of the wealthy,

while he put to death such as refused to open their money

bags to him.1 Though we cannot distinguish in this account

between the legal and the illegal exercise of authority, yet

we may safely infer that the priesthood of Hercules, that is

of Sandan, at Tarsus continued down to late times to be

an office of great dignity and power, not unworthy to be

held in earlier times by the kings themselves. Scanty as is

our information as to the kings of Cilicia, we hear of two

whose names appear to indicate that they stood in some

special relation to the divine Sandan. One of them was

Sandu’arri, lord of Kundi and Sizu, which have been identi

fied with Anchiale and Sis in Cilicia.2 The other was

Sanda-sarme, who gave his daughter in marriage to Ashur

panipal, king of Assyria.3 It would be in accordance with

analogy if the kings of Tarsus formerly held the priesthood

of Sandan and claimed to represent him in their own person.

We know that the whole of western or mountainous Cilicia

480; C. P. Tiele, 1>’a/1]//0/zz'5r/z

arsyrz'.rr/ze G'usr/zz'r/1/e, p. 360. San

don and Sandas occur repeatedly as

names of Cilieian men. They are

probably identical with, or modified

forms of, the divine name. See

Strabo, xiv. 5. 14, p. 674; Plut-arch,

/)0/>//(0/(1, I7; C0/-y>u.r 1/zs0'1]>/z'0n2///1

G7'ae’m2'u/11, No. 4401; Ch. Michel,

]\’¢.w/e2'/ a’ ’f/zrc/'2'/>/z'01z.r Gre'(.‘q’z/5.1‘, No.

1 Athenaeus, v.54, p. 215 ‘B, C. The

high-priest-of the Syrian goddess at

Hierapolis held office for a year, and

wore a purple robe and a golden tiara

(Lucian, De dea S)/rz'a, 42). \-Ve may

conjecture that the priesthood of

Hercules at Tarsus was in later times

at least an annual office.

2 E. l.Vleyer, G'csr/zz'r/1/e rlur ."I/la/1

1’/nu/Ii‘, i. § 389, p. 475 ; H. \Vinckler,

in E. Schrader’s /i’ez'/r'1z.r¢‘/zrr'f/en mm’

das /I/tr: '/is/a//1611/,~"‘ p. 88. Kuinda

was the name of a Cilieian fortress a

little way inland from Anchiale (Strabo,

xiv. 5. 10, p. 672).

3 E, Meyer, 0/. (17. L § 393, P

878; R. Heberdey und A. \~Vilhelm,

“Reisen in Ix'ilikien,” De";M.,.\‘r/’zz'z']'/1.‘/I

a’. /i'm'sc7'. Alvzzie/;zz'e (1/. II/z'.t5e1zsc/zaj-/(12,

/’/12'/osop/1. /zfslor. Classe, xliv. (Vienna,

1896) No. vi. pp. 46, 131 sq., 140

(Inscriptions 115, 218, 232).

Priests of

Sandan

Hercules

at Tarsus.

Kings of

Cilicia

related to

SZLIKIFLU.
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was ruled by kings who combined the regal office with the

priesthood of Zeus, or rather of a native deity whom, like

the Baal of Tarsus, the Greeks assimilated to their own

Zeus. These priestly potentates had their seat at Olba,

and most of them bore the name either of Teucer or of

Ajax,1 but we may suspect that these appellations are

merely Greek distortions of native Cilician names. Teucer

(Tezderos) may be a corruption of Tark, Trok, Tarku, or

Troko, all of which occur in the names of Cilician priests

and kings. At all events, it is worthy of notice that one,

if not two, of these priestly Teucers had a father called

Tarkuaris,2 and that in a long list of priests who served

Zeus at the Corycian cave, not many miles from Olba, the

names Tarkuaris, Tarkumbios, Tarkimos, Trokoarbasis, and

Trokombigremis, besides many other obviously native names,

occur side by side with Teucer and other purely Greek

appellations.3 In like manner the Teucrids, who traced

their descent from Zeus and reigned at Salamis in Cyprus,4

may well have been a native dynasty, who concocted a

Greek pedigree for themselves in the days when Greek

Priestly

kings of

Olba who

bore the

names of

Teucer and

Ajax.

The

Teuerids

of Salamis

in Cyprus.

1 Strabo, xiv. 5. IO, p. 672. The

name of the high-priest Ajax, son of

Teucer, occurs on coins of Olba, dat

Dittenberger, Orz'm/2's Gmeci ./n.rc1'2.'/)

I/701zcs Se/cc/ae, Nos. 752, 753. More

over, Tarkudimme or Tarkuwassimi

ing from about the beginning of our

era (B. V. Head, [[2'.r/0/dd _/V11//101':///1,

p. 609); and the name of Teucer is

also known from inscriptions. See

below, pp. 68 .i"(/., 76.

2 E. L. Hick-s, “Inscriptions from

\'Vestern Cilicia,” _/oz/rnal of [la//amt

.S'!zrdz'cw, xii. (I891) pp. 226, 263; R.

Heberdey und A. Wilhelm, “Reisen

in Kilil<ien,” /'.)c1z/arc/zmf/e12 dew ./t’czz'ser.

A/ear/0//zz'e 1/er I/Vz'.r.r/.-vzsr/za/la/z, xliv.

(1896) No. vi. pp. 53, 88.

3 Ch. Michel, ]i’amez'/ d’/1z.rc7'z'/1/z'07z.r

G7'6C(]ZM.S‘, No. 878. 'l‘arkon<;limotos

was the name of two kings of eastern

Cilicia in the first century B.C. One

of them corresponded with Cicero and

fell at the battle of Actium. See

Cicero, Ejds/. ad Fa//12'/la/'05, xv. I. 2 ;

Strabo, xiv. 5. I8, p. 676; Dio

Cassius, xli. 63. I, xlvii. 26. 2, l.

14. 2, li. 2. 2, li. 7. 4, liv. 9. 2;

Plutarch, A/z/01zz'1zus, 61 ; B. V. Head,

ffzlv/01'z'a N1;//201'zz/72, p. 618; VV.

occurs as the name ofa king of Erme (P)

or Urmi (P) in a bilingual Hittite and

cuneiform inscription engraved on a

silver seal. See VV. Wright, The

L‘/it/)z'7'e 0f //re [~[z'//2'/esz (London,

1886), pp. 163 sqr/.; L. Messer

schmidt, C01;bus [/zs(1'z'p/z'0nzm/. [-fa/12'/zl

caru//z, pp. 42 .rg., pl. xlii. 9; id, The

[~[z'/liles, pp. 29 sq.; P. Jensen, [fz'/Zz'/er

zmd /lmzenz'/:1’ (Strasburg, 1898), pp.

22, 50 rg. In this inscription Prof.

Jensen suggests Tarbibi- as an alter

native reading for Tarku-. Compare

P. Kretschmer, ZZz'1z!az'/mzg in die

Gesc/zic/L/e der grz'cc/zz'sc/2612 .S'/vac/it‘,

pp. 362-364.

4 Isocrates, O1’. ix. I4 and I8 sq.;

Pausanias, ii. 29. 2 and 4; W. E.

Engel, [rj//W05, i. 212 .r(//]. As to the

names Teucer and Teucrian see P.

Kretschmer, 0/). 62'/. pp. 189-191.

Prof. Kretschmer bel.ieves that the

native population of Cyprus belonged

to the non-Aryan stock of Asia Minor.
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civilisation was fashionable. The legend which attributed

the foundation of the Cyprian Salamis to Teucer, son of

Telamon, appears to be late and unknown to Homer.1

Moreover, a cruel form of human sacrifice which was

practised in the city down to historical times savours

rather of Oriental barbarity than of Greek humanity. Led

or driven by the youths, a man ran thrice round the altar;

then the priest stabbed him in the throat with a spear and

burned his body whole on a heaped-up pyre. The sacrifice

was offered in the month of Aphrodite to Diomede, who

along with Agraulus, daughter of Cecrops, had a temple at

Salamis. A temple of Athena stood within the same

sacred enclosure. It is said that in olden times the sacrifice

was offered to Agraulus, and not to Diomede. According

to another account it was instituted by Teucer in honour of

Zeus. However that may have been, the barbarous custom

lasted down to the reign of Hadrian, when Diphilus, king of

Cyprus, abolished or rather mitigated it by substituting the

sacrifice of an ox for that of a man.2 On the hypothesis here

suggested we must suppose that these Greek names of divine

or heroic figures at the Cyprian Salamis covered more or less

similar figures ofthe Asiatic pantheon. And in the Salaminian

burnt-sacrifice of a man we may perhaps detect the original

form of the ceremony which in historical times appears to

have been performed upon an image of Sandan or Hercules

at Tarsus. When an ox was sacrificed instead of a man,

the old sacrificial rites would naturally continue to be ob

served in all other respects exactly as before: the animal

1 W. E. Engel, /K’)/jfiros, i. 216. Hadrian. But it is curious to find

kings of Cyprus reigning so late.

of the Roman2 Porphyry, Dc ab5lz'12e1zlz'a, ii. 54

sq.; Lactantius, Dz'vz'/z. [us/'. i. 21.

As to the date when the custom was

abolished, Lactantius says that it was

done “recently in the reign of

Hadrian.” Porphyry says that the

practice was put down by Diphilus,

king of Cyprus, “in the time of

Seleucus the Theologian.” As nothing

seems to be known as to the date of

King Diphilus and Seleucus the Theo

logian, I have ventured to assume, on

the strength of Lactantius’s statement,

that they were contemporaries of

Beside the power

governors, their authority can have

been little more than nominal, like

that of native rajahs in British India.

Seleucus the Theologian may be, as

Fabricius supposed (576/1'0!/'zsca Gr<zcra,4

ed. G. C. Harles, i. 86, compare

522), the Ale.\:andrian grammarian who

composed a voluminous work on the

gods (Suidas, $.21. Eé}\evKos)- Sue

tonius tells an anecdote (Tz'/wrz'm, 56)

about a grammarian named Seleucus

who flourished and faded prematurely

at the court of Tiberius.

Burnt

sacrifices

of human.

victims at

Salamis

and traces

of a similar

custom

elsewhere.
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would be led thrice round the altar, stabbed with a spear,

and burned on a pyre. Now at the Syrian Hierapolis the

greatest festival of the year bore the name of the Pyre or

the Torch. It Was held at the beginning of spring. Great

trees were then cut down and planted in the court of the

temple: sheep, goats, birds, and other creatures were hung

upon them: sacrificial victims were led round: then fire

was set to the whole, and everything was consumed in the

flames.1 Perhaps here also the burning of animals was a

substitute for the burning of men. When the practice of

human sacrifice becomes too revolting to humanity to be

tolerated, its abolition is commonly effected by substituting

either animals or images for living men or women. At

Salamis certainly, and perhaps at Hierapolis, the substitutes

were animals: at Tarsus, if I am right, they were images.

In this connection the statement of a Greek writer as to the

worship of Adonis in Cyprus deserves attention. He says

that as Adonis had been honoured by Aphrodite, the

Cyprians after his death cast live doves on a pyre to him,

and that the birds, flying away from the flames, fell into

another pyre and were consumed.2 The statement seems to

be a description of an actual custom of burning doves in

sacrifice to Adonis. Such a mode of honouring him would

be very remarkable, since doves were commonly sacred to

his divine mistress Aphrodite or Astarte. For example, at

the Syrian Hierapolis, one of the chief seats of her worship,

these birds were so holy that they might not even be

touched. If a man inadvertently touched a dove, he was

unclean or tabooed for the rest of the day. Hence the

birds, never being molested, were so tame that they lived

with the people in their houses, and commonly picked up

their food fearlessly on the ground?’ Can the burning of

the sacred bird of Aphrodite in the Cyprian worship of

Adonis have been a substitute for the burning of a sacred

man who personated the lover of the goddess?

1 Lucian, De elea S)/rz'a, 49. of Melcarth at Tyre. See his memoir,

2 Diogenianus, Praefa/1'0, in 1’ame- “Surl’I-Iercule Assyrien et Phc"nicien,”

/niog/'ap/12' Gmeei, ed. Leutsch et /lid//mz'1'es(le l ’/learle‘/nle eles I/zs'e;'2'/iliolzs

Schneidewin, i. 180. Raoul-Rochette el Be/les-Le/l7'e.s', xvii. Deuxieme Partie

regarded the custom as part of the (1848), p. 32.

ritual of the divine death and resurrec

tion. He compared it with the burning ‘J’ Lucian, /)e dez S)/rz'a, 54.
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If, as many scholars think, Tark or Tarku was the The

name, or part of the name, of a great Hittite deity, some

times identified as the god of the sky and the lightning,1 we of Olba

may conjecture that Tark or Tarku was the native name of

the god of Olba, whom the Greeks called Zeus, and that the a native

priestly kings who bore the name of Teucer represented god Park’

the god Tark or Tarku in their own persons. This con

jecture is confirmed by the observation that Olba, the ancient

name of the city, is itself merely a Grecised form of Oura,

the name which the place retains to this day.2 The situa

tion of the town, moreover, speaks strongly in favour of the

view that it was from the beginning an aboriginal settle

ment, though in after days, like so many other Asiatic cities,

1 A. H. Sayce, in W. Wright’s believed to represent a bundle of

Em/)z'1'e of Z/ze f]z'/lz'!es,2 p. 186; W. thunder-bolts. On the Babylonian

M. Ramsay, “Pre-Hellenic Monu

ments of Cappadocia,” l(ecuez'Z cZe

Travaux 1’elcZ,l{'/3‘ (2 la P/zz'lolegz'e er’ a

Z’A rc/zc‘0Z0g2'e §T)/]§li67’l7Z6.S‘ cc‘Ars;/1'z'e1z1zes,

xiv. (1903) pp. 81 sq.; C. P. Tiele,

Gesc/zz'c/ale dew /\’eZz;g'z'07'z in; AZ/ertzmz,

i. 251; W. Max Mtiller, Asiezz und

‘Europa, p. 333; P. Jensen, Hz'clz'ter

zma’ A7'me1zz'e1', pp. 70, I 50 sqg., 15 5

egg; F. Hommel, G1/u/za’rz'ss der Geo

g/'a])/zz'e zmcl Gerc/zz'c/'z!e cles A[ten

Orz'en/s, pp. 44, 51 sq.; L. Messer

schmidt, T/ce [2122/2'/es, p. 40. Prof.

W. M. Ramsay thinks (l.c.) that Tark

was the native name of the god who

had his sanctuary at Dastarkon in

Cappadocia and who was called by

the Greeks the Cataonian Apollo: his

sanctuary was revered all over Cappa

docia (Strabo, xiv. 2. 5, p. 537).

Prof. I-Iommel holds that Tarku or

Tarchu was the chief Hittite deity,

worshipped all over the south of Asia

Minor. The Hittite thunder-god,

whatever his name may have been,

is supposed to be represented on two

stone monuments of Hittite art which

have been found at Zenjirli and

Babylon. On both we see a bearded

male god wearing the usual Hittite

costume of tall cap, short tunic and

shoes turned up at the toes : a crescent

hilted sword is girt at his side: his

hands are raised : in the right he holds

a single-headed axe or hammer, in the

left a trident of wavy lines, which is

slab, which bears a long Hittite in

scription, the god’s cap is ornamented

with a pair of horns. See K.

I-Iumann and O. Puchstein, A’ez'sen

2'/z ](/ez'7zasz'e/2 zma’ N0rcZsy7'2'e1z (Berlin,

1890), Atlas, pl. xlv. 3 ; Ausgra

azclzgen zzc .S'en-a’sc/z2'1’/z', iii. (Berlin,

1902) pl. xli. ; R. Koldewey, Die

He!/1'/z'rc/ze lnsc/zrz'ft gcfic/zden in der

A15/zzjgrsézzijgr 1/on Ba/2)//on (Leipsic,

1900), plates 1 and 2 (I/Vz'ssensc/zafb

/z'c/re Verifflc’zztlz'c/czczzgeiz a’e1' dezclsc/zen

Oriem‘ - Gesel/sc/cafe‘, Heft 1); L.

Messerschmidt, Coryém [1'zscrz'])lz'01zzc/zz

flee‘/z'lz'ca;'zmz, pl. i. 5 and 6; z'a'.,

T/ze f[z'flz'/e.v,/ p. 41, fig. 6; M. J.

Lagrange, lffzcdes szcr [es Relz'gz'ons

.5?//12'/z'(]1zes,2 p. 93. Prof. \V. Max

Miiller thinks that Targh or Tarkh did

not designate any particular deity, but

was the general Hittite name for

“god.”

2 J. T. Bent, “Explorations in

Cilicia Tracheia,” Pr0ccedz'1z,_gs of 2‘/ze

R. Gwgra/>/zz'ca/ Socie/J/, N. S. xii.

(1890) p. 458; z'a’., “A Journey in

Cilicia Tracl1eia,”_/0m'2za/ of He//e;zz'c

S/1m.'1.'e.\‘, xii. (1891) p. 222; VV. M.

Ramsay, [fir/0rz'ca[ Ge0,g"ra/b/z)1 qf Asia

/lrI'z'1z0r, pp. 22, 364. Prof. VV. M.

Ramsay had shown grounds for think

ing that Olba was a Grecised form of

a native name Ourba (pronounced

Ourwa) before Mr. J. T. Bent dis

covered the site and the name.

F
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it took on a varnish of Greek culture. For it stood remote

from the sea on a lofty and barren tableland, with a rigorous

winter climate, in the highlands of Cilicia.

Great indeed is the contrast between the bleak windy

uplands of western or Rugged Cilicia, as the ancients called

it, and the soft luxuriant lowlands of eastern Cilicia, where

winter is almost unknown and summer annually drives the

population to seek in the cool air of the mountains a refuge

from the intolerable heat and deadly fevers of the plains.

In western Cilicia, on the other hand, a lofty tableland,

ending in a high sharp edge on the coast, rises steadily

inland till it passes gradually into the chain of heights

which divide it from the interior. Looked at from the sea

it resembles a great blue wave swelling in one uniform

sweep till its crest breaks into foam in the distant snows of

the Taurus. The surface of the tableland is almost every

where rocky and overgrown, in the intervals of the rocks,

with dense, thorny, almost impenetrable scrub. Only here

and there in a hollow or glen the niggardly soil allows of

a patch of cultivation; and here and there fine oaks and

planes, towering over the brushwood, clothe with a richer

foliage the depth of the valleys. None but wandering

herdsmen with their flocks now maintain a precarious

Yet the ruined towns

which stud the country prove that a dense population lived

and throve here in antiquity, while numerous remains of

wine-presses and wine-vats bear witness to the successful

cultivation of the grape. The chief cause of the present

desolation is lack of water; for wells are few and brackish,

perennial streams hardly exist, and the ancient aqueducts,

which once brought life and fertility to the land, have long

been suffered to fall into disrepair.

But for ages together the ancient inhabitants of these

uplands earned their bread by less reputable means than

the toil of the husbandman and the vinedresser. They

were buccaneers and slavers, scouring the high seas with

their galleys and retiring with their booty to the in

accessible fastnesses of their mountains. In the decline of

Greek power all over the East the pirate communities

of Cilicia grew into a formidable state, recruited by gangs
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of desperadoes and broken men who flocked to it from all

sides. The holds of these robbers may still be seen perched

on the brink ofthe profound ravines which cleave the tableland

at frequent intervals. Vi/ith their walls of massive masonry,

their towers and battlements, overhanging dizzy depths,

they are admirably adapted to bid defiance to the pursuit

of justice. In antiquity the dark forests of cedar, which

clothed much of the country and supplied the pirates with

timber for their ships, must have rendered access to these

fastnesses still more difficult. The great gorge of the

Lamas River, which eats its way like a sheet of forked

lightning into the heart of the mountains, is dotted every

few miles with fortified towns, some of them still magnificent

in their ruins, dominating sheer cliffs high above the stream.

They are now the haunt only of the ibex and the bear.

Each of these communities had its own crest or badge,

which may still be seen carved on the corners of the

mouldering towers. No doubt, too, it blazoned the same

crest on the hull, the sails, or the streamers of the galley

which, manned with a crew of ruffians, it sent out to prey

upon the rich merchantmen in the Golden Sea, as the

corsairs called the highway of commerce between Crete

and Africa.

A staircase cut in the rock connects one of these ruined The deep

castles with the river in the glen, a thousand feet below. ~?,‘°urgg;Zd°f

But the steps are worn and dangerous, indeed impassable. (.?ilicia.

You may go for miles along the edge of these stupendous

cliffs before you find a way down. The paths keep on the

heights, for in many of its reaches the gully affords no

foothold even to the agile nomads who alone roam these

solitudes. At evening the winding course of the river may

be traced for a long distance by a mist which, as the heat of

the day declines, rises like steam from the deep gorge and

hangs suspended in a wavy line of fleecy cloud above it.

But even more imposing than the ravine of the Lamas is

the terrific gorge known as the S/zez'z‘an dere or Devil’s Glen

near the Corycian cave. Prodigious walls of rock, glowing

in the intense sunlight, black in the shadow, and spanned

by a summer sky of the deepest blue, hem in the dry bed

of a winter torrent, choked with rocks and tangled with
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thickets of evergreens, among which the oleanders with their

slim stalks, delicate taper leaves, and bunches of crimson

blossom stand out conspicuous.1

The ruins of Olba, among the most extensive and

remarkable in Asia Minor, were discovered in

But three years before anotherMr. J. Theodore Bent.

1890 by

English traveller had caught a distant view of its battle

ments and towers outlined against the sky like a city of

enchantment or dreams? Standing at a height of nearly

six thousand feet above the sea, the upper town commands

a free, though somewhat uniform, prospect for immense

distances in all directions.

to the south.

severe.

The sea is just visible far away

On these heights the winter is long and

Snow lies on the ground for months. No Greek

would have chosen such a site for a city, so bleak and chill,

so far from blue water; but it served well for a fastness of

brigands. Deep gorges, one of them filled for miles with

tombs, surround it on all sides, rendering fortification walls

superfluous. But a great square tower, four stories high,

rises conspicuous on the hill, forming a landmark and

earning for this upper town the native name of fe&el Z-llssaz/,

A Greek inscription cutor the Mountain of the Castle.

1 J. Theodore Bent, “Explorations

in Cilicia Tracheia,” ]’7'0eeeelz'ngs of l/ze

R0}/al Geograp/zieal Soeiely, N.S. xii.

(1890) PP- 445. 450-453; ii. “A

Journey in Cilicia Traclieia,”‘/our/zal

of ffellenle Slzm’z'es, xii. (I891) pp.

208, 210-212, 217-219; R. Heberdey

und A. Wilhelm, “ Reisen in Kilikien,”

Denlese/zr2;'/l'en eler /eaz'.rer. /1/eaele//zz'e den

Wlssense/zaflen, /J/Z2./0.t‘0]§/L. - /zz'sl0rz'selze

Classe, xliv. (Vienna, 1896) No. vi.

pp. 49, 70; D. G. Hogarth and A.

R. Munro, “Modern and Ancient

Roads in Eastern Asia Minor,” /\-’oyal

Geograyfi/zz'eal Soeiely, Sruyiple/11enla1'y

Papers, vol. iii. part 5 (London, 1893),

pp. 653 sq. As to the Cilician pirates

see Strabo, xiv. 5. 2, pp. 668 sy_;

Plutarch, ]"01/q>ez'zes, 24; Appian,

Bellunz /liz'l/zrlelal. 92 se.; Dio Cas

sius, xxxvi. 20-24 [3-6], ed. L. Din

dorf ; Cicero, De z'm])e1'z'0 Cn. P01/zpez'2',

II sq. ; Th. Mommsen, /i’0/nan [fis

lory (London, 1868), iii. 68-70, iv.

40-45, 118-120. As to the crests

carved on their towns see T. Bent,

“ Cilician Symbols,” Classical [Ber/z'ew,

iv. (1890) pp. 321 M]. Among these

crests are a club (the badge of Olba),

a bunch of grapes, the caps of the

Dioscuri, the three-legged symbol, etc.

As to the cedars and shipbuilding

timber of Cilicia in antiquity see

Theophrastus, l~fz'slorz'a ])lanz"a1'2/nz, iii.

2. 6, iv. 5. 5. The cedars and firs

have now retreated to the higher slopes

of the Taurus. Great destruction is

wrought in the forests by the roving

Yuruks with their flocks; for they

light their fires under the trees, tap the

firs for turpentine, bark the cedars for

their huts and beehives, and lay bare

whole tracts of country that the grass

may grow for their sheep and goats.

See T. Bent, in I-’1'0eeeelz'n,gs of //ze

/r’. Geegr. Soeiely, N.S. xii. (I890

PP- 453-458

2 D. G. Hogarth, A I/I/arzelefirzg

Se/wlar in l/ze Lev/anl, pp. 57 sq.
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on the tower proves that it was built by Teucer, son of

Tarkuaris, one of the priestly potentates of Olba. Among

other remains of public buildings the most notable are forty

tall Corinthian columns of the great temple of Olbian Zeus.

Though coarse in style and corroded by long exposure to

frost and snow, these massive pillars, towering above the

ruins, produce an imposing effect.

which they formed part belonged indeed to Olbian Zeus is

shown by a Greek inscription found within the sacred area,

which records that the pent-houses on the inner side of the

boundary wall were built by King Seleucus Nicator and re

paired for Olbian Zeus by “the great high-priest Teucer, son

of Zenophanes.” About two hundred yards from this great

temple are standing five elegant granite columns of a small

temple dedicated to the goddess Fortune. Further, the

remains of two theatres and many other public buildings

attest the former splendour of this mountain city. An arched

colonnade, of which some Corinthian columns are standing

with their architraves, ran through the town; and an

ancient paved road, lined with tombs and ruins, leads down

hill to a lower and smaller city two or three miles distant.

It is this lower town which retains the ancient name of

Oura. Here the principal ruins occupy an isolated fir-clad

height bounded by two narrow ravines full of rock-cut

tombs. Below the town the ravines unite and form a fine

gorge, down which the old road pass-ed seaward.1

§ 7. T/ze Goa’ of Z/ze C0/3/cicz/z Car/e

Nothing yet found at Olba throws light on the nature of

the god who was worshipped there under the Greek name

The

temple of

Olbian

That the temple of Zeus

1 Theodore Bent, “Explorations

in Cilicia Tracheia,” 1’r0¢'ecciz'11gs of Me

/60}/al Ge0g7'a/>/1z'ca/ Sockly, N xii.

(1890) 1>1>- 445 $11-. 458-460; M.

“A Journey in Cilicia Tracheia,”

Arc/iaeo/0g)-I, v1. (1890) p. 345;

Ch. Michel, 1\’ecv1ez'/ d’[mcn]>/1'0/zs

G7'c’c‘(]l(e’.\‘, No: 1231. In one place

(four/z. flu//en. S/cm’. xii. 222) Bent

j0mvm/ qf [~[eZlc/1/'e S/1/a’z'c.s~, xii.

(1890) pp. 220-222; E. L. Hicks,

“Inscriptions from Western Cilicia,”

2'11. pp. 262-270; R. Heberdey und

A. VVilhelm, “Reisen in Iiilikien,”

De//I-/.r.\‘c/zrg'/‘Ze/I. dc-'1' Kr<z1.'.\‘er. .~1A'aa’e//zz'e der

I/Vz'r.re1z..w.‘/z¢zf'/‘c'11, P/12'/es. -/z2'.rfor. C/a.rse,

xliv. (Vienna, 1896) No. vi. pp.

83-91; W. M. Ramsay and D. G.

gives the height of Olba as 3800 feet ;

but this is a misprint, for elsewhere

(Proceed. A’. Geog/'. Sou, N .S. xii.

446, 458) he gives the height as

exactly 5850 or roughly 6000 feet.

The misprint has unfortunately been

repeated by Messrs. Heberdey and

VVilhelm (0/>. cf/. p. 84, n. 1).

Limestone

caverns of

western

Hogarth, in A//ze/'z‘ca1z _/our/ea! of Cilicia
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of Zeus. But at two places near the coast, distant only

some fourteen or fifteen miles from Olba, a deity also called

Zeus by the Greeks was revered in natural surroundings

-of a remarkable kind, which must have stood in close

relation with the worship, and are therefore fitted to

illustrate it. In both places the features of the landscape

are of the same general cast, and at one of them the god

was definitely identified with the Zeus of Olba. The

country here consists of a tableland of calcareous rock rent

at intervals by those great chasms which are so characteristic

-of a limestone formation. Similar fissures, with the

accompaniment of streams or rivers which pour into them

and vanish under ground, are frequent in Greece, and may be

observed in our own country near Ingleborough in Yorkshire.

Fossil bones of extinct animals are often found embedded in

the stalagmite or breccia of limestone caves. For example,

the famous Kent’s Hole near Torquay contained bones of

the mammoth, rhinoceros, lion, hyaena, and bear; and red

osseous breccias, charged with the bones of quadrupeds

which have long disappeared from Europe, are common in

almost all the countries bordering on the Mediterranean.1

Western Cilicia is richer in Miocene deposits than any other

part of Anatolia, and the limestone gorges of the coast near

Olba are crowded with fossil oysters, corals, and other shells.2

Here, too, within the space of five miles the limestone

plateau is rent by three great chasms, which Greek religion

One of these fissures is

the celebrated Corycian cave.
Toivisit this spot, invested with the double charm of

natural beauty and legendary renown, you start from the

dead Cilician city of Corycus on the sea, with its ruined

walls, towers, and churches, its rock-hewn houses and

cisterns, its shattered mole, its island-fortress, still imposing

in decay. Viewed from the sea, this part of the Cilician

coast, with its long succession of_ white ruins, relieved by the

dark wooded hills behind, presents an appearance of

populousness and splendour. But a nearer approach reveals

1 Sir Charles Lyell, [’rz'nrz';§Zcs of 7, viii. 29. 1.

Geology,” ii. 518 sqq.; E125)/z‘/0/medz'a 2 T. Bent, in [’r0m/,'dz'1/z,§Ys of 1/26

Brz'lamzz'ca,9 $.72. “ Caves,” v. 265 sqq. /C0)/rd G'a0gm]5/zzkrzl Socz'c/3/, N .S.

Compare my notes on Pausanias, i. 35. (1890), p. 447.
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the nakedness and desolation of the once prosperous land.1

Following the shore westward from Corycus for about an

hour you come to a pretty cove enclosed by wooded heights,

where a spring of pure cold water bubbles up close to the

sea, giving to the spot its name of Tatlzr-su, or the Sweet

Water. From this bay a steep ascent of about a mile along

an ancient paved road leads inland to a plateau. Here, The '

threading your way through a labyrinth or petrified sea of gggclan

jagged calcareous rocks, you suddenly find yourself on the

brink of a vast chasm which yawns at your feet. This is

the Corycian cave. In reality it is not a cave but an

immense hollow or trough in the plateau, of oval shape

and perhaps half a mile in circumference. The cliffs which

enclose it vary from one hundred to over two hundred feet

in depth. Its uneven bottom slopes throughout its whole

length from north to south, and is covered by a thick jungle

of trees and shrubs-—-myrtles, pomegranates, carobs, and

many more, kept always fresh and green by rivulets, under

ground water, and the shadow of the great cliffs. A single

narrow path leads down into its depths. The way is long

and rough, but the deeper you descend the denser grows the

vegetation, and it is under the dappled shade of whispering

leaves and with the purling of brooks in your ears that you

at last reach the bottom. The saffron which of old grew here

among the bushes is no longer to be found, though it still

flourishes in the surrounding district. This luxuriant bottom,

with its rich verdure, its refreshing moisture, its grateful

shade, is called Paradise by the wandering herdsmen. They

tether their camels and pasture their goats in it and come

hither in the late summer to gather the ripe pomegranates.

At the southern and deepest end of this great cliff-encircled

hollow you come to the cavern proper. The ruins of a

Byzantine church, which replaced a heathen temple, partly

block the entrance. lnwards the cave descends with a

gentle slope into the bowels of the earth. The old path

paved with polygonal masonry still runs through it, but

soon disappears under sand. At about two hundred feet

from its mouth the cave comes to an end, and a tremendous

roar of subterranean water is heard. By crawling on all

1 Fr. Beaufort, /('ar//za/zia (London, 1817), pp. 240 sq.
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fours you may reach a small pool arched by a dripping

stalactite-hung roof, but the stream which makes the

deafening din is invisible. It was otherwise in antiquity.

A river of clear water burst from the rock, but only to

vanish again into a chasm. Such changes in the course

of streams are common in countries subject to earth

quakes and to the disruption caused by volcanic agency.

The ancients believed that this mysterious cavern was

haunted ground. In the rumble and roar of the waters

they seemed to hear the clash of cymbals touched by hands

divine.1

If now, quitting the cavern, we return by the same path

to the summit of the cliffs, we shall find on the plateau the

ruins of a town and of a temple at the western edge of the

great Corycian chasm. The wall of the holy precinct was

built within a few feet of the precipices, and the sanctuary

must have stood right over the actual cave and its

subterranean waters. In later times the temple was

converted into a Christian church. By pulling down a

portion of the sacred edifice Mr. Bent had the good fortune

to discover a Greek inscription containing a long list of

names, probably those of the priests who superintended the

worship. One name which meets us frequently in the list

is Zas, and it is tempting to regard this as merely a

dialectical form of Zeus. If that were so, the priests who

bore the name might be supposed to personate the god.2

But many strange and barbarous-looking names, evidently

foreign, occur in the list, and Zas may be one of them.

Priests of

Corycian

Zeus.

1 Strabo, xiv. 5. 5, pp. 670 sq.;

Mela, i. 72-75, ed. G. Parthey;T. Bent, “Explorations in Cilicia

Tracheia,” Proeeedz'ngs of l/ze /60)/al

Geog/'rz]>lzz'eal S0ez'el3/, N.S. xii. (1890)

pp. 446-448; z'el., “A Journey in

Cilicia Traclieia,”./0m'nal of [~[ellenz'e

Sluelies, xii. (1890) pp. 212-214; R.

Heberdey und A. Wilhelm, “Reisen

in Kilikien,” .Den/ese/zzaf/en den /raiser.

A/eaa’emz'e eler VI/z'ssen.re/zaflen, P/zz'l0s. -

/ez'sler. Classe, xliv. (1896) No. vi. pp.

70-79. Mr. D. G. Hogartl1 was so

good as to furnish me with some notes

embodying his recollections of the

Corycian cave. All these modern

writers confirm the general accuracy of

the descriptions of the cave given by

Strabo and Mela. Mr. Hogarth indeed

speaks of exaggeration in Mela’s

account, but this is not admitted by

Mr. A. Wilhelm. A.s to the ruins of

the city of Corycus on the coast, distant

about three miles from the cave, see

Fr. Beaufort, ]i’ar//zanz'a (London,

1817), pp. 232-238; R. Heberdey

und A. Wilhelm, 0/2. ell. pp. 67

7o.

2 The suggestion is Mr. A. B.

Cook’s. See his article, “The

European Sky-god,” Classical /fez/z'ew,

xvii. (1903) p. 418, note 2.
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However, it is certain that Zeus was worshipped at the

Corycian cave; for about half a mile from it, on the summit

of a hill, are the ruins of a larger temple, which an

inscription proves to have been dedicated to Corycian

Zeus.1

But Zeus, or whatever native deity masqueraded under

his name, did not reign alone in the deep dell. A more

dreadful being haunted a still more awful abyss which opens

in the ground only a hundred yards to the east of the great

Corycian chasm. It is a circular cauldron, about a quarter

of a mile in circumference, resembling the Corycian chasm

in its general character, but smaller, deeper, and far more

terrific in appearance. Its sides overhang and stalactites

droop from them. There is no way down into it. The

only mode of reaching the bottom, which is covered with

vegetation, would be to be lowered at the end of a long

rope. The nomads call this chasm Purgatory, to distinguish

it from the other which they name Paradise. They say

that there is a subterranean passage between the two, and

that the smoke of a fire kindled in the Corycian cave may

be seen curling out of the other. The one ancient writer

who expressly mentions this second and more grisly cavern

is Mela, who says that it was the lair of the giant Typhon,

and that no animal let down into it could live.2 Aeschylus

puts into the mouth of Prometheus an account of “the

earth-born Typhon, dweller in Cicilian caves, dread monster,

hundred-heaclecl,” who in his pride rose up against the gods,

hissing destruction from his dreadful jaws, while from his

Gorgon eyes the lightning flashed. But him a flaming levin

bolt, crashing from heaven, smote to the very heart, and

now he lies, shrivelled and scorched, under the weight of

Etna by the narrow sea. Yet one day he will belch a fiery

hail, a boiling angry flood, rivers of flame, to devastate the

fat Sicilian fields.3 This poetical description of the monster,

71-79 ; Ch. Michel, ]\’cz.‘l1¢’z'1 a-”]/z.\'¢‘r2'/>

H0123 G7’¢’fl]ll¢".S‘, No. 878; above, p. 62.

2 Mela, i. 76, ed. G. Parthey. The

cave of Typhon is described by _I. T.

1 T. Bent, in 1’;-0r‘uc({1'1r-gs rf 2‘/ze

160)/al (}'c0g/‘a/>/u'azZ Sorfc/y, N.S. xii.

(1890) p. 448; z'a’., in _/0m'mz/ of

Ha//<:1z2'¢‘ .8‘/1-/r.z’1'c.v, xii. (1890) pp. 214

216. For the inscription containing Bent, //.1-r.

the names of the priests see R. 3 Aeschylus, ]’1'o/2/at/zez/s I“,/I1'(‘/ll.\‘,

Heberdey und A. Wilhelm, 0/>. 1-2'/. pp. 351-372.
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confirmed by a similar passage of Pindar,1 clearly proves

that Typhon was conceived as a personification of those

active volcanoes which spout fire and smoke to heaven as

if they would assail the celestial gods. The Corycian

caverns are not volcanic, but the ancients apparently regarded

them as such, else they would hardly have made them the

den of Typhon.

According to one legend Typhon was a monster, half

man and half brute, begotten in Cilicia by Tartarus upon

the goddess Earth. The upper part of him was human, but

from the loins downward he was an enormous snake. In

the battle of the gods and giants, which was fought out in

Egypt, Typhon hugged Zeus in his snaky coils, wrested

from him his crooked sword, and with the blade cut the

sinews of the gods hands and feet. Then taking him on

his back he conveyed the mutilated deity across the sea to

Cilicia, and deposited him in the Corycian cave. Here, too,

he hid the severed sinews, wrapt in a bear’s skin. But

Hermes and Aegipan contrived to steal the missing thews

and restore them to their divine owner. Thus made whole

and strong again, Zeus pelted his beaten adversary with

thunderbolts, drove him from place to place, and at last

overwhelmed him under Mount Etna. And the spots where

the hissing bolts fell are still marked by jets of flame.2

It is possible that the discovery of fossil bones of large

extinct animals may have helped to localise the story of the

giant at the Corycian cave. Such bones, as we have seen,

are often found in limestone caverns, and the limestone

gorges of Cilicia are in fact rich in fossils. The Arcadians

laid the scene of the battle of the gods and the giants in the

plain of Megalopolis, where many bones of mammoths have

come to light, and where, moreover, flames have been seen

to burst from the earth and even to burn for years.3 These

natural conditions would easily suggest a fable of giants

who had fought-the gods and had been slain by thunder

bolts; the smouldering earth or jets of flame would be

notes. Pausanias mentions (viii. 32. 5)

bones of superhuman size which were

preserved at Megalopolis, and which

popular superstition identified as the

bones of the giant Iloplarlamus.

1Pindar, 1’)///z. i. 30 syq., who

speaks of the giant as “bred in the

many-named Cilician cave.”

2 Apollodorus, i. 6. 3.

3 Pausanias, viii. 29. I, with my
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regarded as the spots where the divine lightnings had struck

the ground. Hence the Arcadians sacrificed to thunder and

lightning.1 In Sicily, too, great quantities of bones of

mammoths, elephants, hippopotamuses, and other animals

long extinct in the island have been found, and have been

appealed to with confidence by patriotic Sicilians as con

clusive evidence of the gigantic stature of their ancestors or

predecessors.2 These remains of huge unwieldy creatures

which once trampled through the jungle or splashed in the

rivers of Sicily may have contributed with the fires of Etna

to build up the story of giants imprisoned under the volcano

and vomiting smoke and flame from its crater.‘ “Tales of

giants and monsters, which stand in direct contact with the

finding of great fossil bones, are scattered broadcast over the

mythology of the world. Huge bones, found at Punto

Santa Elena, in the north of Guayaquil, have served as a

foundation for the story of a colony of giants who dwelt

there. The whole area of the Pampas is a great sepulchre

of enormous extinct animals; no wonder that one great

plain should be called the ‘Field of the giants,’ and that

such names as ‘the hill of the giant,’ ‘the stream of the

animal,’ should be guides to the geologist in his search for

fossil bones.”3

About five miles to the north-east of the Corycian Chasm of

caverns, but divided from them by many deep gorges and

impassable rocks, is another and very similar chasm. It _l\'a_nyte1

may be reached in about an hour and a quarter from the ldels'

sea by an ancient paved road, which ascends at first very

steeply and then gently through bush-clad and wooded hills.

Thus you come to a stretch of level ground covered with

the well-preserved ruins of an ancient town. Remains of

fortresses constructed of polygonal masonry, stately churches,

and many houses, together with numerous tombs and reliefs,

finely chiselled in the calcareous limestone of the neighbour

hood, bear witness to the extent and importance of the place.

Yet it is mentioned by no ancient writer. Inscriptions prove

that its name was Kanyteldeis or Kanytelideis, which still

I Pausanius, viii. 29. I. 3 E. B. Tylor, Far/y H'z.'sz‘01j/ of

2 A. Ilolm, Gesc/121'/ate‘Sz'cz'lz'ens 2'/11 /llau/ez'mi,3 p. 222, who adduces much

/1/Zen’/zru/1, i. pp. 57, 356. more evidence of the same sort.
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survives in the modern form of Kanidiwan. The great

chasm opens in the very heart of the city. So crowded are

the ruins that you do not perceive the abyss till you are

within a few yards of it. It is almost a complete circle,

about a quarter of a mile wide, three-quarters of a mile in

circumference, and uniformly two hundred feet or more in

depth. The cliffs go sheer down and remind the traveller

of the great quarries at Syracuse. But like the Corycian

caves, the larger of which it closely resembles, the huge

fissure is natural; and its bottom, like theirs, is overgrown

with trees and vegetation. Two ways led down into it in

antiquity, both cut through the rock. One of them was a

tunnel, which is now obstructed; the other is still open.

Remains of columns and hewn stones in the bottom of the

chasm seem to show that a temple once stood there. But

there is no cave at the foot of the cliffs, and no stream flows

in the deep hollow or can be heard to rumble underground.

A ruined tower of polygonal masonry, which stands on the

southern edge of the chasm, bears a Greek inscription stating

that it was dedicated to Olbian Zeus by the priest Teucer,

son of Tarkuaris. The letters are beautifully cut in the style

of the third century before Christ. We may infer that at

the time of the dedication the town belonged to the priestly

kings of Olba, and that the great chasm was sacred to

Olbian Zeus.1

What, then, was the character of the god who was

worshipped under the name of Zeus at these two great

natural chasmsP The depth of the fissures, opening

suddenly and as it were without warning in the midst of

a plateau, was well fitted to impress and awe the spectator ;

and the sight of the rank evergreen vegetation at their

bottom, fed by rivulets or underground water, must have

presented a striking contrast to the grey, barren, rocky

wilderness of the surrounding tableland. Such a spot

must have seemed to simple folk a paradise, a garden of

1J. T. Bent, “Explorations in

Cilicia Tracheia,” 1-"1'0eeerlz'n,gs of l/ze

llebcidcy und A. \¢Vilhclm, “ Reisen

in Kilikien,” ,/Jen/.'.sr/1./v'fle/z (lee/' lraz'sez=

/Voyal Geo,gra/1/zleal Soelely, N xii.

(1890) pp. 448 sq. ; z'el., “A Journey

in Ci licia 'l‘r:1cheia,”journal of f/ellenle

Slurlles, xii. (1891) pp. 208-210; R.

lz'el2en Almle//zz'e eler I/I/z's'sense/uylen,

1*’/zlloso/J/zz'sea-hz'slem'.refie Classe, xliv.

(Vienna, 1896) No. vi. pp. 51-61.
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God, the abode of higher powers who caused the wilder

ness to blossom, if not with roses, at least with myrtles

and pomegranates for man, and with grass and underwood

for his flocks. So to the Semite, as we saw, the Baal of

the land is he who fertilises it by subterranean water

rather than by rain from the sky, and who therefore dwells

in the depths of earth rather than in the height of heaven.1

In rainless countries the sky-god is deprived of one of the

principal functions which he discharges in cool cloudy

climates like that of Europe. He has, in fact, little or

nothing to do with the water—suppl.y, and has therefore

small excuse for levying a water-rate on his worshippers.

Not, indeed, that Cilicia is rainless; but in countries border

ing on the Mediterranean the drought is almost unbroken

through the long months of summer. Vegetation then

withers: the face of nature is scorched and brown: most

of the rivers dry up; and only their white stony beds,

hot to the foot and dazzling to the eye, remain to tell

where they flowed. It is at such seasons that a green

hollow, a shady rock, a murmuring stream, are welcomed

by the wanderer in the South with a joy and wonder

which the untravelled Northerner can hardly imagine.

Never do the broad slow rivers of England, with their

winding reaches, their grassy banks, their grey willows

mirrored with the soft English sky in the placid stream,

appear so beautiful as when the traveller views them for

the first time after leaving behind him the aridity, the

heat, the blinding glare of the white southern landscape,

set in seasand skies of caerulean blue.

We may take it, then, as probable that the god of the Analogy

Corycian and Olbian caverns was worshipped as a source Zfogiian

of fertility. In antiquity, when the river, which now roars and Olbian

underground, still burst from the rock in the Coryciancave, the scene must have resembled Ibreez, where the god the vale

of the corn and the vine was adored at the source of the Zfdosis,

stream; and we may compare the vale of Adonis in the

Lebanon, where the divinity who gave his name to the river

was revered at its foaming cascades. The three landscapes

had in common the elements of luxuriant vegetation and

1 See above, pp. 13 sq.
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copious streams leaping full-born from the rock. We shall

hardly err in supposing that these features shaped the con

ception of the deities who were supposed to haunt the

favoured spots. At the Corycian cave the existence of a

second chasm, of a frowning and awful aspect, might well

suggest the presence of an evil being who lurked in it and

sought to undo the beneficent work of the good god. Thus

we should have a fable of a conflict between the two, a

battle of Zeus and Typhon.

On the whole we conclude that the Olbian Zeus,

worshipped at one of these great limestone chasms, and

clearly identical in nature with the Corycian Zeus, was

also identical with the Baal of Tarsus, the god of the corn

and the vine, who in his turn can hardly be separated from

the god of Ibreez. If my conjecture is right the native

name of the Olbian Zeus was Tark or Trok, and the priestly

Teucers of Olba represented him in their own persons. On

that hypothesis the Olbian priests who bore the name of

Ajax embodied another native deity of unknown name,

perhaps the father or the son of Tark. A comparison of

the coin-types of Tarsus with the Hittite monuments of

Ibreez and Boghaz-Keui led us to the conclusion that the

people of Tarsus worshipped at least two distinct gods, a

father and a son, the father god being known to the Semites

as Baal and to the Greeks as Zeus, while the son was called

Sandan by the natives, but Hercules by the Greeks. We

may surmise that at Olba the names of Teucer and Ajax

designated two gods who corresponded in type to the two

gods of Tarsus; and if the lesser figure at Ibreez, who

appears in an attitude of adoration before the deity of

the corn and the vine, could be interpreted as the divine

Son in presence of the divine Father, we should have in all

three places the same pair of deities, represented probably

in the flesh by successive generations of priestly kings. But

the evidence is far too slender to justify us in advancing this

hypothesis as anything more than a bare conjecture.
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§ 8. Cz'Zz'cz'an Goddesses

So far, the Cilician deities discussed have been males;Goddesses

we have as yet found no trace of the great Mother Goddess lpefgnflnent

who plays so important a part in the religion of Cappadocia trianlgqds

and Phrygia, beyond the great dividing range of the Taurus. Elsgjggllan

Yet we may suspect that she was not unknown in Cilicia,

though her worship certainly seems to have been far less

prominent there than in the centre of Asia Minor. The

difference may perhaps be interpreted as evidence that

mother - right and hence the predominance of Mother

Goddesses survived in the bleak highlands of the interior,

long after a genial climate and teeming soil had fostered

the growth of a higher civilisation, and with it the advance

from female to male kinship, in the rich lowlands of Cilicia.

Be that as it may, Cilician goddesses with or without a male

partner are known to have been revered in various parts of

the country.

Thus at Tarsus itself the goddess 'Atheh was worshipped The

along with Baal ; their effigies are engraved on the same coinsof the city. She is represented wearing a veil and seated upon partner of

a lion, with her name in Aramaic letters engraved beside her.1 Baal at

Tarsus,

Hence it would seem that at Tarsus, as at Boghaz-Keui, the Seems to

Father God mated with a lion-goddess like the Phrygian §a}[,i,§e§?

Cybele or the Syrian Atargatis. Now the name Atargatis Atargatis

is a Greek rendering of the Aramaic 'Athar-'atheh, a com

pound word which includes the name of the goddess of

Tarsus? Thus in name as well as in attributes the female

1 B. V. Head, Hz'st02'z'a ./Vzmzorzmz, (Ftzaies sur /es Relzlflorzs Sémz'tz'gzzes,2

p. 616. p. 130). In the great temple at

2 The name ’Athar-‘atheh occurs in Hierapolis - Bambyce a mysterious

a Palmyrene inscription. See G. A. golden image stood between the

Cooke, Text -&00/..' of N02’!/z-Se//zz'tir

[1zscr2'f>fz'01zs, No. 112, pp. 267-270.

In analysing Atargatis into ’Athar

‘atheh ('Atar-'ata) I follow E. Meyer

(Gesr/zz'c/zte des A/tart/zu//rs, i. § 205,

p. 247), F. Baethgen (l>’ez't1'ri;gre zur

se//zz'/z'.rc/zen /\’e/z;g1'012.r(gesr/zirble, pp. 68

75), G. A. Cooke (l.c.), C. I’. Tiele

(Gas:/zz'c/ate der /\)L’ZZ:§"l'07Z 2'/11 Alterlzmz, i.

245), F. Hommel (Grzzlzdniss der Geo

g7'a{1/zie and Gesc/zz'c/ate des allen Orz'e~;z/,

pp. 43 sr/.), and Father Lagrange

images of Atargatis and her male

partner. It resembled neither of

them, yet combined the attributes of

other gods. Some interpreted it as

Dionysus, others as Deucalion, and

others as Semiramis; for a golden

dove, traditionally associated with

Semiramis, was perched on the head

of the figure. The Syrians called

the image by a name which Lucian

translates “sign” (cry;/xétov). See

Lucian, De dea S)/ria, 33. It has
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partner of the Baal of Tarsus appears to correspond to

Atargatis, the Syrian Mother Goddess whose image, seated

on a lion or lions, was worshipped with great pomp and

splendour at Hierapolis-Bambyce near the Euphrates.1

May we go a step farther and find a correspondence

between the Baal of Tarsus and the husband—god of

Atargatis at Hierapolis-Bambyce? That husband-god, like

the Baal of Tarsus, was identified by the Greeks with Zeus,

and Lucian tells us that the resemblance of his image to the

images of Zeus was in all respects unmistakable. But his

image, unlike those of Zeus, was seated upon bulls? In

point of fact he was probably Hadad, the chief male god

of the Syrians, who is supposed to have been a god of

thunder and fertility ; for his image at Heliopolis grasped in

his left hand a thunderbolt and ears of corn,3 and at Zenjirli

he is represented with a bearded human head and horns, the

emblem of strength and fertility.‘L Now we have seen that

the god of Ibreez, whose attributes tally with those of the

Baal of Tarsus, wears a cap adorned with bull’s horns;5

that the Father God at Boghaz-Keui, meeting the Mother

Goddess on her lioness, is attended by an animal which

according to the usual interpretation is a bull ;6 and that

the bull itself was worshipped, apparently as an emblem of

fertility, at Euyuk near Boghaz-Keui? Thus at Tarsus and

Boghaz-Keui, as at Hierapolis-Bambyce, the Father God and

the Mother Goddess would seem to have had as their sacred

The l.ion

goddess

and the

bull-god.

4 G. A. Cooke, Tex!-600/e of N0rl/z

Se//zllz'e /'/z.se'/'2'/)lz'0ns, p. 164. On

been plausibly conjectured by F.

Baethgen that the name which Lucian

translates “sign” was really "Atheh

(-1119), which could easily be confused

with the Syriac word for “ sign ”

(N1-m). See F. Baethgen, 0/). ell.

p. 73. The modern writers cited

in this note have interpreted this

Syrian 'Atheh as a male god, the

lover of Atargatis, and identical in

name and character with the Phry

gian Attis. They may be right; but

none of them seems to have noticed

that the same name 'Atheh (,—|;-iy) is

applied to a goddess at Tarsus.

1 As to the image, see above, p. 55.

2 Lucian, .De a’ea.S'y1'z'a, 31.

3 Macrobius, Salurn. i. 23. 12 and

17-19.

Hadad as the Syrian thunder-god see

F. Baethgen, l>’ee'l1'('1,'§1'e znr .re1//.z'lz'se/zen

/\’elz:gIz'0nsv§res'rfiiefile, pp. 66-68; C. P.

Tiele, Ge.re/ale/zle ele/' /i’el2:g/.'0i2 2711 Aller

Z291.///., i. 248 31].; M. J. Lagrange,

Elzales sur les /i’el2.,'gz'01z.s' .8?//zz'lz'§/zres,2

pp. 92 sq. That l~~la<.lacl was the

consort of Atargatis at Hierapolis

Bambyce is the opinion of P. Jensen

(1.-[ll/z'lez' zmrl A/'//eenz'e1', p. 171), who

also indicates his character as a god

both of thunder am] of fertility (272.

p. I67).

5 See above, pp. 44, 46.

6 See above, p. 52.

7 See above, p. 54.
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animals or emblems the bull and the lion respectively.

In later times, under Greek influence, the goddess was

apparently exchanged for, or converted into, the Fortune

of the City, who appears on coins of Tarsus as a seated

Woman with veiled and turreted head, grasping ears of corn

and a poppy in her hand. Her lion is gone, but a trace of

him remains on a coin which exhibits the throne of the

goddess adorned with a lion’s leg.1 In general it would

seem that the goddess Fortune, who figures commonly as

the guardian of cities in the Greek East, especially in

Syria, was nothing but a disguised form of Gad, the

Semitic god of fortune or luc.k, who, though the exigencies

of grammar required him to be masculine, is supposed to

have been often merely a special aspect of the great goddess

Astarte or Atargatis conceived as the patroness and protector

of towns.2 In Oriental religion such permutations or com

binations need not surprise us. To the gods all things are

possible. In Cyprus the goddess of love wore a beard,3 and

Alexander the Great sometimes disported himself in the

costume of Artemis, while at other times he ransacked the

divine wardrobe to figure in the garb of Hercules, of Hermes,

and of Ammon.‘*\ The change of the goddess 'Atheh of

Tarsus into Gad or Fortune would be easy if we suppose

that she was known as Gad-'Atheh, “ Luck of 'Atheh,” which

occurs as a Semitic personal name.‘5 In like manner the

goddess of Fortune at Olba, who had her small temple

beside the great temple of Zeus,0 may have been originally

the consort of the native god Tark or Tarku.

Another town in Cilicia where an Oriental god and

goddess appear to have been worshipped together was Mallus.

The city was built on a height in the great Cilieian plain

near the mouth of the river Pyramus.7 Its coins exhibit

two winged deities, a male and a female, in a kneeling or

running attitude. On some of the coins the male deity is

1 G. F. Hill, C11/a/ogz/e of the (;l'6L’/J

C05/as qf/4)/¢'a011z'rz, /.mm7'a, and Cz'/1'm'a,

pp. 181, 182, I85, 188, 190, 228.

Servius on Virgil, rlcfll. ii. 632.

2 E. Meyer, (}'(.’s('/zzk/ztu dcs Aller

//m//zs, i. 246 .W/.; F. Baethgen,

19cL'tr(i'g‘e zur .vc//11'/zlrr/zcvz ]\’c/z:g‘1'0m*

gcsr/zz'<.‘/ale, pp. 76 rqy.

3 Macrobius, Salmvz.

4 Ephippus, cited by Athenaeus, xii.

53’ P- 537

6 F. Baethgen, 0/*. wit. p. 77;

G. A. Cooke. _7"(?.rt-M01! of _/V02'l/z

Se//12':-'21‘ [mcr1'/8/1'0;1.\‘, p. 269.

6 See above, p. 69.

7 Strabo, xiv. 5. I6, p. 675.
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represented, like Janus, with two heads facing opposite ways,

and with two pairs of wings, while beneath him is the fore

part of a bull with a human head. The obverse of the

coins which bear the female deity display a conical stone,

sometimes flanked by two bunches of grapes.1 This

conical stone, like those of other Asiatic cities,2 was probably

the emblem of a Mother Goddess, and the bunches of grapes

indicate her fertilising powers. The god with the two heads

and four wings can hardly be any other than the Phoenician

El, whom the Greeks called Cronus ; for E1 was characterised

by four eyes, two in front and two behind, and by three

pairs of wings.3 A discrepancy in the number of wings can

hardly be deemed fatal to the identification. The god may

easily have moulted some superfluous feathers on the road from

Phoenicia to Mallus. On later coins of Mallus these quaint

Oriental deities disappear, and are replaced by corresponding

Greek deities, particularly by a head of Cronus on one side

and a figure of Demeter, grasping ears of corn, on the other.“‘

The change doubtless sprang from a wish to assimilate the

ancient native divinities to the new and fashionable divinities

of the Greek pantheon. If Cronus and Demeter, the harvest

god and goddess, were chosen to supplant El and his female

consort, the ground of the choice must certainly have been

a supposed resemblance between the two pairs of deities.

We may assume, therefore, that the discarded couple, El and

his wife, had also been worshipped by the husbandman as

sources of fertility, the givers of corn and wine. One of these

later coins of Mallus exhibits Dionysus sitting on a vine

laden with ripe clusters, while on the obverse is seen a male

1 B. V. Head, [fir/orz'a ]Vumorm/z,

pp. 605 sq.; G. F. Hill, Catalogue of

t/ee Geee/e Coins of L)/oaonia, fsaurzla,

and Cz'[z'ez'a, pp. cxvi.i. sqq., 95-98,

plates xv. xvi. xi. 9; G. Macdonald,

Calalogue of G7‘6£/J Coins 2'12 //ze

[~[zm/erz'arz Co/lee/z'orz, ii. 536 .ro., pl.

lix. 11-14. The male and female

figures appear on separate coins. The

attribution to Mallus of the coins with

the female figure and conical stone has

been questioned by Messrs. J. P. Six

and G. F. Hill. I follow the view

of Messrs. F. Imhoof-Blumer and

B. V. Head.

2 See above, p. 20.

3 Philo of Byblus, in 1"/rzgmenta

I-[1'stom/oo1'um Gmeeorzmz, ed. C. M tiller,

iii. 569. E1 is figured with three pairs

of wings on coins of Byblus. See G.

Maspero, ffisloire /1;zez'emze, ii. 174;

M. Lagrange, Etudes sur les /\’e/z'gz'o12.r

.S"emz'/z'oue.r,2 p. 72.

4 Imhoof-Blumer, in VV. H. Roscher’s

[.exz'/rorz der ,g*rz'ee/z. und 1'51/2. fldj///b

o/o,_§r1.'e, ii. 1572; G. F. Hill, Gala/ogzre

of Greek Coz'/2.9 L]/oaom'a, ]murz'a,

and C2‘/z'ez'a, pp. cxxii. 99, pl. xvii. 2.
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figure guiding a yoke of oxen as if in the act of ploughing.1

These types of the vine-god and the ploughman probably

represent another attempt to adapt the native religion to

changed conditions, to pour the old Asiatic wine into new

Greek bottles. The barbarous monster with the multiplicity

of heads and wings has been reduced to a perfectly human

Dionysus. The sacred but deplorable old conical stone no

longer flaunts proudly on the coins; it has retired to a

decent obscurity in favour of a natural and graceful vine. It

is thus that a truly progressive theology keeps pace with the

march of intellect. But if these things were done by the

apostles of culture at Mallus, we cannot suppose that the

clergy of Tarsus, the capital, lagged behind their provincial

brethren in their efforts to place the ancient faith upon a

sound modern basis. The fruit of their labours seems to

have been the more or less nominal substitution of Zeus,

Fortune, and Hercules for Baal, 'Atheh, and Sandan.2

We may suspect that in like manner the Sarpedonian Sarpe

Artemis, who had a sanctuary in south-eastern Cilicia, near

the Syrian border, was really a native goddess parading

in borrowed plumes. She gave oracular responses by the

mouth of inspired men, or more probably of women, who in

their moments of divine ecstasy were probably deemed

incarnations of her divinityf’ Another even more trans- The god

parently Asiatic goddess was Perasia, or Artemis Perasia, at

who was worshipped at Hieropolis-Castabala in eastern Hieropolis

Cilicia. The extensive ruins of the ancient city, now known Casmbala‘

as Bodroum, cover the slope of a hill about three-quarters of

1 G. F. Hill, op. cit. pp, cxxi. .rq., 98, were men or women. There was a

pl. xvii. I. headland called Sarpedon near the

, _ ,. .
2 Another native Cilician deity who mouth of .t.hie C.alyCadnu'.S.. klver m

I . _ _ _ _ western Cihcia (Strabo, X111. 4. 6, p.
masqueraded 1n Greek dress was prob- 62 ‘iv ) 6 0) where gqr e

ably the Olybrian Zeus of Anazarba or dmZ’0r'§a'r ,4’nil‘q'n Z 11 1 d I‘ P1

Auazarbus, but of his true nature and “ I (0 ‘Q t PO 0 m a empe

H . . . , and an oracle. The temple was hewn
worship we know nothmg. See \\. in th) r0c]_ an, It in’ _1 . W

Ditteuberger, Orz'cn/I'.\‘ (;rrzccz'])zsr.v'1'/>- r IL _I\’ Cm, aI__u a_n lymabif

z‘z'omzs St!/()6/(Z6, No. 577; Stephanus 0 he gm’ bee.I\' .ICbel.L.le.).und

B mntius Y W ..A5am (where the Mg A. \\~1lhelm, “ Reisen 1n I\1l1k1en,”

rgjldcin r~()’>\‘U' OS was wron I Chqnfiggl 1)v/z,('sr'/zlvyfle/1 r/er X.’az'ser. Akaricl/zz'c

bc s,1l%nqSiu:/iigto ,'O>\UM_n_0g)g y i "’ 2 dd)‘ ll/'z'ssansr/za_flen, 1’/11'/0:01)/1.-/313'/01'.

y ‘ ° ‘ ' Clasre, xliv. (Vienna, 1896), No. vi.

3 Strabo, xiv. 5. 19, p. 676. The pp. 100, I07, Probably this Sarpe

expression of Strabo leaves it doubtful donian Apollo was a native deity akin

whether the ministers of the goddess to Sarpedonian Artemis.
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a mile to the north of the river Pyramus. Above them

towers the acropolis, built on the summit of dark grey

precipices, and divided from the neighbouring mountain

by a deep cutting in the rock. A mecliaeval castle, built

of hewn blocks of reddish-yellow limestone, has replaced the

ancient citadel. The city possessed a large theatre, and

was traversed by two handsome colonnades, of which some

columns are still standing among the ruins. A thick growth

of brushwood and grass now covers most of the site, and the

place is wild and solitary. Only the wandering herdsmen

encamp near the deserted city in winter and spring. The

neighbourhood is treeless; yet in May magnificent fields of

wheat and barley gladden the eye, and in the valleys the

clover grows as high as the horses’ knees.1 The ambiguous

nature of the goddess who presided over this City of the

Sanctuary (}[z'e;/Q/§0lz's)‘“’ was confessed by a puzzled worshipper,

a physician named Lucius Minius Claudianus, who confided

his doubts to the deity herself in some very indifferent Greek

verses. He wisely left it to the goddess to say whether she

was Artemis, or the Moon, or Hecate, or Aphrodite, or

Demeter.3 All that we know about her is that her true name

was Perasia, and that she was in the enjoyment of certain

revenues.4 Further, we may reasonably conjecture that at

1 E. Davis, z'nAslalz'e Till’/J6]/,

pp. 128-134; J. T. Bent,“ Recent Dis

coveries in Eastern Cilicia,”_/02//vzal of

ffellenle .5'l»z--alz'es, xi. (1890), pp. 234

sy.; E. L. Hicks, “Inscriptions from

Eastern Cilicia,” 2'/n'el. pp. 243 sqy.;

R. Heberdey und A. Vililhelm, op. ell.

pp. 25 say. The site of I-lieropolis

Castabala was first identified by J. T.

Bent by means of inscriptions. As to

the coins of the city, see Fr. Imhoof

Blumer, “Zur Miinzkunde Kilikiens,”

Zez'lselzm'fz‘ Nzez/12's//zale'/e, x. ( 1883),

pp. 267-290; G. F. Hill, Calalogz/eof

l/ze Gree/e Coins of [.1/eaonla, fsaurla,

a/zel Cz'lz'ez'a, pp. e.-cii. 82-84, pl. xiv.

1-6 ; G. Macdonald, Calalogne ofGree/e

Coins in l/ze lfzmlerz'wz Colleellon, ii.

534 W

polis and I-Iierapolis see W. M.

Ramsay, f~lz'slorz'eal Geograjb/zy Asia

/Ulnar, pp. 84 sy. According to him,

the cities designated by such names

grew up gradually round a sanctuary ;

where Greek influence prevailed the

city in time eclipsed the sanctuary and

became known as Hierapolis, or the

Sacred City, but where the native

element retained its predominance the

city continued to be known as Hiero

polis, or the City of the Sanctuary.

3 E. L. Hicks, “Inscriptions from

Eastern Cilicia,” _/onrnal of [~[ellem'e

Slua’z'es, xi. (1890), pp. 251-253; R.

Heberdey und A. Wilhelm, 0;). (ll. p.

26. These writers differ somewhat in

their reading and restoration of the

verses, which are engraved on a lime

stone basis among the ruins. I follow

the version of Messrs. Heberdey and

2 On the difference between Hiero- 2 Vvilhclm

4 J. T. Bent and E. L. ' ticks, (if). ell.

pp. 235, 246 sq.; R. lleberdey und

A. Wilhelm, of. ell. p. 27.
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the Cilieian Castabala she was worshipped with rites like

those which were held in honour of her namesake Artemis

Perasia at another city of the same name, Castabala in

Cappadocia. There, as we saw, the priestesses of the goddess

walked over fire with bare feet unscathed.1 Probably the

The fire

walk in the

worship of

same impressive ceremony was performed before a crowd of Perasia.

worshippers in the Cilieian Castabala also. Whatever the

exact meaning of the rite may have been, the goddess was

in all probability one of those Asiatic Mother Goddesses to

whom the Greeks often applied the name of Artemis ; 2 and

grounds have been shown for thinking that the walk through

the fire was a mitigation of an older custom of burning

human victims to death.3 The immunity enjoyed by the

priestess in the furnace was attributed to her inspira

tion by the deity. In discussing the nature of inspiration

or possession by a deity, the Syrian philosopher jamblichus

notes as one of its symptoms a total insensibility to pain.

Many inspired persons, he tells us, “are not burned

by fire, the fire not taking hold of them by reason

of the divine inspiration ; and many, though they are

burned, perceive it not, because at the time they do not live

an animal life. They pierce themselves with skewers and

feel nothing. They gash their backs with hatchets, they

slash their arms with daggers, and know not what they do,

because their acts are not those of mere men. For impass

able places become passable to those who are filled with the

spirit. They rush into fire, they pass through fire, they cross

rivers, like the priestess at Castabala. These things prove

that under the influence of inspiration men are beside them

selves, that their senses, their will, their life are those neither

1 Strabo, xii. 2. 7, p. 537. See

above, p. 38. The Cilieian Castabala,

the situation of which is identified by

inscriptions, is not mentioned by Strabo.

It is very unlikely that, with his inti

Cappadocia and one in Pontus; at both

places the same goddess was worshipped

with similar rites. See Strabo, xii. 2.

3, p- 535, xii 3- 32-, p. 557- The

situation of the various Castabalas

mate knowledge of Asia Minor, he

should have erred so far as to place the

city in Cappadocia, to the north of the

Taurus mountains, instead of in Cilicia,

to the south of them. It is more prob

able that there were two cities of the

same name, and that Strabo has omitted

to mention one ofthem. Similarly, there

were two cities called Comana, one in

mentioned by ancient writers is dis

cussed by F. Imhoof-Blumer, Z622’

.rc/zrzftffi-r 1Vzm12's/Ila/21', x. (1883), pp.

285-288.

2 See my article “Artemis and

I'Iippolytus,"’ F01’/zzzlg/'u‘!1' 1\’cz'2'ezr',

December 1904, p. 993.

3 See above, p. 38.
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of man nor of beast, but that they lead another and a diviner

life instead, whereby they are inspired and wholly possessed.”

Thus in traversing the fiery furnace the priestesses of Perasia

were believed to be beside themselves, to be filled with the

goddess, to be in a real sense incarnations of her divinity.2

§ 9- The 13m’/zzhg of Cz'/z'ez'rm Gods

On the whole, then, we seem to be justified in concluding

that under a thin veneer of Greek humanity the barbarous

native gods of Cilicia continued long to survive, and that

among them the great Asiatic goddess retained a place,

though not the prominent place which she held in the

highlands of the interior down at least to the beginning of

our era. The principle that the inspired priest or priestess

represents the deity in person appears, if I am right, to

have been recognised at Castabala and at Olba, as well

as at the sanctuary of Sarpedonian Artemis. There

can be no intrinsic improbability, therefore, in the view

that at Tarsus also the divine triad of Baal, ‘Atheh,

and Sandan may have been personated by priests and

priestesses, who, on the analogy of Olba and of the great

sanctuaries in the interior of Asia Minor, would originally

be at the same time kings and queens, princes and princesses.

Further, the burning of Sandan in effigy at Tarsus would,

on this hypothesis, answer to the walk of the priestess of

Perasia through the furnace at Castabala.

am right, mitigations of a custom of putting the priestly

king or queen, or another member of the royal family, to

death by fire.

Both were, if I

1 Jamblichus, De 1/1;/s/erz'z's, iii. 4.

2 Another Cilician goddess was

Athena of Magarsus, to whom Alex

ander the Great sacrificed before the

battle of Issus. See Arrian, A1zabasz's,

ii. 5. 9; Stephanus Byzantius, s.1/.

Md/ya.poos; J. Tzetzes, Se/zo/. on Lym

jfi/zron, 444. The name of the city seems

to be Oriental, perhaps derived from the

Semitic word for “cave” (H329). As

to the importance of caves in Semitic

religion, see W. Robertson Smith,

/to/zlg/2'0/2 of Me Se//zz'/es,2 pp. 197 sqq.

The site of Magarsus appears to be at

Karatash, a hill rising from the sea at

the southern extremity of the Cilician

plain, about forty-five miles due south

of Adana. The walls of the city, built

of great limestone blocks, are standing

to a height of several courses, and an

inscription which mentions the priests

of Magarsian Athena has been found

on the spot. See R. I-Ieberdey und A.

Wilhelm, “ Reisen in Kilikien,” Den/L

sr/zrzflen der /raiser. A/eade///z'e der

I/Vissense/zrflen, 1’/zzflosop/z. - /zz'sto¢'.

C/asse, xliv. (1896) No. vi. pp. 6-10.



CHAPTER VI

SARDANAPALUS AND I~~IER(.'ULES

§ I. .7726 Bu;/nz'ng of .S‘azdana/fialus

TI-IE theory that kings or princes were formerly burned to Tarsussaid

death at Tarsus in the character of gods is singularly con- g;;:“'e

firmed by another and wholly independent line of argument. founded

For, according to one account, the city of Tarsus was founded :;};St)},1§a,,

not by Sandan but by Sardanapalus, the famous Assyrian kins Sar

danapalus,

monarch whose death on a great pyre was one of the most who

famous incidents in Oriental legend. Near the sea, within l"E1med

. . . . hunself on

a day’s march of Tarsus, might be seen in antiquity tl1eap,.re_

ruins of a great ancient city named Anchiale, and outside

its walls stood a monument called the monument of

Sardanapalus, on which was carved in stone the figure of

the monarch. He was represented snapping the fingers

of his right hand, and the gesture was explained by an

accompanying inscription, engraved in Assyrian characters,

to the following effect :——“ Sardanapalus, son of Anacyndar

axes, built Anchiale and Tarsus in one day. Eat, drink,

and play, for everything else is not worth that,” by which

was implied that all other human affairs were not worth a

snap of the fingers.1 The gesture may have been misin

1 Strabo, xiv. 5. 9, pp. 671 sq.;

Arrian, .-'-112a/)a.r1'.v, ii. 5; Athenaeus,

xii. 39, p. 530 A, B. Compare Stephanus

Byzantius, s.21. ’Ayxwi.lny; Syncellus,

C‘/worzog/"a/>/u.'rz, vol. i. p. 312, ed. G.

I)indorf. The site of Anchiale has

not yet been discovered. At Tarsus

itself the ruins of a vast quadrangular

structure have sometimes been identified

with the monument of Sardanapalus.

See E. J. Davis, Lzfe in .4.~vl-zlz'c

Tzzrkcy, pp. 37-39 ; Perrot et Chipiez,

H2'r!0z'/'0 de 1’.-.'Ir1' rians /’A1zz’z'r]z1z'/J,

iv. 536 sqq. But Mr. D. G. Hogarth

tells me that the ruins in question seem

to be the concrete foundations of a

Roman temple.
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terpreted and the inscription mistranslated,1 but there is no

reason to doubt the existence of such a monument, though

we may conjecture that it was of Hittite rather than

Assyrian origin; for, not to speak of the traces of Hittite

art and religion which we have found at Tarsus, a group of

Hittite monuments has been discovered at Marash, in the

upper valley of the Pyramus? The Assyrians may have

ruled over Cilicia for a time, but Hittite influence was

probably much deeper and more lasting.8 The story that

Tarsus .was founded by Sardanapalus may well be

apocryphal,4 but there must have been some reason for

his association with the city. On the present hypothesis

that reason is to be found in the traditional manner of his

death. To avoid falling into the hands of the rebels, who

laid siege to Nineveh, he built a huge pyre in his palace,

heaped it up with gold and silver and purple‘ raiment, and

then burnt himself, his wife, his concubines, and his eunuchs

in the fire.5 The story is false of the historical Sardanapalus,

that is, of the great Assyrian king Ashurbanipal, but it is

true of his brother Shamashshumukin. Being appointed

king of Babylon by Ashurbanipal, he revolted against his

suzerain and benefactor, and was besieged by him in his

capital. The siege was long and the resistance desperate,

for the Babylonians knew that they had no mercy to expect

from the ruthless Assyrians. But they were decimated by

famine and pestilence, and when the city could hold out no

more, King Shamashshumukin, determined not to fall alive

into the hands of his offended brother, shut himself up in his

palace, and there burned himself to death, along with his

1 See Perrot et Chipiez,[[1'sl0z'7'e ale

l’Arl elans l’Anlz'r/zez'l(!, iv. 542 sq.

They think that the figure probably

represented the king in a common

attitude of adoration, his right arm

raised and his thumb resting on his

forefinger.

Hittite system of writing were developed

in Cilicia rather than in Cappadocia

(Ase-'en nnel Euro/Ja, p. 350).

2 L. Messerschmidt, Corpus ]nserz'/)

llonzun [~[ellz'lz'earw/2, pp. 17-19, plates

xxi-xxv.; Perrot et Chipiez, ffz'sloz're

ele l’Arl zlans l'Anlz'ynz'le, iv. 492,

494 844 528-530. 547

3 Prof. W. Max Mtlller is of opinion

that the Hittite civilisation and the

‘1 According to Berosus and Aby

denus it was not Sardanapalus (Ashur

banipal) but Sennacherib who built or

rebuilt Tarsus after the fashion of

Babylon, causing the river Cydnus to

flow through the midst of the city.

See Frrzgr/ze1zla Hz'sl0r1'e0¢'ze1/e Gmer

0/'24//2, ed. C. Mtiller, ii. 504, iv. 282;

C. P. Tiele, Hal)/lonz'sr/z-assyrzlsebe

Gese/zz'e/ale, pp. 297 sq.

5 Diodorus Siculus, ii. 27; Athen

aeus, xii. 38, p. 529; Justin, i. 3.
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wives, his children, his slaves, and his treasures, at the very

moment when the conquerors were breaking in the gates.1

Not many years afterwards the same tragedy was repeated

at Nineveh itself by Saracus or Sinsharishkun, the last king

of Assyria. Besieged by the rebel Nabopolassar, king of

Babylon, and by Cyaxares, king of the Medes, he burned

himself in his palace. That was the end of Nineveh and

of the Assyrian empire.2 Thus Greek history preserved the

memory of the catastrophe, but transferred it from the real

victims to the far more famous Ashurbanipal, whose figure

in after ages loomed vast and dim against the setting sun

of Assyrian glory.

§ 2. The Bumz'ng 0f Croesus

Another Oriental monarch who prepared at least to die Story that

in the flames was Croesus, king of Lydia. Herodotus tells iiggilecl

how the Persians under Cyrus captured Sardes, the Lydian t((_-> bum

capital, and took Croesus alive, and how Cyrus caused as,/fiiius

great pyre to be erected, on which he placed the captive

monarch in fetters, and with him twice seven Lydian youths.

‘Fire was then applied to the pile, but at the last moment

Cyrus relented, a sudden shower extinguished the flames,

and Croesus was spared.3 But it is most improbable that It is

the Persians, with their profound reverence for the sanctity

of fire, should have thought of defiling the sacred element I’@l”Si-"ms

with the worst of all pollutions, the contact of dead bodies.4 thus

Such an act would have seemed to them sacrilege of the gillgiecilecl

deepest dye. For to them fire was the earthly form of the element

heavenly light, the eternal, the infinite, the divine ; death, on Offim

the other hand, was in their opinion the main source of

corruption and uncleanness. Hence they took the most

1 G. l\Iaspero, ffz'sloz're Amierz/ze,

111. 422 .w/.

2 Abydenus, in ]i'1‘ag//zwzf. If/.rtor.

G1'ac¢r. ed. C. Mtiller, iv. 282; Syn

cellus, C/12'o1zogv'a/5/ufa, i. p. 396, ed.

G. Dindorf ; E. Meyer, Gmr/zz'r/zte a’cs

A/ten’/mm.s‘, i. 576 s(].; G. Maspero,

ffz'.vloz'rc A/zczluzrzu, iii. 482-485. C.

P. Tiele thought that the story of the

death of Saracus might be a popular

but mistaken duplicate of the death

of Shamashshumukin (Ba/')'lon1'.rc/2»

a.v.s‘)/7'2'.w.'/zu Gear/zz'r/z/e, pp. 4IO .\‘(].).

Zimri, king of Israel, also burned him

self in his palace to escape falling into

the hands of his enemies (1 Kings xvi.

18).

3 llerodotus, i. 86 sq.

‘'1 Raoul-Rochette, “Sur l’Hercule

et I-’l1énicien,” ./‘l.///1102'/'03 dc /’.~1racz’t‘//zz'e

(I-'4-'.S‘ [1z.\w'1;f>l2'0/1.\‘ 6/ Br?//as-[,r’//res, xvii.

Deuxieme Partie (Paris, 1848), p. 274.
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stringent precautions to guard the purity of fire from the

defilement of death.1 If a man or a dog died in a house

where the holy fire burned, the fire had to be removed from

the house and kept away for nine nights in winter or a

month in summer before it might be brought back; and if

any man broke the rule by bringing back the fire within the

appointed time, he might be punished with two hundred

stripes.2 As for burning a corpse in the fire, it was the

most heinous of all sins, an invention of Ahriman, the devil ;

there was no atonement for it, and it was punished with

death.3 Nor did the law remain a dead letter. Down to

the beginning of our era the death penalty was inflicted on

all who threw a corpse or cow-dung on the fire, nay, even on

such as blew on the fire with their breath.4 It is hard,

therefore, to believe that a Persian king should have com

manded his subjects to perpetrate a deed which he and

they viewed with horror as the most flagitious sacrilege

conceivable.

Another and in some respects truer version of the story

of Croesus and Cyrus has been preserved by two older

witnesses——namely, by the Greek poet Bacchylides, who was

born some forty years after the event,5 and by a Greek artist

who painted the scene on a red-figured vase about, or soon

after, the time of the poet’s birth. Bacchylides tells us that

when the Persians captured Sardes, Croesus, unable to brook

the thought of slavery, caused a pyre to be erected in front

of his courtyard, mounted it with his wife and daughters,

and bade a page apply a light to the wood. A bright blaze

shot up, but Zeus extinguished it with rain from heaven, and

Apollo of the Golden Sword wafted the pious king and his

daughters to the happy land beyond the North Wind.6 In

like manner the vase-painter clearly represents the burning

of Croesus as a voluntary act, not as a punishment inflicted

The older

and truer

tradition

was that

in the

extremity

of his

fortunes

Croesus

attern pted

to burn

himself.

1 Darmesteter, T/ze Zevzd-/11/es/cl,

vol. i. pp. lxxxvi. lxxxviii.-xc.

fire, might not be brought near a

corpse (id. xv. 3. 18, p. 734).

2 Zend-/lrjesla, Verzdfddd, Fargard,

v. (Sacred /foo/es of Me Easl, iv. 60 sq. ).

3 Ibid. i. pp. XC. 9, I10 s/1. (Sarred

Boo/as of//ze Eas/, iv.).

4 Strabo, xv. 3. 14, p. 732. Even

gold, on account of its resemblance to

5 Sardes fell in the autumn of 546

B.C. (E. Meyer, Gese/zzkfite des Aller

z‘/iu//zs, i. 604). Bacchylides was

probably born between 512 and 505

B.C. (R. C. Jebb, liace/zj/lz'des, I/ze

Poems and F7'6{§’7/I6/I/S, pp. 1 sy.).

6 Bacchylides, iii. 24-62.
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on him by the conqueror. He lets us see the king

enthroned upon the pyre with a wreath of laurel on his head

and a sceptre in one hand, while with the other he is

pouring a libation. An attendant is in the act of applying

to the pile two objects which have been variously interpreted

as torches to kindle the wood or whisks to sprinkle holy

water. The demeanour of the king is solemn and com

posed: he seems to be performing a religious rite, not

suffering an ignominious death.1 '

Thus we may fairly conclude with some eminent modern

scholars 2 that in the extremity of his fortunes Croesus pre

pared to meet death like a king or a god in the flames. It

was thus that Hercules, from whom the old kings of Lydia

claimed to be sprung,3 ascended from earth to heaven: it

was thus that Zimri, king of Israel, passed beyond the

reach of his enemies: it was thus that Shamashshumukin,

king of Babylon, escaped a brother’s vengeance: it was

thus that the last king of Assyria expired in the ruins of

his capital; and it was thus that, sixty-six years after the

capture of Sardes, the Carthaginian king Hamilcar sought to

retrieve a lost battle by a hero’s death.4 Semiramis herself,

the legendary queen of Assyria, is said to have burnt herself

on a pyre out of grief at the death of a favourite horse.5

§ 3. P2-n'zfieaz‘z'012 &y Fire

These events and these traditions seem to prove that Death

under certain circumstances Oriental monarchs deliberately Z‘;,i§ed

chose to burn themselves to death. What were these by the

' . ancients as

circumstances? and what were the consequences of tllfiiakind of

apotheosis.

1 F. G. \Velcker, /Ille Den/emrii/er,

iii. pl. xxxiii. ; A. Baumeister, Dank

//zfi/er des klassisc/zen Al/erlzmzs, ii.

796, fig. 860; A. H. Smith, “Illus

trations to Bacchylides,” _/omvzal qf

ffel/enie Slua’z'es, xviii. (I898) pp.

267-269; G. Maspero, f[2'sl0i7'e

Aneielme, iii. 618 sq. It is true that

Cambyses caused the dead body of the

Egyptian king Amasis to be dragged

from the tomb, mangled, and burned;

but the deed is expressly branded by

the ancient historian as an outrage on

Persian religion (Herodotus, iii. 16).

2 Raoul-Rochette, “Sur l’Hercule

Assyrien et Phénicien,” 1’l-J'e’moz'/-'e5 de

/’AcadJmz'e des Zrzsr/2ftz'01zs ct Bel/es

Lef/res, xvii. Deuxiiame Partie (Paris,

1848), pp, 277 sq.; M. Duncker,

Gese/zz'e/zle des Alter!/nu/zs, iv.‘3 330

332; E. Meyer, Gese/zz'c/rte des Aller

l/zu//zr, i. 604; G. Maspero, Hz'rloz're

Azzczkvzne, iii. 6 I 8.

3 Herodotus, i. 7.

4 See above, pp. 38 sq., 88 Sr].

5 Hyginus, Fab. 243; Pliny, viii.

15 5.
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act? If the intention had merely been to escape from

the hands of a conqueror, an easier mode of death

would naturally have been chosen. There must have

been a special reason for electing to die by fire. The

legendary death of Hercules, the historical death of Hamil

car, and the picture of Croesus enthroned in state on the

pyre and pouring a libation, all combine to indicate that

to be burnt alive was regarded as a solemn sacrifice, nay,

more than that, as an apotheosis which raised the victim to

the rank of a god.1 For it is to be remembered that

Hamilcar as well as Hercules was worshipped after death.

Fire, moreover, was regarded by the ancients as a purgative

so powerful that properly applied it could burn away all that

was mortal of a man, leaving only the divine and immortal

spirit behind. Hence we read of goddesses who essayed to

confer immortality on the infant sons of kings by burning

them in the fire by night; but their beneficent purpose was

always frustrated by the ignorant interposition of the mother

or father, who peeping into the room saw the child in the

flames and raised a cry of horror, thus disconcerting the

goddess at her magic rites. This story is told of Isis in

the house of the king of Byblus, of Demeter in the house

of the king of Eleusis, and of Thetis in the house of her

mortal husband Peleus.2

1 This view was maintained long

ago by Raoul-Rochette in regard to

the deaths both of Sardanapalus and

of Croesus. He supposed that “the

Assyrian monarch, reduced to the last

extremity, wished, by the mode of

death which he chose, to give to his

sacrifice the form of an apotheosis and

to identify himself with the national

god of his country by allowing himself

to be consumed, like him, on a pyre.

. Thus mythology and history

would be combined in a legend in

which the god and the monarch would

finally be confused. There is nothing

in this which is not conformable to the

ideas and habits of Asiatic civilisation.”

See his memoir, “Sur l’I~Iercule

Assyrien ct l"hénicien,” jl/[J1/z0z'1'es de

l’Amde’//zz'e des [1z.m'z'p/z'ons el Belles

[.e!Zres, xvii. Deuxi‘eme Partie (Paris,

I848),pp. 247 sq., 271 sqz/. The notion

In a slightly different way the

of regeneration by fire was fully recog

nised by Raoul-Rochette (01). cit. pp.

30 .vy.). It deserves to be noted that

Croesus burned on a huge pyre the

great and costly offerings which he

dedicated to Apollo at Delphi. He

thought, says Herodotus (i. 50), that

in this way the god would get posses

sion of the offerings.

2 As to Isis see Plutarch, Zwlr at

0sz'rz'.r, 16. As to Demeter see

Homer, ff]/mvz Z0 /Jame/er, 231.262;

Apollodorus, i. 5. I ; Ovid, Far/2', iv.

547 - 560. As to Thetis see Apoll

onius Rhodius, /11jg'01z. iv. 865-879;

Apollodorus, iii. 13. 6. Most of these

writers express clearly the thought

that the fire consumed the mortal

element, leaving the immortal. Thus

Plutarch says, vrepuralew rd 01/m-c‘¢ T00

au’),ua/ros. Apollodorus says (i. 5. I),

els 7rUp /rarerllia T6 fipér/)0? /ml 1re/wiper
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witch Medea professed to give back to the old their lost

youth by boiling them with a hell-broth in her magic

cauldron ,1 and when Pelops had been butchered and served

up at a banquet of the gods by his cruel father Tantalus,

the divine beings, touched with pity, plunged his mangled

remains in a kettle, from which after decoction he emerged

alive and young.2 “Fire,” says Jamblichus, “destroys the

material part of sacrifices, it purifies all things that are

brought near it, releasing them from the bonds of matter

and, in virtue of the purity of its nature, making them meet

for communion with the gods. So, too, it releases us from

the bondage of corruption, it likens us to the gods, it makes

us meet for their friendship, and it converts our material

nature into an immaterial.” Thus we can understand why

kings and commoners who claimed or aspired to divinity

should choose death by the fire. It opened to them

the gates of heaven. The quack Peregrinus, who ended his

disreputable career in the flames at Olympia, gave out that

after death he would be turned into a spirit who would

guard men from the perils of the night; and, as

Lucian remarked, no doubt there were plenty of fools to

believe him.4 According to one account, the Sicilian philo

sopher Empedocles, who set up for being a god in his life

time, leaped into the crater of Etna in order to establish his

claim to godhead.5 There is nothing incredible in the

tradition. The crack-brained philosopher, with his itch for

notoriety, may well have done what Indian fakirs6 and the

brazen-faced mountebank Peregrinus did in antiquity, and

what Russian peasants and Chinese Buddhists have done in

rd: 0vv7rc‘ts acipxas adv-00, and again (iii. on

13. 6), sis Tb rfip c-"yKpv,8ot“/cra Tiis uvm-69

é‘¢0upev 6 fill cn’m,3 Omyrbv rrarpqliou.

Apollonius Rhodius says,

7'] /.us‘u ydp [iporéas aiel vrepi cr0'tpKas é‘5cuev

m9K'rct 5tc‘i ,u.t-‘crmyv </)>\oy,u.t,5 vrupés.

And Ovid has,

fmjucfoco jmerzf £02]>us 1)z'2wn/e fam-'1/a

O/)rm'f, /zzz/11a/an/11 jrzzrget m‘ {gr/2-2'.s‘ onus,

1 She is said to have thus restored

the youth of her husband Jason, her

father-in-law Aeson, the nurses of

Dionysus, and all their husbands

(Euripides, /ll<.'(/ca, Argum. ; Scholiast

Aristophanes, [i'11.z:g/1t.v, I 321 ;

compare Plautus, lkuzrdo/1/.\~, 879 syy.) ;

and she applied the same process with

success to an old ram (Apollodorus, i.

9. 27 ; Pausanias, viii. I I. 2 ; Ilyginus,

Fab. 24).

2 Pindar, O/J//1//r. i. 40 51/(/., with

the Scholiast; J. Tzetzes, Scfiol. on

L_]'¢‘0/>/U'07Z, I 52.

3 Jamblichus, De //1]/fit‘/'z'z'.\‘, v. I2.

4 Lucian, Dc //101121 P¢’2"<.'g;'z'/22', 27 sq.

5 Diogenes Laertius, viii. 2. 69 sq.

6 Lucian, De mortc Pc1'cg1*z'/12', 25;

Strabo, xv. I. 64 and 68, pp. 715,

717 ; Arrian, .-1uabas2's. vii. 3.
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modern times.1 There is no extremity to which fanaticism

or vanity, or a mixture of the two, will not impel its

victims.

§ 4. T/ze Dz'oz'm'z‘y of L)/dzkm [Gags

The But apart from any general notions of the purificatory

virtues of fire, the kings of Lydia seem to have had a

seem to special reason for regarding death in the flames as their

:,::fi,led appropriate end. For the ancient dynasty of the Heraclids

divinity which preceded the house of Croesus on the throne traced

their descent from a god or hero whom the Greeks called

Hercules ;2 and this Lydian Hercules appears to have been

f,.O,,, identical in name and in substance with the Cilician

Hercules, whose effigy was regularly burned on a great

thcdoubie- pyre at Tarsus. The Lydian Hercules bore the name of

Pf Sandon ;3 the Cilician Hercules bore the name of Sandan, or

:111(ltl1lS’ perhaps rather of Sandon, since Sandon is known from

inscriptions and other evidence to have been a Cilician

or Sandon name.‘1 The characteristic emblems of the Cilician Hercules

were the lion and the double-headed axe; and both these

th_esame emblems meet us at Sardes in connection with the dynasty

of the Heraclids. For the double-headed axe was carried

S-"mdaH- as part of the sacred regalia by Lydian kings from the time

of the legendary queen Omphale down to the reign of

Candaules, the last of the Heraclid kings. It is said.to

have been given to Omphale by Hercules himself, and it

was apparently regarded as a palladium of the Heraclid

sovereignty ; for after the dotard Candaules ceased to carry

the axe himself, and had handed it over to the keeping of a

courtier, a rebellion broke out, and the ancient dynasty of

the Heraclids came to an end. The new king Gyges did

not attempt to carry the old emblem of sovereignty; he

dedicated it with other spoils to Zeus in Caria. Hence the

image of the Carian Zeus bore an axe in his hand and

received the epithet of Labrandeus, from /a/)7’)/s, the Lydian

word for “ axe.” 5 Such is Plutarch’s account; but we may

1 The evidence will be given in the 4 See above, p. 61, note 3.

third edition of The Golden Doug/z. 5 Plutarch, Quaesz‘z'o;/zes Gmerae, 4 5.

Z Herodotus, i. 7. Zeus Labrandeus was worshipped at

3 Joannes Lydus, De magz's!7'atz'6u.s, the village of Labraunda, situated in a

iii. 64. pass over the mountains, near Mylasa
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suspect that Zeus, or rather the native god whom the

Greeks identified with Zeus, carried the axe long before the

time of Candaules. If, as is commonly supposed, the axe

was the symbol of the Asiatic thunder-god,1 it would be an

appropriate emblem in the hand of kings, who are so often

expected to make rain, thunder, and lightning for the good

of their people. Whether the kings of Lydia were bound Lydian

to make thunder and rain we do not know; but at all

events, like many early monarchs, they seem to have been for the

held responsible for the weather and the crops. In the

reign of Meles the country suffered severely from dearth, so crops

the people consulted an oracle, and the deity laid the blame

on the kings, one of whom had in former years incurred the

guilt of murder. The soothsayers accordingly declared that

King Meles, though his own hands were clean, must be

-banished for three years in order that the taint of bloodshed

should be purged away. The king obeyed and retired to

Babylon, where he lived three years. In his absence the

kingdom was administered by a deputy, a certain Sadyattes,

son of Cadys, who traced his descent from Tylon.2 As to

this Tylon we shall hear more presently. Again, we read

that the Lydians rejoiced greatly at the assassination of

Spermus, another of their kings, “for he was very wicked,

and the land suffered from drought in his reign."3

Apparently, like the ancient Irish and many modern

Africans, they laid the drought at the king’s door, and

in Caria. The temple was ancient.

A road called the Sacred \Vay led

downhill for ten miles to Mylasa, a

city of white marble temples and colon

nades which stood in a fertile plain at

the foot of a precipitous mountain,

At Thyatira this axe-bearing hero was

called Tyrimnus, and games were held

in his honour. He was identified with

Apollo and the sun. See B. V. Head,

Caz’alogue q/' [/10 Greek Coins of Lydia

(London, 1901), p. cxxviii. On a

where the marble was quarried. Pro

cessions bearing the sacred emblems

went to and fro along the Sacred Way

from Mylasa to Labraunda. See

Strabo, xiv. 2. 23, pp. 658 sq. The

double-headed axe figures on the ruins

and coins of Mylasa (Ch. Fellows,

Dz'seoverz'es 2'12 L)/cz'a, p. 75; B. V.

Head, ffz'storz'a ./\/'u//mrzz//1, pp. 528 sq. ).

A horseman carrying a double-headed

axe is a type which occurs on the coins

of many towns in Lydia and I§’hrygia.

coin of Mostene in Lydia the double

headed axe is represented between a

bunch of grapes and ears of corn, as if

it were an emblem of fertility (B. V.

Head, 0/’. (if. p. 162, pl. xvii. 11).

1 L. Preller, G1'z'r..'e/1131‘/ze /l//1'//10/ogz'v,

i.‘l 141 sq. As to the I-littite thunder

god and his axe see above, p. 65.

2 Nicolaus Damascenus, in Frag

//zen/a HI'.\‘f0I'1'¢‘01'IIIII Graeea/'11//1, ed.l\’liiller, iii. 382 sq.

3 1/)1.'a’. iii. 381.
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thought that he only got what he deserved under the knife

of the assassin.

Wltll regard to the lion, the other emblem of the

Cilician Hercules, we are told that the same king Meles,

who was banished because of a dearth, sought to make the

acropolis of Sardes impregnable by carrying round it a lion

which a concubine had borne to him. Unfortunately at a

single point, where the precipices were such that it seemed

as if no human foot could scale them, he omitted to carry

the beast, and sure enough at that very point the Persians

afterwards clambered up into the citadel.1 Now Meles was

one of the old Heraclid dynasty2 who boasted their descent

from the lion-hero Hercules; hence the carrying of a lion

round the acropolis was probably a form of consecration in

tended to place the stronghold under the guardianship of the

lion-god, the hereditary deity of the royal family. And the

story that the king’s concubine gave birth to a lion’s whelp

suggests that the Lydian kings not only claimed kinship

with the beast, but posed as lions in their own persons, and

passed off their sons as lion-cubs. Croesus dedicated at

Delphi a lion of pure gold, perhaps as a badge of Lydia,3

and Hercules with his lion’s skin is a common type on coins

of Sardes.4

Thus the death, or the attempted death, of Croesus on

the pyre completes the analogy between the Cilician and

the Lydian Hercules. At Tarsus and at Sardes we find

the worship of a god whose symbols were the lion and the

double-headed axe, and who was burned on a great pyre,

either in effigy or in the person of a human representative.

The Greeks called him Hercules, but his native name was

Sandan or Sandon. At Sardes he seems to have been

personated by the kings, who carried the double-axe, and

perhaps wore, like their ancestor Hercules, the lion’s skin.

We may conjecture that at Tarsus also the royal family

aped the lion-god. At all events we know that Sandan,

Identity

of the

Lydian and

Cilician

Hercules.

1 Herodotus, i. 84.

2 Eusebius, C/zromk‘. i. 69, ed. A.

Schoene.

3 Herotlotus, i. 50. At Thebes

there was a stone lion which was said

to have been dedicated by Hercules

(Pausanias, ix. I7. 2).

4 B. V. Head, f]2'.rt0rz'a ./V/////orm/z,

p. 553; z'a’., (Jata/ogzrc of Me (/7'(J6’/if

6'0!/xx of ./J/(Z121, pp. xcviii, 239, 240,

241, 244, 247, 253, 254, 264, with

plates xxiv. 9-11, 13, xxv. 2, I2,

xxvii. 8.
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the name of the god, entered into the names of Cilician

kings, and that in later times the priests of Sandan at

Tarsus wore the royal purple.1

§ 5. H2'2‘i2'2‘2’ Gods at Ta7's22.r and Sam’er

Now we have traced the religion of Tarsus back by

a double thread to the Hittite religion of Cappadocia.

One thread joins the Baal of Tarsus, with his grapes and

his corn, to the god of Ibreez. The other thread unites

the Sandan of Tarsus, with his lion and his double axe,

to the similar figure at Boghaz-Keui. \/Vithout being

unduly fanciful, therefore, we may surmise that the

Sandon-Hercules of Lydia was also a Hittite god, and

that the Heraclid dynasty of Lydia were of Hittite blood.

Certainly the influence, if not the rule, of the Hittites

extended to Lydia; for at least two rock-carvings ac

companied by Hittite inscriptions are still to be seen in

the country. Both of them attracted the attention of the

ancient Greeks. One of them represents a warrior in

Hittite costume armed with a spear and bow. It is

carved on the face of a grey rock, which stands out

conspicuous on a bushy hillside, where an old road runs

through a glen from the valley of the Hermus to the

valley of the Cayster. The place is now called Karabeli.

Herodotus thought that the figure represented the Egyptian

king and conqueror Sesostris.2 The other monument is

a colossal seated figure of the Mother of the Gods, locally

known in antiquity as Mother Plastene. It is hewn out

of the solid rock and occupies a large niche in the face

of a cliff at the steep northern foot of Mount Sipylus.3

Thus it would seem that at some time or other the Hittites

carried their arms to the shores of the Aegean. There is

1 See above, p. 61.

'-3 Herodotus, i. 50; Perrot et

Chipiez, 1/fir/02'7'2’ 0'2’ 11-172‘ a’a/2: !’A77.1‘7'

_1/722'2‘J, iv. 742-752; L. l\'Iesserschmidt,

C07;/ms [72sc7'1]7/1707222772 flu/lz'fzi:a7-'71772,

pp. 33-37, with plates xxxvii., xxxviii.

3 Pausanias, iii. 24. 2, v. 13. 7 with

my note; Perrot et Chipiez, 0,2. (27.

iv. 752-759; L. Messerschmidt, of».

air‘. pp. 37 .-y., pl. xxxix. 1. Unlike

most Hittite sculptures the figure of

l\Iother Plastene is carved almost in

the round. The inscriptions which

accompany both these Lydian monu

ments are much defaced.

H
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no improbability, therefore, in the view that a Hittite

dynasty may have reigned at Sardes.1

§ 6. T/ze ]\’es2e7’1/eeZz'orz of TJ/[on

The burning of Sandan, like that of Melcarth,2 was

probably followed by a ceremony of his resurrection or

awakening, to indicate that the divine life was not extinct,

but had only assumed a fresher and purer form. Of that

resurrection we have, so far as I am aware, no direct

evidence. In default of it, however, there is a tale of a

local Lydian hero called Tylon or Tylus, who was killed

and brought to life again. The story runs thus. Tylon

or Tylus was a son of Eartb..3 One day as he was

walking on the banks of the Hermus a serpent stung’

and killed him. His distressed sister Moire had recourse

to a giant named Damasen, who attacked and slew the

serpent. But the serpent’s mate culled a herb, “the flower

of Zeus,” in the woods, and bringing it in her mouth put it

to the lips of the dead serpent, which immediately revived.

In her turn Moire took the hint and restored her brother

Tylon to life by touching him with the same plant.4 A

similar incident occurs in many folk-tales. Serpents are

often credited with a knowledge of life-giving plants.5 ._But

Tylon seems to have been more than a mere hero of fairy

tales. He was closely associated with Sardes, for he figures

on the coins of the city along with his saviour Damasen or

Masnes, the dead serpent, ‘and the life-giving branch.6 And

1 The suggestion that the Heraclid

kings of Lydia were Hittites, or under

Hittite influence, is not novel. See

VV. Wright, E1/z]>z'7’e of Z/ze ]-[it/iles,

p. 59; E. Meyer, Gese/zie/zle dos

AZ/er!/zze/zzs, i. 307, 257; Fr.

Hommel, Gkmzd/'z'ss 1/er Geograp/zz'e

med Gesefiie/z/e des a!/on O/'2-'e1z/s, p.

54, n. 2; L. Messerschmidt, T/ze

1-]z'/Ii/es, p. 22.

2 See above, pp. 34 sor/.

'9 Dionysius Halicarnasensis, /I22/zl

qui/. /Comrm. i. 27. 1.

4 Nonnus, Dz'onys. xxv. 451-551;

Pliny, Nal. Hist. xxv. 14. The story,

as we learn from Pliny, was told by

Xanthus, an early historian of Lydia.

5 Thus Glaucus, son of Mines, was

restored to life by the seer Polyidus,

who learned the trick from a serpent.

See Apollodorus, iii. 3. 1. For re

ferences to other tales of the same

sort see my note on Pausanias, ii. 10.

3 (vol. iii. pp. 65 so.). The serpent’s

acquaintance with the tree of life in

the garden of Eden probably belongs

to the same cycle of stories.

0 B. V. Head, Ca/rdogue of Me

Gree/e Coirzs of L)/dia, pp. cxi-cxiii,

with pl. xxvii. 12. On the coins the

saviour’s name appears as Masnes or

Masanes, but the reading is doubtful.

The name Masnes occurred in Xan

thus’s history of Lydia (Fmgmenlrz
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he was related in various ways to the royal family of Lydia;

for his daughter married Cotys, one of the earliest kings of

the country,1 and a descendant of his acted as regent during

the banishment of King Meles.2 It has been suggested

that the story of his death and resurrection was acted as

a pageant to symbolise the revival of plant life in spring.3

At all events, a festival called the Feast of the Golden

Flower was celebrated in honour of Proserpine at Sardes,4

probably in one of the vernal months, and the revival of

the hero and of the goddess may well have been represented

together. The Golden Flower of the festival would then

be the “flower of Zeus” of the legend, perhaps the yellow

crocus of nature or rather her more gorgeous sister, the

Oriental saffron. For saffron grew in great abundance at

the Corycian cave of Zeus and it is an elegant conjecture,

if it is nothing more, that the very name of the place

meant “the Crocus Cave.” 6 However, on the coins of

Sardes the magical plant seems to be a branch rather than

a blossom, a Golden Bough rather than a Golden Flower.

ffz'slo//ice-new Graecorzmz, ed. C.

Miiller, iv. 629). It is probably the

same with Manes, the name of a son

of Zeus and Earth, who is said to have

been the first king of Lydia (Dionysius

Halicarnasensis, Am’. [90//2.. i. 27. 1).

Manes was the father of King Atys

(Herodotus, i. 94). Thus Tylon was

connected with the royal family of

Lydia by means of his deliverer as

well as in the ways mentioned in the

text.

1 Dionysius Halicarnasensis, Z.e.

2 See above, p. 95.

3 B. V. Head, Catalogue (J 1/ze Greek

C'0z'm of [.3/dirz, p. cxiii.

4 [[)1'd. pp. cx., cxiii. The festival

seems to be mentioned only on coins.

5 See above, p. 71.

6 V. llehn, /('11//10'}/Zrzrzzeiz 2//zd

ffaurf/u'e1’e,7 p. 261. He would derive

the name from the Semitic, or at all

events the Cilician, language. The

Hebrew word for saffron is far/efim.

As to the spring flowers of north

western Asia Minor, Leake remarks

(April 1, 1800) that “primroses,

violets, and crocuses, are the only

flowers to be seen ” (journal rfa Tour

2'/1 Asia .'l./2'1-20/', p. 143). Near Mylasa

in Caria, Fellows saw (March 20,

1840) the broom covered with yellow

blossoms and a great variety of a

nemones, like “a rich Turkey carpet,

in which the green grass did not form

a prominent colour amidst the crimson,

lilac, blue, scarlet, white, and yellow

flowers” (Ch. Fellows, Dz'scoverz'es in

Lyeia, pp. 65, 66). In February the

yellow stars of Gagerz awe/zsz's cover

the rocky and grassy grounds of Lycia,

and the field-marigold often meets the

eye. At the same season in Lycia the

shrub Colzztea (Z-7‘f)0'/"¢3Sr‘(3iZS opens its

yellow flowers. See T. A. B. Spratt

and E. Forbes, Tm;/e/s 2'22 Lye-1'a

(London, 1847), ii. 133. I must

leave it to others to identify the Golden

Flower of Sardes.

Feast of

the Golden

Flower at

Sardes.
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CHAPTER VII

VOLCANIC RELIGION

§ 1. T/ze 1>’zn'1z2'rzg of a Goa’

TI-[US it appears that a custom of burning a god in effgy

or in the person of a human representative was practised by

at least two peoples‘of western Asia, the Phoenicians and

the Hittites. \/Vhether they both developed the custom

independently, or whether one of them adopted it from the

other, we cannot say. And their reasons for celebrating a

rite which to us seems strange and monstrous are also

obscure. In the preceding inquiry some grounds have

been adduced for thinking that the practice was based

on a conception of the purifying virtue of fire, which, by

destroying the corruptible and perishable elements of man,

was supposed to fit him for union with the imperishable

and the divine. Now to people who created their gods

in their own likeness, and imagined them subject to the

same law of decadence and death, the idea would naturally

occur that fire might do for the gods what it was believed

to do for men, that it could purge them of the taint

of corruption and decay, could sift the mortal from the

immortal in their composition, and so endow them with

eternal youth. Hence a custom might arise of sub

jecting the deities themselves, or the more important of

them, to an ordeal of fire for the purpose of refreshing and

renovating those creative energies on the maintenance of

which so much depended. To the coarse apprehension of

the uninstructed and unsympathetic observer the solemn

rite might easily wear a very different aspect. According

as he was of a pious or of a sceptical turn of mind, he might

IOO

O

Q 0
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denounce it as a sacrilege or deride it as an absurdity.

“ To burn the god whom you worship,” he might say, “is

the height of impiety and of folly. If you succeed in the

attempt, you kill him and deprive yourselves of his valuable

services. If you fail, you have mortally offended him, and

sooner or later he will visit you with his severe displeasure.”

To this the worshipper, if he was patient and polite, might

listen with a smile of indulgent pity for the’ ignorance and

obtuseness of the critic. “You are much mistaken,” he

might observe, “in imagining that we expect or attempt to

kill the god whom we adore. The idea of such a thing is

as repugnant to us as to you. Our intention is precisely

the opposite of that which you attribute to us. Far from

wishing to destroy the deity, we desire to make him live

for ever, to place him beyond the reach of that process of

degeneration and final dissolution to which all things here

below appear by their nature to be subject. He does not

die in the fire. Oh no! Only the corruptible and mortal

part of him perishes in the flames: all that is incorruptible

and immortal of him will survive the purer and stronger

for being freed from the contagion of baser elements. That

little heap of ashes which you see there is not our god. It

is only the skin which he has sloughed, the husk which he

has cast. He himself is far away, in the clouds of heaven,

in the depths of earth, in the running waters, in the tree and

the flower, in the corn and the vine. \/Ve do not see him

face to face, but every year he manifests his divine life

afresh in the blossoms of spring and the fruits of autumn.

We eat of his broken body in bread. We drink of his shed

blood in the juice of the grape.”

§ 2. The V0/cmzzk Regiorz of Ca/>paa’0cz'a

Some such train of reasoning may suffice to explain, The

though naturally not to justify, the custom which we bluntly ft’)“$_‘°.m of

_ _ _ _ ummga

call the burmng of a god. Yet it 1s worth while to ask god may

have stood

whether in the building up of the practice these general insome

considerations may not have been reinforced or modified by relation to

' l i'cumstances' for exam le b the natural features volcanic
specia c1 , p , y phem

of the country where the custom grew up. For the history 11181161

Q

0080
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of religion, like that of all other human institutions, has

been profoundly affected by local conditions, and cannot be

fully understood apart from them. Now Asia Minor, the

region where the practice in question appears to have been

widely diffused, has from timerimmemorial been subjected

to the action of volcanic forces on a great scale. It is true

that, so far as the memory of man goes back, the craters of

its volcanoes have been extinct, but the vestiges of their

dead or slumbering fires are to be seen in many places,

and the country has been shaken and rent at intervals by

tremendous earthquakes. These phenomena cannot fail to

have impressed the imagination of the inhabitants, and

thereby to have left some mark on their religion.

Among the extinct volcanoes of Anatolia the greatest

is Mount Argaeus, in the centre of Cappadocia, the heart

of the old Hittite country. It is indeed the highest point

of Asia Minor, and one of the loftiest mountains known to

the ancients; for in height it falls not very far short of

Mount Blane. Towering abruptly in a huge pyramid from

the plain, it is a conspicuous object for miles" on miles. Its

top is white with eternal snow, and in antiquity its lower

slopes were clothed with dense forests, from which the

inhabitants of the treeless Cappadocian plains drew their

supply of timber. In these woods, and in the low grounds

at the foot of the mountain, the languishing fires of the

volcano manifested themselves as late as the beginning of

our era. The ground was treacherous. Under a grassy

surface there lurked pits of fire, into which stray cattle and

unwary travellers often fell. Experienced woodmen used

great caution when they went to fell trees in the forest.

Elsewhere the soil was marshy, and flames were seen to

play over it at night.1 Superstitious fancies no doubt

gathered thick around these perilous spots, but what shape

they took we cannot say. Nor do we know whether

The great

extinct

volcano

Mount

Argaeus in

Cappa

docia.

H. F. Tozer. See IN. Hamilton,

]t’esea1'e/zes in Asia /I//irzor, Fo1zdas, and

/Irmem'a, ii. 269-281; H. F. Tozer,

T20’/ez's/z /17'/ue¢zz'a and Eas/e772 Asia

1 Strabo, xii. 2. 7, p. 538. Mount

Argaeus still retains its ancient name

in slightly altered forms (Ara7e/z,

Erdjz'e/z, Erjiizes). Its height is about

13,000 feet. In the nineteenth cen- M2'1zor, pp. 94, 113-131; E. Reclus,

tury it was ascended by at least two ./Vom/e//e 6'¢./ograjfi/u'e Um"oe1'sel/e, ix.

English travellers, W. J. Hamilton and 476-478.
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sacrifices were offered on the top of the mountain, though

a curious discovery may perhaps be thought to indicate

that they were. Sharp and lofty pinnacles of red porphyry,

inaccessible to the climber, rise in imposing grandeur from

the eternal snow of the summit, and here Mr. Tozer found

that the rock had been perforated in various places with

human habitations. One such rock-hewn dwelling winds

inward for a considerable distance ; rude niches are hollowed

in its sides, and on its roof and walls may be seen the

marks of tools.1 The ancients certainly did not climb

mountains for pleasure or health, and it is difficult to

imagine that any motive but superstition should have led

them to provide dwellings in such a place. These rock

cut chambers may have been shelters for priests charged

with the performance of religious or magical rites on the

summit.

§ 3. Fz're- I/Vors/zip 2'1-z Cap/badocia

Under the Persian rule Cappadocia became, and long

continued to be, a great seat of the Zoroastrian fire-worship.

In the time of Strabo, about the beginning of our era, the

votaries of that faith and their temples were still numerous

in the country. The perpetual fire burned on an altar,

surrounded by a heap of ashes, in the middle of the temple ;

and the priests daily chanted their liturgy before it, holding

in their hands a bundle of myrtle rods and wearing on their

heads tall felt caps with cheek-pieces which covered their

lips, lest they should defile the sacred flame with their

breath.2 It is reasonable to suppose that the natural fires

which burned perpetually on the outskirts of Mount Argaeus

attracted the devotion of the disciples of Zoroaster, for

elsewhere similar fires have been the object of religious

reverence down to modern times. Thus at jualamukhi, on

th_e,lowe1'Vslopes of the Himalayas, jets of combustible‘ gas

issue from the earth; and a great Hindoo temple, the

resort of many pilgrims, is built over them. The perpetual

1 H. F. Tozer, of. cit. pp. 125-127.

2 Strabo, xv. 3. I4 sq., pp. 732 xq.

A bundle of twigs, called the Barsom

(Bercsma in the Avesta), is still used

by the Parsec priests in chanting their

liturgy. See M. Hang, Essays on

the Sawzwi Lrzrzgzlagc, I/V1?’/z'zzgs, and

1\‘eZ1gz'o1z qf1‘/ac ]‘¢z2:¢z'.\~3 (London, 1884),

pp. 4, n. 1, 283.

Persian

fire

worship

in Cappa

clocla.

\\/"orship of

natural.

fires which

burn per

petually.
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flame, which is of a reddish hue and emits an aromatic

perfume, rises from a pit in the fore-court of the sanctuary.

The worshippers deliver their gifts, consisting usually of

flowers, to the attendant fakirs, who first hold them over

the flame and then cast them into the body of the temple.1

Again, Hindoo pilgrims make their way with great difficulty

to Baku on the Caspian, in order to worship the everlasting

fires which there issue from the beds of petroleum. The

sacred spot is about ten miles to the north—east of the

city. An English traveller, who visited Baku in the middle

of the eighteenth century, has thus described the place and

the worship. “There are several antient temples built with

stone, supposed to have been all dedicated to fire; most of

them are arched vaults, not above ten to fifteen feet high.

Amongst others there is a little temple, in which the

Indians now worship; near the altar, about three feet high,

is a large hollow cane, from the end of which issues a blue

flame, in colour and gentleness not unlike a lamp that

burns with spirits, but seemingly more pure. These Indians

affirm that this flame has continued ever since the flood,

and they believe it will last to the end of the world; that

if it was resisted or suppressed in that place, it would rise

in some other. Here are generally forty or fifty of these

poor devotees, who come on a pilgrimage from their own

country, and subsist upon wild sallary, and a kind of

Jerusalem artichokes, which are very good food, with other

herbs and roots, found a little to the northward. Their

business is to make expiation, not for their own sins only,

but for those of others; and they continue the longer time,

in proportion to the number of persons for whom they have

engaged to pray. They mark their foreheads with saffron,

and have a great veneration for a red cow.”2 Thus it

would seem that a purifying virtue is attributed to the

sacred flame, since pilgrims come to it from far to expiate

sin. '

l Baron Charles Hiigel, Tmwls 2'72 /Iaozml of [/16 ]>’rz'!z's/2 Trade 0716;’ //l(!

/\"a.r/zmz'r and 1/16 l"a7z/ab (London, Casj)z'an Sea: 202'//z I/ze Au//201*’:/020'?/ml

I_845), pp. 42-46; W. Crooke, T/z2'1zgs of Travels, Second Edition (London,

/zzrlirm (London, 1906), p. 219. 1754), i. 263. Compare W. Crooke,

2 Jonas I--Ianway, A12 f~]z's/oflral ’/1/zz'1zgs /7'Z(//(Z77, p. 219.
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§ 4. T/ze Bzu/12! Land of Lydia

Another volcanic region of Asia Minor is the district Oi-The Burnt

Lydia, to which, on account of its remarkable appearance,

the Greeks gave the name of the Burnt Land. It lies to

the east of Sardes in the upper valley of the Hermus, and

covers an area of about fifty miles by forty. As described

by Strabo, the country was wholly treeless except for the

vines, which produced a wine inferior to none of the most

famous vintages of antiquity. The surface of the plains

was like ashes; the hills were composed of black stone, as

if they had been scorched by fire. Some people laid the

scene of Typhon’s battle with the gods in this Black

Country, and supposed that it had been burnt by the

thunderbolts hurled from heaven at the impious monster.

The philosophic Strabo, however, held that the fires which

had wrought this havoc were subterranean, not celestial, and

he pointed to three craters, at intervals of about four miles,

each in a hill of scoriae which he supposed to have been

once molten matter ejected by the volcanoes.1 His observa

tion and his theory have both been confirmed by modern

science. The three extinct volcanoes to which he referred

are still conspicuous features of the landscape. Each is a

black cone of loose cinders, scoriae, and ashes, with steep

sides and a deep crater. From each a flood of rugged

black lava has flowed forth, bursting out at the foot of the

cone, and then rushing down the dale to the bed of the

Hermus. The dark streams follow all the sinuosities of

the valleys, their sombre hue contrasting with the rich

verdure of the surrounding landscape. Their surface,

broken into a thousand fantastic forms, resembles a sea

lashed into fury by a gale, and then suddenly hardened into

stone. Regarded from the geological point of view, these

black cones of cinders and these black rivers of lava are of

comparatively recent formation. Exposure to the weather

for thousands of years has not yet softened their asperities

and decomposed them into vegetable mould; they are as

hard and ungenial as if the volcanic stream had ceased to

1 Strabo, xii. 8. 18 s(]., p. 579; district is mentioned by Vitruvius (viii.

xiii. 4. II, p. 628. The wine of the 3. I2) and Pliny (Naf. [~1'z'st. xiv. 75).
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flow but yesterday. But in the same district there are

upwards of thirty other volcanic cones, whose greater age

is proved by their softened forms, their smoother sides, and

their mantle of vegetation. Some of them are planted with

vineyards to their summits.1 Thus the volcanic soil is still

as favourable to the cultivation of the vine as it was in

antiquity. The relation between the two was noted by

the ancients. Strabo compares the vines of the Burnt Land

with the vineyards of Catania fertilised by the ashes of

Mount Etna; and he tells us that some ingenious persons

explained the fire-born Dionysus as a myth of the grapes

fostered by volcanic agency.2

§ 5. T/ze Earz‘/zgzza/ee God

But the inhabitants of these regions were reminded of

the slumbering fires by other and less agreeable tokens than

the generous juice of their grapes. For not the Burnt Land

only but the country to the south, including the whole valley

of the Maeander, was subject to frequent and violent shocks

of earthquake. The soil was loose, friable, and full of salts,

the ground hollow, undermined by fire and water. In

particular the city of Philadelphia was a great centre of

disturbance. The shocks there, we are told, were continuous.

The houses rocked, the walls cracked and gaped; the few

inhabitants were kept busy repairing the breaches or buttres

sing and propping the edifices which threatened to tumble

about their ears. Most of the citizens, indeed, had the

prudence to dwell dispersed on their farms. It was a marvel,

says Strabo, that such a city should have any inhabitants at

all, and a still greater marvel that it should ever have been

built.3 However, by a wise dispensation of Providence, the

earthquakes which shook the foundations of their houses only

sombre and dismal look. Another of

the cones, almost equally high, has a

crater of about half a mile in circum

ference and three or four hundred feet

deep.

Earth

quakes

in Asia

Minor.

2 Strabo, xiii. 4. II, p. 628. Com

pare his account of the Catanian

1 W. J. Hamilton, ]\’esea1'o/zes in

Asia Mz'/107, [’o111us, and A7’//zemtz,

i. 136-140, ii. 131-138. One of the

three recent cones described by Strabo

is now called the .'ara Dev/z'/, or

Black Inkstand. Its top is about

2500 feet above the sea, but only 500

feet above the surrounding plain. The

adjoining town of Koula, built of the

black lava on which it stands, has a

vineyards (vi. 2. 3, p. 269).

3 ./bid. xii. 8. 16-18, pp. 578 s//.;

xiii. 4. 10 s(/., p. 628.
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strengthened those of their faith.

whose town was repeatedly devastated, paid their devotions the earth_

with great fervour to Poseidon, the earthquake god.1 Again, <-‘111Z11<e god.

the island of Santorin, in the Greek Archipelago, has

been for thousands of years a great theatre of volcanic

activity. On one occasion the waters of the bay boiled and

flamed for four days, and an island composed of red-hot

matter rose gradually, as if hoisted by machinery, above

the waves. It happened that the sovereignty of the seas

was then with the Rhodians, those merchant-princes whose

prudent policy, strict but benevolent oligarchy, and beautiful

island—city, rich with accumulated treasures of native art,

rendered them in a sense the Venetians of the ancient world.

So when the ebullition and heat of the eruption had subsided,

their sea-captains landed in the new island, and founded a

sanctuary of Poseidon the Establisher or Securer,2 a compli

mentary epithet often bestowed on him as a hint not to shake

the earth more than he could conveniently help.3 In many

places people sacrificed to Poseidon the Establisher, in the

hope that he would be as good as his name and not bring

down their houses on their heads."I

Another instance ofa Greek attempt to quiet the per- Spartan

turbed spirit underground is instructive, because similar

efforts are still made by savages in similar circumstances. Poseidoll

\ . . . durin<7 an

Once when a bpartan army under Kmg Ageslpolis had taken ea,.,hf’

The people of Apameia, Vl/orship of

Poseidon,

1 Strabo, xii. 8. 18, p. 579. C0m- ii. 65 s_</(/. ; C. Neumann und ].l’artsch, quake‘

pare Tacitus, .*1/ma/.r, xii. 58, 1"’/zysz'/(‘(1/z'rr/1c’ Geog/'aj>/zz'c U0/I (?/"2'rr/z¢r1z

2 Strabo, i. 3. 16, p. 57. Compare lam/, pp. 272 sqq. There is a mono

Plutarch, Dc P)/t/zz'aa omczz//'_v, II;

Pliny, [Va/. ffixz‘. ii. 202; ~lustin,

xxx. 4. The event seems to have

graph on Santorin and its eruptions

(F, Fouqué, Sa/z/oriu cf res c-rzlp/z'ons,

Paris, 1879). Strabo has given a brief

happened in 197 B.C. Several other

islands are known to have appeared in

the same bay both in ancient and

modern times. So far as antiquity is

concerned, the dates of their appearance

are given by Pliny, but some confusion

on the subject has crept into his mind,

or rather, perhaps, into his text. See

the discussion of the subject in \V.

Smith’s 1.)2'rt2'0na2j/ Q/' Grvc/c arza’ /C0//um

Geog/'11/>/2)/, ii. 1158-1160. As to the

eruptions in the bay of Santorin, the

last of which occurred in 1866 and

produced a new island, see Sir Charles

Lyell, P/‘2*/m'j>/u.r of Geology,l2 i. 51.

but striking account of Rhodes, its

architecture, its art-treasures, and its

constitution (xiv. 2. 5, pp. 652.ry.).

As to the Rhodian schools of art see

1-I. Brunn, Gave/1z'¢r/zta Jar g‘/-M‘/'1/'.rr/as/1

]i'z'/'1z.\-r‘/er, i. 459 s¢](j., ii. 233 .\‘i]_(].,

286 sq.

3 Aristophanes, .~'1(/mru. 682; Pau

sanias, iii. II. 9, vii. 21. 7; Plutarch,

T/z<‘?.t¢'u.\', 36 ; Aristides, ./'.r//1///21'. vol. i.

p. 29, ed. G. Dindorf; Appian, Bu//.

Civ. v. 98; .\'lacrobius, Sa/1/1'12. i. 17.

22 ; Dittenberger, 5]’/1’0§2.' f/1.n-;'~{/i/1'02zz1///

G?‘¢m‘(zr1m1,2 N0. 543.

4 Cornutus, De rm/zzra a’¢'02"z1///, 22.
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the field, it chanced that the ground under their feet was

shaken by an earthquake.

was at mess with the officers of his staff.

It was evening, and the king

No sooner did

they feel the shock than, with great presence of mind, they

rose from their dinner and struck up a popular hymn in

honour of Poseidon. The soldiers outside the tent took up

the strain, and soon the whole army joined in the sacred

melody.1

played the Spartan

the deep voices of the men with its shrill

It is not said whether the flute band, which always

redcoats into action,2 accompanied

music. At

all events, the intention of this service of praise, addressed

to the earth-shaking god, can only have been to prevail on

him to stop. I have spoken of the Spartan redcoats because

the uniform of Spartan soldiers was red.3 As they fought in

an extended, not a deep, formation, a Spartan line of battle

must always have been, what the British used to be, a thin

red line. It was in this order, and no doubt with the music

playing and the sun flashing on their arms, that they advanced

to meet the Persians at Thermopylae. Like Cromwell’s

lronsides, these men knew how to fight as well as to sing

psalms.4

1 Xenophon, [[6//a/zzka, iv. 7. 4.

As to the Spartan hea("lquarters staff

(oi vrepl 5a/roaiau), see M. iv. 5. 8, vi.

4. I4; Xenophon, /\’e.r/)u/I/irrz Lare

dzw///.. xiii. I, xv. 4. Usually the

Spartans dcsisted from any enterprise

they had in hand when an earthquake

happened (Thucydides, iii. 59. I, v.

50. 5, vi. 95. I).

2 Thucydides, v. 70. I. The use of

the music, Thucydides tells us, was not

to inspire the men, but to enable them

to keep step, and so to march in close

order. W'ithout music a long line of

battle was apt to straggle in advancing

to the charge. The air to which the

Spartans charged was called Castor’s

tune. It was the king in person who

gave the word for the flutes to strike up.

See Plutarch, L]/(2U’_§"ll.§‘, 22.

3 Xenophon, [Gas/mé/z'ca [.arerlaem.

xi. 3; Aristophanes, L)/.s~z'Mra(a, I140;

Aristotle, cited by a scholiast on

Aristophanes, /fl.‘/£61777. 320; Plutarch,

[m/2'/21/a Lac011z'ca, 24. When a great

earthquake had destroyed the city of

Sparta and the Messenians were in

revolt, the Spartans sent a messenger to

Athens asking for help. Aristophanes

(L)/sz's/ra/(1, I138 sqq.) describes the

man as if he had seen him, sitting as a

supplianton the altar with his pale face

and his red coat.

4 I have assumed that the sun shone

on the Spartans at Thermopylae. For

the battle was fought in the height of

summer, when the Greek sky is gener

ally eloudless, and on that particular

morning the weather was very still.

The evening before, the Persians had

sent round a body of troops by a diffi

cult pass to take the Spartans in the

rear ; day was breaking when they

neared the summit, and the first intima

tion of their approach which reached

the ears of the Phocian guards posted

on the mountain was the loud trampling

of leaves under their feet in the oak

forest. Moreover, the famous Spartan

saying about fighting in the shade of

the Persian arrows, which obscured the

sun, points to bright, hot weather. See
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If the Spartans imagined that they could stop an earth

quake by a soldiers’ chorus, their theory and practice

resembled that of many other barbarians. Thus the people

of Timor, in the East Indies, think that the earth rests on

the shoulder of a mighty giant, and that when he is weary

of bearing it on one shoulder he shifts it to the other, and so

causes the ground to quake. At such times, accordingly,

they all shout at the top of their voices to let him know

that there are still people on the earth ; for otherwise they

fear lest, impatient of his burden, he might tip it into the

sea.1 Similar beliefs and practices prevail in other parts of

the East Indies. V\/hen the Balinese and the Sundanese

feel an earthquake they cry out, “Still alive,” or “\Ve still

live,” to acquaint the earth-shaking god or giant with their

existence.2 The Bataks of Sumatra in the like circum

stances shout “The handle! The handle!” The meaning

of the cry is variously explained. Some say that it

contains a delicate allusion to the sword which is thrust up

to the hilt into the body of the demon or serpent who

shakes the earth. Thus explained the words are a jeer or

taunt levelled at that mischievous being.3 Others say that

when Batara-guru, the creator, was about to fashion the

earth he began by building a raft, which he commanded a

certain Naga-padoha to support. VVhile he was hard at

work his chisel broke, and at the same moment Naga

padoha budged under his burden.

said, “Hold hard a moment!

And that is why the Bataks call out “The

Therefore Batara-guru

The handle of the chisel is

broken off.”

Herodotus, vii. 215-226 ; and as to the

date of the battle (about the time of

the Olympic games) see Herodotus,

vii. 206, viii. I2 and 26; G. Busolt,

(Pr/be/zr'.\‘(.-/ac Gc.rr/121'/'1./tr, ii.'-2 673, note 9.

1 S. Muller, /\’c1':m an ()mz’<.‘rz0¢'

/.’1'/zg'¢'/z in dm //zu’z'sr/mz Arc/2z';§d

(.-'\msterdam, 1857), ii. 264 sy. Com

pare A. Bastian, I/M/1)/w.rz't:/1, ii. 3.

The beliefs and customs of the East

Indian peoples in regard to earth

quakes have been described by G. A.

\\’ilken, flat an-z'mz's//10 [11] de t/0/K1012

era/2 (1%/1» //1a-’z'sc/’zt21z. .‘-I/1'/1.2;/10/, Tweede

Stuk (Leiden, 1885), pp. 247-254.

Professor E. B. Tyler was so good as

to lend me his copy of this second part

of \\’ilken’s valuable dissertation on

animism. See also G. A. \\"ilken,

ffalzd/a1.'d1.'/zg @002" 0'0 t'¢’1;_gt'/if'/'/(’r1zrz’i.* V0/

Zwz/.‘zr11(.I’¢' 'Z.'¢ZlI- r’Vri1’ia1'/a11a’.<r/1.-[/uizi’, pp.

604 S1]. ; and on primitive conceptions

of earthquakes in general, E. B. Tylor,

Prz'//i1'f2'z'c Cu//11;r,‘~’ i. 364-366.

2 H. N. Van der Tuuk, “Notes on

the Kawi Language and Literature,”

_/0ZU'lI(1/ (ff 1‘/11’ /\’0ya/ A.w'a/2'1? S0¢‘Zt"/J".

N.S. xiii. (1881), p. 50.

3 \V. Iiodding, “ Die batakschen

Gtitter und ihr Verliiiltniss zum Brah

manism us, ” A //gr.‘/m-'1'/Id rl[r'.v.\‘1'o1zs - Z017 -

sc/zrg'/2’, xii. (1835), p. 405.

East

Indian

modes of

stopping

an earth

quake by

informing

the god or

giant that

there are

still men on

the earth.
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handle of the chisel” during an earthquake. They believe

that the deluded Naga-padoha will take the words for the

voice of the creator, and that he will hold hard accordingly.1

I/Vhen the earth quakes in some parts of Celebes, it is

said that all the inhabitants ofa village will rush out of their

houses and grub up grass by handfuls in order to attract

the attention of the earth-spirit, who, feeling his hair thus

torn out by the roots, will be painfully conscious that there

are still people above ground.2 So in Samoa, during

shocks of earthquake, the natives sometimes ran and threw

themselves on the ground, gnawed the earth, and shouted

frantically to the earthquake god Mafuie to desist lest he

should shake the earth to pieces.3 They consoled themselves

with the thought that IVIafuie has only one arm, saying,

“If he had two, what a shake he would give!M The

Bagobos of the Philippine Islands believe that the earth

rests on a great post, which a large serpent is trying to

remove. When the serpent shakes the post, the earth

quakes. At such times the Bagobos beat their dogs to

make them bowl, for the howling of the animals frightens

the serpent, and he stops shaking the post. Hence so long

as an earthquake lasts the howls of dogs may be heard to

proceed from every house in a Bagobo village.6 The

Tongans think that the earth is supported on the prostrate

form of the god M6ooi. When he is tired of lying in one

posture, he tries to turn himself about, and that causes an

earthquake. Then the people shout and beat the ground

with sticks to make him lie still.6 During an earthquake

the Burmese make a great uproar, beating the walls of their

houses and shouting, to frighten away the evil genius who

Various

modes of

prevailing

upon the

earthquake

god to

stop.

1 G. A. Wilken, of). ed. p. 252;

II. N. van der Tuuk, op. cit. pp. 49

so. For more evidence of similar

practices in the East IndiesJ. G. F. Riedel, De s/212.’/e en /t'1'oes/lzarzjgre

rasse/z lasso/zen Se/e/)es e/z Pa/ma, pp.

330. 398. 428

2J. G. F. Riedel, “De Topan

tunuasu of oorspronkelijke Volk

stammen van Central. Selebes,” Zfzf

dragm lo! de Taa/- La/zd on VoZ/:en

/ezmde oa/z _/l/'ede1'[a1zdse/2-[1-zdii’, xxxv.

(1886) p. 95.

3 J. Williams, Na1'1'aZ'z'1/e of fldz'ssz'on

ary E12/erjWz'ses 2'12 Z/ze Soul/e Sea

Islands, p. 379.

4 G. Turner, Samoa, p. 211 ; Ch.

‘Wilkes, Narra/z'r/e of //ze Uni/ed S/ales

Eh’/)Zo7'z'n,g E.r/wdz'lz'orz, ii. 131.

'3 A. Schadenburg, “Die Bewohner

von Siid - Mindanao und der Insel

Samal,” Zez'/so/zrzfl El/mo/ogie,

xvii. (1885), p. 32.

6 \V. Mariner, Aeeozml of Z/ze

Na/{foes 0' Ike Torzm Jslands2 ii.
45 Q

112 sq.
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is shaking the earth.1 The Dorasques, an Indian tribe of

Panama, believed that the volcano of Chiriqui was inhabited

by a powerful spirit, who, in his anger, caused an earth

quake. At such times the Indians shot voll.eys of arrows in

the direction of the volcano to terrify him and make him

desist.2 Earthquakes are common in the Pampa del Sacra

mento of eastern Peru. The Conibos, a tribe of Indians on

_the left bank of the great Ucayali River, attribute these

disturbances to the Creator, who usually resides in heaven,

but comes down from time to time to see whether the work

of his hands still exists. The result of his descent is an

earthquake. So when one happens, these Indians rush out

of their huts with extravagant gestures shouting, as if in

answer to a question, “A moment, a moment, here I am,

father, here I am.” Their intention is, no doubt, to assure

their heavenly father that they are still alive, and that he

may return to his mansion on high with an easy mind.

They never remember the Creator nor pay him any heed

except at an earthquake.3 Some of the Peruvian Indians

regarded an earthquake as a sign that the gods were thirsty,

so they poured water on the ground.4

An English resident in Fiji attributed a sudden access

of piety in Kantavu, one of the islands, to a tremendous

earthquake which destroyed many of the natives. The

Fijians think that their islands rest on a great serpent and

most wicked god named A Dage, who causes earthquakes

by turning over in his sleep. So they sacrifice to him

things of great value in order that he may turn as gently as

possible.5 Ir1 Nias a violent earthquake has a salutary

effect on the morals of the natives. They suppose that it is

brought about by a certain Batoo Bedano, who intends to

destroy the earth because of the iniquity of mankind. So

they assemble and fashion a great image out of the trunk of

a tree. They make offerings, they confess their sins, they

1 Sangermano, Dcscrzl/W012 qf l/ze

/'}m-//zcrc E/n;>z're (Rangoon, I88 5), p.

130.

2 A. I-"inart, “ Les Indiens de l’état

de Panama,” ./$02/uc d’El/mogra/v/zz'c,

vL(1887)p.I19.

3 De St. Cricq, “Voyage du Pérou

au Brésil par les fleuves Ucayali et

Amazone, Indiens Conibos,” Bu//u/1'21

de /a S0172?/J dc Gt‘o,_gr;'a/>/zz'e (Paris),

I\/‘eme Série, vi. (1853) p. 292.

“1 E. Payne, 111';/wry of 1/26 [V220

1V0)’/(Z (‘(1//Cd .~1111¢-'r1'ca, i. 469.

5 Jackson, in J. E. Erskine’s

fomvzal qf a C1'-uz'.ve a/zzong 1.‘/ze ]SlcZ72(/s

of [be Z1’-Qutcrzz Par{fic, p. 473.

Religious

and moral

effects of

earth -

quakes.
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correct the fraudulent weights and measures, they vow to

do better in the future, they implore mercy, and if the

earth has gaped, they throw a little gold into the fissure.

But when the danger is over, all their fine vows and

promises are soon forgotten.1

\/Ve may surmise that in those Greek lands which have

suffered severely from earthquakes, such as Achaia and the

earthquake western coasts of Asia Minor, Poseidon was worshipped not

naturally

conceived

as one.

less as an earthquake god than as a sea--god.2 It is to be

remembered that an earthquake is often accompanied by a

tremendous wave which comes rolling in like a mountain

from the sea, swamping the country far and wide; indeed

on the coasts of Chili and Peru, which have often been

devastated by both, the wave is said to be even more

dreaded than the earthquake.J The Greeks often ex

perienced this combination of catastrophes, this conspiracy,

as it were, of earth and sea against the life and works of

man.‘* It was thus that Helice, on the coast of Achaia,

perished with all its inhabitants on a winter night, over

whelmed by the billows; and its destruction was set down

to the wrath of Poseidon.5 Nothing could be more natural

than that to people familiar with the twofold calamity the

dreadful god of the earthquake and of the sea should appear

to be one and the same. The historian Diodorus Siculus

observes that Peloponnese was deemed to have been in

1 T. Nieuwenhuisen en H. C. B. und j. Partsch, 1-’/1yrz'/ealzkc/’ze G00

von Rosenberg, “ Verslag omtrent het

eiland Nias,” V01’/za/zde/z'rzguzz van /rel

Bafamfaasr/z Gcnoolsc/zap va/z ffmzslclz

e/2 I/Velensc/za/919012, xxx. (Batavia,

1863) p. I18. In Soerakarta, a

district of java, when an earthquake

takes place the people lie flat on their

stomachs on the ground, and lick it

with their tongues so long as the

earthquake lasts. This they do in

order that they may not lose their

teeth prematurely. See W. Winter,

“Beknopte Beschrijving van het hof

Soerokarta in 1824,” ]>’zja’rage/z tot de

Tan/-, .LamZ- an V0//cwz/amzde 1/an

[Vader/aazcisr/z-f12a’z'§, liv. (1902) p. 85.

The connection of ideas in this custom

is not clear.

2 On this question see C. Neumann

grafi"zz'e 7/on G1'z'ec/zenlawza', pp. 332- 336.

As to the frequency of earthquakes in

Achaia and Asia Minor see Seneca,

E1-9z'sl. xiv. 3. 9; and as to Achaia in

particular see C. Neumann undPartsch, 0/. (27. pp. 324-326. On

the coast of Achaia there was a chain

of sanctuaries of Poseidon (L. Preller,

Grz'ac/zz'sr/ze /l1!)/X/zo/0,g2'e, i.‘1 575).

3 See Sir Ch. Lyell, P72’/z('z'/)/es of

G00/(2,g)/,12 ii. I47 .w/(7.; ]. Milne,

Earl/u/ua/car (London, 1886), pp.

165 .s‘(/(/.

4 See, for example, Thucydides,

iii. 89.

"’ Strabo, viii. 7. I 371., pp. 384$!/. ;

Diodorus Siculus, xv. 49; Aelian,

./Val. /1;/zz'//z. xi. 19; Pausanias, vii.

24. SS1]. and I2, vii. 25. I and 4.
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ancient days the abode of Poseidon, that the whole country

was in a manner sacred to him, and that every city in it

worshipped him above all the gods. This devotion to

Poseidon he explains partly by the earthquakes and floods

by which the land has been visited, partly by the remarkable

chasms and subterranean rivers which are a conspicuous

feature of its limestone mountains.1

§ 6. PV0¢/s/22'}? of [W6]?/zz'z‘z'c Vapour:

But eruptions and earthquakes, though the most

tremendous, are not the only phenomena of volcanic regions

which have affected the religion of the inhabitants.

Poisonous mephitie vapours and hot springs, which abound

especially in volcanic regions,2 have also had their devotees,

and both are, or were formerly, to be found in those western

districts of Asia Minor with which we are here concerned.

To begin with vapours, we may take as an illustration

of their deadly effect the Guevo Upas, or Valley of Poison,

near Batur in java. It is the crater of an extinct volcano,

about half a mile in circumference, and from thirty to thirty

five feet deep. Neither man nor beast can descend to the

bottom and live. The ground is covered with the carcases

of tigers, deer, birds, and even the bones of men, all killed

by the abundant emanations of carbonic acid gas which

exhale from the soil. Animals let down into it die in a few

minutes. The whole range of hills is volcanic. Two

neighbouring craters constantly emit smoke.8 In another

1 Diodorus Siculus, xv. 49. 4r(].

Among the most famous seats of the

worship of Poseidon in Peloponnese

were Taenarum in Laconia, Helice in

Achaia, Mantinea in Arcadia, and the

island of Calauria, off the coast of

were never a seafaring folk. See C.

Neumann und Partsch, Z’/1;/.¢z'/ca/zlw/re

G'¢Y0gW¢Zj)/1.z'u 21011 Gm-'81‘/1011/a;zd, pp.

330 .w]., 335 sq. For Laconian sanc

tuaries of Poseidon see Pausanias,

iii. II. 9, iii. 12. 5, iii. I4. 2 and 7,

Troezen. See Pausanias, ii. 33. 2, iii. 15. 10, iii. 20. 2, iii. 21. 5,

iii. 25. 4-8, vii. 24. 5.vq., viii. IO. 2-4. iii. 25. 4.

I i.- .- . ‘ . '. l suff=rel . . _ . .Jacon 1 as well ‘Is Aclnn ms c c 2 SH Ch. Lyell, 1)r”mP/as of

much from earthquakes, and it con

tained many sanctuaries of Poseidon.

‘Ne may suppose that the deity was

Gaolog/,12 i. 391 syq., 590.

3 “Extract from a Letter of Mr.

worshipped here chiefly as the earth

quake-god, since the rugged coasts of

Laconia are ill adapted to maritime

enterprise, and the Lacedaemonians

Alexander Loudon,” jourmzl cy" if/zr

Royal Gc0g1'a._/1/ufral Sor-z'cz’y, ii. (1832)

pp. 60-62; Sir Ch. Lyell, P2'Z'1Ir"I'j>/as

of Geo/og)',“'-I i. 590.

I

Poisonous

mephitie

vapours.
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crater of Java, near the volcano Talaga Bodas, the sul

phureous exhalations have proved fatal to tigers, birds, and

countless insects; and the soft parts of these creatures, such

as fibres, muscles, hair, and skin, are well preserved, while

the bones are corroded or destroyed.1

The ancients were acquainted with such noxious vapours

in their own country, and they regarded the vents from

which they were discharged as entrances to the infernal

regions.2 The Greeks called them places of Pluto (P/1/z‘om'a)

or places of Charon (G/zarouz'a).3 In Italy the vapours were

personified as a goddess, who bore the name of Mefitis and

was worshipped in various parts of the peninsula.4 She had a

temple in the famous valley of Amsanctus in the land of the

Hirpini, where the exhalations, supposed to be the breath

of Pluto himself, were of so deadly a character that all who

entered the place died.5 The place is a glen, partly wooded

with chestnut trees, among limestone hills, distant about four

miles from the town of Frigento. Here, under a steep

shelving bank of decomposed limestone, there is a pool of

dark ash-coloured water, which continually bubbles up

with an explosion like distant thunder. A rapid stream of

the same blackish water rushes into the pool from under

the barren rocky hill, but the fall is not more than a few

feet. A little higher up are apertures in the ground,

through which warm blasts of sulphuretted hydrogen are

constantly issuing with more or less noise, according to the

size of the holes. These blasts are no doubt what the ancients

deemed the breath of Pluto. The pool is now called fldefile

and the holes 1Wefiz‘z'ae//e. On the other side of the pool

is a smaller pond called the Goeeaio, or Cauldron, because

it appears to. be perpetually boiling. Thick masses of

carbonic acid gas, visible a hundred yards off, float in rapid

Places of

Pluto or

Charon.

The valley

of Am

sanctus.

1 Sir Ch. Lyell, Lo.

2 Lucretius, vi. 738 so/1.

to whom he stood as

to Venus or as Virbius to

Leucothoe,

Adonis

Diana.3 Strabo, v. 4. 5, p. 244, xii. 8. 17,

p. 579, xiii. 4. 14, p. 629, xiv. i. 11

and 44, pp. 636, 649; Cicero, De

dz'w'nalz'ovze, i. 36. 79; Pliny, Na/.

flist. ii. 208. Compare [Aristotle],

De 1/zzmdo, 4, p. 395 B, ed. Bekker.

4 Servius on Virgil, Aen. vii. 84,

who says that some people looked on

Mefitis as a god, the male partner of

As to Mefitis see L. Preller,

/t’("/'//zz'se/ze /W}/Z/so/0,32‘/1,3 ii. 144 sr/. ;

R. Peter, in W. H. R’oscher’s f.e.rz'/con

d. ,grz'ee/e. mzd 1'5/rz. /Ilyt/zo/ogz'e, ii.

2519 spy.

5 Virgil, Ae/2. vii. 563-571, with

the commentary of Servius; Cicero,

De z/1'1/z.'mzlz'oHe, i. 36. 79; Pliny,

./Vat. /fz'sZ. ii. 208.
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undulations on its surface. The vapours given off by these

waters are sometimes fatal, especially when they are borne

on a high wind. But as the carbonic acid gas does not

naturally rise more than two or three feet from the ground,

it is possible in calm weather to walk round the pools,

though to stoop is difficult and to fall would be dangerous.

The ancient temple of Mefitis has been replaced by a shrine

of the martyred Santa Felicita.1

Similar discharges of poisonous vapours took place at Sanctuaries

various points in the volcanic district of Caria, and were theobject of superstitious veneration in antiquity. Thus at in Caria.

the village of Thymbria there was a sacred cave which gave

out deadly emanations, and the place was deemed a sanctuary

of Charon?’ A similar cave might be seen at the village of

Acharaca near Nysa, in the valley of the Maeander. Here,

below the cave, there was a fine grove with a temple dedi

cated to Pluto and Proserpine. The place was sacred to

Pluto, yet sick people resorted to it for the restoration of

their health. They lived in the neighbouring village, and

the priests prescribed for them according to the revelations

which they received from the two deities in dreams. Often

the priests would take the patients top the cave and leave

them there for days without food. Sometimes the sufferers

themselves were favoured with revelations in dreams, but

they always acted under the spiritual direction of the priests.

To all but the sick the place was unapproachable and fatal.

Once a year a festival was held in the village, and then

affiicted folk came in crowds to be rid of their ailments.

About the hour of noon on that day a number of athletic

young men, their naked bodies greased with oil, used to

carry a bull up to the cave and there let it go. But the

beast had not taken a few steps into the cavern before it

fell to the ground and expired: so deadly was the vapour?

1 Letter of Mr. Hamilton (British A coin of Nysa shows the bull carried

Envoy at the Court of Naples), in

jozrrnal of If/zz Royal G¢I(2,$*/22}-ii/zz'¢-al

.S'0(z't-*1)/, ii. (1832) pp. 62-65; \V.

Smith’s Dz'¢'z’z'011.(zry of Greek’ and 1601/zazz

Geogm,~l>/zy, i. 127; H. Nissen, [ta/z'sr/ze

.La1za’es/czmdc, i. 242, 271, ii. 819 sq.

2 Strabo, xiv. I. II, p. 636.

3 [Ma/. xiv. I. 44, pp. 649 sq.

to the sacrifice by six naked youths and

preceded by a naked flute-player. See

B. V. Head, Ca/rz/ogz/a of t/ze Greek

Coz'ns Q/iLydz'a, pp. lxxxiii. ISI, pl. xx.

10. Strabo was familiar with this neigh

bourhood, for he tells us (xiv. I. 48, p.

650) that in his youth he studied at Nysa

under the philosopher Aristodemus.
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Sancttlary Another Plutonian sanctuary of the same sort existed at

‘t),§eI)IlJL;,tCC,’i;t1 Hierapolis, in the upper valley of the Maeander, on the

O1‘_P11rygi_¢'-In borders of Lydia and Phrygia.1 Here under a brow of the

H1mpOhS' hill there was a dee cave with a narrow mouth 'ust lare

P . J g

enough to admit the body of a man. A square space in

front of the cave was railed off, and within the railing there

hung so thick a cloudy vapour that it was hardly possible to

see the ground. In calm weather people could step up

to the railing with safety, but to pass within it was instant

death. Bulls driven into the enclosure fell to the earth and

were dragged out lifeless; and sparrows, which spectators by

way of experiment allowed to fly into the mist, dropped dead

at once. Yet the eunuch priests of the Great Mother Goddess

could enter the railed—off area with impunity ; nay more, they

used to go up to the very mouth of the cave, stqop, and

creep into it for a certain distance, holding their breath ; but

there was a look on their faces as if they were being choked.

Some people ascribed the immunity of the priests to the

divine protection, others to the use of antidotes.2

§ 7. I/V07/s/22'? of [fat Sf?/Mg:

The hot The mysterious chasm of Hierapolis, with its deadly

;1;‘;’i‘§§dfl“‘1 mist, has not been discovered in modern times; indeed it

cascade-s_of would seem to have vanished even in antiquity.3 It may

H1emp°]"'s' have been destroyed by an earthquake. But another marvel

of the Sacred City remains to this day. The hot springs

with their calcareous deposit, which, like a wizard’s wand,

turns all that it touches to stone, excited the wonder of the

ancients, and the course of ages has only enhanced the

fantastic splendour of the great transformation scene. The

stately ruins of Hierapolis occupy a broad shelf or terrace

on the mountain-side commanding distant views of extra

ordinary beauty and grandeur, from the dark precipices and

dazzling snows of Mount Cadmus away to the burnt summits

of Phrygia, fading in rosy tints into the blue of the sky.

1 Some of the ancients assigned Dio Cassius, lxviii. 27. 3; Pliny, Nat.

Hierapolis to Lydia, and others to [fir/. ii. 208; Ammianus Marcellinus,

Phrygia (W. M. Ramsay, Cz'z‘z'es and xxiii. 6. I8.

Bz's/zoprias of 1’/M’)/,grz.'a, i. 84 s(/.). 3 Ammianus l.VIarcel1inus(l.c.) speaks

as if the cave no longer existed in his

2 Strabo, xiii. 4. 14, pp. 629 sgu; time.
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Hills, broken by wooded ravines, rise behind the city.

In front the terrace falls away in cliffs three hundred feet

high into the desolate treeless valley of the Lycus. Over

the face of these cliffs the hot streams have poured or

trickled for thousands of years, encrusting them with a

pearly white substance like salt or driven snow. The

appearance of the whole is as if a mighty river, some two

miles broad, had been suddenly arrested in the act of falling

over a great cliff and transformed into white marble. It

is a petrified Niagara. The illusion is strongest in winter

or in cool summer mornings when the mist from the

hot springs hangs in the air, like a veil of spray resting

on the foam of the waterfall. A closer inspection of the

white cliff, which attracts the traveller’s attention at a

distance of twenty miles, only adds to its beauty and

changes one illusion for another. For now it seems to be

a glacier, its long pendent stalactites looking like icicles,

and the snowy whiteness of its smooth expanse being tinged

here and there with delicate hues of blue, rose and green,

all the colours of the rainbow. These petrified cascades of

Hierapolis are among the wonders of the world. Indeed

they have probably been without a rival in their kind ever

since the famous white and pink terraces or staircases of

Rotomahana in New Zealand were destroyed by a volcanic

eruption some twenty years ago.

The hot springs which have wrought these miracles at The hot

Hierapolis rise in a large deep pool among the vast and

imposing ruins of the ancient city. The water is of Elwith its

greenish-blue tint, but clear and transparent. At the

bottom may be seen the white marble columns of a beauti- Hons

ful Corinthian colonnade, which must formerly have en

circled the sacred pool. Shimmering through the green-blue

water they look like the ruins of a Naiad’s palace. Clumps

of oleanders and pomegranate-trees overhang the little lake

and add to its charm. Yet the enchanted spot has its

dangers. Bubbles of carbonic acid gas rise incessantly from

the bottom and mount like flickering particles of silver to

the surface. Birds and beasts which come to drink of the

water are sometimes found dead on the bank, stifled by

the noxious vapour; and the villagers tell of bathers who
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have been overpowered by it and drowned, or dragged

down, as they say, to death by the water-spirit.

The streams of hot water, no longer regulated by the

care of a religious population, have for centuries been

allowed to overflow their channels and to spread unchecked

over the tableland. By the deposit which they leave behind

they have raised the surface of the ground many feet, their

white ridges concealing the ruins and impeding the footstep,

except where the old channels, filled up solidly to the brim,

now form hard level footpaths, from which the traveller may

survey the strange scene without quitting the saddle. In

antiquity the husbandmen used purposely to lead the water in

rills round their lands, and thus in a few years their fields and

vineyards were enclosed with walls of solid stone. The water

was also peculiarly adapted for the dyeing of woollen stuffs.

Tinged with dyes extracted from certain roots, it imparted to

cloths dipped in it the finest shades of purple and scarlet.1

We cannot doubt that Hierapolis owed its reputation as

a holy city in great part to its hot springs and mephitic

vapours. The curative virtue of mineral and thermal springs

was well known to the ancients, and it would be interesting,

if it were possible, to trace the causes which have gradually

eliminated the superstitious element from the use of such

waters, and so converted many old seats of volcanic religion

into the medicinal baths of modern times. It was an article

of Greek faith that all hot springs were sacred to Hercules.2

Hercules

the patron

of hot

springs.

90 degrees Fahrenheit. The volcanic

district of Tuscany which skirts the

Apennines abounds in hot calcareous

1 Strabo, xiii. 4. 14, pp. 629, 630;

Vitruvius, viii. 3. 10. For modern

descriptions of Hierapolis see R.

Chandler, Traz/els in Asia [l7i7zor2

(London, 1776), pp. 228-235; Ch.

Fellows, journal wri//en dz/idlig an

Esrea/’sz'o1z iii Asia /I-127207‘ (London,

1839), pp. 283-285 ; W. J. Hamilton,

Jfeseare/zes in Asia /ldiiior, I-’oniu.s,

and Armem'a, i. 517-521 ; E. Renan,

Sainl Paul, pp. 357 sq. ; E. J. Davis,

[Ana/oliea (London, 1874), pp. 97-112 ;

E. Reclus, Noaoelle Ge’o'g1'a/2/iz'e Uni

7/erselle, ix. 510-512; W. Cochran,

Fen and Pencil S/ce/e/zes in Asia ./llzkzor

(London, 1887), pp. 387-390; W.

M. Ramsay, Cilies and Bis/zopries of

P/ii’)/gia, i. 84 soy. The temperature

of the hot pool varies from 85 to

springs which have produced phenomena

like those of Hierapolis. Indeed the

whole ground is in some places coated

over with tufa and travertine, which

have been deposited by the wat.er, and,

like the ground at Ilierapolis, it sounds

hollow un.dcr the foot. Sir Ch.

Lyell, ]-"r/7262'/{>les of Geology/,12 i. 397

sg/7. As to the terraces of Rotoma

hana in New Zealand, which were

destroyed by an eruption of Mount

Taravera in 1886, see R. Taylor, Te

//ca A /ldaai, or New Zealrmd and ils

In/izaoz'z‘a1zi‘s,2 pp. 464-469.

2 Athenaeus, xii. 6. p. 512.
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“Who ever heard of cold baths that were sacred to Hercules?”

asks Injustice in Aristophanes; and justice admits that the

brawny hero’s patronage of hot baths was the excuse alleged

by young men for sprawling all day in the steaming water

when they- ought to have been sweating in the gymnasium.1

Hot springs were said to have been first produced for the

refreshment of Hercules after his labours; some ascribed

the kindly thought and deed to Athena, others to Hephaestus,

and others to the nymphs.2 The warm water of these

sources appears to have been used especially to heal diseases

of the skin; for a Greek proverb, “the itch of Hercules,”

was applied to persons in need of hot baths for the scab?’

On the strength of his connection with medicinal springs

Hercules set up as a patron of the healing art. In heaven,

if we can trust Lucian, he even refused to give place to

Aesculapius himself, and the difference between them led

to a very unseemly brawl. “Do you mean

demanded Hercules of his father Zeus,

indignation, “that this apothecary is to sit down to

table before me?” To this the apothecary replies with

much acrimony, recalling certain painful episodes in the

private life of the burly hero. Finally the dispute is

settled by Zeus, who decides in favour of Aesculapius on

the ground that he died before Hercules, and is therefore

entitled to rank as senior god?‘

Among the hot springs sacred to Hercules the most Hot

famous were those which rose in the pass of Thermppylae,and gave to the defile its name of the Hot Gates? The at Thermo

warm baths, called by the natives “ the Pots,” were enlarged pylae

and improved for the use of invalids by the wealthy sophist

I-Ierodes Atticus in the second century of our era. An

altar of Hercules stood beside them.6 According to one

to say,”

in a burst of

1 Aristophanes, C.’0zm.’.v, I044-1054. smiting the rock with his club (Auto

2 Scholiast on Aristophanes, Clozrak,

I050; Scholiast on Pindar, O/J/1/1/).

xii. 25; Suidas and I-Iesychius, s.'i*.

'l~Ipd.r<>\etot )\ou'rpo’r. ; Apostolius, viii. 66 ;

Zenobius, vi. 49; Diogenianus, v. 7;

Plutarch, }’7'0z1e2'&z'¢z A/exrz/zcz’/'z';z0rz.///1, .

21 ; Diodorus Siculus, iv. 23. I, v. 3,

4, Another story was that Hercules,

like Moses, produced the water by

ninus Liberalis, Y1I’a11.§/607';/1. 4).

3 Apostolius, viii. 68; Zenobius,

vi. 49; Diogenianus, v. 7; Plutarch,

Pr0'z'e/'Z)z'a- A /cxa/2a’1'2'n-0/'2/m, 2 I.

4 Lucian, Dz'a/o_gz'Dao/'1///z, I3.

5 Strabo, ix. 4. 13, p. 428.

6 Herodotus, vii. 176; Pausanias,

iv. 3 5. 9; Philostratus, I/'2'/. Sop/zisl.

ii. 1. 9.
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story, the hot springs were here produced for his refreshment

by the goddess Athena.1 They exist to this day apparently

unchanged, although the recession of the sea has converted

what used to be a narrow pass into a wide, swampy flat,

through which the broad but shallow, turbid stream of the

Sperchius creeps sluggishly seaward. On the other side

the rugged mountains descend in crags and precipices to the

pass, their grey, rocky sides tufted with low wood or bushes

wherever vegetation can find a foothold, and their summits

fringed along the sky-line with pines. They remind a

Scotchman of the “crags, knolls, and mounds confusedly

hurled” in which Ben Venue comes down to the Silver

Strand of Loch Katrine. The principal spring bursts from

the rocks just at the foot of the steepest and loftiest part of

the range. After forming a small pool it flows in a rapid

stream eastward, skirting the foot of the mountains. The

water is so hot that it is almost painful to hold the hands

in it, at least near the source, and steam rises thickly from

its surface along the course of the brook. Indeed the

clouds of white steam and the strong sulphurous smell

acquaint the traveller with his approach to the famous spot

before he comes in sight of the springs. The water is clear,

but has the appearance of being of a deep sea-blue or sea

green colour. This appearance it takes from the thick,

slimy deposits of blue-green sulphur which line the bed of

the stream. From its source the blue, steaming, sulphur

reeking brook rushes eastward for a few hundred yards at

the foot of the mountain, and is then joined by the water of

another spring, which rises much more tranquilly in a sort

of natural bath among the rocks. The sides of this bath

are not so thickly coated with sulphur as the banks of the

stream ; hence its water, about two feet deep, is not so blue.

just beyond it there is a second and larger bath, which, from

its square shape and smooth sides, would seem to be in part

artificial. These two baths are probably the Pots mentioned

by ancient writers. They are still used by bathers, and

a few wooden dressing-rooms are provided for the accommoda

tion of visitors. Some of the water is conducted in an artificial

channel to turn a mill about half a mile off at the eastern end

1 Scholiast on Aristophanes, Clouds, I050.
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of the pass. The rest crosses the flat to find its way to the

sea. In its passage it has coated the swampy ground with

a white crust, which sounds hollow under the tread.1

We may conjecture that these remarkable springs Hot

furnished the principal reason for associating Hercules withthis district, and for laying the scene of his fiery death on Aedepsus

the top of the neighbouring Mount Oeta. The district is

volcanic, and has often been shaken by earthquakes? Across

the strait the island of Euboea has suffered from the same

cause and at the same time; and on its southern shore

sulphureous springs, like those of Thermopylae, but much

hotter and more powerful, were in like manner dedicated to

Hercules.3 The strong medicinal qualities of the waters,

which are especially adapted for the cure of skin diseases

and gout, have attracted patients in ancient and modern

times. Sulla took the waters here for his gout;4 and

in the days of Plutarch the neighbouring town of

Aedepsus, situated in a green valley about two miles from

the springs, was one of the most fashionable resorts of

Greece. Elegant and commodious buildings, an agreeable

country, and abundance of fish and game united with the

health-giving properties of the baths to draw crowds of

idlers to the place, especially in the prime of the glorious

Greek spring, the height of the season at Aedepsus.

While some watched the dancers dancing or listened to the

strains of the harp, others passed the time in discourse,

lounging in the shade of cloisters or pacing the shore of

the beautiful strait with its prospect of mountains beyond

mountains immortalised in story across the water.5 Of all

this Greek elegance and luxury hardly a vestige remains.

1 I have described Thermopylae as

I saw it in November 1895. Compare

\V. M. Leake, T-2112’/¢’/s 2'/1. IV0/‘I’/zcr/z

Greece, ii. 33 sqq.; E. Dodwell,

Cla.rsz'cal and 7'0].‘>0,;‘1'a,1‘>/zz'm/

I/zro-1/g/z Greece, ii. 66 .SY]Q.; K. G.

lfiedler, 1fcz'sc a’zm~/r al/c T/zei/u der

I\’¢‘I'21z'g7'cz'r/is G2*z'c¢'/2012/arm’, i. 207 mm. ;

L. Ross, 1\’r:2'.\‘elz dcs A"0'1Izl§':r O/I0 in

(iricr/zcnlaizrz’, i. 90 rqq. ; C. Bursian,

(}'e0graf>/zz'(: 7/on Grz'cr/1.011./ami, i. 92

J. Partsch, P/1ys2'/calz'.rc/ze Geogvrz/>/zz'e

210/2 G1'2'&‘/ze/z/azm’, pp. 321-32 3.

W7

2 Thucydides, iii. 87 and 89; Strabo,

i. 3. 20, pp. 60 rq. ; C. Neumann und

T010'

3 Aristotle, ./llctcora, ii. 8, p. 366 A,

ed. Bekker; Strabo,.ix. 4. 2, p. 425.

Aristotle expressly recognised the con

nection of the springs with earthquakes,

which he tells us were very common in

this district. As to the earthquakes of

Euboea see also Thucydides, iii. 87,

89; Strabo, i. 3. I6, and 20, pp. 58,

60 sq.

4 Plutarch, S1/I/a, 26.

‘'3 I/u'a’., Qzmesz‘. C0Izr1z'm'(z/cs, iv. 4.

I ; /'a’., Dc f7'(Zf¢j37'IIO A/1/on’, I7.
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Yet the healing springs flow now freely of old. In

the course of time the white and yellow calcareous deposit

which the water leaves behind it, has formed a hillock at the

foot of the mountains, and the stream now falls in a steam

ing cascade from the face of the rock into the sea.1 Once,

after an earthquake, the springs ceased to flow for three days,

and at the same time the hot springs of Thermopylae dried

up.2 The incident proves the relation of these Baths of

Hercules on both sides of the strait to each other and to

volcanic agency. On another occasion a cold spring suddenly

burst out beside the hot springs of Aedepsus, and as its

water was supposed to be peculiarly beneficial to health,

patients hastened from far and near to drink of it. But

the generals of King Antigonus, anxious to raise a revenue,

imposed a tax on the use of the water; and the spring, as

if in disgust at being turned to so base a use, disappeared as

suddenly as it had come.3

The association of Hercules with hot springs was not

confined to Greece itself. Greek influence extended it to

Sicily,‘1Italy,5 and even to Dacia.6 Why the hero should

have been chosen as the patron of thermal waters, it is hard

to say. Yet it is worth while, perhaps, to remember that

such springs combine in a manner the twofold and seemingly

discordant principles of water and fire,7 of fertility and

1 As to the hot springs of Aedepsus

(the modern Li/Jso) see K. G. Fiedler,

/i’eise dare/i al/e 71/zei/e des /(o'm_'gm-2';/1.;

Grier/ieiilaiid, i. 487 -492; H. N.

Ulrichs, /\.’eise7i ze/id /"'o7's¢'/zziiige/z in

Grier/ze/zland, ii. 233-235 ; C. Bursian,

Geogra/)/iie 1/on Grz'ee/zeiz/and, ii. 409 ;

C. Neumann und Partsch, ]’/zy

si/ealise/ie Geo,_(r/'a/1/iie 7/on ()'rz'eo/zelz/and,

PP- 342'344

Straho, i. 3. 20, p. 60.

"-' Athenaeus, iii. 4, p. 73, 11), 1').

4- The hot springs of Ilimera (the

modern Ter//iiizi) were said to have

been produced for the refreshment of

the weary Hercules. See Diodorus

Siculus, iv. 23. 1, v. 3. 4 ; Scholiast on

Pindar, 0/J///I/L xii. 25. The hero is

said to have taught the Syracusans to

sacrifice a bull annually to Proserpine

at the Blue Spring (C)/azze) near

Syracuse ; the beasts were drowned in

-[<7

the water of the pool.

Siculus, iv. 23. 4, v. 4. I so. As to

the spring, which is now thickly sur

rounded by tall papyrus-plants intro

duced by the Arabs, see K. Baedeker,

.S'ou(//e/'12 [/a/J/,7 pp. 356, 357. -

5 The splendid baths of Allifae in

Samniurn, of which there are con

siderable remains, were sacred to

Ilercules. See G. Wilmanns, E.re///p/a

//'2s(.'rz'/.)iz'o1zzi//1. f.a/zbzarm/1, No. 735 C ;

II. Nissen, /la!-ise/ie Lam/e.rK’zmde, ii.

798. It is characteristic of the volcanic

nature of the springs that the same

inscription which mentions these baths

of Hercules records their destruction by

an earthquake.

‘1 H. Dessau, [1z.s'erz.'/iii-'ones Lali/zae

Seleeiae, No. 3891.

7 Speaking of thermal springs Lyell

observes that the description of them

“might almost with equal propriety

See Diodorus~
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destruction, and that the death of Hercules in the flames

seems to connect him with the fiery element. Further, the

apparent conflict of the two principles is by no means as

absolute as at first sight we might be tempted to suppose;

for heat is as necessary as moisture to the support of

animal and vegetable life. Even volcanic fires have their

beneficent aspect, since their products lend a more generous

flavour to the juice of the grape. The ancients themselves,

as we have seen, perceived the connection between good

wine and volcanic soil, and proposed more or less seriously

to interpret the vine-god Dionysus as a child of the fire.1

As a patron of hot springs Hercules combined the genial

elements of heat and moisture, and may therefore have stood,

in one of his many aspects, for the principle of fertility.

How far these considerations may serve to explain

the custom of burning him, or gods identified with him, in

effigy or in the person of a human being, is a question which

deserves to be considered.

The Indians of Nicaragua used to sacrifice men, women,

and children to the active volcano Massaya, flinging them

into the craters: we are told that the victims went willingly

to their fate.2 The Sandwich Islanders were formerly in the

habit of throwing vast numbers of hogs into the craters of

the great volcano Kirauea during an eruption or when an

eruption was threatening. Further, they cast hogs into the

rolling tide of lava to appease the gods and stay its progress.3

In java the volcano Bromok is annually worshipped by

people who throw offerings of cocoa-nuts, plantains, rice,

chickens, cloth, money, and so forth into the crater.4

Similarly in antiquity people cast into the craters of Etna

vessels of gold and silver and all kinds of victims. If the

fire swallowed up the offerings, the omen was good ; but if

it rejected them, some evil was sure to befall the offerer.5

have been given under the head of iv. 25o. Coinparez'1>1'a’. pp. 236, 350.

‘1 W. B. d’Almeida, Li/Z' 1'/1 java, i.

166-173.

‘igneous causes,’ as they are agents of

a mixed nature, being at once igneous

and aqueous” (1"’/-z'm-2'/>/as (yr G00/0g]/,12

i. 392).

1 See above, p. 106.

2 Oviedo, 1-[Lt/0/'1'¢Z G.'/1t.'/'tz/ y

Ml/Il7'(Zl at /as[/1d/as(h-'I;1d1‘itl, I851

1855). iv- 74

3 VV. Ellis, P0/J//z¢'.v1'a/2 1C¢'.\‘¢.-172'1‘/em,‘-1

5 I’-ausanias, iii. 23. 9. Some have

thought that Pausanias confused the

crater of Etna with the Ltrqv 0’/'1Vaf//a,

a pool near Palagonia in the interior of

Sicily, of which the water, impregnated

with naphtha and sulphur, is thrown into

violent ebullition by jets of volcanic

Sacri

fices to

volcanoes.
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These examples suggest that a custom of burning men

or images may possibly be derived from a practice of

throwing them into the craters of active volcanoes in order

to appease the dreaded spirits or gods who dwell there.

But unless we reckon the fires of Mount Argaeus in Cappa

docia1 and of Mount Chimaera in Lycia,2 there is apparently

no record of any mountain in western Asia which has been

in eruption within historical times. On the whole, then, we

conclude that the Asiatic custom of burning kings or gods

has probably had no connection with volcanic phenomena.

Yet it was perhaps worth while to raise the question of their con

nection, even though it has received only a negative answer.

The whole subject of the influence which physical environ

ment has exercised on the history of religion deserves to be

studied with more attention than it has yet received.3

gas. See [Aristotle], /llimb. Aurcull.

57 ; l.\/’Iacrobius, Sa/urn. v. 19. 26 W1}. ;

Diodorus Siculus, xi. 89; Stephanus

Byzantius, .v.a. 1Ia.>\u<'r); E. H. Bun

bury, in W. Smith’s Dz'c/1'0/wryGreek and /t’0//zruz Ge0,.gr1'aj)/zy, ii. 533

sq. The author of the ancient Latin

poem AL’/na says (vv. 340 59.) that

people offered incense to the celestial

deities on the top of Etna.

1 See above, pp. 102 sq.

2 On Mount Chimaera in Lycia a

flame burned perpetually which. neither

earth nor water could extinguish. See

Pliny, Nat. I-Iisl. ii. 236, v. 100;

Servius on Virgil, Am. vi. 288;

Seneca, Ej)z'sl. x. 3. 3; Diodorus,

quoted by Photius, IJ’z'6/£0//wca, p. 212

1;, IO .rqq., ed. Bekker. This perpetual

flame was rediscovered by Captain

Beaufort near Porto Genovese on the

coast of Lycia. It issues from the

side of a hill of crumbly serpentine

rock, giving out an intense heat, but

no smoke. “Trees, brushwood, and

weeds grow close round this little

crater, a small stream tricklesdown

the hill hard bye, and the ground does

not appear to feel the effect of its heat

at more than a few feet distance.” The

fire is not accompanied by earthquakes

or noises; it ejects no stones and

emits no noxious vapours. There is

nothing but a brilliant and perpetual

flame, at which the shepherds often

cook their food. See Fr. Beaufort,

Ii"(W//zmzz'a (London, 1817), p. 46;

compare T. A. B. Spratt and E.

Forbes, Trar/e!.r in Lycia (London,

1847), ii. 181 sq.

3 In the foregoing discussion I have

confined myself, so far as concerns

Asia, to the volcanic regions of

Cappadocia, Lydia, and Caria. But

Syria and Palestine, the home of

Adonis and Melcarth, “abound in

volcanic appearances, and very ex

tensive areas have been shaken, at

different periods, with great destruction

of cities and loss of lives. Continual

mention is made in history of the

ravages committed by earthquakes in

Sidon, Tyre, Berytus, Laodicea, and

Antioch, and in the island of Cyprus.

The country around the Dead Sea

exhibits in some spots layers of sulphur

and bitumen, forming a superficial

deposit, supposed by Mr. Tristram to

be of volcanic origin” (Sir Ch. Lyell,

I’1'z'm"z'/2/as of 6'00/0g)/,12 i. 592 .s-(/.). As

to the earthquakes of Syria and

Phoenicia see Strabo, i. 3. 16, p. 58;

Lucretius, vi. 585. The destruction of

Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis xix.

24-28) has been plausibly explained as

the effect of an earthquake liberating

large quantities of petroleum and

inflammable See S. R. Driver,

7"/w B00/e of G'wzesz's,4 pp. 202 sq.



CHAPTER VIII

THE RITUAL or ADONIS

THUS far we have dealt with the myth of Adonis and the Results of

legends which associated him with Byblus and Paphos. A

discussion of these legends led us to the conclusion that

among Semitic peoples in early times, Adonis, the divine

lord of the city, was often personated by priestly kings

or other members of the royal family, and that these his

human representatives were of old put to death, whether

periodically or occasionally, in their divine character.

Further, we found that certain traditions and monuments of

Asia Minor seem to preserve traces of a similar practice. As

time went on, the cruel custom was apparently mitigated in

various ways, for example, by substituting an efflgy or an

animal for the man, or by allowing the destined victim to

escape with a merely make-believe sacrifice. The evidence

of all this is drawn from a variety of scattered and often

ambiguous indications: it is fragmentary, it is uncertain,

and the conclusions built upon it inevitably partake of the

weakness of the foundation. \/Vhere the records are so im

perfect, as they happen to be in this branch of our subject,

the element of hypothesis must enter largely into any

attempt to piece together and interpret the disjointed facts.

How far the interpretations here proposed are sound,I leave

to future inquiries to determine. I

From dim regions of the past, where we have had to Our know

. g - le-dgeof the

grope our way with small help from the lamp of history, rites Of

it is a relief to pass to those later periods of classical -t\<1<_>I1iS

antiquity on which contemporary Greek writers have shed

the light of their clear intelligence. To them we owe fI'°mG1‘ee1<

writers.

1 25
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almost all that we know for certain about the rites of

Adonis. The Semites who practised the worship have said

little about it; at all events little that they said has come

down to us. Accordingly, the following account of the

ritual is derived mainly from Greek authors who saw what

they describe; and it applies to ages in which the growth

of humane feeling had softened some of the harsher features

of the worship.

At the festivals of Adonis, which were held in western

Asia and in Greek lands, the death of the god was annually

mourned, with a bitter wailing, chiefly by women; images

of him, dressed to resemble corpses, were carried out as to

burial and then thrown into the sea or into springs ;1 and

in some places his revival was celebrated on the following

day.2 But at different places the ceremonies varied some

what in the manner and apparently also in the season of

their celebration. At Alexandria images of Aphrodite and

Adonis were displayed on two couches; beside them were

set ripe fruits of all kinds, cakes, plants growing in flower~

pots, and green bowers twined with anise. The marriage of

the lovers was celebrated one day, and on the morrow

women attired as mourners, with streaming hair and bared

breasts, bore the image of the dead Adonis to the sea-shore

and committed it to the waves. Yet they sorrowed

not without hope, for they sang that the lost one would

come back again.3 The date at which this Alexandrian

ceremony was observed is not expressly stated; but from

the mention of the ripe fruits it has been inferred that

it took place in late summer.4 In the great Phoenician

sanctuary of Astarte at Byblus the death of Adonis was

annually mourned, to the shrill wailing notes of the flute,

with weeping, lamentation, and beating of the breast; but

next day he was believed to come to life again and ascend

Festivals

of the

death and

resurrec

tion of

Adon is.

up to heaven in the presence of his worshippers. The

1 Plutarch, /1/62'//'z'a(Zes, 18; z'rZ., yrm.rz' I/101'/zzzm, 6/ g/ms/ca 7'01/2'?/z'.\'(rwz.r,

ZVz'cz'a.r, I3; Zenobius, Cc/z/ur. i. 49; mm'lzw a///rm /aurla//0/ mm

2'¢'.w/M124‘/2'0/z/rm /ldon/'(iz'sTheocritus, xv. 132 51/11.; Eustathius

on Hornet, Od. xi. 590.

2 Besides Lucian (cited below) see

Jerome, Comma/z/. 2'12 lizer/zic/. viii.

I4: “ in qua (.S'0lL’77Z7Zi/61/6) j)langz'/ur

fer/z'0m’//1. 6/

H/2l(Im'/er 0/ gazr/lz'a /1/'0.s-01/z¢cm'.”

3 Theocritus, xv.

4 W. Mannhardk /lnli/J0

2/ml Fair!/cu!/6, p. 277.

I/Va/ah
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disconsolate believers, left behind on earth, shaved their

heads as the Egyptians did on the death of the divine bull

Apis; women who could not bring themselves to sacrifice

their beautiful tresses had to give themselves up to strangers

on a certain day of the festival, and to dedicate to Astarte

the wages of their shame.1

Tfhksfduxnuckuifesfival appeansto have been a vernal

one, for its date was determined by the discoloration of

the river Adonis, and this has been observed by modern

traveflens 6) occur in sqning. rAt that season the red

earth washed down from the mountains by the rain

tinges the water of the river, and even the sea, for a

great way with a blood-red hue, and the crimson stain

ups behevaito be flnelflood ofl%donB,annuaHy wounded

to deafla by the boar on hdount lbebanonfl flgahn the

scarlet anemone is said to have sprung from the blood of

Adonis, or to have been stained by it ; 3 and as the anemone

blooms in Syria about Easter, this may be thought to show

that the festival of Adonis, or at least one of his festivals,

was held in spring. The name of the flower is probably

derived from Naaman (“darling”), which seems to have been

an epithet of Adonis. The Arabs still call the anemone

“wounds of the Naaman.”4 The red rose too was said to

owe its hue to the same sad occasion; for Aphrodite,

hastening to her wounded lover, trod on a bush of white

1 Lucian, ])o a’ea .5)/rz'a, 6. See (London, 1848), pp. 411 sq. Renan

above, p. 22. The flutes used by remarked the discoloration at the begin

the Phoenicians in the lament for ning of Ifebruary (./l[z'rr2'02z do P/§¢‘2zz'cz'o,

Adonis are mentioned by Athenaeus

(iv. 76, p. 174 1"). We have seen that

flutes were also played in the Baby

lonian rites of Tammuz (above, p. 7).

'l.ueian’s words, és‘ T611 vie’-pa vrépnrouot,

imply that the ascension of the god

was supposed to take place in the

presence, if not before the eyes, of the

worshipping crowds. The devotion of

Byblus to Adonis is noticed also by

Strabo (xvi. 2. 18, p. 755).

2 Lucian, of. (27. 8. The discolora

tion of the river and the sea was observed

l\laundrell 17 March I696

liy

p. 283). In his well-known lines on

the subject Milton has laid the mourn

ing in summer :

T/za/mun: ra/11/2 /zexl oo/zfna’,

I-V/rose amzzml '2:-'ozma’ in Lebanon

(Z//I(I"d

.'l710 .5)/2'z'a2z a’a//z.a.'ls lo lament /12'; frzle

//z amorous (ll/l2'rrs all a 52011//aw": rlay.

3 Ovid, ll/ulam. x. 735 ; Servius on

\-’irgil, /-Ion. v. 72; J. Tzetzes, Sr/zo/.

0/1 /.yco/>/1/'01:, 831. Bion, on the other

hand, represents the anemone as sprung

from the tears of Aphrodite (/rlj/l. i. 66).
on -— - -- -.

27 1697

See his “ journey from Aleppo to Jeru

salem,” in Bohn’s Early Y'ra2u2l.v 1'/1

l"alorlz’/zc, edited by Thomas \/Vright

‘1 W. Robertson Smith, “ Ctesias

and the Semiramis Legend,” E;r_g‘l2'5/z

/"/?'.\‘/07‘Z'Ca/ /\'c'm'c-w, ii. (1887) p. 307,

following Lagarde.

Date of the

festival. at

Ifiyblus.

The

anemone

and the

red rose

the flowers

of Adonis.
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roses ; the cruel thorns tore her tender flesh, and her sacred

blood dyed the white roses for ever red.1 It would be idle,

perhaps, to lay much weight on evidence drawn from the

calendar of flowers, and in particular to press an argument

so fragile as the bloom of the rose. Yet so far as it counts

at all, the tale ‘which links the damask rose with the

Festivalsof(1€2lth of Adonis points to a summer rather than to a

spring celebration of his passion. In Attica, certainly, the

Antioch. festival fell at the height of summer. For the fleet

which Athens fitted out against Syracuse, and by the

destruction of which her power was permanently crippled,

sailed at midsummer, and by an ominous coincidence the

sombre rites of Adonis were being celebrated at the very

time. As the troops marched down to the harbour to

embark, the streets through which they passed were lined

with coffins and corpse-like effigies, and the air was rent

with the noise of women wailing for the dead Adonis. The

circumstance cast a gloom over the sailing of the most

splendid armament that Athens ever sent to sea.2 Many

ages afterwards, when the Emperor julian made his first

entry into Antioch, he found in like manner the gay, the

luxurious capital of the East plunged in mimic grief for the

annual death of Adonis; and if he had any presentiment of

coming evil, the voices of lamentation which struck upon

his car must have seemed to sound his-knell.3

Resem- The resemblance of these ceremonies to the Indian and

of European ceremonies which I have described elsewhere

andis obvious. In particular, apart from the somewhat

Eu,Opea,, doubtful date of its celebration, the Alexan.drian ceremony

is almostidentical with the Indian.4 In both of them the

marriage of two divine beings,- whose affinity with vegetation

seems indicated by the fresh plants with which they are

1 Tzetzes, Sr/10/. 0/z I.)/co/)/11/012, his habitual contempt for the supersti

831; G'e0])01zz'm, xi. I7; /16///zogra/)/12' tion of his countrymen, disdains to

Gmmf, ed. A. Westermann, p. 359. notice the coincidence. Adonis was

Compare Bion, /kl}//. i. 66; Pausanias, also bewailed by the Argive women

vi. 24. 7; Philostratus, Ej>z'rz‘. i. (Pausanias, ii. 20. 6), but we do not

and iii. know at what season of the year the

2 Plutarch, A/cz'&z'adcs, I8; z'a’., lamentation took place.

IVz'rz'as, 13. The date of the sailing

of the fleet is given by Thucydides

(vi. 30, dépovs ',bL€_(\TOUl/7'05‘ #577), who, with 4 See The G0/dc/z B01/Lg‘/2,2 ii. 105 SQQ.

3 Ammianus Marcellinus, xxii. 9. I5.
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surrounded, is celebrated in effigy, and the effigies are

afterwards mourned over and thrown into the water.1

From the similarity of these customs to each other and

to the spring and midsummer customs of modern Europe

we should naturally expect that they all admit of a common

explanation. Hence, if the explanation which I have The death

adopted of the latter is correct, the ceremony of the death

and resurrection of Adonis must also have been a dramatic Adonisa

representation of the decay and revival of plant life. The

inference thus based on the resemblance of the customs is for the

confirmed by the following features in the legend and ritual ;";',‘§,‘;,‘§",,.,

of Adonis. His affinity with vegetation comes out at once t@\'i\"a1_0f

. . . . plant life.

in the common story of his birth. He was said to have

been born from a myrrh-tree, the bark of which bursting,

after a ten months’ gestation, allowed the lovely infant to

come forth. According to some, a boar rent the bark with

his tusk and so opened a passage for the babe. A faint

rationalistic colour was given to the legend by saying that

his mother was a woman named Myrrh, who had been

turned into a myrrh-tree soon after she had conceived the

child.2 The use of myrrh as incense at the festival of

Adonis may have given rise to the fable.3 V\/’e have seen

that incense was burnt at the corresponding Babylonian

rites,4 just as it was burnt by the idolatrous Hebrews in

honour of the Queen of Heaven,5 who was no other than

Astarte. Again, the story that Adonis spent half, or ac

cording to others a third, of the year in the lower world

and the rest of it in the upper world,6 is explained most

simply and naturally by supposing that he represented

vegetation, especially the corn, which lies buried in the

(Liddell and Scott, (/“we/.' I.m"2}f022, 5.2!.

a,ut"pi/a). Hence the mother's name.

as well as the son’s, was taken directly

from the Semites.

3 \\’. I\Iannhardt, .~l/1f1'/iv I I Z1/(I1 mm’

1 In the Alexandrian ceremony,

however, it appears to have been the

image of Adonis only which was

thrown into the sea.

2 Apollodorus, Ii’r'b/[0//1.. iii. 14. 4;

Schol. on Theocritus, i. I09 ; Antoninus

Liberalis, T/'a1zsf'or//z. 34; J. Tzetzes,

Sr/10/. 0/1 L)/co/>/11'0". 829; Ovid,

/I10/(21/1. x. 489 .r(]//.; Servius on

Virgil, .-la/1. v. 72, and on />’1/ro/. x.

18; Hyginus, ./id/). 58, I64; Ful

gentius, iii. 8. The word Myrrha or

Smyrna is borrowedfrom the Phoenician

F6/({A'll//(.’, p. 283, note 2.

4 Above, p. 7.

"’ Jeremiah xliv. 17-19.

6 Schol. on Theocritus, iii. 48;

Hyginus, .-‘Is//'0/w//1. ii. 7; Lucian,

D11‘!/r>\;'. (l’¢'0~2‘. xi. I; Cornutus, Dr‘

mz/zmz r/r‘rv'1r//1, 28, p. 163 JY]. ed.

Osannus; Apollodorus, iii. 14. 4.

K
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earth half the year and reappears above ground the other

half. Certainly of the annual phenomena of nature there

is none which suggests so obviously the idea of death

and resurrection as the disappearance and reappearance of

vegetation in autumn and spring. Adonis has been taken

for the sun; but there is nothing in the sun’s annual

course within the temperate and tropical zones to suggest

that he is dead for half or a third of the year and alive

for the other half or two-thirds. He might, indeed, be

conceived as weakened in winter, but dead he could not

be thought to be; his daily reappearance contradicts the

supposition. Within the Arctic Circle, where the sun

annually disappears for a continuous period which varies

from twenty-four hours to six months according to the

latitude, his yearly death and resurrection would certainly

be an obvious idea; but no one except the unfortunate

astronomer Bailly1 has maintained that the Adonis worship

came from the Arctic regions. On the other hand, the

annual death and revival of vegetation is a conception

which readily presents itself to men in every stage of

savagery and civilisation; and the vastness of the scale on

which this ever-recurring decay and regeneration takes

place, together with man’s intimate dependence on it for

subsistence, combine to render it the most impressive

annual occurrence in nature, at least within the temperate

zones. It is no wonder that a phenomenon so important,

so striking, and so universal should, by suggesting similar

ideas, have given rise to similar rites in many lands. We

may, therefore, accept as probable an explanation of the

Adonis worship which accords so well with the facts of nature

and with the analogy of similar rites in other lands. More

over, the explanation is countenanced by a considerable body

of opinion amongst the ancients themselves, who again

1 Bailly, [..c//rar sur Z’Orzjgz'/zc r/er Parisian 11i()l‘>(/"/'¢:'1z¢'/1. /t’C2I0/1/M011, bk.

Saz'cvzrm (London and Paris, 1777), v. ch. 2). My friend the late Professor

pp. 255 5//. ; z'zi.,Lc/[res szu'Z’_»1//(112122/c C. Bendall showed me a book by a

dc ["/a/0/2 (London and Paris, 1779), llindoogentlemaninwhichitis seriously

pp. II4-I25. Carlyle has describe<.l maintained that the primitive home of

how through the sleety d1'i'/.'/.le of a the Aryans was within the Arctic

dreary November day poor innocent regions. See B51] Gangzidhar Tilak,

Bailly was dragged to the scaffold 7'/zu /I/'r/1'c]f0///1.’ 1'11 //10 l;(i'(/(I.V(P()()I1tl.

amid the howls and curses of the and Bombay, I903).
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and again interpreted the dying and reviving god as the

reaped and sprouting grain.1

The character of Tammuz or Adonis as a corn-spirit

comes out plainly in an account of his festival given by

an Arabic writer of the tenth century. In describing

the rites and sacrifices observed at the different seasons

of the year by the heathen Syrians of Harran, he

says :-—“ Tammuz (july). In the middle of this month

is the festival of el-BC1g2“1t, that is, of the weeping women,

and this is the Tet-uz festival, which is celebrated in honour

of the god Tit-uz. The women bewail him, because his

lord slew him so cruelly, ground his bones in a mill, and

then scattered them to the wind. The women (during this

festival) eat nothing which has been ground in a mill, but

limit their diet to steeped wheat, sweet vetches, dates,

raisins, and the like."2 T251-uz, who is no other than

Tammuz, is here like Burns’s john Barleycorn—

1 Schol. on Theocritus, iii. 48,

6 "Afiwx/ts, rhovu 6 oiros 6 o'1reLp6)uei/os,

é’§ /.tf7m1.s‘ év Tfi yfi 1roieZ drrcl Trjs a1rop€ts

/ral é‘.§ ,i.t'?)1/as gxa at'rT(‘)1/ ’A¢po5£1":7,

'TOUTéO'TLV 1'] etlxpcwta. T00 ciépos. /rat

é/(T616 /\a.p.6ci1/ouo'w am’/T<‘)V oi dz/Bpwvrm.

jerome on Eze,kiel,_,_viii. I4 : “ Frz./la//1

golzIz'lzZat- /2 z'{Y/Yrsco//zod/_fao1¢la_tfioclaz'11///,

_ 4111126 lzaoe/zl lzzir/>z'ludz7-1o//1, 2'/zlo/'1-rf>1‘cla/112'

szll)lz'lz'ler 1'/-z/o/for/1'om-.'//z 6/ /'o_rm'r¢'¢'

tz'o1zo1/z -L'1_r1./o/1/'a’i.r /J/a/Mill o/ga1¢a’1'o fro

Sl3(]l{(.’ll-.5‘ .' Q1-(017/Ill al/crz///1 1‘/z .vozm'/zzilrzzr,

qr-nae //zoriu/z/zzr 2'/z /orra, al/a/'11//1 1'12

raga/il11l.r, yzrz'bzr.v /norlzuz re/111'2za nvza

srzmlzr/', o.\‘/e/zrli ]§ulaz‘.” Ammianus

Marcellinus, xix. I. 11.: “/12 rol

lo//m1'l)zz.\‘ /I do/u'd1'5 .rarrz.'r, gum! _\‘2'/11%

lacrzu/1 aliquoa’ o.s‘so_/7/-'2/gz///1 aa’1z.//arzmz.

2'6/z'gz'o/zor //2)/rtlrac a’orom‘.” lo’. xxii.

9. I5: “amalo I/Z'1z.¢;r2's, 11/ fa/mlao

_/I/zgzml, a/tr/T Joule fcrall do/0/o, qzrod

1'12 aa’z¢l/o _/Zora .\'oclarz1//L or! 2'/ztl'z'r2'z1.//t

/"r1/gzz//1.” Clement of Alexandria,

flow. 6. II (quoted by W’. Mannhardt,

.~l1zlz'/so lVala'- mm’ 172;-'lt2.’/.'11ll¢', p. 281) :

/\a,u.,8c1'.z/ovo't 5% Kat "A5wmv sis d:pcu'ovs

r<ap1rot"s. El‘)///1olog‘1'(*1¢//z .»‘l]a,gml//1, rm.

"Adwz/rs KtI'[)l.0ll' 51.’/1/crrat rat 6 Kapvros

efvcu. c‘t5wz/cs‘ ofov ci.5u5z/etos mp1réS‘,

oipé<r/rwv. Eusebius, 1-’r(z¢l/*ar. E2/a/zg.

iii. II. 9: ”A5wz/rs Tijs T6111 nheiwv

Ka.p1rt'Iw e'xro,ufys o'z’1,u.,8o/\ou. Sallustius

philosophus, “De diis et mundo,”

r

"A5wx/rs ,uéu éanv 6 /rap1r<')s, KTA.

iv. ['“rag‘/zzozzla 1)/ziloso/>/zorzmz Grae

coru//1, ed. F. G. A. Mullach, iii. 32:

oi Ah/t'rrr'rtot . . . at"T<‘1 1'81. otbaara 660135

1/o,utom/res . . . Haw //.éu rho yfiv . . .

"Adwuw 5é /c0.p1rot"s. joannes Lydus,

Do //1o1z.rz'oz1.r, iv. 4 : Ttfi ’A5u’n/t5t, row

éan Ttji Malta . . . 7‘) ti); éi/\>\ots 5oxel,

The

view that Tammuz or Adonis is a

personification of the dying and re

viving vegetation is now accepted by

many scholars. See P. jensen, [forma

logie o'er Bab;/lo/zior (Strasburg, 1890),

p. J480; z'd., .~Is.r(1/rl.\'(/z-l>aQrlo/1-z'.rr/to

rllyl/Eon mzd E/)5/z, pp. 4II, 560; H.

Zimmern, in E. Schr-ader’s A"cz'l1'/z

S('/Z/'1:/l‘(']l mm’ das -~l//0 Tesla/11.e1zt,3

p. 397 ; A. jeremias, in \V. H.

Roscher‘s Lc.rz'/so/z dcr grzkr/1. 1/. /-am.

.-'l[y1‘/zologz'c, iii. 265 ; R. \\’iinsch, Dar

F/'/7/2/1'/2g.f/l’i‘l o'er lnrol .l[al/a (Lejpsic,

1902), p. 21 ; M. j. Lagrange, Eturlos

sur /as ]\’c/z:g1'o/it Sr‘)/11'z‘z'¢]1/or,‘-’ pp. 306

.\‘</q. Prof. jastrow regards Tammuz

as a god both of the sun and of

vegetation (/\’trlz'g1'o/1. of b’al>ylonz'a and

-'1-‘-\;1'1'1"1. PP- 547. 56-1., 574. 583)

But such a combination of disparate

qualities seems artificial and unlikely.

‘3 I). Chwolsohn, Die 5.\~.w1'..-/- -mm’

o'er S.\‘al)1'.\‘/)1;/r, ii. 27 ; itl., Uooor

Fa/11//1.'/‘.: mm’ u’1-1' 1']/o/zrc/1czworohrung

l)¢'i do/1. a/lo/1 />’alf,1'lo111'¢‘r//, p. 38.

Tammuz

or Adonis

as a corn

spirit

bruised and

ground in

a mill.
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T/my was/m’ o’er /.z scare/ziflgjlrmzc

T/10 marrow of /zz's éo/ms;

Bul a miller zr.r’a’ /zim worst of (Z//—-— _

For /zc crzzs/z’n’ /22'//2 éetween In/0 sfmzes.1

This concentration, so to say, of the nature of Adonis

upon the cereal crops is characteristic of the stage of culture

reached by his worshippers in historical times. They had

left the nomadic life of the wandering hunter and herdsman

far behind them; for ages they had been settled on the

land, and had depended for their subsistence mainly on the

products of tillage. The berries and roots of the wilderness,

the grass of the pastures, which had been matters of vital

importance to their ruder forefathers, were now of little

moment to them: more and more their thoughts and

energies were engrossed by the staple of their life, the corn ;

more and more accordingly the propitiation of the deities

of fertility in general and of the corn-spirit in particular

tended to become the central feature of their religion. The

aim they set before themselves in celebrating the rites was

thoroughly practical. It was no vague poetical sentiment

which prompted them to hail with joy the rebirth of vegeta

tion and to mourn its decline. Hunger, felt or feared, was

the mainspring of the worship of Adonis.

It has been suggested by Father Lagrange that the

mourning for Adonis was essentially a harvest rite designed

to propitiate the corn-god, who was then either perishing

under the sickles of the reapers, or being trodden to death

under the hoofs of the oxen on the threshing-floor. While

the men slew him, the women wept crocodile tears at home

to appease his natural indignation by a show of grief for his

death.2 The theory fits in well with the dates of the

festivals, which fell in spring or summer; for spring and

summer, not autumn, are the seasons of the barley and

wheat harvests in the lands which worshipped Adonis.3

' The‘ comparison is due to Felix

Liebrecht (Z2/7’ V0!/crfleu/zr//1, p. 259).

2 M. j. Lagrange, E/m/c.r sz/2' /er

It’e/2:_grz'01zs .52////z'lz'z/z/rzr 2 (Paris, 190 5),

PP- 307 "/

3 On this subject Professor W. M.

Flinders Petrie writes to me: “The

Coptic calendar puts on April 2

beginning of wheat harvest in upper

Egypt, May 2 wheat harvest, lower

Egypt. Barley is two or three weeks

earlier than wheat in Palestine, but

probably less in Egypt. The Palestine

harvest is about the time of that in

north Egypt.” l/Vith regard to
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Further, the hypothesis is confirmed by the practice of the

Egyptian reapers, who lamented, calling upon Isis, when

they cut the first corn;1 and it is recommended by the

analogous customs of many hunting tribes, who testify great

respect for the animals which they kill and eat.2

Thus interpreted the death of Adonis is not the But

natural decay of vegetation in general under the summer grgclfsigly

heat or the winter cold; it is the violent destruction W15-1,Spi1'it

of the corn by man, who cuts it down on the field, .‘,’f,,§;"}“‘e‘t5'

stamps it to pieces on the threshing-floor, and grinds it 1'00“, and

to powder in the mill. That this was indeed the principal he

aspect in which Adonis presented himself in later times to ggicjillnsfa

the agricultural peoples of the Levant, may be aClfIIilZlZ@Cl;the culti

but whether from the beginning he had been the corn and "ate"1°°m'

nothing but the corn, may be doubted. At an earlier

period he may have been to the herdsman, above all, the

tender herbage which sprouts after rain, offering rich pasture

to the lean and hungry cattle. Earlier still he may have

embodied the spirit of the nuts and berries which the

autumn woods yield to the savage hunter and his squaw.

And just as the husbandman must propitiate the spirit of

the corn which he consumes, so the herdsman must appease

the spirit of the grass and leaves which his cattle munch,

and the hunter must soothe the spirit of the roots which he

Palestine we are told that “the har

vest begins with the barley in April;

in the valley of the Jordan it begins

at the end of March. Between the

end of the barley harvest and the

beginning of the wheat harvest an

interval of two ‘or three weeks elapses.

Thus as a rule the business of harvest

lasts about seven weeks” (I. Benzinger,

1%-'b1'r'z'z's(/ze A/'6/z{1'0/q_gw'e, p. 209). As to

Greece, Professor E. A. Gardner tells

me that harvest is from April to May in

the plains and about a month later in

the mountains. He adds that “barley

may, then, be assigned to the latter

part of April, wheat to May in the

lower ground, but you know the great

difference of climate between different

parts; there is the same difference of

a month in the vintage.” Mrs. Hawes

(Miss Boyd), who excavated at Gournia,

tells me that in Crete the barley is cut

in April and the beginning of May, and

that the wheat is cut and threshed from

about the twentieth of June, though

the dates naturally vary somewhat with

the height of the place above the sea.

June is also the season when the wheat

is threshed in Euboea (R. A. Arnold,

From I/re Levazzt (London, 1868),

i. 250). Thus it seems possible that

the spring festival of Adonis coincided

with the cutting of the first barley at

the end of March, and his summer

festival with the threshing of the last

wheat in June. Father Lagrange

(of. (ii. pp. 305 ry.) argues that the

rites of Adonis were always celebrated

in summer at the solstice of ~lune or

soon afterwards.

1 Diodorus Siculus, i. 14. 2. See

below, p. 237.

2 T/re G0/den Bang/2,2 ii. 396 sqg.
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digs, and the fruits which he gathers from the bough. In

all cases the propitiation of the injured and angry sprite

would naturally comprise elaborate excuses and apologies,

accompanied by loud lamentations at his decease whenever,

through some deplorable accident or necessity, he happened

to be murdered as well as robbed. Only we must bear in

mind that the savage hunter and herdsman of those early

days had probably not yet attained to the abstract idea of

vegetation in general ; and that accordingly, so far as Adonis

existed for them at all, he must have been the Adam or lord

of each individual tree and plant rather than a personifica

tion of vegetable life as a whole. Thus there would be as

many Adonises as there were trees and shrubs, and each

of them might expect to receive satisfaction for any damage

done to his person or property.

We have seen reason to think that in early times

Adonis was sometimes personated by a living man who

died a violent death in the character of the god. Further,

there is evidence which goes to show that among the

agricultural peoples of the Eastern Mediterranean, the corn

spirit, by whatever name he was known, was often repre

sented, year by year, by human victims slain on the harvest

field.1 If that was so, it seems likely that "th‘e“propitiation

of the corn-spirit would tend to fuse to some extent with

the worship of the dead. For the spirits of these victims

might be thought to return to life in the ears which they had

fattened with their blood, and to die a second death at the

reaping of the corn. Now the ghosts of those who have

perished by violence are surly and apt to wreak their

vengeance on their slayers whenever an opportunity offers.

Hence the attempt to appease the souls of the slaughtered

victims would naturally blend, at least in the popular concep

tion, with the attempt to pacify the slain corn-spirit. And

as the dead came back in the sprouting corn, so they might

be thought to return in the spring flowers, waked from their

long sleep by the soft vernal airs. They had been laid to

their rest under the sod. What more natural than to

imagine that the violets and the hyacinths, the roses and

1 W. Mannhardt, /l/[J/Z/zologz'.rr/re F01'.s'r/z2m,g'0/z, pp. f/7w Gola"mz

Boug/1,2 ii. 224 sgq.

I sr/(/. ;

BOOK 1
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the anemones, sprang from their dust, were empurpled or

incarnadined by their blood, and contained some portion of

their spirit?

I .ronzo/lnzos 2.’/n'n/c 2’/zal nor/or olows so red

T/zo lt’./no as wlzore some onrioa’ Caesar lzlea’;

T/zal or/cry f/yaoinl/z //zo Garden wears

l)ro//‘Z in her Lap from some onre Z07./oly [-/earl.

Ana’ llzls ror/2'7/z'n,g" Hero whose lender Green

F/oafgos l/re R2’?/or-Lzf on it//zzk/2 we /oan—

A/2, loan upon it lzlghlly, for who /anows

From rzo/zal once lowly up 2'! sprz'ngs unseen ?

At Athens the great Commemoration of the Dead fell Thefestival

in spring about the middle of March, when the early flowers §f,§,’;f,,‘§a‘1

are in bloom. Then the dead were believed to rise from OfflO“'@rS

their graves and go about the streets, vainly endeavouring

to enter the temples and the dwellings, which were barred

against these perturbed spirits with ropes, buckthorn, and

pitch. The name of the festival, according to the most

obvious and natural interpretation, means the Festival of

Flowers, and the title would fit well with the substance of

the ceremonies if at that season the poor ghosts were indeed

thought to creep from the narrow house with the opening

flowers.1 There may therefore be a measure of truth in the

theory of Renan, who saw in the Adonis worship a dreamy

voluptuous cult of death, conceived not as the King of

Terrors, but as an insidious enchanter who lures his victims

to himself and lulls them into an eternal sleep. The infinite

charm of nature in the Lebanon, he thought, lends itself to

religious emotions of this sensuous, visionary sort, hovering

vaguely between pain and pleasure, between slumber and

tears.2 It would doubtless be a mistake to attribute to

Syrian peasants the worship of a conception so purely

1 This explanation of the name

/Im‘/zo.n‘orz'rz, as applied to a festival of

the dead, is due to Mr. R. \'V'unsch

(Dar 1;‘/'1'!‘/zlz'1I,g.yir.rl o'er ]n.rr:l 11-/a/la,

Leipsic, 1902, pp. 43 sqq.). I cannot

accept my friend Dr. A. \\’. Verrall’s

ingenious derivation of the word fro1n

a verb é’wa0éoaa.a6m in the sense of

“ to conjure up ” (journal of ffcllonir

Stzzrlzlw, xx. (I900) pp. II5-I17). As

to the festival see E. Rohde, Rt)/r/zo,3

i. 236 sqq.; Miss j. E. Harrison,

Prologomomz lo //zo SlMZjI of Gmcl?

[fol/lqio/z, pp. 32 mo.

2 Ir). Renan, /l[z.'s.tz'on do

(Paris, 1864), p. 216.

Pl:6'12 22.‘ 2'0
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abstract as that of death in general. Yet it may be true

that in their simple minds the thought of the reviving

spirit of vegetation was blent with the very concrete notion

of the ghosts of the dead, who come to life again in spring

days with the early flowers, with the tender green of the corn

and the many-tinted blossoms of the trees. Thus their views

of the death and resurrection of nature would be coloured by

their views of the death and resurrection of man, by their own

personal sorrows and hopes and fears. In like manner we

cannot doubt that Renan’s theory of Adonis was itself deeply

tinged by passionate memories, memories of the slumber

akin to death which sealed his own eyes on the slopes of

the Lebanon, memories of the sister who sleeps in the land

of Adonis never again to wake with the anemones and the

roses.



CHAPTER IX

Tl-IE GARDENS OF ADONIS

PERI-IAPS the best proof that Adonis was a deity of vegeta- pots or

tion, and especially of the corn, is furnished by the gardens f\‘:lr(;"he"bS'

of Adonis, as they were called. These were baskets or pots

filled with earth, in which wheat, barley, lettuces, fennel, and

various kinds of flowers were sown and tended for eight Adonis.

days, chiefly or exclusively by women. Fostered by the

sun’s heat, the plants shot up rapidly, but having no root

withered as rapidly away, and at the end of eight days were

carried out with the images of the dead Adonis, and flung

with them into the sea or into springs.1

These gardens of Adonis are most naturally interpreted These

as representatives of Adonis or manifestations of his power -
9

flowers.

called the

Gardens of

gardens of

Adonis

they represented him, true to his original nature, in vegetable were

form, while the images of him, with which they were carried

out and cast into the water, portrayed him in his later the growth

human form. All these Adonis ceremonies, if I am right
)

were originally intended as charms to promote the growth

or revival of vegetation; and the principle by which they

were supposed to produce this effect was homoeopathic

or imitative magic.

1 For the authorities see Raoul

Rochette, “Mémoire sur les jardins

d’Adonis,” [fer/ue Arc/it-‘ologz'gzre, viii.

(1851) pp. 97-123; W. Mannhardt,

A11/2'/ac I/Vzzlai mm’ Fe/n’/ml/e, p. 279,

note 2, and p. 280, note 2. To the

authorities cited by Mannhardt add

Theophrastus, [*Iz's/. Planl. vi. 7. 3;

z'a’., De Cazrsfs P/am’. i. 12. 2; Gre

gorius Cyprius, i. 7; Macarius, i. 63;

Apostolius, i. 34; Diogenianus, i. 14;

Plutarch, De rem m/m. zv'mz'. 17.

For ignorant people suppose that by

\Vomen only are mentioned as planting

the gardens of Adonis by Plutarch, /.r.;

Julian, Co2zw'zIz'u/n, p. 329 ed. Span

heim (p. 423 ed. Hertlein) ; Eustathius

on Homer, Od. xi. 590. On the other

hand, Apostoli us and Diogenianus (Z./. rc.)

say ¢vTet"o1/res 7') ¢v'ret"ou0'at. The pro

cession at the festiyal of Adonis is

mentioned in an Attic description of

302 or 301 B.C. (Dittenberger, S11’!/ogc

[n..rrr2'/‘>/2'0/mm Gracmrzz/11,2 No. 726).

charms to

promote

of vege

tation.

I37
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mimicking the effect which they desire to produce they

actually help to produce it; thus by sprinkling water they

make rain, by lighting a fire they make sunshine, and so on.

Similarly, by mimicking the growth of crops they hope to

ensure a good harvest. The rapid growth of the wheat and

barley in the gardens of Adonis was intended to make the

corn shoot up; and the throwing of the gardens and of the

images into the water was a charm to secure a due supply of

fertilising rain.1 The same, I take it, was the object of

throwing the effigies of Death and the Carnival. into water in

the corresponding ceremonies of modern Europe.2 Certainly

the custom of drenching with water a leaf-clad person, who

undoubtedly personifies vegetation, is still resorted to in

Europe for the express purpose of producing rain.3 Similarly

the custom of throwing water on the last corn cut at

harvest, or on the person who brings it home (a custom

observed in Germany and France, and till quite lately in

England and Scotland), is in some places practised with the

avowed intent to procure rain for the next year’s crops.

Thus in Vi/allachia and amongst the Roumanians of Tran

sylvania, when a girl is bringing home a crown made of the

last ears of corn cut at harvest, all who meet her hasten to

throw water on her, and two farm-servants are placed at the

door for the purpose; for they believe that if this were not

done, the crops next year would perish from drought.4 So

The throw

ing of the

"gardens"

into water

was a rain

charm.

Parallel

European

customs of

drenching

the corn

with water

at harvest

or sowing.

1In hot southern countries like

Egypt and the Semitic regions of

living memory in Wigtownsliire, and at

Orwell in Cambridgeshire. See 1701/2

western Asia, where vegetation de

pends chiefly or entirely upon irriga

tion, the purpose of the charm is

doubtless to secure a plentiful flow

of water in the streams. But as the

ultimate object and the charms for

securing it are the same in both cases,

it has not been thought necessary

always to point out the distinction.

2 77% Golden b’ozr,g/1,2 ii. 78 sqq.

3 /Md. i. 94 sqq.

4 VV. Mannhardt, />’am/2/ez/Z/2/.r, p.

214 ; \/V. Schmidt, Dar _/CL/Z-7’ 2//m./.r/:z'7z/,1

1/ 1(2{_§"6' 2'/z /Wuz'rzzuz,g zma’ />’/um/z der

/\’0//z/Z12/2/2 .S'z'r:br:1zbzk'l;(,YeIzs, pp. 18s/7. The

custom of throwing water on the last

waggon-load of corn returning from the

harvest-field has been practised within

/are /02/2'/za/, vii. (1889) pp. 50, 51.

(In the first of these passages the Orwell

at which the custom used to be observed

is said to be in Kent ; this was a mistake

of mine, which my informant, the Rev.

E. B. Birks, formerly Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, afterwards

corrected.) Mr. R. E. Davis writes

to me (March 4, 1906) from Camp

bell College, Belfast: “Between 30

and 40 years ago I was staying, as a

very small boy, at a Nottinghamshire

farmhouse at harvest-time, and was

allowed--as a great privilege—-to ride

home on the top of the last load. All

the harvesters followed the waggon,

and on reaching the farmyard we found

the maids of the farm gathered near
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amongst the Saxons of Transylvania, the person who wears

the wreath made of the last corn cut is drenched with water

to the skin; for the wetter he is the better will be next

year’s harvest, and the more grain there will be threshed out.

Sometimes the wearer of the wreath is the reaper who cut

the last corn.1 In northern Euboea, when the corn-sheaves

have been piled in a stack, the farmer’s wife brings a pitcher

of water and offers it to each of the labourers that he may

wash his hands. Every man, after he has washed his hands,

sprinkles water on the corn and on the threshing-floor,

expressing at the same time a wish that the corn may last

long. Lastly, the farmer's wife holds the pitcher slantingly

and runs at full speed round the stack without spilling a

drop, while she utters a wish that the stack may endure as

long as the circle she has just described.2 At the spring

ploughing in Prussia, when the ploughmen and sowers

returned in the evening from their work in the fields, the

farmer’s wife and the servants used to splash water over

them. The ploughmen and sowers retorted by seizing every

one, throwing them into the pond, and ducking them under

the water. The farmer’s wife might claim exemption on

payment of a forfeit, but every one else had to be ducked.

By observing this custom they hoped to ensure a due

supply of rain for the seed.3 Also after harvest in Prussia,

the person who wore a wreath made of the last corn cut

was drenched with water, while a prayer was uttered that

“as the corn had sprung up and multiplied through the

water, so it might spring up and multiply in the barn and

granary.” 4 At Schlanow, in Brandenburg, when the sowers

return home from the first sowing they are drenched

with water “in order that the corn may grow.”5 In

Anhalt on the same occasion the farmer is still often

the gate, with bowls and buckets of

water, which they proceeded to throw

on the men, who got thoroughly

drenched.”

1 G. A. Heinrich, .--l,_gmr/'.i‘r‘/zo S/'//on

nna’ (;ol)r(’1"//r‘//.o 2//1/or (I'M Sm-/z.ro/1»

.S'z'olm/z/)1?/jqzr/z.\' (llermanstadt, 1880), p.

24; II. von Wlislocki, S/'//r:/1 1/no’

l?ranr/1 dor 5'21’/Jr.’/ll)/'rT/jet’/' .S'ar/13¢‘/1 (I“Ia1'n

burg, 1888), p. 32.

lVora’-E1/l;o'a (Leipsic, 1884), p. 53.

3 Mattliatis Praetorius, Drlz'rz'ao 1’rz15

xirao, p. 55; 1V. Mannhardt, [>’azmz

/ru//1/.r, pp. 214 .rq., note.

‘1 M. Praetorius, op. (27. p. 60; \V.

l\’Iannhardt, ./f>’azzm/:1/l/1/.r, p. 215. note.

2 G. Drosinis, Lam! -mm’ Low/o 2'-n

5 H. Prahn, “(ilaube und Ilrauch

in der Mark Brandenburg,” Z62’/.rr/zr/fl

a'o.r Voro2'/2.1‘ fl/Tr I '0//c.t‘/:11/1a’t-', i. (1891)

p. 186.
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sprinkled with water by his family; and his men and

horses, and even the plough, receive the same treatment.

The object of the custom, as people at Arensdorf explained

it, is “to wish fertility to the fields for the whole year.”1

So in Hesse, when the ploughmen return with the plough

from the field for the first time, the women and girls lie in

wait for them and slyly drench them with water.2 Near

Naaburg, in Bavaria, the man who first comes back from

sowing or ploughing has a vessel of water thrown over him

by some one in hiding.J At Hettingen in Baden the

farmer who is about to begin the sowing of oats is sprinkled

with water, in order that the oats may not shrivel up.4

Before the Tusayan Indians of North America go out to

plant their fields, the women sometimes pour water on them ;

the reason for doing so is that “as the water is poured on

the men,,s0 may water fall on the planted fields.”5 The

Indians of Santiago Tepehuacan steep the seed of the maize

in water before they sow it, in order that the god of the

waters may bestow on the fields the needed moisture.6

The opinion that the gardens of Adonis are essentially

charms to promote the growth of vegetation, especially of

Oraonsand the crops, and that they belong to the same class of customs

Mundas of

Bengal.
as those spring and midsummer folk-customs of modern

Europe which I have described elsewhere,7 does not rest for

its evidence merely on the intrinsic probability of the case.

Fortunately we are able to show that gardens of Adonis (if

we may use the expression in a general sense) are still

planted, first, by a primitive race at their sowing season,

and, second, by European peasants at midsummer. Amongst

the Oraons and Mundas of Bengal, when the time comes for

planting out the rice which has been grown in seed-beds, a

party of young people of both sexes go to the forest and cut

1 O. Hartung, “Zur Volkskunde

aus Anhalt,” Zcz'l.r¢'/u'1_.'// des I/a1'cz'1z.t

f/'/r V0ZArr/szr/z(/0, vii. (I897) p. I50.

2 \V. Kolbe, Ifasszkc/20 V0!/.'.i'-S2'//012

2;/24! (/'6//1'('/ur/ze, p. 51.

'2 I>’a?/cu'z'a, I.amZc.r- mu! V0//.'.r/c2mde

1/as /k’U'7l2l1”7’(Z2‘('/2.5‘ Ii’a/1/W12, ii. 297.

"l E. H. Meyer, Eaclisr/ws V0//as

/a/)4//2 (Strasburg, I900), p. 420.

5 j. Walter Fewkes, “The Tusayan

New Fire Ceremony,” I"1'0rccdi/gas‘I/ze ./>’0.r/0/2 .S'0c£e'ty W’ IVa/zun/ IIz'.r!01'y,

xxvi. (1895) p. 446.

‘5 “ Lettre du curé de Santiago

Tepehuacan a son éveque,” I31://cZz';z

de /a S'0r1'J/J dc (;‘J(g12'a;$/z2'c (Paris),

Deuxieme Série, ii. (1834) pp. 181 .t‘(].

7 I716 (/'0/den Ii’0u,.r,r/1,2 i. 190, I93

~".‘/(I
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a young Karma-tree, or the branch of one. Bearing it in

triumph they return dancing, singing, and beating drums,

and plant it in the middle of the village dancing-ground. A

sacrifice is offered to the tree; and next morning the youth

of both sexes, linked arm—in-arm, dance in a great circle

round the Karma—tree, which is decked with strips of

coloured cloth and sham bracelets and necklets of plaited

straw. As a preparation for the festival, the daughters of

the headman of the village cultivate blades of barley in a

peculiar way. The seed is sown in moist, sandy soil, mixed

with turmeric, and the blades sprout and unfold of a pale

yellow or primrose colour. On the day of the festival the

girls take up these blades and carry them in baskets to the

dancing-ground, where, prostrating themselves reverentially,

they place some of the plants before the Karma-tree.

Finally, the Karma-tree is taken away and thrown into a

stream or tank.1 The meaning of planting these barley

blades and then presenting them to the Karma-tree is

hardly open to question. Trees are supposed to exercise

a quickening influence upon the growth of crops, and

amongst the very people in question-—the l\/lundas or

Mundaris—-“ the grove deities are held responsible for the

crops.” 2 Therefore, when at the season for planting out the

rice the Mundas bring in a tree and treat it with so much

respect, their object can only be to foster thereby the growth

of the rice which is about to be planted out ; and the custom

of causing barley blades to sprout rapidly and then present

ing them to the tree must be intended to subserve the same

purpose, perhaps by reminding the tree-spirit of his duty

towards the crops, and stimulating his activity by this visible

example of rapid vegetable growth. The throwing of the

Karma-tree into the water is to be interpreted as a rain-charm.

\/Vhether the barley blades are also thrown into the water

is not said; but if my interpretation of the custom is right,

probably they are so. A distinction between this Bengal

custom and the Greek rites of Adonis is that in the former

the tree-spirit appears in his original form as a tree;

whereas in the Adonis worship he appears in human form,

1 E. T. Dalton, 1;!/1'10/(73:-1'(3/‘1'h‘}I$’-(‘I/, p. 259.

2 7720 G0/a.’m, [#02/g/1,‘~' i. 189 J1/(/.
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represented a dead man, though his vegetable nature is

indicated by the gardens of Adonis, which are, so to say, a

secondary manifestation of his original power as a tree-spirit.

Gardens of Adonis are cultivated also by the I-lindoos,

with the intention apparently of ensuring the fertility both

of the earth and of mankind. Thus at Oodeypoor in

Rajputana a festival is held “in honour of Gouri, or Isani,

the goddess of abundan.ce, the Isis of Egypt, the Ceres of

Greece. Like the Rajpoot Saturnalia, which it follows, it

belongs to the vernal equinox, when nature in these regions

proximate to the tropic is in the full expanse of her charms,

and the matronly Gouri casts her golden mantle over the

verdant Vassanti, personification of spring. Then the fruits

exhibit their promise to the eye ; the kohil fills the ear with

melody ; the air is impregnated with aroma, and the crimson

poppy contrasts with the spikes of golden grain to form a

wreath for the beneficent Gouri. Gouri is one of the names

of lsa or Parvati, wife of the greatest of the gods, Mahadeva

or Iswara, who is conjoined with her in these rites, which

almost exclusively appertain to the women. The meaning

of gozrrz' is ‘yellow,’ emblematic of the ripened harvest, when

the votaries of the goddess adore her effigies, which are

those of a matron painted the colour of ripe corn.” The

rites begin when the sun enters the sign of the Ram, the

opening of the Hindoo year. An image of the goddess

Gouri is made of earth, and a smaller one of her husband

Iswara, and the two are placed together. A small trench

is next dug, barley is sown in it, and the ground watered

and heated artificially till the grain sprouts, when the women

dance round it hand in hand, invoking the blessing of Gouri

on their husbands. After that the young corn is taken up

and distributed by the women to the men, who wear it in

their turbans. Every wealthy family, or at least every sub

division of the city, has its own image. These and other

rites, known only to the initiated, occupy several days, and

are performed within doors. Then the images of the

goddess and her husband are decorated and borne in pro

cession to a beautiful lake, whose deep blue waters mirror

the cloudless Indian sky, marble palaces, and orange groves.

Here the women, their hair decked with roses and jessamine,
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carry the image of Gouri down a marble staircase to the

water’s edge, and dance round it singing hymns and love

songs. Meantime the goddess is supposed to bathe in the

water. No men take part in the ceremony; even the

image of Iswara, the husband god, attracts little attention.1

In these rites the distribution of the barley shoots to the

men, and the invocation of a blessing on their husbands by

the wives, point clearly to the desire of offspring as one

motive for observing the custom. The same motive prob

ably explains the use of gardens of Adonis at the marriage

of Brahmans in the Madras Presidency. Five or nine sorts

of seed grains are mixed and sown in little earthen vessels,

and the couple water them for four days. On the fifth day

the sprouts are taken out and thrown into a tank or river?

In the Himalayan districts of north-western India the Gardens of

cultivators sow barley, maize, pulse, or mustard in a basket in

of earth on the twenty-fourth day of the fourth month westernand

(Asrir/2), which falls about the middle of july. Then on the

last day of the month they place amidst the new sprouts

small clay images of Mahadeo and Parvati and worship

them in remembrance of the marriage of those deities.

Next day they cut down the green stalks and wear them in

their head-dress.3 Similar is the barley feast known as

jayi or jawara in upper India and as Bhujariya in the

Central Provinces. On the seventh day of the light half of

the month Saiwan grains of barley are sown in a pot of

manure, and spring up so quickly that by the end of the

month the vessel is full of long, yellowish-green stalks. On

the first day of the next month, Bhadon, the women and

girls take the stalks out, throw the earth and manure into

water, and distribute the plants among their male friends,

who bind them in their turbans and about their dress.4 At

1 Lieut.-Col. james Tod, .--111/uz/.\‘

and .--I/1//'(/uz'/ztu of /do/'o.rl’/1a/1., i. (Lon

don, 1829) pp. 570-572.

3 ./ml/'a/1 .~I/1.l/'yznzr_y, xxv.

1). I44.

3 E. T. Atkinson, 7714' [ll//1a/a_1-'a11

])1.'.tlr1.'<'/.r of//zo /\/"())"/‘/1 - I Vat/w‘/1 /"/'<rz_'/'//rm

(_)/"/nu’1'o, ii. (Allahabad, 1884) p. 870.

‘1 \lV. Crooke, /"o/>1//ar ./\’¢.'/{glo/1. and

Fol/c-/o/'¢: o/' ./Vm'//zrr/1 //Ia’/a (\'Vest

minster, 1896), ii. 293 .w/. Compare

(1896)

Bahoo Ishuree Dass, [>0//zen‘/‘r .'l[(z/zmmv

and tl‘n.rlor/1.\‘ o/'//zo I/1'/zrloor o/'A'o.'-//1t‘r/1

/mz’z'a (Benares, 1860), pp. 111 sq.

According to the latter writer, the

festival of Salono [not Salonan] takes

place in August, and the barley is

planted by women and girls in baskets

a few days before the festival, to be

thrown by them into a river or tank

when the grain has sprouted to the

height of a few inches.
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Sargal in the Central Provinces of India this ceremony is

observed about the middle of September. None but women

may take part in it, though crowds of men come to look on.

Some little time before the festival wheat or other grain has

been sown in pots ingeniously constructed of large leaves,

which are held together by the thorns of a species of acacia.

Having grown up in the dark, the stalks are of a pale

colour. On the day appointed these gardens of Adonis, as

we may call them, are carried towards a lakewhich abuts

on the native city. The women of every family or circle of

friends bring their own pots, and having laid them on the

ground they dance round them. Then taking the pots of

sprouting corn they descend to the edge of the water, wash

the soil away from the pots, and distribute the young plants

among their friends.1

In some parts of Bavaria it is customary to sow flax in

a pot on the last three days of the Carnival ; from the seed

which grows best an omen is drawn as to whether the early,

the middle, or the late sowing will produce the best crop.2

In Sardinia the gardens of Adonis are still planted in con

nection with the great Midsummer festival which bears the

name of St. john. At the end of March or on the first of

April a young man of the village presents himself to a girl

and asks her to be his cor/zare (gossip or sweetheart), offering

to be her C07/ZFCZV6. The invitation is considered as an honour

by the girl’s family, and is gladly accepted. At the end of

May the girl makes a pot of the bark of the cork-tree, fills

it with earth, and sows a handful of wheat and barley in it.

The pot being placed in the sun and often watered, the corn

sprouts rapidly and has a good head by Midsummer Eve

(St. ]ohn’s Eve, the twenty-third of june). The potis then

called Erma or Ne7merz'. On St. ]ohn’s Day the young man

and the girl, dressed in their best, accompanied by a long

retinue and preceded by children gambolling and frolicking,

move in procession to a church outside the village. Here

they break the pot by throwing it against the door of the

church. Then they sit down in a ring on the grass and eat

1Mrs. C. Murray-Aynsley,

“ Secular and Religious Dances,” F0//.~

/ore _/omvzal, v. (I887) pp. 253 sq.

The writer thinks that the ceremony

“probably fixes the season for sowing

some particular crop.”

2 />’a7/m'z'a, LamIr:r- 21/za’ V0//r.v1'z//2a’r'

1//rs /\'('2'1z1.:gmz'r/1.x‘ />’aJ/er/z, ii. 298.
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eggs and herbs to the music of flutes. Wine is mixed in a

cup and passed round, each one drinking as it passes.

Then they join hands and sing “ Sweethearts of St. John”

(C07/zpare e 0011207? di 56:72 Gz'07Ja7/1722') over and over again,

the flutes playing the while. When they tire of singing

they stand up and dance gaily in a ring till evening. This

is the general Sardinian custom. As practised at Ozieri it

has some special features. In May the pots are made of

cork - bark and planted with corn, as already described.

Then on the Eve of St. John the window-sills are draped

with rich cloths, on which the pots are placed, adorned with

crimson and blue silk and ribbons of various colours. On

each of the pots they used formerly to place a statuette or

cloth doll dressed as a woman, or a Priapus-like figure made

of paste; but this custom, rigorously forbidden by the

Church, has fallen into disuse. The village swains go about

in a troop to look at the pots and their decorations and to

wait for the girls, who assemble on the public square to

celebrate the festival. Here a great bonfire is kindled,

round which they dance and make merry. Those who wish

to be “Sweethearts of St. John” act as follows. The young

man stands on one side of the bonfire and the girl on the

other, and they, in a manner, join hands by each grasping

one end of a long stick, which they pass three times back

wards and forwards across the fire, thus thrusting their hands

thrice rapidly into the flames. This seals their relationship

to each other. Dancing and music go on till late at night.1

The correspondence of these Sardinian pots of grain to the

gardens of Adonis seems complete, and the images formerly

placed in them answer to the images of Adonis which

accompanied his gardens.

Customs of the same sort are observed at the same Gardens of

season in Sicily. Pairs of boys and girls become gossips of ;‘_1°,‘:)i,S]n(!‘s‘

St. John on St. John’s Day by drawing each a hair from his pay in

or her head and performing various ceremonies over them, b1C”y'

1 Antonio Bresciani, Dcz' rostz/mi Gabriele, “Usi dei contadini della

dell’ zlralrz di .S'a1>'d¢:_g/za co////uzmtz' rogli Sardegna,” .~1/T/z2't.'z'0 jwr 10 sir/a’i0 dc!/c

a1zt2'r.'/zz's5i/Izz' jfiojio/'1' 011012/a/1' (Rome trad2'zz'01zz'/>0,/>0/a1'z', vii. (1888) pp. 469

and Turin, I866), pp. 427 sq.; R. sq. Tennant says that the pots are

Tennant, Srz/'11/2'lzz'rz rum’ 2'/5 ]\’es0z1-rccs kept in a dark warm place, and that

(Rome and London, 1885), p. 187 ; S. the children leap across the fire.

L
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such as tying the hairs together and throwing them up in

the air, or exchanging them over a potsherd, which they

afterwards break in two, preserving each a fragment with

pious care. The tie formed in the latter way is supposed

to last for life. In some parts of Sicily the gossips of St.

John present each other with plates of sprouting corn, lentils,

and canary seed, which have been planted forty days before

the festival. The one who receives the plate pulls a stalk

of the young plants, binds it with a ribbon, and preserves it

among his or her greatest treasures, restoring the platter to

the giver. At Catania the gossips exchange pots of basil

and great cucumbers; the girls tend the basil, and the

thicker it grows the more it is prized.1

I|uth_es:e In these midsummer customs of Sardinia and Sicily it

is possible that, as Mr. R. Wiinsch supposes,2 St. John

g¢t'r@Jr1(1)<l>]II1]i¢S has replaced Adonis. We have seen that the rites ‘of

;,,,L,y h,.,,,.,. Tammuz or Adon1s were commonly celebrated about mid

mm‘ the summer; according to Jerome, their date was June.3 And

besides their date and their similarity in respect of the pots

of herbs and corn, there is another point of affinity between

the two festivals, the heathen and the Christian. In both

of them water plays a prominent part. At his midsummer

festival in Babylon the image of Tammuz, whose name is

said to mean “true son of the deep water,” was bathed with

pure water: at his summer festival in Alexandria the image

of Adonis, with that of his divine mistress Aphrodite, was

committed to the waves; and at the midsummer celebration

in Greece the gardens of Adonis were thrown into the sea

Custom of or into springs. Now a great feature of the midsummer

festival associated with the name of St. John is, or used to

Day ofbt be, the custom of bathing in the sea, springs, rivers, or the

gg2,nn,<g:I'd' dew on Midsummer Eve or the morning of Midsummer Day.

Thus, for example, at Naples there is a church dedicated to

Day), St. John the Baptist under the name of St. John of the Sea

1 G. Pitre, Uri e Cos/z/I/12', C'mderzza and the tie thus formed is regarded as

e J~’mgz'z/olz'zz' dc! pa/)0/0 .rz'cz'/z'ana, ii. sacred. See G. Finaiiiore, 6'1’/.'dc1zse,

271-278. Compare z'a’., Sjbe/lam/2' e Usie Cos/2/7112'Alzruzzc.rz', pp. 165 sq.

H)‘ I ,- _- 1/] [V-1 . ’ ' , , , , .//“Me /M/)0/‘an 1”” fa/Hi’ pp 297 W 2 R. Wtlnsch, Dar /'7'”?/z/z7zg>:§/1.'.s‘/‘

In the Abra’///.1 also young men and 1 . /, _ ‘

J _ _ - ,4 A _ ([0; /1250! /lfa//a, pp. 47-57.
young women become gossips J)’ ex

changing nosegays on St. John’s Day, 3 See above, pp. 7, I28.
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Gior/an a mare); and it was an old practice for men

and women to bathe in the sea on St. john’s Eve, that is,

on Midsummer Eve, believing that thus all their sins were

washed away.1 In the Abruzzi water is still supposed to

acquire certain marvellous and beneficent properties on St.

john’s Night. They say that on that night the sun and

moon bathe in the water. Hence many people take a bath

in the sea or in a river at that season, especially at the

moment of sunrise. At Castiglione a Casauria they go

before sunrise to the Pescara River or to springs, wash their

faces and hands, then gird themselves with twigs of bryony

(7/ilaloa) and twine the plant round their brows, in order

that they may be free from pains. At Pescina boys and

girls wash each other’s faces in a river or a spring, then

exchange kisses, and become gossips. The dew, also, that

fall~s on St. john’s Night is supposed in the Abruzzi to

benefit whatever it touches, whether it be water, flowers, or

the human body. For that reason people put out vessels

of water on the window-sills or the terraces, and wash them

selves with the water in the morning in order to purify

themselves and escape headaches and colds. A still more

efficacious mode of accomplishing the same end is to rise at

the peep of dawn, to wet the hands in the dewy grass, and

then to rub the moisture on the eyelids, the brow, and the

temples, because the dew is believed to cure maladies of the

head and eyes. It is also a remedy for diseases of the skin.

Persons who are thus afflicted should roll on the dewy

grass. When patients are prevented by their infirmity or

any other cause from quitting the house, their friends will

gather the dew in sheets or tablecloths and so apply it to

the suffering part.2 At Marsala in Sicily there is a spring

of water in a subterranean grotto called the Grotto of the

Sibyl. Beside it stands a church of St. john, which has

been supposed to occupy the site of a temple of Apollo.

On St. john’s Eve, the twenty-third of june, women and

girls visit the grotto, and by drinking of the prophetic water

learn whether their husbands have been faithful to them in

the year that is past, or whether they themselves will wed

1 . Grimm, De:/lrr/zo [If/2‘/zolo ie,‘1 2 G. Finamore, Crorio/zzo, Urz'
0 J g ~y 0 0

1. 490. Coslumz /Mruzzosz, pp. 156-160.
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in the year that is to come. Sick people, too, imagine that

by bathing in the water, drinking of it, or ducking thrice in

it in the name of the Trinity, they will be 1nade whole.1 At

Chiaramonte in Sicily the following custom is observed on St.

]ohn’s Eve. The men repair to one fountain and the

women to another, and dip their heads thrice in the water,

repeating at each ablution certain verses in honour of St.

john. They believe that this is a cure or preventive of the

scald.2 When Petrarch visited Cologne, he chanced to

arrive in the town on St. john’s Eve. The sun was nearly

setting, and his host at once led him to the Rhine. A

strange sight there met his eyes, for the banks of the

river were covered with pretty women. The crowd was great

but good-humoured. From a rising ground on which he

stood the poet saw many of the women, girt with fragrant

herbs, kneel down on the water’s edge, roll their sleeves

up above their elbows, and wash their white arms and hands

in the river, murmuring softly some words which the Italian

did not understand. He was told that the custom was a

very old one, much honoured in the observance; for the

common folk, especially the women, believed that to wash

in the river on St. ]ohn’s Eve would avert every misfortune

in the coming year.3 On St. ]ohn’s Eve the people of

Copenhagen used to go on pilgrimage to a neighbouring

spring, there to heal and strengthen themselves in the

water.4 In Spain people still bathe in the sea or roll naked

in the dew of the meadows on St. john’s Eve, believing that

this is a sovereign preservative against diseases of the skin.5

To roll in the dew on the morning of St. ]ohn’s Day is also

esteemed a cure for diseases of the skin in Normandy and

Perigord. In Perigord a field of hemp is especially recom

mended for the purpose, and the patient should rub himself

with the plants on which he has rolled.6 At Ciotat in

' 1 G. Pitre, Fer/1: /2a/rona/z' 2'12 .S'z'¢'z'Iz'(z by Grimm, I)cm’.rr/M: III)///z0!0gz'c,4

(Turin and Palermo, 1900), pp. 488, i. 489 51/. '

491-493. 4 Grimm, 0/). ('2'/. i. 489.

2 -. . ti . . ,,)_ ,. 5 Letter of Dr. Otero Acevado, of
“.62./z.(;l'wP1§rL’Cifjeflawll 6/“lg /mjm/ml Madrid, Le 7'1://1])i*, September 1898.

' ’ 1' 3 ' 0 j. Lecoeur, Es.yzrz'aves du li’0r(z/ge

J Petrarch,E]>z'sl0lae (I0 re/ms famz'lz'- Norma/m’, ii. 8 ; A. de Nore, 6'02!/1/mm,

ar2'/ms, i. 4 (vol. i. pp. 44-46 ed. J. /l/I)///zes cl I-'raa’z'/2'01-zr dcs />/'02/2'/zcer de

Fracassetti). The passage is quoted F/'a7zce, p. 150.
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Provence, while the midsummer bonfire blazed, young people

used to plunge into the sea and splash each other vigorously.

At Vitrolles they bathed in a pond in order that they might

not suffer from fever during the year, and at Saint-Maries

they watered the horses to protect them from the itch.1 A

custom of drenching people on this occasion with water

formerly prevailed in Toulon, Marseilles, and other towns of

the south of France. The water was squirted from syringes,

poured on the heads of passers-by from windows, and so

forth.2 From Europe the practice of bathing in rivers and

springs on St. John’s Day appears to have passed with the

Spaniards to the New World.3

It may perhaps be suggested that this wide-spread The

custom of bathing in water or dew on Midsummer Eve or

Midsummer Day is purely Christian in origin, having been at mid- _

adopted as an appropriate mode of celebrating the day i)‘;‘;‘ar?f"l:Zt

dedicated to the Baptist. But in point of fact the custom _<;liristi.ftn_.

is older than Christianity, for it was denounced and forbidden ]n”SOr”“””'

as a heathen practice by Augustine.4 We may conjecture

that the Church, unable to put down this relic of paganism,

followed its usual policy of accommodation by bestowing

on the rite a Christian name and acquiescing, with a sigh,

in its observance. And casting about for a saint to sup

plant a heathen patron of bathing, the Christian doctors

could hardly have hit upon a more appropriate successor

than St. John the Baptist.

But into whose shoes did the Baptist step? \/Vas the Old

displaced deity really Adonis, as the foregoing evidence

seems to suggest? In Sardinia and Sicily it may have Ofmid-_

been so, for in these islands Semitic influence was certainly m

deep and probably lasting. The midsummer pastimes ofandthe

Sardinian and Sicilian children may therefore be a direct I

continuation of the Carthaginian rites of Tammuz. Yet the

midsummer festival seems too widely spread and too deeply

1 A. de Nore, 0}‘). (ii. p. 20; F. Ramirez (Mexico, I867-I880), ii.

Bérenger-lféraud, 180//12'/zz'.\*¢.-ezzmi‘ jmf>u- 293.

lairer tit’ la I-’1'0t'¢'/m1, pp. 135-141. 4 Augustine, Ojwra, v. (Paris, 1683)

2 Breuil, in ."l/J/2102'/'c.r dc /a .S‘0rz't‘.J col. 903; 2'11/'., Pars Secunda, coll. 46I

der A/z/1_'1]1/(11-'r(..'.r rid /-’z'r"am'1'r, viii. (1845) sq. The second of these passages

pp. 237 rr/. occurs in a sermon of doubtful authen

3 Diego Duran, Ifz'.rtorz'a dc [ax ticity. Both have been quoted by J.

I/za’z'a.r dc Nzzcr/a Er/>rz/7rz, edited by Grimm, Dczzfrc/zc /l1'yt/10/ogz'c,‘l i. 490.
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rooted in central and northern Europe to allow us to trace it

everywhere to an Oriental origin in general and to the cult

of Adonis in particular. It has the air of a native of the soil

rather than of an exotic imported from the East. We shall

do better, therefore, to suppose that at a remote period

similar modes of thought, based on similar needs, led men

independently in many distant lands, from the North Sea

to the Euphrates, to celebrate the summer solstice with rites

which, while they differed in some things, yet agreed closely

in others; that in historical times a wave of Oriental

influence, starting perhaps from Babylonia, carried the

Tammuz or Adonis form of the festival westward till it met

with native forms of a similar festival ; and that under

pressure of the Roman civilisation these different yet kindred

festivals fused with each other and crystallised into a variety

‘of shapes, which subsisted more or less separately side by

side, till the Church, ‘unable to suppress them altogether,

stripped them so far as it could of their grosser features, and

dexterously changing the names allowed them to pass

muster as Christian. And what has just been said of the

midsummer festivals probably applies, muZaz‘z's mzMa7za’z's, to

the spring festivals also. They, too, seem to have originated

independently in Europe and the East, and after ages of

separation to have amalgamated under the sway of the

Roman Empire and the Christian Church. In Syria, as we

have seen, there appears to have been a vernal celebration

of Adonis; and we shall presently meet with an un

doubted instance. of an Oriental festival of spring in the

rites of Attis. Meantime we must return for a little to the

midsummer festival which goes by the name of St. John.

The Sardinian practice of making merry round a great

bonfire on St. John’s Eve is an instance of a custom which

has been practised at the midsummer festival from time

immemorial in many parts of Europe. That custom has

been more fully dealt with by me elsewhere.1 The instances

which I have there cited suffice to prove the connection of the

midsummer bonfire with vegetation. For example, both in

Sweden and Bohemia an essential part of the festival is the

raising of a May-pole or Midsummer-tree, which in Bohemia

1 The Golden Bozrg/2,2 iii. 266 .r(/(].
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is burned in the bonfire.1 Again, in a Russian midsummer

ceremony a straw figure of Kupalo, the representative of

vegetation, is placed beside a May-pole or Midsummer-tree

and then carried to and fro across a bonfire.2 Kupalo is here

represented in duplicate, in tree-form by the Midsummer-tree,

and in human form by the straw effigy, just as Adonis was

represented both by an image and a garden of Adonis; and

the duplicate representatives of Kupalo, like those of Adonis,

are finally cast into water. In the Sardinian and Sicilian

customs the Gossips or Sweethearts of St. john probably

answer, on the one hand to Adonis and Astarte, on the

other to the King and Queen of May. In the Swedish

province of Blekinge part of the midsummer festival is the

election of a Midsummer Bride, who chooses her bridegroom ;

a collection is made for the pair, who for the time being are

looked upon as man and wife.3 Such Midsummer pairs may

be supposed, like the May pairs, to stand for the powers of

vegetation or of fertility in general: they represent in flesh

and blood what the images of Siva or Mahadeo and Parvati

in the Indian ceremonies, and the images of Adonis and

Aphrodite in the Alexandrian ceremony, set forth in effigy.

The reason why ceremonies whose aim is to foster the Gardens

growth of vegetation should thus be associated with bonfires ; ?Ift‘;\I3j‘;r:1‘StO

why in particular the representative of vegetation should be foster the

burned in the likeness of a tree, or passed across the fire in

effigy or in the form of a living couple, must be reserved and _

for discussion in another work."‘ Here it is enough to Zipticelany

have proved the fact of such association, and therefore crops

to have obviated the objection which might have been

1 T/zo Golden [302/g/1,‘-’ i. 202 so. primitive mind fire is the most power

2 7710 Golden Bong/1,2 ii. 105.

3 L. Lloyd, 1/’oara/21' Life in .S”zvoa’on,

P- 9-57~

‘1 In the meanwhile I may refer to

7710 Golden Bong/1,2 iii. 300 sqq., and

the criticisms of Dr. E. \/Vestermarck,

T/ac Orzlgfi/z and De'z.'clo]>/ncm‘ of llloral

lobar, i. (London, 1906) p. 56, note 3.

In the passage referred to I followed

\V. Mannhardt in interpreting these

bonfires as mainly sun-charms, but I

recognised their supposed purgative

virtue also, pointing out that “to the

ful of all purificatory agents ” (p. 312).

Dr. \Vestermarcl< would explain the

fires as purificatory only. I am so far

in agreement with him that I believe

I overestimated the strength of the

evidence for the solar virtue of the

fires, and underestimated the strength

of the evidence for their purificatory

virtue. Meantime I suspend my

judgment on the question until I have

carefully reconsidered the evidence,

as I shall do in the third edition of Tim

Gola’on Bong/z.
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raised to my theory of the Sardinian custom, on the

ground that the bonfires have nothing to do with vegeta-I

tion. One more piece of evidence may here be given

to prove the contrary. In some parts of Germany young

men and girls leap over midsummer bonfires for the ex

press purpose of making the hemp or flax grow tall.1 VVQ

may, therefore, assume that in the Sardinian custom the

blades of wheat and barley which are forced on in pots for

the midsummer festival, and which correspond so closely to

the gardens of Adonis, form one of those widely-spread

midsummer ceremonies, the original object of which was to

promote the growth of vegetation, and especially of the

crops. But as, by an easy extension of ideas, the spirit of

vegetation was believed to exercise a beneficent and fertilis

ing influence on human as well as animal life, the gardens of

Adonis would be supposed, like the May-trees or l\/lay-boughs,

to bring good luck, and more particularly perhaps offspring,2

to the family or to the person who planted them; and

even after the idea had been abandoned that they operated

actively to confer prosperity, they might still be used to

furnish omens of good or evil. It is thus that magic

dwindles into divination. Accordingly we find modes of

divination practised at midsummer which resemble more or

less closely the gardens of Adonis. Thus an anonymous

Italian writer of the sixteenth century has recorded that it

was customary to sow barley and wheat a few days before

the festival of St. John (Midsummer Day) and also before

that of St. Vitus; and it was believed that the person for

whom they were sown would be fortunate, and get a good

husband or a good wife, if the grain sprouted well; but if

it sprouted ill, he or she would be unlucky.3 In various

parts of Italy and all over Sicily it is still customary to put

plants in water or in earth on‘ the Eve of St. John, and from

the manner in which -they are found to be blooming or

fading on St. ]ohn’s Day omens are drawn, especially as to

fortune in love. Amongst the plants used for this purpose

1 W. Mannhardt, [>’azmz/Ezaltzrs, p.

464; K. von Leoprechting, /lus dam

Le:/zmz'/2, p. 183.

2 The use of gardens of Adonis to

fertilise the human sexes appears plainly

in the corresponding Indian practices.

See above, pp. 142-144.

3 G. Pitre, S150/taro/z’efer/cpojbola/'1'

sz'cz'/iavze, pp. 296 sq.
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are Cz'urz' di 5. Gz'm/rzrmi (St. John’s wort?) and nettles.1

In Prussia two hundred years ago the farmers used to send

out their servants, especially their maids, to gather St. John’s

wort on Midsummer Eve or Midsummer Day (St. John’s

Day). When they had fetched it, the farmer took as many

plants as there were persons and stuck them in the wall or

between the beams; and it was thought that he or she

whose plant did not bloom would soon fall sick or die. The

rest of the plants were tied in a bundle, fastened to the end

of a pole, and set up at the gate or wherever the corn would

be brought in at the next harvest. The bundle was called

Kupalez the ceremony was known as Kupole’s festival;

and at it the farmer prayed for a good crop of hay, and

so forth.2 This Prussian custom is particularly notable,

inasmuch as it strongly confirms the opinion that Kupalo

(doubtless identical with Kupole) was originally a deity of

vegetation.3 For here Kupalo is represented by a bundle of

plants specially associated with midsummer in folk-custom ;

and her influence over vegetation is plainly signified by

placing her vegetable emblem over the place where the

harvest is brought in, as well as by the prayers for a good

crop which are uttered on the occasion. This furnishes a

fresh argument in support of the view that the Death, whose

analogy to Kupalo,Yarilo, and the rest I have shown elsewhere,

originally personified vegetation, more especially the dying

or dead vegetation of winter.4 Further, my interpretation of

the gardens of Adonis is confirmed by finding that in this

Prussian custom the very same kind of plants is used to

form the gardens of Adonis (as we may call them) and the

image of the deity. Nothing could set in a stronger light

the truth of the theory that the gardens of Adonis are merely

another manifestation of the god himself.

In Sicily gardens of Adonis are still sown in spring Sicilian

gardens of

1 G‘ Pitréi 0P- 677- PR 302 51/.; different (Arc/1.z'z'z'0 />01’ I0 rfz/a’z'0 ric//e;\;:_?r:11s m

Antonio de Nino, U.rz'A12r-2125052’, i. 55 lraa’z'sz'0m' ]>0]>0/arz', vii. ( I888) pp. 1 g'

.rq.; A. de Gubernatis, Uri Nzrsz'a/2', I28 .r(].).

Pp’ 39 S9’ Compare Am/"mo 1,67‘ /0 2 Matth'zius Praetorius, Dc/z'cz'ac

.rt2¢di0 dc!/e lraa'z'zz'onz' popolari, i. 13 5.

At Smyrna a blossom of the Agmzs

rastus is used on St. John’s Day for a

similar purpose, but the mode in which

the omens are drawn is somewhat

I’rz/.r.rz'¢'a¢', herausgegeben von Dr. \V.

Pierson (Berlin, 1871), p. 56.

3 T/ze G0/:21”/2 Bozrg/2-,2 ii. I05 sgq.

4 T/10 Go/dun. B0215‘/1,2 /.r.
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as well as in summer, from which we may perhaps infer

that Sicily as well as Syria celebrated of old a vernal festival

of the dead and risen god. At the approach of Easter,

Sicilian women sow wheat, lentils, and canary-seed in plates,

which they keep in the dark and water every two days.

The plants soon shoot up ; the stalks are tied together with

red ribbons, and the plates containing them are placed on

the sepulchres which, with the effigies of the dead Christ,

are made up in Catholic and Greek churches on Good

Friday,1 just as the gardens of Adonis were placed ‘on the

grave of the dead Adonis? The practice is not confined

to Sicily, for it is observed also at Cosenza in Calabria,3 and

perhaps in other places. The whole custom——sepulchres as

well as plates of sprouting grain——-may be nothing but a

continuation, under a different name, of the worship of

Adonis.

Nor are these Sicilian and Calabrian customs the

only Easter ceremonies which resemble the rites of

Adonis. “During the whole of Good Friday a waxen

effigy of the dead Christ is exposed to view in the

middle of the Greek churches and is covered with fervent

kisses by the thronging crowd, while the whole church rings

with melancholy, monotonous dirges. Late in the evening,

when it has grown quite dark, this waxen image is carried

by the priests into the street on a bier adorned with lemons,

roses, and jessamine, and there begins a grand procession of

the multitude, who move in serried ranks, with slow and

solemn step, through the whole town. Every man carries

his taper and breaks out into doleful lamentation. At all

the houses which the procession passes there are seated

women with censers to fumigate‘ the marching host. Thus

the community solemnly buries its Christ as if he had

just died. At last the waxen image is again deposited in

the church, and the same lugubrious chants echo anew.

These lamentations, accompanied by a strict fast, continue

till midnight on Saturday. As the clock strikes twelve, the

bishop appears and announces the glad tidings that ‘Christ

1 G. Pitre, .S';>e/lacoli e fcs/e /)0/)0la1'z'

.rz'rz'Zz'a/ze, p. 21 I.

2 I{’/]7I'0US' 80010011 érrurar/)£ous'A.5u’n/L55

Eustathius on Homer, Or]. xi. 590.

3 Vincenso Dorsa, La trarlz'sz'avze

Grero-Lalzbza 1w,g!z' usi 0 mile rrea’c;zze

/)0/)0lrz1'-z’ de/la Ca/abria C'z'/erz'orc (C0

senza, 1884), p. 50.
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is risen,’ to which the crowd replies, ‘He is risen indeed,’

and at once the whole city bursts into an uproar of joy,

which finds vent in shrieks and shouts, in the endless dis

charge of carronades and muskets, and the explosion of

fire-works of every sort. In the very same hour people

plunge from the extremity of the fast into the enjoyment of

the Easter lamb and neat wine.”1 a

In like manner the Catholic Church has been accustomed Resem

to bring before its followers in a visible form the death and

resurrection of the Redeemer. Such sacred dramas are well _eerc-monies

fitted to impress the lively imagination and to stir the warm ’é’a’,1,:‘:),iC

feelings of a susceptible southern race, to whom the pomp Church to

and pageantry of Catholicism are more congenial than to

the colder temperament of the Teutonic peoples. The

solemnities observed in Sicily on Good Friday, the official

anniversary of the Crucifixion, are thus described by a native

Sicilian writer. “ A truly moving ceremony is the procession

which always takes place in the evening in every commune

of Sicily, and further the Deposition from the Cross. The

brotherhoods took part in the procession, and the rear was

brought up by a great many boys and girls representing

saints, both male and female, and carrying the emblems of

Christ’s Passion. The Deposition from the Cross was

managed by the priests. The coffin with the dead Christ

in it was flanked by jews armed with swords, an object of

horror and aversion in the midst of the profound pity

excited by the sight not only of Christ but of the Mater

Dolorosa, who followed behind him. Now and then the

‘mysteries’ or symbols of the Crucifixion went in front.

Sometimes the procession followed the ‘three hours of

agony’ and the ‘Deposition from the Cross.’ The ‘three

hours’ commemorated those which jesus Christ passed upon

1 C. \Vachsmuth, Dar alle Grz'oc/zen

land 2'//1. nmo/n, pp. 26 sq. The

writer compares these ceremonies with

the Eleusinian rites. But I agree with

Mr. R. Wiinsch (Dar Fr2'i/z.l2'ng.yo.vl dor

lnscl /I-.’/alla, pp. 49 rq.) that the re

semblance to the Adonis festival is still

closer. Compare V. Dorsa, La tra

a'z'sz'ono Groro-[.alz'na vzeglz' 2/.vz' o nolle

rrm’c1zze ,oopolarz' dol/a Calalrrla Cila

rioro, pp. 49 .11}. Prof. \/Vachsmuth’s

description seems to apply to Athens.

In the country districts the ritual is

apparently similar. See R. A. Arnold,

Fro//z //1.0 Lovazzt (London, 1868), pp.

251 .vq., 259 so. So in the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre at jerusalem the

death and burial of Christ are acted over

a life-like effigy. See I-I. Maundrell,

in Th. VVright’s Early Travels in

1"alo.v/inc(London, 1848), pp. 443-445.
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the Cross. Beginning at the eighteenth and ending at the

twenty- first hour of Italian time two priests preached

alternately on the Passion. Anciently the sermons were

delivered in the open air on the place called the Calvary : at

last, when the third hour was about to strike, at the words

er/zz'sz'z‘ sj>z'7'z'Z'/mz Christ died, bowing his head amid the sobs

and tears of the bystanders. Immediately afterwards in

some places, three hours afterwards in others, the sacred

body was unnailed and deposited in the coffin. In Castro

nuovo, at the Ave lVI‘aria, two priests clad as Jews, repre

senting Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, with their

servants in costume, repaired to the Calvary, preceded by

the Company of the Whites. There, with doleful verses

and chants appropriate to the occasion, they performed the

various operations of the Deposition, after which the pro

cession took its way to the larger church. In Salaparuta

the Calvary is erected in the church. At the preaching of

the death, the Crucified is made to bow his head by means

of machinery, while guns are fired, trumpets sound, and

amid the silence of the people, impressed by the death of

the Redeemer, the strains of a melancholy funeral march

are heard. Christ is removed from the Cross and deposited

in the coffin by three priests. After the procession of the

dead Christ the burial is performed, that is, two priests lay

Christ in a fictitious sepulchre, from which at the mass of

Easter Saturday the image of the risen Christ issues and is

elevated upon the altar by means of machinery.”1 Scenic

representations of the same sort, with variations of detail, are

exhibited at Easter in the Abruzzi,2 and probably in many

other parts of the Catholic world.

When we reflect how often the Church has skilfully con

trived to plant the seeds of the new faith on the old stock of

paganism, we may surmise that the Easter celebration of the

dead and risen Christ was grafted upon a similar celebration

The

Christian

festival of

Easter

perhaps

grafted on

a festival

of Adonis.

1 G. Pitre, Spat/arolz' e _/as/e fi0/)0

lari sz'rz'/z'anc, pp. 216-218.

of the Easter spectacle is the death of

Judas, who, personated by a living

man, pretends to hang himself upon a

tree or a great branch, which has been

brought into the church and planted

near the high altar for the purpose (A.

de Nine, 01). ml. ii. 211).

2 G. Finamore, Cma’enze, Uri e

Coslu//12' A/)7'uzzesz', pp. 118-120; A.

de Nino, U52’ A/nwzzesz', i. 64 .r(/., ii.

210-212. At Roccacaramanico part
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of the dead and risen Adonis, which, as we have seen reason

to believe, was celebrated in Syria at the same season. The

type, created by Greek artists, of the sorrowful goddess with

her dying lover in her arms, resembles and may have been

the model of the Pzktri of Christian art, the Virgin with the

dead body of her divine. Son in her lap, of which the most

celebrated example is the one by Michael Angelo in St.

Peter’s. That noble groupIin which the living sorrow of the

mother contrasts so wonderfully with the languor of death in

the son, is one of the finest compositions in marble. Ancient

Greek art has bequeathed to us few works so beautiful, and

none so pathetic.1

In this connection a well-known statement of Jerome The

may not be without significance. He tells us that Xggslgisljaif

Bethlehem, the traditionary birth-place of the Lord, Bethlehem

was shaded by a grove of that still older Syrian Lord,

Adonis, and that where the infant Jesus had wept, the

lover of Venus was bewailed.2 Though he does not

expressly say so, Jerome seems to have thought that the

grove of Adonis had been planted by the heathen after the

birth of Christ for the purpose of defiling the sacred spot.

In this he may have been mistaken; but even if he was

right, the choice of Adonis to succeed Christ cannot but

strike us as eminently appropriate when we remember the

similarity of the rites which commemorated the death and

resurrection of the two. One of the earliest seats of the

worship of the new god was Antioch, and at Antioch,

as we have seen,3 the death of the old god was annually

celebrated with great solemnity. A circumstance which The_

attended the entrance of Julian into the city at the time ofg,[:;n1'lg

the Adonis festival may perhaps throw some light on the date iclslitifisd

of its celebration. When the emperor drew near to the city i)1t,l,1,,S'

he was received with public prayers as if he had been a god,and he marvelled at the voices of a great multitude \VhO5igngL1fo1

cried that the Star of Salvation had dawned upon them in :)!}“’L\f§Z‘Ii]‘i’:‘!

the East.‘ This may doubtless have been no more than a i I

1 The comparison has already been G2-Ere Am.‘2.'qz-re, iii. 221).

made by A. Maury, who also com- 2 Jerome, Ejn's1‘. lviii. 3 (Migne’s

pares the Easter ceremonies of the Paz‘rolog*z'a Laz‘z'/-za, xxii. 581).

Catholic Church with the rites of 3 Above, p. 128.

Adonis (lfzLrtoz'rc der /\’eI2lg2'01zs de la 4 Ammianus l\Iarcellinus, xxii. 9.
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fulsome compliment paid by an obsequious Oriental crowd

to the Roman emperor. But it is also possible that

the rising of a bright star regularly gave the signal for

the festival, and that as chance would have it the star

emerged above the rim of the eastern horizon at the very

moment of the emperor’s approach. The coincidence, if it

happened, could hardly fail to strike the imagination of a

superstitious and excited multitude, who might thereupon

hail the great man as the deity whose coming was

announced by the sign in the heavens. Or the emperor

may have mistaken for a greeting to himself the shouts

which were addressed to the star. Now Astarte, the divine

mistress of Adonis, was identified with the planet Venus,

and her changes from a morning to an evening star were

carefully noted by the Babylonian astronomers, who drew

omens from her alternate appearance and disappearance.1

Hence we may conjecture that the festival of Adonis was

regularly timed to coincide with the appearance of Venus as

the Morning or Evening Star. But the star which the

people of Antioch saluted at the festival was seen in the

East; therefore, if it was indeed Venus, it can only have

been the Morning Star. At Aphaca in Syria, where there

was a famous temple of Astarte, the signal for the celebra

tion of the rites was apparently given by the flashing of a

meteor, which on a certain day fell like a star from the top

of Mount Lebanon into the river Adonis. The meteor was

thought to be Astarte herself,2 and its flight through the air

might naturally be interpreted as the descent of the amorous

goddess to the arms of her lover. At Antioch and elsewhere

the appearance of the Morning Star on the day of the

festival may in like manner have been hailed as the coming

14: “Ur/22'.//ue ]>r0]>z'/zr/uam in sj§vrz'a//z ii. 5. The connection of the meteor

(1/zfczrjus mu/zz.'zzz's 1/012's ex:/'/film’ ;>21/2- with the festival of Adonis is not

§I<‘I. Zimmern, in

licis, 1/zz'ra/us 7/oces 1/zzzl/2'/udi/22's mcz,g

wzac, sa/zzlarc s/rlus 2'12/zarz'sre 0013' />ru'/1.?

bus adr/a1/za/z/z's. ”

1 M. Jastrow, 7710 16¢’/z:rfz'07z of

Ba/2)/lozzz'a and Ass;/1'z'a, pp. 370 sr/1/.;

E. Schrader’s D/0

/fez’/2'/23¢‘/zrzf/an unddasA/Xe '['es/amc7z/,3

p. 424.

2 Sozomenus, [[z'sZ0¢z'a Em/esz'as/z'('a,

mentioned by Sozomenus, but is con

firmed by Zosimus, who says ([//.8‘/. i.

58) that a light like a torch or a globe

of fire was seen on the sanctuary at the

seasons when the people assembled to

worship the goddess and to cast their

offerings of gold, silver, and fine

raiment into a lake beside the temple.

As to Aphaca and the grave of Adonis

see above, pp. I4 sgr/.
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of the goddess of love to wake her dead leman from his

earthy bed. If that were so, we may surmise that it was

the Morning Star which guided the wise men ‘of the East to

Bethlehem,1 the hallowed spot which heard, in the language

of jerome, the weeping of the infant Christ and the lament

for Adonis.

1 Matthew ii. 1-12.
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CHAPTER I

THE MYTI-I AND RITUAL OF ATTIS

ANOTHER of those gods whose supposed death and resurrec- Attis the

tion struck such deep roots into the faith and ritual of

western Asia is Attis.

was to Syria. Like Adonis, he appears to have been a god

of vegetation, and his death and resurrection were annually

mourned and rejoiced over at a festival in spring.1 The

legends and rites of the two gods were so much alike that

the ancients themselves sometimes identified them.2 Attis

was said to have been a fair young shepherd or herdsman

beloved by Cybele, the Mother of the Gods, a great

Asiatic goddess of fertility, who had her chief home in

Phrygia.3

like that of

miraculous.

many

Some held that Attis was her son.4

other heroes,

His mother, Nana, was a virgin, who conceived

His birth,

is said to have been

1:"rrl¢:.r2'ar{2'ra, iii. 2 3. 51 sqq.1 Diodorus Siculus, iii. 59. 7; Sal

lustius philosophus, “ De diiset mundo,”

iv., Frag//1011-/a Plu'losoj>/u>/'2/m Grae

rornm, ed. F. G. A. Mullach, iii. 33:

Scholiast on Nicander, A/o.rz]>/za/'//zanz,

8; Fi1'iiiic\1s Maternus, Do orrore j>ro

_/Zmarmn ')’o’l?.:§‘I'r))1I!I)I, 3 and 22. The

ancient evidence, literary and inscrip

tional, as to the myth and ritual of

Attis has been collected and discussed

by Mr. H. Hepding in his monograph,

Afz‘z's, So:-'no /I/ytlzon zznd .roz'/z /full

(Giessen, 1903).

2 Hippolytus, lrly"zztalz'o omn-z‘mn

/z.aorosz'-um, v. 9, p. 168 ed. Duncker

and Schneidewin; Socrates, ffz'.rz‘orz'a

3 O\'id,/*1z.tlz', iv. 223 sqq. ; Tertullian,

.-1,;>0/on-.~z1'.~1,..~, I 5 ; 2'0’. , Ad rVtz1‘z'ono.\‘, i.

10; Arnobius, .~1zl2.'or.rz/.1‘ /Valiozzer, iv.

35. As to Cybele, the Great Mother,

the Mother of the Gods, conceived as

the source of all life, both animal and

vegetable, see Rapp, in \V. H. Roscher’s

Lo.rz‘/con d. grzkr/2. 1/. rfi/11. .-'l/'1'1_‘/zologqfi,

ii. I 638 sqq.

‘1 Scholiast on Lucian, _/2/j>2'/or

7'1'ag(2t't21zzs, 8, p. 60 ed. I-I. Rabe (vol.

iv. p. 173 ed. C. jacobitz) ; Hippolytus,

[fig/ix/a/z’o 0/2111-2'11/n lzmzrosz'mn, v. 9, pp.

168, 1 70 ed. Duncker and Schneidewin.

Phrygian

counter

He was to Phrygia what Adonis 1)-"11't<>f

Adonis.

I-I is

relation

to Cybele.

His

miraculous

birth.
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by putting a ripe almond or a pomegranate in her bosom.

Indeed in the Phrygian cosmogony an almond figured

as the father of all things.1 Such tales of virgin mothers

are relics of an age of childish ignorance when men had

not yet recognised the intercourse of the sexes as the true

cause of offspring. That ignorance, still shared by the

lowest of existing savages, the aboriginal tribes of central

Australia,2 was doubtless at one time universal among

mankind. Even in later times, when people are better

acquainted with the laws of nature, they sometimes

imagine that these laws may be subject to exceptions,

and that miraculous beings’ may be born in miraculous

ways by women who have never known a man. Two

different accounts of the death of Attis were current.

According to the one he was killed by a boar, like Adonis.

According to the other he unmanned himself under

a pine-tree, and bled to death on the spot. The latter

is said to have been the local story told by the people of

Pessinus, a great seat of the worship of Cybele, and the whole

legend of which the story forms a part is stamped with a

character of rudeness and savagery that speaks strongly for

its antiquity.3 Both tales might claim the support of custom,

or rather both were probably invented to explain certain

customs observed by the worshippers. The story of the self

mutilation of Attis is clearly an attempt to account for the

self-mutilation of his priests, who regularly castrated them

selves on entering the service of the goddess. The story of

his death by the boar may have been told to explain why his

worshippers, especially the people of Pessinus, abstained from

Tire tleatll

of .-/\ttiS.

1 l.’ausanias,vii.I7. II; I-Iippolytus, 7/c7'su.s' /Va/2'0/20$, v. 5 sr/r/.) on the

/\'efu/a/110 01/172/21//1 /zae?’c.r1'z////1, v. 9, pp.

166, I68 ed. l.)uneker and Schneitlewin;

Arnobius, //6ZW87'SZt.S‘ Nrr/z'012e.s', v. 6.

2 Spencer and Gillen, A/aliz/e '1 ‘MT/)e.s'

of (,'e1zl1'a/ /~Izz.r//’a/Ia, pp. 124 .rr/.,

26 5 ; 221., [V011/zewz '1 '1’z'/2c.r of (;'wz/2'a/

/lus/we/z'a, pp. 150, 162, 330 .s-9.,

606.

3 That Attis was killed by a boar

was stated by Ilermesianax, an elegiac

poet of the fourth century 1i.C. (Pau

sanias, vii. 17); compare Scholiast

on Nicander, A/cxz'p/la?’//lava, 8. The

other story is told by Arnobius (Ad

authority of 'I‘imotheus, an otherwise

unknown writer, who professetl to

derive it from recondite antiquarian

works and from the very heart of the

mysteries. It is obviously identical

with the account which I’ausanias (/.r.)

mentions as the , story current in

Pessinus. According to Servius (on

Virgil, /Ian. ix. I15), Attis was found

bleeding to death under a pine-tree, but

the wound which robbed him of his

virility and his life was not inflicted by

himself.
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eating swine.1 After his death Attis is said to have been

changed into a pine-tree.2 I

The worship of the Phrygian Mother of the Gods was

adopted by the Romans in 204 1;.C. towards the close of their

long struggle with Hannibal. For their drooping spirits had

been opportunely cheered by a prophecy, alleged to be drawn

from that convenient farrago of nonsense, the Sibylline Books,

that the foreign invader would be driven from Italy if the

great Oriental goddess were brought to Rome. Accordingly

ambassadors were despatched to her sacred city Pessinus in

Phrygia. The small black stone which embodied the mighty

divinity was entrusted to them and conveyed to Rome,

where it was received with great respect and installed in the

temple of Victory on the Palatine Hill. It was the middle

of April when the goddess arrived,3 and she went to work at

once. For the harvest that year was such as had not been

seen for many a long day,4 and in the very next year

Hannibal and his veterans embarked for Africa. As he

looked his last on the coast of Italy, fading behind him in

the distance, he could not foresee that Europe, which had

repelled the arms, would yet yield to the gods, of the Orient.

The vanguard of the conquerors had already encamped in

the heart of Italy before the rearguard of the beaten army

fell sullenly back from its shores.

We may conjecture, though we are not told, that the

Mother of the Gods brought with her the worship of her

youthful lover or son to her new home in the \/Vest.

Certainly the Romans were familiar with the Galli, the

emasculated priests of Attis, before the close of the Republic.

These unsexed beings, in their Oriental costume, with little

images suspended on their breasts, appear to have been a

familiar sight in the streets of Rome, which they traversed in

procession, carrying the image of the goddess and chanting

their hymns to the music of cymbals and tambourines, flutes

1 Pausanias, vii. 17. I0 ; Julian, 2 Ovid, /I/c/am. x. Iogsqq.

Oral v 177 1:, p 229 ed F C 3 . .
' . ' .. . ‘ ' ' .' ' LIV xx1x. chs. 10 II and 1 -Hertlem. Sumlarly at Comana in y’ ’ ’ i 4 ’

Ovid, [i‘a.r1‘1.', iv. 259 .rqq.; Herodian, ii.

I I. As to the stone which represented

the goddess see Arnobius, Aa’verszr.r

[Viz/z'0m'.r, vii. 49.

4 Pliny, ./Vat. Hz'.rt. xviii. I6.

Pontus, the seat of the worship of the

goddess Ma, pork was not eaten, and

swine might not even be brought into

the city (Strabo, xii. 8. 9, p. 575). As

to Comana see above, p. 23.

\'\/orsl'1ip

of (,‘l\'l)L-.l+:

introduced

into Rome

in 204 ILC.

Attis and

his eunuch
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Galli at

Rome.
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and horns, while the people, impressed by the fantastic show

and moved by the wild strains, flung alms to them in

abundance, and buried the image and its bearers under

showers of roses.‘ A further step was taken by the Emperor

Claudius when he incorporated the Phrygian worship of

the sacred tree, and with it probably the orgiastic rites of

Attis, in the established religion of Rome.2 The great

spring festival of Cybele and Attis is best known to us in

the form in which it was celebrated at Rome; but as we

are informed that the Roman ceremonies were also Phrygian,3

we may assume that they differed hardly, if at all, from

their Asiatic original. The order of the festival seems to

have been as follows.‘1

At the vernal equinox, the twenty-second of March, a

pine-tree was cut in the woods and brought into the sanctuary

of Cybele, where it was treated as a great divinity. The

duty of carrying the sacred tree was entrusted to a guild of

Tree-bearers. The trunk was swathed like a corpse with

woollen bands and decked with wreaths of violets, for violets

were said to have sprung from the blood of Attis, as roses

and anemones from the blood of Adonis; and the effigy of

a young man, doubtless Attis himself, was tied to the middle

of the stem.5 On the second day of the festival, the twenty

third of March, the chief ceremony seems to have been a

blowing of trumpets.6

1 Lucretius, ii. 598 r2/r/.; Catullus,

lxiii.; Varro, S22/2'2’. [lie/222/2., ed. F.

Bticheler, pp. 176, I78; Ovid, /"as!/,

iv. I81 11/(/., 223 rr/2/., 361 St/9.;

Dionysius Halicarnasensis, //22/1'2/222'/.

/602/2. ii. 19; compare Polybius, xxii.

18 ed. L. Dindorf.

2 Johannes Lydus, [)2 2/m22.r2'/222.1‘, iv.

41. See Robinson Ellis, 6'0/222/2222/r/2'y

0/2 C22/2///221‘ (Oxford, 1876), pp. 206

17.; II. llepding, /-I//23', pp. I42.rq7.

3 Arrian, ’/I22/2'2'(2, 33; Servius on

Virgil, /12’/2. xii. 836.

4 On the festival see Marquardt,

/\"0'2222'.r(/21: Strrrz/s22c2'wa//2//zg, iii.2 370

.r(/_(/.; the calendar of Philocalus, in

C02/222.1 f/zscwf/2/2'0/22/222 La2‘2'22a2'222/2, if‘

p. 260, with Th. Mom1nsen’s comment

ary ; VV. Mannhardt, /I/2/2'/ac I/Va/22¢ 222222’

11'/2121/:22//2’, pp. 291 sqq.; 2'a’., [M22222

A222//zrs, pp. 572 5727.; G. Wissowa,

The third day, the twenty-fourth oi

/\’c‘/zjgiozz 221222’ /\'12//2/.r 22702’ /t’i2'2/2212', pp.

264 .\'r/2/.; I-l. Hepding, /-I//2'5, pp. 147

.\-2/2/.

5 Julian, 0221/. v. 1680, p. 218 ed.

I‘. C. Ilcrtlein; Joannes Lydus, [)2

///-2’/2.52/2-z2.s‘, iv. 41 ; 1-\rnobius, /-'ld22c2'.r22s

1\/(2/2'0/22'.s', v. chs. 7, I6, 39 ; Firmicus

Maternus, [)0 e2'2'02'e /2’/'12/’(222(22'z2//2 220

/2'g2'02222222, 27; Sallustius philosophus,

“De diis et mundo,” iv., /'72’(2g2222'22/(2

/’/22'/0.s'0,'0/2022////. (/'2'aer'02'222//, ed. F. G.

A. Mullach, iii. 33. As to the guild of

Tree-bearers ( 1922211220/2/1-0/22') see Joannes

Lydus, /.r.; II. Dessau, //2.i'2'2'2'/2!2'0222’.\‘

La/2'/222/1 Sc/2r‘/222’, Nos. 4116 rr/_, 4.171

4174, 4176; II. .l~-Iepding, .~l//2'.r, pp.

86, 92, 93, 96, 15221211

" Julian, /.2‘. and 169 C, p. 219 ed.

F. C. llertlein. The ceremony may

have been combined with the old [ubi

/2/s/2'2'22/22 or purification of trumpets,
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March, was known as the Day of Blood: the Archigallus or

high-priest drew blood from his arms and presented it as an

offering.’l Nor was he alone in making this bloody sacrifice.

Stirred by the wild barbaric music of clashing cymbals,

rumbling drums, droning horns, and screaming flutes, the

inferior clergy whirled about in the dance with waggling

heads and streaming hair, until, rapt into a frenzy of excite

ment and insensible to pain, they gashed their bodies with

potsherds or slashed them with knives in order to bespatter

the altar and the sacred tree with their flowing blood.2 The

ghastly rite probably formed part of the mourning for Attis

and may have been intended to strengthen him for the

resurrection. The Australian aborigines cut themselves in

like manner over the graves of their friends for the purpose,

perhaps, of enabling them to be born again.3 Further, we

may conjecture, though we are not expressly told, that

it was on the same Day of Blood and for the same

purpose that the novices sacrificed their virility. Wrought

up to the highest pitch of religious excitement they dashed

the severed portions of themselves against the image of the

cruel goddess. These broken instruments of fertility were

afterwards reverently wrapt up and buried in the earth or in

subterranean chambers sacred to Cybele,4 where, like the

which fell on this day. See Joannes toms of the Aborigines of the River

Lydus, Dc 1110/z.\‘z'/2215, iv. 42; Varro,

De /zhgua Lalfmz, vi. I4 ; Festus, pp.

352, 353 ed. C. O. Mtiller ; \V. \\’a1'de

Fowler, /C0//mu /"“m."1'r.'(z/_v //Zcf ’(.';'2'0d

of f/ac /Beg/>11/2/1'1‘, p. 62.

1 Trebellius Pollio, C‘/a1/a’z'm~, 4;

Tertullian, /1/>0/()‘§'t'/1'('z¢s, 2 5.

2 Lucian, Dcoru//a rz’2'(z/ogz-', xii. I;

Seneca, ;1ga//re//1/10//, 686 .\‘1/(].; Martial,

xi. 84. 3 AV]. ; Valerius Flaccus,

r11;g0/zazz/. viii. 239r(](/.; Statius, 7710/).

x. I70.rq(/.; Apuleius, A/0/1-z//1. viii. 27;

Lactantius, [)z'1/2'/1ar-21//1 1/Av/2'/21/2'0/2-2///z

ZZ/>z'/0/mr, 23 (18, vol. i. p. 689 ed.

Brandt and Lauhn1ann) ; I-I. Hepding,

Al/z's, pp. 158 sqq. As to the music

of these dancing dervishes see also

Lucretius, ii. 618 sr/1/.

3 Bussel, in Sir G. Grey‘s four/zal

qf Two E.-)1"/wzz’z'lz'o//..r (J ])z'.vawwy in

N01'{/z- I-'Ve_\‘{ mm’ lVz:s/01'/2 .*1z1_\~1.’/'11/fa, ii.

330; F. Bonney, “On Some Cus

/zlj)1'l<v'/'

Darling, New South \\’ales,”_/om-'1zal

(If [/10 .~I/z//11'0/>0/0§'1'<'a/ 1'/z..r/1'/-11/0, xiii.

(1884) pp. 134 .v(/.; A. W. Howitt,

.('\7(z/1'?-J1.’ T/'1'/My (ff .S'0z1//z-Ea/_vz‘ .’Iu.r/2'11/1'41,

pp. 451, 465; Spencer and Gillen,

]\/<1/1'2": 7'/'1'/hit (j' Cmz/ra/ -~lzz.r/m/fa,

pp. 507, 509 sq. The reason assigned

for the custom in the text is conjectural.

Compare my article “The Origin of

Circumcision , "’ 7 71¢’ ./m1.'¢'/’>c/za’¢?11/ /\’c'z'/'cr0,

November I904, pp. 208 AY/(].

‘l .\linucius Felix, Or/a-zv'z/s, 22 and

24; Lactantius, [)1'¢»z'/1. I/1.rf1.'z‘. i. 21.

I6; z'd., E/>z'/0/mz, 8; Schol. on Lucian,

T/'a,g0¢a’11_\~, 8 (p. 60 ed.

1*-I. Rabe); Servius on Virgil, 4151:.

ix. I15; Prudentius, /’t'r1'.\*/rjiba/z. x.

1066 sqq.; “l’assio Sancti Sym

phoriani,” chs. 2 and 6, Migne’s

Pa!-r0/(>§*1'a Gra-cm, v. 1463, 1466;

Arnobius, .~1a’r'c/'.\‘-1/.t [Va/z'0n-m, V. I4;

Scholiast on Nicander, A/c.rz'j>/za1'n1¢z¢‘a,
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offering of blood, they may have been deemed instrumental

in recalling Attis to life and hastening the general resurrection

of nature, which was then bursting into leaf and blossom in

the vernal sunshine.

If there is any truth in this conjectural explanation of

the custom, we can readily understand why other Asiatic

goddesses of fertility were served in like manner by eunuch

priests. These feminine deities required to receive from their

male ministers, who personated the divine lovers, the means

ofdischarging their beneficent functions : they had themselves

to be impregnated by the life-giving energy before they

could transmit it to the world. Goddesses thus ministered

to by eunuch priests were the great Artemis of Ephesus '" and

the great Syrian Astarte‘ of Hierapolis,2 whose sanctuary,

frequented by swarms of pilgrims and enriched by the

offerings of Assyria and Babylonia, of Arabia and Phoenicia,

was perhaps in the days of its glory the most popular in

the East.3 Now the unsexed priests of this Syrian goddess

resembled those of Cybele so closely that some people took

them to be the same."‘ And the mode in which they

dedicated themselves to the religious life was similar. The

greatest festival of the year at Hierapolis fell at the beginning

of spring, when multitudes thronged to the sanctuary from

Syria and the regions round about. While the flutes played,

the drums beat, and the eunuch priests slashed themselves

with knives, the religious frenzy gradually spread like a

wave among the crowd of onlookers, and many a one did

that which he little thought to do when he came as a holiday

spectator to the festival. For man after man, his veins

lfiunuch

priests in

the service

of Asiatic

goddesses.

8; H. Heptling, A/I//2'5, pp. 163 5!/.

A story told by Clement of Alexandria

([’r0/re/)/. ii. 15, p. 13 ed. Potter) sug

gests that weaker brethren may have

been allowed to sacrifice the virility of

a ram instead of their own. We know

from inscriptions that rams and bulls

were regularly sacrificed at the mysteries

of Attis and the Great Mother, and

that the testicles of the bulls were used

for a special purpose, probably as a

fertility charm. May not the testicles

of the rams have been employed for the

same purpose? and may not those of

both animals have been substitutes for

the corresponding organs in men? As

to the sacrifices of rams and bulls see

G. Zippel, “ Das 'I‘aurobo1ium,” Marl

sr/117']! zzmz ff/'/I/i:z'g/'/1'/z r/,'.r;"¢'1z .Dor/021

¢'zr/)z'Zri.'zz//1 L. ./ii/’z'cdlac/zr//Jr (Leipsic,

1895), pp. 498 i'(/(/. ; II. Dessau,

//zr¢'7'2'/)lz'0/zas Lalinac SL'[L'(.‘/¢Z(', Nos.

41 I8sqr/. and below, pp. 172 .r//.

1 Strabo, xiv. I. 23, p. 641.

2 Lucian, De dua Syria, 15, 27, 50

53
3 Lucian, 01>. rz'/. 1o.

4 Lucian, of. (ii. 15.
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throbbing with the music, his eyes fascinated by the sight

of the streaming blood, flung his garments from him, leaped

forth with a shout, and seizing one of the swords which

stood ready for the purpose, castrated himself on the spot.

Then he ran through the city, holding the bloody pieces in

his hand, till he threw them into one of the houses which

he passed in his mad career. The household thus honoured

had to furnish him with a suit of female attire and female

ornaments, which he wore for the rest of his life.1 \/Vhen

the tumult of emotion had subsided, and the man had come

to himself again, the irrevocable sacrifice must often have

been followed by passionate sorrow and lifelong regret.

This natural revulsion of feeling after the frenzies of

afanatical religion is powerfully depicted by Catullus in a

celebrated poem.2

The parallel of these Syrian devotees confirms the view

that in the similar worship of Cybele the sacrifice of virility

took place on the Day of Blood at the vernal rites of the

goddess, when the violets, supposed to spring from the red

drops of her wounded lover, were in bloom among the pines.

Indeed the story that Attis unmanned himself under a pine

tree3 was clearly devised to explain why his priests did the

same beside the sacred violet-wreathed tree at his festival.

At all events, we can hardly doubt that the Day of Blood

witnessed the mourning for Attis over an effigy of him

which was afterwards buried.4 The image thus laid in the

sepulchre was probably the same which had hung upon the

tree.5 Throughout the period of mourning the worshippers

fasted from bread, nominally because Cybele had done so in

her grief for the death of Attis,6 but really perhaps for the

1 Lucian, De der: S)//v'a, 49-51.

2 Catullus, Carm. lxiii. I agree

with Mr. H. Hepding (A//2's, p. I40)

in thinking that the subject of the

poem is not the mythical Attis, but

one of his ordinary priests, who bore

the name and imitated the sufferings-of

his god. Thus interpreted the poem

gains greatly in force and pathos. The

real sorrows of our fellow-men touch

us more nearly than the imaginary

pangs of the gods.

3 Arnobius, Adve/'s1¢s A/'atz'oue.v, v. 7

and I6; Servius on Virgil, Am. ix.

115.

*1 Diodorus Siculus, iii. 59; Arrian,

Tczctira, 33; Scholiast on Nicander,

Alarzl/5/an-rmam, 8 ; Firinicus Maternus,

Dc errore j>r0fiz/zarz/m re/zlgio/zzmz, 3

and 22 ; Arnobius, .~lu’z'r"/'52/s _/\"atz'omzv,

v. 16; Servius on Virgil, A021. ix.

115.

5 See above, p. I66.

6 Arnobius, Z.c.; Sallustius philoso

phus, “ De diis et mundo,” iv., Frag

menta P/12'/030/v/z0r'1//N G~racr07*um, ed.

F. G. A. Mullach, iii. 33.

The

mourning

i-OI‘ Attis.
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same reason which induced the women of I-Iarran to abstain

from eating anything ground in a mill while they wept for

Tammuz.1 To partake of bread or flour at such a season

might have been deemed a wanton profanation of the bruised

and broken body of the god. Or the fast may possibly have

been a preparation for a sacramental meal?‘

But when night had fallen, the sorrow of the worshippers

was turned to joy. For suddenly a light shone in the

darkness: the tomb was opened: the god had risen from

the dead ; and as the priest touched the lips of the weeping

mourners with balm, he softly whispered in their ears the

glad tidings of salvation.3 On the morrow, the twenty-fifth

day of March, the divine resurrection was celebrated with a

wild outburst of glee, which at Rome, and probably elsewhere,

took the form of a carnival. It was the Festival of Joy

([:/%'Zarz'a). A universal licence prevailed. Every man might

say and do what be pleased. People went about the streets

in disguise. No dignity was too high or too sacred for the

humblest citizen to assume with impunity. In the reign of

Commodus a band of conspirators thought to take advantage

of the masquerade by dressing in the uniform of the Imperial

Guard, and so, mingling with the crowd of merrymakers, to

get within stabbing distance of the emperor.

miscarried.4

1 Above, p. 131.

2 See below, p. I72.

3 Firmicus Maternus, De c/'70/'0 fro

/azzarzmz 7'clz:;rz'01zz///z, 22: “ [V06/8 quad

am sz'l/zzllamw//z 2'/z lac/ira su/ii/zu/IL

/)0m'!zzr e! per 7211//zeros cl/;§r(:.r/z'.r flel2'l/2/s

p/zzngz'/zu’.' (leiizde 6111/! re fiala /az/zmb

a/1'0/ze .i'(Z/z'az!c1'//z/, /2//um 1'/zfer/zu/.' /21/zc

a .S'6tCL'l’(Z0/6 0/71/ziu//z 1/211' /Z0/lam faunas

2//zgzrezzlzw, qzzz'/ms /wrzz/z('t2's /Z06 [@1110

mm///120$ szmrrra! .'

Qappcire //aiaraa T00 0éou aeo'w0',u.éz/ou

é‘o'Ta.L yelp '5//.2‘u 6’/c vrbz/wu awrfipza.

Quid //zz'.s'e7'0s' /101’/afls gaudemz/.? yuzkl

decay)/as /20/222'/zes /ae/cu/2' (0//1/w[[z's?

qua;/z 1'/[is .9/1e//2, qua;/z mlu/e//1. fzmcs/a

j)e1'.masz'0;ze /W01/zz'l/2's? Dei mi mars

120/a as/, 1127:: 12012 /mrel. [do/um

p/aiztg/z's, z'a’o/u//z de sepul/m'a jfiraferzk,

cl mixer mm /zae:fere7'z'.s', gander. Tu

dam/2 Zzmm Zz'/Jams, /u jacwz/z'a /a/)z'a’z.'s

O O D

But the plot

Even the stern Alexander Severus used to

//zer/z/Ira (0//z])07z2's, Z2: 2'/1.rwz.s'z'bz'/e (0¢'7'2'gz'.s'

saxzmz.” In this passage Firmicus

does not expressly mention Attis, but

that the reference is to his rites is

made probable by a comparison with

chapter 3 of the same writer’s work.

Compare also Damascius, in I’hotius’s

/>’z'./)Zz'0cl/zem, p. 345 A, 5 syy., ed. I.

Bekker: T676 Tfi '16/)a1r6)\eL éy/ra6ev5fiaas

é50KoUz/ 61/ap 6 "A'r'ri7s "/(£1/€U0(1L, Kai //.0L

é1rL're)\eZ‘o'0a.L 1ra./id T';]S‘ /J:r]'rp(‘>s 1811/ 066311

T’i)V T6211 ikaplwu Ka)\0v,u.<-‘I/wv éoprfii/' b'vrep

c-'5'/})\ou 'r'})1/ éf qi'5ou 'ye'yo1/uicw ’I"],LLLT)V awry]

pfcu/.

‘l Macrobius, Sa/mvz. i. 21. IO;

Flavius Vopiscus, Am'c/z'amz.v, i. 1;

Julian, 07'. v. pp. 1681), 169 D ;

Damascius, Ix. ; Herodian, i. I0.

5-7; Sallustius philosophus, “De diis

et mundo,” 1"/rag//zmta /’/z.z'/050/i/107211/z

G7’(6L’(07’?t7l2, ed. F. G. A. Mullach, iii.

33. In like manner Easter Sunday,
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relax so far on the joyous day as to admit a pheasant to

his frugal board.1 The next day, the twenty-sixth of March,

was given to repose, which must have been much needed

after the varied excitements and fatigues of the preceding

days.2 Finally, the Roman festival closed on the twenty

seventh of March with a procession to the brook Almo.

The silver image of the goddess, with its face of jagged

black stone, sat in a waggon drawn by oxen. Preceded by

the nobles walking barefoot, it moved slowly, to the loud

music of pipes and tambourines, out by the Porta Capena,

and so down to the banks of the Almo, which flows into the

Tiber just below the walls of Rome. There the high-priest,

robed in purple, washed the waggon, the image, and the

other sacred objects in the water of the stream. On returning

from their bath, the wain and the oxen were strewn with

fresh spring flowers. All was mirth and gaiety. No one

thought of the blood that had flowed so lately. Even the

eunuch priests forgot their wounds.3

Such, then, appears to have been the annual solemnisa

tion of the death and resurrection of Attis in spring. But

besides these public rites, his worship is known to have

comprised certain secret or mystic ceremonies, which prob

ably aimed at bringing the worshipper, and especially the

novice, into closer communion with his god. Our informa

tion as to the nature of these mysteries and the date of

the Resurrection-day of Christ, was

called by some ancient writers the

Sunday of Joy (,D0/m.'1zz'¢-a Gazm'z'z').

The emperors used to celebrate the

happy day by releasing from prison

all but the worst offenclers. See

J. Bingham, .'/"/ze .-I/2//(/1/1'/1'0: qf I/ze

Ckrz'slz'rm C/zz/rc/1, bk. xx. ch. vi.5 sq. (Bingham’s H/02'/cs (Oxford, I855),

vii. 317 sqq.).

l Aelius

Sczurrlrs, 37.

2 C01’/-’>us [1z_v(.*r/Li)/1'(21111/11 La/1'/zarzl//1,

i.2 pp. 260, 313 sq.; H. Hepding,

A//ix, pp. 51, I72.

3 Ovid, /*'a.r/2', iv, 337-346; Silius

Italicus, 1-’zmz'r. viii. 365; Valerius

Flaccus, A1'g0mzn!. viii. 239 sqq.;

Martial, iii. 47. I sy.; Ammianus

Marcellinus, xxiii. 3. 7; Arnobius,

Lampridius, A/amzzdu/'

rl(i?L'C7'.\‘l(S [Va/1'0/zt’.s', vii. 32; Pruden

tius, /)¢?7'I'.s‘/c']‘>/2(1)!-. x. I 54 .w](]. For the

description of the image of the goddess

see Arnobius, .~1a’-z.'e1'.\‘z/..\' _/Va/1'0/zc.r, vii.

49. At Carthage the goddess was

carried to her bath in a litter, not in

a waggon (Augustine, Du (z'?.Iz'/a/e D62‘,

ii. 4). The bath formed part of the

festival in Phrygia, whence the custom

was borrowed by the Romans (Arrian,

Tar/z'¢'(z, 33). At Cyzicus the Placi

anian Mother, a form of Cybele, was

served by women called “marine”

(0a)\cto'o'tou), whose duty it probably

was to wash her image in the sea

(Ch. Michel, /(erucz'/ a”[/zrrrz'-j>/z'0n.r

G7'6((]Il¢'.\‘, No. 537). See furtherMarquard t, ]\’t>'//1 isr/ze SXtz¢z/.r2'e1"wa-/

/zmg, iii.2 373; H. Hepding, A//23“,

pp. 133 my

The

mysteries

Of
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I dieting him on milk like a new-born babe.5
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their celebration is unfortunately very scanty, but they seem

to have included a sacramental meal and a baptism of

blood. In the sacrament the novice became a partaker of

the mysteries by eating out of a drum and drinking out of

a cymbal, two instruments of music which figured pro

minently in the thrilling orchestra of Attis.‘ The fast

which accompanied the mourning for the dead god2 may

perhaps have been designed to prepare the body of the

communicant for the reception of the blessed sacrament

by purging it of all that could defile by contact the sacred

elements.3 In the baptism the devotee, crowned with gold

and wreathed with fillets, descended into pit, the mouth
of which was covered with a wooden grating. iii./-\ bull,

adorned with garlands of flowers, its forehead glittering

with gold leaf, was then driven on to the grating and there

stabbed to death with a consecrated spear. Its hot reeking

blood poured in torrents through the apertures, and was

received with devout eagerness by the worshipper on every

part of his person and garments, till he emerged from the

pit, drenched, dripping, and scarlet from head to foot, to

receive the homage, nay the adoration, of his fellows as one

who had been born again to eternal life and had washed

away his sins in the blood of the bull.4 For some time

afterwards the fiction of a new birth was kept up by

The regenera

tion of the worshipper took place at the same time as the

regeneration of his god, namely at the vernal equinox.G At

1 Clement of Alexandria, /’r0/re/5/. aru//1, vi. 510; H. Dessau, [nsc1'z'/2

ii. 15, p. 13 ed. Potter; Firmicus /inner La/Mae Sc/er/ae, No. 4152).

Maternus, Dc e1'2'01'c j)1'0_famzru/// 70- The phrase a1’¢'a1z2's j)/.vfzrsz'orz.z'br/s in

/z;_.grz'01zzr//z, 18.

2 Above, pp. 169 sq.

3 H. I-Iepding, /1//z'r, p. 185.

4 Prudentius, [’(2'/'2';/e/2/zan. x. 1006

1050; compare Firmicus Maternus,

Dc e1'1'01'e])r0/’a/zarz/1/z 1'0/rjgz'onz//u, 28. 8.

That the bath of bull’s blood (/a2zm

boliu/11) was believed to regenerate the

devotee for eternity is proved by an

inscription found at Rome, which re

cords that a certain Sextilius Agesilaus

Aedesius, who dedicated an altar to

Attis and the Mother of the Gods, was

Zazrroéolio rrz'o/10!z'0que in aeter/221111

mizatus (C07'/my [12.rc1'1']5z’z'0m/m Lalz'n

as/emzw/z 7'c1zal2rr occurs in a dedica

tion to Mithra (Cor/bur [m'r7'2'plz'01zu/11.

La/z'1za1'u//2, vi.. No. 736), which, how

ever, is suspected of being spurious.

As to the inscriptions which refer to

the /azzm/10!/T1///z see G. Zippel, “Das

Taurobolium , ” in I/e.rl.rc/z zum

/’1'/'/z/rzzjg/'r’z'/11'z:ge7z Dar/01j2MZ'/('z'z.1/ll L.

/r'1'2‘cd/ae/za’(;1' [/£Z7j§"6b/‘(l(.'/26‘ 7/0/1. .rcz'/z

..S'c/12'/'/er/z (Leipsic, 1895), pp. 498-520.

5 Sallustius philosophus, “De diis

et mundo,” iv., /1‘/vzg//zc/2/a ]’/u'/0.r0

7)/zorz///z Gracrorm/z, ed. F. G. A.

l\/Iullach, iii. 33.

0 Sallustius philosophus, La.
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Rome the new birth and the remission of sins by the The

shedding of bull’s blood appear to have been carried out "am?

. acentre of

above all at the sanctuary of the Phryg1an goddess on the theworship

Vatican Hill, where the great basilica of St. Peter’s now "fAmS'

stands; for many inscriptions relating to the rites were

found when the church was being enlarged in 1608 or I609.1

From the Vatican as a centre this barbarous system of

superstition seems to have spread to other parts of the

Roman empire. lnscriptions found. in Gaul and Germany

prove that provincial sanctuaries modelled their ritual on

that of the Vatican.2 From the same source we learn that

the testicles as well as the blood of the bull played an

important part in the ceremonies.3 Probably they were

regarded as a powerful charm to promote fertility and

hasten the new birth.

1 C0’/ybus ///s(rr']§/z'mm//z. /J0:/z'1zcz2'zu/z, La/1'/M12'1///1, No. 2278; G. \Vissowa,

vi. Nos. 497-504; H. Dc-ssau, [/z.r0'z'/>- /\’L'/z_';,/2'0/z um! /1'1//(us der /\’(')'121L/1', p.

/1'0/20$ La/inae Se/er/ae, Nos. 4145, 267; H. Hepding, .-I/lz'.r, pp. 169

4I47-4I5I, 4153 ; //zscrz'/>/z'0ne5 I71, I76.

Grrwm/2 Sz'rz'l//'ae 0/ //a/irw, ed. G. 3 C02’/My [/z.vrrz'/>!2'01z2//// Lczli/zarz////,

Kaibel, No. 1020; G. Zippel, 0/1. xiii. No. 1751; G. \YllI1'1?J.I‘1I’1S, lixu//1j>/(.z

0'/. pp. 509 $9., 519; H. I-Iepding, //z5r/'z'/>/z'0/z1//// La/2'/zrzrz///1, Nos. I19,

/Illzir, pp. 83, 86-88, 176. I23, 124; H. Dessau, //zr¢'1'2"/1//'01zu1'

2 Coqfius ]/z.s"¢';'z'/)/z'07z2m/ La/1'/za/'11/11, [La/1'/me .57;/er/aa, No. 4127; G.

xiii. No. 1751; H. Dessau, /1z.r¢'/'z.'/L \Vissowa, /1'5/zlqz'o/z if/Id /\'-1///us (fw

/io/zes La/12'/zae Sc/er/ac, No. 4131; G. /\’(f//151', p. 269; H. l‘-Iepding, .--It/ix,

\'\"ilmanns, ]Z.rw///1/a /zzsrr//1/1'0/111//z p. 191.



CHAPTER II

ATTIS AS A GOD OF VEGETATION

THE original character of Attis as a tree-spirit is brought

out plainly by the part which the pine-tree plays in his

legend, his ritual, and his monuments.1 The story that he

was a human being transformed into a pine-tree is only one

of those transparent attempts at rationalising old beliefs

which meet us so frequently in mythology. The bringing

in of the pine-tree from the woods, decked with violets and

woollen bands, is like bringing in the May-tree or Summer

tree in modern folk-custom; and the effigy which was

attached to the pine-tree was only a duplicate representative

of the tree-spirit Attis. After being fastened to the tree,

the effigy was kept for a year and then burned.2 The same

thing appears to have been sometimes done with the May

pole; and in like manner the effigy of the corn-spirit,

made at harvest, is often preserved till it is replaced by

a new effigy at next year’s harvest.3 The original

intention of such customs was no doubt to maintain the

spirit of vegetation in life throughout the year. Why the

Phrygians should have worshipped the pine above other

trees we can only guess. Perhaps the utility of the tree

may have helped to invest it with a sacred character. The

cones of the stone-pine contain edible nut-like seeds, which

have been used as food since antiquity, and are still eaten, for

The

sanctity

of the pine

tree in the

worship

of .1‘-\‘ttis.

2 Firmicus I\/Iaternus, De

j)7’Q/£Z7Z£Z7’Zl//I 1'0/z:gz'01'z'z/£1//, 27.

3 77m G0/den Bong/z,2 i. 205 sg., ii.

I797 I847 I857 I93'I95'

1 As to the monuments see II. errore

Dessau, /I-zrrmi/)lz'072es La/z'/zae Se/edac,

Nos. 4143, 4152, 4153 ; H. Hepding,

Allis, pp. 82, 83, 88, 89.
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example, by the poorer classes in Rome.1 Moreover, a wine was

brewed from these seeds,2 and this may partly account for

the orgiastie nature of the rites of Cybele, which the

ancients compared to those of Dionysus.3 Further, pine

cones were regarded as symbols or rather instruments of

fertility. Hence at the festival of the Thesmophoria they

were thrown, along with pigs and other agents or emblems

of productivity, into the sacred vaults of Demeter for the

purpose of quickening the ground and the wombs of women.4

Like tree-spirits in general, Attis was apparently thought Attis as a

to wield power over the fruits of the earth or even to be C°m'g"‘1'

identical with the corn. One of his epithets was “very

fruitful ”: he was addressed as the “reaped green (or yellow)

ear of corn ”; and the story of his sufferings, death, and

resurrection was interpreted as the ripe grain wounded by

the reaper, buried in the granary, and coming to life again

when it is sown in the ground.U A statue of him in the

Lateran Museum at Rome clearly indicates his relation to

the fruits of the earth, and particularly to the corn; for it

represents him with a bunch of ears of corn and fruit in his

hand, and a wreath of pine-cones, pomegranates, and other

fruits on his head, while from the top of his Phrygian cap

ears of corn are sprouting.6 On a stone urn, which con

1 E121)./r/ojuzea’/'a 1>’rz'/a/z/zz'<'a,9 xix. 2 Pliny, ./Va/. His/. xiv. 10 3.

I05. Compare Athenaeus, ii. 49, p. 57. 3 Strabo, x. 3. I2 sqq., pp. 469 sqq.

The nuts of the silver-pine (/’z'/mr I-Iowever, tipsy people were excluded

aria/z'.r) are a favourite food of the from the sanctuary(Arnobius, ./l¢i2'e1'sz1.r

Californian Indians (S. Powers, Trz'{u.'s ./Va/z'0m'.r, v. 6).

Q/’ Caz'g'/‘br/zhz, p. 421) ; the \Vintun 4 Scholiast on Lucian, Dz-'a/. 11/m-rrt/'.

Indians hold a pine-nut dance when ii. I, p. 276 ed. H. Rabe.

the nuts are fit to be gathered (2'/). p. 5 Hippolytus, Rrfu/a/2'0 0/1//zz'u/u

237). The Shuswap Indians of British /ea/cn’.rz'2m1, v. 8 and 9, pp. 162, 168

Columbia collect the cones of various ed. Duncker and Schneidewin; Fir

sorts of pines and eat the nutlets which micus Maternus, Dc c.’7‘1‘0)2,"/1122/2111(7)‘)/I/1

they extract from them. See G. M. 7'6;‘/Z:{Z.0llll7)l, 3; Sallustius philosophus,

Dawson, “Notes on the Shuswap “De diis et mundo,” ./“rag///011/42 P11270

People of British Columbia,” l’ro- so/>/zorzmz G/'ac¢‘0rz//11, ed. F. G. A.

ccca’z'/1gs and T/'rzn.ra('{1'o1z.r [/10 /C0)/rzl Mullach, iii. 33. Others identified

Sacz'cz‘yq/Crzwzrzda, ix. (Montreal, 1892), him with the spring flowers. See

Transactions, section ii. p. 22. The Eusebius, 1'-’rary$a‘raz’z'o Ez'a11gr/1'1‘, iii.

Gilyaks of the Amoor valley in like II. 8 and 12, iii. 13. IO ed. F. A.

manner eat the nutlets of the Siberian

stone-pine (L. von Schrenk, Die IY)‘/AW‘

a-/as A/rim’-La/zdcr, iii. 440). See also

the commentators on I--lerodotus, iv.

I09 ¢0etpoTpd'yeovat.

Heinichen ; Augustine, Du ¢'2'P2'/ate def,

vii. 25.

6 W. I-Ielbig, 1"‘1‘1'/1/17' dznv/1 0'12’

Qfle/1!/z'<'/1511 Sa//12/z/1//zge/z r/r2r.\*1's¢-‘/24-'1'

A//tr/12?‘;/161' 2'11 /\’0/11.2 i. 481, N0. 721.
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tained the ashes of an Archigallus or high-priest of Attis,

the same idea is expressed in a slightly different way. The

top of the urn is adorned with ears of corn carved in relief,

and it is surmounted by the figure of a cock, whose tail

consists of ears of corn.1 Cybele in like manner was con

ceived as a goddess of fertility who 'could make or mar the

fruits of the earth; for the people of Augustodunum (Autun)

in Gaul used to cart her image about in a waggon for the

good of the fields and vineyards, while they danced and

sang before it,2 and we have seen that in Italy an unusually

fine harvest was attributed to the recent arrival of the Great

Mother.3 The bathing of the image of the goddess in a

river may well have been a rain-charm to ensure an

abundant supply of moisture for the crops. Or perhaps,

as Mr. I-Iepding has suggested, the union of Cybele and

Attis, like that of Aphrodite and Adonis, was dramatically

represented at the festival, and the subsequent bath of the

goddess was a ceremonial purification of the bride, such as

is often observed at human marriages.‘1 In like manner

Aphrodite is said to have bathed after her union with

Adonis,5 and so did Demeter after her intercourse with

Poseidon.“ Hera washed in the springs of the river Burrha

after her marriage with Zeus ; 7 and every year she recovered

her virginity by bathing in the spring of Canathus.S How

ever that may be, the rules of diet observed by the worshippers

of Cybele and Attis at their solemn fasts are clearly dictated

by a belief that the divine life of these deities manifested

1 The urn is in the Lateran Museum

(No. 1046). It is not described by

W. Ilelhig in his /"//'/zrc/'. The in

scription on the urn (/I/. /llo//1'1/s

/l/ax.rz'//ms fl7'('//,./J§"(Z//2/S (010/firm ().r//'1:/zr)

is published by H. Dessau (//2.w'1'z'/‘)

/1'0/z/;.s' La/2'/me Sb’//1/.'i/ac, No. 4162),

who does not notice the curious and

interesting composition of the cock’s

tail. The bird is chosen as an emblem

of the priest with a punning reference

to the word gal/2/3, which in Latin

means a cock as well as a priest of

Attis.

and not a native Gallic deity, as I

formerly thought (Lav/m"; 01/ //w Ear/y

//z'.r/0/-‘y rgf //w /\'z'/zgur/22'/i, p. 178),

seems proved by the “ Passion of

St. Symphorian,” chs. 2 and 6 (Migne’s

/’rI//'0/ogz'cz 6'/'a1:ra, v, I463, 1466).

3 Above, p. 165.

" II.. Iiepding,/1llz':, pp. 215-217;

compare in’. 175, n. 7.

5 Ptolemaeus, /V02/. ff/'s/. i. p. 1830f

A. \Vestermann’s 1l'/J////0,,_qra/>/14' (Waer/'.

“ l’ausanias, viii. 25. 5 .rr/.

2 Gregory

(0//_-/'f1.S‘.l‘07'l///I» ,

/,(z/1'/211, lxxi.

dess here

of Tours, De glo/'z'a

77 (Migne’s [’a//*0/ogkz

884). That the god

referred to was Cybele

7 Aelian, /Va/. A//////. xii. 30. The

place was in Mesopotamia, and the

goddess was probably Astarte. So

Lucian (De a’ca .S')/r/a) calls the Astarte

of I"Iierap(.)lis “ the Assyrian Hera.”

8 I’ausanias, ii. 38. 2.
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itself in the fruits of the earth, and especially in such of

them as are actually hidden by the soil. For while the

devotees were allowed to partake of flesh, though not of

pork or fish, they were forbidden to eat seeds and the roots

of vegetables, but they might eat the stalks and upper parts

of the plants.1

1 Julian, Ora/. v. 173 sr/y. (pp. 225

sqq. ed. F. C. I-Iertlein); H. Hepding,

Attis, pp. 155-157. However, apples,

pomegranates, and dates were also

forbidden. The story that the mother

of Attis conceived him through contact

with a pomegranate (above, pp. I 63 sq.)

might explain the prohibition of that

fruit. But the reasons for tabooing

apples and dates are not apparent,

though Julian tried to discover

them. He suggested that dates may

have been forbidden because the date

palm does not grow in Phrygia, the

native land of Cybele and Attis.



CHAPTER III

ATTIS AS THE FATHER con

'1~|,.,nam@ TI-IE name Attis appears to mean simply “father.”1 This

Attis seems ' ' .
mmean explanation, suggested by etymology, is. confirmed bygthe

“father." observation that another name for Attis was Papas; for

Papas has all the appearance of being a common form of

that word for “father” which occurs independently in many

distinct families of speech all the world over. Similarly the

mother of Attis was named Nana,‘°’ which is itself a form of

the world-wide word for “mother.” “The immense list

of such words collected by Buschmann shows that the types

pa and la, with the similar forms a; and an‘, preponderate in

the world as names for ‘father,’ while ma and mz, am and

rm, preponderate as names for ‘mother.’ ” 4

Relation of Thus the mother of Attis is only another form of his

{$It(t)‘tShi‘; the divine mistress the great Mother Goddess,5 and we are

Goddess. brought back to the myth that the lovers were mother and

son. The story that Nana conceived miraculously without

commerce with the other sex shows that the Mother Goddess

of Phrygia herself was viewed, like other goddesses of the

1 P. Kretschmer, E172/ez'/u/zg in die occur in Phrygia (H. I-Iepding, Attis,

Gesc/zz'r/zle de1'g1'z'ec/2z'.rr/zen .S']>7'ac/ze, p. pp. 78 .rq.). Compare A. B. Cook,

5 5. “ Zeus, Jupiter, and the Oak,” Classz'caZ

2 Diodorus Siculus, iii. 58. 4; !i’ew'ew, xviii. (1904) p. 79.

Irlippolytus, /Ye/2/r/zztz'o 0//mzkrm /zam'c

sium, i. 9, p. I68 ed. Duncker and

Schneidewin. A Latin dedication to 4 ‘ ‘ ,_ , H 2
A/la Palm has been found at Aquileia , 1*" -B~ rlylol" /JTZ’/"/37/"T Czfllzfmr

(Cumont, in Pauly-\Vissowa’s /\’ea/m- 1' 223

ryr/opz’/'cZz'e, ii. 2180, .r.v. “Attepata”; 5 Rapp, in W. H. Roscher’s [.e.rz'

H. I-Iepding, /I/fir, p. 86). Greek /can a’. grz'ec/z. 1/. H3711. /I//y//z0l0,gz'e, ii.

dedications to Papas or to Zeus Papas I648.

9 Arnobius, /ldz/arms Na/z'012e.i', v.

6 and 13.
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same primitive type, as a Virgin Mother.1 That view of

her character does not rest on a perverse and mischievous

theory that virginity is more honourable than matrimony.

It is derived, as I have already indicated, from a state of

savagery in which the mere fact of paternity was unknown.

That explains why in later times, long after the true nature

of paternity had been ascertained, the Father God was often

a much less important personage in mythology than his

divine partner the Mother Goddess. Witli regard to Attis./\ttisasa

in his paternal character it deserves to be noticed that theBithynians used to ascend to the tops of the mountains Father.

and there call upon him under the name of Papas. The

custom is attested by Arrian,2 who as a native of Bithynia

must have had good opportunities of observing it. \/Ve may

perhaps infer from it that the Bithynians conceived Attis as

a sky-god or heavenly father, like Zeus, with whom indeed

Arrian identifies him. If that were so, the story of the

loves of Attis and Cybele, the Father God and the Mother

Goddess, might be in one of its aspects a particular version

of the widespread myth which represents Mother Earth Stories of

fertilised by Father Sky;3 and, further, the story of the §f.,1,“}§’,‘,‘*‘S°“'

emasculation of Attis would be parallel to the Greek legend Qfthe

that Cronus castrated his father, the old sky-god Uranus,‘bky'gOd'
~

1 She is called a “motherless

virgin” by Julian (Or. v. 166 B, p.

215 ed. F. C. Hertlein), and there

was a Par!/zcnon or virgin’s chamber

in her sanctuary at Cyzicus (Ch.

Michel, ]\’c¢'zwz'/ d’]uscrz'/>fz'0;zs Grerqucs,

N0. 538). Compare Rapp, in VV. l-I.

Roscher’s Lca"2'Ar0n a’. grz'cc/z. 21. 21>‘/11..

/ll]/X/L0/ogie, ii. 1648, iii. 4 sq. An

other great goddess of fertility who

was conceived as a Virgin l\Iother was

the Egyptian Neith or Net. She is

called “ the Great Goddess, the Mother

of All the Gods,” and was believed to

have brought forth Ra, the Sun, with

out the help of a male partner. See

C. P, Tiele, Gesc/M'¢'/zl‘a' dcr /t’e/1.'gz'01z 2'//1

AZ/er/u//1., i. II I ; E. A. VVallis Budge,

.'/'/ze Gods 1;)’ //u: Egj//>/zizzz.r (London,

1904), i. 457-462. The latter writer

says (p. 462): “In very early times

Net was the personification of the

eternal lemale principle of life which

was self-sustaining and self-existent,

and was secret and unknown, and all

pervading ; the more material thinkers,

whilst admitting that she brought forth

her son Ra without the aid of a

husband, were unable to divorce from

their minds the idea that a male germ

was necessary for its production, and

finding it impossible to derive it from

a being external to the goddess,

assumed that she herself provided not

only the substance which was to form

the body of Ra but also the male germ

which fecundated it. Thus Net was

the type of partheno-genesis.”

2 Quoted by Eustathius on Homer,

1/. v. 408; /'>‘CZ§'//1:272/(Z [1/'2'sln1'z'¢'0r1///z

(;'/-aurorzz/21, ed. C. Miiller, iii. 592,

Frag. 30.

3 E. B, Tylor, 1’7'1'mz'/2'7/e Clllflt/'r,’,2

i. 321 .w](/., ii. 270 .\‘(](]. '

4 Hesiod, '1“/zcngolzy, I59 S91].
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and was himself in turn castrated by his own son, the

younger sky-god Zeus.1 The tale of the mutilation of

the sky-god by his son has been plausibly explained as a

myth of the violent separation of the earth and sky, which

some races, for example the Polynesians, suppose to have

originally clasped each other in a close embrace.2 Yet it

seems unlikely that an order of eunuch priests like the Galli

should have been based on a purely cosmogonic myth: why

should they continue for all time to be mutilated because

the sky-god was so in the beginning? The custom of

castration must surely have been designed to meet a con

stantly recurring need, not merely to reflect a mythical

event which happened at the creation of the world. Such

a need is the maintenance of the fruitfulness of the earth,

annually imperilled by the changes of the seasons. Yet

the theory that the mutilation of the priests of Attis and

the burial of the severed parts were designed to fertilise

the ground may perhaps be reconciled with the cosmo

gonic myth if we remember the old opinion, held

apparently by many peoples, that the creation of the

world is year by year repeated in that great transfor

mation which depends ultimately on the annual increase of

the sun’s heat.3 However, the evidence for the celestial

aspect of Attis is too slight to allow us to speak with any

confidence on this subject. A trace of that aspect appears

1 Porphyry, De rmlro 72)/7/I/)/L6t7’2HH, /t’c[z,'gz'01z 2'1/z Al/er/u/12, i. 33 57. Thus

16; Aristides, Or. iii. vol. i. p. 35 ed.

Dindorf; Scholiast on Apollonius

Rhodius, Argon. iv. 983.

2 A. Lang, Cm/om. and ./I/1)/Z/z

(London, 1884), pp. 45 syr/.; z'cZ.,

/I//J/Z/2, ]€z'tzml, and /\’/;Zz,'.;rz'0¢z (London,

1887), i. 299 sqq. In Egyptian

mythology the separation of heaven

and earth was ascribed to Shu, the

god of light, who insinuated himself

between the bodies of Seb (Keb) the

earth-god and of Nut the sky-goddess.

On the monuments Shu is represented

holding up the star-spangled body of

Nut on his hands, while Seb reclines

on the ground. See E. A. Wallis

Budge, 7716 Goals of Z‘/ze Egy/)/z'avzs, ii.

90, 97 57]., 100, 105; A. Erman, Die

c'ri,g/y/112's:/w Ir’/zlzlg/z'orz (Berlin, 190 5),

pp. 31 sq. ; C. P. Tiele, 6'05:/ark/rte dcr

contrary to the usual mythical concep

tion the Egyptians regarded the earth

as male and the sky as female. An

allusion in the 500/: of Z/ze Dead (ch.

69, vol. i.i. p. 235, Budge’s transla

tion) has been interpreted as a hint

that Osiris mutilated his father Seb at

the separation of earth and heaven,

just as Cronus mutilated his father

Uranus. H. Brugsch, /80/zjgz'ovz

zmd /l./y//z0Z0,gz'e der (Z///I/Z Acgyyfi/07’, p.

581 ; E. A. VVallis Budge, 0/). ('27. i.i.

99 sq. Sometimes the Egyptians con

ceived the sky a great cow standing

with its legs on the earth. See A.

Erman, 011. (ii. pp. 5 sr/.

3 The evidence of this will be given

in the third editi.on of 77m Golden

/302/g/z.
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to survive in the star-spangled cap which he is said to have

received from Cybele,1 and which is figured on some monu

.ments supposed to represent him.2 His identification with

the Phrygian moon-god Men Tyrannus3 points in the same

direction, but is probably due rather to the religious specula

tion of a later age than to genuine popular tradition.4

1 Julian, 07. v. pp. 165 B, 1701)

(pp. 214, 221, ed. F. C. Hertlein);

Sallustius philosophus, “De diis et

mundo,” iv., Fvragrizerzla 1’/12'/am;/z.01'zmz

Gmecorzmz, ed. F. G. A. Mullach, iii.

33

2 Drexler, in W. H. Roscher’s

L/zxikon der grz'erk. zmd rfim. /if)/Z/P

ologz'e, ii. 2745; H. Hepding, Altzlv,

p. 120, n. 8.

3 H. Dessau, [/zscrz;7)lz'0l~zes Lalinae

Se!ecZae,Nos. 4146-4149; H. Hepding,

Ailir, pp. 82, 86 59., 89 sq. As to

Men Tyrannus, see Drexler, in \V. H.

Roscher’s Lexi/eon cl. griec/2. u. 1/5//z.

/ll}/Z/2. ii. 2687 syq.

4 On the other hand Prof. \V. M.

Ramsay holds that Attis and Men

are deities of similar character and

origin, but differentiated from each

other by development in different sur

roundings (Cz'Zz'es and Z>’z's/zoprics of

1-’/z1jg>‘z.'a, i. 169); but he denies that

Men was a moon-god (of. ail. i. 104,

n. 4).



CHAPTER IV

HUMAN REPRESENTATIVES or ATTIS

Thehigli FROM inscriptions it appears that both at Pessinus and

j’,ftitei:tb°Ofre Rome the high-priest of Cybele regularly bore the name of

the god's Attis.1 It is therefore a reasonable conjecture that he

name and played the part of his namesake, the legendary Attis, at the

seems IO

have Pg annual festival.2 We have seen that on the Day of Blood

“;',(,):,8jte he drew blood from his arms, and this may have been an

imitation of the self-inflicted death of Attis under the pine

tree. It is not inconsistent with this supposition that Attis

was also represented at these ceremonies by an effigy; for

instances can be shown in which the divine being is

first represented by a living person and afterwards by

an effigy, which is then burned or otherwise destroyed?

The Perhaps we may go a step farther and conjecture that this

drawmg of mimic killing of the priest, accompanied by a real effusion

the high _ _ _ _

priest's of his blood, was in Phryg1a, as it has been elsewhere, a
1,1 l ' . 0 n 0 0 0

Qzgidbrgezgy substitute for a human sacrifice wh1chm earlier times was

asubstitute actually offered. Professor W. M. Ramsay, whose authority

for putting . . . . . .

him to on all questions relatmg to Phryg1a no one Wlll dispute, is

zllfathbin of opinion that at these Phrygian ceremonies “the repre

e c ar

agier O5 1 In letters of Eumenes and Attalus, scriptions see H. Hepding, Allis, p.

t 0 gm’ preserved in inscriptions at Sivrihissar, 79; Rapp, in \/V. H. Roscher’s Lexi

the priest at Pessinus is addressed as /eon dew ,_grz'ec/I2. zmd 1/5122. /W)///’zo/0g2'e,

Attis. See A. von Domaskewski, i. 724. See also Polybius, xxii. I8

“Briefe c1erAtta1iden an den Priester (20), ed. L. Dindorf, who mentions

von Pessinus,” A1'(/zae0l0gz'.s'c/ze-e/)z'- a priest of the Mother of the Gods

gmjfi/zz'rc/ze [W271/zez'/zmgeyz aus Ocsler- named Attis at Pessinus.

rez'c/z-Urzgawz, viii. (1884) pp. 96, 2 The conjecture is that of Henzen,

98; Ch. Michel, ]€ecuez'l(l’[1zsc1'@lz'01zs in Amza/. d. lm/. 1856, p. IIO, re

Gmcques, No. 45 ; W. Dittenberger, ferred to by Rapp, Z.c.

Orz'mZz's Graeci ]1zsc2'z'j§lz'01zes Sela/ae, 3 T/ze Golden Bozqg/2,2 i. 209, ii.

No. 315. For more evidence of in- 30, 62 sq.

I82
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sentative of the god was probably slain each year by a cruel

death, just as the god himself died.”1 We know from

Strabo2 that the priests of Pessinus were at one time

potentates as well as priests; they may, therefore, have

belonged to that class of divine kings or popes whose duty

it was to die each year for their people and the world.

The name of Attis, it is true, does not occur among the The name

names of the old kings of Phrygia, who seem to have borne
Of Attis in

the royal

the names of Midas and Gordias in alternate g€n€I‘a.tlO1']S;farnilie-s of

but a very ancient inscription carved in the rock above a

famous Phrygian monument, which is known as the Tomb

of Midas, records that the monument was made for, or

dedicated to, King Midas by a certain Ates, whose name

is doubtless identical with Attis, and who, if not a king

himself, may have been one of the royal family.3 It is

worthy of note also that the name Atys, which, again,

appears to be only another form of Attis, is recorded as

that of an early king of Lydia ;"‘ and that a son of Croesus,

king of Lydia, not only bore the name Atys but was said

to have been killed, while he was hunting a boar, by a

member of the royal Phrygian family, who traced his lineage

to King Midas and had fled to the court of Croesus because

he had unwittingly slain his own brother.5 Scholars have

recognised in this story of the death of Atys, son of Croesus,

a mere double‘ of the myth of Attis ;‘3 and in view of the

facts which have come before us in the present inquiry7 it

is a remarkable circumstance that the myth of a slain

Phrygia

1 Article “Phrygia” in Em'ycl0- Prof. \V. M. Ramsay, the conquering

jfiaeciziz Bra’/a1zrzz'ra, 9th ed. xviii. 8 5 3.

Elsewhere, speaking of the religions of

Asia Minor in general, the same writer

says : “ The highest priests and priest

esses played the parts of the great gods

in the mystic ritual, wore their dress,

and bore their names ” (Cz'//ar and

Bz's/zoprzks of!’/H11/,g*z'a, i. I01).

2 Strabo, xii. 5. 3, p. 567.

3 W. M. Ramsay, in /0-2/mzrz! of

fie//6/zzk .S'/udzizr, ix. (1888) pp. 379

sqq. ; z'rz’., in _/ourzml of fle/Zc1z2.'r

.S'Zzza'z'es, x. (1888) pp. I 56 sqq. ; Perrot

et Chipiez, [[z'.r/01'??? dc Z’/I1‘! da/as

/U172-lZ'(]2~tZ./cf, v. 82 sqq.

4 Herodotus, i. 94. According to

and ruling caste in Lydia belonged to

the Phrygian stock (_/oznvzal of He/le7z2'r

.S‘lua’z'es, ix. (1888) p. 351).

5 Herodotus, i. 34-45. The tradi

tion that Croesus would allow no iron

weapon to come near Atys suggests

that a similar taboo may have been

imposed on the Phrygian priests named

Attis. For taboos of this sort see

The G0/(Z012 />’arz_g/2,2 i. 344 sqq.

6 Stein on Herodotus, i. 43; Ed.

Meyer, S.'ZL “Atys,” in Pauly-\'\"is

sowa’s, Rea! - ElzcyrZ0])r'1'd2'c dcr class

z'sc/zen A//eflzz211521/z'r.r¢’1zJ'¢‘baf/, ii. 2_

cot 2262.

7 See above, pp. 9, I2 .rq., 29:99., 34.

and Lydia.
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god should be told oil a king’s son. May we conjecture

that the Phrygian priests who bore the name of Attis

and represented the god of that name were themselves

members, perhaps the eldest sons, of the royal house, to

whom their fathers, uncles, brothers, or other kinsmen

deputed the honour of dying a violent death in the

character of gods, while they reserved to themselves the

duty of living, as long as nature allowed them, in

the humbler character of kings? If this were so, the

Phrygian dynasty of Midas may have presented a close

parallel to the Greek dynasty of Athamas, in which the

eldest sons seem to have been regularly destined to

the altar.1 But it is also possible that the divine priests

who bore the name of Attis may have belonged to that

indigenous race which the Phrygians, on their irruption into

Asia from Europe, appear to have found and conquered in

the land afterwards known as Phrygia.2 On the latter

hypothesis the priests may have represented an older and

higher civilisation than that of their barbarous conquerors.

Be that as it may, the god they personated was a deity

of vegetation whose divine life manifested itself especially

in the pine-tree and the violets of spring; and if they died

in the character of that divinity, they corresponded to the

mummers who are still slain in mimicry by European

peasants in spring, and to the priest who was slain long

ago in grim earnest on the wooded shore of the Lake of

Nemi.

1 ’/720 Golden B0zr,g'/1,2 ii. 34 syg.

2 See W. M. Ramsay, .r.7/. “ Phrygia,’>

in Encyrlo/)aedz'a />"1’z'lamz2'ra, 9th ed

xviii. 849 sq. ; z'a'., in _/aurn. offfe//en.

Slud. ix. (1888) pp. 350 sq. Prof.

P. Kretschmernholds that both Cybele

and Attis were gods of the indigenous

Asiatic population, not of the Phrygian

invaders (E272/ez'/zmg in die Gesc/zic/ale

derg/2'z'e¢"/zz'sc/zerz S/)7’6Z('/26, pp. 194 .rg.).



CHAPTER V

THE HANGED GOD

A REMINISCENCE of the manner in which these old repre- '1‘11@ way

sentatives of the deity were put to death is perhaps preserved

in the famous story of Marsyas. He was said to be a

Phrygian satyr or Silenus, according to others a shepherd or

herdsman, who played sweetly on the flute.

Cybele, he roamed the country with the disconsolate goddess

to soothe her grief for the death of Attis.1

of the Mother’s Air, a tune played on the flute in honour of

The composition

the Great Mother Goddess, was attributed to him by the

people of Celaenae in Phrygia.2 Vain of his skill, he

in which

the repre

sentatives

of Attis

were put

A friend Ofw death

is perhaps

shown by

the legend

of Marsyas,

who was

hung on a

pine-tree

and flayed

challenged Apollo to a musical contest, he to play on the bY*‘~P°11°

flute and Apollo on the lyre. Being vanquished, Marsyas

was tied up to a pine-tree and flayed or cut limb from limb

either by the victorious Apollo or by a Scythian slave.3

His skin was shown at Celaenae in historical times. It

1 Diodorus Siculus, iii. 58 sq. As

to Marsyas in the character of a shep

herd or herdsman see I-Iyginus, Fab.

165; Nonnus, Dionys. i. 41 sqg.

He is called a Silenus by Pausanias

(i. 24. 1).

2 Pausanias, x. 30. 9.

3 Apollodorus, i. 4. 2; Hyginus,

Fab. 165. Many ancient writers men

tion that the tree on which Marsyas

suffered death was a pine. See

Apolloclorus, /.r.; Nicander, A/e.rz‘

ji/za:/'//zara, 301 s(]., with the Scholiast’s

note; Lucian, T1'ag0d0j>0dag2'a, 314.vg.;

Archias Mitylenaeus, in Am/'/zologia

Palalivza, vii. 696 ; Philostratus

Junior, [1/zagilzer, i. 3 ; Longus,

Pastor. iv. 8 ; Zenobius, Cent. iv. 81;

J. Tzetzes, C/zz'!z'aa’es, i. 353 sqq.

Pliny alone declares the tree to have

been a plane, which according to him

was still shown at Aulocrene on the

way from Apamea to Phrygia (Nat.

f]z'sz‘, xvi. 240), On a candelabra in

the Vatican the defeated Marsyas is

represented hanging on a pine-tree

(\V. Helbig, Fz'1'/are-/“,2 i, 225 sq.) ; but

the monumental evidence is not con

sistent on this point (Jessen, in W’. H.

Roscher’s Lexi/c022 d. gricc/1. u. fr)‘;/z.

jlfyt/10/ogzk, ii. 2442). The position

which the pine held in the myth and

ritual of Cybele supports the pre

ponderance of ancient testimony in

favour of that tree.

185
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hung at the foot of the citadel in a cave from which the

river Marsyas rushed with an impetuous and noisy tide to

join the Maeander.1 We are told that whenever one of his

native Phrygian melodies was played near it, the skin of the

dead satyr thrilled; but if the musician struck up an air in

praise of Apollo, the skin remained motionless and as it

were deaf.2

In this Phrygian satyr, shepherd, or herdsman who

enjoyed the friendship of Cybele, practised the music so

characteristic of her rites,3 and died a violent death on her

sacred tree, the pine, may we not detect a close resemblance

to Attis, the favourite shepherd or herdsman of the goddess,

who is himself described as a piper,4 is said to have perished

under a pine-tree, and was annually represented by an effigy

hung, like Marsyas, upon a pine? We may conjecture that

in old days the priest who bore the name and played the

part of Attis at the spring festival of Cybele was regularly

hanged or otherwise slain upon the sacred tree, and that

this barbarous custom was afterwards mitigated into the

form in which it is known to us in later times, when the

priest merely drew blood from his body under the tree and

attached an effigy instead of himself to its trunk. In the

holy grove at Upsala men and animals were sacrificed by

being hanged upon the sacred trees.5 The human victims

dedicated to Odin were regularly put to death by hanging

or by a combination of hanging and stabbing, the man

being strung up to a tree or a gallows and then wounded

with a spear. Hence Odin was called the Lord of the

Gallows or the God of the Hanged, and he is represented

sitting under a gallows-tree.G Indeed he is said to have

Marsyas

apparently

a double

of Attis.

The

hanging of

Odin and

his human

victims on

sacred

trees.

1 Herodotus, vii. 26; Xenophon,

Ana/2asz's, i. 2. 8; Livy, xxxviii. I3. 6:

Quintus Curtius, iii. I. I-5; Pliny,

./Val. [~[z'sl. v. 106. Herodotus calls

the river the Catarrhactes.

2 Aelian, Var. I-[z'sl. xiii. 21.

3 Catullus, lxiii. 22; Lucretius, ii.

620; Ovid, Fezslz', iv. I81 sy., 341;

Polyaenus, Slralegem. viii. 53. 4.

Flutes or pipes often appear on her

monuments. See I-I. Dessau, [m"e1'z']b

lieazes Leeliyzae Seleelae, Nos. 4100,

M43; 4145, 4152, 4153'

4 I-Iippolytus, ]i"1f2/llalz'0 emm'zmz

/zaeresz'zmz, v. 9, p. 168, ed. Duncker

and Schneidewin.

5 Adam of Bremen, Dese7'z';)lz'0 2'12

sularzmz /lqzlz-'l07zz'.r, 27 (IVl.igne’s Palm

legia Ldll7Z(l, cxlvi. 643).

6 S. Bugge, .S'lzulz'en 2'/lee die Enl

sle/zmzg eler 1ze'm’z'se/zen Gi/lle1~ zmel

f]elde1zmge1z (Munich, 1889), pp.

339 .rqq.; K. Simrock, Die Ea’da,8

p. 382; K. Miillenhoff, Deer/re/re

Allerlums/czmde, iv. 244 sq.; H. M.

Chadwick, '[72e Cull of 0//1272 (London,

1899), pp. 3—20. The old English

custom of hanging and disembowelling
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been sacrificed to himself in the ordinary way, as we learn

from the weird verses of the firm/amal, in which the god

describes how he acquired his divine power by learning the

magic runes :

1 know [/1421 I /zzmg 072 [/26 wz'7mj/ [me

For nine 20/zole rzig/z/s,

I/V02/nderi 2017/; the spear, dedzkaled to Odz'rz,

MJ/self to myse/fl

With this Scandinavian parallel before us we can hardly

dismiss as wholly improbable the conjecture that in Phrygia

a man-god may have hung year by year on the sacred but

fatal tree.

The tradition that Marsyas was flayed and that his skin Use of the

was exhibited at Celaenae down to historical times may
skins of

human

well reflect a ritual practice of flaying the dead god and victims to

hanging his skin upon the pine as a means of effecting his
effect their

resurrec

resurrection, and with it the revival of vegetation in spring. tion

Similarly, in ancient Mexico

personated gods were often flayed and their bloody skins

worn by men who appear to have represented the dead

deities come to life again.2 \iVhen a Scythian king died, he

was buried in a grave along with one of his concubines, his

cup-bearer, cook, groom, lacquey, and messenger, who were

traitors was probably derived from a

practice of thus sacrificing them to

Odin ; for among many races, including

the Teutonic and Latin peoples, capital

punishment appears to have been

originally a religious rite, a sacrifice or

consecration of the criminal to the god

whom he had offended. See F. Lieb

recht, Zur I/'0lL'.r/.’/made, pp. 8 sq. _; K.

von Amira, in H. 11’aul's Gr2z22(1l"rz'ssz2’m

gar/n¢z12z's1‘/zc/1 1’/zz'/olo,gz'e,'~’ iii. I97 51].;

Vigfussen and Powell, Co1y‘>us ]’0t'1.’z'rz//11

li’orzza/0, i. 410; \V. Golther, Z-/a/z.a’1

6uc/z- der \§"6'7'//I(l7l?il'C/'10’/Z 17/Ill//zo/0,g'7.'¢'

(Leipsic, I895), pp. 548 sq. ; Th.

Mommsen, Roman Hz'i‘/01]./, bk. i. ch.

12 (vol. i. p. I92, ed. 1868); z'a’.,

/t’(‘2'1/1231-/zcs S/rafrer/zz‘ (Leipsic, I899),

pp. 900 sqq.; F. Granger, 77w LVor

s/zz'/) of //ac Komzzns (London, 1895),

pp, 259 sqq.; E. \\’estermarck, 77:0

O'rz,'§r1'/2 and 1)6’Z/6/0/717113711‘ of (/11; filo-/-al

the human victims who

fdear, i. (London, I906) pp. 439 sq.

So, too, among barbarous peoples

the slaughter of prisoners in war is

often a sacrifice offered by the

victors to the gods to whose aid

they ascribe the victory. See A. B.

Ellis, 7710 T5/zz'-.s])ea/ez'1z‘g ]~"r'0j>/as of //zu

G0/a’ Coax/, pp. I69.w/.; \V. Ellis,

Poly/zesz'an/€escarcbe.r,2i. 289 ; Diodorus

Siculus, xx. 65; Strabo, vii. 2. 3, p.

294; Caesar, De be//0 Ga//2'00, vi. I7;

Tacitus, .-I/ma/s, i. 61, xiii. 57; Pro

copius, Dc be//0 G0//ziro, ii. 15. 24.

ii. 25. 9; Iornandes, Ge/2212, v. 4!;

J. Grimm, Dez/trc/ze ./I6///10/ogz'c,4 i.

36 sq. ; Fr. Schwally, St’//zz'lz'.rr/20

/I'rz'cgsa/lw'/2?/21¢?/' (Leipsic, 1901), pp.

29 sqq.

1 [Jar-'a/zza/, I39 sqq. (K. Simrock.

Die Ea/a’a,8 p. 55; K. Mtillenhoff,

Dcutsr/ze A/tertzmzskzr/zde, v. 270 sq.)

2 The Golden Bong/1,2 iii. I36 sq.
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all killed for the purpose, and a great barrow was heaped

up over the grave. A year afterwards fifty of his servants

and fifty of his best horses were strangled ; and their bodies,

having been disembowelled and cleaned out, were stuffed

with chaff, sewn up, and set on scaffolds round about the

barrow, every dead man bestriding a dead horse, which was

bitted and bridled as in life.1 These strange horsemen were

no doubt supposed to mount guard over the king. The

setting up of their stuffed skins might be thought to ensure

their spirited or ghostly resurrection.

That some such notion was entertained by the Scythians

is made probable by the account which the mediaeval

traveller de Plano Carpini gives of the funeral customs of

the Mongols; for the Scythians seem to have been a

Mongolian people. The traveller tells us that when a

noble Mongol died, the custom was to bury him seated in

the middle of a tent, along with a horse saddled and

bridled, and a mare and her foal. Also they used to eat

another horse, stuff the carcass with straw, and set it up on

poles. All this they did in order that in the other world

the dead man might have a tent to live in, a mare to yield

milk, and a steed to ride, and that he might be able to

breed horses. Moreover, the bones of the horse which they

ate were burned for the good of his soul.2 When the Arab

traveller Ibn Batuta visited Peking in the fourteenth century,

he witnessed the funeral of an emperor of China who had

been killed in battle. The dead sovereign was buried along

with four young female slaves and six guards in a vault,

and an immense mound like a hill was piled over him.

Four horses were then made to run round the hillock till

they could run no longer, after which they were killed,

impaled, and set up beside the tomb.8 When an Indian of

Patagonia dies, he is buried in a pit along with some of his

property. Afterwards his favourite horse, having been

killed, skinned, and stufi’ed, is propped up on sticks with its

1 Herodotus, iv. 71 sq.

2 Jean du Plan de Carpin, I:/2'5/07’z'a

/W/m,gzz/01'2u/z, ed. D’Avezac (Paris,

1838), cap. iii. § iii.

3 V0)/ages (Z7612 Balazrta/2, Zexle

A1/ab/2 arrom/Jagm’ d’zme lrarlurtz'orz,

par C. Defrémery et B. R. Sanguinetti,

iv. 300 sq, For more evidence of

similar customs, observed by Turanian

peoples, see K. Neumann, Die [Ye//cnwz

im .S'/eyl/ze/2/azzde (Berlin, 18 5 5), pp.

237-239
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head turned towards the grave. At the funeral of a chief

four horses are sacrificed, and one is set up at each corner

of the burial-place. The clothes and other effects of the

deceased are burned ; and to conclude all, a feast is made of

the horses’ flesh.1 The Scythians certainly believed in the

existence of the soul after death and in the possibility of

turning it to account. This is proved by the practice of

one of their tribes, the Taurians of the Crimea, who used to

cut off the heads of their prisoners and set them on poles

over their houses, especially over the chimneys, in order

that the spirits of the slain men might guard the dwellings.2

Some of the savages of Borneo allege a similar reason for The

their favourite custom of taking human heads. “The

custom,” said a Kayan chief, “is not horrible. It is an the skulls

ancient custom, a good, beneficent custom, bequeathed to us to

by our fathersand our fathers’ fathers ; it brings us blessings, ensglre the

plentiful harvests, and keeps off sickness and pains. Those {1e,:,t11ét,{,,:),[,,1

who were once our enemies, hereby become our guardians, our 8/RC1 of

friends, our benefactors.H3 Thus to convert dead foes into

friends and allies all that is necessary is to feed and other- dance of

wise propitiate their skulls at a festival when they are §§’}i§.‘.§,“d

brought into the village. “An offering of food is made to the

heads, and their spirits, being thus appeased, cease to

entertain malice against, or to seek to inflict injury upon,

those who have got possession of the skull which formerly

adorned the now forsaken body.”"‘ When the Sea Dyaks

treatment which the arch-heretic

t\'Ianichaeus is said to have received

1 Captain R. Fitz-roy, V0)-/ages of

f[z's fl./(1/'05/y’s S/z2'_/)3 “AdrJ(:1zm/12” and

“ Beag/12,” ii. I 55 sq.

2 Herodotus, iv, 103. Many Scy

thians flayed their dead enemies,

and, stretching the skin on a wooden

framework, carried it about with them

on horseback (Herodotus, iv. 64).

The souls of the dead may have been

thought to attend on and serve the

man who thus bore their remains about

with him. It is also possible that

the custom was nothing more than a

barbarous mode of wreaking vengeance

on the dead. Thus a Persian king

has been known to flay an enemy,

stuff the skin with chaff, and hang it

on a high tree (Procopius, Dc Z20!/0

[’ers"¢'c0, i. 5. 28). This was the

at the hands of the Persian king whose

son he failed to cure (Socrates, ffzk/0/-z'a

Ear/¢u'z'rz.v/aka, i. 22; Migne’s 1—’¢z//'0/ogz'a

(Traem, lxvii. 137, 139). Still such a

punishment may have been suggested

by a religious rite. The idea of

crucifying their human victims appears

to have been suggested to the negroes

of Benin by the crucifixes of the early

Portuguese missionaries. See H. Ling

Roth, Great Br-vzz'/z (Halifax, 1903),

pp. 14 sq.

3 WI H. Furness, ffo/110-fife qf

Dorm-'0 [fwd - 1[[?(IZZ‘c‘7‘.\‘ (Philadelphia,

1902). P- 59

4 Spenser St. John, Lfié 2'/z //a:

Fawsls Q/'2.‘/16 Far Ea.\‘z‘,‘~" i. 197.
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of Sarawak return home successful from a head-hunting

expedition, they bring the head ashore with much ceremony,

wrapt in palm leaves. “On shore and in the village, the

head, for months after its arrival, is treated with the greatest

consideration, and all the names and terms of endearment of

which their language is capable are abundantly lavished on

it; the most dainty morsels, culled from their abundant

though inelegant repast, are thrust into its mouth, and it is

instructed to hate its former friends, and that, having been

now adopted into the tribe of its captors, its spirit must be

always with them ; sirih leaves and betel-nut are given to it,

and finally a cigar is frequently placed between its ghastly

and pallid lips. None of this disgusting mockery is

performed with the intention of ridicule, but all to propitiate

the spirit by kindness, and to procure its good wishes for the

tribe, of whom it is now supposed to have become a member." 1

Amongst these Dyaks the “ Head-Feast,” which has been

just described, is supposed to be the most beneficial in its

influence of all their feasts and ceremonies. “The object of

them all is to make their rice grow well, to cause the forest

to abound with wild animals, to enable their dogs and

snares to be successful in securing game, to have the streams

swarm with fish, to give health and activity to the people

themselves, and to ensure fertility to their women. All these

blessings, the possessing and feasting of a fresh head are

supposed to be the most efficient means of securing. The

very ground itself is believed to be benefited and rendered

fertile.” 2 ~

In like manner, if my conjecture is right, the man who

represented the father-god of Phrygia used to be slain and

his stuffed skin hung on the sacred pine in order that his

spirit might work for the growth of the crops, the multiplica

pp. 89-129. A different view of

-1848), pp. 206 sq.

1 Hugh Low, .S'eemwa/c (London,

_ In quoting this

passage I have taken the liberty to

correct a grammatical slip.

2 Spenser St. john, 0/). ell. i. 204.

See further G. A. Vi/ilken, “Iets over

de schedelvereering,” ,/>’zjelm,_.gre1z lel

de 71aal- Lruzzl- en V0!/ee1z/ezmde 2/em

/Veelerlarzrlse/z-/1zelz'e', xxxviii. (1889)

the purpose of head-hunting is main

tained by Mr. A. C. I<.ruyt, in his

essay, “ H et l<oppensnellen der

Toradja’s van M id den- Celebes, en

zijne Iieteekenis,” I/e1'.rlel,;Ie1z erz

/l]'eeZe(leell1z,gre1/z e/er /eembz/.'l2'/'/.'e A/cadem z'e

ea/z I/V6/(37186/Id/I/M72, Afdeeling Letter

kunde,Vierde Reeks, iii. 2 (Amsterdam,

1899). PP- 147 W
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tion of animals, and the fertility of women. So at Athens

an ox, which appears to have embodied the corn-spirit, was

killed at an annual sacrifice, and its hide, stuffed with straw

and sewn up, was afterwards set on its feet and yoked to

a plough as if it were ploughing, apparently in order to

represent, or rather to promote, the resurrection of the slain

corn-spirit at the end of the threshing.1 This employment

of the skins of divine animals for the purpose of ensuring

the revival of the slaughtered divinity might be illustrated by

other examples.2 Perhaps the hide of the bull which was

killed to furnish the regenerating bath of blood in the rites

of Attis may have been put to a similar use.

1 7726 Golden Baurr/2,2 ii. 294 sq . 2 7726 Galdm B0250/2,2 ii. 66 5 .
(> 7 8 3 77
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CHAPTER VI

ORIENTAL RELIGIONS IN THE WEST

TI-IE worship of the Great Mother of the Gods and her

lover or son was very popular under the Roman Empire.

Inscriptions prove that the two received divine honours,

separately or conjointly, not only in Italy, and especially at

Rome, but also in the provinces, particularly in Africa,

Spain, Portugal, France, Germany, and Bulgaria.1 Their

worship survived the establishment of Christianity by

Constantine; for Symmachus records the recurrence of the

festival of the Great Mother,2 and in the days of Augustine

her effeminate priests still paraded the streets and squares of

Carthage with whitened faces, scented hair, and mincing

gait, while, like the mendicant friars of the Middle Ages,

they begged from the passers-by.3 In Greece, on the other

hand, the bloody orgies of the Asiatic goddess and her

consort appear to have found little favour.4 The barbarous

and cruel character of the worship, with its frantic excesses,

was doubtless repugnant to the good taste and humanity of

the Greeks, who seem to have preferred the kindred but

gentler rites of Adonis. Yet the same features which

shocked and repelled the Greeks may have positively

1 H. Dessau, ]1zsc7'z']§/z'0/wr La/2'/me 3 Augustine, Dc cz'1/dale a’ez', vii.

SeZa(lcze, Nos. 4099, 4100, 4103, 4105, 26

4106, 4116, 4117, 4119, 4120, 4121,

4123. 41?-4, 4127. 4128. 4131. 4136.

4139. 4140. 4142, 4156. 4163. 4167;

Isl. I-Iepding, Allis, pp. 85, 86, 93,

94, 95, Inscr. Nos. 21-24, 26, 50, 51,

52, 61, 62, 63.

2 Dill, [B01/zrm Soriely 2'12 [/26 Last

Cenlzrry of Me M/eslcrzz E/uyfiz're,2

(London, 1899), p. 16.

4 But the two were publicly wor

shipped at Dyme and Patrae in Achaia,

(Pausanias, vii. 17. 9, vii. 20. 3), and

there was an association for their

worship at Piraeus. See P. Foucart,

Des A.rsarz'alz'ans /t’e/z;g'£ezr.s‘cs c/zcr: les

Orccs (Paris, 1873), pp. 85 sgr/., 196;

Ch. Michel, ]1’0(ruez'/ rZ’.[lzsr1'2'j>l2'01zs

Grerqz/1:21‘, No. 982.

192
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attracted the less refined Romans and barbarians of the

West. The ecstatic frenzies, which were mistaken for

divine inspiration,1 the mangling of the body, the theory of

a new birth and the remission of sins through the shedding

of blood, have all their origin in savagery? and they naturally

appealed to peoples in whom the savage instincts were

still strong. Their true character was indeed often disguised

under a decent veil of allegorical or philosophical interpreta

tion,8 which probably sufficed to impose upon the rapt and

enthusiastic worshippers, reconciling even the more cultivated

of them to things which otherwise must have filled them

with horror and disgust.

The religion of the Great Mother, with its curious The spread

, ‘ . - - - - of Oriental

blendmg of crude savagery with spiritual aspirations, was faithsover

only one of a multitude of similar Oriental faiths which in the Roman

the later days of paganism spread over the Roman Empire, ‘,:fI§‘,,‘11,r-§*,,,,e,,

and by saturating the European peoples with alien ideals of t°_und§1'

nnne t e

life gradually undermined the whole fabric of ancient fabric of

civilisation.4 Greek and Roman society was built on the geek and

oman

1 Rapp, in W. H. Roscher’s Lexi/to/z glvégiitllcoil

der griec/z. u. 1'5//1. 114)/Z/10/ogzk, ii. y -

1656.

2 As to the savage theory of in

spiration or possession by a deity see

E. B. Tylor, Prz'//zz'lz've Calla/'e,2 ii.

131 sqq. As to the savage theory of

before daybreak. See V. Solomon, in

_/0~z-:2’/zd of t/2.,a A12!/zr0p0!0,_grz'cal [us/2'/u/e, mg the

xxxii. (1902) p. 227. Similarly the salvation

ancient Greeks purified a homicide by of the

means of pig’s blood and laurel leaves. individual

See my note on Pausanias, ii. 31. 8 soul as the

(vol. iii. pp. 276-279). The original Supreme

a new birth see T/16 Golden Doug/2,2

iii. 423 sqq. As to the use of blood

to wash away sins see id. ii. 211

sqq. Among the Cameroon negroes

accidental homicide can be expiated

by the blood of an animal. The

relations of the slayer and of the

slain assemble. An animal is killed

and every person present is smeared

with its blood on his face and breast.

They think that the guilt of man

slaughter is thus atoned for, and that

no punishment will overtake the

homicide. See 1\’Iissionary Autenrieth,

in /l[2'ttez'/zmgen a’cr gtzograp/1z's'r/1012

Gesellsc/zaft an _/ma, xii. (1893) pp.

93 sq. In Car Nicobar a man

possessed by devils is cleansed of

them by being rubbed all over with

pig’s blood and beaten with leaves.

The devils are thus transferred to the

leaves, which are thrown into the sea

idea of thus purging a manslayer was aim of life’

probably to rid him of the angry ghost

of his victim, just as in Car Nicobar

a man is rid of devils in the same

manner. The purgative virtue ascribed

to the blood in these ceremonies may

be based on the notion that the offended

spirit accepts it as a substitute for the

blood of the guilty person. This was

the view of C. Meiners (Gesr/zz'r/z/6 der

1\’alz'§z.'01zc1z, ii. 137 sq.) and of E. Rohde

(Pg/c/z¢’,3 ii. 77 sq.).

3 A good instance of such an attempt

to dress up savagery in the garb of phil

osophy is the fifth speech of the emperor

Julian, “On the Mother of the Gods”

(pp. 206 sqq. ed. F. C. Hertlein).

4 As to the diffusion of Oriental

religions in the Roman empire see

G. Boissier, La Re/zlgz'on A’amaz'zze

a”.-lugzrstrz a2/.1‘ An.tom'zzs,5 i. 349 sqq. ;

J. Reville, La [\)6’/1:§"Z.0IZ ri Rome sous [es

O
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conception of the subordination of the individual to the

community, of the citizen to the state; it set the safety of

the commonwealth, as the supreme aim of conduct, above

the safety of the individual whether in this world or in a

world to come. Trained from infancy in this unselfish

ideal, the citizens devoted their lives to the public‘ service

and were ready to lay them down for the common good;

or if they shrank from the supreme sacrifice, it never

occurred to them that they acted otherwise than basely in

preferring their personal existence to the interests of their

country. All this was changed by the spread of Oriental

religions which inculcated the commune of the soul

with God and its eternal salvation as the only objects

worth living for, objects in comparison with which the

prosperity and even the existence of the state sank into

insignificance. The inevitable result of this selfish and

immoral doctrine was to withdraw the devotee more

and more from the public service, to concentrate his

thoughts on his own spiritual emotions, and to breed in

him a contempt for the present life which he regarded

merely as a probation for a better and an eternal. The

saint and the recluse, disdainful of earth and rapt in ecstatic

contemplation of heaven, became in popular opinion the

highest ideal of humanity, displacing the old ideal of the

patriot and hero who, forgetful of self, lives and is ready to

die for the good of his country. The earthly city seemed

poor and contemptible to men whose eyes beheld the City

of God coming in the clouds of heaven. Thus the centre

of gravity, so to say, was shifted from the present to a

future life, and however much the other world may have

gained, there can be little doubt that this one lost heavily

by the change. A general disintegration of the body

politic set in. The ties of the state and of the family were

loosened: the structure of society tended to resolve itself

into its individual elements and thereby to relapse into

barbarism; for civilisation is only possible through the

active co-operation of the citizens and their willingness to

subordinate their private interests to the common good.

Se’?/Pres (Paris, 1886), 47 $79.; Ce1'zlm'y of l/ze PI/eslerzz Em;>z'7'e,2 pp.

S. Dill, lfeman Seez'ely 2'12 l/ze Lasl 76 seq.
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Men refused to defend their country and even to continue

their kind.1 In their anxiety to save their own souls and

the souls of others, they were content to leave the material

world, which they identified with the principle of evil, to

perish around them. This obsession lasted for a thousand

years. The revival of Roman law, of the Aristotelian

philosophy, of ancient art and literature at the close of the

Middle Ages, marked the return of Europe to native ideals of

life and conduct, to saner, manlier views of the world. The

long halt in the march of civilisation was over. The tide

of Oriental invasion had turned at last. It is ebbing still.2

Among the gods of eastern origin who in the decline

of the ancient world competed against each other for the

allegiance of the West was the old Persian deity Mithra.

The immense popularity of his worship is attested by the

monuments illustrative of it which have been found scattered

in profusion all over the Roman Empire.3 In respect both

of doctrines and of rites the cult of Mithra appears to have

presented many points of resemblance not only to the

religion of the Mother of the Gods4 but also to Christianity.5

The similarity struck the Christian doctors themselves and

was explained by them as a work of the devil, who sought

to seduce the souls of men from the true faith by a false

and insidious imitation of it.6

1 Compare Servius on Virgil, Ac/1.

ii. 604, vi. 661 ; G. Boissier, La

]\’elz:gz'0/2 180//zaz'zze ti’/Jzq;>zr.r/a aux

2-11210122’/zs,5 i. 357 sq. ; E. Westerniarclt,

T/ze O1'z;gz'/z and Der/c/0/)//zen-1' of 1/20

./Hora! Ideas, i. 345 sq.

2 To prevent misapprehension I will

add that the spread of Oriental religions

was only one of many causes which

contributed to the downfall of ancient

civilisation. Among these contributory

causes a friend, for whosejudgment and

learning I entertain the highest respect,

counts bad government and a ruinous

fiscal system, two of the most powerful

agents to blast the prosperity of nations,

as may be seen by the blight which has

struck the Turkish empire. It is

probable, too, as my friend thinks,

that the rapid diffusion of alien faiths

was as much an effect as a cause of

wide-spread intellectual decay. Such

So to the Spanish con

unwholesome growths could hardly

have fastened upon the Graeco-Roman

mind in the days of its full vigour.

V\’e may remember the energy with

which the Roman Government com

hated the first outbreak of the Bacchic

plague (Th. Mommsen, R0//zazz Hz'rf01')/,

iii. 1 15 sq., ed. 1894).

3 See Fr. Cumont, Textcs at 17101221

111011’; _/ll§"?ll‘(/.5‘ re/alzfv aux ./l-[)'.r!81'es a/'6

/lfit/zra (Brussels, 1896-1899); z'a’., in

\V. H. Roscher’s Le.rz'/can a’. gricc/2.. zr.

1'0’;/1. Jlly//10/ogzk, ii. 3028 sqq.

4 Fr. Cumont, Tcxfes at 1l/0/zzmzemir,

i- 333 W9

5 E. Renan, 1Ua1‘c-/1117'?/:2, pp.

576 sqq.; Fr. Cumont, 0;). tit. i.

339 WT

6 Tertullian, De corona, 15 ; z'a’., De

]§raercrz',-/)/z'012rr baa;-'etz'¢'01'zz//I, 40 ; Justin

Martyr, Aj>0/ogia, i. 66; 211., Dz'a/ogzzs

cum T711/J»/>/to/zc, 78 (M.igne’s Paz‘rologz'a
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querors of Mexico and Peru many of the native heathen

rites appeared to be diabolical counterfeits of the Christian

sacraments.1 With more probability the modern student

of comparative religion traces such resemblances to the

similar and independent workings of the mind of man in

his sincere, if crude, attempts to fathom the secret of the

universe, and to adjust his little life to its awful mysteries.

However that may be, there can be no doubt that the

Mithraic religion proved a formidable rival to Christianity,

combining as it did a solemn ritual with aspirations after

moral purity and a hope of immortality.2 Indeed the issue

of the conflict between the two faiths appears for a time to

have hung in the balance.3 An instructive relic of the long

struggle is preserved in our festival of Christmas, which

the Church seems to have borrowed directly from its

heathen rival. In the Julian calendar the twenty-fifth of

December was reckoned the winter solstice,‘1 and it was

regarded as the Nativity of the Sun, because the day begins

to lengthen and the power of the sun to increase from that

turning point of the year.5 Now Mithra was regularly

identified by his worshippers with the Sun, the Unconquered

Sun, as they called him ;6 hence his nativity also fell on

the twenty-fifth of December.7 The Gospels say nothing

as to the day of Christ’s birth, and accordingly the early

Church did not celebrate it. In time, however, the Christians

of Egypt came to regard the sixth of January as the date

of the Nativity, and the custom of commemorating the birth

of the Saviour on that day gradually spread until by the

Gmem, vi_ 429, 660). Tertullian L. Ideler, [-faazdéuc/2 dc1'mal/rcrualisr/zevz

explained in like manner the resem

blance of the fasts of Isis and Cybele

to the fasts of Christianity (flcjejzmio,

16).

mm’ Zea/uzz'.rr/am C‘/'zro/20Z0,_gz'e, ii. 124;

G. F. Unger, in Iwan Mtiller’s [land

bur/z der /.'la.rrz'sr/21:22 Al/c1'im/iswz'sse1z

sr/zafl, 649.

_ 5 In the calendar of Philocalus the

twenty-fifth of December is marked N.

[1z'0z'cli, that is, [Va/a/is S0/is Tm/2'6/2'.

See Corpus I/z.rcri])/z'0mmi Lrzlz'/zrzrm/1,

i.2 p. 278, with Th. l\/Iommsen’s

commentary, pp. 338 sq.

1 de Acosta, 1/Vatural and /Mom!

lfislory 1% the [na’2'es, bk. v. chs. 11,

16, 17, 18, 24-28.

2 Compare S. Dill, /1’0/mm Sorz'cty

in the Last Cmiury of (/2: I/Vestewz

E72zpire,2 pp. 80 sqq.

3 E. Renan, Mrz1'c-Azi1'8/e,

sg.; Fr. Cumont,

mm/s, i. 338.

'1 Pliny, Nat. Hist. xviii. 221 ;

Columella, De re rus/z'ca, ix. 14. 12;

PP- 579

Tex/cs at /l//01224

6 Dedications to Mithra the Un

conquered Sun (S0/i 2'12?/z'r/0 /iii//imc)

have been found in abundance. See

Fr. Cumont, 0]’. (ii. ii. 99 syq.

7 Fr. Cumont, 0/>. ail. i. 325 $9., 339.
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fourth century it was universally established in the East.

But at the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth

century the Western Church, which had never recognised

the sixth of January as the day of the Nativity, adopted the

twenty-fifth of December as the true date, and in time its

decision was accepted also by the Eastern Church. At

Antioch the change was not introduced till about the

year 375 A.D.1

What considerations led the ecclesiastical authorities to l\4otives

institute the festival of Christmas? The motives for the

innovation are stated with great frankness by a Syrian Christmas

writer, himself a Christian. “The reason,” he tells us, “ why

the fathers transferred the celebration of the sixth of January

to the twenty-fifth of December was this. It was a custom

of the heathen to celebrate on the same twenty-fifth of

December the birthday of the Sun, at which they kindled

lights in token of festivity. In these solemnities and

festivities the Christians also took part. Accordingly when

the doctors of the Church perceived that the Christians had

a leaning to this festival, they took counsel and resolved

that the true Nativity should be solemnised on that day

and the festival of the Epiphany on the sixth of January.

Accordingly, along with this custom, the practice has pre

vailed of kindling fires till the sixth.” 2 The heathen origin

of Christmas is plainly hinted at, if not tacitly admitted, by

Augustine when he exhorts his Christian brethren not to

celebrate that solemn day like the heathen on account of

the sun, but on account of him who made the sun.8 In

like manner Leo the Great rebuked the pestilent belief that

Christmas was solemnised because of the birth of the new sun,

as it was called, and not because of the nativity of Christ.4

1 Bingham, T/ze An-/z'qm't2'es 0f

t/as C/1-rz's/z'a/z C/urn‘/a, bk. xx. ch. iv.

(Bingham’s I/V0/‘ks, vol. vii. pp. 279

sqq., Oxford, 1855); C. A. Credner,

“ De natalitiorum Christi origine,”

Zeitsr/zn"_/I ffir die /zz's/0/'z'sr/za '1 71-¢r()/ogvb,

iii. 2 (1833), pp. 236 sqq.; Mgr L.

Duchesne, Orz{g1'/zc.\~ du Cu//e C/an‘/z'crz,3

i. 257 sqq. ; Th. Mommsen, in Coxjms

[1z.1‘c‘/'1')/. La/2'/1. i.2 338. The earliest

mention of the festival of Christmas is

in the calendar of Philocalus, which

was drawn up at Rome in 336 A.D.

The words are V111. /ca/. ja/2., mz/us

C/zrz's/11s 2'12 136!/cc;/z _fmz’ve (L.

Duchesne, 0j>. dz‘. p. 258).

2 Quoted by C. A. Credner, 01>. ['2'/.

p. 239, note 46, and by Th. Mommsen,

C07;/ms fnscrzlp/2'07:-21//1 [,a.z‘2'2za1'2//11, i.2

338 $1

3 Augustine, Surm. cxc. I (Migne’s

]"rz1.‘ro/qgz'<z Laz’z'/za, xxxviii. 1007).

2 Leo the Great, Serm. xxii. (al.

xxi.) 6 (Migne’s 1-’atrolog2'a Laz‘z'n-a,
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Thus it appears that the Christian Church chose to

celebrate the birthday of its Founder on the twenty-fifth

of December in order to transfer the devotion of the heathen

from the Sun to him who was called the Sun of Righteous

ness.1 If that was so, there can be no intrinsic improba

bility in the conjecture that motives of the same sort may

have led the ecclesiastical authorities to assimilate the

Easter festival of the death and resurrection of their Lord

to the festival of the death and resurrection of another

Asiatic god which fell at the same season. Now the Easter

rites still observed in Greece, Sicily, and southern Italy bear

in some respects a striking resemblance to the rites of

Adonis, and I have suggested that the Church may have

consciously adapted the new festival to its heathen prede

cessor for the sake of winning souls to Christ.2 But this

adaptation probably took place in the Greek-speaking

rather than in the Latin-speaking parts of the ancient

world; for the worship of Adonis, while it flourished among

the Greeks, appears to have made little impression on Rome

and the West.3 Certainly it never formed part of the official

Roman religion. The place which it might have taken in

the affections of the vulgar was already occupied by the

The Easter

celebration

-ofthe

death and

resurrec

tion of

Christ

appears to

have been

influenced

by the

similar

celebration

of the

death and

resurrec

tion of

Attis,

which was

held at

Rome at

the same

season.

liv. 198). Compare St. Ambrose,

Sew/2. vi. 1 (Migne’s l’alrelege'a Lalina,

xvii. 614).

1 A. Credner, 0j>. ell. pp. 236 sqq.;

E. B. Tylor, ]\’1'z'mz'lz"z1e Cu/lm'e,2 ii.

297 sq.; Fr. Cumont, 0;). ell. i. 342,

355 sq.; Th. Mommsen in Cmy>us

]7zse1'2'plz'0nzmz Lalz'narzmz, i.2 338 sq.

A different explanation of Christmas

has been put forward by Mgr Duchesne.

He shows that among the early

Christians the death of Christ was

commonly supposed to have fallen on

the twenty-fifth of March, that day

having been “chosen arbitrarily, or

rather suggested by its coincidence

with the official equinox of spring.”

It would be natural to assume that

Christ had lived an exact number of

years on earth, and therefore that his

incarnation as well as his death took

place on the twenty-fifth of March. In

point of fact the Church has placed the

Annunciation and with it the beginning

of his mother’s pregnancy on that very

day. If that were so, his birth would

in the course of nature have occurred

nine months later, that is, on the

twenty-fifth of December. Thus on

Mgr Duchesne’s theory the date of the

Nativity was obtained by inference from

the date of the Crucifixion, which in its

turn was chosen because it coincided

with the official equinox of spring.

Mgr Duchesne does not notice the

coincidence of the vernal equinox with

the festival of Attis. See his work

Orz,'gz'szes a'2e Czelle C/z1'e’lz'e1z,3 pp. 261

265, 272. The tradition that both the

conception and the death of Christ fell

on the twenty-fifth of March is men

tioned and apparently accepted by

Augustine (De Trz'zzz'lale, iv. 9, Migne’s

l’alrelegz'a La/Ina, xlii. 894).

2 See above, pp. 156 sq.

3 However, the lament for Adonis is

mentioned by Ovid (/Irs Amal. i. 75

sq.) along with the Jewish observance

of the Sabbath.
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similar but more barbarous worship of Attis and the Great

Mother. Now the death and resurrection of Attis were

officially celebrated at Rome on the twenty-fourth and

twenty-fifth of March,1 the latter being regarded as the

spring equinox,2 and therefore as the most appropriate day

for the revival of a god of vegetation who had been dead

or sleeping throughout the winter. But according to an

ancient and wide-spread tradition Christ suffered on the

twenty-fifth of March, and accordingly some Christians

regularly celebrated the Crucifixion on that day without

any regard to the state of the moon. This custom was

certainly observed in Phrygia, Cappadocia, and Gaul, and

there seem to be grounds for thinking that at one time it

was followed also in Rome.3 Thus the tradition which

placed the death of Christ on the twenty-fifth of March

1 See above, pp. 166 sqq.

2 Columella, De we 1/uslica, ix. 14. 1;

Pliny, Nat. [Jz's!. xviii. 246; Macro

bius, Saturn. i. 21. 10; L. Ideler,

ffcmdbuc/z der maz’/ze172aZz'sr/'zcn und

lac/2122's:/zen C/zrorzologzk, ii. 124.

3 Mgr L. Duchesne, Onjgz'/zes du

Culle C/'17’!/z'en,3 pp. 262 sq. That

Christ was crucified on the twenty

fifth of March in the year 29 is ex

pressly affirmed by Tertullian (.-iriverszrs

judacos, 8, vol. ii. p. 719 ed. F.

Oehler), Hippolytus (Comma/z/ary on

Daniel, iv. 23, vol. i. p. 242 ed.

Bonwetsch and Achelis), and Augustine

(De a'w'tale Def, xviii. 54; z'd., De

T1'z'Izz’z’ate, iv. 9). The Quart0deci

mans of Phrygia celebrated the twenty

fifth of March as the day of Christ's

death, quoting as their authority certain

acts of Pilate; in Cappadocia the

adherents of this sect were divided

between the twenty-fifth of March and

the fourteenth of the moon. See Epi

phanius, ffaeres. l. 1, vol. ii. p. 447

ed. G. Dindorf. In Gaul the death

and resurrection of Christ were regularly

celebrated on the twenty-fifth and

twenty-seventh of March as late as the

sixth century. See Gregory of Tours,

.Hz's/aria Fraizcorzz//1, viii. 31. 6

(Migne’s Patrologia La/ina, lxxi. 566);

S. Martinus Dumiensis (bishop of

Braga), De .Pasc/uz, 1 (Migne’s Parro

logia Latzha, lxxii. 50), who says:

“ A jile-rzkque Ga/lz'canz'.r ej)z'sc0]5z'S urque

anle non mullum lempus cur/oa’z'/um est,

2:! re//zj)er V11]. /fal. A1972/. ciiem

Para/zae ca/eérem‘, 2'/z qua far/a C/z7'z'.rz‘z'

1'esur1'ec/z'0 lma’z'lzu'.” According to

this last testimony, it was the resur

rection, not the crucifixion, of Christ

that was celebrated on the twenty-fifth

of March; but Mgr Duchesne attri

butes the statement to a mistake of the

writer. VVith regard to the Roman

practice the twenty-fifth and twenty

seventh of March are marked in ancient

Martyrologies as the dates of the

Crucifixion and Resurrection. See

Ve/uslz'21s Orcz'dcm‘a/is Ecrlesiae [liar

z’yrologz'zz/n, ed. Franciscus Maria

Florentinus (Lucca, 1667), pp. 396 sq.,

. 405 sq. On this subject Mgr Duchesne

observes : “ Hippolytus, in his Paschal

Table, marks the Passion of Christ in

a year in which the fourteenth of

Nisan falls on Friday twenty-fifth

March. In his commentary on Daniel

he expresslyindicates Friday the twenty

fifth of March and the consulship of the

two Gemini. The Philocalien Cata

logue of the Popes gives the same date

as to day and year. It is to be noted

that the cycle of Hippolytus and the

Philocalien Catalogue are derived from

official documents, and may be cited

as evidence of the Roman ecclesiastical -

usage” (O/'1'gz'n.e.r du Cu//e C/m‘z‘z'wz,3

p. 262).
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was ancient and deeply rooted. It is all the more remark

able because astronomical considerations prove that it can

have had no historical foundation.1 The inference appears

to be inevitable that the passion of Christ must have been

arbitrarily referred to that date in order to harmonise with

an older festival of the spring equinox. This is the view

of the learned ecclesiastical historian Mgr Duchesne, who

points out that the death of the Saviour was thus made

to fall upon the very day on which, according to a wide

spread belief, the world had been created.2 But the resur

rection of Attis, who combined in himself the characters

of the divine Father and the divine Son,3 was ofificially

celebrated at Rome on the same day. When we remember

that the festival of St. George in April has replaced the

ancient pagan festival of the Parilia ;‘1 that the festival of

St. John the Baptist in June has succeeded to a heathen

Midsummer festival of water;5 that the festival of the

Assumption of the Virgin in August has ousted the festival

of Diana;6 that the feast of All Souls in November is a

continuation of an old heathen feast of the dead;7 and

that the Nativity of Christ himself was assigned to the

winter solstice in December because that day was deemed

the Nativity of the Sun ;S we can hardly be thought rash

or unreasonable in conjecturing that the other cardinal

festival of the Christian church-—the solemnisation of

Easter——may have been .in like manner, and from like

motives of edification, adapted to a similar celebration of

the Phrygian god Attis at the vernal equinox.” At least

1 Mgr L. Duchesne, 0/). (it. p. 263.

2 Mgr L. Duchesne, La. A sect

of the Montanists held that the world

began and that the sun and moon were

created at the spring equinox, which,

however, they dated on the twenty

fourth of March (Sozomenus, ][z'.r/orzkz

Ecc/esz'as/aka, vii. 18). At Henen-Su in

Egypt there was celebrated a festival

of the “hanging out of the heavens,”

that is, the supposed reconstituting of

the heavens each year in the spring

(E. A. Wallis Budge, T/ze Gads //i1:

Egg/p/z'r¢1z.r, ii. 63). But the Egyptians

thought that the creation of the world

took place at the rising of Sirius

(Porphyry, Dc an/7'0 ii)/111])/iarzrrzz, 24;

Solinus, xxxii. 13), which in antiquity

fell on the twentieth of July (L. Ideler,

Lfrmdbzrc/i dew 7/zal/zemaz’z'.rr/zen und

[cc/mz'sr/zen C/zrorzo/ogie, i. 127 sqg.).

3 See above, pp. 163, 178 11/9.

‘1 The evidence of this will be given

in the third edition of I/'/ac Golden

[502/g/z.

5 Above, pp. 146 rgg.

6 G. Frazer, Lcrz'ureron Z/re Ear/y

H'z'slory of 1/20 ’z'1z,g'.r/zz'j), pp. 18-21.

7 See below, pp. 253 197.

8 Above, pp. 196 W.

9 Another instance of the substitu

tion of a Christian for a pagan festival
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it is a remarkable coincidence, if it is nothing more, that the

Christian and the heathen festivals of the divine death and

resurrection should have been solemnised at the same season

and in the same places. For the places which celebrated

the death of Christ at the spring equinox were Phrygia,

Gaul, and apparently Rome, that is, the very regions in

which the worship of Attis either originated or struck

deepest root. It is difficult to regard the coincidence as

purely accidental. If the vernal equinox, the season at

which in the temperate regions the whole face of nature

testifies to a fresh outburst of vital energy, had been viewed

from of old as the time when the world was annually created

afresh in the resurrection of a god, nothing could be more

natural than to place the resurrection of the new deity at

the same cardinal point of the year. Only it is to be

observed that if the death of Christ was dated on the

twenty-fifth of March, his resurrection, according to Christian

tradition, must have happened on the twenty-seventh of

March, which is just two days later than the vernal equinox

of the Julian calendar and the resurrection of Attis. A

similar displacement of two days in the adjustment of

Christian to heathen celebrations occurs in the festivals

of St. George and the Assumption of the Virgin. However,

another Christian tradition, followed by Lactantius and

perhaps by the practice of the Church in Gaul, placed the

death of Christ on the twenty-third and his resurrection on

the twenty-fifth of March.1 If that was so, his resurrection

coincided exactly with the resurrection of Attis.

Taken altogether, the coincidences of the Christian with Com

the heathen festivals are too close and too numerous to be of

accidental. They mark the compromise which the Church anity \_\-1111

in the hour of its triumph was compelled to make with P22221521‘

may be mentioned. On the first of Peter from prison instead of the deliver

August the people of Alexandria used ance of their city from the yoke of

to commemorate the defeat of Mark Antony and Cleopatra. See L. Ideler,

Antony by Augustus and the entrance [{(ZlI(I.7/INC/Z der 1//af/zwzzalz'.sr/zen mm’

of the victor into their city. The f¢'1'/111-z'sc/zen C/zrozzo/ogie, i. 154.

heathen pomp of the festival offended 1 Lactantius, Dc morfibzzs j>er.re

Eudoxia, wife of Theodosius the cz//arm/z, 2; z'a’., Dz'r/2'12. [us/2'/zz/. iv.

Younger, and she decreed that on that 10. 18. As to the evidence of the

day the Alexandrians should thence- Gallic usage see S. l\Ia1'tinus Dumi

forth celebrate the deliverance of St. ensis, quoted above, p. 199, note 3.
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its vanquished yet still dangerous rivals. The inflexible

Protestantism of the primitive missionaries, with their fiery

denunciations of heathendom, had been exchanged for the

supple policy, the easy tolerance, the comprehensive

charity of shrewd ecclesiastics, who clearly perceived

that if Christianity was to conquer the world it could

do so only by relaxing the too rigid principles of its

Founder, by widening a little the narrow gate which leads

to salvation. In this respect an instructive parallel might

be drawn between the history of Christianity and the

history of Buddhism.1 Both systems were in their origin

essentially ethical reforms born of the generousiardour,

the lofty aspirations, the tender compassion of their noble

Founders, two of those beautiful spirits who appear at

rare intervals on earth like beings come from a better

world to support and guide our weak and erring nature;2

Both preached moral virtue as the means of accomplishing

what they regarded as the supreme object of life, the

eternal salvation of the individual soul, though by a curious

antithesis the one sought that salvation in a blissful eternity,

the other in a final release from suffering, in annihilation.

But the austere ideals of sanctity which they inculcated

were too deeply opposed not only to the frailties but to

the natural instincts of humanity ever to be carried out in

practice by more than a small number of disciples, who

consistently renounced the ties of the family and the state

in order to work out their own salvation in the still

seclusion of the cloister. If such faiths were to be

nominally accepted by whole nations or even by the

world, it was essential that they should first be modified

Parallel

with

Buddhism.

1 On the decadence of Buddhism

and its gradual assimilation to those

popular Oriental superstitions against

which it was at first directed, see

Monier Williams, /izedd/zz's/11 2 (London,

1890). 1>1>- 147 $911

2 The historical reality both of

Buddha and of Christ has sometimes

been doubted or denied. It would

be just as reasonable to question the

historical existence of Alexander the

Great and Charlemagne on account

:4

of the legends which have gathered

round them. The great religious

movements which have stirred humanity

to its depths and altered the beliefs of

nations spring ultimately from the

conscious and deliberate efforts of extra

ordinary minds, not from the blind un

conscious co-operation of the multitude.

The attempt to explain history without

the influence of great men may flatter

the vanity of the vulgar, but it will

find no favour with the philosophic

historian.
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or transformed so as to accord in some measure with the

prejudices, the passions, the superstitions of the vulgar.

This process of accommodation was carried out in after

ages by followers who, made of less ethereal stuff than

their masters, were for that reason the better fitted to

mediate between them and the common herd. Thus as

time went on, the two religions, in exact proportion to

their growing popularity, absorbed more and more of those

baser elements which they had been instituted for the very

purpose of suppressing. Such spiritual decadences are

inevitable. The world cannot live at the level of its great

men. Yet it would be unfair to the generality of our kind

to ascribe wholly to their intellectual and moral weakness

the gradual divergence of Buddhism and Christianity from

their primitive patterns. For it should never be forgotten

that by their glorification of poverty and celibacy both

these religions struck straight at the root not merely of

civil society but of human existence. The blow was

parried by the wisdom or the folly of the vast majority

of mankind, who refused to purchase a chance of saving

their souls with the certainty of extinguishing the species.
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CHAPTER VII

HYACINTH

ANOTHER mythical being who has been supposed to belong

to the class of gods here discussed is Hyacinth. He too

has been interpreted as the vegetation which blooms in

spring and withers under the scorching heat of the summer

sun.1 Though he belongs to Greek, not to Oriental

mythology, some account of him may not be out of place

in the present discussion. According to the legend,

Hyacinth was the youngest and handsomest son of the

ancient king Amyclas, who had his capital at Amyclae in

the beautiful vale of Sparta. One day playing at quoits with

Apollo, he was accidentally killed by a blow of the god’s

quoit. Bitterly the god lamented the death of his friend.

The hyacinth——“ that sanguine flower inscribed with woe ”-—

sprang from the blood of the hapless youth, as anemones and

roses from the blood of Adonis, and violets from the blood

of Attis:2 like these vernal flowers it heralded the advent

of another spring and gladdened the hearts of men with

the promise of a joyful resurrection. The flower is usually

supposed to be not what we call a hyacinth, but a little

purple iris with the letters of lamentation (AI, which in

Greek means “ alas ”) clearly inscribed in black on its petals.

In Greece it blooms in spring after the early violets but

E. Rohde (Psyc/10,3 i. 137 spy.) and

S. Wide (La/e01zi5(/ze ]1"'u//0, p. 290).

1 G. F. Schtimann, Grz'er/zz'rc/ze

Alter!/ziimw',4 ii. 473; L. Preller,

Grz'ec/iz'sc/re Mj/z‘/10/ogie, i.‘1 248 sq.;

Greve, in W. H. Roscher’s Lexi/eon

(Z. griec/z. u. mm. /ll)/I/z. i. 2763 sq.

Other views of Hyacinth have been

expressed by G. F. Welcker (Grz'ec/z

isc/ze G6‘!/erle/zre, i. 472), G. F. Unger

(P/zilologus, xxxvii. (1877) pp. 20 sgq.),

2 Apollodorus, i. 3. 3, iii. 10. 3;

Nicander, T/101'. 901 $177., with the

Scholiast’s note ; Lucian, De sa/latione,

45; Pausanias, iii. 1. 3, iii. 19. 5;

J. Tzetzes, C/ii/z'aa’es, i. 241 sqr/.;

Ovid, Me/a/Ii. x. 161-219; Pliny,

Na/. [fir/. xxi. 66.

204
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before the roses.1 One spring, when the hyacinths were in

bloom, it happened that the red-coated Spartan regiments

lay encamped under the walls of Corinth. Their com

mander gave the Amyclaean battalion leave to go home

and celebrate as usual the festival of Hyacinth in their

native town. But the sad flower was to be to these men an

omen of death ; for they had not gone far before they were

enveloped by clouds of light-armed foes and cut to pieces.2

The tomb of Hyacinth was at Amyclae under a massive The tomb

altar-like pedestal, which supported an archaic bronze image

of Apollo. In the left side of the pedestal was a bronze HY9-Cimh

door, and through it offerings were passed to Hyacinth, as iitmyclae,

to a hero or a dead man, not as to a god, before sacrifices

were offered to Apollo at the annual Hyacinthian festival.

Bas-reliefs carved on the pedestal represented Hyacinth

and his maiden sister Polyboea caught up to heaven by

a company of goddesses.3 The annual festival of the

Hyacinthia was held in the month of Hecatombeus, which

seems to have corresponded to l\/Iay.4 The ceremonies

1 Theophrastus, ffistor. P/ant.

vi. 8. I sq. That the hyacinth was

a spring flower is plainly indicated

also by Philostratus (I/nag. i. 23. 1)

and Ovid (./llefam. x. 162-166). See

further Greve, in W. H. Roscher’s

.L(3./\'ik07Z a’. gfier/z. u. 7'6//1. ll!)///10/ogziz,

i. 2764; Murr, Die Pflmzsc/1.wc/2‘ 2'12

der gviec/zz's¢‘/zwz Ill)///2-0/ogie (Innsbruck,

1890), pp. 257 sqq.; O. Schrader,

Reallcxi/$012 der z'2za’0gc)'ma;ziscben

Aller/u//1s/czz/zdc, pp. 383 sq. Miss

J. E. Harrison was so kind as to

present me with two specimens of the

flower (Dal/>/11'/ziu//z A/'arz's) on which

the woful letters were plainly visible.

A flower similarly marked, of a colour

between white and red, was associated

with the death of Ajax (Pausanias,

i. 35. 4). But usually the two flowers

were thought to be the same (Ovid,

/lfu/a//1.. xiii. 394 sqq.; Scholiast on

Theocritus, x. 28; Pliny, ./Va/. ffis/.

xxi. 66; Eustathius on Homer, I/zfad,

ii. 557, p. 285).

2 Xenophon, life//c/zzka, iv. 5. 7-17 ;

Pausanias, iii. 10. 1.

3 Pausanias, iii. 1. 3, iii. 19. 1-5.

4 1*-Iesychius, s.v. ‘E/<cvro/.tBe19s; G.

F. Unger in P/’u'l0l0gus, xxxvii. (1877)

pp. 13-33 ; Greve, in VV. H. Roscher’s

Lexi/$012 d. g1'z.'ur/1.. u. 1'6/11. rifyl/zologic,

i. 2762; W. Smith, Dz'r/z'07zmj/ 0f

Grcu/.' and Roman Anfz'quz'z‘z'cs,3 i. 339.

From Xenophon (T-Tc!/cm'ra, iv. 5) we

learn that in 390 B.C. the Hyacinthian

followed soon after the Isthmian

festival, which that year fell in spring.

Others, however, identifying Heca

tombeus with the Attic month Heca

tombaeon, would place the Hyacinthia

in July(K. O. Miiller, Donia/',2 i. 358).

In Rhodes, Cos, and other

states there was a month called

Hyacinthius, which probably took its

name from the Hyacinthian festival.

The month is thought to correspond

to the Athenian Scirophorion and

therefore to June. See E. Bischof,

“De fastis Graecorum antiquioribus,”

L<:1.'/iszlgcr Sfudie/z c/a.ssz'sr/re P/1i!0

/Q90, vii. (1884) pp. 369 sq., 381,

384, 410, 414 sq.; Dittenberger,

S)/Z/oge 111.sr1'z';§1.’z'0nm/1. Grrzrrarz/1/1,2

Nos. 614, note 3, 744, note 1. If

this latter identification of the month

is correct,‘ it would furnish an argu

ment for dating the Spartan festival of

I--Iyacinth in June also. The question

is too intricate to be discussed here.

Greek J
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occupied three days. On the first the people mourned for

Hyacinth, wearing no wreaths, singing no paeans, eating

no bread, and behaving with great gravity. It was on this

day probably that the offerings were made at I-Iyacinth’s

tomb. Next day the scene was changed. All was joy and

bustle. The capital was emptied of its inhabitants, who

poured out in their thousands to witness and share the

festivities at Amyclae. Boys in high-girt tunics sang

hymns in honour of the god to the accompaniment of flutes

and lyres. Others, splendidly attired, paraded on horseback

in the theatre: choirs of youths chanted their native

ditties: dancers danced: maidens rode in wicker carriages

or went in procession to witness the chariot races : sacrifices

were offered in profusion: the citizens feasted their friends

and even their slaves.1 This outburst of gaiety may be

supposed to have celebrated the resurrection of Hyacinth

and perhaps also his ascension to heaven, which, as we

have seen, was represented on his tomb. However, it may

be that the ascension took place on the third day of the

festival; but as to that we know nothing. The sister who

went to heaven with him was by some identified with

Artemis or Proserpine.2

It is highly probable, as Erwin Rohde perceived,3 that

Hyacinth was an old aboriginal deity of the underworld

who had been worshipped at Amyclae long before the

Dorians invaded and conquered the country. If that was

so, the story of his relation to Apollo must have been a

comparatively late invention, an attempt of the newcomers

to fit the ancient god of the land into their own mythical

system, in order that he might extend his protection to

them. On this theory it may not be without significance

that sacrifices at the festival were offered to Hyacinth, as to

a hero, before they were offered to Apollo.4 Further, on

Hyacinth

an

aboriginal

god,

perhaps

a king,

who was

worshipped

in Laconia

before the

invasion

of the

Dorians.

1 Athenaeus, iv. 17, pp. 139 sq. properly denotes sacrifices offered to

Strabo speaks (vi. 3. 2, p. 278) of a

contest at the I-Iyacinthian festival.

It may have been the chariot-races

mentioned by Athenaeus.

2 Hesychius, s.e. 1Io)\z9[>’ota.

3 E. Rohde, I-’sye/ze,3 i. 137 sqq.

4 Pausanias, iii. 19. 3. The Greek

word here used for sacrifice (éz/orytg"w/)

the heroic or worshipful dead ; another

word (0t9eu/) was employed for sacrifices

offered to gods. The two terms are

distinguished by Pausanias here and

elsewhere (ii. 10. 1, ii. 11. 7). Com

pare Herodotus, ii. 44. Sacrifices to

the worshipful dead were often annual.

See Pausanias, iii. 1. 8, vii. 19. 10,
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the analogy of similar deities elsewhere, we should expect

to find Hyacinth coupled, not with a male friend, but with a

female consort. That consort may perhaps be detected in

his sister Polyboea, who ascended to heaven with him. The

new myth, if new it was, of the love of Apollo for Hyacinth

would involve a changed conception of the aboriginal god,

which in its turn must have affected that of his spouse.

For when Hyacinth came to be thought of as young and

unmarried there was no longer room in his story for a wife,

and she would have to be disposed of in some other way.

What was easier for the myth-maker than to turn her into

his unmarried sister? However we may explain it, a

change seems certainly to have come over the popular idea

of Hyacinth; for whereas on his tomb he was portrayed as

a bearded man, later art represented him as the pink of

youthful beauty.1 But it is perhaps needless to suppose

that the sisterly relation of Polyboea to him was a late

modification of the myth. The stories of Cronus and Rhea,

of Zeus and Hera, of Osiris and Isis, remind us that in old

days gods, like kings, often married their sisters, and prob

ably for the same reason, namely, to ensure their own title

to the throne under a rule of female kinship which treated

women and not men as the channel in which the blood royal

flowed.L It is not impossible that Hyacinth may have been

a divine king who actually reigned in his lifetime at Amyclae

and was afterwards worshipped at his tomb. The repre—

sentation of his triumphal ascent to heaven in company with

his sister suggests that, like Adonis and Proserpine, he may

have been supposed to spend one part of the year in the

underworld of darkness and death, and another part in the

upper world of light and life.

the sprouting corn marked the return of Adonis and

Proserpine, so the flowers to which he gave his name may

have heralded the ascension of Hyacinth.

vii. 20. 9, viii. I4. II, viii. 41. 1, ix.

38. 5, X. 24. 6. It has been observed

by E. Rohde ([’.\j/r/10,3 i. I39, note 2)

that sacrifices were frequently offered to

a hero before a god, and he suggests

with much probability that in these

cases the worship of the hero was

older than that of the deity.

1 Pausanias, iii. 19. I4.

2 See above, p. 28, and below, pp.

320 sqq.
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CHAPTER I

THE MYTH OF osnus

IN ancient Egypt the god whose death and resurrection Osiristhe

were annually celebrated with alternate sorrow and joy n

was Osiris, the most popular of all Egyptian deities; and Partcff

there are good grounds for classing him with Adonis and

Attis as a personification of the great yearly vicissitudes of

nature, especially of the corn. But the immense vogue

which he enjoyed for many ages induced his devoted

worshippers to heap upon him the attributes and powers

of many other gods; so that it is not always easy to strip

him, so to say, of his borrowed plumes and to restore them

to their proper owners. In the following pages Ido not

pretend to enumerate and analyse all the alien elements

which thus gathered round the popular deity. All that I

shall attempt to do is to peel off these accretions and to

exhibit the god, as far as possible, in his primitive simplicity.

The discoveries of recent years in Egypt enable us to do so

with more confidence now than when I first addressed myself

to the problem some sixteen years ago.

The myth of Osiris is told in a connected form only by The myth

Plutarch, whose narrative has been confirmed and to some Ofosim

extent amplified in modern times by the evidence of the

monuments.1 The story runs thus.

Osiris was the offspring of an intrigue between the OSil‘lS£1

son ofthe

1 See Plutarch, [sis cl Osz'rz's, 12-20; 34-38 ; A. \\/iedemann, D212 ]\’c/z'gz'on earthgod

R. V. Lanzone, Dz'zz'on-a'2'z'0 di Zliz'tologz'a dur a/Zen Aegy/>/5/', pp. 109 sqq. ; G. 2;? the

E_qz'sz'a, pp. 692 sqq. ; A. Erman, Maspero, Hz'x!0z're <zrzrz'mrze, i. 172 goiidcss’

Aug;/;b!m u/ad aqg/1)/1'.rc/zes Lcéwz 2'//z sqq.; E. A. \-Vallis Budge, T/16 God;

A//ertzmz, pp. 365-369; 2'a’., Die of flu: Egj/j)/icz/1s (London, 1904), ii.

dlgg/j>t27.r¢-/zc ]\"elz§g1'0n (Berlin, 1905), pp. I2 3 sqq.

211
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earth-god Seb (Keb or Geb, as the name is sometimes trans

literated) and the sky-goddess Nut. The Greeks identified

his parents with their own deities Cronus and Rhea. When

the sun-god Ra perceived that his wife Nut had been un

faithful to him, he declared with a curse that she should be

delivered of the child in no month and no year. But the

goddess had another lover, the god Thoth or Hermes, as the

Greeks called him, and he playing at draughts with the

moon won from her a seventy-second part1 of every day,

and having compounded five whole days out of these parts

he added them to the Egyptian year of three hundred and

sixty days. This was the mythical origin of the five supple

mentary days which the Egyptians annually inserted at the

end of every year in order to‘ establish a harmony between

lunar and solar time.2 On these five days, regarded as

outside the year of twelve months, the curse of the sun-god

did not rest, and accordingly Osiris was born on the first of

them. At his nativity a voice rang out proclaiming that the

Lord of All had come into the world. Some say that a

certain Pamyles heard a voice from the temple at Thebes

bidding him announce with a shout that a great king, the

beneficent Osiris, was born.‘ But Osiris was not the only

child of his mother. On the second of the supplementary

days she gave birth to the elder Horus, on the third to the

god Set, whom the Greeks called Typhon, on the fourth to

the goddess Isis, and on the fifth to the goddess Nephthys.8

Afterwards Set married his sister Nephthys, and Osiris

married his sister Isis.

Reigning as a king on earth, Osiris. reclaimed the

Egyptians from savagery, gave them laws, and taught them.

to worship the gods. Before his time the Egyptians had

been cannibals. But Isis, the sister and wife of Osiris

discovered wheat and barley growing wild, and Osiris intro

duced the cultivation of these grains amongst his peopl

  

Osiris

introduces

the

cultivation

of corn and

of the vine.

1 In Plutarch, [sis at O.rz'1'i.r, 12, we

must clearly read éfit'io,1/.17/coorrriv 5ezirepou

with Scaliger and Wyttenbach for the

€'fi50/J/)']KO0'7'(JV of the MSS.

2 I-Ierodotus, ii. 4, with A. Wiede

mann’s note ; L..Ideler, ]“[6Z7ZdbZl6'/Z dew

ma!/zemalisr/zm mm’ z‘ec/znz'sc/ii//2 C/1rom

/agic, i. 94 sr/9.; A. Erman, A65’)/[)l"(>'7"

zma’ aegy/2//T.rc/iii‘ Lcbe/2 im Aliar/zmz

pp. 468 sq.; G. Maspero, ffisioir

a1z('iemzc, i. 208 sq.

3 The birth of the five deities on the

five supplementary days is mentioned

by Diodorus Siculus (i. 13. 4) as well

as by Plutarch ([sis 611 Osiris, 12).
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who forthwith abandoned cannibalism and took kindly to a

corn diet. Moreover, Osiris is said to have been the first to

gather fruit from trees, to train the vine to poles, and to

tread the grapes. Eager to communicate these beneficent

discoveries to all mankind, he committed the whole govern

ment of Egypt to his wife Isis, and travelled over the world,

diffusing the blessings of civilisation wherever he went.1 But

on his return his brother Set (whom the Greeks called

Typhon) with seventy- two others plotted against him. His violent

Having taken the measure of his good brotl1er’s body by death‘

stealth, the bad brother Typhon fashioned and highly decor

ated a coffer of the same size, and once when they were all

drinking and making merry he brought in the coffer and

jestingly promised to give it to the one whom it should fit

exactly. Well, they all tried one after the other, but it fitted

none of them. Last of all Osiris stepped into it and lay down.

On that the conspirators ran and slammed the lid down on

him, nailed it fast, soldered it with molten lead, and flung the

coffer into the Nile. This happened on the seventeenth day

of the month Athyr, when the sun is in the sign of the

Scorpion, and in the eight-and-twentieth year of the reign or

the life of Osiris. When Isis heard of it she sheared off a Isis

' ' ‘ "1;lock of her hair, put on mourmng attire, and wandered ?;':rl:is'”“

disconsolately up and down, seeking the body.2 bod)’

By the advice of the god of wisdom she took refuge

in the papyrus swamps of the Delta. Seven scorpions

accompanied her in her flight. One evening when she

was weary she came to the house of a woman, who,

alarmed at the sight of the scorpions, sl1ut the door in her

face. Then one of the scorpions crept under the door and

stung the child of the woman that he died. But when Isis

heard the mother’s lamentation, her heart was touched, and

she laid her hands on the child and uttered her powerful

spells; so the poison was driven out of the child and he

lived. Afterwards Isis herself gave birth to a son in the Isis and

swamps. The infant was the younger Horus, and Buto. thegoddess of the north, hid him from the wrath of his wicked

uncle Set. Yet she could not guard him from all mjshap ;

1 Plutarch, [sis cf Osz'm's, 13; Die» i. 7. 29 sqq.

dorus Siculus, i. 1 and I ; Tibullus 2 P tarch, [sz's cf Osz-'r1's, 1 Sr.1 1
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for one day when Isis came to her little son’s hiding-place

she found him stretched lifeless and rigid on the ground: a

scorpion had stung him. Then Isis prayed to the sun-god

Ra for help, and he hearkened to her and sent Thoth, who

by his words of power restored the child to life.1

Meantime the coffer containing the body of Osiris had

floated down the river and away out to sea, till at last it

drifted ashore at Byblus, on the coast of Syria. Here a fine

eez'ezz-tree shot up suddenly and enclosed the chest in its

trunk. The king of the country, admiring the growth of

the tree, had it cut down and made into a pillar of his

house; but he did not know that the coffer with the dead

Osiris was in it. Word of this came to Isis and she

journeyed to Byblus, and sat down by the well, in humble

guise, her face wet with tears. To none would she speak

till the king’s handmaidens came, and them she greeted

kindly and braided their hair and breathed on them from

her own divine body a wondrous perfume. But when the

queen beheld the braids of her handmaidens’ hair and smelt

the sweet smell that emanated from them, she sent for the

stranger woman and took her into her house and made her

the nurse of her child. But Isis gave the babe her finger

instead of her breast to suck, and at night she began to burn

all that was mortal of him away, while she herself in the

likeness of a swallow fluttered round the pillar that con

tained her dead brother, twittering mournfully. But the

queen spied what she was doing and shrieked out when she

saw her child in flames, and thereby she hindered him from

becoming immortal. Then the goddess revealed herself

and begged for the pillar of the roof, and they gave it her,

and she cut the coffer out of it, and fell upon it and em

braced it and lamented so loud that the younger of the king’s

children died of fright on the spot. But the trunk of the tree

she wrapped in fine linen and poured ointment on it and gave

it to the king and queen, and the wood stands in a temple of

Isis and is worshipped by the people of Byblus to this day.

And Isis put the coffer in a boat and took the eldest of

1 A. Erman, Aeg/jfilelz zmd aeg)//;

llse/zes Le/re/z 2'1/1 A/lerlz///2, p. 366;

E. A. \’V€tlllS Budge, T/ze Gods of l/ze

Egyg/)l2'a22.s, i. 487 sq., ii. 206-211.

These stories of the scorpions are not

mentioned by Plutarch.
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the king’s children with her and sailed away. As soon as

they were alone, she opened the chest, and laying her face

on the face of her brother she kissed him and wept. But the

child came behind her softly and saw what she was about,

and she turned and looked at him in anger, and the child

could not bear her look and died ; but some say that it was

not so, but that he fell into the sea and was drowned. It

is he whom the Egyptians sing of at their banquets under

the name of Maneros. But Isis put the coffer by and went

to see her son Horus at the city of Buto, and Typhon found

it as he was hunting a boar one night by the light of a full

moon.1 And he knew the body, and rent it into fourteen

pieces, and scattered them abroad. But Isis sailed up and

down the marshes in a shallop made of papyrus, looking for

the pieces; and that is why when people sail in shallops

made of papyrus, the crocodiles do not hurt them, for they

fear or respect the goddess. And that is the reason, too,

why there are many graves of Osiris in Egypt, for she buried

each limb as she found it. But others will have it that she

buried an image of him in every city, pretending it was his

body, in order that Osiris might be worshipped in many

places, and that if Typhon searched for the real grave he

might not be able to find it.2 However, the genital member

of Osiris had been eaten by the fishes, so Isis made an image

of it instead, and the image is used by the Egyptians at their

festivals to this day.3

Such is the myth of Osiris, as told by Plutarch. A long The

inscription in the temple at Dendera has preserved a list of

the gods graves, and other texts mention the parts of his of Osiris

body which were treasured as holy relics in each of the

sanctuaries. Thus his heart was at Athribis, his backbone various

at Busiris, his neck at Letopolis, and his head at Memphis. €~,:;;,S,tc,)f

As often happens in such cases, some of his divine limbs

were miraculously multiplied. His head, for example, was

at Abydos as well as at Memphis, and his legs, which were

remarkably numerous, would have sufficed for several ordinary

1 Plutarch, [sis at Os2'rz's, 8, I8. 3 Pluta1'ch,[s2Tsc/ Osz'rz's, IS. Corn

pare I-Iippolytus, Rrfizta/1'0 01/2/12'-zmz

2 Compare Diodorus, i. 21. 59, iv. /zaw'e.vz'u1/1, v. 7, p. 142 ed. Duncker

6. 3; Strabo, xvii. I. 23, p. 803. and Schneidewin.
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mortals.1 In this respect, however, Osiris was nothing to St.

Denys, of whom no less than seven heads, all equally genuine,

are extant.2

According to native Egyptian accounts, which supple

ment that of Plutarch, when Isis had found the corpse of

her husband Osiris, she and her sister Nephthys sat down

beside it and uttered a lament which in after ages became

the type of all Egyptian lamentations for the dead. In pity

for her sorrow the sun-god Ra sent down from heaven the

jackal-headed god Anubis, who, with the aid of Isis and

Nephthys, of Thoth and Horus, pieced together the broken

body of the murdered god, swathed it in linen bandages, and

observed all the other rites which the Egyptians were wont

to perform over the bodies of the departed. Then Isis

fanned the cold clay with her wings: Osiris revived, and

thenceforth reigned as king over the dead in the other

world.3 There he bore the titles of Lord of the Underworld,

Lord of Eternity, Ruler of the Dead.‘1 There, too, in the

great Hall of the Two Truths he presided as judge at the trial

of the souls of the departed, who made their solemn con

fession before him, and, their heart having been weighed in

the balance of justice, received the reward of virtue in a life

eternal or the punishment of vice in annihilation.5 The

confession which the Book of 1/26 Dead puts in the mouth

of the deceased at the judgment-bar of Osiris6 sets the

1 H. Brugsch, “Das Osiris-Mys

terium von Tentyra,” Zoz'z'sr/zrift fiir

('1/‘go/1ol2'.rr/zo S/War/re zmd Aliori/zzmzr

/azmdo, xix. (1881) pp. 77 soo.; V.

Loret, “Les fétes d’Osiris au mois de

Khoiak,” Rocuoil do ']"ra2/arm: rolrz/i/Ir

ti la 1’/zz'/ologio oi ti X’/112‘/zéo/ogz'e

Egg//>/z'om-zos ct Ass;/7'z'o1z/zos, iii. (1882)

pp. 43 soo.; R. V. Lanzone, Dz'zz'o

mzrio di lllz'/oiogia .E_gizia, pp. 697

soo.; A. Wiedemann, I/orodois Z21/oz’/o.r

/5’ur/z, pp. 584 soy. ; id., Dio ]1’oZ1:r;z'o1z

dor rz//on Aogy/)/or, p. 1 I 5 ; A. Erman,

/1o__gy])/on zmd aqg/,oiz'sc/zos Loom im

A//or/um, pp. 367 so.

2 J. Rendel Harris, The Azmolaiors

o/‘ Z/zo Codex Bezao, p. 104, note 2,

referring to Dulaure.

3 A. Erman, Dio ('13)//>z‘z'sc/zo ]1’olz:gion.,

pp. 35 sq. ; G. Maspero, L[z'sioz're

rmcz'omzo, i. 176; A. Wallis Budge,

The Gods of 1/10 Egy_/>/irms, ii. 140,

262. On Osiris as king of the dead

see Plutarch, Tris ol Osiris, 79.

4 Miss Margaret A. Murray, 7720

Osiroiolz ad Ao)/dos (London, 1904),

pp. 8, 17, 18.

5 On Osiris as judge of the dead

see A. Wiedemann, Dio ]\’o/4g2'on dew

a//on Azgg/19/o/', pp. 131 rgr/. ; G.

Maspero, [fir/oi1'o amiom-z.o, i. I 87

soo.; E. A. Wallis Budge, 77w Boo/e

(_)///Z8 Doad (London, 1901), i. pp.

liii. soy. ; id., .7720 Gods of1/10 Eey7>/z'a1zs,

ii. 141 sr/7. ; A. Erman, Dio rig;/,oiz'sr/zo

]t’o!i:gio1z, pp. 102 $91].

‘1 I/7zo Boo/J (/10 Dead, ch. cxxv.

(vol. ii. pp. 355 soy. of Budge’s

translation; pp. 369 sqg. of Pierret’s

French translation); R. V. Lanzone,
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morality of the ancient Egyptians in a very favourable

light. In rendering an account of his life the deceased

solemnly protested that he had not oppressed his fellow

men, that he had made none to weep, that he had done

no murder, neither committed fornication nor borne false

witness, that he had not falsified the balance, that he had

not taken the milk from the mouths of babes, that he had

given bread to the hungry and water to the thirsty, and had

clothed the naked. In harmony with these professions are

the epitaphs on Egyptian graves, which reveal, if not the

moral practice, at least the moral ideals of those who slept

beneath them. Thus, for example, a man says in his

epitaph: “I gave bread to the hungry and clothes to the

naked, and ferried across in my own boat him who could

not pass the water. I was a father to the orphan, a

husband to the widow, a shelter from the wind to them

that were cold. I am one that spake good and told good.

I earned my substance in righteousness.” 1 Those who had

done thus in their mortal life and had been acquitted at the

Great Assize, were believed to dwell thenceforth at ease in a

land where the corn grew higher than on earth, where harvests

never failed, where trees were always green, and wives for

ever young and fair.2

In the resurrection of Osiris the Egyptians saw 1111116

the pledge of a life everlasting for themselves beyond msun-2°

the grave. They believed that every man would live

eternally in the other world if only his surviving friends SL‘.'§;‘.'l'?,tl"1nS

did for his body what the gods had done for the body ofililsdssf

. . . - , of their

Osn-1s. Hence the ceremonies observed by the Egyptians 0,,-n ,1-1,

over the dead were an exact copy of those which Anubis, “‘O"mll‘3'

Horus, and the rest had performed over Osiris. Indeed

every man after death was identified with Osiris and bore

his name. In an Egyptian text it is said of the departed

that “as surely as Osiris lives, so shall he live also; as

surely as Osiris did not die, so shall he not die; as surely

Dis 1'0/la-.r/'0 0’/7 /l[1.'!0/0g fa e'1':.2'a, pp. 1 r\.Er1nan_,D1'v ('1';,'_‘1'/1./z'.\‘.'£.'..' ,/\‘(.’.-"z:;r1'o/1.

788 sqq. ; A. \Viedemann, ])1'<.' /11"//IQ‘1'0/z p. 106. Compare A. \\’iede1nann_. Z)/1'

(1-'ur (11/an .-Iggy’/>/iv‘, pp. 132- I 34 ; G. 1i’<-"/(fir)/z a’rr <1//r/1 .~I¢;Q_‘1'j">.’.'/', pp. I 34 sq.

hiaspero, [ifs/01'/'(: (1/11.‘/'1.,.'/1/Ir‘, i. 188- 2 A. \\7ie(le111a1111, 0/’. vi/. p. I 35;

191; A. Erman, Die [Q9/7*/1‘s‘(-/11¢" G. 1\Iaspero. 0/. 1-2'2‘. i. 194 sq.; A.

]i’c[{Q'1'02z, pp. 104-106. Erma11, 0/>. rif. pp. 106-109.
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as Osiris is not annihilated, so shall he toonot be anni

hilated.” And the resurrection of the dead was conceived,

like that of Osiris, not merely as spiritual but also as

bodily. “They possess their heart, they possess their

senses, they possess their mouth, they possess their feet,

they possess their arms, they possess all their limbs.” 1

When Horus the younger, the son of Osiris and Isis,

was grown to man’s estate, the ghost of his royal and

murdered father appeared to him and urged him, like

another Hamlet, to avenge the foul unnatural murder upon

his wicked uncle. Thus encouraged, the youth attacked the

miscreant. The combat was terrific and lasted many days.

Horus lost an eye in the conflict and Set suffered a still more

serious mutilation. At last Thoth parted the combatants

and healed their wounds. According to one account the

great battle was fought on the twenty-sixth day of the

month of Thoth. Foiled in open war, the artful uncle now

took the law of his virtuous nephew. He brought a suit

of bastardy against Horus, hoping thus to rob him of his

inheritance and to get possession of it himself. The case

was tried before the high court of the gods in the great hall

at Heliopolis, and the august judges pronounced Horus the

true-begotten son of his father. He accordingly assumed

the crown and mounted the throne of his father and grand

father. However, according to another and perhaps-later

version of the story, the victory of Horus over his uncle was

by no means so decisive, and their struggles ended in a

compromise, by which Horus reigned over the Delta, while

Set became king of the upper valley of the Nile from near

Memphis to the first cataract.2

These legends of a contest for the throne of Egypt

1 A. Erman, Die rilgg//1/z'.s¢‘//e /\’el/,'g/.'e12,

pp. 96-99; z'rl., /leg;/_/>/(1/2 2/ml tze’g‘)//)

/z'sr/zes Leeerz 2'//e /1/lerlzr///, p. 416.

Compare A. Wierlem.ann, D/e /t’e/1,'§'1'0//

der a/le/1. /leg//>lrz/', pp. 123-126 ; E. A.

\Vallis Budge, '/7/e />’00/J //ze Dem!

(London, 1901), i. pp. liii. sq.//.; 1'(z’.,

T/re Gaels //ze Egy/2/zkvzs, ii, 126,

140 sq.; A. Moret, Du eareeele1'e

re/e'gz'e/ler de /a 1'0)/an/J I ’/eanzez/.1.'que,

p. 312. However, in later times the

body with which the dead came to

life was believed to be a spiritual,

not a material body; it was called

sd/m. See E. A. Wallis Budge, T/ze

Iieek (f //ze ./)eaa’, i. pp. lvii. sqq.

2 Plutarch, /s1.'s el Os!/'z'.\‘, 19 and

55; A. Erman, /1e,.1;J//)/e/1. mm’ (l(.:§j//)

lise/ees Le/1e/z 2721 A//erle///1, p. 368 ; 221.,

Die rig)’/5/z's(‘/ze /\’e/zlq*z'en, pp. 37 sq.;

A. Wiedemann, Die /t’e/zjg/'0/2 der rz//en

Aeej/,l1le'1', p. I 14; G. l\’laspero, II/'s/02'/"e

a/zez'e;me, i. 176-I78.
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may perhaps contain a reminiscence of real dynastical The legend

struggles which attended an attempt to change the right of

succession from the female to the male line. For under a may bea

rule of female kinship the heir to the throne is either the

late king’s brother, or the son of the late king’s sister, while dynastic

under a rule of male kinship the heir to the throne is the Strugglea

late king’s son. In the legend of Osiris the rival heirs are

Set and Horus, Set being the late king’s brother, and Horus

the late king’s son ; though Horus indeed united both claims

to the crown, being the son of the king’s sister as well as of

the king. A similar attempt to shift the line of succession

seems to have given rise to similar contests at Rome.1

1 See my Lectzares on (/20 Early Hz's/ory of (/26 1't’z'ngs/12'/>, pp. 2 53 sq.



CHAPTER II

THE OFFICIAL EGYPTIAN CALENDAR

A USEFUL clue to the original nature of a god or goddess is

often furnished by the season at which his or her festival is

celebrated. Thus, if the festival falls at the new or the full

moon, there is a certain presumption that the deity thus

honoured either is the moon or at least has lunar affinities.

If the festival is held at the winter or summer solstice, we

naturally surmise that the god is the sun, or at all events

that he stands in some close relation to that luminary.

Again, if the festival coincides with the time of sowing or

harvest, we are inclined to infer that the divinity is an

embodiment of the earth or of the corn. These presumptions

or inferences, taken by themselves, are by no means con

clusive; but if they happen to be confirmed by other

indications, the evidence may be regarded as fairly strong.

Unfortunately, in dealing with the Egyptian gods we are

in a great measure precluded from making use of this clue.

The reason is not that the dates of the festivals are always

unknown, but that they shifted from year to year, until

after a long interval they had revolved throughout the

whole course of the seasons. This gradual revolution of the

festal Egyptian cycle resulted from the employment of a

calendar year which neither corresponded exactly to the solar

year nor was periodically corrected by intercalation.1 The

The date

of a

festival

sometimes

furnishes

a clue to

the nature

of the god.

The year

.of the

Egyptian

calendar

a vague or

movable

one.

1 As to the Egyptian calendar see

L. Ideler, [Jaw-zdbzrc/z dor ma//za

maiz'sr/ion und loo/misc/zorz C/zrorzologz'o,

i. 93 sqo.; Sir J. G. Wilkinson,

fldamzors and Customs of Z/zo Arzoiorzi

Egyjé/z'arzs (London, 1878), ii. 368 .rgq.;

R. Lepsius, Dio C/zrrovzoiogio dor

Aogy/1)/or’, i. (Berlin, 1849) pp. 125

soo.; H. Brugsch, Dio Aogyj)/o/ogz'o

(Leipsic, 1891), pp. 347-366; A.

Erman, Aogj/p/on 2-md aogy/iz‘z'sc/ms

Lo//on im A//or/um, pp. 468 sq.; G.

Maspero, flisioiro rmnfor-mo, i. 207-2 10;

Ed. Meyer, “Aegyptische Chrono

logie,” A/2/imzd/znzgeu d. /am. Pmm.r,

A/radar/zz'o d. PVz'rso1zsc/zrgflon, 1904,

220
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solar year is equivalent to about three hundred and sixty-five

and a quarter days ; but the ancient Egyptians, ignoring the

quarter of a clay, reckoned the year at three hundred and

sixty-five days only.1 Thus each of their calendar years

was shorter than the true solar year by about a quarter of a

day. In four years the deficiency amounted to one whole

day ; in forty years it amounted to ten days ; in four hundred

years it amounted to a hundred days; and so it went on

increasing until after a lapse of four times three hundred and

sixty-five, or one thousand four hundred and sixty solar

years, the deficiency amounted to three hundred and sixty

five days, or a whole Egyptian year. Hence one thousand

four hundred and sixty solar years, or their equivalent,

one thousand four hundred and sixty-one Egyptian years,

formed a period or cycle at the end of which the Egyptian

festivals returned to those points of the solar year at which

they had been celebrated in the beginning.2 In the mean

time they had been held successively on every day of the

solar year, though always on the same day of the calendar.

Thus the official calendar was completely divorced, 'I‘hu-s the

except at rare and long intervals, from what may be called Officml

calendar

the natural calendar of the shepherd, the husbandman, and \\'_-as

the sailor——that is, from the course of the seasons in which

the times for the various labours of cattle-breeding, tillage, ““uYfll_

and navigation are marked by the position of the sun in the

sky, the rising or setting of the stars, the fall of rain, the

growth of pasture, the ripening of the corn, the blowing of ofthe

certain winds, and so forth. Nowhere, perhaps, are the S6250“

events of this natural calendar better marked or more

regular in their recurrence than in Egypt ; nowhere accord

ingly could their divergence from the corresponding dates

of the official calendar be more readily observed. The

divergence certainly did not escape the notice of the

Egyptians themselves, and some of them apparently

attempted successfully to correct it. Thus we are told that

the Theban priests, who particularly excelled in astronomy,

pp. 2 sqq.; F. K. Ginzel, III!‘/[(1-7!)!/c‘/I mann’s note; Geminus, E2's‘¢zg0gt', 6,

der 1//(1//wmafz-'.s‘r'/ac/z mm-’ fur/211/.'.\‘r/z¢.'1z pp. 42 sq. ed. Halma (Paris, 1819);

C/1.r0/10/ogic, i. (Leipsic, 1906), pp. Censorinus, Dc die nala/1-', xviii. 10.

150 sqq. 2 Geminus, Ez'sagoge, 6, pp. 43 sq.

1 Herodotus, ii. 4, with A. '\\-’iede- ed. Halma.
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were acquainted with the true length of the solar year, and

harmonised the calendar with it by intercalating a day

every few, probably every four, years.1 But this scientific

improvement was too deeply opposed to the religious con

servatism of the Egyptian nature to win general -acceptance.

“The Egyptians,” said Geminus, a Greek astronomer writing

about 77 B.C., “are of an opposite opinion and purpose from

the Greeks. For they neither reckon the years by the sun

nor the months and days by the moon, but they observe a

peculiar system of their own. They wish, in fact, that the

sacrifices should not always be offered to the gods at the

same time of the year, but that they should pass through

all the seasons of the year, so that the summer festival should

in time be celebrated in winter, in autumn, and in spring.

For that purpose they employ a year of three hundred and

sixty-five days, composed of twelve months of thirty days

each, with five supplementary days added. But they do

not add the quarter of a day for the reason I have given

namely, in order that their festivals may revolve.” 2 So

attached indeed were the Egyptians to their old calendar

that the kings at their consecration were led by the priest

of Isis at Memphis into the holy of holies, and there made

to swear that they would maintain the year of three hundred

and sixty-five days without intercalation.‘°’

The practical inconvenience of a calendar which marked

true time only once in about fifteen hundred years might be

calmly borne by a submissive Oriental race like the ancient

Egyptians, but it naturally proved a stumbling-block to the

less patient temperament of their European conquerors.

Accordingly in the reign of King Ptolemy III. Euergetes a

decree was passed that henceforth the movable Egyptian

Halma. The same writer further de

scribes as a popular Greek error the

1 Diodorus Siculus, i. 50. 2 ; Strabo,

xvii. 1. 46, p. 816. According to

Brugsch (Die /leg;/])l0l0,;Q.'e, pp. 349

sq.), the Egyptians would seem to have

denoted the movable year of the

calendar and the fixed year of the sun

by different written symbols. For more

evidence that they were acquainted

with a four years’ period, corrected by

intercalation, see R. Lepsius, C/u'e/aw

Zegie der /le_;ry/iler, i. 149 sqq.

2 Geminus, Er'srz,g>rgge, 6, p. 43 ed.

opinion that the Egyptian festival of

Isis coincided with the winter solstice.

In his day, he tells us, the two events

Were separated by an interval of a full

month, though they had coincided a

hundred and twenty years before the

time he was writing.

3 ..S'e/eella 2'/2 (Q'ae.sa/v'.r t}'e2'///-an/ll

Am/ea, p. 409 ed. Fr. Eyssenlmrdt,

in his edition of Martianus Capella.
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year should be converted into a fixed solar year by the

intercalation of one day at the end of every four years, “in

order that the seasons may do their duty perpetually

according to the present constitution of the world, and that

it may not happen, through the shifting of the star by one

day in four years, that some of the public festivals which

are now held in the winter should ever be celebrated in the

summer, and that other festivals now held in the summer

should hereafter be celebrated in the winter, as has happened

before, and must happen again if the year of three hundred and

sixty-five days be retained.” The decree was passed in the

year 239 or 238 I3.C. by the high priests, scribes, and other

dignitaries of the Egyptian church assembled in convocation

at Canopus ; but we cannot doubt that the measure, though

it embodied native Egyptian science, was prompted by the

king or his Macedonian advisers.1 This sage attempt to

reform the erratic calendar was not permanently successful.

The change may indeed have been carried out during the

reign of the king who instituted it, but it was abandoned by

the year 196 B.C. at latest, as we learn from the celebrated

inscription known as the Rosetta stone, in which a month

of the Macedonian calendar is equated to the corresponding

month of the movable Egyptian year.2 And the testimony

of Geminus, which I have cited, proves that in the follow

ing century the festivals were still revolving in the old

style. The reform which the Macedonian king had vainly

attempted to impose upon his people was accomplished by

the practical Romans when they took over the administra

tion of the country. The expedient by which they effected

the change was a simple one; indeed it was no other than

that to which Ptolemy Euergetes had resorted for the same

purpose. They merely intercalated one day at the end of

every four years, thus equalising within a small fraction four

calendar years to four solar years. I-Ienceforth the official

1 Copies of the decree in hiero

glyphic, demotic, and Greek have been

found inscribed on stones in Egypt.

See Ch. I\"IlCl]6l, I\’(:¢'m?z'/ (l”[/1-.Y(.7'1]$/Z-0/Z5

Gmrzjz/cs, No. 551; \-‘V. Dittenberger,

Oral:/2-/2's Graecz' I115<'1'1.'])/z'01z¢;‘.¢ Sr:/er/ac,

No. 56; J. I’. Mahaffy, T/ac E//1j>z.'re

of//zc I)/0/r'//111-‘r (London, 1895), pp.

205 sqq., 226 sqy. The star men

tioned in the decree is the Dog-star

(Sirius). See below, pp. 228 s‘</r/.

2 VV. Dittenberger, I/z.\‘rr1'/W0/It-".\'

Gr(zcrz' O;'1.'(;211‘2's Se/er/¢z¢', No. 90, with

note 25 of the editor.

Institution

of the fixed

Alex

andrian

year by

the

Romans.
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and the natural calendars were in practical agreement. The

movable Egyptian year had been converted into the fixed

Alexandrian year, as it was called, which agreed with the

Julian year in length and in its system of intercalation,

though it differed from that year in retaining the twelve

equal Egyptian months and five supplementary days.1 But

while the new calendar received the sanction of law and

regulated the business of government, the ancient calendar

was too firmly established in popular usage to be at once

displaced. Accordingly it survived for ages side by side

with its modern rival.2 The spread of Christianity, which

required a fixed year for the due observance of its festivals,

did much to promote the adoption of the new Alexandrian

style, and by the beginning of the fifth century the ancient

movable year of Egypt appears to have been not only dead

but forgotten.3

1 On the Alexandrian year see I...

Ideler, ]j(Z-/Z(Z7/)M(‘/L a/or ma//1o/mz/i.rrfion

zmd /or/1/zz'.rc/mu C/zro/zo/ogio, i. 140

soy. That admirable chronologer

argued (pp. 153-161) that the in

novation was introduced not, as had

been commonly supposed, in 25 B.C.,

but in 30 15.0., the year in which

Augustus defeated Mark Antony under

the walls of Alexandria and captured

the city. However, the question seems

to be still unsettled. See F. K. Ginzel,

I-fa/id/mo/1 dcr mzz//io/11a/zlrr/id/2 zmd

/or/z/zisr/ioli C/zro/zo/ogz'o, i. 226 .r(/(/,, who

thinks it probable that the change was

made in 26 B.C. For the purposes of

this study the precise date of the intro

duction of the Alexandrian year is not

material.

2 In demotic the fixed Alexandrian

year is called “the year of the

I0nians,’,’ while the old movable year

is styled “the year of the Egyptians.”

Documents have been found which are

dated by the day and the month of

both years. Sec II. B1-ugsch, Dio

1/1%’)/[5/0/(),_§"l.'11, pp. 354 51/.

3 L. Ideler, 0/). oil. i. 149-152.

Macrobius thought that the Egyptians

had always employed a solar year of

365,1 days (So/211'/1. i. 12. 2, i. 14. 3).

The ancient calendar of the Mexicans

resembled that of the Egyptians except

that it was divided into eighteen months

of twenty days each (instead of twelve

months of thirty days each), with five

supplementary days added at the end

of the year. These supplementary

days (azo//io/1./or/zi) were deemed un

lucky: nothing was done on them:

they were dedicated to no deity; and

persons born on them were considered

unfortunate. See B. de Sahagun,

1:!i.r/oiro gt‘/aha/o dos o/ioros do in

N011?/o//o-E.r/)rIg/zo, traduite par D.

Jourdanet et R. Simeon, pp. 50, 164;

Clavigero, ]—]z's/o'1j/ of Illoxiro (London,

1807), i. 290. As this Mexican year

of 365 days appears not to have been

corrected by intercalation, the festivals

tended, like the Egyptian, to rotate

throughout the solar year, and so to fall

out of harmony with the natural course

of the seasons on which they had been

originally based. See E. Selcr, “The

Mexican chronology,” in b’zr//o/in 28

of Mo [>’m'oau of A1/io'1'z_'ra1z E//1/zo/ogy

(Washington, 1904), pp. 13 sqq. On

the other hand, the Indians of Yucatan

corrected the deficiency of the year of

365 days by intercalating one day every

four years. See D. de Landa, ]1’o/a

/ion dos r/ioros do /or I’ura/an (Paris,

1864), pp. 202-205.



CHAPTER III

THE CALENDAR or THE EGYPTIAN FARMER

§ 1. T/ze Rise and Fall of z‘/zo ./Vz'/6

IF the Egyptian farmer of the olden time could thus get no In Egypt

help, except at the rarest intervals, from the official or sacer

dotal calendar, he must have been compelled to observe for lmsl>-1n<11'>'

himself those natural signals which marked the times for the ?,:,e,,d@,,,

various operations of husbandry. In all ages of which we Onthepossess any records the Egyptians have been an agricultural ;"i§1l‘.“.".l]11‘.‘§F

people, dependent for their subsistence on the growth of the the Nile"

corn. The cereals which they cultivated were wheat, barley,

and apparently sorghum (H0/czzs sorg/mm, Linnaeus), the

doom of the modern Fellahin.1 Then as now the whole

country, with the exception of a fringe on the coast of the

l\/Iediterranean, was almost rainless, and owed its immense

fertility entirely to the annual inundation of the Nile, which,

regulated by an elaborate system of dams and canals, was

distributed over the fields, renewing the soil year by year

with a fresh deposit of mud washed down from the great

equatorial lakes and the mountains of Abyssinia. Hence

the rise of the river has always been watched by the in

habitants with the utmost anxiety; for if it either falls short

of or exceeds a certain height, dearth and famine are the

inevitable consequences.2 The water begins to rise early in

de Can1 Herodotus, ii. 36, with A. Wiede

mann’s note; Diodorus Siculus, i. 14.

1, i. 17. 1; Pliny, ./Va/. I/z'sz‘. v. 57

sq., xviii. 60; Sir J. Gardiner Wilkin

son, ./lfiznm.v-.,\‘ a/m’ C1/sfo//zs of (/10

A/*/rim/‘ E‘gj/[1/1'11/as (London, 1878),

ii. 398, 399, 418, 426 sq. _: A. Erman,

Acg;//1/c/z mm’ t'1t.-'§jq‘>!1'.\‘¢'/101‘ Lclw/z 1'//z

225

.-1//or/'1///1, pp. 577 sqq. ; A.

dolle, O1‘z'§z'/1 of C21/fz'2'a/az’ P/an/s, pp.

354 .rq., 369, 381 ; G. Maspero, His

z'o1'n'<z/z<*z'u/1/10, i. 66.

2 Herodotus, ii. 14 ; Diodorus

Siculus, i. 36; Strabo, xvii. 1. 3, pp.

786-788; Pliny, 1Va/. ffis/. xviii. 167

170; Seneca, A’?z/211'. (._7u<11.'sf. iv. 2.

1Q
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June, but it is not until the latter half of July that it swells to

a mighty tide. By the end of September the inundation is

at its greatest height. The country is now submerged, and

presents the appearance of a sea of turbid water, from which

the towns and villages, built on higher ground, rise like

islands. For about a month the flood remains nearly

stationary, then sinks more and more rapidly, till by

December or January the river has returned to its ordinary

bed. With the approach of summer the level of the water

continues to fall. In the early days of June the Nile is

reduced to half its ordinary breadth; and Egypt, scorched

by the sun, blasted by the wind that has blown from the

Sahara for many days, seems a mere continuation of the

desert. The trees are choked with a thick layer of grey

dust. A few meagre patches of vegetables, watered with

difficulty, struggle painfully for existence in the immediate

neighbourhood of the villages. Some appearance of verdure

lingers beside the canals and in the hollows from which the

moisture has not wholly evaporated. The plain appears to

pant in the pitiless sunshine, bare, dusty, ash-coloured,

cracked and seamed as far as the eye can see with a network

of fissures. From the middle of April till the middle of June

the land of Egypt is but half alive, waiting for the new Nile.1

For countless ages this cycle of natural events has

determined the annual labours of the Egyptian husband

man. The first work of the agricultural year is the cutting

of the dams which have hitherto prevented the swollen

river from flooding the canals and the fields. This is done,

Irrigation,

sowing,

and harvest

in Egypt.

1-10 ; A. W. Lane, Iffemrzers and Gus

le//zs l/ze 1/l/Ioeler/2 Egy/>lz'a1zs (Paisley

and London, 1895), pp. 17 sq., 495

the statement of Diodorus Siculus (i.

36. 2). Herodotus says (ii. 19) that

the rise of the river lasted for a hun

sqq.; A. Erman, 0]). ell. pp. 21-25;

C. Maspcro, 0/). (ll. i. 22 sqq.

However, since the Suez Canal was

cut, rain has been commoner in lower

Egypt (A. H. Sayce on Herodotus,

ii. 14).

1G. Maspero, 0/). ml. i. 22-26;

A. Erman, 0/). ell. p. 23. According

to Lane (of. ell. pp. 17 sq.) the Nile

rises in Egypt about the summer sol

stice (June 21) and reaches its greatest

height by the autumnal equinox (Sep

tember 22). This agrees exactly with

dred days from the summer solstice.

Compare Pliny, Neel. Ifisl. v. 57,

xviii. 167 ; Seneca, Neel. Queer/. iv.

2. 1. According to Prof. Ginzel the

Nile does not rise in Egypt till the last

week of June (I"Ir17zzz’/me/1 dew’/nezl/ze///.al.

ze. lee/z/zise/2. C/z¢'elz0/egz'e, i. 154). For

ancient descriptions of Egypt in time of

flood see Herodotus, ii. 97; Diodorus

Siculus, i.. 36. 8 sq. ; Strabo, xvii. 1. 4,

p. 788 ; Aelian, De rza/zzm mz2'/1161/1'1/1/1,

x. 43 ; Achilles Tatius, iv. 12 ; Seneca,

[W1/211'. Q-1/aesl. iv. 2. 8 and I1.
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and the pent-up waters released on their beneficent mission,

in the first half of August.1 In November, when the inun

dation has subsided, wheat, barley, and sorghum are sown.

The time of harvest varies with the district, falling about a

month later in the north than in the south. In upper or

southern Egypt barley is reaped at the beginning of March,

wheat at the beginning of April, and sorghum about the

end of that month.2

It is natural to suppose that these various events of the The events

agricultural year were celebrated by the Egyptian farmer Eff1,ttl;‘;a2,‘gri'

with some simple religious rites designed to secure the year were

blessing of the gods upon his labours. These rustic

ceremonies he would continue to perform year after year with

at the same season, while the solemn festivals of the priests §i§‘°uS

continued to shift, with the shifting calendar, from summer

through autumn to winter, and onward through spring to

summer. ' The rites of the husbandman were stable because

they rested on direct observation of nature: the rites of the

priest were unstable because they were based on a false

calculation. Yet many of the priestly festivals may have

been nothing but the old rural festivals disguised in the

course of ages by the pomp of sacerdotalism and severed, by

the error of the calendar, from their roots in the natural

cycle of the seasons.

§ 2. Rfles of IW-'z;g"(zZz'01z

These conjectures are confirmed by the little we know Mourning

bpth of the popular and of the official Egyptian religion. £1‘:"n§)iCS1‘_r1S

Thus we are told that the Egyptians held a festival of Isis summer

at the time when the Nile began to rise. They believed when the

I Sir].Gardiner\Vilkinson,Il1?mnars to Pliny (./Vat. I123‘/. xviii. 60) barley to rise

Nile begins

mm’ (Ms/0/11s of flu: /I12rz'e1zl' Egg/p/z'a/as

(London, 1878), ii. 365 sq.; E. \V.

Lane, Il-Imz/zers and Czm‘om.r I/zc

/llodcrn Egj/p/2'a/as(Paisleyand London,

I895), pp. 498 sqq.; G. Maspero,

IIz's/oirc rzncze/1/ze, i. 23 sq., 69.

The last-mentioned writer says (p. 24)

that the dams are commonly cut be

tween the first and sixteenth ofjuly, but

apparently he means August.

2 Sir G. \-Vilkinson, 0/5. ca]. ii.

398 sq.; Prof. VV. M. I*‘linders Petrie,

cited above, p. 132, note 3. According

was reaped in Egypt in the sixth month

from sowing, and wheat in the seventh

month. Diodorus, on the other hand,

says (i. 36. 4) that the corn was reaped

after four or five months. Perhaps

Pliny refers to lower, and Diodorus to

upper Egypt. Elsewhere Pliny allirms

(./Vat. III;/. xviii. 169) that the corn

was sown at the beginning ofNovember,

and that the reaping began at the end

of March and was completed in May.

This certainly applies better to lower

than to upper Egypt.
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that the goddess was then mourning for the lost Osiris, and

that the tears which dropped from her eyes swelled the

impetuous tide of the river.1 The belief survives in a

modified form to this day. For the Nile, as we saw, begins

to rise in June about the time of the summer solstice, and

the people still attribute its increased volume to a miraculous

drop which falls into the river on the night of the seven

teenth of the month. The charms and divinations which

they practise on that mystic night in order to ascertain the

length of their own life and to rid the houses of bugs

may well date from a remote antiquity.2 Now if Osiris

was originally a god of the corn, nothing could be

more natural than that he should be mourned at mid

summer. For by that time the harvest was past, the

fields were bare, the river ran low, life seemed to be

suspended, the corn-god was dead. At such a moment

people who saw the handiwork of divine beings in all the

operations of nature might well trace the swelling of the

sacred stream to the tears shed by the goddess at the death

of the beneficent corn-god her husband.

And the sign of the rising waters on earth was soon

followed by a sign in heaven. For about a month later, on

the twentieth of July, when the river had swollen almost to

bursting, the splendid star of Sirius, the brightest of all the

fixed stars, appeared at dawn in the east just before sunrise.3

The Egyptians called it Sothis, and regarded it as the star of

Isis,“' just as the Babylonians deemed the planet Venus the

star of Astarte. To both peoples apparently the brilliant

luminary in the morning sky seemed the goddess of life and

Sirius

regarded

as the star

of Isis.

1 Pausanius, x. 32. 18. Porphyry, Do rm/ro /zy////2/iorzr//i, 24;

2 E. W. Lane, /I/lmzrzors and C2/1/or/is

of [/10 /ldodorrz E9)//)iz'a2zs (Paisley and

London, 1895), ch. xxvi. pp. 495 sq.

3 L. Ideler, ffcmdour/i dor 7)2(Zl'/i6

ma/iso/zen und /or/misr/zo/i C/i1'o7zoio,gio,

i. 121 1911.; R. Lepsius, Dio C/u'o/zo

logic dor .»’1o,.<,/yjb/or, i. 168 .Y(/. The

coincidence of the rising of Sirius with

the swelling of the Nile is mentioned

by Tibullus (i. 7. 21 sq.) and Aelian

(Do rzrz/arm rmz'malz'zmz, x. 45).

4 Diodorus Siculus, i. 27. 4; Plu

tarch, [sis oi O.ri1'is, 21, 22, 38, 61 ;

Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius, i1.

517; Canopic decree, lines 36 .r(/., in

W. Dittenberger’s O7'io1i/i.1' G/oori [H

scr/'/2/z'o7zo.1' .S'olor'/ao, N 0. 56 (lines 28

so. in Ch.. Michcl’s A’oruoz'/ d’.//isorz'j1

/io/zr Grorr/uo.r, No. 551); R. V. Lan

zone, Dz'zz'orzarz'o di /l//iioio,gia Egzbia,

pp. 825 .5‘!/. On the ceiling of the

Mernnonium at Thebes the heliacal

rising of Sirius is represented under the

form and name of Isis (Sir G.

VVilkinson, _/l’/rzmzors and Cm‘/o/us o_/T

//1o /1H.cz'o7z/ Egyj>/ions, ed. 1878, iii.

102)
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love come to mourn her departed lover or spouse and to wake

him from the dead. Hence the rising of Sirius on that day, The rising

the twentieth of July, marked the beginning of the sacred

igyptian year.1 The first day of the first month Thoth 20th of

was theoretically supposed to date from the heliacal rising ]J1;1£l{ed

of the bright star, and in all probability it really did so the begin

when the official or sacerdotal year of three hundred and llglggssérecl

sixty-five days was first instituted. But the miscalculation Eg1'1>tifln

which has been already explained 2 had the effect of making Wm’

the star to shift its place in the calendar by one day in four

years. Thus if Sirius rose on the first of Thoth in one

year, it would rise on the second of Thoth four years

afterwards, on the third of Thoth eight years afterwards,

and so on until after the lapse of a Siriac or Sothic period

of fourteen hundred and sixty solar years the first of Thoth

again coincided with the heliacal rising of Sirius, that is,

with the twentieth of July.3 This observation of the

1 Porphyry and the Canopic decree,

I/.cc.; Censorinus, Do die 12-a/alz', xviii.

10, xxi. 10. In inscriptions on the

temple at Syene, the modern Assouan,

Isis is called “ the mistress of the begin

ning of the year,” the goddess “ who re

volves about the world, near to the

constellation of Orion, who rises in the

eastern sky and passes to the west per

petually” (R. V. Lanzone, of. vi/. p.

826). It is only in 1\Iiddle and Lower

Egypt that Sirius rises on the twentieth

of July. \Vith every degree of latitude

that you go south the star rises nearly a

day earlier. Thus, whereas near Alex

andria in the north Sirius does not rise

till the twenty-second ofJuly, at Syene

in the south it rises 011 the sixteenth of

July. See R. Lepsius, Die C/u'o1zo/ogz'o

o'er Aog)/75/:1‘, i. 168 sq. Now it is to be

remembered that the rising of the Nile,

as well as the rising of Sirius, is ob

served earlier and earlier the farther

south you go, later and later the farther

north you go. The coincident varia

tion of the two phenomena could hardly

fail to confirm the Egyptians in their

belief of a natural or supernatural con

nection between them. In the fourth

millenium 11.0. the heliacal rising of

Sirius coincided with the summer

solstice and the beginning of the rise of

the Nile. See F. K. Ginzel, [‘[(Z7Z[ZbZ!(‘/Z

der ma//zc//za/. u. /or/2/zz'sr/1. C/’zro7zo

Iogio, i. 190. According to some, the

festival of the rising of Sirius and the

beginning of the sacred year was held

on the nineteenth, not the twentieth of

July. See Ed. Meyer, “Aegyptische

Chronologie,” AI//zazzr//z/n,§re1z der /8.

jm?zz_\*.s. A/coda//zz'e J. IVfssulzsrkrgf/671,

1904, pp. 22 sqq.

2 Above, pp. 220 sqq.

2 The first of Thoth coincided with

the heliacal rising of Sirius (July 20)

in the years 2782 13.0, 1322 11.0., and

I 39 A.D. It would seem, therefore,

that the movable Egyptian year of

365 days may have been instituted in

1322 B.C., 2782 B.C., or perhaps in

4242 11.0 (2782 + 1460). See L. Ideler,

oj>. ri/. i. 125 sqq. ; F. K. Ginzel, 01>.

('1'/. i. 192 sqq. ; E. Meyer, of. oil. pp.

38 sqq. \Vhen the fixed Alexandrian

year was introduced in 30 B.C. (see

above, pp. 223 sq.) the first ofThoth fell

on August 29, which accordingly was

thenceforth reckoned the first day of

the year in the Alexandrian calendar.

See L. Ideler, o/>. (27. i. 153 sqq. The

period of 1460 solar or 1461 movable

Egyptian years was variously called a

Sothic period (Clement of Alexandria,

S/row. i. 21. 136, p. 401 ed. Potter),
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gradual displacement of the star in the calendar has been

of the utmost importance for the progress of astronomy,

since it led the Egyptians directly to the determination of the

approximately true length of the solar year and thus laid the

basis of our modern calendar; for the Julian calendar, which

we owe to Caesar, was founded on the Egyptian theory, though

not on the Egyptian practice.1 It was therefore a fortunate

moment for the world when some pious Egyptian, thousands

of years ago, identified for the first time the bright star of

Sirius with his goddess; for the identification induced his

countrymen to regard the heavenly body with an attention

which they would never have paid to it if they had known

it to be nothing but a world vastly greater than our own

and separated from it by an inconceivable, if not immeasur

able, abyss of space.2

a Canicular year (from Ca/zz'ez1la, “the

Dog-star,” that is, Sirius), a heliacal

year, and a year of God (Censorinus,

De die mzlali, xviii. 10). But there is

no evidence or probability that the

period was recognised by the Egyptian

astronomers who instituted the mov

able year of 365 days. Rather, as

Ideler pointed out (0/1. ez'/. i. 132), it

must have been a later discovery based

on continued observations of the heliacal

rising of Sirius and of its gradual dis

placement through the whole length of

the official calendar. Brugsch, indeed,

went so far as to suppose that the

period was a discovery of astronomers

of the second century A.D., to which

they were led by the coincidence of

the first of Thoth with the heliacal

rising of Sirius in 139 A.l). (Die

Aegyflelegz'e, p. 357). But the dis

covery, based as it is on a very simple

calculation (365 X 4 = 1460), could

hardly fail to be made as soon as

astronomers estimated the length of

the solar year at 36 days, and that

they did so at least as early as 238 11.0.

is proved conclusively by the Canopic

decree. See above, pp. 222 sq. As to

the Sothic period see further R. Lepsius,

Die C/lreizeleg/z'e der Aeg]/flex, i. 16 5

sqq. ; F. K. Ginzel, 0]). ell. i. 187 sqq,

For the convenience of the reader I

subjoin a table of the Egyptian months,

with their dates.

 

'4‘ 1 '2 Soth-ic Year Alexan 1".

July 20.

1 Thoth . . 20 July . . 29 August

1 Phaophi . 19 August . 28 September

1 Athyr . . 18 September . 28 October

1 Choiak . 18 October . 27 November

1 Tybi . . 17 November . 27 December

1 Mechir . 17 December . 26 January

1 Phamenoth . 16 January . 25 February

1 Pharmuthi . 15 I1‘el)ruary . 27 March

1 Pachon . 17 March . 26 April

1 Payni . . 16 April . . 26 May

1 Epiphi . 16 May . . 25 June

1 Mesori . 15 June . . 25 July

1 Supplement- 15 July . . 24 August

ary day

 

 

See L. Ideler, 0]). ez'l. i.

F. K. Ginzel, 0]), ell, i. 200.

1 The Canopic decree (above, pp.

222sq,) suffices to prove that the

Egyptian astronomers, long before

Caesar’s time, were well acquainted

with the approximately exact length of

the solar year, although they did not

use their knowledge to correct the

calendar except for a short time in the

reign of Ptolemy Euergetes. With

regard to Caesar’s debt to the Egyptian

astronomers see Dio Cassius, xliii. 26 ;

Macrobius, Salmvz. i. 14. 3, i. 16. 39 ;

L. Id eler, I'Ia1m’eue/1 der ma//z.ema/z'se/zesz

zma’ lee/271z'se/zen C/1.r0n0le,1g'z'e, i. 166

sqq.

2 The islanders of Ceos, in the

Aegean, also observed the rising of

I43 -11-;
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The cutting of the dams and the admission of the water

into the canals and fields is a great event in the Egyptian

year. At Cairo the operation generally takes place between

the sixth and the sixteenth of August, and is attended by

ceremonies which deserve to be noticed, because they have

probably been handed down from antiquity. Near its

entrance the canal of Cairo is crossed by a dam of earth,

very broad at the bottom and diminishing in breadth

upwards, which is constructed before or soon after the

Nile has begun to rise. In front of the dam, on the

side of the river, is reared a truncated cone of earth

called the ’aroose/z or “bride,” on the top of which a little

maize or millet is generally sown. This “ bride ” is commonly

washed down by the rising tide a week or a fortnight before

the dam is cut. Tradition runs that the old custom was to

deck a young virgin in gay apparel and throw her into the

river as a sacrifice to obtain a plentiful inundation.1 How

ever that may be, the intention of the present practice appears

to be to marry the river, conceived as a male power, to his

bride the cornland, which is soon to be fertilised by his

water. The ceremony is therefore a charm to ensure the

growth of the crops. As such it probably dates, in one

form or another, from ancient times. Dense crowds

assemble to witness the cutting of the dam. The operation

is performed before sunrise, and many people spend the

preceding night on the banks of the canal or in boats lit

with lamps on the river, while fireworks are displayed and

guns discharged at frequent intervals. Before sunrise a

great number of workmen begin to cut the dam, and the

task is accomplished about an hour before the sun appears

on the horizon. When only a thin ridge of earth remains,

a boat with an officer on board is propelled against it, and

breaking through the slight barrier descends with the rush

of water into the canal. The Governor of Cairo fiings a

purse of gold into the boat as it passes. Formerly the

custom was to throw money into the canal. The populace

1 E. W‘. Lane, flfa/11162‘; a/m’

Cm/om: of //ac ./lfodcr/1 Egy/>t2'¢z1z.r

(Paisley and London, 1895), ch. x.\'\-'i.

PP-49959

Sirius with great attention, and drew

omens from it as to the salubrity or

unhealthiness of the year that was to

follow (Cicero, De dz'w'na/2'0/w, i. 57.

Ceremonies

observecl in

Egypt at

the cutting

of the

dams early

in August.

130)
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used to dive after it, and several lives were generally lost in

the scramble.“ This practice also would seem to be ancient,

for Seneca tells us that at a place called the Veins of the

Nile, not far from Philae, the priests used to cast money and

offerings of gold into the river at a festival which apparently

took place at the rising of the water.2

§ 3. ]€z'Ze.v of S0202‘/zg

The next great operation of the agricultural year in

Egypt is the sowing of the seed in November, when the

water of the inundation has retreated from the fields. Witl1

the Egyptians, as with many peoples of antiquity, the com

mitting of the seed to the earth assumed the character of

a solemn and mournful rite. On this subject I will let

Plutarch speak for himself. “What,” he asks, “are we to

make of the gloomy, joyless, and mournful sacrifices, if it is

wrong either to omit the established rites or to confuse and

disturb our conceptions of the gods by absurd suspicions?

For the Greeks also perform many rites which resemble

those of the Egyptians and are observed about the same

time. Thus at the festival of the Thesmophoria in Athens

women sit on the ground and fast. And the Boeotians

open the vaults of the Sorrowful One,3 naming that festival

sorrowful because Demeter is sorrowing for the descent of

the Maiden. The month is the month of sowing about the

setting of the Pleiades.4 The Egyptians call it Athyr, the

Athenians Pyanepsion, the Boeotians the month of Demeter.

Theopompus informs us that the western peoples consider

and call the winter Cronus, the summer Aphrodite, and the

spring Proserpine, and they believe that all things are

brought into being by Cronus and Aphrodite. The

Phrygians imagine that the god sleeps in winter and wakes

The sowing

of the

seed in

November.

Plutarch

on the

mournfu].

character

of the rites

of sowing.

1 E. W. Lane, 0/). ca’/. pp. 500-504.

2 Seneca, [Va/um/cs Quaes/lanes, iv.

2. 7. The cutting of the dams is men

tioned by Diodorus Siculus (i. 36. 3).

3 ~rfis ’AXa£as. Plutarch derives the

name from dtxos, “pain,” “grief.”

As to the vaults (,ué'yapa) of Demeter

see Pausanias, ix. 8. I; Scholiast on

Lucian, Dial. /14'e1'eZ?'. ii. pp. 275 sq.

ed. I-I. Rabe.

4 In antiquity the Pleiades set at

dawn about the end of October or

early in November. See L. Ideler,

lfarzriém-/z ricr 1/zal/ze;/za/is:/am zmd

/cc/z1zz'sc/zen C/zrono/ogz'c, i. 242; Aug.

Mommsen, C/l7'07Z0/0\§’2Z’ (Leipsic, I88 3),

pp. 16, 27; G. F. Unger, in Iwan

l\t‘Iiiller’s [-lzma’/luc/z dcr c‘/assz'sc/zwz

A/la1'12!//zswisscizsckrw, i. pp. 558, 585.
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in summer, and accordingly they celebrate with Bacchic

rites the putting him to bed in winter and his awakening in

summer. The Paphlagonians allege that he is bound fast

and shut up in winter, but that he stirs and is set free in

spring. And the season furnishes a hint that the sadness is

for the hiding of those fruits of the earth which the ancients

esteemed, not indeed gods, but great and necessary gifts

bestowed by the gods in order that men might not lead the

life of savages and of wild beasts. For it was that time of

year when they saw some of the fruits vanishing and failing

from the trees, while they sowed others grudgingly and with

-difficulty, scraping the earth with their hands and huddling

it up again, on the uncertain chance that what they deposited

in the ground would ever ripen a11d come to maturity. Thus

they did in many respects like those who bury and mourn

their dead. And just as we say that a purchaser of Plato’s

books purchases Plato, or that an actor who plays the

comedies of Menander plays Menander, so the men of old

did not hesitate to call the gifts and products of the gods by

the names of the gods themselves, thereby honouring and

glorifying the things on account of their utility. But in

after ages simple folk in their ignorance applied to the gods

statements which only held true of the fruits of the earth,

and so they came not merely to say but actually to believe

that the growth and decay of plants, on which they subsisted,1

were the birth and the death of gods. Thus they fell into

absurd, immoral, and confused ways of thinking, though all

the while the absurdity of the fallacy was manifest. Hence

Xenophones of Colophon declared that if the Egyptians

deemed their gods divine they should not weep for them,

and that if they wept for them they should not deem

them divine. ‘For it is ridiculous,’ said he, ‘to lament

and pray that the fruits would be good enough to grow and

ripen again in order that they may again be eaten and

lamented.’ But he was wrong, for though the lamentations

are for the fruits, the prayers are addressed to the gods, as

the causes and givers of them, that they would be pleased to

make fresh fruits to spring up instead of those that perish.” 2

1 rd; rrctpovrrtas T611 d.1/ay/ratwv mi 2 Plutarch, Isis el Osz.'-ris, 69

ci1roKp1"(bets. 7 1,
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In this interesting passage Plutarch expresses his belief

,he'“,O,.‘Ship that the worship of the fruits of the earth was the result of

<f‘)l_FL1§1['1s@Of a verbal misapprehension or disease of language, as it has

the cam, been called by a modern school of mythologists, who explain

the origin of myths in general on the same easy principle of

verbal metaphors misunderstood. Primitive man, on Plutarch’s

theory, firmly believed that the fruits of the earth on which

' he subsisted were not themselves gods but merely the gifts

of the gods, who were the real givers of all good things.

Yet at the same time men were in the habit of bestowing on

these divine products the names of their divine creators,

either out of gratitude or merely for the sake of brevity, as

when we say that a man has bought a Shakespeare or acted

Moli‘ere, when we mean that he has bought the works of

Shakespeare or acted the plays of I\/Ioliere. This abbreviated

mode of expression was misunderstood in later times, and so

people came to look upon the fruits of the earth as them

selves divine instead of as being the work of divinities: in

short, they mistook the creature for the creator. In like

manner Plutarch would explain the Egyptian worship of

animals as reverence done not so much to the beasts them

selves as to the great god who displays his divine handiwork

in sentient organisms even more than in the most beautiful

and wonderful works of inanimate nature.1

I-’lutarch's The comparative study of religion has proved that these
1 A C , , _ . .

theor1es of Plutarch are an inversion of the truth. Fetishism,

of the or the view that the fruits of the earth and things ir1 general

truth: . . . - . . .

fetishism are divine or ammated by powerful spirits, is not, as Plutarch

is the imagined, a late corruption of a pure and primitive theism,

antecedent . -

notthe ’wh1ch regarded the gods as the creators and givers of all

good things. On the contrary, fetishism is early and theism

is late in the history of mankind. In this respect Xenophones,

whom Plutarch attempts to correct, displayed a much truer

insight into the mind of the savage. To weep crocodile

tears over the animals and plants which he kills and eats,

and to pray them to come again in order that they may

be again eaten and again lamented——this may seem absurd

to us, but it is precisely what the savage does. And from

his point of view the proceeding is not at all absurd but

1 Plutarch, [sis cl Osfiis, 77.
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perfectly rational and well calculated to answer his ends.

For he sincerely believes that animals and fruits are tenanted

by spirits who can harm him if they please, and who cannot

but be put to considerable inconvenience by that destruction

of their bodies which is unfortunately inseparable from the

-processes of mastication and digestion. What more natural,

therefore, than that the savage should offer excuses to the

beasts and the fruits for the painful necessity he is under of

consuming them, and that he should endeavour to alleviate

their pangs by soft words and an air of respectful sympathy,

in order that they may bear him no grudge, and may in due

time come again to be again eaten and again lamented?

judged by the standard of primitive manners the attitude of

the walrus to the oysters was strictly correct.

“I weep for;/01¢,” //ze I/Valr/us said .

“ I deejily symjfiaz‘/zz'se.”

VVz'f/z sobs and tears /ze sorlm’ out

T/1056 of the Za7gesZ szlse,

Holdz'rzg /12'; {>06/cez‘-/zarzd/cerc/zz'¢y‘

Before /123" strear/zz'7zg eyes.

Many examples of such hypocritical lamentations for Respect

animals, drawn not from the fancy of a playful writer but §§f.‘,‘,"g‘1.S'”>’

from the facts of savage life, could be cited.1 Here If?\‘_the'

shall quote the general statement of a writer on the Indians {j,L:,1t§,,€i:,(i.1S

of British Columbia, because it covers the case of vegetable

as well as of animal food. After describing the respectful '

welcome accorded by the Stlatlum Indians to the first

“sock-eye” salmon which they have caught in the season,

he goes on: “The significance of these ceremonies is easy

to perceive when we remember the attitude of the Indians

towards nature generally, and recall their myths relating to

the salmon, and their coming to their rivers and streams.

Nothing that the Indian of this region eats is regarded by

him as mere food and nothing more. Not a single plant,

animal, or fish, or other object upon which he feeds, is

looked upon in this light, or as something he has secured

for himself by his own wit and skill. He regards it rather

as something which has been voluntarily and compassionately

I T/w G0/dwz Bozzg/1,2 ii. 389 sqq. More examples will be given in the

third edition of that book.
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placed in his hands by the goodwill and consent of the

‘ spirit’ of the object itself, or by the intercession and magic

of his culture-heroes; to be retained and used by him only

upon the fulfilment of certain conditions. These conditions

include respect and reverent care in the killing or plucking

of the animal or plant and proper treatment of the parts he

has no use for, such as the bones, blood, and offal ; and the

depositing of the same in some stream or lake, so that the

object may by that means renew its life and physical form.

The practices in connection with the killing of animals and

the gathering of plants and fruits all make this quite clear,

and it is only when we bear this attitude of the savage

towards nature in mind that we can hope to rightly under

stand the motives and purposes of many of his strange

customs and beliefs.” 1

We can now understand why among many peoples of

antiquity, as Plutarch tells us, the time of sowing was a

time of sorrow. The laying of the seed in the earth was

a burial of the divine element, and it was fitting that like a

human burial it should be performed with gravity and the

semblance, if not the reality, of sorrow. Yet they sorrowed

not without hope, perhaps a sure and certain hope, that the

seed which they thus committed with sighs and tears to

the ground would yet rise from the dust and yield fruit a

hundredfold to the reaper. “They that sow in tears shall

reap in joy. He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing

precious seed, shall doubtless come again with rejoicing,

bringing his sheaves with him.” 2

§ 4. Rz'z‘es of Ha;/7/est

The Egyptian harvest, as we have seen, falls not in

autumn but in spring, in the months of March, April, and

May. To the husbandman the time of harvest, at least in a

good year, must necessarily be a season of joy: in bringing

home his sheaves he is requited for his long and anxious

labours. Yet if the old Egyptian farmer felt a secret joy

1 C. Hill Tout, “Report on the

Ethnology of the Stlatlum Indians of

British Columbia,” /oumzal rf I/w

/11zl/z1'Q/)0Z0gz'ra/ ]lZSliZZt/6, xxxv. (I90 5)

pp. 140 sq.

2 Psalm cxxvi. 5 sq.
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at reaping and garnering the grain, it was essential that he

should conceal the natural emotion under an air of profound

dejection. For was he not severing the body of the corn

god with his sickle and trampling it to pieces under the

hoofs of his cattle on the threshing-floor?‘1 Accordingly we

are told that it was an ancient custom of the Egyptian corn

reapers to beat their breasts and lament over the first sheaf

cut, while at the same time they called upon Isis.2 The

invocation seems to have taken the form of a melancholy

chant, to which the Greeks gave the name of Maneros.

Similar plaintive strains were chanted by corn-reapers in

Phoenicia and other parts of western Asia.3 Probably all

these doleful ditties were lamentations for the corn-god killed

by the 'sickles of the reapers. In Egypt the slain deity was

Osiris, and the name ./llcmeros applied to the dirge appears

to be derived from certain words meaning “Come to thy

house,” which often occur in the lamentations for the dead

god."‘

Ceremonies of the same sort have been observed by Similar

other peoples, probably for the same purpose. Thus we are

told that among all vegetables corn (selzz), by which is by the

apparently meant maize, holds the first place in the house- Iclfijeirgksee

hold economy and the ceremonial observance of the in the _

Cherokee Indians, who invoke it under the name of “the (C,L,”tt11,‘L,2u°”

Old Woman” in allusion to a myth that it sprang from C0111

the blood of an old woman killed by her disobedient sons.

“Much ceremony accompanied the planting and tending of

the crop. Seven grains, the sacred number, were put into

each hill, and these were not afterwards thinned out. After

the last working of the crop, the priest and an assistant-—

generally the owner of the field-—went into the field and

built a small enclosure in the centre. Then entering it,

they seated themselves upon the ground, with heads bent

1 As to the Egyptian modes of iv. 54; Pausanias, ix. 29. 7; Athen

reaping a11d threshing see Sir J. aeus, xiv. 11 sq., pp. 618-620. As to

Gardiner Wilkinson, IlIaIz'm;’1's and these songs see T/10 Go/dc/2 I>20r/_J/1,2
Cars/oms of //w Am‘z'u11./ Egy/>/z'a/1s ii. 22 3 sq., 252, 2 57 sqq. I

(London, 1878), ii. 419 sqq.; A.

Er1nan, 1ifU§_’J'f/c‘7Z mzd avg],/1/z's‘¢'/101‘ 4 H. Brugsch, Aa’om's/.'/age und

Lo/zen im _/~1I/or/1/1/1, pp. 572 sqq. Lz'zzo.s//kt! (Berlin, 1852), p. 24, cor

2 Diodorus Siculus, i. 14. 2. rected by A. \Viedemann, Ifcrodo/s

3 Herodotus, ii. 79; Julius Pollux, swoz'lcs I91/I-/z, p. 336.
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down, and while the assistant kept perfect silence the priest,

with rattle in hand, sang songs of invocation to the spirit of

the corn. Soon, according to the orthodox belief, a loud

rustling would be heard outside, which they would know

was caused by the ‘Old Woman’ bringing the corn into the

field, but neither must look up until the song was finished.

This ceremony was repeated on four successive nights, after

which no one entered the field for seven other nights, when

the priest himself went in, and, if all the sacred regulations

had been properly observed, was rewarded by finding young

ears upon the stalks. The corn ceremonies could be per

formed by the owner of the field himself, provided he was

willing to pay a sufficient fee to the priest in order to learn

the songs and ritual. Care was always taken to keep a

clean trail from the field to the house, so that the corn

might be encouraged to stay at home and not go wandering

elsewhere. Most of these customs have now fallen into dis

use excepting among the old people, by many of whom

they are still religiously observed. Another curious ceremony,

of which even the memory is now almost forgotten, was

enacted after the first working of the corn, when the owner

or priest stood in succession at each of the four corners of

the field and wept and wailed loudly. Even the priests are

now unable to give a reason for this performance, which may

have been a lament for the bloody death of Selu,” the Old

Woman of the Corn.1 In these Cherokee practices the

lamentations and the invocations of the Old Woman of

the Corn resemble the ancient Egyptian customs of lament

ing over the first corn cut and calling upon Isis, herself

probably an Old Woman of the Corn. Further, the

Cherokee precaution of leaving a clear path from the field

to the house resembles the Egyptian invitation to Osiris,

“Come to thy house.”

Just as the Egyptians lamented at cutting the corn,

so the Karok Indians of California lament at hewing the

sacred wood for the fire in the assembly-room. The

wood must be cut from a tree on the top of the highest

1]. Mooney, “Myths of the 423 sq. Ido not know what precisely

Cherokee,” Nz'/zctec/2//z /1/2722/(ll 180- the writer means by “the last working

/2011 of 1/20 Bzmzaza of /<1/we/'z'm/1, of the crop” and “the first working of

Z?//z/zology (Washington, 1900), pp. the corn.”
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hill. In lopping off the boughs the Indian weeps and

sobs piteously, shedding real tears, and at the top of the

tree he leaves two branches and a top-knot, resembling

a man’s head and outstretched arms. Having descended

from the tree he binds the wood in a faggot and carries

it back to the assembly-room, blubbering all the way.

If he is asked why he thus weeps at cutting and fetching the

sacred fuel, he will either give no answer or say simply that

he does it for luck.1 We may suspect that his real motive

is to appease the wrath of the tree-spirit, many of whose

limbs he has amputated, though he took care to leave him

two arms and a head.

The conception of the corn-spirit as old and dead at A1-ab

harvest is very clearly embodied in an Arab custom. VI/henthe harvesters have nearly finished their task and only a “the old;

small corner of the field remains to be reaped, the owner

takes a handful of wheat tied up in a sheaf. A hole is dug

in the form of a grave, and two stones are set upright, one

at the head and the other at the foot, just as in an ordinary

burial. Then the sheaf of wheat is laid at the bottom of

the grave, and the sheikh pronounces these words, “The old

man is dead.” Earth is afterwards thrown in to cover the

sheaf, with a prayer, “May Allah bring us back the wheat

of the dead.” 2

1 S. Powers, Tribes qf Calz'fornz'a, 1903, p. 258. -The customs reported

p.25. in this article are practised by the

2 Fr. A. janssen, “ Coutumes Arabs in the neighbourhood of hladabfi

Arabes,” Ifez/m: I>‘z'&/2'5/zrc, Ier avril and Kérak.



CHAPTER IV

THE OFFICIAL FESTIVALS OF OSIRIS

§ I. T/ze Festzbal at Sazk

SUCH, then, were the principal events of the farmer’s calendar

in ancient Egypt, and such the simple religious rites by

which he celebrated them. But we have still to consider

the Osirian festivals of the ofi‘icial calendar, so far as these

are described by Greek writers or recorded on the monu

ments. In examining them it is necessary to bear in mind

that on account of the movable year of the old Egyptian

calendar the true or astronomical dates of the official festivals

must have varied from year to year, at least until the adoption

of the fixed Alexandrian year in 30 B.C. From that time

onward, apparently, the dates of the festivals were deter

mined by the new calendar, and so ceased to rotate

throughout the length of the solar year. At all events

Plutarch, writing about the end of the first century, implies

that they were then fixed, not movable; for though he

does not mention the Alexandrian calendar he clearly dates

the festivals by it.1 Moreover, the long festal calendar of

\Nith the

adopdon

ofthe Alex

andflan

year in

30 B. C. the

Egyptian

festivals

ceased to

rotate

through

the natural

year,

1 Thus with regard to the Egyptian

month of Athyr he tells us that the

sun was then in the sign of the

Scorpion (Iris cl Oszfis, I3), that

Athyr corresponded to the Athenian

month Pyanepsion and the Boeotian

month Damatrius (0/2. 621/. 69), that it

was the month of sowing (27).), that in

it the Nile sank, the earth was laid

bare by the retreat of the inundation,

the leaves fell, and the nights grew

longer than the days (0/2. rz'/. 39).

These indications agree on the whole

with the date of Athyr in the Alexan

drian calendar, namely October 28

November 26. Again, he says (0/1.

ail. 43) that the festival of the begin

ning of spring was held at the new

moon of the month Phanemoth,

which, in the Alexandrian calendar,

corresponded to February 24-March 26.

Further, he tells us that a festival

was celebrated on the 23rd of I-"haophi

after the autumn equinox (op. cit. 52),

and in the Alexandrian calendar

Phaophi began on September 28,

240
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Esne, an important document of the Imperial age, is obviously

based on the fixed Alexandrian year; for it assigns the

mark for New Year’s Day to the day which corresponds to

the twenty-ninth of August, which was the first day of the

Alexandrian year, and its references to the rising of

the Nile, the position of the sun, and the operations of

agriculture are all in harmony with this supposition.1 Thus

we may take it as fairly certain that from 30 B.C. onwards

the Egyptian festivals were stationary in the solar year.

Herodotus tells us that the grave of Osiris was at S-ais The _

in Lower Egypt, and that there was a lake there upon whichthe sufferings of the god were displayed as a mystery by displflisd

night.2 This commemoration of the divine passion was :,Sy:,e,.,.

held once a year: the people mourned and beat their alga“

breasts at it to testify their sorrow for the death of the

god; and an image of a cow, made of gilt wood with a

golden sun between its horns, was carried out of the chamber

in which it stood the rest of the year.3 The cow no doubt

represented Isis herself, for cows were sacred to her, and she

was regularly depicted with the horns of a cow on her head.“'

It is probable that the carrying out of her cow-shaped image

symbolised the goddess searching for the dead body of

Osiris ; for this was the native Egyptian interpretation of a

similar, if not the same, ceremony which was observed in

Plutarch’s time about the winter solstice.‘5 A great feature _The _

of the festival was the nocturnal illumination. People

fastened rows of oil-lamps to the outside of their houses, houses

. th 0110 t

and the lamps burned all night long. The custom was not

the night

a few days after the autumn equinox. a/22'//za/2'21//1, x. 27 ; Plutarcl1, Isis ana’ Of the

Once more, he observes that another Osz'r2's, 19 and 39. According to festlml

festival was held after the spring Prof. \Viedemann “the Egyptian Suggests

equinox (0]>. 01'/. 65), which implies name of the cow of Isis was [res-t, ‘hat the

the use of a fixed solar year. See G. and this is one of the rare cases in me “as 2

. . . . . . . F 2 fParthey in his edition of Plutarch’s which the name of the sacred ammal ATlqSStO31S_

Isis oz‘ Osz'rz's, pp. 165-169. agrees with that of the deity.” .5/‘es!

1 1.1‘ Bl-unsch, D,-6 ,1,.§.J,/,7,,70,.,-,3’ was the usual Egyptian form of the
p_ 3S5_ b " 0 name which the Greeks and Romans

2 Herodotus ii I70 represented Isis. See V.

I; ' ’ ' Lanzone, Dzzzomzrzo dz ./lfztologza

~ Herodotus, 11. 129-132. E,§*1'~”-1111 PP- 813 W1].

‘1 Herodotus, ii. 41, with Prof. A. 5 Plutarch, Isis er‘ Osz'rz's, 52. The

Wie-dei1iai1ii’s note (I-Itv'oa’ols zzvcz'z‘as interpretation is accepted by Prof. A.

Em‘/z, pp. 187 sqq.); Diodorus VViedemann (l~feroa’ots zzvez'z‘es Bur/z,

Siculus, i. 11. 4; Aelian, Dc nahmz p. 482). See below, p. 257.

R
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confined to Sais, but was observed throughout the whole of

Egypt-1

This universal illumination of the houses on one night

of the year suggests that the festival may have been a com

memoration not merely of the dead Osiris but of the dead

in general, in other words, that it may have been a night of

All Souls.2 For it is a wide-spread belief that the souls of

the dead revisit their old homes on one night in the year;

and on that solemn occasion people prepare for the recep

tion of the ghosts by laying out food for them to eat, and

lighting lamps to guide them on their darkling road from

and to the grave. The following instances will illustrate

the custom.

§ 2. Feasfs 0fAZ/ S02:/s

The Esquimaux of St. Michael and the lower Yukon

River hold a festival of the dead every year at the end of

November or the beginning of December, as well as a

greater festival at intervals of several years. On these

occasions food, drink, and clothes are provided for the

returning ghosts in the /eras/22772 or clubhouse of the village,

which is illuminated with oil lamps. Every man or

woman who wishes to honour a dead friend sets up a lamp

on a stand in front of the place which the deceased used to

occupy in the clubhouse. These lamps, filled with seal oil,

are kept burning day and night till the festival is over.

They are believed to light the shades on their return to

their old home and back again to the land of the dead. If

any one fails to put up a lamp in the clubhouse and to keep

it burning, the shade whom he or she desires to honour

could not find its way to the place and so would miss the

feast. On the eve of the festival the nearest male relation

goes to the grave and summons the ghost by planting there

a small model of a seal spear or of a wooden dish, accord

ing as the deceased was a man or a woman. The totems of

Annual

festival of

the dead

among

the Esqui

maux.

1 Herodotus, ii. 62.

2 In the period of the Middle King

dom the Egyptians of Siut used to

light lamps for the dead on the last

day and the first day of the year (A.

Erman, in Zez'/s¢'/zrzfl fzi//' fig)/1’)/z's(‘/zc

S/Jrar/zc and A//02'//zz//1z.rZ'2//zdc, 1882,

p. 164 ; z'd., /lag;/1)/m zma’ aeg)/jMz'sr/ze.r

La/1012 2'/W A/M’/21/21, pp. 434 sq.)
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the dead are marked on these implements. When all is

ready, the ghosts gather in the fire-pit under the clubhouse,

and ascending through the floor at the proper moment take

possession of the bodies of their namesakes, to whom the

offerings of food, drink, and clothing are made for the benefit

of the dead. Thus each shade obtains the supplies he needs

in the other world. The dead who have none to make

offerings to them are believed to suffer great destitution.

Hence the Esquimaux fear to die without leaving behind

them some one who will sacrifice to their spirits, and child

less people generally adopt children lest their shades should

be forgotten at the festivals. When a person has been

much disliked, his ghost is sometimes purposely ignored,

and that is deemed the severest punishment that could be

inflicted upon him. After the songs of invitation to the

dead have been sung, the givers of the feast take a small

portion of food from every dish and cast it down as an

offering to the shades; then each pours a little water on

the floor so that it runs through the cracks. In this way

they believe that the spiritual essence of all the food and

water is conveyed to the souls. The remainder of the food

is afterwards distributed among the people present, who eat

of it heartily. Then with songs and dances the feast comes

to an end, and the ghosts are dismissed to their own place.

Dances form a conspicuous feature of the great festival of

the dead, which is held every few years. The dancers

dance not only in the clubhouse but also at the graves and

on the ice, if the deceased met their death by drowning.1

The Indians of California used to observe annual cere- Annual

monies of mourning for the dead,2 at some of which the souls gefS:‘hVea1§ead

of the departed were represented by living persons. Ten amqngthe

Indians of

or more men would prepare themselves to play the part of C,,mo,,,,,,_

the ghosts by fasting for several days, especially by abstaining

from flesh. Disguised with paint and soot, adorned with

feathers and grasses, they danced and sang in the village or

rushed about in the forest by night with burning torches in

their hands. After a time they presented themselves to the

IE. “I. Nelson, “The Eskimo p. 363.

about Bering Strait,” Ezlg/zlemt/z

A1-mun! I36/101'! (f /1‘? Iizzreau of 2 S. Powers, Trz'/res of Cali/’or1zz'a,

.Et/analog;/, pt. i. (Washington, 1899) pp. 328, 355, 356, 384.
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relations of the deceased, who looked upon these maskers

as in very truth their departed friends and received them

accordingly with an outburst of lamentation, the old women

scratching their own faces and smiting their breasts with

stones in token of mourning. These masquerades were

generally held in February. During their continuance a

strict fast was observed in the village.1 Among the Konkaus

of California the dance of the dead is always held about the

end of August and marks their New Year’s Day. They

collect a large quantity of food, clothing, baskets, ornaments,

and whatever else the spirits are supposed to need in the

other world. These they hang on a semicircle of boughs or

small trees, cut and set in the ground leafless. In the

centre burns a great fire, and hard by are the graves. The

ceremony begins at evening and lasts till daybreak. As

darkness falls men and women sit on the graves and wail for

the dead of the year. Then they dance round the fire with

frenzied yells and whoops, casting from time to time the

offerings into the flames. All must be consumed before the

first faint streaks of dawn appear in the East.2

The Miztecs of Mexico believed that the souls of the

dead came back in the twelfth month of every year, which

corresponded to our November. On this day of All Souls

the houses were decked out to welcome the spirits. Jars of

food and drink were set on a table in the principal room,

and the family went out with torches to meet the ghosts and

invite them to enter. Then returning themselves to the

house they knelt around the table, and with eyes bent on

the ground prayed the souls to accept of the offerings and

to procure the blessings of the gods upon the family. Thus

they remained on bended knees and with downcast eyes till

the morning, not daring to look at the table lest they

should offend the spirits by spying on them at their meal.

Annual

festival

of the dead

among the

r\/liztecs of

Mexico.

1 Kostromitonow, “Bemerkungen

iiber die Indianer in Ober-Kalifornien,”

in Baer and Helrnersen’s />’az'/1’1'z;g/: zur

K7172/z//zz'ss ties 7'us'.s'z'sr'/2012 ]t’ez'¢'/wr, i.

(St. l~’etersburg, I839)pp. 88 sq. The

natives of the western islands of Torres

Straits used to hold a great death

dance at which disguised men per

sonated the ghosts of the lately

deceased, mimicking their character

istic gait and gestures. Women and

children were supposed to take these

mummers for real ghosts. See A. C.

lladdon, in /\’c/201'/r of (/10 Car/z/)r'z'r/‘per.’

/I12//1.r0/)0/again! Ex/>cdz'/2'0” /0 T07'1'@.i‘

5'/7'ru.'(.s‘, V. 252-256.

2 5. Powers, Trz'/26$ W’ Ca/1'f01'/Ma,

Pl)’ 437 W
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With the first beams of the sun they rose, glad at heart.

The jars of food which had been presented to the dead were

given to the poor or deposited in a secret place.1 The

Indians of Santiago Tepehuacan believe that the souls of

their dead return to them on-the night of the eighteenth of

October, the festival of St. Luke, and they sweep the roads

in order that the ghosts may find them clean on their

passage?

Again, the natives of Sumba, an East Indian island, Annual

celebrate a New Year’s festival, which is at the same time a f

festival of the dead. The graves are in the middle of the in Sumba

village, and at a given moment all the people repair to them

and raise a loud weeping and wailing. Then after indulging

for a short time in the national pastimes they disperse to

their houses, and every family calls upon its dead to come

back. The ghosts are believed to hear and accept the

invitation. Accordingly betel and areca nuts are set out

for them. Victims, too, are sacrificed in front of every

house, and their hearts and livers are offered with rice to

the dead. After a decent interval these portions are distri

buted amongst the living, who consume them and banquet

gaily on flesh and rice, a rare event in their frugal lives.

Then they play, dance, and sing to their heart’s content, and

the festival which began so lugubriously ends by being the

merriest of the year. A little before daybreak the invisible

guests take their departure. All the people turn out of

their houses to escort them a little way. Holding in one

hand the half of a cocoa-nut, which contains a small packet

of provisions for the dead, and in the other hand a piece of

smouldering wood, they march in procession, singing a

drawling song to the accompaniment of a gong and waving

the lighted brands in time to the music. So they move

through the darkness till with the last words of the song

they throw away the cocoa-nuts and the brands in the

1 Brasseur de Bourbourg, IIz'szoz'1-12 America (Brasseur de Bourbourg, op.

dos no/z'o;zs cz'r/2'/z'.u‘os du /lIc.rz'qur 0! dc cit. iii. _24, note 1).

l’.-1mJrz'que-Cenfralo, iii. 23 sq.; H.

H. Bancroft, an/1% Races qf 1/10 2 “Lettre du curé de Santiago

I’arzfir .S'/a/as, ii. 623. Similar cus- Tepehuacan ason éveque,” I921/Zetz'/z de

toms are still practised by the Indians Ia Sorzl‘/t-‘ do Géog/'a]1/zz'e (Paris), II‘me

ofa great part of Mexico and Central Série, ii. (1834) p. 179.
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direction of the spirit-land, leaving the ghosts to wend their

way thither, while they themselves return to the village.1

The Bghais, a Karen tribe of Burmah, hold an annual

feast for the dead at the new moon which falls near the end

of August or the beginning of September. All the villagers

who have lost relatives within the last three years take part

in it. Food and drink are set out on tables for the ghosts,

and new clothes for them are hung up in the room. All

being ready, the people beat gongs and begin to weep.

Each one calls upon the relation whom he has lost to come

and eat. When the dead are thought to have arrived, the

living address them, saying, “You have come to me, you

have returned to me. It has been raining hard, and you

must be wet. Dress yourselves, clothe yourselves with these

new garments, and all the companions that are with you.

Eat betel together with all that accompany you, all your

friends and associates, and the long dead. Call them all to

eat and drink.” The ghosts having finished their repast,

the people dry their tears and sit down to eat what is left.

More food is then prepared and put into a basket, and at

cock-crow next morning the contents of the basket are

thrown out of the house, while the living weep and call

upon their dead as before.2

The great festival of the dead in Cambodia takes place

on the last day of the month Phatrabot (September-October),

but ever since the moon began to wane everybody has been

busy preparing for it. In every house cakes and sweet

meats are set out, candles burn, incense sticks smoke, and

the whole is offered to the ancestral shades with an invoca

tion which is thrice repeated: “O all you our ancestors who

are departed, deign to come and eat what we have prepared

for you, and to bless your posterity and make it happy.”

Fifteen days afterwards many little boats are made of bark

and filled with rice, cakes, small coins, smoking incense

1 S. Roos, “Bijdrage tot de kennis

van taal, land en volk op het eiland

Soemba,” V'er/za/za’c/zflgerz wuz /10!

Ba/a7/iaasc/z Genoolsc/zap 1/an /fmz.r/012

en PVe/em:/zapjfie/z, xxxvi. (1872) pp.

63-65.

2 Rev. F. Mason, D.D., “Physical

Character of the Karens,” _/02/rnal of

[/10 /1.rz'a/2'0 .S'orz'c/y of Bmgal, 1866, part

ii. pp. 29 W. Lights are not men

tioned by the writer, but the festival

being nocturnal we may assume that

they are used for the convenience of

the living as well as of the dead. In

other respects the ceremonies are

typical.
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sticks, and lighted candles. At evening these are set float

ing on the river, and the souls of the dead embark in them

to return to their own place. The living now bid them

farewell. “Go to the lands,” they say, “go to the fields

you inhabit, to the mountains, under the stones which are

your abodes. Go away! return! In due time your sons

and your grandsons will think of you. Then you will

return, you will return, you will return.” The river is now

covered with twinkling points of fire. But the current soon

bears them away, and as they vanish one by one in the

darkness the souls depart with them to the far country.1

In Tonquin, as in Sumba, the dead revisit their kinsfolk

and their old homes at the New Year. From the hour Of!-\m1tl21l

midnight, when the New Year begins, no one dares to shut

the door of his house for fear of excluding the ghosts, who T-Onquin.

begin to arrive at that time. Preparations have been made ‘,S:IL;;:,;,md

to welcome and refresh them after their long journey. Beds

and mats are ready for their weary bodies to repose upon,

water to wash their dusty feet, slippers to comfort them, and

canes to support their feeble steps. Candles burn on the

domestic altar, and pastilles diffuse a fragrant odour. The

people bow before the unseen visitors and beseech them to

remember and bless their descendants in the coming year.

Having discharged this pious duty they abstain from sweep

ing the houses for three days lest the dust should incom

mode the ghosts.2 In Siam and japan also the souls of the

dead revisit their families for three days in every year, and

the lamps which the japanese kindle in multitudes on that

occasion to light the spirits on their way have procured for

the festival the name of the Feast of Lanterns. It is to

be observed that in Siam, as in Tonquin and Sumba, the

return of the ghosts takes place at the New Year.3

1 Aymonier, ./\fo/fa.‘ rz/2’ /(2 Cam- 1883), pp. 205 sq.

éiirifgzr (I.’aris, 1875), p. 59 ; A. Leclere,

L0 I'>’z/riu’/Iii‘);/u an (11/11/)0(1fgir (PJll'lS,

1899), pp. 374-376. The departure

of the souls is described only by the

latter writer. Compare E. Aymonier,

it Notes sur les coutumes et ci-oyances Louvet La C0(_/“.1”,/”.m ]\.,L,/,,.(r[.L_lU_U

superstitieuses des Cambodgiens,” ,,,_i_ ’I88) n I, _I I °

C.‘0r/1.z'/1-r/1.1'1w 1"‘/'cz11§a1.'.ie, E.rru1:w'0/Ii‘ at (" m 5’ 5 ’ 11" 49 5 '

Ifero/1./uu's.i'am‘cs, No. 16 (Saigon, 3 The Go/a’r/1 Iiozzg/'1,‘-7* iii. 85-87.

2 Mariny. I\’¢'/a/2'0/1 /IOI(t"<.:‘//6 6/

rz/r2'v1/.\‘e-' c1’cr /‘nyizz////U.\‘ (1/’<: T11/1(]1/1'/1 (ff

dc‘ Lao (Paris, 1666), pp. 251-253.

For an account of the custom as

observed in recent times see L. E.
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The Chewsurs of the Caucasus believe that the souls of

the departed revisit their old homes on the Saturday night of

the second week in Lent. This gathering of the dead is

called the “Assembly of Souls.” The people ‘spare no

expense to treat the unseen guests handsomely. Beer is

brewed and loaves of various shapes baked specially for the

occasion.1 The Armenians celebrate the memory of the

dead on many days of the year, burning incense and

lighting tapers in their honour. One of their customs is to

keep a “light of the dead” burning all night in the house

in order that the ghosts may be able to enter. For if the

spirits find the house dark, they spit down the chimney and

depart, cursing. the churlish inmates.2

Similar beliefs survive to this day in many parts of

Europe and find expression in similar customs. The day

of the dead or of All Souls, as we call it, is commonly the

second of November. Thus in Lower Brittany the souls of

the departed come to visit the living on the eve of that day.

After vespers are over, the priests and choir go in procession,

“the procession of the charnel-house,” chanting a weird

dirge in the Breton tongue. Then the people go home,

gather round the fire, and talk of the departed. The house

wife covers the kitchen table with a white cloth, sets out

cider, curds, and hot pancakes on it, and retires with the

family to rest. The fire on the hearth is kept up by a

huge log known as “the log of the dead” (/ref amz Arzamz).

Soon doleful voices outside in the darkness break the

stillness of night. It is the “singers of death” who go

about the streets waking the sleepers by a wild and

melancholy song, in which they remind the living in their

comfortable beds to pray for the poor souls in pain. All

that night the dead warm themselves at the hearth a.nd

feast on the viands prepared for them. Sometimes the

awe-struck listeners hear the stools creaking in the kitchen,

or the dead leaves outside rustling under the ghostly

footsteps.8 In the Vosges Mountains on All Souls’ Eve

1C. v. Ilahn, “Religiose An

schauungen und Totengediichtnisfeier

der Chewsuren,” G/obus, lxxvi. (1899)

pp. 21 I sq.

2 M. Abeghian, Der zz1'me1zz'.v<.'/1c

VIO//d.S;.£]'/(Z2!/)L’ (Leipsic, 1899), pp. 23 yr].

3 A. le Braz, La Légcrzr/e dc /a A107‘/(211

Ba.vra~Bre/azg/w (Paris, I893), pp. 280

287. Compare Lecoeur, Esq/m.'.rse.s‘

(KM b’0rage [Var///.a/Id, ii. 283 my.
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the solemn sound of the church bells invites good Christians

to pray for the repose of the dead. While the bells are

ringing, it is customary in some families to uncover the

beds andopen the windows, doubtless in order to let the

poor souls enter and rest. No one that evening would

dare to remain deaf to the appeal of the bells. The prayers

are prolonged to a late hour of the night. \/Vhen the last

Do profurzdzs has been uttered, the head of the family gently

covers up the beds, sprinkles them with holy water, and

shuts the windows. In some villages fire is kept up on the

hearth and a basket of nuts is placed beside it for the use

of the ghosts.1 Again, in some parts of Saintonge and

Aunis a Candlemas candle used to be lit before the domestic

crucifix on All Souls’ Day at the very hour when the last

deceased member of the family had died; and some

people, just as in Tonquin, refrained from sweeping the

house that day lest they should thereby disturb the poor

souls.2

In Bruges, Dinant, and other towns of Belgium holy Feast of

candles burn all night in the houses on the Eve of All ;:’),:1‘;LSn1,

Souls, and the bells toll till midnight, or even till morning. the Tyrol,

People, too, often set lighted candles on the graves. At §;(’:l’1en1ifl_

Scherpenheuvel the houses are illuminated, and the people

walk in procession carrying lighted candles in their hands.

A very common custom in Belgium is to eat “soul-cakes”

or “soul-bread” on the eve or the clay of All Souls. The

eating of them is believed to benefit the dead in some way.

V At Dixmude and elsewhere they say that you deliver a soul

from Purgatory for every cake you eat. At Antwerp they

give a local colour to the soul-cakes by baking them with

plenty of saffron, the deep yellow tinge being suggestive

of the flames of Purgatory. People in Antwerp at the

windows

In the Tyrol “ soul-lights,”

same season are careful not to slam doors or

for fear of hurting the ghosts?’

1 L. F. Sauvé, Le fo/k-/ore des

I~Iam‘cs- Vosges, pp. 295 sq.

2 J. L. M. Nogues, Los mocurs

o?’czm‘n_1/‘bz.'s e/1 .S‘a1.')z/0/zgr 01‘ en .-In/z1'.s,

p. 76. As to the observance of All

Souls’ Day in other parts of France

see A. Meyrac, Tma’z'tz'ons, sou/2////es,

[d§‘r3lltl'c’.i‘ ct <rom‘cs a’o.r .-12'a.’¢’11.1zes", pp.

22-24; Ch. Beauquier, Los 1/102's an

Fra/11.“/'14 Co//1/J, pp. 1 2 3- I 2 5.

3 Reinsberg-Dtiringsfeld, C<z/tr/zrz’rzkr

Bulge, ii. 236-240 ; z'd'., Da-s fes1’I1.'r/ze

fa/zr, pp. 229 sq. Soul-cakes are also

eaten 011 this day in south Germany

a11d Austria. They are baked of white

flour, and are of a longish rounded
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that is, lamps filled with lard or butter, are lighted and

placed on the hearth on All Souls’ Eve in order that the poor

souls, escaped from the fires of Purgatory, may anoint their

burns with the melted grease and so alleviate their pangs.

Some people also leave milk and dough-nuts for them on

the table all night. The graves, too, are decked with flowers

and illuminated with wax candles.1 Similar customs are

observed at the same season in Bohemia, where children

besides kindle small wax-lights which have been specially

bought for the day.2

The Letts used to entertain and feed the souls of the

dead for four weeks from Michaelmas (September 29) to

the clay of St. Simon and St. Jude (October 28). They

called the season I/Va!/a/az'c/c or Sam/2'6/ea, and regarded it

as so holy that while it lasted they would not willingly

thresh the corn, alleging that grain threshed at that time

would be useless for sowing, since the souls of the dead

would not allow it to sprout. But we may suspect that

the original motive of the abstinence was a fear lest the

blows of the flails should fall upon the poor ghosts

swarming in the air. At this season the people were wont

to prepare food of all sorts for the spirits and set it on the

floor of a room, which had been well heated and swept for

the purpose. Late in the evening the master of the house

went into the room, tended the fire, and called upon his

dead kinsfolk by'their names to come and eat and drink.

If he saw the ghosts, he would die within the year; but if

he did not see them he would outlive it. When he thought

the souls had eaten and drunk enough, he took the staff

which served as a poker and laying it on the threshold cut

it in two with an axe. At the same time he bade the spirits

the souls may slake their thirst. See

Annual

festivals of

the dead

among the

Letts and

Samagi

tians.

Ch. Sehneller, /l1[(i7’L'/Z672 mm’ .S'a,;re7z am

PV¢'I'/sr/1./z'r0/, p. 238. In Baden the

shape with two small tips at each end

(Dar fcs//2'6/ze fa/zr, p. 330). As to

these soul-cakes see also K. von Leo

prechting, /lz/1‘ dam Lea/zraz'rz (Munich,

1855), pp. 199 sq. ; A. Berlinger,

V0//cs!/2221/zZz'c/zes am St/zwabe/z, ii.

167 sq.

1 I. v. Zingerle, .S'z'//an, ]))7’/flit‘/LL’

zma’ /|[ez'1zznzg'(:1z der Tiro/er V0//cc.r,2

pp. 176-178. In the Italian Tyrol

some people set pitchers of water in

the kitchen on All Souls’ night that

inhabitants of many villages, Protestant

as well as Catholic, still deck the

graves with flowers and lights on All

Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day. See

E. II. Meyer, [)’adz'sc'/ms I/'0/K.'sl¢'b¢'1z

(Strasl)urg, 1900), p. 601.

2 Reinsherg-Dtiringsfeld, Fcs/-/.:a/wz

der am /)’&'/1./um, pp. 49 3-49 5.
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go their way, charging them to keep to the roads and paths

and not to tread upon the rye. If the crops turned out ill

next year, the people laid the failure at the door of the

ghosts, who fancied themselves scurvily treated and had

taken their revenge by trampling down the corn.1 The

Samagitians annually invited the dead to come from their

graves and enjoy a bath and a feast. For their entertain

ment they prepared a special hut, in which they set out

food and drink, together with a seat and a napkin for every

soul who had been invited. They left the souls to revel by

themselves for three days in the hut; then they deposited

the remains of the banquet on the graves and bade the

ghosts farewell. The good things, however, were usually

consumed by charcoal-burners in the forest. This feast of

the dead fell early in November.2 The Esthonians prepare

a meal for their dead on All Souls’ Day, the second of

November, and invite them by their names to come and

partake of it. The ghosts arrive in the early morning at

the first cock-crow, and depart at the second, being cere

moniously lighted out of the house by the head of the

family, who waves a white cloth after them and bids them

come again next year.3

In some parts of the Russian Government of Olonets Annual

the inhabitants of a village sometimes celebrate a joint £ii“§:1;,°f

festival in honour of all their dead. Having chosen a house in Russia.

for the purpose, they spread three tables, one outside the

front door, one in the passage, and one in the room which

is heated by a stove. Then they go out to meet their

unseen guests and usher them into the house with these

words, “Ye are tired, our own ones ; take something to eat.”

Theighosts accordingly refresh themselves at each table

in succession. Then the master of the house bids them

warm themselves at the stove, remarking that they must

1 P. Einhorn, in Srrzjz)/onzs [farm/z

L1.'1)0m'c(zru//1, ii. (Riga and Leipsic,

1848) pp. 587, 598, 630 .rq., 645 sq.

See also the description of D. Fabricius

in his “ Livonicae I-Iistoriae com

pendiosa series,” M. p. 441. Fabricius

assigns the custom to All Souls’ Day.

2 J. Lasicius, “ De diis Samagit

arum caeterorumque Sarmatarum,” in

/I[(z,§nz1'1z /2e7'az/.\jg23geI)i;*1z 710/1. dd)’ /0!

Iz'.rr/z-/1'/t'2'arz'.rrbe'1z Gem’//sr/zaf/, xiv. I

(Mitau, I868), p. 92.

3 F. Wiedemann, Am dam

1'/111-crezz mm’ ('z.'m.r¢r;'/z. Laban (1/er E/as/012,

pp. 366 sq. ; Boecler - Kreutzwald,

Der E/I.\‘/en abe'rg'/r'I'zr!)2‘s¢'/ze Gcbriz'zrc/M,

I Ve1.'.rwz u/id Ge-zilo/1/2-/101'/c/2, p. 89.
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have grown cold in the damp earth. After that the living

guests sit down to eat at the tables. Towards the end of.

the meal the host opens the window and lets the ghosts

gently out of it by means of the shroud in which they were

lowered into the grave. As they slide down it from the

warm room into the outer air, the people tell them, “Now

it is time for you to go home, and your feet must be tired ;

the way is not a little one for you to travel. Here it is

Now, in God’s name, farewell!”1 Among

the Votiaks of Russia every family sacrifices to its dead

once a year in the week before Palm Sunday. The sacrifice

is ofifered in the house about midnight. Flesh, bread, or

cakes and beer are set on the table, and on the floor beside

the table stands a trough of bark with a lighted wax candle

stuck on the rim. The master of the house, having covered

his head with his hat, takes a piece of meat in his hand and

says, “Ye spirits of the long departed, guard and preserve

us well. Make none of us cripples. Send no plagues upon

us. Cause the corn, the wine, and the food to prosper

with us.” 2 The Votiaks of the Governments of Wjatka and

Kasan celebrate two memorial festivals of the dead every

year, one in autumn and the other in spring. On a certain

day koumiss is distilled, beer brewed, and potato scones

baked in every house. All the members of a clan, who

trace their descent through women from one mythical

ancestress, assemble in a single house, generally in one

which lies at the boundary of the clan land. Here an old

man moulds wax candles; and when the requisite number

' is made he sticks them on the shelf of the stove, and begins

to mention the dead relations of the master of the house by

name. For each of them he crumbles a piece of bread,

gives each of them a piece of pancake, pours koumiss and

beer, and puts a spoonful of soup into a trough made for

the purpose. All persons present whose parents are dead

follow his example. The dogs are then allowed to eat out

of the trough. If they eat quietly, it is a sign that the dead

live at peace; if they do not eat quietly, it argues the

1 W. R. S. Ralston, .S'0ngs of Me intervals.

]1’ur.vz'a1z 1-700$/0, pp. 321 sq. The

date of the festival is not mentioned.

Apparently it is celebrated at irregular

2 M. Buch, Die W0/yd’/aerz (Stuttgart,

1882), p. 145. .
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contrary. Then the company sit down to table and partake

of the meal. Next morning both the dead and the living

refresh themselves with a drink, and a fowl is boiled. The

proceedings are the same as on the evening before. But

now they treat the souls for the last time as a preparation

for their journey, saying: “Eat, drink, and go home to your

companions. Live at peace, be gracious to us, keep our

children, guard our corn, our beasts and birds.” Then the

people banquet and indulge in all sorts of improprieties.

The women refrain from feasting until the dead have taken

their departure; but when the souls are gone, there is no

longer any motive for abstinence, the koumiss circulates

freely among the women, and they grow wanton. Yet at

this, as at every other festival, the men and women eat in

different parts of the room.1

On All Saints’ Day, the first of November, shops and

streets in the Abruzzi are filled with candles, which people

buy in order to kindle them in the evening on the graves

of their relations. For all the dead come to visit their

homes that night, the Eve of All Souls, and they need

lights to show them the way. For their use, too, lights are

kept burning in the houses all night. Before people go to

sleep they place on the table a lighted lamp or candle and

a frugal meal of bread and water. The dead issue from

their graves and stalk in procession through every street of

the village. You can see them if you stand at a cross-road

with your chin resting on a forked stick. First pass the

souls of the good, and then the souls of the murdered and

the damned. Once, they say, a man was thus peeping at

the ghastly procession. The good souls told him he had

better go home. He did not, and when he saw the tail of

the procession he died of fright?

A comparison of these European customs with the

similar heathen rites can leave no room for doubt that the

nominally Christian feast of All Souls is nothing but an old

pagan festival of the dead which the Church, unable or

1 J. \Vasiljev, Ubersic/at 121162” die to the Votiak clans see the same work,

/u?2'cz’1zz's¢.'/ma Gab/v'1'm/I¢?, .~]/wrgltz-111101: pp. 42-44.

mm’ 1t’o/z-M021 a’cr f"V0/jtl/f.’<.’l1 (I-Ielsing- 2 G. Finamore, Crcatvzzo, Usi e Cos

fors, 1902), pp. 34 sq. (flfé//10z.'*res do tumz-' A/nw::osz' (Palermo, 1890), pp.

Ia Sorz'¢‘té Fz'/z/z0-Ou_gv'1'<:/1/ac, xviii. ). As 180-182.

Feast of

All Souls

in the

Abruzzi.
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unwilling to suppress, resolved from motives of policy to

connive at. But whence did it borrow the practice

of solemnising the festival on that particular day, the

second of November? In order to answer this question

we should observe, first, that celebrations of this sort are

often held at the beginning of a New Year,’ and, second,

that the peoples of north-western Europe, the Celts and the

Teutons, appear to have dated the beginning of their year

from the beginning of winter, the Celts reckoning it from

the first of November2 and the Teutons from the first of

October.3 The difference of reckoning may be due to

a difference of clime, the home of the Teutons in

central and northern Europe being a region where winter

sets in earlier than on the more temperate and humid coasts

of the Atlantic, the home of the Celts. These considerations

suggest that the festival of All Souls on the second of

November originated with the Celts, and spread from them

to the rest of the European peoples, who, while they

preserved their old feasts of the dead practically unchanged,

may have transferred them to the second of November.

This conjecture is supported by what we know of the

ecclesiastical institution, or rather recognition of the festival.

For that recognition was first accorded at the end of the

tenth century in France, a Celtic country, from which the

church festival gradually spread over Europe. It was Odilo,

abbot of the great Benedictine monastery of Clugny, who

initiated the change in 998 A.D. by ordering that in all the

monasteries over which he ruled, a solemn mass should be

celebrated on the second of November for all the dead who

sleep in Christ. The example thus set was followed by

The

nominally

Christian

feast of

All Souls

on Nov. 2

appears

to be an

old Celtic

festival of

the dead

adopted

by the

Church in

998 A.l).

1 See above, pp. 242, note 2, 244, ‘Michov, “De Sarmatia Asiana atque

245, 247

2 Rhys, Cc//ic [Yea//ze/zdo///, pp.

460, 514 sq. ; 2'11’. “ Celtae and Galli,”

/-’/'0¢'eca’//zgs of //20 /3m'/z'.r/z Academy/,

vol. ii, p. 8 (separate reprint).

3 K. Miillenhoff, D021/.rr/ze Allar

/u/n.r/ezuzaY’c, iv. 379 sq. The first of

October seems to have been a great

festival among the Saxons and also the

Samagitians. See Widukind, [fies gas/ae

Saxo/zz'cac, i. 12 (Migne’s ]’a/7'0/ogz'rz

La/Ma, cxxxvii. 135); M. A.

Europea,” in S. Grynaeus’s [V01/zzs

Orbis ]\’e,gz'07zu1//. rw fnszt/avw//z rwterz'

bus 2'/zcog/zz'lzz/'2///1 (Bzile, I 532), p. 520.

I have to thank Mr. H. M. Chadwick

for pointing out these two passages to

me. Mr. A. Tille prefers to date the

Teutonic winter from l\/Iartinmas, the

eleventh of November. See A. Tille,

Die G'c.rc/zic/z/e der deu/sr/ze/2 I/Vl/'7-'/b

1-ma/z/, pp. 23 .1‘qq. ; O. Schrader,

/Ma//e.rz'/so/z der z7zdogewv/za1zisrkc/z

A//w’/m/zs/an/zrie, p. 395.
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other religious houses, and the bishops, one after another,

introduced the new celebration into their dioceses. Thus

the festival of All Souls gradually established itself through

out Christendom, though in fact the Church has never

formally sanctioned it by a general edict nor attached

much weight to its observance. Indeed, when objections

were raised to the festival at the Reformation, the ecclesi

astical authorities seemed ready to abandon it.1 These

facts are explained very simply by the theory that an old

Celtic commemoration of the dead lingered in France down

to the end of the tenth century, and was then, as a measure

of policy and a concession to ineradicable paganism, at last

incorporated in the Catholic ritual. The consciousness of

the heathen origin of the practice would naturally prevent

the supreme authorities from insisting strongly on its

observance. They appear rightly to have regarded it as

an outpost which they could surrender to the forces of

rationalism without endangering the citadel of the faith.

Perhaps we may go a step further and explain in like The feast

manner the origin of the feast of All Saints on the first on

November. For the analogy of similar customs elsewhere Nov. I

would lead us to suppose that the old Celtic festival of the fgelrfiglso

dead was held on the Celtic New Year’s Day, that is, on the disi_>1=1¢ed

first, not the second, of November. May not then the

institution of the feast of All Saints on that day have th¢d<i<1d

been the first attempt of the Church to give a colour of

Christianity to the ancient heathen rite by substituting the

saints for the souls of the dead as the true object of worship?

.The facts of history seem to countenance this hypothesis.

For the feast of All Saints was instituted in France and

Germany by order of the Emperor Lewis the Pious in

835 A.i)., that is, about a hundred and sixty years before

the introduction of the feast of All Souls. The innovation

was made by the advice of the pope, Gregory IV., whose

motive may well have been that of suppressing an old pagan

custom which was still notoriously practised in France and

Germany. The idea, however, was not a novel one, for the

1 A. Binterim, Die ZI0-1'21‘!-lg‘/1'.‘/z.r/ti/1. E/zcy¢.'/0]5d'rz’z'e’ j'1'1';' j‘>/'0/as/(1/z/z'_i‘¢.~/16 T1200

I)i;’/1-,("1r./z'/‘/'rz’1:§)‘/ar/T/an atrr C/1l'z'rZ-Ii'(z//z0- logic mm’ 1'i’~z'1'r/10,2 i. 303 sq.; \V.

/isr/ac/2 Ii'2'1'(/ac, v. I (l\Iayence, 1829), Smith and S. Cheetham, Dz'n.‘z'01za1j/

pp, 49 3 sq. ; Herzog und Plitt, 1\’ca/- Q/i C/zrz'sz‘z'mz A/1-z‘z'gm'z‘z'es, i. 57 sy.
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testimony of Bede proves that in Britain, another Celtic

country, the feast of All Saints on the first of November was

already celebrated in the eighth century.1 We may con

jecture that this attempt to divert the devotion of the

faithful from the souls of the dead to the saints proved a

failure, and that finally the Church reluctantly decided to

sanction the popular superstition by frankly admitting a feast

of All Souls into the calendar. But it could not assign the

new, or rather the old, festival to the old day, the first of

November, since that was already occupied by the feast of

All Saints. Accordingly it placed the mass for the dead on

the next day, the second of November. On this theory the

feasts of All Saints and of All Souls mark two successive

efforts of the Catholic Church to eradicate an old heathen

festival of the dead. Both efforts failed. “In all Catholic

countries the day of All Souls has preserved the serious

character of a festival of the dead which no worldly gaieties

are allowed to disturb. It is then the sacred duty of the

survivors to visit the graves of their loved ones in the

churchyard, to deck them with flowers and lights, and to

utter a devout prayer-—a pious custom with which in cities

like Paris and Vienna even the gay and frivolous comply

for the sake of appearance, if not to satisfy an impulse of

the heart.” 2

§ 3. T/ze Festival in Z/ze Mont/z of /1 Z‘/Z)/V

The foregoing evidence lends some support to the con- '

jecture—--for it is only a conjecture—-that the great festival

of Osiris at Sais, with its accompanying illumination of the

houses, was a night of All Souls, when the ghosts of the

dead swarmed in the streets and revisited their old homes,

which were lit up to welcome them back again. Herodotus,

who briefly describes the festival, omits to mention its date,

but we can determine it with some probability from other

states that the feast of Saints on

the first of November was celebrated

at Rome. But the date of this par

ticular Martyrology is disputed. See

1 A. Binterim, 0]). ail. v. I, pp.

487 sq(].; Herzog und Plitt, 0/>. vi/.

i. p. 303 ; W. Smith and S. Cheetham,

Dr'dz'a/zary of C/zrz'slz'a/2 An/1.'r[m'lz.'es, i.

57. In the last of these works a A. J. Binterim, 0/). (U. v. 1, pp, 52

passage from the [liar/y1'0/o,gr'z-0/z _ 4.

/t’0//am-zum Velus is quoted which 2 Herzog und Plitt, 0/>. (Ii/. j_ 304
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sources. Thus Plutarch tells us that Osiris was murdered

on the seventeenth of the month Athyr, and that the

Egyptians accordingly observed mournful rites for four

days from the seventeenth of Athyr.1 Now in the Alex

andrian calendar, which Plutarch used, these four days

corresponded to the thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and

sixteenth of November, and this date answers exactly to

the other indications given by Plutarch, who says that at

the time of the festival the Nile was sinking, the north

winds dying away, the nights lengthening, and the leaves

falling from the trees. During these four days a gilt cow

swathed in a black pall was exhibited as an image of Isis.

This, no doubt, was the image mentioned by Herodotus in

his account of the festival? On the nineteenth day of the

month the people went down to the sea, the priests carrying

a shrine which contained a golden casket. Into this casket

they poured fresh water, and thereupon the spectators raised

a shout that Osiris was found. After that they took some

vegetable mould, moistened it with water, mixed it with

precious spices and incense, and moulded the paste into a

small moon-shaped image, which was then robed and

ornamented.3 Thus it appears that the purpose of the

ceremonies described by Plutarch was to represent dramatic

ally, first, the search for the dead body of Osiris, and,

second, its joyful discovery, followed by the resurrection of

the dead god who came to life again in the new image of

vegetable mould and spices. Lactantius tells us how on

these occasions the priests, with their shaven bodies, beat

their breasts and lamented, imitating the sorrowful search

of Isis for her lost son Osiris, and how afterwards their

sorrow was turned to joy when the jackal-headed god

Anubis, or rather a mummer in his stead, produced a small

1 Plutarch, Isis oz‘ 0.s1.'2'z-'s, 39. As p. 262; id., D21’ Re/z'gz'o1z rier a/I022

to the death of Osiris on the seven ./1f,§9y’.>/s-/‘, p. 1 1 2.

teenth of Athyr see 2'6. 13 and 42.

Plutarch’s statement on this subject is

confirmed by the evidence of the

papyrus Sallier IV., a document dating

from the 19th dynasty, which places

the lamentation for Osiris at Sais on

the seventeenth day of Athyr. See

A. \Viedemann, IIeroa’o/s .sm:z'/as Bur/1,

2 See above, p. 241.

3 Plutarch, Isis oz‘ Osz'7'z‘.\‘, 39. The

words which I have translated “ veget

able mould ” are yfiv KU'.p1|'Lf.LO1/, literally,

“fruitful earth.” The composition of

the image was very important, as we

shall see presently.

S
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boy, the living representative of the god who was lost and

was found.1 Thus Lactantius regarded Osiris as the son

instead of the husband of Isis, and he makes no mention of

the image of vegetable mould. It is probable that the boy

who figured in the sacred drama played the part, not of

Osiris, but of his son Horus;2 but as the death and

resurrection of the god were celebrated in many cities of

Egypt, it is also possible that in some places the part of the

god come to life was played by a living actor instead of by

an image. Another Christian writer describes how the

Egyptians, with shorn heads, annually lamented over a buried

idol of Osiris, smiting their breasts, slashing their shoulders,

tearing open their old wounds, until, after several days of

mourning, they professed to find the mangled remains of the

god, at which they rejoiced.3 However the details of the

ceremony may have varied in different places, the pretence

of finding the god’s body, and probably of restoring it to

life, was a great event in the festal year of the Egyptians.

The shouts of joy which greeted it are described or alluded

to by many ancient writers.4

§ 4. T/ze Fesz‘z'7/(ll in z‘/ze I/Mom‘/2 of C/zozkz/2

The funeral rites of Osiris, as they were observed at his

great festival in the sixteen provinces of Egypt, are described

in a long inscription of the Ptolemaic period, which is

engraved on the walls of the god’s temple at Dendera, the

Tentyra of the Greeks, a town of Upper Egypt situated on

the western bank of the Nile about forty miles north of

Thebes.5 Unfortunately, while the information thus furnished

is remarkably full and minute on many points, the arrange

1 Lactantius, D2‘?/2'/z. Ins/z'lu/. i. 21 ;

z'a’., Ejbi/0//ze 1/zs/. Dz'z/£12. 23 (18, ed.

Brandt and Laubmann). The descrip

tion of the ceremony which Minucius

Felix gives (Orlar/z'us, xxii. I) agrees

closely with, and is probably copied

from, that of Lactantius.

2 The suggestion is due to Prof. A.

NViedemann (fferorlo/s zrucilcs Bur/z, p.

261)

3 Firmicus Maternus, Dc c7'7'01'c /)1'0

faizarzmz1'6/zgiolzum, ii. 3. Herodotus

tells (ii. 61) how the Carians cut their

foreheads with knives at the mourning

for Osiris.

'1 In addition to the writers who

have been already cited see juvenal,

viii. 29 sq. ; Athenagoras, S1//j)/zfm/1.'0

/W0 C/zrzfs//.'a/zz'.\', 22, pp. I12, I14, ed.

]. C. T. Otto; Tertullian, .»1dz'c1'.\~z/s

/l//arrz'o/101/1, i. I 3; Augustine, De

u'm'/rz/e Dan‘, vi. 10.

5 W. Smith, 1322'/z'0mz1;7/ryr Creel: and

]t’0/mm Gcqgra/>/2)/, ii. I127.
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ment adopted in the inscription is so confused and the

expression often so obscure that a clear and consistent

account of the ceremonies as a whole can hardly be extracted

from it. Moreover, we learn from the document that the

ceremonies varied somewhat in the several cities, the ritual

of Abydos, for example, differing from that of Busiris. With

out attempting to trace all the particularities of local usage

I shall briefly indicate what seem to have been the leading

features of the festival, so far as these can be ascertained with

tolerable certainty.1

The rites lasted eighteen days, from the twelfth to the The rites

thirtieth of the month Choiak, and set forth the nature offilfgsems

Osiris in his triple aspect as dead, dismembered, and finally month of

reconstituted by the union of his scattered limbs. In the S,l,1§:;l,:_,,,e,.,

first of these aspects he was called Chent-Ament, in the the sodas

second Osiris-Sep, and in the third Sokari.2 Small images

of the god were moulded of sand or vegetable earth and and U1?“

corn, to which incense was sometimes added ;3 his face was

painted yellow and his cheek-bones green.‘* These images :)1}eh?S“i°“

were cast in a mould of pure gold, which represented the scattered

god in the form of a mummy, with the white crown of Egypt limbs‘

on his head.5 The festival opened on the twelfth day of

Choiak with a ceremony of ploughing and sowing. Two

black cows were yoked to the plough, which was made of

tamarisk wood, while the share was of black copper. A boy

1 For complete translations of the

inscription see H. Brugsch, “ Das

Osiris-Mysterium von Tentyra,” Zoz'z’

rr/znfi‘ fz'z'r Ir-'gj'])/z'.vr/zc S/I/mt/zu zma’

21/Kori/zurzzs/azzmio, 1881, pp. 77-111 ;

V. Loret, “Les fetes d’Osiris au mois

de Khoiak,” I\’cozwz'1 do T/'a.z'au.r 7}‘/(2/1_7/3‘

(I /a I’/11'/(2/ogio of ri.!‘.~l1'<'/zcfo/ogic E§yjMz'

e/mos cl Ass;/1"1.'o/1-1103, iii. (1882) pp. 43

57, iv. (1888) pp. 21-33, v. (I884) pp.

85-103. On the document and the

festivals described in it see further A.

I\-Iariette-Pacha, D¢.’12c&-.-‘1‘a/1 (Paris, 1880),

pp. 334-347 ; J. D‘i'imichen, “ Die

dem Osiris im Denderatempel geweihten

Riauine,” Zo1,'/i‘c/u'z'f/ f1Iz'-/' rig;/p/1'5:/zo

S/var/1.12 mm’ A//or//1u//zslv//m’c, I882,

pp. 88-101 ; H. Brugsch, I\’oZ1'gz.'o/z

1//m’ Il';I')///zo/ogie dor rz//on Avg;/,/o/or, pp.

616-618; R. V. Lanzone, D£zz'o;zarz'o

o’z'1lIz'to/o__grz'¢z Egisz'a, pp. 725-744; A.

W'iedemann, Ifcrodots zrum'z‘cs BI-IL‘/Z,

p. 262; fa/., “Osiris végétant,” Le

./’lfuscz'on, N.S. iv. (1903) p. 113; E.

A. VVallis Budge, The Gods of 2710

Egg/j>t2'a1zs, ii. 128 sq. ; Miss Margaret

A. Murray, .7710’ Orz'roz'o/z at Ab}/dos

(London, I904), pp. 27 sq.

2 R. V. Lanzone, 01>. of/. p. 727.

3 H. Brugs.ch, in Z¢."z'z‘.t¢'/z-1'1fi‘ fir‘/'

('fg)ff>I1'so/zo S_/9/21¢‘/ze -zmd A/Zcr//zu/1z.i‘

/Clllllif, 1881, pp. 80-82; A. \Viede

mann, in Le III-z1.rc1.'o21, N.S. iv. (1903)

p. 113. The corn used in the

making of the images is called barley

by Brugsch and Miss M. A. Murray

(/.r.), but wheat ((M8) by Mr. V. Loret.

4 H. Brugsch, op. oi:-‘. pp. 99, 101.

5 H. Brugsch, of. dz‘. pp. 82 sq.;

R. V. Lanzone, o/>. air‘. p. 728; Miss

Margaret A. i\Iurray, o,-z‘>. cit‘. p. 27.
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scattered the seed. One end of the field was sown with

barley, the other with spelt, and the middle with flax.

During the operation the chief celebrant recited the ritual

chapter of “the sowing of the fields.”1 At Busiris on the

twentieth of Choiak sand and barley were put in the god’s

“garden,” which appears to have been a sort of large flower

pot. This was done in the presence of the cow-goddess

Shenty, represented seemingly by the image of a cow made

of gilt sycamore wood with a headless human image in its

inside. “Then fresh inundation water was poured out of a

golden vase over both the goddess and the ‘garden,’ and the

barley was allowed to grow as the emblem of the resurrec

tion of the god after his burial in the earth, ‘for the growth

of the garden is the growth of the divine substance.’ ” 2 On

the twenty-second of Choiak, at the eighth hour, the images

of Osiris, attended by thirty-four images of deities, performed

a mysterious voyage in thirty-four tiny boats made of

papyrus, which were illuminated by three hundred and sixty

five lights?’ On the twenty-fourth of Choiak, after sunset,

the effigy of Osiris in a coffin of mulberry wood was laid in

the grave, and at the ninth hour of the night the effigy

which had been made and deposited the year before was

removed and placed upon boughs of sycamore.4 Lastly, on

the thirtieth day of Choiak they repaired to the holy

sepulchre, a subterranean chamber over which appears to

1 H. Brugsch, 0/2. 02'/. pp. 90 sq., 96

50., 98; R. V. Lanzone, 0/). ('2'/. pp.

743 sq.; E. A. W'allis Budge, 77:0

G0ds 0f //10 By;//)Zz'rm.r, ii. 128. Accord

ing to Lanzone, the ploughing took

place, not on the first, but on the last

day of the festival, namely, on the

thirtieth of Choiak; and that certainly

appears to have been the date of the

ploughing at Busiris, for the inscription

directs that there “the ploughing of

the earth shall take place in the

Serapeum of Aa-12-/)0]: under the fine

Persea-trees on the last day of the

month Choiak” (II. Brugsch, 0]). 021/.

p- 84)

2 Miss Margaret A. Murray, The

Orz'rez'on al /I/2)/dos, p. 28 ; H. Brugsch,

0}). 02'/. pp. 83, 92. The headless

human image in the cow may have

stood for Isis, who is said to have been

decapitated by her son Horus, and to

have received from Thoth a cow’s head

as a substitute (Plutarch, ].vz's 0/ O.s'?'1'z's,

20; G. Maspero, [[z'.v/0z'1'0 a1zcz'01m0, i.

177; Ed. Meyer, in W. H. Roscher’s

Lexi/eon a’. ,grz'cr/2. u. 7'07/1. lily//10/ogz'e,

ii. 366).

3 II. Brugsch, 0/2. 02'/. pp. 92 sq.;

R. V. Lanzone, 0/). rz'/. pp. 738-740;

A. Wiedemann, ]/01'0d0/r zwcz'/er Bur/z,

p. 262; Miss M. A. Murray, 0}). 02'/.

P- 35

4 H. Brugsch, 01>. 02'/. p. 99; E.

A. Wallis Budge, T/10 Gods //20

Lflgjr/)/z'a/2.1-, ii. 129; compare Miss

Margaret A. Murray, 019. 0'1. p. 28,

who refers the ceremony to the twenty

fifth of Choiak.
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have grown a clump of Persea-trees. Entering the vault by

the western door, they laid the coffined effigy of the dead

god reverently on a bed of sand in the chamber. So they

left him to his rest, and departed from the sepulchre by the

eastern door. Thus ended the ceremonies in the month of

Choiak.1

§ 5. The Rem;/1'eaZz'0n of 052';/is

In the foregoing account of the festival, drawn from the The resur

great inscription of Dendera, the burial of Osiris figures of

prominently, while his resurrection is implied rather than represented

expressed. This defect of the document, however, is amplycompensated by a remarkable series of has-reliefs which me-nts.

accompany and illustrate the inscription. These exhibit in

a series of scenes the dead god lying swathed as a mummy

on his bier, then gradually raising himself up higher and

higher, until at last he has entirely quitted the bier and is

seen between the guardian wings of the faithful Isis, who

stands behind him, while a male figure holds up before his

eyes the ”'”x 6172341551, the Egyptian Symbol of life.2 The

resurrection of the god could hardly be portrayed more

graphically. Even more instructive, however, is another

representation of the same event in a chamber dedicated to

Osiris in the great temple of Isis at Philae. Here we see

the dead body of Osiris with stalks of corn springing from

it, while a priest waters the stalks from a pitcher which he

holds in his hand. The accompanying inscription sets forth

that “this is the form of him whom one may not name,

Osiris of the mysteries, who springs from the returning

waters.” 3

1 H. Brugsch, 01>. ca‘/. pp. 94, 99;

A. Mariette~Pacha, D612-riéra/2, pp. 336

-A 5%?-;'R. V. Lanzone, 0;). (ii. p. 744.

Ma1'iette supposed that after depositing

the new image in the sepulchre they

carried out the old one of the preceding

year, thus setting forth the resurrection

as well as the death of the god. But

this view is apparently not shared by

Brugsch and Lanzone.

Taken together, the picture and the words seem

Dz'zz'onarz'o di /l[1.'/ologia Zfgz'zz'a, pp.

757 sqq., with plates cclxviii.-cc.\'cii.;

E. A. \Vallis Budge, 7716 God: of Ike

Egg/1)/I'a/z.¢, ii. I 3 I - I38.

2 A. Mariette-Bey, ])mde'ra/z, iv.

(Paris, 1873) plates 65, 66, 68, 69, 70,

71, 72, 88, 89, 90; R. V. Lanzone,

3 H. Brugsch, [Ce/z'g1'0n mm’ rl[y//z

ologie der a//en Acgg/pier, p. 621 ; R.

V. Lanzone, Dz'zz'o/zario (Z! /l[z'/0/ogia

Egz'zz'a, plate cclxi. ; A. VViedemann,

“ L’Osiris végétant,” Le ./l[z¢se2.'07z, N.S.

iv. (1903) p. II2. According to Prof.

\Viedemann, the corn springing from

the god’s body is barley. Similarly

in a papyrus of the Louvre (No. 3377)
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to leave no doubt that Osiris was here conceived and repre

sented as a personification of the corn which springs from

the fields after they have been fertilised by the inundation.

This, according to the inscription, was the kernel of the

mysteries, the innermost secret revealed to the initiated. So

in the rites of Demeter at Eleusis a reaped ear of corn was

exhibited to the worshippers as the central mystery of their

religion.1 We can now fully understand why at the great

festival of sowing in the month of Choiak the priests used

to bury effigies of Osiris made of earth and corn. When

these effigies were taken up again at the end of a year or of

a shorter interval, the corn would be found to have sprouted

from the body of Osiris, and this sprouting of the grain

would be hailed as an omen, or rather -as the cause, of the

growth of the crops.2 The corn-god produced the corn

from himself: he gave his own body to feed the people: he

died that they might live.

And from the death and resurrection of their great god

the Egyptians drew not only their support and sustenance

in this life, but also their hope of a life eternal beyond the

grave. This hope is indicated in the clearest manner by

the very remarkable effigies of Osiris which have come to

light in Egyptian cemeteries. Thus in the Valley of the

Kings at Thebes there was found the tomb of a royal fan

bearer who lived about 15oo B.C. Among the rich contents

of the tomb there was a bier on which rested a mattress of

reeds covered with three layers of linen. On the upper side

of the linen was painted a life-size figure of Osiris ; and the

interior of the figure, which was waterproof, contained a

mixture of vegetable mould, barley, and a sticky fluid. The

barley had sprouted and sent out shoots two or three inches

long.3 Again, in the cemetery at Cynopolis “ were numerous

2 Prof. A. Erman rightly assumesOsiris is represented swathed as a

(Die (Q1)//J/z'sc/zc l\’elz'gz'0r1-, p. 213) thatmummy and lying on his back, while

stalks of corn sprout from his body.

See R. V. Lanzone, 0/). 527. pp. 801

sq., with plate ccciii. 2; A. \tViede

mann, “ L’Osirisvégétant,”Le/l1’m¢1z'01z,

N.S. iv. (1903) p. 112.

1 Hippolytus, Refer/a/2'0 01/mium

/1.ae1'e.rz'zm1., v. 8, p. 162 ed. Duncker

and Schneidewin.

the images made in the month of

Choiak were intended to germinate as

a symbol of the divine resurrection.

-'1 A. Wiedemann, “L’Osiris végé

tant,” Le fl/luséz'on, N.S. iv. (1903)

p. 111 ; Eg)/jilian Ex/1/om/£012 Fzma’

Arc/zac0/(2gz'm/ ]\’c,'/1011, 1898-1899, pp.

24 sq.
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burials of Osiris figures. These were made of grain wrapped

up in cloth and roughly shaped like an Osiris, and placed

inside a bricked-up recess at the side of the tomb, sometimes

in small pottery coffins, sometimes in wooden coffins in the

form of a hawk-mummy, sometimes without any coffins

at all.”1 These corn-stuffed figures were bandaged like

mummies with patches of gilding here and there, as if

in imitation of the golden mould in which the similar

figures of Osiris were cast at the festival of sowing.2 Again,

effigies of Osiris, with faces of green wax and their interior

full of grain, were found buried near the necropolis of

Thebes.3 Finally, we are told by Professor Erman that

between the legs of mummies “there sometimes lies a figure

of Osiris made of slime; it is filled with grains of corn, the

sprouting of which is intended to signify the resurrection of

the god.” 4 We cannot doubt that, just as the burial of

corn-stuffed images of Osiris in the earth at the festival of

sowing was designed to quicken the seed, so the burial of

similar images in the grave was meant to quicken the

dead, in other words, to ensure their spiritual immortality.

§ 6. Readjuslmem‘ of E,gypz‘z'mz Festz'r/als

The festival of Osiris which Plutarch assigns to the The

, . . . r= .r
month of Athyr would seem to be identical in substance

with the one which the inscription of Dendera assigns to the Inonths

the following month, namely, to Choiak. Apparently the

essence of both festivals was a dramatic representation ofseelmto

. . , have been

the death and resurrection of the god ; in both of them Isis SubSm_m;_

was figured by a gilt cow, and Osiris by an image moulded Zfigélle

of moist vegetable earth. But if the festivals were the same,

why were they held in different months? It is easy to

1 B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, (London, I841), ii. 300, note §. The

in Egg//>f1'rz1z Exf>/om/ion Fmza’ writer seems to have doubted whether

.»il-1'(‘/1a¢ro/ogz'ca/ I\°iy‘>o2'/, 1902- 1903, these effigies represented Osiris. But

p. 5. the doubt has been entirely removed

2 Miss Mmgaret A. Murray, T/M by subsequent dishcoveiries. .VVilkinsonTs

note on the subject is onntted by his

editor, S. Birch (vol. iii. p. 375, ed.

3 Sir _I. Gardiner VVilkinson, A 1878).

S'cromi S'¢'I'Z'¢'I‘ of (In; Jlizlzlzers and '1 A.Erman, Die "gj//>!z's<‘/zeI\"el2'g2'o12,

Cnsfo//as of //10 .-1m.v'cm‘ Egj/f>lz'a12r p. 188.

Os1'2'(.'1'on. a/‘Aoj/a’o.v, pp. 28 so.
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suggest that different towns in Egypt celebrated the festival

at different dates. But when we remember that according

to the great inscri.ption of Dendera, the authority of which

is indisputable, the festival fell in the month of Choiak in

every province of Egypt, we shall be reluctant to suppose

that at some one place, or even at a few places, it was

exceptionally held in the preceding month of Athyr, and

that the usually well-informed Plutarch described the

exception as if it had been the rule, of which on this

supposition he must have been wholly ignorant. More

probably the discrepancy is to be explained by the great

change which came over the Egyptian calendar between the

date of the inscription and the lifetime of Plutarch. For

when the inscription was drawn up in the Ptolemaic age,

the festivals were dated by the old vague or movable year,

and therefore rotated gradually through the whole circle of

the seasons; whereas at the time when Plutarch wrote,

about the end of the first century, they were seemingly

dated by the fixed Alexandrian year, and accordingly had

ceased to rotate.1

But even if we grant that in Plutarch’s day the festivals

had become stationary, still this would not explain why the

old festival of Choiak had been transferred to Athyr. In

order to understand that transference it seems necessary to

suppose that when the Egyptians gave to their months fixed

places in the solar year by accepting the Alexandrian

system of intercalation, they at the same time transferred

the festivals from what may be called their artificial to their

natural dates. Under the old system a summer festival was

sometimes held in winter and a winter festival in summer;

a harvest celebration sometimes fell at the season of sowing,

and a sowing celebration at the season of harvest. People

might reconcile themselves to such anomalies so long as

they knew that they were only temporary, and that in the

course of time the festivals would necessarily return to their

proper seasons. But it must have been otherwise when

they adopted a fixed instead of a movable year, and so

arrested the rotation of the festivals for ever. For they

could not but be aware that every festival would thenceforth

The old

festival of

Choiak

may have

been

transferred

to Athyr

when the

Egyptians

adopted

the fixed

Alex

andrian

year in

30 15.0.

1 See above, pp. 240 .s-(/.
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continue to occupy for all time that particular place in the

solar year which it chanced to occupy in the year 30 B.C.,

when the calendar became fixed. If in that particular year

it happened, as it might have happened, that the summer

festivals were held in winter and the winter festivals in

summer, they would always be so held in future; the

absurdity and anomaly would never again be rectified as it

had been before. This consideration, which could not have

escaped intelligent men, must have suggested the advisability

of transferring the festivals from the dates at which they

chanced to be celebrated in 30 B.C. to the dates at which

they ought naturally to be celebrated in the course of

nature.

Now what in the year 30 B.C. was the actual amount of The trans

discrepancy between the accidental and the natural dates of

the festivals? It was just about a month. In that year imsllisible

Thoth, the first month of the Egyptian calendar, happened ;f,,;;';.,se

to begin on the twenty-ninth of August,1 whereas according to “W in

- . . . . . . 30 B.C. the

theory it should have begun with the heliacal rising of Sirius dates of

on the twentieth of July, that is, roughly speaking, a month Ell fhfian

earlier. From this it follows that in the year 30 BC. all the fe§fi€als

Egyptian festivals fell about a month later than their natural by

dates, and they must have continued to fall a month l8.t6amonth in

for ever if they were allowed to retain those places in the

calendar which they chanced to occupy in that particular them to

year. In these circumstances it would be a natural and

sensible thing to restore the festivals to their proper places places

in the solar year by celebrating them one calendar month

earlier than before. If this measure were adopted the

festivals which had hitherto been held, for example, in the

third month Athyr would henceforth be held in the second

month Phaophi; the festivals which had hitherto fallen in

the fourth month Choiak would thenceforth fall in the

month of Athyr; and so on. Thus the festal calendar

1 So it was reckoned at the time.

But, strictly speaking, Thoth in that

year began on August 31. The mis

calated a day every third, instead of

every fourth, year. See Solinus, i.

45-47; Macrobius, Salmvz. i. 14. I3

calculation originated in a blunder of

the ignorant Roman pontiffs who, being

charged with the management of the

new Julian calendar, at first inter

sq. ; L. Ideler, Handbz/c/z dc-2' ma//za

malzlvr/1011. mm’ [cc/zn2'sc/zerz C/'zrorzologz'e,

i. I 57-161.
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would be reduced to harmony with the seasons instead of

being in more or less flagrant discord with them, as it had

generally been before, and must always have been afterwards

if the change which I have indicated had not been

introduced. It is only to credit the native astronomers and

the Roman rulers of Egypt with common sense to suppose

that they actually adopted the measure. On that supposition

we can perfectly understand why the festival of sowing,

which had formerly belonged to the month of Choiak, was

transferred to Athyr. For in the Alexandrian calendar

Choiak corresponds very nearly to December, and Athyr to

November. But in Egypt the month of November, not the

month of December, is the season of sowing. There was

therefore every reason why the great sowing festival of the

corn-god Osiris should be held in Athyr and not Choiak, in

November and not in December. In like manner we may

suppose that all the Egyptian festivals were restored to their

true places in the solar year, and that when Plutarch dates

a festival both by its calendar month and by its relation to

the cycle of the seasons, he is perfectly right_ in doing so,

and we may accept his evidence with confidence instead of

having to accuse him of ignorantly confounding the movable

Egyptian with the fixed Alexandrian year. Accusations of

ignorance levelled at the best writers of antiquity are apt to

recoil on those who make them.1

\

1 If the results of the foregoing

inquiry be accepted, the resurrection

of Osiris was regularly celebrated in

Egypt on the 15th of November from

the year 30 B.C. onward, since the

15th of November corresponded to

the 19th of Athyr (the resurrection

day) i.n the fixed Alexandrian year.

This agrees with the indications of the

Roman Rustic Calendars, which place

the resurrection (/zez-rresz's, that is, the

discovery of Osiris) between the 14th

and the 30th of November. Yet accord

ing to the calendar of Philocalus, the

official Roman celebration of the resur

rection seems to have been held on the

1st of November, not on the 15th.

How is the discrepancy to be explained?

Th. Mommsen supposed that the

festival was officially adopted at Rome

at a time when the 19th of Athyr of

the vague Egyptian year corresponded

to the 31st of October or the 1st of

November of the Julian calendar, and

that the Romans, overlooking the

vague or shifting character of the

Egyptian year, fixed the resurrection

of Osiris permanently on the 1st of

November. Now the 19th of Athyr

of the vague year corresponded to the

1st of November in the years 32-35 /-\.D.

and to the 31st of October in the years

36-39 ; and it appears that the festival

was officially adopted at Rome some

time before 65 A.D. (Lucan, I’/zarsa/z'a,

viii. 831 sqq.). It is unlikely that the

adoption took place in the reign of

Tiberius, who died in 37 /1.1). ; for he

is known to have persecuted the

Egyptian religion (Tacitus, Am:-a/s,
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ii. 85 ; Suetonius, Tiberius, 36 ;

Iosephus, Antiguil. xviii. 3. 4) ; hence

Mommsen concluded that the great

festival of Osiris was officially adopted

at Rome in the early years of the reign

of Caligula, that is, in 37, 38, or 39 A.D.

See Th. Mommsen in Corpus Inscrip

Ziommz La/z'rmrum, i.2 333 sq. ; I-I.

Dessau, I1/zsrrz'p!z'o1zes Latirzae S'ele:!ao,

ii. 995, No. 8745. This theory of

Mommsen’s assumes that in Egypt the

festivals were still regulated by the old

vague year in the first century of our

era. It cannot, therefore, be reconciled

with the conclusion reached in the

text that the Egyptian festivals ceased

to be regulated by the old vague year

from 30 B.C. onward. How the

difference of date between the official

Roman and the Egyptian festival of the

resurrection is to be explained, I do

not pretend to say.
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CHAPTER V

THE NATURE OF OSIRIS

§ 1. Osz?/2's a Com-God

TI*-I'E foregoing survey of the myth and ritual of Osiris

suggests that originally he was in the main a personification

of the corn, which may be said to die and come to life

again every year. Through all the pomp and glamour with

which in later times the priests had invested his worship,

the primitive conception of him as the corn-god comes

clearly out in the festival of his death and resurrection,

which was celebrated in the month of Choiak-and at a later

period in the month of Athyr. That festival appears to

have been essentially a festival of sowing, which properly

fell at the time when the husbandman actually committed

the seed to the earth. On that occasion an effigy of the

corn-god, moulded of earth and corn, was buried with

funeral rites in the ground in order that, dying there, he

might come to life again with the new crops. The cere

mony was, in fact, a charm to ensure the growth of the

corn by sympathetic magic, and we may conjecture that as

such it was practised in a simple form by every Egyptian

farmer on his fields long before it was adopted and trans

figured by the priests in the stately ritual of the temple. In

the modern, but doubtless ancient, Arab custom of burying

“the Old Man,” namely, a sheaf of wheat, in the harvest

field and praying that he may return from the dead,1 we see

the germ out of which the whole worship of Osiris was

probably developed.

The details of his myth fit in well with this interpreta

1 See above, p. 239.

268
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tion of the god. He was said to be the offspring of Sky oer,-is...

and Earth.1 What more appropriate parentage could beinvented for the corn which springs from the ground that Earth.

has been fertilised by the water of heaven? It is true that

the land of Egypt owed its fertility directly to the Nile

and not to showers; but the inhabitants must have been

aware that the great river in its turn was fed by the rains

which fell on the mountains of Abyssinia. Again, the

legend that Osiris was the first to teach men the use of

corn 2 would be most naturally told of the corn-god himself.

Further, the story that his mangled remains were scattered The legend

up and down the land and buried in different places may

be a mythical way of expressing either the sowing or the mentof

winnowing of the grain. The latter interpretation is sup- ,0

ported by the tale that Isis placed the severed limbs ofthe dis

Osiris on a corn-sieve.3 Or more probably the legend

may be a reminiscence of a custom of slaying a human 1gu,mm1

representative of the corn-spirit and distributing his flesh of

or scattering his ashes over the fields to fertilise them. ;g“~‘t}i<;“g5'

In modern Europe the figure of Death is sometimes Character

torn in pieces, and the fragments are then buried in the §;r‘:_"Spim'

ground to make the crops grow well,4 and in other parts

of the world human victims are treated in the same way.5

With regard to the ancient Egyptians we have it on the

authority of Manetho that they used to burn red-haired men

and scatter their ashes with winnowing fans,6 and it is highly

significant that this barbarous sacrifice was offered by the Roman

kings at the grave of Osiris.7 We may conjecture that

the victims represented Osiris himself, who was annually ofthe dis

slain, dismembered, and buried in their persons that he

might quicken the seed in the earth. Possibly in prehistoric kings

times the kings themselves played the part of the god and

1 See above, pp. 211 xq. represented in the act of slaying

2 See above, pp. 212 $1]. prisoners before a god. See A. Moret,

3 Servius on Virgil, Georg‘. i. 166. Du carrzr-/821’ 2'13/zlgz'az/..r dc /a roya-11/J

4 The Golden 1902/§fi,2 ii. 95. P/1.araom'(]I1e, pp. 179, 224. Simi

5 la’. ii. 238 sqq. larly the kings of Ashantee and

0 Plutarch, Iris cl Os/-rz's, 73, com- Dahomey used often themselves to cut

pare 33. the throats of the human victims. See

7 Diodorus Siculus, i. 88. 5. The A. R. Ellis, T/10 Ti‘/12'-Q/>ea/:1‘/zgPan;/as

slaughter may have been performed by Q/’//za G0/a’ Coax/, p. 162; z'ri., T/15

the king with his own hand. On E~a'/u-.5”/$011./cz‘11\_;r [)1-'0/>/CS rf//ze .5‘/(1%? Coax/,

Egyptian monuments the king is often pp. 125, I29.
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were slain and dismembered in that character. Set as well

as Osiris is said to have been torn in pieces after a reign of

eighteen days, which was commemorated by an annual

festival of the same length.1 According to one story

Romulus, the first king of Rome, was cut in pieces by

the senators, who buried the fragments of him in the

ground ,2 and the traditional day of his death, the

seventh of July, was celebrated with certain curious rites,

which were apparently connected with the artificial fertilisa

tion of the fig.3 Again, Greek legend told how Pentheus,

king of Thebes, and Lycurgus, king of the Thracian Edonians,

opposed the vine-god Dionysus, and how the impious

monarchs were rent in pieces, the one by the frenzied

Bacchanals, the other by horses.4 These Greek traditions

may well be distorted reminiscences of a custom of sacri

ficing human beings, and especially divine kings, in the

character of Dionysus, a god who resembled Osiris in many

points and was said like him to have been torn limb from

limb.5 We are told that in Chios men were rent in pieces

as a sacrifice to Dionysus ;" and since they died the same

lzjgz'ommz, 6;1 Sc/zalzkz 2'12 Caesaris 6'01’/ncmz'cz' Arnobius, Adwrsus

Am/ea, in F. Eyssenhardt’s edition of

Martianus Capella, p. 408.

./Va/ioazes, v. 19. According to the

Clementine /\’em,gr7zz'!z'01zes, x. 24

(Migne’s Pa/rologz'a Gmera, i. 1434)

Dionysus was torn in pieces at

Thebes, the very place of which

Pentheus was king. The description

of Euripides (Barr/me, 1058 sqq.)

suggests that the human victim was

tied or hung to a pine-tree before

being rent to pieces. We are reminded

of the effigy of Attis which hung on

the sacred pine (above, p. 166), and of

the image of Osiris which was made

out of a pine-tree and then buried in

the hollow of the trunk (below, p. 276).

The pine-tree on which Pentheus was

pelted _by the Bacchanals before they

tore him li.mb from limb is said to have

been worshipped as if it were the god

himself by the Corinthians, who made

two images of Dionysus out of it

(Pausanias, ii. 2. 7), The tradition

points to an intimate connection be

tween the tree, the god, and the human

victim.

2 Dionysius Halicarnasensis, An

Zz'qm't. 160122. ii. 56.' 4. Compare

Livy, i. 16. 4; Florus, i. 1. 16 sq.;

Plutarch, ]t’0//zzzlzzs, 27. Mr. A. B.

Cook was, I believe, the first to inter

pret the story as a reminiscence of the

sacrifice of a king. See his article

“ The European Sky-God,” Folk-lore,

xvi. (1905) pp. 324 sq.

3 Lerlmes 012 1/26 Early Z-[z'sl07'y 0f

l/ze ]1’z'1z,g)shz'/), pp. 269 sqq.

4 Euripides, Barr/zac, 43 sqq., 1043

.rqq.; Theocritus, xxvi.; Pausanius, ii.

2. 7; Apollodorus, iii. 5. 1 rq.;

I-Iyginus, Fafi. 132 and 184. The

destruction of Lycurgus by horses

seems to be mentioned only by Apollo

dorus. As to Pentheus see especially

A. G. Bather, “The Problem of the

Bacchae,” _/omvzal of fie!/mic .5'/udics,

xiv. (1904) pp. 244-263.

5 Nonnus, Dionys. vi. 165-205;

Clement of Alexandria, ]’r0!re/b/. ii.

17 5q., p. 15 ed. Potter; Firmicus

Maternus, De erro/'0 pm/anarw/z 7'6

11 Porphyry, De a/2.rlz'2zcnZz'a, ii. 55.

At Potniae in Boeotia a priest of
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death as their god, it is reasonable to suppose that they

personated him. The story that Orpheus was similarly

torn limb from limb by the Bacchanals seems to indicate

that he too perished in the character of the god whose

death he died.1 It is significant that Lycurgus, king of

the Edonians, is said to have been put to death in order

that the ground, which had ceased to be fruitful, might

regain its fertility.2 Further, we read of a Norwegian king,

Halfdan the Black, whose body was cut up and buried in

different parts of his kingdom for the sake of ensuring the

fruitfulness of the earth. He is said to have been drowned

at the age of forty through the breaking of the ice in spring.

What followed his death is thus related by the old Norse

historian Snorri Sturluson: “He had been the most

prosperous (literally, blessed with abundance) of all kings.

S0 greatly did men value him that when the news came

that he was dead and his body removed to I-Iringariki and

intended for burial there, the chief men from Raumariki and

Westfold and Heithmtirk came and all requested that they

might take his body with them and bury it in their various

provinces; they thought that it would bring abundance to

those who obtained it. Eventually it was settled that the

body was distributed in four places. The head was laid in

a barrow at Steinn in I-Iringariki, and each party took away

their own share and buried it. All these barrows are called

Halfdan’s barrows.” It should be remembered that this

Dionysus is said to have been killed by

the drunken worshippers (Pausanias,

ix. 8. 2). He may have been sacri

ficed in the character of the god.

1 Lucian, De sa/Ia/2'0/zo, 51; Plato,

S;/m/)o.vz'u//z, 7, p. 179 D, E; Paiisanias,

spades and hoes and then buried

in a field which had just been

tilled (Labat, I?oZatz'o/z /1z'sl0r1'q'z¢o do

Z’E//zio/>z'e ocrz'a’ezz/a/o, i. 380). Such

a mode of sacrifice points to the identi

fication of the human victim with the

ix. 30. 5; Ovid, /Ila/am. xi. 1-43; O.

Gruppe, in \V. H. Roscher’s Lexi/.'ozz

a’. grzkr/z. u. rii//1. .-’l,@///zo/(1Vr"1'¢’., iii. I 165

sq. That Orpheus died the death of

the god has been observed both in

ancient and modern times. SeeRohde, I’syr/10,3 ii. I 18, note 2, quoting

Proclus on Plato; S. Reinach, “La

mort d’Orphée,” [Boom Arr/ze‘o/og1.'y2zc,

iii.me Sc’-rie, xli. (1902) pp. 242 sqq.

According to Ovid, the Bacchanals

killed him with hoes, rakes, and

mattocks. Similarly in \’Vest Africa

human victims used to be killed with

fruits of the earth.

3 Apollodorus, iii. 5. 1.

3 Snorri Sturluson, I-[aims/:;'z'21.gIa,

Slzga .FIa/fda/zar S2/aria, ch. 9. I

have to thank Mr. H. M. Chadwick

for referring me to this passage and

translating it for me. See also Hoi//z.r

I’1'2'/zg/rz, done into English by \V.

Morris and E. Magmlsson, i. 86 sq.

(The Saga Library/, vol. iii.). Half

dan the Black was the father of

Harold the Fair-haired, king of Nor

way (860-933 A.D.). Mr. Chadwick

tells me that though the tradition as to

Norwegian

tradition of

the dis

member

ment of it

king,

Halfdan

the Black.
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Halfdan belonged to the family of the Ynglings, who traced

their descent from Frey, the great Scandinavian god of

fertility.1

Sweden at Upsala.

Frey himself is said to have reigned as king of

The years of his reign were plenteous,

Off@1'ti1itY, and the people laid the plenty to his account.
So when he

’€;uI§1S:,C11,,_at died, they would not burn him, as it had been customary to

do with the dead before his time; but they resolved to

preserve his body, believing that, so long as it remained in

Sweden, the land would have abundance and peace. There

fore they reared a great mound, and put him in it, and

sacrificed to him for plenty and peace ever afterwards.

And for three years after his death they poured the tribute

to him into the mound, as if he were alive; the gold they

poured in by one window, the silver by a second, and the

copper by a third.2

Apparently Taken all together, these Egyptian, Roman, Greek, and

Norse legends point to a widespread practice of dismember

OfdiS— _ ing the body of a king and burying the pieces in different

;n1e:i1,],Ze;l,?§ parts of the kingdom in order to ensure the fertility of the

buryinsthe ground and probably also the fecundity of man and beast.

'eces in _
(Ijjffemnt Whether regarded as the descendant of a god, as himself

llzflrgsdifqtlle divine, or simply as a mighty enchanter, the king was

11] m.

believed to radiate magical virtue for the good of his

subjects, quickening the seed in the earth and in the womb.

This radiation of reproductive energy did not cease with his

life; hence the people deemed it essential to preserve his

body as a pledge of the continued prosperity of the country.

It would be natural to imagine that the spot where the dead

king was buried would enjoy a more than ordinary share of

his blessed influence, and accordingly disputes would almost

inevitably arise between different districts for the exclusive

possession of so powerful a talisman. These disputes could

the death and mutilation of I-Ialfdan

was not committed to writing for three

hundred years, he sees no reason to

doubt its truth. He also informs me

that the word translated “abundance”

means literally “the produce of the

season.” “Plenteous years” is the

rendering of Morris and Magmisson.

1 As to the descent of Halfdan and

the Ynglings from Frey, see [[0z'ms

/c1'z'1z,§r/00, done into English by W.

Morris and E. Magmlsson, i. 23-71

(7710 Saga Lz'/1707')/, vol. iii.). With

regard to Frey, the god of fertility,

both animal and vegetable, see E. H.

Meyer, /ll)/Mzologic der G01‘//zruzm

(Strasburg, I903), pp. 366 sq.; P.

Hermann, ZV0rdz'sr/z/2 /ll)///20/0gz'0 (Leip

sic, 1903), pp. 206 syg.

2 /fez'ms/.v'z'7zg/a, done into English

by W. Morris and E. M'agnt'1sson, i.

4, 22-24 (T/re Saga Lz'0rary, vol. iii.).
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be settled and local jealousies appeased by dividing the

precious body between the rival claimants, in order that

all should benefit in equal measure by its life-giving

properties. This was certainly done in Norway with the

body of I-Ialfdan the Black, the descendant of the harvest

god Frey; and we may conjecture that in prehistoric times

it was done with the bodies of Egyptian kings, who per

sonated Osiris, the god of fertility in general and of the corn

in particular. At least such a practice would account for

the legend of the mangling of the god’s body and the distri

bution of the pieces throughout Egypt.

To an ancient Egyptian, with his firm belief in a personal '{'h@ _

immortality dependent on the integrity of the body, the 1I:%Z,[S)tm'

prospect of mutilation after death must have been very Pmlbably

. opposed the

repugnant; and we may suppose that the kmgs offered acuston.land

strenuous resistance to the custom and finally succeeded in _S“¢¢e@<l§'d

abolishing it. They may have represented to the people ll,:gal)t_OhSh~

that they would attain their object better by keeping the

royal corpse intact than by frittering it away in small pieces.

Their subjects apparently acquiesced in the argument, or at

all events in the conclusion ; yet the mountains of masonry

beneath which the old Egyptian kings lay buried may have

been intended to guard them from the superstitious devotion

of their friends quite as much as from the hostile designs of

their enemies, since both alike must have been under a

strong temptation to violate the sanctity of the grave in

order to possess themselves of bodies which were believed

to be endowed with magical virtue of the most tremendous

potency.1

1 In antiquity the safety of the state

was often believed to depend on the

possession of a talisman, which some

times consisted of the bones of a king

or hero. Hence the graves of such

persons were sometimes kept secret.

See my notes on Pausanias, i. 28. 7

and viii. 47. 5 (vol. ii. pp. 366 sg.,

vol. iv. pp. 433 sq.). The violation

of royal tombs by a conqueror was not

a mere insult: it was a deadly blow

struck at the prosperity of the kingdom.

Hence Ashurbanipal carried off to

Assyria the bones of the kings of Elam,

believing that thus he gave their

shades no repose and deprived them of

food and drink. See R. F. Harper,

Ass;/rial: and Baby/0nz'an L2'/eralure,

p. I 16. The Mpongwe kings of West

Africa are buried secretly lest their

heads should fall into the hands of

men of another tribe, who would

make a powerful fetish out of the brains.

See P. B. du Chaillu, Exf>/omlz'ozzs

arm’ Aa.'?)e7zz‘z12'es in Equaz‘orz'al Afrim,

pp. 18 sq. The graves of Basuto

chiefs are kept secret lest certain

mythical beings called Ba/oz’, who

haunt tombs, should get possession of

the bones and work evil magic with

T
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Beliefs and practices of this sort are by no means

confined to agricultural peoples. Among the Koniags of

Alaska “in ancient times the pursuit of the whale was

accompanied by numerous superstitious observances kept a

secret by the hunters. Lieutenant Davidof states that the

whalers preserved the bodies of brave or distinguished men

in secluded caves, and before proceeding upon a whale-hunt

would carry these dead bodies into a stream and then drink

of the water thus tainted. One famous whaler of Kadiak

who desired to flatter Baranof, the first chief manager of the

Russian colonies, said to him, ‘When you die I shall try to

steal your body,’ intending thus to express his great respect

for Baranof. On the occasion of the death of a whaler his

fellows would cut the body into pieces, each man taking

one of them for the purpose of rubbing his spear-heads

therewith. These pieces were dried or otherwise preserved,

and were frequently taken into the canoes as talismans.” 1

To return to the human victims whose ashes the Egyptians

scattered with winnowing-fans,2 the red hair of these unfortu

nates was probably significant. If I am right, the custom of

sacrificing such persons was not a mere way of wreaking

a national spite on fair-haired foreigners, whom the black

haired Egyptians of old, like the black-haired Chinese of

modern times, may have regarded as red-haired devils. For

in Egypt the oxen which were sacrificed had also to be red ;

a single black or white hair found on the beast would have

disqualified it for the sacrifice.3 If, as I conjecture, these

human sacrifices were intended to promote the growth of

the crops-—and the winnowing of their ashes seems to sup

port this view-—-red-haired victims were perhaps selected as

Assimila

tion of

human

victims to

the corn.

them. See Father Porte, “Les re- /alion, [1za’us/ries, and lfesoz-m'es 0f

miniscences d’un missionaire du Basuto- A/as/ea, p. 142. The account seems to

land,” Mz'i‘sz'0ns Ca//zo/z'quc.r, xxviii. be borrowed from H. ]. I"lolmberg, who

(1896) pp. 311 sq. WVhen a Mela- adds that pains were taken to preserve

nesian dies who enjoyed a reputation the flesh from decay, “because they

for magical powers in his lifetime, his

friends will sometimes hold a sha1n

burial and keep the real grave secret,

lest men should come and dig up the

skull and bones to make charms with

them. See R. H. Codrington, T/ze

Zllelarzeflarzs, p. 269.

1 Ivan Petroff, [dc/20¢!‘ on Z/re Popu

believed that their own life depended

on it.” See H. ]. Holmberg, “ Ueber

die Vtilker des Russischen Amerika,”

/Ida .S'0rz'eta/is S'rz'en/1.'a1'u///. ["e'/m2'cae,

iv. (Helsingfors, 1856) p. 391.

2 Above, p. 269.

3 Plutarch, [sis cf Osz'rz's, 31 ; Hero

dotus, ii. 38.
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best fitted to personate the spirit of the ruddy grain. For

When a god is represented by a living person, it is natural

that the human representative should be chosen on the

ground of his supposed resemblance to the divine original.

Hence the ancient Mexicans, conceiving the maize as a

personal being who went through the whole course of life

between seed—time and harvest, sacrificed new-born babes

when the maize was sown, older children when it had

sprouted, and so on till it was fully ripe, when they sacri

ficed old men.1 A name for Osiris was the “crop” or

“harvest” ;2 and the ancients sometimes explained him as a

personification of the corn.3

§ 2. Osz'rz's a Tree-Spi/’z't

But Osiris was more than a spirit of the corn; he was

also a tree-spirit, and this may perhaps have been his

primitive character, since the worship of trees is naturally

older in the history of religion than the worship of the

cereals. However that may have been, to an agricultural

people like the Egyptians, who depended almost wholly on

1 Herrera, quoted by A. Bastian,

Die Cu//ur/(zflder des a/Ierz A/lze/'1'/ca,

ii. 639; z'a’., Ge/zero! IIz's/'ory of Me

was! Conti/zem‘ and Islmzds of .-11/zerz'ra,

ii. 379 sq., translated by Stevens (whose

version of the passage is inadequate).

Compare Brasseur de Bourbourg, fIr's

toire des rzatio/rs 0'7/z'/z'i'e'es dz: 1lIe.rz'r/ue

e/' do Z’/11/zé/'z'z]z¢e Cenlrale, i. 327, iii.

535

2 E. Lefébure, Le '//13/2.‘/ze Orz'rz'e/L

(Paris, 1874-75), p. 188.

3 Firmicus l\’Iaternus, De errore fro

fa/zarm/z 1'elz.,'_q*1.'oIz--2/.//I, ii. 6: “ D¢/e/1.

rores eoru//2 210/zuzzt addere [5/1)/sz'r.'cz//z

ra/2'0/ze///, fiwgzr//1 re//1 izm 0i‘1.'1'z'//z

a.’1.'r'e/z/es esse ,' I.rz'//1. /erra/)1, Tyfon-em

ealore//1.‘ et qm'a ma/ura/ae fruge:

ea/ore rm’ 212'/(1121 /101/12'nz1m ('0//Xgzirztzrr

el (I.’z.'m'.\‘cze a form sr.juzra/2/m‘ et rmxvzzs

aai,/5'/'o12£/zrjzzrz/1./e /1.z'e//ze re;/11'/uz/2/zrr, /zanr
woi/zr/zt esse /zzor/em Orz'rz'dz's, rum j}'1/gr:

reeondzm/, 2'/zw.vz/iom:/21 wero, cu//z

f/'1./go: ge/11'/a/1' /er/no fo//re/1./o ron.ee/Mae

a/mua r~ur.mx roe/>erz'u/ ,-/’>rorrea/z'o11.e

generarz'.” Tertullian, .»Ia.’z»'er.ms Afar

eionem, i. 13: “ Sz.'<.' et O.n'rz's oz/oa’

re//1/2e/' se/>e/I/ur et in z'z7z'-Mo quaerilzrr

er‘ em/1. gazrdio hzve/11'/ur, -rer2'/érom/'21/11

frugze/11 et 7/2-'1/z'a’orze//1 e/e//zerzlorzrm of

reez'dz'm' an/11‘ firie//e argzr//lelztalz/217'.”

Plutarch, Isis et 0sz'1'z's, 65: ofirw 6%

Kai rois 'n'o?\7\oTs Kai. ¢opru<oTs é1riXeip7j

0’o,u.ei/, efre rais /tad’ (bpav uerafiohais T08

rrepiéxoi/ros efre rafs Kaprrtinl 'yevé0'e0'i

ital mropais Kai dpérms Xalpovm rd mspl

rot‘/s 6601‘/9 rmlrovs o'v1/ouraofiz/res, Kill

M-‘yovres 00’.1rreo'0cu ,u.éu "()<npw b’re

KPL'ITI'TGTG.L rfi yfi avreipé/ievos 6 Kaprrés,

afidts 5’ ClVG.BLOUO'0(1L Kai ch/a¢aiz/eo"0a.i.

b're ,8Aao'r1')aews cipxij. Eusebius, Prae

/>ara/z'o Ez'¢z/age/z'z', iii. 11. 31: 6 5e

NOcripis Trap’ Ai'yv1rrloLs‘ rip Kcipm/.I.ov

1rapfo"ri7o'i 6&1/a/.uv, 5):) dpvjz/ois Cl7T'0,LL€l.Af0’

aovrcu sis yiw ci¢az/i§'o,i/.émyv éu res o'1ré/up

Kai i‘/<1)’ i'7,u65v Karon/a)\wKo,uéi/'r7u sis rd;

rpo¢>d.s. Athenagoras, S‘://>j>lz'¢-atz'o [#1-0

C/m'sflam's, 22, pp. 112, 114 ed. 1.

C. T. Otto : rd. 5% aroixefa 1<aird ,u.6pw.

cuirév 6eo1roioiio'u', dhhore d/\)\a. dvéuara

oulrois ri0é,u.e11ot, riw ,u.év roi) airov avropdu

'Oo1pw (b'0ev ¢a<rl /.wari.KtTis é1rl rfi

6.1/evpéaei rdw /.1.e/\GW i) ribv Kapirdnl

e'1riheX0f7i/cu rf; "I<TL5i' Et'1p1j/<a/.l.eu,

avyxafpopev
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their crops, the corn-god was naturally a far more important

personage than the tree-god, and attracted a larger share of

their devotion. The character of Osiris as a tree-spirit was

represented very graphically in a ceremony described by

Firmicus Maternus.1 A pine-tree having been cut down, the

centre was hollowed out, and with the wood thus excavated

an image of Osiris was made, which was then buried like a

-corpse in the hollow of the tree. It is hard to imagine how

the conception of a tree as tenanted by a personal being

could be more plainly expressed. The image of Osiris thus

made was kept for a year and then burned, exactly as was

done with the image of Attis which was attached to the

pine-tree.2 The ceremony of cutting the tree, as described

by Firmicus Maternus, appears to be alluded to by Plutarch.3

It was probably the ritual counterpart of the mythical dis

covery of the body of Osiris enclosed in the er/z'0a-tree.4

Now we know from the monuments that at Busiris,

Memphis, and elsewhere the great festival of Osiris closed

The Setting on the thirtieth of Choiak with the setting up of a remark

up of the

Dad pillar

at the

festival of

Osiris.

able pillar known as the Tatzr, Tat, Dad, or D00’. This was

a column with four or five cross-bars, like superposed capitals,

at the top. The whole roughly resembled a telegraph-post

with the cross-pieces which support the wires. Sometimes

on the monuments a human form is given to the pillar by

carving a grotesque face on it, robing the lower part, crown

ing the top with the symbols of Osiris, and adding two arms

which hold two other characteristic emblems of the god, the

crook and the scourge or flail. On a Theban tomb the king

himself, assisted by his relations and a priest, is represented

hauling at the ropes by which the pillar is being raised,

while the queen looks on and her sixteen daughters accom

pany the ceremony with the music of rattles and sistrums.

Again, in the hall of the Osirian mysteries at Abydos the

King Sety I. and the goddess Isis are depicted raising the

column between them. In Egyptian theology the pillar was

X60/tél/as, 5tc‘t Tb 1ro>\7\1lt 'rtTn/ ,u.uo'TtKt'13v

c’wa,u.e,u.lx0ou 'ro19'rots. Again, ibid. 42 :

T0 66‘ E1’/Mu éu 'ra'is )\€')/0,U.él/0tLS‘ ’O0fpt5os

rctt/>a.Ts 'rt-‘,uz/01/res /<arao-Kevd.§‘0vat 7\d.pz/a/rot

m7:/oet5f7.

1 D0 aworc /U’0fdIZ6Z7’Zt7/Z 7/0/z'gz'01z-z///1,

xxvii. I.

4 See above, p. 214.

2 See above, p. 174.

3 Plutarch, [sis 0:‘ Osirz'.v, 21 2 air/L3

56‘ T0/Jn‘7u Hhov K012 axlaw M1/ov Kt/.1 Xods
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interpreted as the backbone of Osiris, and whatever its mean

ing may have been, it was one of the holiest symbols of the

national religion. It might very well be a conventional way

of representing a tree stripped of its leaves ; and if Osiris was

a tree-spirit, the bare trunk and branches might naturally be

described as his backbone. The setting up of the column

would thus, as several modern scholars believe, shadow forth

the resurrection of the god, and the importance of the

occasion would explain and justify the prominent part

which the king appears to have taken in the ceremony.1 It

is to be noted that in the myth of Osiris the e;/im-tree which

shot up and enclosed his dead body, was cut down by a

king and turned by him into a pillar of his house.2 We

can hardly doubt, therefore, that this incident of the legend

was supposed to be dramatically set forth in the erection of

the dad column by the king. Like the similar custom

of cutting a pine-tree and fastening an image to it in the

rites of Attis, the ceremony may have belonged to that class

of customs of which the bringing in of the May-pole is

among the most familiar. The association of the king and

queen of Egypt with the dad pillar reminds us of the associa

tion of a King and Queen of May with the May-pole.3 The

resemblance may be more than superficial.

In the hall of Osiris at Dendera the coffin containing Osiris

the hawk-headed mummy of the god is clearly depicted as iiigcgeed

enclosed within a tree, apparently a conifer, the trunk and pine» the

branches of which are seen above and below the coffin.‘*:1),:amOre’

The scene thus corresponds closely both to the myth and tamariski

to the ceremony described by Firmicus Maternus. In

another scene at Dendera a tree of the same sort is repre

1 As to the fat or dad pillar and its

erection at the festival see I-I. Brugsch

in Zez'z‘sc/am"/'/' _/'70’ (z'gy/>tz'sc/u: S7-/vac/ze

zma’ Allerz‘/zu//zsA'z/1zde, I88I, pp. 84,

96; id., [\’elz:g'z-'orz mm’ ./ll)/I/10/ogziz der

rz/tc-'/2 Ae§j'])1.’w', p. 618; A. Erman,

Aegj/pie/z u/za’ aegy/_;9/is:/res Lebe/z 2'/1:

A//er/wzz, pp. 377 sy. ; z'd., Dz}:

[I391/>/l'Scf/1-6 _/\’e'/zlgzkuz, p. 17; C. P.

Tiele, ffistory I/zc Zigj./1’)/'z‘rz1z ]t’@/1.lg'z.'0/z,

pp. 46 ry.; Sir ]. Gardiner Wilkin

son, 1l[rZIZ7Z87‘S and Cur/0//as of //10

Aizc-z'wz-z‘ Egj/[>lz.‘a/zr (London, 1878),

iii. pp. 67, note 3, and 82 ; G. Maspero,

Hz'r/oz‘/'0 am'z'el21ze, i. 130 $9.; A. Moret,

Du ¢‘ararlt‘-‘re re/zlg*z'ez/.r dc‘ /a 7'0)/aza/J

P/uzraoml/1/e, p. I 53, note I; E. A.

\Vallis Budge, T/w Gods rfl/zc Egjv/>/z'a/zs,

ii. I22, I24 59.; Miss Margaret A.

Murray, T/26 Osz'rcz'on af Abydos, pp.

27, 28.

2 Plutarch, [sis 0/ Osz'rz'.r, I 5.

3 La/zrres 011 //w Ear/y [1z.'.\'/ory of

//re 1('z'/lg)‘/22]‘, pp. 164-168.

4 A. Mariette-Bey, .Dc7zaT'ra/z, iv.

pl. 66.
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sented growing between the dead and the reviving Osiris, as

if on purpose to indicate that the tree was the symbol of

the divine resurrection.1 A pine-cone often appears on the

monuments as an offering presented to Osiris, and a manu

script of the Louvre speaks of the cedar as sprung from him.2

The sycamore and the tamarisk were also his trees. In

inscriptions he is spoken of as residing in them ;3 and in

tombs his mother Nut is often portrayed standing in the

midst of a sycamore—tree and pouring a libation for the

benefit of the dead.4 Further, in a sepulchre at How

(Diospolis Parva) a tamarisk is depicted overshadowing

the tomb of Osiris, while a bird is perched among the

branches with the significant legend “the soul of Osiris,6

showing that the spirit of the dead god was believed to

haunt his sacred tree.6 Again, in the series of sculptures

which illustrate the mystic history of Osiris in the great

temple of Isis at Philae, a tamarisk is figured with two men

pouring water on it. The accompanying inscription leaves

no doubt, says Brugsch, that the verdure of the earth was

believed to be connected with the verdure of the tree, and

that the sculpture refers to the grave of Osiris at Philae, of

which Plutarch tells us that it was overshadowed by a me!/zz'a’e

plant, taller than any olive-tree. This sculpture, it may be

observed, occurs in the same chamber in which the god is

represented as a corpse with ears of corn springing from

him.7 In inscriptions he is referred to as “the one in the

1 A. Mariette-Bey, Dmrfira//., iv.

pl. 72. Compare E. Lefébure, Le

my//ze Osz'rz'en, pp. 194, 196, who re

gards the tree as a conifer. But it is

perhaps a tamarisk.

a//an Acgy_/M01’, p. 621.

G 'We may compare a belief of some

of the Californian Indians that the owl

is the guardian spirit and deity of the

“California big tree,” and that it is

equally unlucky to fell the tree or to

shoot the bird. See S. Powers, ’[1/'1'/ms

of Ca///07’/'1-ia, p. 398.

2 Lefébure, 0]). ail. pp. 195,

I97- .

3 Birch, in Wilkinson’s /l~[a1z12.c7's

rma’ C2/s/07/zs qf Z/za A1-zrz'em‘ Egg//>Zz'a1zs'

(London, 1878), iii. 84.

4 Wilkinson, of. rz'/. iii. 62-64;

E. A. VVallis Budge, The Gods of [/20

Egg//§lz'a/zs, ii. 106 sq.; G. Maspero,

I-[z'sZ0z'rc rzmz'emze, i. 18 5.

5 Wilkinson, op. cz'/. iii. 349 sq.;

A. Erman, Aew//)/672 mm’ ae,§ry/7/z'sr/zcs

Leéwz 2'1//. A//0/‘£21//z, p. 368; H.

Brugsch, ]i’e/zlgiorz mza’ 1%/Z/zologic der

7 VVilkinson, 0/2. rif. iii. 349 sq.;

H. Brugsch, /\’e/2-',_r]1.'01z zmri /ll)///z.ologz'e

der a//an /1(.f_§"j/]§/L’7’, p. 621; R. V.

Lanzone, ])z'sz'0mz1'z'0 (ii /lfz'/alogia

Egz'zz'rz, tav. cclxiii.; Plutarch, [sis at

Osi/'z's, 20. In this passage of

Plutarch it has been proposed by

G. Parthey to read ,u.1/pl/ms (tamarisk)

for p/q0l5vys (//w//aide), and the conjec

ture appears to be accepted by Wilkin

SO11, /0('. ('z'/.
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tree,” “the solitary one in the acacia,” and so forth.1 On

the monuments he sometimes appears as a mummy covered

with a tree or with plants ;2 and trees are represented grow

ing from his grave.3

It accords with the character of Osiris as a tree-spirit OSl1'lS in

that his worshippers were forbidden to injure fruit-trees, and

with his character as a god of vegetation in general that Wells. the

they were not allowed to stop up wells of water, which are and

so important for the irrigation of hot southern lands.4

According to one legend, he taught men to train the vine

to poles, to prune its superfluous foliage, and to extract

the juice of the grape.5 The ivy was sacred to him, and

was called his plant because it is always green.6

8 3' 031.745 (Z G02’ of Ferz‘z'Zz'z‘j./

As a god of vegetation Osiris was naturally conceived Osiris

as a god of creative energy in general, since men at a certain

stage of evolution fail to distinguish between the reproductive as £1 sod of

. . . fertility in

powers of animals and of plants. Hence a striking feature ge,,C,.,,1_

in his worship was the coarse but expressive symbolism by

which this aspect of his nature was presented to the eye not

merely of the initiated but of the multitude. At his festival

women used to go about the villages singing songs in his

praise and carrying obscene images of him which they set

in motion by means of strings.7 The custom was probably

a charm to ensure the growth of the crops. A similar image

of him, decked with all the fruits of the earth, is said to have

stood in a temple before a figure of Isis,8 and in the chambers

1 E. Lefébure, Le my//ze Orz'rz'e/1, p.

191.

2 E. Lefébure, o/>. 0'/. p. 188.

3 R. V. Lanzone, I)z'sz'o/zarz'o o-'2'

sit on a well. See Plutarch, Isis of

O.rz'/7's, I5 ; Homer, I:/3/1/m Io De//re/er,

98 sg.; Pausanias, i. 39. 1; Apollo

dorus, i. 5. 1; Nicander, T/zerz'ara,

/lIz'/o/ogia Egzeziiz, tav. ccciv. ; G. 486; Clement of Alexandria, Profreg/>/.

Maspero, I1/'2-'sloz'-re a/zrierme, ii. 570, ii. 20, p. 16 ed. Potter.

he , _ 5 Tibullus, i. 7. 33-36.

‘1 Plutarch, Isis ef O.rzrz.r, 35. One
6 . . . _of the points in which the myths of Dlodoms Slculus’ 1' I7‘ 4 M/'

Isis and Demeter agree is that both

goddesses in the search for the loved

and lost one are said to have sat down,

sad at heart and weary, on the edge of

a well. Hence those who had been

initiated at Eleusis were forbidden to

7 Herodotus, ii. 48; Plutarch, Trait

e/‘ Osz'rz'.r, 12, 18, 36, 51; Diodorus

Siculus, i. 21. 5, i. 22. 6 a_/., iv. 6. 3.

3 I-Iippolytus, I\’¢_.‘/iufrzlfo 0//mill//2

/1-aere.rz'u/11, v. 7, p. 144r ed. Duncker

and Schneidewin.
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dedicated to him at Philae the dead god is portrayed lying

on his bier in an attitude which indicates in the plainest way

that even in death his generative virtue was not extinct but

only suspended, ready to prove a source of life and fertility

to the world when the opportunity should offer.1 Hymns

addressed to Osiris contain allusions to this important side

of his nature. In one of them it is said that the world

waxes green in triumph through him, and another declares,

“Thou art the father and mother of mankind, they live on

thy breath, they subsist on the flesh of thy body.”2 We

may conjecture that in this paternal aspect he was supposed,

like other gods of fertility, to bless men and women with

offspring, and that the processions at his festival were

intended to promote this object as well as to quicken the

seed in the ground. It would be to misjudge ancient

religion to denounce as lewd and profligate the emblems

and the ceremonies which the Egyptians employed for the

purpose of giving effect to this conception of the divine

power. The ends which they proposed to themselves in

these rites were natural and laudable ; only the means they

adopted to compass them were mistaken. A similar fallacy

induced the Greeks to adopt a like symbolism in their

Dionysiac festivals, and the superficial but striking resem

blance thus produced between the two religions has perhaps

more than anything else misled inquirers, both ancient and

modern, into identifying worships which, though certainly

akin in nature, are perfectly distinct and independent in

origin.3 '

§ 4. Osz'r/2': a God of the Dead

We have seen that in one of his aspects Osiris was the

ruler and judge of the dead.4 To a people like the Egyptians,

As god of

the corn

Osiris

came to be

viewed as

the god of

the resur

rection.

1 A. Mariette-Bey, Dcrzdém/z, iv.

pll. 66, 68, 69, 7o, 88, 89, 9o. Com

pare R. V. Lanzone, Dz'zz'onario dz’

./I/fz'/ologia Lg/£zz'a, tavv. cclxxi., cclxxii.,

cclxxvi., cclxxxv., cclxxxvi., cclxxxvii.,

cclxxxix., ccxc. ; E. A. Wallis Budge,

T/20 Gods of [/20 [L-".§f)//7/Z'£Z}’1/.5‘, ii. 132,

136, 137.

2 Miss Margaret A. Murray, 7710

O.tz'mz'orz ad /1(1)/dos, p. 27.

3 That the Greek Dionysus was

nothing but a slightly disguised form

of the Egyptian Osiris has been held

by Herodotus in ancient and by Mr.

P. Foucart in modern times. See

I--lerodotus, ii. 49; P. Foucart, L0

cu/Z0 d0 ]f)z'0n)/.1‘0.l' 012 /1/liyz/0 (Paris,

1904) (/if/J//zoz'rcr d0 /’Aradér/M0 der

lrzsrrzl/I/z'01zs 0/ l>’cl/as-Le!/ms, xxxvii.).

4 Above, pp. 216 Sr].
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who not only believed in a life beyond the grave but actually

spent much of their time, labour, and money in preparing

for it, this office of the god must have appeared hardly, if

at all, less important than his function of making the earth

to bring forth its fruits in due season. We may assume

that in the faith of his worshippers the two provinces of the

god were intimately connected. In laying their dead in

the grave they committed them to his keeping who could

raise them from the dust to life eternal, even as he caused

the seed to spring from the ground. Of that faith the corn

stuffed effigies of Osiris found in Egyptian tombs furnish an

eloquent and unequivocal testimony.1 They were at once

an emblem and an instrument of resurrection. Thus from

the sprouting of the grain the ancient Egyptians drew an

augury of human immortality. They are not the only

people who have built the same far-reaching hopes on the

same fragile foundation. “Thou fool, that which thou

sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be, but bare

grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other grain: but

God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and to every

seed his own body. So also is the resurrection of the dead.

It is sown in corruption; it is raised in incorruption: it is

sown in weakness; it is raised in power: it is sown a

natural body; it is raised a spiritual body.” 2

A god who thus fed his people with his own broken Great

body in this life, and who held out to them a promise of a 1;;’lt°1‘11l""rit>'

blissful eternity in a better world hereafter, naturally reigned worship

supreme in their affections. \/Ve need not wonder, therefore, OfOSmS'

that in Egypt the worship of the other gods was over

shadowed by that of Osiris, and that while they were

revered each in his own district, he and his divine partner

Isis were adored in all.3

Above, pp. 262 sq. 3 Herodotus, ii. 42. CompareI

Corinthians xv. 36-38, 42- A. \-Vallis Budge, T/ze Gods rjf //us

44. Egyjn‘z'a/zs, ii. 115 .w]., 203 sq.

1

2
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CHAPTER VI

ISIS

THE original meaning of the goddess Isis is still more

difficult to determine than that of her brother and husband

Osiris. Her attributes and epithets were so numerous that

in the hieroglyphics she is called “the many-named,” “the

thousand-named,” and in Greek inscriptions “the myriad

named.”1 The late eminent Dutch scholar C. P. Tiele

confessed candidly that “it is now impossible to tell pre

cisely to what natural phenomena the character of Isis at

first referred.” Yet he adds, “Originally she was a goddess

of fecundity.”2 Similarly Dr. Budge writes that “Isis was

the great and beneficent goddess and mother, whose influence

and love pervaded all heaven and earth and the abode of

the dead, and she was the personification of the great

feminine, creative power which conceived, and brought forth

every living creature and thing, from the gods in heaven to

man on the earth, and to the insect on the ground; what

she brought forth she protected, and cared for, and fed, and

nourished, and she employed her life in using her power

graciously and successfully, not only in creating new beings

but in restoring those that were dead. She was, besides

these things, the highest type of a faithful and loving wife

and mother, and it was in this capacity that the Egyptians

honoured and worshipped her most.”3

1 H. Brugsch, ]1’clz:g'z'01z mza’ jllyl/z.o

/0,gz'a der a//an Aagy/Me/', p. 645; VV.

Dittenberger, Orz'm/z's (/mesa‘ //zscr2-'/>

Zi0m:s Se/cclac, No. 695; C01’/ms

[1zsrm'/I/1'0/zu//z G1'.rw¢'a1'zm1, iii. p. 1232,

No. 4941. Compare H. Dessau, [12

s‘c'1'1.]2lz'0n./:s Lalimw Se//.'r/ae, No. 4376 A.

2 C. P. Tiele, ffis/ary Egj/jfi/z'a.1z

]t’e/zlgz'ozz, p. 57.

3 E. A. Wallis Budge, T/ac GodsI/re Egg/j)l2'a12s, ii. 203 sq.

282
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Thus in her character of a goddess of fecundity Isis How Isis

answered to the great mother goddesses of Asia, though she d

differed from them in the chastity and fidelity of her conjugal from the

life; for while they were unmarried and dissolute, she had a

husband and was a true wife to him as well as an affectionate <>fASiL"-La

mother to their son. I-Ience her beautiful Madonna-like

figure reflects a more refined state of society and of morals

than the coarse, sensual, cruel figures of Astarte, Anaitis,

Cybele, and the rest of that crew. A clear trace, indeed, of

an ethical standard very different from our own lingers in

her double relation of sister and wife to Osiris; but in most

other respects she is rather late than primitive, the full-blown

flower rather than the seed of a long religious development.

The attributes ascribed to her were too various to be all

her own. They were graces borrowed from many lesser

deities, sweets rifled from a thousand humbler plants to

feed the honey of her superb effiorescence. Yet in her

complex nature it is perhaps still possible to detect the

original nucleus round which by a slow process of accretion

the other elements gathered. For if her brother and husband Isis

Osiris was indeed the corn-god, as we have seen reason to

believe, she must surely have been the corn-goddess. There the corn

are at least some grounds for thinking so. For if we may goddess"

trust Diodorus Siculus, whose authority appears to have been

the Egyptian historian Manetho, the discovery of wheat and

barley was attributed to Isis, and at her festivals stalks of

these grains were carried in procession to commemorate the

boon she had conferred on men.1 A further detail is added

by Augustine. He says that Isis made the discovery of

barley at the moment when she was sacrificing to the

common ancestors of her husband and herself, all of whom

had been kings, and that she showed the newly discovered

ears of barley to Osiris and his councillor Thoth or

Mercury, as Roman writers called him. That is why,

adds Augustine, they identify Isis with Ceres.2 Further,

1 Diodorus Siculus, i. 14. I rq. was more concise than that of Manetho.

Eusebius (l’mc/>ara/1'0 [fem/z‘g2.'/z'z', iii.

3) quotes from Diodorus a long '3 Augustine, De <'2'r'1'/a/tr? Def, viii.

passage on the early religion of 27. Tertullian says that Isis wore a

Egypt, prefacing it with the remark wreath of the corn she had discovered

that Diodorus’s account of the subject (D(?(‘0)‘0l1-(I, 7).
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at harvest-time, when the Egyptian reapers had cut the

first stalks, they laid them down and beat their breasts,

wailing and calling upon Isis.1 The custom has been already

explained as a lament for the corn-spirit slain under the

sickle.2 Amongst the epithets by which Isis is designated

in the inscriptions are “creatress of the green crop,” “the

Green One, whose greenness is like the greenness of the

earth,” and “mistress of bread.” 3 According to Brugsch she

is “not only the creatress of the fresh verdure of vegetation

which covers the earth, but is actually the green corn-field

itself, which is personified as a goddess.” 4 This is confirmed

by her epithet S00/zz'z‘ or S00/zez‘, meaning “a corn-field,” a

sense which the word still retains in Coptic.” The Greeks

conceived of Isis as a corn-goddess, for they identified her

with Demeter.6 In a Greek epigram she is described as

“she who has given birth to the fruits of the earth,”

and “the mother of the ears of corn ”;7 and in a hymn

composed in her honour she speaks of herself as “queen of

the wheat-field,” and is described as “charged with the care

of the fruitful furrow’s wheat-rich path.”S Accordingly,

Greek or Roman artists often represented her with ears of

corn on her head or in her hand.9

Such, we may suppose, was Isis in the olden time, a

rustic Corn—Mother adored with uncouth rites by Egyptian

swains. But the homely features of the clownish god

dess could hardly be traced in the refined, the saintly

form which, spiritualised by ages of religious evolution,

she presented to her worshippers of after days as the

true wife, the tender mother, the beneficent queen of

nature, encircled with the nimbus of moral purity, of

immemorial and mysterious sanctity. Thus chastened

and transfigured she won many hearts far beyond the

1 Diodorus Siculus, i. 14. 2. ii. I. 3; Tzetzes, SC/00/. on Lyra

2 See above, pp. 237 sq. [3/HY)/1, 212. See further \/V. Drexler,

3 H. Brugsch, ]\)(,’/l:§’l'0l1» zmd .Myz‘/z

0/0,t;'z.'0 der at//0/z .»10g‘)//>/01’, p. 647.

‘1 H. Brugsch, 0]). (ii. p. 649. Com

pare E. A. Wallis Budge, Z710 Gods of

//10 Egg//>/z'a/2.9, ii. 216.

5 ll. Brugsch, /00. ('1'/.

U Herodotus, ii. 59, I56; Diodorus

Siculus, i. 13, 25, 96; Apollodorus

in \/V. H. Roscher’s Lead/.1011; d. ,g‘1v.'(:r/1.

und /'0'//1. /i/j///1-0/0,§’?i(,’, ii. 443 sq.

7 /I/2//10/ogia /j’/a/zudca, cclxiv. 1.

8 E/)1'g;'a//z//za/(L (lrauca ax /a]‘>z'(i/£0115‘

r0/1./00/a, ed. G. Kaibel, No. 1028, pp.

437 .l'(/.; O11/)/z.z'rrz, ed. E. Abel, pp.

295 W‘!

" W. Drcxler, 015. cit. ii. 448 sgq.
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boundaries of her native land. In that welter of religions

which accompanied the decline of national life in antiquity

her worship was one of the most popular at Rome and

throughout the empire. Some of the Roman emperors

themselves were openly addicted to it. And however the

religion of Isis may, like any other, have been often worn

as a cloak by men and women of loose life, her rites appear

on the whole to have been honourably distinguished by a

dignity and composure, a solemnity and decorum well fitted

to soothe the troubled mind, to ease the burdened heart.

They appealed therefore to gentle spirits, and above all to

women, whom the bloody and licentious rites of other

Oriental goddesses only shocked and repelled. We need

not wonder, then, that in a period of decadence, when

traditional faiths were shaken, when systems clashed, when

men’s minds were disquieted, when the fabric of empire

itself, once deemed eternal, began to show ominous rents

and fissures, the serene figure of Isis with her spiritual

calm, her gracious promise of immortality, should have

appeared to many like a star in a stormy sky, and should

have roused in their breasts a rapture of devotion not unlike

that which was paid in the Middle Ages to the Virgin Reserv

Mary. Indeed her stately ritual, with its shaven and 3;

tonsured priests, its matins and vespers, its tinkling 1nt1sic,Mf*<l°1"1'~1

its baptism and aspersions of holy water, its solemn pro

cessions, its jewelled images of the Mother of God, presented

many points of similarity to the pomps and ceremonies of

Catholicism.1 The resemblance need not be purely acci

1 L. Preller, 1\’<'i//zz'sr/1e‘ 171)/t/10/ogz'a,3

ii. 373-385; Marquardt, l\’<'i//zz'sr/ze

.SYaa/st'¢'1*zu¢z.[/z//I3’i iii.2 77 -81; E.

Renan, /l./(zrr-.»11m.‘/c, pp. 570 .vz]r].;

J. Reville, La 1'12/2-@071 /'02/zrr2'11.u ri 1\’0l/16

sour /or S/'Z)r,37'¢,".\‘, pp. 54-61 ; G. Lafaye,

[{z'.\*/027-0 du ru/ts atzs a’z'zxz'm'/eh‘ a”A/e

..ra/1a’rz'u (Paris, 1884); E. Meyer and

W. Drexler, rm. “Isis,” in W. H.

Roscher’s Lr..'.>rz'Xr021. rt’. g/‘1'e’<.‘/1. -u. 7'6//1.

ill)’//L0/rIg*17¢', ii. 360 sqq. ; S. Dill,

Roman S0<*1M)/ in //10 Lax! Cc/1/-:1/y 0}”

[/10 I-Var/6171. E7115/>1'n','3 pp. 79 51]., 85

.r(](/. The chief passage on the worship

of Isis in the West is the eleventh book

of Apuleius’s 17ft?/a//1o1;;>/10re'.r. On the

reputation which the goddess enjoyed

as a healer of the sick see Diodorus

Siculus, i. 25; \V. Drexler, of. ri/.

ii. 521 syy. The divine partner of

Isis in later times, especially outside of

Egypt, _was Serapis, that is Osiris

Apis (.~1.ia2--1_5/71/>1‘), the sacred Apis bull

of Memphis, identified after death with

Osiris. His oldest sanctuary was at

Memphis (Pausanias, i. 18. 4), and

there was one at Babylon in the time

of Alexander the Great (Plutarch,

A/cxa/za'u1', 76; Arrian, Amz!)¢zrz'.r, vii.

26). Ptolemy I. or II. built a great and

famous temple in his honour at Alex

andria, where he set up an image of
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dental. Ancient Egypt ‘may have contributed its share

to the gorgeous symbolism of the Catholic Church as well

as to the pale abstractions of her theology.1 Certainly in

art the figure of Isis suckling the infant Horus is so like

that of the Madonna and child that it has sometimes

received the adoration of ignorant Christians.2 And to

Isis in her later ‘character of patroness of mariners the

Virgin Mary perhaps owes her beautiful epithet of SM!/a

[War/2's, “Star of the Sea,” under which she is adored by

tempest-tossed sailors.3 The attributes of a marine deity

may have been bestowed on Isis by the sea-faring Greeks

of Alexandria. They are quite foreign to her original

character and to the habits of the Egyptians, who had no

love of the sea."

the god which was commonly said

to have been imported from Sinope

in Pontus. See Tacitus, [[z's/07’. iv.

83 sq. ; Plutarch, [sis at Osz.'rz's, 27-29 ;

Clement of Alexandria, ["1'0/1212/. iv.

48, p. 42 ed. Potter. In after ages

the institution of the worship of Serapis

was attributed to this Ptolemy, but all

that the politic Macedonian monarch

appears to have done was to assimilate

the Egyptian Osiris to the Greek Pluto,

and so to set up a god whom Egyptians

and Greeks could unite in worshipping.

Serapis gradually assumed the attributes

of Aesculapius, the Greek god of heal

ing, in addition to those of Pluto, the

Greek god of the dead. See G. Lafaye,

[[2's/oirc du cu/le des a’z'w'1zz'Zes cZ’AZe

xa1zci1'z'c, pp. 16 sqq. ; A. Wiedemann,

fferodols zwez'/es Bur/2, p. 589; E.

A. \Vallis Budge, T720 Gods of Z/ze

Egg/j>iz'azzs, ii. 195 sqq.; A. Erman,

Die £137)/p!z'sc/ze [fie/z'gz'osz, pp. 216-218.

1 The resemblance of Isis to the

Virgin Mary has often been pointed

out. See W. Drexler, in W. H.

Roscher’s Lexi/e072 a’. gflec/2. zr. rdm.

[lb///zo/ogie, ii. 428 sqq.

2 W. Drexler, 0;). 62'/. ii. 430 sq.

3 Th. Trede, Das [~[ez'a’enlm/z 2'12 der

1'b'fizz'sc/zen [('z'rc/zc, iii. 144 sq.

‘1 On this later aspect of Isis see

W. Drexler, 0;). cz'/. ii. 474 sqq.



CHAPTER VII

osnus AND THE SUN

OSIRIS has been sometimes interpreted as the sun-god;osiris in
. . . . J atand in modern times this view has been held by so many ;;rIt)1§:t(s',(,,,

distinguished writers that it deserves a brief examination. by man)’

If we inquire on what evidence Osiris has been identified K..1,(.),il,,errsI?

with the sun or the sun-god, it will be found on analysis

to be minute in quantity and dubious, where it is not

absolutely worthless, in quality. The diligent Jablonski, the

first modern scholar to collect and sift the testimony of

classical writers on Egyptian religion, says that it can be

shown in many ways that Osiris is the sun, and that he

could produce a cloud of witnesses to prove it, but that it is

needless to do so, since no learned man is ignorant of the

fact.1 Of the writers whom he condescends to quote, the

only two who expressly identify Osiris with the sun are

Diodorus and -l\/Iacrobius. The passage in Diodorus runs

thus :2 “It is said that the aboriginal inhabitants of Egypt,

looking up to the sky, and smitten with awe and wonder at

the nature of the universe, supposed that there were two

gods, eternal and primaeval, the sun and the moon, of whom

they named the sun Osiris and the moon Isis.” Even if

Diodorus’s authority for this statement is Manetho, as there

is some ground for believing,3 little or no weight can be

attached to it. For it is plainly a philosophical, and there

fore a late, explanation of the first beginnings of Egyptian

religion, reminding us of Kant’s familiar saying about

the starry heavens and the moral law rather than of the

1 Jablonski, 1~’a;z//won 1~1z,'"g/ptz'oz-um 2 Diodorus Siculus, i. II. 1.

(Frankfort, 1750), i. 125 sq. 3 See p. 283, note I.
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rude traditions of a primitive people. jablonski’s second

authority, Macrobius, is no better, but rather worse. For

Macrobius was the father of that large family of myth

ologists who resolve all or most gods into the sun. Accord

ing to him Mercury was the sun, Mars was the sun, Janus

was the sun, Saturn was the sun, so was Jupiter, also

Nemesis, likewise Pan, and so on through a great part of

the pantheon.1 It was natural, therefore, that he should

identify Osiris with the sun,2 but his reasons for doing so

are exceedingly slight. He refers to the ceremonies of

alternate lamentation and joy as if they reflected the

vicissitudes of the great luminary in his course through the

sky. Further, he argues that Osiris must be the sun

because an eye was one of his symbols. It is true that

an eye was a symbol of Osiris,3 and it is also true that the

sun was often called “the eye of Horus” ;4 yet the co

incidence hardly suffices to establish the identity of the two

deities. The opinion that Osiris was the sun is also

mentioned, but not accepted, by Plutarch,5 and it is referred

to by Firmicus Maternus."

Amongst modern scholars, Lepsius, in identifying Osiris

with the sun, appears to rely mainly on the passage of

Diodorus already quoted. But the monuments, he adds,

also show “that down to a late time Osiris was sometimes

conceived as Ra. In this quality he is named Osz'r/is-Ra

even in the ‘Book of the Dead,’ and Isis is often called ‘the

royal consort of Ra.’ ” 7 That Ra was both the physical sun

and the sun-god is undisputed; but with every deference

for the authority of so great a scholar as Lepsius, it may

be doubted whether the identification of Osiris with Ra

can be accepted as proof that Osiris was originally the sun.

1 See Macrobius, .S'a/uma/z'a, bk. i.

2 Sa/mvz. i. 21. II.

3 Plutarch, /sz'.r cl Orz'rz's, I0 and

51; Sir G. Wilkinson, ./l//"a7m0rs

rz/zd Czar/0//zs I/10 z-lncz'wzl .Z?gj//J/z'a/zs

//10 Egg/p/z'a/zs, i. 467 ; A. Erman,

Die rig)//1/z'sc/zc [t’0/z'gz'0'/2, p. 7.

5 [sis at Osz'rz's, 52.

6 D0 errore /brofarz. 2'0/1-;§r1.'0/zzmz, 8.

(London, 1878), iii. 353; R. V. 7 Lepsius, “ Ueber den ersten

Lanzone, Dz'zz'orzrzrz'o dz’ /111'/0/0,gz'a aegyptischen Gotterkreis und seine

E,,vz-'zz'a, pp. 782 sq. ; E. A. Wallis geschichtlich ~ mythologische Entste

Budge, ’/710 G0d.r 0f [/10 Egy/'2/1'0/zs,

ii. 11 . .

4 E. A. Wallis Budge, The Gods of

hung,” in A0/za/zrz’/zuzgcn a’ur /.'0'1zzlf,-r

/it/zen A/cade/We der I/I/z'ss0nsr/zrzflcrz 21/

1307'/2'12, 1851, pp. 194 ry.
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For the religion of ancient Iilgypt1 may be described as

a confederacy of local cults which, while maintaining against

each other a certain measure of jealous and even hostile

independence, were yet constantly subjected to the fusing

and amalgamating influence of political centralisation and

philosophic thought. The history of the religion appears

to have largely consisted of a struggle between these

opposite forces or tendencies. On the one side there was

the conservative tendency to preserve the local cults with all

their distinctive features, fresh, sharp, and crisp as they had

been handed down from an immemorial past. On the other

side there was the progressive tendency, favoured by the

gradual fusion of the people under a powerful central

government, first to dull the edge of these provincial dis

tinctions, and finally to break them down completely and

merge them in a single national religion. The conservative

party probably mustered in its ranks the great bulk of the

people, their prejudices and affections being warmly enlisted

in favour of the local deity, with whose temple and rites

they had been familiar from childhood; and the popular

dislike of change, based on the endearing effect of old

association, must have been strongly reinforced by the less

disinterested opposition of the local clergy, whose material

interests would necessarily suffer with any decay of their

shrines. On the other hand the kings, whose power and

glory rose with the political and ecclesiastical consolidation

of the realm, were the natural champions of religious unity ;

and their efforts would be seconded by the refined and

thoughtful minority, who could hardly fail to be shocked by

the many barbarous and revolting elements in the local

rites. As usually happens in such cases, the process of

religious unification appears to have been largely effected

by discovering points of similarity, real or imaginary, between

the provincial deities, which were thereupon declared to be

only different names or manifestations of the same god.

Of the deities who thus acted as centres of attraction,

absorbing in themselves a multitude of minor divinities, by

1 The view here taken of the history 351 .\v/(]. Compare C. P. Tiele, C6

of Egyptian religion is based on the .rr/11%/1./t’ z/r‘;' /\”t.'/1'g1'0/z 1'//1 A//er/1///1, i.

sketch in Ad. Erman‘s Aug)’/7/r..'1z 2//za’ 79 sy.

avg;/A/>/z's¢'/zer 1.0/wn 1'//z .-I//L’/'/1///1, pp.

U
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1\/1051 far the most important was the sun-god Ra. There appear

l':‘(;e’(1,'S1)1\’v",’"e‘r’e to have been few gods in Egypt who were not at one time

at some or other identified with him. Ammon of Thebes, Horus of

jilneftifiecl the East, Horus of Edfu, Chnum of Elephantine, Tum of

withthe Heliopolis, all were regarded as one god, the sun. Even

SL111.

the water-god Sobk, in spite of his crocodile shape, did not

Attempt of escape the same fate. Indeed one king, Amenophis IV.,

/I"\’,‘_’(’,’:)°1””s undertook to sweep away all the old gods at a stroke and

abolish all replace them by a single god, the “great living disc of the

sun.” 1 In the hymns composed in his honour, this deity is

soct referred to as “the living disc of the sun, besides whom there

is none other.” He is said to have made “the far heaven”

and “men, beasts, and birds; he strengtheneth the eyes

with his beams, and when he showeth himself, all flowers

live and grow, the meadows flourish at his upgoing and

are drunken at his sight, all cattle skip on their feet,

and the birds that are in the marsh flutter for joy.” It is

he “who bringeth the years, createth the months, maketh

the days, calculateth the hours, the lord of time, by whom

men reckon.” In his zeal for the unity of god, the king

commanded to erase the names of all other gods from the

monuments, and to destroy their images. His rage was

particularly directed against the god Ammon, whose name

and likeness were effaced wherever they were found; even

the sanctity of the tomb was violated in order to destroy

the memorials of the hated deity. In some of the halls of

the great temples at Carnac, Luxor, and other places, all the

names of the gods, with a few chance exceptions, were

scratched out. The monarch even changed his own name,

Amenophis, because it was compounded of Ammon, and

took instead the name of Chu-en-aten, “gleam of the sun’s

disc.” Thebes itself, the ancient capital of his glorious

ancestors, full of the monuments of their piety and idolatry,

was no longer a home for the puritan king. He deserted it,

1 On this attempted revolution in sqq.; A. Wiedemann, /leg;//>/i'sc/id

religion see Lepsius, in Var/lama’/. rz’.

/aiiizijg/. A/ma’. cl. I/Vissmsc/z. zu fJ’e7'[i1z,

1851, pp. 196-201; A. Erman,

Aegg/pieii zma’ aegyplisc/zcs Laban i//z

/I/lerium, pp. 74 sq., 355-357; id.,

Die ('1/gr}//)/is:/lze /1’e/igion, pp. 64-72;

H. Brugsch, [~[isi01'y of Egy/1!, i. 441

Gesr/iic/zirz, pp. 396 sqq. ; id., Die [Cc

/i'gi'0iz der a/Zen Aegg/fie/', pp. 20-22;

C. P. Tiele, (.7asc/iii‘/i/0 der ]\’c/igi0ii

ii/2 /I/Z67’/ll/1?, i. 84-92; G. Maspero,

ffisioirc A/zric/me, i. 316 sqq.; E. A.

Wallis Budge, Tbe Gods rq’ //w

Egy/fiiiazzs, ii. 68-84.
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and built for himself a new capital in Middle Egypt at

the place now known as Tell-el-Amarna. Here in a

few years a city of palaces and gardens rose like an

exhalation at his command, and here the king, his

dearly loved wife and children, and his complaisant

courtiers led a merry life. The grave and sombre ritual

of Thebes was discarded. The sun-god was worshipped

with songs and hymns, with the music of harps and flutes,

with offerings of cakes and fruits and flowers. Blood seldom

stained his kindly altars. The king himself celebrated the

offices of religion. He preached with unction, and we may

be sure that his courtiers listened with at least an outward

semblance of devotion. From the too-faithful portraits of

himself which he has bequeathed to us we can still picture

to ourselves the heretic king in the pulpit, with his tall,

lanky figure, his bandy legs, his pot-belly, his long, lean,

haggard face aglow with the fever of religious fanaticism.

Yet “the doctrine,” as he loved to call it, which he

proclaimed to his hearers was apparently no stern message

of renunciation in this world, of terrors in the world to

come. The thoughts of death, of judgment, and of the

life beyond the grave, which weighed like a nightmare

on the minds of the Egyptians, seem to have been

dismissed for a time. Even the name of Osiris, the

awful judge of the dead, is not once mentioned in the

graves at Tell-el-Amarna. All this lasted only during the

life of the reformer. His death was followed by a violent

reaction. The old gods were reinstated in their rank and

privileges: their names and images were restored ; and new

temples were built. But all the shrines and palaces reared

by the late king were thrown down: even the sculptures

that referred to him and to his god in rock-tombs and on

the sides of hills were erased or filled up with stucco: his

name appears on no later monument, and was carefully

omitted from all official lists. The new capital was

abandoned, never to be inhabited again. Its plan can

still be traced in the sands of the desert.

This attempt of King Amenophis IV. is only an ex

treme example of a tendency which appears to have

affected the religion of Egypt as far back as we can

Failure

of the

attempt.
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Identifica- trace it. Therefore, to come back to our point, in attempt

. 2]: ~ I u - u3,"c_,nS’,’,”,’,’i’S ing to discover the original character of any Egyptian god,

noevidence no weight can be given to the ident1ficat1on of him with

Ofthe other gods, least of all with the sun-god Ra. Far from

ori inal

f)lf1;§t';1Ct@r helping to follow up the trail, these identifications only cross

Egyptian and confuse it. The best evidence for the original character

god of the Egyptian gods is to be found in their ritual and

myths, so far as these are known, and in the manner in

which they are portrayed on the monuments. It is mainly

on evidence drawn from these sources that I rest my

interpretation of Osiris as a deity primarily of the fruits

of the earth.

The solar The ground upon which some recent writers seem chiefly

to rely for the identification of Osiris with the sun is that

1'1$>t<~1-\'1)1€1iI1 the story of his death fits better with the solar phenomena

his death . . . .

and rem- than with any other in nature. It may readily be admitted

recilo’-L that the daily appearance and disappearance of the sun

might very naturally be expressed by a myth of his death

and resurrection; and writers who regard Osiris as the sun

are careful to indicate that it is the diurnal, and not the

annual, course of the sun to which they understand the

myth to apply. Thus Renouf, who identified Osiris with

the sun, admitted that the Egyptian sun could not with any

show of reason be described as dead in winter.1 But if his

daily death was the theme of the legend, why was it celebrated

by an annual ceremony? This fact alone seems fatal to the

interpretation of the myth as descriptive of sunset and sun

rise. Again, though the sun may be said to die daily, in

what sense can he be said to be torn in pieces? 2

In the course of our inquiry it has, I trust, been made

the theory that Osiris was the sun ; he

now supposes that the deity originally

personified the Nile. See his f~[is/oire

a/z0z'01zrz04 (Paris, 1886), p. 35; and

his ffis/oire anrz'cmze des /2021f/es d0

/’Oriezz/' 0/as.s'ir/ue, i. (Paris, 189 5),

p. 130. Dr. E. A. Wallis Budge also

1 P. Le Page Renouf, L00/ures 012

1/20 O7'i§ri'1z and Grow//i 0f ]i’0/igdo/z 2

(London, 1884), p. 113. Compare

Ed. Meyer, Gasr/zz'r/ale (/05 A//01'//mms,

i- §§ 55, 57

2 The late eminent scholar C. P.

Tiele, who formerly interpreted Osiris

as a sun-god (ffis/07'y 0/ Fgy/)/i'a1z [B0

ligiorz, pp. 43 s7(].), afterwards adopted

a view of his nature which approaches

more nearly to the one advocated in

this book. See his Gas:/zirr/ale der /80

/igiorz if/2 A //0'/'/zr//z, i. 35 sq., 12 3.

Professor Maspero has also abandoned

interprets Osiris as the Nile (T/20 Gods

0f (/10 L7,.;>_j/j>/z'arzs, i. 122, I23), and

this view was held by some ancient

writers (Plutarch, [sis 0/ Osi1'i'.r, 32,

34, 36, 38, 39). Compare Miss M.

A. Murray, '/I/ac Osz'r'0i01z (ll Ab)/dos

(London, 1904), p. 29.
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- mere fancy.

clear that there is another natural phenomenon to which the The death

conception of death and resurrection is as applicable as to

sunset and sunrise, and which, as a matter of fact, has been Osiris more

so conceived and represented in folk-custom. This pheno

menon is the annual growth and decay of vegetation. Aby the

strong reason for interpreting the death of Osiris as the §,fi;j;“~and

decay of vegetation rather than as the sunset is to be found sr<>Wth_<>f

in the general, though not unanimous, voice of antiquity, Wgetat1On'

which classed together the worship and myths of Osiris,

Adonis, Attis, Dionysus, and Demeter, as religions of

essentially the same type.1 The consensus of ancient

opinion on this subject seems too great to be rejected as a

So closely did the rites of Osiris resemble

those of Adonis at Byblus that some of the people of

Byblus themselves maintained that it was Osiris and not

Adonis whose death was mourned by them.2 Such a view

could certainly not have been held if the rituals of the two

gods had not been so alike as to be almost indistinguishable.

Again, Herodotus found the similarity between the rites of

Osiris and Dionysus so great, that he thought it impossible

the latter could have arisen independently; they must, he

thought, have been recently borrowed, with slight alterations,

by the Greeks from the Egyptians.3 Again, Plutarch, a very

keen student of comparative religion, insists upon the de

tailed resemblance of the rites of Osiris to those of Dionysus.4

We cannot reject the evidence of such intelligent and trust

worthy witnesses on plain matters of fact which fell under

their own cognisance. Their explanations of the worships

it is indeed possible to reject, for the meaning of religious

1 For the identification of Osiris with Adonis and Attis see Hippolytus,

with Dionysus, and of Isis with ]\°gfulafz'0 01/mz'z1//1 /zae2'esz"u//1, v. 9. p. '

Demeter, see Herodotus, ii. 42, 49,

‘ 59, 144, 156 ; Plutarch, [sis cf Orzfis,

13, 35; Diodorus Siculus, i. 13, 25,

96, iv. 1; O7‘/5/zzkvz, Hymn 42; Eusebius,

P1'rw]>ar. Evazzg. iii. I 1. 31 ; Servius on

Virgil, Am. xi. 287; fa’. on Virgil,

Georg. i. 166; ]. Tzetzes, Sr/10/. 011.

L)/r.‘0p/0'0/z, 212; An7'y1j,ua'ra, xxii. 2,

in /lb/2‘/Logm/5/z2.' Graarz', ed. A. \Vester

mann, p. 368; Nonnus, Dionys. iv.

269 sg.; Cornutus, Dc nal-mrz deorzz/11,

28; Ausonius, Epz;§r1'a111/Mala, 29 and

30. For the identification of Osiris

I68 ed. Duncker and Schneidewin;

Orp/'zz'ca, Hymn 42. For the identi

fication of Attis, Adonis, and Dionysus

see Socrates, H1’;/aria Err/csz'ar/z'ca, iii.

23 (Migne’s Pa/r0/0gz'a Grrzcca, lxvii.

448); Plutarch, Qzzaesfz'orzer Con

w'z’z'<zlus, iv. 5. 3; Clement of Alex

andria, Pralrc/>t. ii. 19, p. 16 ed.

Potter.

2 Lucian, De at-22 Syria, 7.

3 Herodotus, ii. 49.

4 Plutarch, [sis cl O.tz'7'z.'s, 3 5.
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cults is often open to question; but resemblances of ritual

are matters of observation. Therefore, those who explain

Osiris as the sun are driven to the alternative of either

dismissing as mistaken the testimony of antiquity to the

similarity of the rites of Osiris, Adonis, Attis, Dionysus,

and Demeter, or of interpreting all these rites as sun-worship.

No modern scholar has fairly faced and accepted either side

of this alternative. To accept the former would be to affirm

that we know the rites of these deities better than the men

who practised, or at least who witnessed them. To accept

the latter would involve a wrenching, clipping, mangling, and

distorting of myth and ritual from which even Macrobius

shrank.1 On the other hand, the view that the essence of all

these rites was the mimic death and revival of vegetation,

explains them separately and collectively in an easy and

natural way, and harmonises with the general testimony

borne by antiquity to their substantial similarity.

1 Osiris, Attis, Adonis, and Dionysus however, he interpreted as the moon.

were all resolved by him into the sun ; See the Sa/mvza[z'a, bk. i.

but he spared Demeter (Ceres), whom,



CHAPTER VIII

osnus AND THE MOON

BEFORE we conclude this study of Osiris it will be

worth while to consider an ancient view of his nature,

which deserves more attention than it has received in

modern times. We are told by Plutarch that among the

philosophers who saw in the gods of Egypt personifications

of natural objects and forces, there were some who inter

preted Osiris as the moon and his enemy Typhon as the

sun, “because the moon, with her humid and generative

light, is favourable to the propagation of animals and the

growth of plants; while the sun with his fierce fire scorches

and burns up all growing things, renders the greater part of

the earth uninhabitable by reason of his blaze, and often

overpowers the moon herself” 1 \/Vhatever may be thought

of the physical qualities here attributed to the moon, the

arguments adduced by the ancients to prove the identity of

Osiris with that luminary carry with them a weight which

has at least not been lightened by the results of modern

research. An examination of them and of other evidence

pointing in the same direction will, perhaps, help to set the

original character of the Egyptian deity in a clearer light.

I. Osiris was said to have lived or reigned twenty-eight

years. This might fairly be taken as a mythical expression

for a lunar month.2

2. His body was reported to have been rent into fourteen

pieces.3 This might be interpreted of the waning moon,

1 Plutarch, [sis L‘! Osz'rz's, 41.

'2 ]/)z.'a-’. I3, 42.

3 ]0z'a'. I8, 42.

texts sometimes

pieces, and

But fourteen seems to have been the

true number, because the inscriptions

of Dendera, which refer to the rites

speak of fourteen of Osiris, describe the mystic image

sometimes of sixteen. of the god as composed of fourteen

The hieroglyphic

Osiris was

sometimes

interpreted

by the

ancients as

the moon.

295
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Evidence which appears to lose a portion of itself on each of the four

Zistohgatioll teen days that make up the second half of a lunar month.

orosii-is It is expressly said that his enemy Typhon found the body

of Osiris at the full moon ;1 thus the dismemberment of the

god would begin with the waning of the moon. To primitive

man it seems manifest that the waning moon is actually

dwindling, and he naturally enough explains its diminution

by supposing that the planet is being rent or broken in

pieces or eaten away. The Klamath Indians of Oregon

speak of the moon as “the one broken to pieces” with

reference to its changing aspect; they never apply such a

term to the sun,2 whose apparent change of bulk at diflerent

seasons of the year is far too insignificant to attract the

attention of the savage, or at least to be described by him in

such forcible language. The Dacotas believe that when the

moon is full, a great many little mice begin to nibble at one

side of it and do not cease till they have eaten it all up,

after which a new moon is born and grows to maturity, only

to share the fate of its countless predecessors.3 A similar

belief is held by the Huzuls of the Carpathians, except that

they ascribe the destruction of the old moon to wolves

instead of to mice.4

3. At the new moon of the month Phanemoth, which

was the beginning of spring, the Egyptians celebrated what

they called “the entry of Osiris into the moon.” 5

4. At the ceremony called “the burial of Osiris” the

Egyptians made a crescent - shaped chest “because the

moon, when it approaches the sun, assumes the form of a

crescent and vanishes.” 6 _

5. The bull Apis, held to be an image of the soul of

Osiris,7 was born of a cow which was believed to have been

impregnated, not in the vulgar way by a bull, but by a divine

influence emanating from the moon.8

pieces. See E. A. Wallis Budge, T/ie

Gods of [/20 Egg/piz'a1zs, ii. 126 sq.

1 Plutarch, [sis ei Osiris, 8.

2 A. Gatschet, T/ze /K/a//ea!/z

[radians of S'0iei/2-Vi/esZe1'1i Oregon

(Washington, 1890), p. lxxxix.

3 S. R. Riggs, Da/:0/a G1/a1/wear,

Texts, and El’/m0gm]>/zy (Washington,

1893): P’ 165

4 R. F. Kaindl, Die

(Vienna, 1894), p. 97.

5 Plutarch, [sis ei Osiris, 43.

6 Ibid. 43.

7 féid. 20, 29.

8 Plutarch, 0/1. ei/. 43; id., Qzeaesi.

C0/27/iv. viii. I. 3. Compare Herodotus,

iii. 28; Aelian, Na/. A1-aim. xi. I0;

Mela, i. 9. 58.

["17/£22-i[6’7Z
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6. Once a year, at the full moon, pigs were sacrificed

simultaneously to the moon and Osiris.1

7. In a hymn supposed to be addressed by Isis to Osiris,

it is said that Thoth—

Place”: My soul 2'72 t/ze oar/e Ma-at,

[12 t/mt name er//zz'o/z is Z/zine, of G01) .MO0N.

And again :-—

77102; 20/20 comes! to us as a c/zz'Zd ear/1 7/zorzl/2,

We do not cease lo oorztor/rplafo 2‘/zoo.

'1‘/zine emarzatiorz /zozlg/zlorzs //ze brz'ZZz'ancy

Of Me slam of Orion 2'72 the fir/namorzt, ofa?

Here then Osiris is identified with the moon in set terms.

If in the same hymn he is said to “illuminate us like Ra ”

(the sun), that is obviously no reason for identifying him with

the sun, but quite the contrary. For though the moon may

reasonably be compared to the sun, neither the sun nor

anything else can reasonably be compared to itself.

Now if Osiris was originally, as I suppose, a deity OfThe_identi

vegetation, we can easily enough understand why in a later of

and more philosophic age he should come to be thus identified with the

or confounded with the moon.3 For as soon as he begins to :,np(i,(?dI.:,,S to

meditate upon the causes of things, the early philosopher is be based

led by certain obvious, though fallacious, appearances to

regard the moon as the ultimate cause of the growth of fitjaettglllfory

plants. In the first place he associates its apparent growth things

and decay with the growth and decay of sublunary things,

and imagines that in virtue of a secret sympathy the celestial the waxing

phenomena really produce those terrestrial changes which in Zlflctllgganlng

point of fact they merely resemble. Thus Pliny says that moon.

the moon may fairly be considered the planet of breath,

“because it saturates the earth and by its approach fills

bodies, while by its departure it empties them. Hence it

1 Herodotus, ii. 47; Plutarch, [sis

of Osa'rz's, 8. As to pigs in relation to

Osiris, see T/zo Golda/1. Bozrg/2,2 ii.

305 ago.

2 /Cecora-’r of the Past, ii. 121 .r(].;

H. Brugsch, ]\’oZ1;gz'o1z mad Jllyf/z.ologz'e

der rz//c/1. Aefigy/5/>z’or, pp. 629 sq.

3 According to C. P. Tiele (Gosc/z2.'c/ate

der [Co/2.'§‘z'o11_ 2-'//1 .4Zforlz¢//1, i. 79) the

conception of Osiris as the moon was

late and never became popular. This

entirely accords with the view adopted

in the text.
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rules
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theory.
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is,” he goes on, “that shell-fish increase with the increase of

the moon and that bloodless creatures especially feel breath

at that time; even the blood of men grows and diminishes

with the light of the moon, and leaves and herbage also feel

the same influence, since the lunar energy penetrates all

things.” 1 “There is no doubt,” writes Macrobius, “that the

moon is the author and framer of mortal bodies, so 1nuch so

that some things expand or shrink as it waxes or wanes.” 2

Again, Aulus Gellius puts in the mouth of a friend the

remark that “the same things which grow with the waxing,

do dwindle with the waning moon,” and he quotes from a

commentary of Plutarch’s on Hesiod a statement that the

onion is the only vegetable which violates this great law of

nature by sprouting in the wane and withering in the increase

of the moon.3 Scottish Highlanders allege that in the

increase of the moon everything has a tendency to grow or

stick together ;" and they call the second moon of autumn

“the ripening moon” (Geaiac/z am aéac/zazki/z), because they

imagine that crops ripen as much by its light as by day.5

From this supposed influence of the moon on the life of

plants and animals, men in ancient and modern times have

deduced a whole code of rules for the guidance of the

husbandman, the shepherd, and others in the conduct of

their affairs. Thus an ancient writer on agriculture lays it

down as a maxim, that whatever is to be sown should be

sown while the moon is waxing, and that whatever is to be

cut or gathered should be cut or gathered while it is waning."

A modern treatise on superstition describes how the super

stitious man regulates all his conduct by the moon : “What

ever he would have to grow, he sets about it when she is in

her increase; but for what he would have less he chooses

1 Pliny, Nat. f[is/. ii. 221.

2 Macrobius, C0/mzzm/. in s0¢mziz//H

S'rz';>z'01zi's, i. 1 1. 7.

3 Aulus Gellius, xx. 8. For the

opinions of the ancients on this subject

see further W. H. Roscher, U001’ .S'ale/20

ii/iii Verwand/es (Leipsic, 1890), pp. 61

sqq.

‘1 john Ramsay of Ochtertyre, Sm!

/and mm’ S£'0/87/1672 in //w Eir;/z/cm!/i

C'm/iiij/, edited by A. Allardyce, ii.

449

5 G. Campbell, VViic/zrrrf/ and

Sricoim’ -.$'Z:.‘,"/L/ in //w [‘[i§r/i/an.a.’.r rum’

[s/rmds of S60//62720’ (Glasgow, 1902),

pp. 306 sq.

11 Palladius, D0 70 His‘/z'ra, i. 34. 8.

Compare id. i. 6. I2 ; Pliny, A/Tnl. /-/isi.

xviii. 321: “0/mzia quau mi'a’z11i!m',

fit?’/'2”!/Z17’, /07ZdL’7Z/ll?’ imz0c'cm'ii1s dc

rresrmlr: /um: Q2/(Z711 £'7’L’.S‘C(JlZ/L’ fizm/.”

G60/20m'm, i. 6. 8: 'ru/és 50/a,u.ci§‘omn

/2r;5éu r/)0u/0130979 'rf]s aehvivvys c’t7\)\c‘t a.t'iEa

1/o//.é1/17s qbvrelieu/.
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her wane.” 1 In Germany the phases of the moon are

observed by superstitious people at all the more or even less

important actions of life, such as tilling the fields, building

or changing houses, marriages, hair-cutting, bleeding, cupping,

and so forth. The particular rules vary in different places,

but the principle generally followed is that whatever is done

to increase anything should be done while the moon is

waxing; whatever is done to diminish anything should be

done while the moon is waning. For example, sowing,

planting, and grafting should be done in the first half of

the moon, but the felling of timber and mowing should be

done in the second half.2 In various parts of Europe it

is believed that plants, nails, hair, and corns, cut while the

moon is on the increase, will grow again fast, but that if cut

while it is on the decrease they will grow slowly or waste

away.3 Hence persons who wish their hair to grow thick

and long should cut it in the first half of the moon.“

1 Brand, P0/Jular A/z/2'5/uz-'/2'63, iii.

144, quoting Werenfels, D2'sser/a/z'on

upon S'z¢j>ars/z'lz'on (London, 1748), p. 6.

2 A. VVuttke, Derahztsc/zc Vol/esalwr

glauée,3 § 65, pp. 57 sq. Compare].

Grimm, Denise/ze [My//zologz'c,4 ii. 595 ;

Montanus, Die dem/sc/w V0//eyestc,

V0//ésérrim/ac zmd d6Zt/.$‘¢‘/£67’ V0//:s

glaulw, p. 128 ; M. Praetorius, De/zfdac

Prmszkae (Berlin, I87I), p. 18; Am

Uryuell, v. (1894) p. 173. The rule

that the grafting of trees should be

done at the waxing of the moon is laid

down by Pliny (./Vat. ffisl. xvii. 108).

At Deutsch-Zepling in Transylvania,

by an inversion of the usual custom,

seed is generally sown at the waning

of the moon (A. Heinrich, .~1g/xz/'z'.rc/z.c

Si/Zen zma’ Gc1mifm'/ze 21/z/0/' dc/z Sac/zsen

Sz'ebezzlu'/'rgezz.r, p. 7). Some French

peasants also prefer to sow in the wane

(F. Chapiseau, F0/A--/are de /a 1>’caz/re 1:1‘

du 1’crr/ze, i. 291). In the Abruzzi

also sowing and grafting are commonly

done when the moon is on the wane;

timber that is to be durable must be

cut in January during the moon’s de

crease (G. Finamore, Craicwzsu, Uri e

Coslm//z’ 1-161-'z:.ssc.rz', p. 43).

3 P. Sébillot, Traa’z'/1T0/as ca’ Sz/j5crs{z'

z‘z'01z.\‘ dc la [Janie-[1’n'/rzgm, ii. 355;

L. F. Sauvé, F0/AH /we rim 1"1tz11/¢’.s‘

On

Vargas, p. 5; J. Brand, P01)?!/ar

Anlz'quz'/z'es, iii. I 50; Holzmayer,

“ Osiliana,” V6)’/Zdllli/llll§'c’lZ rz’arga/c/zr

Zen Es//222?/zerz Gare//sc/zafl zzr Dar/ra/,

vii. (1872) p. 47.

4 The rule is mentioned by Varro,

/\)(37'll//1 181/stz'rarz/1/1, i. 37 (where we

should probably read “ /ze den-eravz/6'

twza'c/zs ra/2/osfia/11,” and refer zkfaec to

the former member of the preceding

sentence) ; A. \Vuttke, /.r. ; Mon

tanus, op. 07. p. 128; 1’. Sébillot,

/.r.; E. Meier, Dc-u/sr/ze Sagan, Sz'z‘!c1z

zuzd Gab/'d'm‘/20 am Sc‘/l?ZU(Z[)¢’ll, p.

5II, § 421; Tettau und Temme,

V0//.'s.vage/z Osz‘f>1»'eusse'1z.¢, [.z.'/‘I’/zczmm~

-mu! I/Vex//>rezzr5e/as, p. 283; A.

Kuhn, 1l'[¢i'rk2'sr/la: Sage/2 und rl[¢'zTn'/zc/1,

p. 386, § 92 ; L. Schandein, in Baz'a;'1'a,

Lcznd<:.r- rum’ Vol/cskmm’c 0-’cs /\?i1z2;g2'cz'¢'/is

5:1}/eru, iv. 2, p. 402; F. S. Krauss,

I/'0//csg/az/64’ zma’ re/z;g‘z.'£1Lrer Brazzc/2 (2-’er

.57/'a’s/ave/z, p. I5; E. Krause, “Aber

glaubische Kuren und sonstiger Aber

glaube in Berlin,”

Ii!/mo/ogie, xv. (1883) p. 91 ; R.

W'uttke, .S‘(z'c/z.sz'.v(r/16’ I/'0/£'sku/uz/02 (Dres

den, 1901), p. 369; Burne andjackson,

S/z.r0,1>.\‘/uirc F0/A’-/ore, p. 2 59. The

reason assigned in the text was probably

the original one in all cases, though it

is not always the one alleged now.

Zcz-'/sr/’1rz'/7 _/'1‘/r
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the same principle sheep are shorn when the moon is

waxing, because it is supposed that the wool will then

be longest and most enduring.1 Some negroes of the

Gaboon think that taro and other vegetables never thrive

if they are planted after full moon, but that they grow fast

and strong if they are planted in the first quarter.2 The

Highlanders of Scotland used to expect better crops of

grain by sowing their seed in the moon’s increase.3 On the

other hand they thought that garden vegetables, such as

onions and kail, run to seed if they are sown in the increase,

but that they grow to pot-herbs if they are sown in

the wane.“ So Thomas Tusser advised the peasant to

sow peas and beans in the wane of the moon “that they

with the planet may rest and arise.” 5 The Zulus welcome

the first appearance of the new moon with beating of drums

and other demonstrations of joy; but next day they abstain

from all labour, “thinking that if anything is sown on those

days they can never reap the benefit thereof.” 6 But in this

matter of sowing and planting a refined distinction is some

times drawn by French, German, and Esthonian peasants;

plants which bear fruit above ground are sown by them

when the moon is waxing, but plants which are cultivated

for the sake of their roots, such as potatoes and turnips, are

sown when the moon is waning.7 The reason for this dis

tinction seems to be a vague idea that the waxing moon

is coming up and the waning moon going down, and that

1 F. Krauss, 0]). oil. p. 16 ;

Montanus, 1.0.; Varro, ]i’era/ii ]€usli

¢.-arzem, i. 37 (see above, p. 299, note 4).

However, the opposite rule is observed

in the Upper Vosges, where it is thought

that if the sheep are shorn at the new

moon the quantity of wool will be much

less than if they were shorn in the

waning of the moon (L. F. Sauvé,

Folk-/ore der [-[rmies- Vosges, p. 5). In

Normandy, also, wool is clipped during

the waning of the moon; otherwise

moths would get into it (J. Lecoeur,

Fsr/uisses dee Boeage N077lldlZ[i, ii. 12).

2 Father Lejeune, “Dans la forfat,”

/V/issions Ca//zoliques, xxvii. (1895) p.

272.

3 S. Johnson, /our/zey lo Z/ze I/Ves/er/2

[sZa/zds of Seoz‘/and (Baltimore, 1810),

p. 183.

4 J. G. Campbell, PVi/e/zemfi and

Second Sig/ii in the flig/2/ands and

Islands of S00!/and, p. 306.

'5 Thomas Tusser, Five ffzmdred

Poizzis of Good I-Jusoandry, new

edition (London, 1812), p. 107 (under

February).

6 Fairweather, in W. F. Owen’s

ZVarra/2'1/e Voyages io explore the

S/zores of /lf1'iea, Arabia, and M'ada

gasear, ii. 396 sq.

7 A. \/Vuttke, Derdeulso/ze Vol/esalleen

,§rZauoe,3 § 65, p. 58; J. Lecoeur, Zoe. eiz‘. ;

E. Meier, Deulse/ze Sagerz, Siiierz zmd

G6’67’ii2tC/Z6 aus Se/iii/aoeri, p. 51 1, §

422; Th. Siebs, “Das Saterland,”

Zei/so/z1'if!' Vol/es/ezmde, iii. (1893)

p. 278; Holzmayer, 0/o. oil. p. 47.
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accordingly fruits which grow upwards should be sown in

the former period, and fruits which grow downwards in the

latter. Before beginning to plant their cacao the Pipiles of

Central America exposed the finest seeds for four nights to

the moonlight,1 but whether they did so at the waxing or

waning of the moon is not said.

Again, the waning of the moon has been commonly The

recommended both in ancient and modern times as the pmodsor

the moon

proper time for felling trees,'2 apparently because it was in relation

thought fit and natural that the operation of cutting down j:1f1,],(;Of

should be performed on earth at the time when the lunar timber

orb was, so to say, being cut down in the sky. In France

before the Revolution the forestry laws enjoined that trees

should only be felled after the moon had passed the full;

and in French bills announcing the sale of timber you may

still read a notice that the wood was cut in the waning

of the moon.3 But sometimes the opposite rule is adopted,

and equally forcible arguments are urged in its defence.

Thus, when the Wabondei of eastern Africa are about

to build a house, they take care to cut the posts for it

when the moon is on the increase; for they say that

posts cut when the moon is wasting away would soon

rot, whereas posts cut while the moon is waxing are

very durable."‘ The same rule is observed for the same

reason in some parts of Germany.5 But the partisans of the

1 H. H. Bancroft, Na/2'2/o ./(ares of

the Pacific Slates, ii. 719 sq.

2 Cato, Do agri cu//2/ra, 37. 4;

Varro, /\’erzrm ]\’2rsl1.'raru//1, i. 37;

Pliny, Na/. Hz'.sl. xvi. 190; Palladius,

Do we ruslica, ii. 22, xii. 15 ; Plutarch,

Qmzos/. Com/z"z/. iii. 10. 3; Macrobius,

Satzmvz. vii. 16; A. \Vuttke, /.(.;

J5’a1/arz'a, Lrmdos- 2!/za’ I/0Z,(’sK'mz.do dos

[i"o'1zz:;rro/'6/as Ba_3/oavz, iv. 2, p. 402;

'W. Kolbe, ffossisc/zo V0//as-S1’//on mm’

G'o62'az'/'¢‘/1.6, p. 58; L. F. Sauvé, Fo/KH

lore dos f]au/cs- Vosgos, p. 5 ; F. Chapi

seau, F0//c-[ore de la Boauro at dzc

Po-W/zo, i. 291 sg.; M. Martin, “De

scription of the Western Islands of

Scotland,” in l:’inkerton’s I/(I)/r7§‘¢-'-’.i‘ mm’

Trrwo/s, iii. 630; j. G. Campbell,

I/I/'z'lr'/zorafl and Soro/Id S1;,¢,>/zt 2'/z 1‘/zc

H-Z;§"/l/tllldf and ls/ands of S00!/mzd, p.

306; G. Amalfi, '1"/'aa’z'zz'om' ea’ Usi

no//a /Jclzzinso/a .S'or/'o/1/1'/za (Palermo,

1890), p. 87; Ii. von den Steinen,

U/2/or don 1Vatzuv/O‘/,l’o1';z Zo/z/rafi

j§’ras~z'/2171, p. 559. Compare F. de

Castelnau, Exj>ériz'fz'ozz a’a1zs /as 5/>ar/2'es

rfr.’/2/2'a/as do /’A//z¢‘2'z'(]uo dzr S2/d, iii. 438.

Pliny, while he says that the period

from the twentieth to the thirtieth day

of the lunar month was the season gener

ally recommended, adds that the best

time of all, according to universal

opinion, was the interlunar day, between

the old and the new moon, when the

planet is invisible through being in

conjunction with the sun.

3 Lecoeur, Esrjuisses 0'11 Borago

1V0?’//Irzlm’, ii. II sq.

4 O. Baumann, Usa/zzoara 2//1.a’se"z'/Ir‘

Afar‘/z.(>a1'gooz'cZe' (Berlin, 1891), p. 125.

5 Montanus, Dio dozrfsr/ze V0//c.fi-‘sit’,
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ordinarily received opinion have sometimes supported it by

The moon another reason, which introduces us to the second of those

gzggfgec’ fallacious appearances by which men have been led to regard

source of the moon as the cause of growth in plants. From observing

”’O’stu’-2' rightly that dew falls most thickly on cloudless nights, they

inferred wrongly that it was caused by the moon, a theory

which the poet Alcman expressed in mythical form by saying

that dew was a daughter of Zeus and the moon.1 Hence

the ancients concluded that the moon is the great source of

moisture, as the sun is the great source of heat.2 And as

the humid power of the moon was assumed to be greater

when the planet was waxing than when it was waning, they

thought that timber cut during the increase of the luminary

would be saturated with moisture, whereas timber cut in the

wane would be comparatively dry. Hence we are told that

in antiquity carpenters would reject timber felled when the

moon was growing or full, because they believed that such

timber teemed with sap ; 3 and in the Vosges at the present

day people allege that wood cut at the new moon does not

dry.4 In the Hebrides peasants give the same reason for

cutting their peats when the moon is on the wane; “for

they observe that if they are cut in the increase, they

continue still moist and never burn clear, nor are they

without smoke, but the contrary is daily observed of peats

cut in the decrease.” 5

The moon, Thus misled by a double fallacy primitive philosophy

d as comes to view the moon as the great cause of vegetable

the cause growth, first, because the planet seems itself to grow, and

second, because it is supposed to be the source of dew

Zaturally and moisture. It is no wonder, therefore, that agricultural

26” peoples should adore the planet which they believe to

Cultural influence so profoundly the crops on which they depend

peopm for subsistence. Accordingly we find that in the hotter

V0//asérr'z'uc/ze zmddeuisc/267’ Vol/esglaube, Aristotle, 1’1'o/Memaia, xxiv. I 4, p. 937

p. 128. 11, 3 sq. ed. Bekker (Berlin).

1 Plutarch, Quaesl. Cmwiv. iii. 10. 3 Macrobius and Plutarch, Z/.cc.

3 ; Macrobius, Sa/m'n. vii, 16. See 4 L. F. Sauvé, Fol/a-lore des [fantas

further, W. H. Roscher, U/wr Se/me Vasges, p. 5.

mad Vera/a1irZ/es(Leipsic, 1890), p. 49 5 M. Martin, “Description of the

sqq. Western Islands of Scotland,” in

2 Plutarch and Macrobius, //.cr.; Pinkerton’s V0)/ages and Tmr/cls,

Pliny, Na/. [~[isi. ii. 223, xx. 1; iii. 630.
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regions of America, where maize is cultivated and manioc is

the staple food, the moon was recognised as the principal

object of worship, and plantations of manioc were assigned

to it as a return for the service it rendered in the production

of the crops. The worship of the moon in preference to the

sun was general among the Caribs, and, perhaps, also among

most of the other Indian tribes who cultivated maize in the

tropical forests to the east of the Andes; and the same

thing has been observed, under the same physical conditions,

among the aborigines of the hottest region of Peru, the

northern valleys of Yuncapata. Here the Indians of Pacas

mayu and the neighbouring valleys revered the moon as

their principal divinity. The “house of the moon ” at Pacas

mayu was the chief temple of the district; and the same

sacrifices of maize-flour, of wine, and of children which were

offered by the mountaineers of the Andes to the Sun-god,

were offered by the lowlanders to the Moon-god in order

that he might cause their crops to thrive.1 In ancient

Babylonia, where the population was essentially agricultural,

the moon-god took precedence of the sun-god and was

indeed reckoned his father.2

Hence it would be no matter for surprise if, after

1 E. Payne, ffistoay qf I/ze Nrw

World called America, i. 495. In his

remarks on the origin of moon-worship

this learned and philosophical historian

has indicated (op. cit. i. 493 sqq.)

the true causes which lead primitive

man to trace the growth of plants

to the influence of the moon. Com

pare E. B. Tylor, Przimz'/z've C21Zlure,2

i. 130. Mr. Payne suggests that

the custom of naming the months

after the principal natural products

that ripen in them may have contributed

to the same result. The custom is

certainly very common among savages,

as I hope to show elsewhere, but

whether it has contributed to foster

the fallacy in question seems doubtful.

The Indians of Brazil are said to

pay more attention to the moon than

to the sun, regarding it as a source

both of good and ill (Spix und Martius,

]\’cz'sc 2-'12 Bmsz'/ic/z, i. 379). The

natives of l\Iori, a district of central

Celebes, believe that the rice-spirit

Omonga lives in the moon and eats up

the rice in the granary if he is not

treated with due respect. See A. C.

Kruijt, “Eenige ethnografische Aantee

keningen omtrent de Toboengkoe en de

Tomori,” fllcdcdee/2'/zgezz van wage /2151

Nz'ea’er/andsc/ze Zwzde/z'2z.ggm00/sc/zaj>,

xliv. (1900) p. 231.

2 E. A. Budge, Nelmc/zadzzeszar,

A'z'ng rf Babylon, on rererzll /-dzkcowred

2'1-zsr2'2;p/z'01zs of 2‘/zz-'s /Yzbzg, p. 5 sq. ;

A. H. Sayce, [\’clz:t,rz'0Iz of 1/16 .~I1zcz'mt

Bab;/Z0nz'a/zs, p. 155; M. Jastrow,

/\’¢'/z'g7.'012. of Baéy/onz'a and A55}/rz'a, pp.

68 sq., 75 sq. ; L. W. King, Baéylozzia/z

]t’e/zlqz'o/>z and flfi/tkolog (London,

1899), p. 17 sq. The Ahts of Van

couver’s Island, a tribe of fishers and

hunters, view the moon as the husband

of the sun and as a more powerful

deity than her (G. M. Sproat, Same:

and S!-zadicr of Saz/age Life, p. 206).
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worshipping‘ the crops which furnished them with the means

of subsistence, the ancient Egyptians should in later times

have identified the spirit of the ‘corn with the moon, which

a pseudo-philosophy had taught them to regard as the

ultimate cause of the growth of vegetation. In this way

we can understand why in their most recent forms the myth

and ritual of Osiris, the old god of trees and corn, should

bear many traces of efforts made to bring them into a

superficial conformity with the new doctrine of his lunar

affinity.



CHAPTER IX

TI-IE DOCTRINE or LUNAR SYMPATHY

IN the preceding chapter some evidence was adduced of the The ,

sympathetic influence which the waxing or waning moon is

popularly supposed to exert on growth, especially on 'El1(=:5>'mPatl1}"'

growth of vegetation. But the doctrine of lunar sympathy

does not stop there; it is applied also to the affairs of man,

and various customs and rules have been deduced from it

which aim at the amelioration and even the indefinite

extension of human life. To illustrate this application of

the popular theory at length would be out of place here, but

a few cases may be mentioned by way of specimen.

The natural fact on which all the customs in question Theory

seem to rest is the apparent monthly increase and decrease :£§‘r:g";1l\mX

of the moon. From this observation men have inferred 01-vane

that all things simultaneously wax or wane in sympathy :';lé1(;,,t‘he

with it.1 Thus the Mentras of the Malay Peninsula have a

tradition that in the beginning men did not die but grew

thin with the waning of the moon, and waxed fat as she

neared the full.2 Of the Scottish Highlanders we are told

that “the moon in her increase, full growth, and in her

wane are, with them, the emblems of a rising, flourishing,

and declining fortune. At the last period of her revolution

they carefully avoid to engage in any business of importance ;

but the first and middle they seize with avidity, presaging

the most auspicious issue to their undertakings.” 3 Similarly

1 This principle is clearly recognised Brand: of 2716 [Royal As2'az‘z'c Socie/J/,

and well illustrated by ]. Grimm No. 10 (Singapore, 1883), p. 190.

(Dezntw/re /ll)/I/ro/ogz'o,4 ii. 594- 596). 3 Rev. Grant (parish minister of

2 D. F. A. Hervey, “.The Mentra Kirkmichael), in Sir john Sinc1air’s

Traditions,” journal of the S/razks Statz's1‘zTca/Accoz/M o/‘Scotland, xii. 457.
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in some parts of Germany it is commonly believed that

whatever is undertaken when the moon is on the increase

succeeds well, and that the full moon brings everything to

perfection ; whereas business undertaken in the wane of the

moon is doomed to failure.1 This German belief has come

down, as we might have anticipated, from barbaric times;

for Tacitus tells us that the Germans considered the new or

the full moon the most auspicious time for business ; 2 and

Caesar informs us that the Germans despairecl of victory if

they joined battle before the new moon.3 The Spartans

seem to have been of the same opinion, for it was a rule

with them never to march out to war except when the moon

was full. The rule prevented them from sending troops in

time to fight the Persians at Marathon,‘1 and but for

Athenian valour this paltry superstition might have turned

the scale of battle and decided the destiny of Greece, if not

of Europe, for centuries. The Athenians themselves paid

dear for a similar scruple: an eclipse of the moon cost them

the loss of a gallant fleet and army before Syracuse, and

practically sealed the fate of Athens, for she never recovered

from the blow.5 So heavy is the sacrifice which superstition

demands of its votaries. In this respect the Greeks were

on a level with the negroes of the Sudan, among whom, if a

march has been decided upon during the last quarter of the

moon, the departure is always deferred until the first day

of the new moon. No chief would dare to undertake an

expedition and lead out his warriors before the appearance

of the crescent. Merchants and private persons observe

the same rule on their journeys.6 In like manner the

Mandingoes of Senegambia pay great attention to the

changes of the moon, and think it very unlucky to begin a

journey or any other work of consequence in the last

quarter7

It is especially the appearance of the new moon, with

its promise of growth and increase, which is greeted with

1 Kuhn und Schwartz, N01'(Ideuisr/id

.S'agczz, I1/[iirr/zm um! G6b7’(Ili[/L6, p. 457,

§ 419

” Tacitus, (/'61’/1mm.'a, II.

3 Caesar, De be!/0 Gal/2'60, i. 50.

‘1 Herodotus, vi. 106; Lucian, De

as/ro/ogia, 25; Pausanias, i. 28. 4.

5 Thucydides, vii. 50.

5 Le capitaine P>inger, Du Niger

rm G0/fa dc (/'ui/Mr: (Paris, 1892), ii.

116.

7 Mungo Park, I1/‘a1/c/s iii [/14

I/i/‘aria/' Dis/1'iris Af‘-rim 5 (London,

1807), pp. 406 sq.
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ceremonies intended to renew and invigorate, by means OfThe I

sympathetic magic, the life of man. Observers, ignorant of

savage superstition, have commonly misinterpreted such HQWHIOOH

customs as worship or adoration paid to the moon. In

point of fact the ceremonies of new moon are probably in rather than

many cases rather magical than religious. The Indians ofi,i],],§;1gOuS'

the Ucayali River in Peru hail the appearance of the new

moon with great joy. They make long speeches to h€r,5ympathetj_

accompanied with vehement gesticulations, imploring her ]“§ggf‘:_fan'

protection and begging that she Wlll be so good as to

invigorate their bodies.1 On the day when the new moon

first appeared, it was a custom with the Indians of San Juan

Capistrano, in California, to call together all the young men

for the purpose of its celebration. “ C07’7’6’7’ la /zma / ” shouted

one of the old men, “ Come, my boys, the moon ! the moon !”

Immediately the young men began to run about in a

disorderly fashion as if they were distracted, while the old

men danced in a circle, saying, “As the moon dieth, and

cometh to life again, so we also having to die will again

live.”2 An old traveller tells us that at the appearance of

every new moon the negroes of the Congo clapped their

hands and cried out, sometimes falling on their knees, “So

may I renew my life as thou art renewed.” But if the sky

happened to be clouded, they did nothing, alleging that the

planet had lost its virtue.3 A somewhat similar custom

prevails among the Ovambo of south-western Africa. On

the first moonlight night of the new moon, young and old,

their bodies smeared with white earth, probably in imitation

of the planet’s silvery light, dance to the moon and address

to it wishes which they feel sure will be granted.4 NVe may

conjecture that among these wishes is a prayer for a renewal

of life. When a Masai sees the new moon he throws a

twig or stone at it with his left hand, and says, “Give me

long life,” or “Give me strength ”; and when a pregnant

woman sees the new moon she milks some milk into a

1846), pp. 298 sq.1 \V. Smythe and F. Lowe, 1Var/‘afield

0/ (z /020'/my _/1'0//z .Lz'//za /0 Pa/'a

(London, 1836), p. 230.

2 Father G. Boscana, “ Chinig

chinich,” in in Ca/1'/br/zzkz, by rm

/1/1z(:1'z.'¢‘rz/2 [A. Robinson] (New York,

3 Merolla, “Voyage to Congo,” in

Pinkerton’s l—’0j/ages and Tm21e/5,

xvi. 273.

4 H. Schinz, D01//rr/1 -Szhfwavfrr/‘rz'.('a,

p. 319.
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small gourd, which she covers with green grass. Then she

pours the milk away in the direction of the moon and says,

“Moon, give me my child safely.”1 Among the Wagogo

of German East Africa, at sight of the new moon some

people break a stick in pieces, spit on the pieces, and throw

them towards the moon, saying, “Let all illness go to the

west, where the sun sets.” 2 The Esthonians think that all

the misfortunes which might befall a man in the course of a

month may be forestalled and shifted to the moon, if a man

will only say to the new moon, “Good morrow, new moon.

I must grow young, you must grow old. My eyes must

grow bright, yours must grow dark. I must grow light as

a bird, you must grow heavy as iron.” 3

In India people attempt to absorb the vital influence

of the moon by drinking water in which the luminary is

reflected. Thus the Mohammedans of Oude fill a silver

basin with water and hold it so that the orb of the full moon

is mirrored in it. The person to be benefited must look

steadfastly at the moon in the basin, then shut his eyes

and drink the water at one gulp. Doctors recommend the

draught as a remedy for nervous disorders and palpitation

of the heart. Somewhat similar customs prevail among the

Hindoos of northern India. At the full moon of the month

of Kuar (September-October) people lay out food on the .

house-tops, and when it has absorbed the rays of the moon

they distribute it among their relations, who are supposed to

lengthen their life by eating of the food which has thus been

saturated with moonshine. Patients are often made to look

at the moon reflected in melted butter, oil, or milk as a cure

for leprosy and the like diseases.4

the moon in these customs is sometimes

attributed to the sun. Thus it is said

that the Chiriguanos Indians of south

eastern Bolivia often address the sun

as follows: “Thou art born and

disappearest every day, only to revive

always young. Cause that it maybe

so with me.” See A. Thouar, ].?.t7)/om

/ions dam /’A//er‘/ioue du Sud (Paris,

1891), p. 50.

4 W. Crooke, Po/m/aw /\’e/z_'giorz and

Fol/e-/ore W‘ IVor//ierw. India (West

minster, 1896) i. 14 sq.

1 A. C. Hollis, The /I/Iasai (Oxford,

1905), n 274

2 H. Cole, “Notes on the \/Vagogo

of German East Afriea,”]0ar12a/ of!/ie

/1nl/i2'0/>o/ogi'ea/ I/zsli/ze/e, xxxii. (1902)

. 0.
P 33?J. G. Kohl, Die (/62¢/SC/Z-7’Zl.S‘.S‘ll§‘Ck6'7Z

Osisee/W07/z'rzze1z, ii. 279. Compare

Boecler-Kreutzwald, Der E/isle” a/)er

g/az/oise/ie G'oor('izee/re, I/Veise/2 2:/id

Gewo/m/iei/erz, pp. I 42 sq. ; Grimm,

Den/so/1e Ill)///z0lo,g'ie,‘1 ii. 595, note I.

The power of regeneration ascribed to
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Naturally enough the genial influence of moonshine is

often supposed to be especially beneficial to children; for

will not the waxing moon help them to wax in strength and

stature? The Guarayos Indians, who inhabit the gloomy

tropical forests of eastern Bolivia, lift up their children in

the air at new moon in order that they may grow.1 Among

the Apinagos Indians, on the Tocantins River in Brazil, the

French traveller Castelnau witnessed a remarkable dance by

moonlight. The Indians danced in two long ranks which

faced each other, the women on one side, the men on the

other. Between the two ranks of dancers blazed a great

fire. The men were painted in brilliant colours, and for the

most part wore white or red skull-caps made of maize-flour

and resin. Their dancing was very monotonous and con

sisted of a jerky movement of the body, while the dancer

advanced first one leg and then the other. This dance they

accompanied with a melancholy song, striking the ground

with their weapons. Opposite them the women, naked and

unpainted, stood in a single rank, their bodies bent slightly

forward, their knees pressed together, their arms swinging in

measured time, now forward, now backward, so as to join

hands. A remarkable figure in the dance was a personage

painted scarlet all over, who held in his hand a rattle com

posed of a gourd full of pebbles. From time to time he

leaped across the great fire which burned between the men

and the women. Then he would run rapidly in front of the

women, stopping now and then before one or other and

performing a series of strange gambols, while he shook his

rattle violently. Sometimes he would sink with one knee

to the ground, and then suddenly throw himself backward.

Altogether the agility and endurance which he displayed

were remarkable. This dance lasted for hours. When a

woman was tired out she withdrew, and her place was taken

by another; but the same men danced the monotonous

dance all night. Towards midnight the moon attained the

zenith and flooded the scene with her bright rays. A change

now took place in the dance. A long line of men and

women advanced to the fire between the ranks of the

1 A. d’Orbigny, Voyage dans Z’Ame'-rz'§/zre /lfl.‘)'z'a’z'or'zaZa, iii. 1re Partie (Paris

and Strasburg, 1844), p. 24.
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dancers. Each of them held one end of a hammock in

which lay a new-born infant, whose squalls could be heard.

These babes were now to be presented by their parents to

the moon. On reaching the end of the line each couple

swung the hammock, accompanying the movement by a

chant, which all the Indians sang in chorus. The song

seemed to consist of three words, repeated over and over

again. Soon a shrill voice was heard, and a hideous old

hag, like a skeleton, appeared with her arms raised above

her head. She went round and round the assembly several

times, then disappeared in silence. While she was present,

the scarlet dancer with the rattle bounded about more

furiously than ever, stopping only for a moment while he

passed in front of the line of women. His body was con

tracted and bent towards them, and described an undulatory

movement like that of a worm writhing. He shook his

rattle violently, as if he would fain kindle in the women the

fire which burned in himself. Then rising abruptly he

would resume his career. During this time the loud voice

of an orator was heard from the village repeating a curious

name without cessation. Then the speaker approached

slowly, carrying on his back some gorgeous bunches of

brilliant feathers and under his arm a stone axe. Behind

him walked a young woman bearing an infant in a loose

girdle at her waist; the child was wrapped in a mat, which

protected it against the chill night air. The couple paced

slowly for a minute or two, and then vanished without

speaking a word. At the same moment the curious name

which the orator had shouted was taken up by the whole

assembly and repeated by them again and again. This

scene in its turn lasted a long time, but ceased suddenly

with the setting of the moon. The French traveller who

witnessed it fell asleep, and when he awoke all was calm

once more: there was nothing to recall the infernal dances of

the night.1

In explanation of these dances Castelnau merely observes

that the Apinagos, like many other South American Indians,

pay a superstitious respect to the moon. We may suppose

1 F. de Castelnau, Ex/)i‘a’i/ion dam [es ]>a1'iies £L'7Zl7’6Z/6.5‘ dc l’A1/zifnique (Iii

Sua’(Paris, 1850-1851), ii. 31-34.
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that the ceremonious presentation of the infants to the moon The

was intended to ensure their life and growth. The names

solemnly chanted by the whole assembly were probably

those which the parents publicly bestowed on their children. Probably

As to the scarlet dancer who leaped across the fire, we may

conjecture that he personated the moon, and that his strange grow.

antics in front of the women were designed to impart to

them the fertilising virtue of the luminary, and perhaps to

facilitate their delivery.

Among the Baganda of Central Africa there is general Baganda

rejoicing when the new moon appears, and no work is done §?§§j,‘.’“‘eS

for seven days. When the crescent is first visible at moon

evening, mothers take out their babies and hold them at arms’

length, saying, “I want my child to keep in health till the

moon wanes.” At the same time a ceremony is performed

which may be intended to ensure the king’s life and health

throughout the ensuing month. It is a custom with the

Baganda to preserve the king’s placenta with great care

during his life. A special minister has charge of the

precious object, and every new moon, at evening, he carries

it in state, wrapped in bark cloths, to the king, who takes it

into his hands, examines it, and returns it to the minister.

The keeper of the placenta then goes back with it to the

house and sets it in the doorway, where it remains all night.

Next morning it is taken from its wrappings and again

placed in the doorway until the evening, when it is once

more swathed in bark cloths and restored to its usual place.1

Apparently the placenta is conceived as a vital portion, a

sort of external soul, of the king; and the attentions

bestowed on it at the new moon may be supposed to

refresh and invigorate it, thereby refreshing and invigorating

the king’s life.

The Armenians appear to think that the moon exercises Baleful

a baleful influence on little children. To avert that influ-lnfluence

. _ supposed

ence a mother Wlll show the moon to her child and say, to be

I I T‘, - ._ d

“Th1ne uncle, thme uncle.” For the same purpose the

father and mother will mount to the roof of the house at 11;<?1<{111O1\

new moon on a \/Vednesday or Friday. The father tl1e1i('mren'

1 Roscoe, “Further Notes on the ‘/our/za/Q/"f/ze .-1/1//z.r0/>o./0gz'ca/ [nstz'lz/fa,

Manners and Customs of the Baganda,” xxxii. (1902), pp. 63, 76.
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puts the child on a shovel and gives it to the mother, saying,

“ If it is thine, take it to thee. But if it is mine, rear it and

give it to me back.” The mother then takes the child and

the shovel, and returns them to the father in like manner.1

A similar opinion as to the noxious influence of moonshine

on children was apparently held by the ancient Greeks; for

Greek nurses took great care never to show their infants to

the moon.2 Some Brazilian Indians in like manner guard

babies against the moon, believing that it would make them

ill. Immediately after delivery mothers will hide themselves

and their infants in the thickest parts of the forest in order

that the moonlight may not fall on them.3 It would be

easy to understand why the waning moon should be deemed

injurious to children; they might be supposed to peak and

pine with its dwindling light. Thus in Angus it is thought

that if a child be weaned during the waning of the moon, it

will decay all the time that the moon continues to wane.4

But it is less easy to see why the same deleterious influence

on children should be ascribed to moonlight in general.

There are many other ways in which people have sought

to turn lunar sympathy to practical account. Clearly

the increase of the moon is the time to increase your goods,

and the decrease of the moon is the time to diminish your

ills. Acting on this imaginary law of nature many persons in

Europe show their money to the new moon or turn it in

their pockets at that season, in the belief that the money

will grow with the growth of the planet; sometimes, by way

of additional precaution, they spit on the coin at the same

time.5 Conversely the waning of the moon is the most

natural time to get rid of bodily ailments. In Brittany

they think that warts vary with the phases of the moon,

growing as it waxes and vanishing away as it wanes.6

Use of the

moon to

increase

money or

decrease

sickness.

1 M. Abeghian, Der aw/2mz'sc/ze 5 F. I-’an</..er, />“‘ez'/rag zur rlezz/sc/’/m

V0//esg/aube (Leipsic, I899), p. 49.

2 Plutarch, Qzmes/2'0/zes C'0m/z'w'a/es,

iv. 10. 3. 7.

3 Spix und Martins, [(ez'se 1'1-z

Bmsz'lz'e;z, i. 381, iii. II86.

4 ]. Jamieson, Dz'cliorzary of ' Z/ze

Sc0tlz's/2 Lazzgzzage, new edition

(Paisley, 1880), iii. 300 (M/.

“ Mone ”).

Jiffy!/10/0gz'e, ii. 260; W. Henderson,

F0//J-/are of //w N01‘//ze/'12 Cozmz‘z'e.r qf

Eazg/arzd, p. 114 ; Burne and Jackson,

.S'/270/).v/zz'm F0//a-/0/*0, p. 257; W.

Gregor, /70//e~/ore of 1/16 Nor!/z-Eas! of

.S‘¢'0Zla1m’, p. I 51.

6 P. Sébillot, T1'aa’z'tz'01»zs at Super

s/z'z‘z'ons de la f]aule~/1’1'eZa,,gr1za', ii. 355.
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Accordingly, they say in Germany that if you would rid

yourself of warts you should treat them when the moon is on

the decrease.1 And a German cure for toothache, earache,

headache, and so forth, is to look towards the waning moon

and say, “As the moon decreases, so may my pains decrease

also.”2 However, some Germans reverse the rule. They

say, for example, that if you are affiicted with a wen, you

should face the waxing moon, lay your finger on the wen,

and say thrice, “What I see waxes; what I touch, let it

vanish away.” After each of these two sentences you

should cross yourself thrice. Then go home without speal -

ing to any one, and repeat three paternosters behind the

kitchen door.3 The Huzuls of the Carpathians recommend

a somewhat similar cure for waterbrash. They say that at

new moon the patient should run thrice round the house

.and then say to the moon, “ Moon, moon, where wast thou P ”

“Behind the mountain.” “What hast thou eaten there?”

“Horse flesh.” “Why hast thou brought me nothing?”

“Because I forgot.” “May the waterbrash forget to burn

me ! ” 4 Thus a curative virtue appears to be attributed by

some people to the waning and by others to the waxing

moon. There is perhaps just as much, or as little, to be

said for the one attribution as for the other.

1 A. Kuhn, /lfdr/ez'sc/ze S(l_§"c’)Z mm’ rllj/1‘/zo!ogz'e, ii. 302. Compare _].

17162-'1'c/zen, p. 387, § 93. Grimm, Don/so/ze Zlfyt/zo/ogz'e,4 ii. 596.

2 Die gestrz'ogo/lo ]t’oc/coizp/rzz‘[osof>/zz'e 4 R. F. Kaindl, “ Zauberglaube bei

(Chemnitz, 1759), p. 447. den ‘I-Iuzulen,” Glofms, lxxvi. (1899),

3 F. Panzer, Boitrag 210' dL’?£ZSr‘/Z672 p. 256.
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CHAPTER X

THE KING AS OSIRIS

IN the foregoing discussion we found reason to believe that

the Semitic Adonis and the Phrygian Attis were at one

time personated in the flesh by kings, princes, or priests who

played the part of the god for a time and then either died

a violent death in the divine character or had to redeem

their life in one way or another, whether by performing a

make-believe sacrifice at some expense of pain and danger

to themselves, or by delegating the duty to a substitute.1

Further, we conjectured that in Egypt the part of Osiris

may have been played by the king himself.2 It remains to

adduce some positive evidence of this personation.

A great festival called the Sed was celebrated by the

Egyptians with much solemnity at intervals of thirty years.

Various portions of the ritual are represented on the ancient

monuments of Hieraconpolis and Abydos and in the oldest

decorated temple of Egypt known to us, that of Usirniri at

Busiris, which dates from the fifth dynasty. It appears that

the ceremonies were as old as the Egyptian civilisation, and

that they continued to be observed till the end of the Roman

period.8 The reason for holding them at intervals of thirty

1 See above, pp. 12 sq., 29 sqq.,

34. 38. 85 -W-. 182 WV

2 See above, pp. 269 sq.

3 A. Moret, Du carac/Bra reIz'gz'ez/x

de la 1'0]/auté P/uzmouique, pp. 235

238. The festival is discussed at

length by Mr. Moret (op. cit. pp. 235

273). See furtl1er R. Lepsius, Die

C/zrouolagz'e der /Iegyj)/er, i. 161-165; Ptolemy V. is called “lord of periods

Miss M. A. Murray, 7724 Osz'rez'ou iii of thirty years,” and though the cor

Abydos, pp. 32-34; W. M. Flinders

Petrie, [Besearc/z.cs in Siluzi (London,

1906), pp. 176-185. In interpreting the

festival I follow Professor Flinders Petrie.

That the festival occurred, theoretically

at least, at intervals of thirty years,

appears to be unquestionable; for in

the Greek text of the Rosetta Stone

314
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.

years is uncertain, but we can hardly doubt that the period

was determined by astronomical considerations. According

to one view, it was based on the observation of Saturn’s

period of revolution round the sun. which is, roughly speaking,

thirty years, or, more exactly, twenty-nine years and one

hundred and seventy-four days.1 According to another

view, the thirty years’ period had reference to Sirius, the

star of Isis. We have seen that on account of the vague

character of the old Egyptian year the heliacal rising of

Sirius shifted its place gradually through every month of

the calendar.2 In one hundred and twenty years the star

thus passed through one whole month of thirty days. To

speak more precisely, it rose on the first of the month during

the first four years of the period: it rose on the second of

the month in the second four years, on the third of the

month in the third four years; and so on succes

sively, till in the last four years of the hundred and

twenty years it rose on the last day of the month. As the

Egyptians watched the annual summer rising of the star with

attention and associated it with the most popular of their

goddesses, it would be natural that its passage from one

month to another, at intervals of one hundred and twenty

years, should be the occasion of a great festival, and that

the long period of one hundred and twenty years should be

dividedinto four minor periods of thirty years respectively,

each celebrated by a minor festival.3 If this theory of the

Sed festivals is correct, we should expect to find that every

fourth celebration was distinguished from the rest by a

higher degree of solemnity, since it marked the completion

ofa twelfth part of the star’s journey through the twelve

months. Now it appears that in point of fact every fourth

Sed festival was marked off from its fellows by the adjective

tryfi or “chief,” and that these “chief” celebrations fell as a

responding part of the hieroglyphic

text is lost, the demotic version of the

words is “master of the years of the

Sed festival.” See R. Lepsius, 01>.

62'/. pp. 161 sq.; \V. Dittenberger,

O1’z'e/z/is Gzncrz' I/z.rc/'1'/)/170/nzs Sc‘/6-’(-'/llc’,

No. 90, line 2 (vol. i. p. 142); A.

Moret, 01>. M7. 260. Mr. Moret

attempts to give to the Greek word

(rptouroi/Toiervypls) a vague sense which

it cannot hear.

1 This was Letronne’s theory (R.

Lepsius, of. ('2'/. p. 163).

2 See above, pp. 228 sq.

3 This was in substance the theory

of Biot (R. Lepsius, /.r.), and it is the

view of Professor \V. M. Flinders Petrie

(/'\’c.\‘¢-'¢zn‘/zm 2'/z Sz'1zai, pp. I76 s(](].).
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rule in the years when Sirius rose on the first of the month.1

These facts confirm the view that the Sed festival was

closely connected with the star Sirius, and through it with

Isis.

However, we are here concerned rather with the meaning

and the rites of the festival than with the reasons for holding

it once every thirty years. The intention of the festival

seems to have been to procure for the king a new lease of

life, a renovation of his divine energies, a rejuvenescence.

In the inscriptions of Abydos we read, after an account of

the rites, the following address to the king: “Thou dost

recommencc thy renewal, thou art granted to flourish again

like the infant god Moon, thou dost grow young again, and

that from season to season, like Nun at the beginning of

time, thou art born again in renewing the Sed festivals.

All life comes to thy nostril, and thou art king of the whole

earth for ever.” 2 In short, on these occasions it appears to

have been supposed that the king was in a manner born

again.

But how was the new birth effected? Apparently the

essence of the rites consisted in identifying the king with

Osiris; for just as Osiris had died and risen again from the

dead, so the king might be thought to die and to live again

with the god whom he personated. The ceremony would

thus be for the king a death as well as a rebirth. Accord

ingly in pictures of the Sed festival on the monuments we

see the king posing as the dead Osiris. He sits in a shrine

like a god, holding in his hands the crook and flail of

Osiris: he is wrapped in tight bandages like the mummified

Osiris; indeed, there is nothing but his name to prove that

he is not Osiris himself. This enthronement of the king in

the attitude of the dead god seems to have been the principal

event of the festival.3 Further, the queen and the l<ing’s

daughters figured prominently in the ceremonies.4 A

discharge of arrows formed part of the rites ;5 and in some

The king

idenfified

with the

dead Osiris

at the Sed

festival.

1 VV. M. Flinders Petrie, Researc/zes

in .S'z'naz', p. I 80.

4 A. Moret, of. (27. p. 240; Miss

M. A. Murray, T/za Osz'rez'an at /M)/das,

2 A. Moret, Du camr/2/'0 re/zlgieux pp. 33 s(]., with the slip inserted at

de la myaulé P/zamom'gue, pp. 25 5 sq. p. 33 ; W. Flinders Petrie, 0,15. ail. p.

3 W. M. Flinders Petrie, [€e.reaw/zes I84

2'12 Sz'naz', p. 181. 5 A. Moret, 0/6. cit. p. 242.
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sculptures at Carnac the queen is portrayed shooting

arrows towards the four quarters of the world, while the

king does the same with rings.1 The oldest illustration

of the festival is on the mace of Narmer, which is believed

to date from 5500 B.C. Here we see the king seated as

Osiris in a shrine at the top of nine steps. Beside the

shrine stand fan-bearers, and in front of it is a figure in a

palanquin, which, according to an inscription in another

representation of the scene, appears to be the royal child.

An enclosure of curtains hung on poles surrounds the

dancing ground, where three men are performing a sacred

dance. A procession of standards is depicted beside the

enclosure; it is headed by the standard of the jackal-god

Up-uat, the “opener of ways” for the dead.2 Similarly on

a seal of King Zer, which is referred to 5300 B.C., the king

appears as Osiris with the standard of the jackal-god before

him. In front of him, too, is the ostrich feather on which

“the dead king was supposed to ascend into heaven. Here,

then, the king, identified with Osiris, king of the dead, has

before him the jackal-god, who leads the dead, and the

ostrich feather, which symbolizes his reception into the sky.”

According to Professor Flinders Petrie, “the conclusion

may be drawn thus. In the savage age of prehistoric

times, the Egyptians, like many other African and Indian

peoples, killed their priest-king at stated intervals, in order

that the ruler should, with unimpaired life and health, be

enabled to maintain the kingdom in its highest condition.

The royal daughters were present in order that they might

be married to his successor. The jackal-god went before

him, to open the way to the unseen world; and the ostrich

feather received and bore away the king’s soul in the breeze

that blew it out of sight. This was the celebration ofthe ‘ end,’

the sea’ feast. The king thus became the dead king, patron

of all those who had died in his reign, who were his subjects

here and hereafter. He was thus one with Osiris, the king

of the dead, This fierce custom became changed, as in

other lands, by appointing a deputy king to die in his

1 Miss M. A. Murray, of. 07., slip

inserted at p. 33.

2 VV. M. Flinders Petrie, [\’osoar(/zos

in Sz'mzz', p. 183.

3 \V. M. Flinders Petrie, /.r.

Suggested

explanation

of the Sed

festival.
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stead; which idea survived in the Coptic Abu Nerds, with

his tall crown of Upper Egypt, false beard, and sceptre.

After the death of the deputy, the real king renewed his

life and reign. Henceforward this became the greatest of

the royal festivals, the apotheosis of the king during his

life, after which he became Osiris upon earth and the patron

of the dead in the underworld.”1 1

Whether this interpretation of the Sed festival be

accepted in all its details or not, one thing seems quite

certain: on these solemn occasions the god Osiris was per

sonated by the king of Egypt himself. That is the point

with which we are here chiefly concerned.

1 W. M. Flinders Petrie, Ifescarc/zes

/'/i Si/iai, p. 185. As to the Coptic

mock-king see C. B. Klunzinger, /.))L‘/dd?’

aus 0b67’dé§"]/fl67Z, der I/Viiste und dc;/i

[t’0//zeu /Wccre, pp. 180 sq. ; 7724 Golden

Iioug/2,2 ii. 30.
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CONCLUSION

WE have now concluded our inquiry into the nature and Essential

worship of the three Oriental deities Adonis, Attis, and

Osiris. The essential similarity of their character justifies us Attis. and

in treating of them together. All three apparently embodied OSmS'

the powers of fertility in general and of vegetation in particular.

All three were believed to have died and risen again from

the dead ; and the divine death and resurrection of all three

were dramatically represented at annual festivals, which

their worshippers celebrated with alternate transports of

sorrow and joy, of weeping and exultation. The natural

phenomena thus mythically conceived and mythically repre

sented were the great changes of the seasons, especially the

most striking and impressive of all, the decay and revival of

vegetation; and the intention of the sacred dramas was to

refresh and strengthen, by sympathetic magic, the failing

energies of nature, in order that the trees should bear fruit,

that the. corn should ripen, that men and animals should

reproduce their kinds.

But the three gods did not stand by themselves. The T1_1eSuPeri

mythical personification of nature, of which all three were

products, required that each of them should be coupled with fiésocia-ted

a goddess, and in each case it appears that originally the :.(dO,,,S,~

goddess was a more powerful and important personage than "\‘_¥lS_»_ and

the god. At all events it is always the god rather than pdiiilfstoa

the goddess who comes to a sad end, and whose death

is annually mourned. Thus, whereas Osiris was slain by right.

Typhon, his divine spouse Isis survived and brought him to

life again. This feature of the myth seems to indicate that

L 319
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in the beginning Isis was, what Astarte and Cybele always

continued to be, the stronger divinity of the pair. Now the

superiority thus assigned to the goddess over the god is most

naturally explained as the result of a social system in which

maternity counted for more than paternity, descent being

traced and property handed down through women rather

than through men. That such a system once prevailed in

the lands where Adonis and Attis were worshipped is a

matter of inference. In historical times father-right had

certainly displaced mother - right among the Semitic

worshippers of Adonis, and probably the same change had

taken place among the Phrygian worshippers of Attis. Yet

the older custom lingered in Lycia down to the historical

period;1 and we may conjecture that in former times it

was widely spread through Asia Minor. The secluded

situation and rugged mountains of Lycia favoured the

survival of a native language and of native institutions long

after these had disappeared from the wide plains and fertile

valleys which lay on the highroads of war and commerce.

Lycia was to Asia Minor what the highlands of Wales and

of Scotland have been to Britain, the last entrenchments where

the old race stood at bay.

In Egypt the archaic system of mother-right, with its

preference for women over men in matters of property and

inheritance, lasted down to Roman times, and it was tradi

tionally based on the example of Isis, who had avenged

her husband’s murder and had continued to reign after

his decease, conferring benefits on mankind. “For these

reasons,” says Diodorus Siculus, “it was appointed that the

queen should enjoy greater power and honour than the king,

and that among private people the wife should rule over her

husband, in the marriage contract the husband agreeing to

schmidt seems to think that the

Lycians were Hittites (T/z-6 f[z'tlz'/cs,

p. 20). The question of the influence

of a system of mother-right on ancient

1 The Lycians traced their descent

through women, not through men;

and among them it was the daughters,

not the sons, who inherited the family

property. See Ileroclotus, i. 174 ; religion has been discussed by Mr. L. R.

Nicolaus Damascenus, in Stobaeus, Farnell (Arc/zz'v /2‘/Ir 1\’eZz:gz'01zswz'ssc12

]*Y0rz'/egizrz/z, xliv. 41 (firagyzzevzla yr/zaf/, vii. (1904) pp. 70-94). I agree

]]z's/orz'aoru//z G1'aec01'u2/z, ed. C.

Miiller, iii. 461); Plutarch, De mali

erum 1/z'rlulz'6us, 9. Dr. L. Messer

with him in thinking that some of the

facts which he examines may have no

connection with mother-right.
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obey his wife in all things.”1 A corollary of the superior

position thus conceded to women in Egypt was that the

obligation of maintaining parents in their old age rested

on the daughters, not on the sons, of the family.2

The same legal superiority of women over men accounts,

as Miss Rachel Evelyn White was the first to point out,

for the most remarkable feature in the social system of the

ancient Egyptians, to wit, the marriage of full brothers

with full sisters. That marriage, which to us seems strange

and unnatural, was by no means a whim of the reigning

Ptolemies; on the contrary, these Macedonian conquerors

appear, with characteristic prudence, to have borrowed the

custom from their Egyptian predecessors for the express

purpose of conciliating native prejudice. In the eyes of the

Egyptians “marriage between brother and sister was the

best of marriages, and it acquired an ineffable degree of

sanctity when the brother and sister who contracted it were

themselves born of a brother and sister, who had in their

turn also sprung from a union of the same sort.” 3 Nor did

the principle apply only to gods and kings. The common

people acted on it in their daily life. They regarded

marriages between brothers and sisters as the most natural

and reasonable of all.4 The evidence of legal documents,

including marriage contracts, tends to prove that such unions

were the rule, not the exception, in ancient Egypt, and that

they continued to form the majority of marriages long

after the Romans had obtained a firm footing in the country.

As we cannot suppose that Roman influence was used to

promote a custom which must have been abhorrent to

Roman instincts, we may safely assume that the proportion

of brother and sister marriages in Egypt had been still

greater in the days when the country was free.5

1 Diodorus Siculus, i. 27. 1 sq. zur I’/o/o///<i'z'sr/1-rii//zz'srhe/z Zn’! (Leip

On the position of women in ancient

Egypt see especially the ab-le article

of Miss Rachel Evelyn White, “ Women

in Ptolemaic Egypt,” omwal r>ffIo//67211‘

S/1zaQ'os, xviii. (1898) pp. 238-256.

2 Herodotus, ii. 35. '

3 Maspero, quoted by Miss R.White, 0}). cit. p. 244.

4 Nietzold, Die E/ac 1'11 Algyfle/z

sic, 1903), p. 12.

5 A. Erman, rfC§]'Z67Z mm’ aegy;S

/2'sr/zos [,aIw;1. im .-1Ifeflum, pp. 221 so. ;

U. \/Vilcken, “ Arsinoitische Steuer

professionen aus dem jahre 189 n.

Chr. ,” .S‘2'tzzr1zgsI)o)-'I'¢'/z/e o'er ,{’r‘)'1z1;g'.

I"rous.\‘. AK'¢zu’o//1/o do/' IV1.'.\‘so12sr/zaf/t‘/1

an b’er/1'n, 1883, p. 903; Nietzold,

Dir: E/ze 2'/I .~§)',/>/oz: sur Pto/em<i2'sr/z

n>'mz'sc/zen. Ze-‘ft, pp. 12-14.

yr

Egyptian

marriages

of brothers

and sisters.
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Such It would doubtless be a mistake to treat these marriages

as a relic of savagery, as a survival of a tribal communism

onawish which knew no bar to the intercourse of the sexes. For

1- 1 . . . .;;O‘;eer1zyti;,e such a theory would not explam why union with a sister

t11<1ffln'1i1>’- was not only allowed, but preferred to all others. The true

motive of that preference was most probably the wish of

brothers _to obtain for their own use the family property,

which belonged of right to their sisters, and which otherwise

they would have seen in the enjoyment of strangers, the

_ husbands of their sisters. This is the system which in

Ceylon is known as Izeeruz marriage. Under it the daughter,

not the son, is the heir. She stays at home, and her husband

comes and lives with her in the house; but her brother goes

away and dwells in his wife’s home, inheriting nothing from

his parents.1

irksome.

Such a system could not fail in time to prove

Men would be loth to quit the old home, resign

the ancestral property to a stranger, and go out to seek

their fortune empty-handed in the world.

obvious.

The remedy was

A man had nothing to do but to marry his sister

himself instead of handing her over to another. Having

done so he stayed at home and enjoyed the family estate in

virtue of his marriage with the heiress. This simple and

perfectly effective expedient for keeping the property in the

family most probably explains the custom of brother and

sister marriage in Egypt.2

1 F. McLenna11, S/udics z'/2 /11201212!

I-Iislory (London, 1886), pp. 101 sqq.

Among the Kocchs of north-eastern

India “ the property of the husband is

made over to the wife; when she dies

it goes to her daughters, and when he

marries he lives with his wife’s mother”

(R. G. Latham, Dcsiv'1']>lz'1/e E//ma/ogy,

i. 96).

2 This is in substance the explana

tion which Miss Rachel Evelyn White

gives of the Egyptian custom. See her

paper, “ VVomen in Ptolemaic Egypt,”

fourmzi of [[0/I11/zic .S'iua'ics, xviii.

(1898) p. 265. Similarly Mr. J.

Nietzold observes that “economical

considerations, especially in the case

of great landowners, may often have

been the occasion of marriages with

sisters, the intention being in this way

to avoid a division of the property”

(Die E/ze in Algy/jflm, p. 13). The

same explanation of the custom has

been given by Prof. W. Ridgeway.

See his “Supplices of Aeschylus” in

I’rae/ac/i'01z.s a’i'/z'uerua’ /wfore I/ie Seuaie

of 1/11: U//21'?/w'sz'/y Car/i!n'ia{.;re (Cam

bridge, 19o6), pp. 154 sq. McLennan

had previously explained the marriage

of brothers and sisters in royal families

as an expedient for‘ shifting the succes

sion from the female to the male line ;

but he did not extend the theory so as

to explain similar marriages among

common people in Egypt, perhaps

because he was not aware of the facts.

See F. McLcnnan, '1 '/ac ])(Z/7"l.tl')’(/1-(Z/

T/1:01’)/, edited and completed by I).

McLennan (London, 1885), p. 95.
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Thus the union of Osiris with his sister Isis was not 8.Thus the

freak of the storyteller’s fancy: it reflected a social customwhich was itself based on practical considerations of the his sister

most solid kind. When we reflect that this practice of lizlisecteda

mother-right as opposed to father-right survived down to realsocial

the latest times of antiquity, not in an obscure and bar- Custom’

barous tribe, but in a nation whose immemorial civilisation

was its glory and the wonder of the world, we may without

being extravagant suppose that a similar practice formerly

prevailed in Syria and Phrygia, and that it accounts for

the superiority of the goddess over the god in the divine

partnerships of Adonis and Astarte, of Attis and Cybele.

But the ancient system both of society and of religion

had undergone far more change in these countries than

in Egypt, where to the last the main outlines of the old

structure could be traced in the national institutions to

which the Egyptians clung with a passionate, a fanatical

devotion. Mother-right, the divinity of kings and queens,

a sense of the original kinship of the gods with nature—

these things outlived the Persian, the Macedonian, the Roman

conquest, and only perished under the more powerful solvent

of Christianity. ‘

The singular tenacity with which the Egyptian people Egyptian

COI'lS(’.I'VEP

maintained their traditional beliefs and customs for thousands {ism partly

of years sprang no doubt from the stubborn conservatism an effect of

of the national character. Yet that conservatism was itself Qgrtarifilons

in great measure an effect of geographical and climatic -"md_habits

conditions and of the ways of life which they favoured. Mme‘

Surrounded on every side by deserts or almost harbourless

seas, the Egyptians occupied a position of great natural

strength which for long ages together protected them from

invasion and allowed their native habits to set and harden,

undisturbed by the subversive influence of foreign conquest.

The wonderful regularity of nature in Egypt also conduced

to a corresponding stability in the minds of the people.

Year in, year out, the immutable succession of the seasons

brought with it the same unvarying round of agricultural

toil. V)/‘hat the fathers had done, the sons did in the

same manner at the same season, and so it went on from

generation to generation. This monotonous routine is
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common indeed to all purely agricultural communities, and

everywhere tends to beget in the husbandman a settled

phlegmatic habit of mind very different from the mobility,

the alertness, the pliability of character which the hazards

and uncertainties of commerce and the sea foster in the

merchant and the sailor. The saturnine temperament of

the farmer is as naturally averse to change as the more

mercurial spirit of the trader and the seaman is predisposed

to it. But the stereotyping of ideas and of customs was

carried further in Egypt than in most lands devoted to

husbandry by reason of the greater uniformity of the

Egyptian seasons and the more complete isolation of the

country.

The general result of these causes was to create a type

of national character which presented many points of re

semblance to that of the Chinese. In both we see the same

inflexible strength of will, the same astonishing industry, the

same strange blend of humanity and savagery, the same

obstinate adherence to tradition, the same pride of race and

of ancient civilisation, the same contempt for foreigners as

for upstarts and barbarians, the same patient outward sub

mission to an alien rule combined with an unshakeable

inward devotion to native ideals. It was this conservative

temper of the people, bred in great measure of the physical

nature of their land, which, so to say, embalmed the corn-god

Osiris long after the corresponding figures of Adonis and

Attis had suffered decay. For while Egypt enjoyed

profound repose, the tides of war and conquest, of traffic

and commerce, had for centuries rolled over western Asia,

the native home of Adonis and Attis; and if the shock

of nationalities in this great meeting-ground of East and

West was favourable to the rise of new faiths and new

moralities, it was in the same measure unfavourable to the

preservation of the old.



NOTE

A CHARM TO PROTECT A TOWN

THE tradition that a Lydian king tried to make the citadel of Sardes

impregnable by carrying round it a lion 1 may perhaps be illustrated

by a South African custom. When the Bechuanas are about to

found a new town, they observe an elaborate ritual. They choose

a bull from the herd, sew up its eyelids with sinew, and then allow

the blinded animal to wander at will for four days. On the fifth

day they track it down and sacrifice it at sunset on the spot where

it happens to be standing. The carcase is then roasted whole and

divided among the people. Ritual requires that every particle of

the flesh should be consumed on the spot. When the sacrificial

meal is over, the medicine-men take the hide and mark it with

appropriate medicines, the composition of which is a professional

secret. Then with one long spiral cut they convert the whole hide

into a single thong. Having done so they cut up the thong into

lengths of about two feet and despatch messengers in all directions

to peg down one of those strips in each of the paths leading to the

new town. “ After this,” it is said, “if a foreigner approaches the

new town to destroy it with his charms, he will find that the town

has prepared itself for his coming.” 2 Thus it would seem that the

' pastoral Bechuanas attempt to place a new town under the protec

tion of one of their sacred cattle3 by distributing pieces of its hide

at all points where an enemy could approach it, just as the Lydian

king thought to place the citadel of his capital under the protection

of the lion-god by carrying the animal round the boundaries.

Further, the Bechuana custom may throw light on a widespread

legend which relates how a cunning settler in a new country bought

from the natives as much land as could be covered with :1. hide, and

how he then proceeded to cut the hide into thongs and to claim

as much land as could be enclosed by the thongs. The most

1 See above, p. 96. 3 For more evidence of the sanctity

2 Rev. VV. C. \Villoughby, “ Notes of cattle among the Bechuanas see the

on the Totemism of the Becwana,” Rev. VV. C. \Vi1loughby, op. cit. pp.

_/0m'11.a/ ry"z’/zc A 22//z1'Q;‘)0lq@'caZ[/zstz'lz¢/6, 30 I sqq.

xxxv. (1905) pp. 303 sq.
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familiar example of such stories is the tradition that Dido procured

the site of Carthage in this fashion, and that the place hence

received the name of Byrsa or “hide.” 1 Similar tales occur in the

legendary history of Saxons and Danes,2 and they meet us in India,

Siberia, Burma, Cambodia, Java, and Bali.3 The wide diffusion of

such stories confirms the conjecture of ]acob Grimm that in them

we have a reminiscence of a mode of land measurement which was

once actually in use, and of which the designation is still retained

in the English /zz'de.‘* The Bechuana custom suggests that the

mode of measuring by a hide may have originated in a practice of

encompassing a piece of land with thongs cut from the hide of a

sacrificial victim in order to place the ground under the guardianship

of the sacred animal.

But why do the Bechuanas sew tq)the eyehds of due buH

which is to be used for this purpose? The answer appears to

be given by the ceremonies which the same people observe when

they are going out to war. On that occasion a woman rushes up to

the army with her eyes shut and shakes a winnowing-fan, while she

cries out, “The army is not seen! The army is not seen!” And a

medicine-man at the same time sprinkles medicine over the spears,

crying out in like manner, “The army is not seen ! The army is not

seen!” After that they seize a bull, sew up its eyelids with a hair

of its tail, and drive it for some distance along the road which the army

is to take. When it has preceded the army a little way, the bull is

sacrificed, roasted whole, and eaten by the warriors. All the flesh must

be consumed on the spot. Such parts as cannot be eaten are burnt

with fire. Only the contents of the stomach are carefully preserved

as a charm which is to lead the warriors to victory. Chosen men

carry the precious guts in front of the army, and it is deemed most

important that no one should precede them. When they stop, the

army stops, and it will not resume the march till it sees that the

men with the bull’s guts have gone forward.5 The meaning of these

1 Virgil, Am. i. 367 .rq., with the 179; A. Bastian, Die V0e[,{'e1' des

commentary of Servius; Justin, xviii.

5- 9

2 Saxo Grammaticus, [~[1'.rZ01'z'a Da

nica, ix. pp. 462 sq. ed. P. E. Mtiller

(where the hide employed is that of a

horse) ; ]. Grimm, Deu/sc/ze /\’er/2/sa//cw

Z/zz'r'1/zer, pp. 90 rq. Compare R.

Kéhler, “Sage von Landerwerbung

durch zerschnittene I-I'a'ute,” 011011! mm’

0ccz'a'e/z/, iii. 185-187.

3 Lieutenant-Colonel Iames Tod,

Amm/.r and A22/z'qm'/1'6; of /Cajrzs/'/ran,

ii. (London, 1832) p. 235; W. Rad

loff, .P7’0/)L’7Z der V0!/a.rlz'//w'a!m' a’ar

T12'rkz'sc/wlz Std/m/ze .S‘z'id-.S‘z'/)2'1'z'/ms, iv.

Oar/lz'a/zen /Isim, i. 25, iv. 367 rq.;

T. Stamford Raffles, f[z'.r/oay ofjaw:

(London, 1817), ii. 153 sq. ; Van Eek,

“ Schetsen van het eiland Bali,” Tzja’

sc/rrz'f/ 1/001' /Vm’er/a1zrz’.rr'/z-[/m’z'é‘, Feb.

1880, p. 117. The substance of all

these stories, except the first, was

given by me in a note on “Hide

measured Lands,” Clas.rz'ral R01/z'ew, ii.

(1888) p. 322.

4 Grimm, Dcufrr/ac ]\’cr'/1lsaller~

//zz'r'//zcr, pp. 5 38 sq.

5 Rev. W. C. Willoughby, “Notes

on the Totemism of the Becwana,”

_/0m'/za/ //re /11z//z1-0]$0/0g*£r.'a/ [m‘!1.'z’u/c,

xxxv. (1905) p. 304.
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ceremonies is explained by the cries of the woman and the priest,

“The army is not seen! The army is not seen!” Clearly it is

desirable that the army should not be perceived by the enemies

until it is upon them. Accordingly on the principles of homoeopathic

magic the Bechuanas apparently imagine that they can make them

selves invisible by eating of the flesh of a blind bull, blindness and

invisibility being to their simple minds the same thing. For the

same reason the bowels of the blind ox are carried in front of the

army to hide its advance from hostile eyes. In like manner the

custom of sacrificing and eating a blind ox on the place where a

new town is to be built may be intended to render the town

invisible to enemies. At all events the Bawenda, a South African

people who belong to the same Bantu stock as the Bechuanas, take

great pains to conceal their kraals from passers-by. The kraals are

built in the forest or bush, and the long winding footpaths which

lead to them are often kept open only by the support of a single

pole here and there. Indeed the paths are so low and narrow that

it is very difficult to bring a horse into such a village. In time of

war the poles are removed and the thorny creepers fall down, form

ing a natural screen or bulwark which the enemy can neither

penetrate nor destroy by fire. The kraals are also surrounded by

walls of undressed stones with a filling of soil; and to hide them

still better from the view of the enemy the tops of the walls are

sown with Indian corn or planted with tobacco. Hence travellers

passing through the country seldom come across a Bawenda kraal.

To see where the Bawenda dwell you must climb to the tops of

mountains and look down on the roofs of their round huts peeping

out of the surrounding green like clusters of mushrooms in the

woods.1 The object which the Bawenda attain by these perfectly

rational means, the Bechuanas seek to compass by the sacrifice and

consumption of a blind bull.

1 Rev. E. Gottschling, “The Ba- Customs,"_/'0u1'na/W“/beAlzthrojiolqgiral

wenda, a Sketch of their History and I/z.vtz‘/21/¢', xxxv. (1905) pp. 368 sq.
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Astarte at Byblus, 9 sq. ; priests of, 13 ;

sanctuary of, at Aphaca, 14, I58 ;

prostitution in the worship of, 21 sq.

Asteria, mother of Melcarth, 35

Atargatis, Syrian goddess, 5 5, 79 sg., 81
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representatives of, 182 sqq.; title of
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197; as to the conception and death
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Aulus Gellius, on the moon, 298
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at, 126 sq. ; Osiris at, 214, 293
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246 sq.
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Camul, marriage custom in, 24 77. I
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83 sqq.
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Christianity, its compromise with pagan

ism, 201 sqq. ; parallel with Buddhism,

202 sq.

Christmas, origin of, I96 sqq.

Cilicia, legendary relation of, to Cyprus,

25 sq. ; kings of, 61 ; western or

Rugged, 66

Cilician Gates, pass of the, 44

goddesses, 79 sqq.

pirates, 66 sq.

Cinyracls at Paphos, 25, 26, 27 71. I

Cinyras, father of Adonis, 9; king of

Byblus, 9, I4; daughters of, 25, 31;

history of, 25 sq. ; loved by Aphrodite,

29 ; his death, 32 sq.
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Claudius, the Emperor, I66
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Confession of the dead, Egyptian, 216 sq.
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82 sq.

Conservatism of the Egyptian character,
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Constantine, Emperor, 14, 22

Cook, A. B., 72 72. 2, 178 77. 2,

270 77. 2

Cooke, G. A., 31 72. 3

Corn wetted as rain-charm, I38 .r//q.

and grapes as divine emblems, 43,

45' 47
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duced by Osiris, 212 sq.

-spirit, human representatives of,

269 $7., 274 sq.

-wreaths, 27, I38 $9., 283 72. 2 ; as

first-fruits, 27

Corycian cave, 62, 70 sqq.

Corycus in Cilicia, 70

Cow, symbol of Isis, 241, 257

Creation of the world at the spring

equinox, 200, 201

Crimea, Taurians of the, 189

Croesus, burning of, 89 sq.

Cronus, identified with Phoenician god

El, 9, 82; castrates his father Uranus,

179; castrated by his son Zeus,

179 sq. ; the winter called, 232

Cutting of the dams at Cairo, 226 51/.,

231 sq.

Cybele at Augustodunum (Autun), I76 ;

priests of, I82

and Attis, 163

and her lions, 55

Cybistra, 44, 46, 47

Cyprus early colonised by Phoenicians,

I7

Dad or Dad pillar, 276 sq.

Damascus, kings of, 10 sq.

Damasen, 98

Dams, cutting of the, in Egypt, 226 sq.,

231 sq.

Davis, E. I., 42 72. 5, 45 71.. I

R. F., 138 7:. 4
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tian calendar, 212

Dead, propitiation of the, 134 sq. ;

annual festivals of the, 135, 242 sqq. ;

sacrifices to the, 187 sqq.

bodies, pollution caused by, 89 sq.

Death and resurrection of gods, 4 sq.

Demeter at Eleusis, 92, 262 ; month of,

232 ; identified with Isis, 293 71. I

Dendera (Tentyra), the Osirian inscrip

tion of, 215, 258 sq. ; has-reliefs at,

261 ; temple of Osiris at, 258, 277

Derceto, 20 u. 3

Dew, washing in the, at Midsummer.

146, I47, I48; attributed to the

moon, 302
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251; their customs at new moon,

308

Etna, Typhon buried under, 73, 74, 75 ;

sacrifices to, 123

Eunuch priests of Attis, 164, 165, 167;

of Ephesian Artemis, 168 ; of Astarte,

168

Euyuk in Cappadocia, 46 $7., 53, 54,

80

Eye, symbol of Osiris, 288

Ezekiel, on king of Tyre, 38

Farmer, calendar of the

225 sqq.

Farnell, L. R., 320 22. I
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178.179

Sky,I79
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Diana, festival of, 200

of Nemi, 14, 29

Dianus at Nemi, 14, 29

Dido, 31 ; worshipped at Carthage, 37;

her death on pyre, 37 ; her foundation

of Carthage, 326

Diodorus Siculus, on worship of Poseidon,

112 sq.; on Osiris and Isis, 287;

on superiority of women in Egypt,

320

Dionysus, 43, 47, 82 57., 106; human

victims rent in pieces in his worship,

270 sq.; his resemblance to Osiris,

280, 293

Diphilus, king of Cyprus, 63

Disease of language supposed origin of

myths, 234

Divinity of Semitic kings, 10 591/'., 32;

of Lydian kings, 94 sqr/.

Dogs beaten at earthquakes, 110

Doves, sacred to Aphrodite or Astarte,

19; sacrificed in worship of Adonis,

64

Dramas, religious or magical, for the

regulation of the seasons, 4 sq.

Drop, night of the miraculous, 228

Duchesne, Mgr L., 198 n. 1, 199 n. 3,

200

Dyaks of Borneo, their head-hunting,

189 sq.

Eagle at apotheosis of Roman emperors,

49; double-headed, 54 n. 1

Earth conceived as mother, 13

Earthquake god, 106 sqq.

Earthquakes, devices employed to stop,

109 579.

East Indian customs as to earthquakes,

109 sq., 111 sq.

Easter ceremonies perhaps assimilated to

those of Adonis and Attis, 154 sgq.,

198 1!/1/. ; in the Greek and Catholic

churches, 154 s(//].

Edom, kings of, 11

Egyptian calendar, 220 sqq.

farmer, calendar of the, 225 sqq.

months, 230 n.

Egyptians, national character of, 323 sq.

El, Phoenician god, 9; identified with

Cronus, 9, 82

Elissa, 37

Emesa, 21

Empedocles, story of his death, 93

Epiphany, 197

Equinox, festival of the spring, 199 sgq. ;

world created at, 200, 201

Eregli, the ancient Cybistra, 44, 46

Erman, /-\., 262 72. 2, 263, 289 12. I

Esnc, calendar of, 240 sq.

Esquimaux, their festivals of the dead,

242 .97.

Esthonians, All Souls’ Day among the,

Feast of All Saints, 255 sq.

Feasts of All Souls, 242 sqr/.

Fellows, Ch., 99 n. 6

Fertility, principle of, as conceived by

early man, 4 sq. ; caused by the Baal,

1359~ 77

Asiatic goddess of, 55, 163

Scandinavian god of, 272

Festivals of the Dead, I35, 242 sqq.

Fetishism older than theis1n, 234

Fig, artificial fertilisation of the, 270

Fijians, their sacrifices to earthquake

god, III

Fire, Persian respect for, 89 sq.; purifica

tion by, 92

-walk, 38, 85, 86

-worship, 103 sq.

Fires on 25th December, 197

Firmicus Maternus, on rites of Osiris,

276

First-born, sacrifice of the, 34

Flamen Dialis, 28 sq.

Flaminica Dialis, 28 sq.

Flaying as a punishment, 189 12. 2

Flower, the Golden, feast of, 99

Flowers, Festival of, at Athens, 135

Flutes, music of, 7, 145, 165, 167, 168,

171, 185

Fortune, temple of, at Olba, 69, 81

of the city, 81

Fossil bones, 7o, 74 S1/.

Foucart, P., 280 n. 3

Frey, Scandinavian god of fertility, 272

Gad, Semitic god of Fortune, 81

Gadez, worship of Melcarth at, 36 sq.

Galli, priests of Attis, 165, 180

Gardens of Adonis, 137 sqq.

Gardner, E. A., 133 n.

Gaul, date ,of Easter in church of,

19922. 3

Gebal or Byblus, 10

Geminus, Greek astronomer, on the

Egyptian calendar, 222
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Geographical and climatic conditions, Hierapolis-Bambyce in Syria, 55, 64,

their influence on character, 323 sq. 79 11.. 2, 80, 168

German beliefs as to the moon, 306, Hieropolis-Castabala, in Cilicia, 83 sq.

313 ]Jz'Zarz'a, 170

Giants and gods, battle of, 74 sq. Himera, hot springs of, 122 22. 4

Glaucus, 98 12. 5 Hindoos, “gardens of Adonis" among

Goddesses superior to gods under a the, 142 sqq.

system of mother-right, 319 sq. Hittite costume, 52

Gods, death and resurrection of, 4 sq. sculptures at Ibreez, 43 sqq. ; at

Golden Flower, feast of, 99 Euyuk, 46 59., 53, 54; at Boghaz

Gordias, Phrygian kings called, 183 Keui, 50 sqq. ; at Marash, 88 ; at Car

Gouri, Indian goddess, 142 sq. chemish, 46, 56 22. 2; in Lydia, 97

Grapes as divine emblem, 82 thunder-god, 65

and corn as divine emblems, 43, Hittites, 47 it/. ; their worship of bulls, 

45' 47 47, 54; in Lydia, 97 at

Graves kept secret, 273 72.. 1, 274 Hogarth, D. G., 21, 45 21. 1, 48 21. 1,

Great Mother, the, 192, 193 68, 72 12. 1, 87 71. 1

Grenfell, B. P., and Hunt, A. S., Hommel, F., 48 72. 1,65 72. 1, 98 12. 1

262 57. Horned cap, worn by god or priest, 44,

Grimm, 1., 305 n. 1, 326 46, 65 n. 1, 80

Gyges, king of Lydia, 94 Horns, sacred, 19, 44, 46

Horses, sacrificed to the dead, 188 .rq.;

Hadad, Syrian god and king, 11, 80 Lycurgus, king of Edonians, killed by,

Hair, sacrifice of, 22, 24, 127 270

Halfdan the Black, Norwegian king, his Horus the Elder, brother of Osiris, 212

body divided, 271 the Younger, son of Osiris and
 

 

Hamilcar, sacrifice of, 39 Isis, 213 51]., 215, 258; his contest

Carthaginian king, 91, 92 with Set, 218 sq. ; the Eye of, 288

Hanged god, 185 sqq. ; Odin the God of Hot springs, worship of, 116 sqq.; sacred

the Hanged, 186 to Hercules, 118 sqq.

Hannibal at Gadez, 36; his departure Human sacrifices, 187 sqq.

from Italy, 165 sacrifices at Salamis in Cyprus, 63;

Hanway, ]., quoted, 104 substitutes for, 63 sq.

Harran, Syrians of, 131 victims sacrificed for the crops,

 

 

 

 

Harrison, Miss]. E., 205 n. 1 269 59., 274 sq.

Harvest, rain-charms at, 138 sq/.; rites Huzuls, the, of the Carpathians, their

of, 236 sqq. superstitions as to the moon, 296, 313

in Egypt, time of, 227 Hyacinth, his myth and ritual, 204 sqq.;

Havamal, the, 187 his tomb, 205; his festival, 205 sq.

I-Iawes, Mrs., 133 72. the flower, sprung from blood of

Hazael, king of Damascus, 11 Hyacinth, 204

Head-Feast of Dyaks, 190 Hyacinthia, festival of Hyacinth, 205

-hunting of Dyaks, 189 sq.

I-Iehn, V., 99 n. 6 Ibn Batuta, 188

I—Ielice, destroyed by earthquake, 112 Ibreez, rock-hewn figures at, 43 st”.

I-Ieliogabalus, sun-god of Emesa, 20 sq. Ideler, L., 224 12. 1, 230 n.

Heliopolis in Egypt, 218, 290; in Syria Illumination ofhouses at festivals, 241sq1.].

(Baalbec), 22 Imhoof-Blumer, F., 82 21. 1, 8-5 72. 1

Hepding, 1-1., 163 n. 1, 169 72. 2, 176 Incense, 7, 129, 259

I-Ieraclicls of Lydia, 94, 97 Incest, legends of, 27 sq.

Hercules identified with Melcarth, 12, Indians, American, their customs in

35; burning of, 35, 39 $1]. ; awaken- regard to the moon, 296, 301, 303,

ing of, 35; the lion-slayer, 41 ; patron 307, 309 517., 312; their customs as

of hot springs, 118 sqq. to earthquakes, 111

the Lydian, 94,96; identified with of California, their festivals of the

Cilician Sandan, 48 sqq., 60, 61 dead, 243 sq.

Herodotus as to burning of Croesus, 89 ; Inspiration, Jamblichus on, 85 sq.

on Osiris and Dionysus, 293 Irrigation in Egypt, rites of, 227 sq.

Hierapolis in Lydia or Phrygia, its Ishtar, Babylonian mother goddess, 6, 22

sanctuary of Pluto, 116 ; its situation, Isis, 282-286 ; sister and wife of Osiris,

116 sq. ; its hot springs and petrified 212, 323; her search for the body of

 

cascades, 116 sqq. Osiris, 213 sq.; star of, 228, 230,
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Lane, A. W., 226 22. 1

Lanterns, Japanese Feast of, 247

Lanzone, R. V., 260 22. I

Leake, W. M., 99 22. 6

Lebanon, Mount, 14, 16, 18, 135, 136, I58

Leo the Great on Christmas, 197

Lepsius, R., 288

Lights lit for the use of the dead, 242 sqq.

Lion as divine emblem, 41, 49 s(/., 52,

53. 55 M11/-, 79 22-. 94, 96

—— -sOd- 41, 53, 56 12- 96

 

 

315; invoked by Egyptian reapers, 237;

represented by a cow, 241, 257 ; popu

larity of her worship, 281, 284 52/. ; a

corn-goddess, 283 sq. ; identified with

Demeter, 293 22. 1 ; superior to Osiris,

319 sq. ; at Byblus, 92, 214

lswara, Indian god, 142, 143

Ivy sacred to Osiris, 279

Jablonski, 287, 288

Jackal-god of Egypt, 317

Jamblichus, on inspiration, 85 sq. ; on

purification by fire, 93

Janus-like god, 82

Japan, festival of the dead in, 247

Jastrow, M., 7 22. 1, 131 22. I

Java, poisonous vapours in, 113 s//.

Jityi or Jawétra, barley feast in India,

143 sq.

Jensen, I’., 47 22. 3, 48 22. 2, 56 22. 2,

62 22. 3, 8o 22. 4, 131 22. 1

Jerome, on worship of Adonis at Beth

lehem, 157, 159

John Barleycorn, 131 sq.

Josephus, on worship of Syrian kings, 11

Jualamukhi, fire-worship at, 103 sq.

Julian, Emperor, atAntioch, 128, 157 sy.;

on food taboos, 177 22. 1; on the

Mother of the Gods, 193 22. 4

calendar, 230

Kanytelideis, 75

Karabeli, 97

Karok Indians, their lament at hewing

wood, 238 sq.

KayansofBorneo, theirhead-hunting, 189

Keb. See Seb.

Kemosh, god of Moab, 10

Kings, divinity of, 10 sqq., 94 sqq.;

divinity of Semitic, 1o sr/2;. ; respon

sible for weather and crops, 95; tom

in pieces to promote fertility of ground,

269 5//q.

~-—- of Damascus worshipped, 11

of Egypt personate Osiris, 314 sqq.

Kirauea, volcano, 123

Koniags of Alaska, their treatment of

bodies of distinguished men, 274

Kretschmer, P., 62 22. 4, 184 22. 2

Kruyt, A. C., 190 22. 2

Kuklia, 19, 21

Kupolo, Kupole, 153

Labrandeus, title of Carian Zeus, 94

Labraunda, 44 22. 5

1.2262925, “axe," 94

Lactantius, as to the Resurrection, 201 ;

on the festival of Osiris, 257 sq.

Lagrange, Father M, J., 132

Lamas River, 67

Lamentations for animals and plants

which are eaten, 234 sq.

-goddess, 56 W., 80 sq.

---- -slaying god at Amathus, 41

Lucian on dispute between Hercules and

Aesculapius, 119

Lunar sympathy, 305 sqq.

Lycia, mother-right in, 320

Lycurgus, king of the Edonians, his

death, 270, 271

Lydia, religious prostitution in, 22 ry.

Lydian I-Iercules, 94, 96

kings, divinity of, 94 sqq.

Lyell, Sir Ch., 122 22. 7, 124 22. 3

Lysias of Tarsus, 61

Ma, goddess at Comana, 23

McLennan, J. F., 28 22. 2, 322 22. 2

Macrobius, the father of solar mytho

logists, 288, 294; on the moon, 298

Mafuie, Samoan god of earthquakes, IIO

i\/Iagarsus, in Cilicia, 86 22. 2

Magical rites for the regulation of the

seasons, 3 sqq.

Mahadeva, Indian god, 142, 143

Mallus in Cilicia, oriental deities at,

81 sqq.

Maneros, 215; chant of Egyptian

reapers, 237

Manes, king of Lydia, 99 22. 1

Manetho on sacrifice of red-haired men,

269; on Isis, 283

Mannhardt, W., 21 22. 6

Marash, 88

Mariette-Pacha, A., 261 22. I

Marriage, Sacred, 30 57., 58 sq.

Marriages of brothers and sisters, 28,

207 ; in ancient Egypt, 321 $1/.

Marsyas, satyr, slain and skinned, 185 52/.

the River, 186

Masai, their customs at new moon,

307 sq.

Masnes, or Damasen, 98

i\/Iaspero, G., 292 22. 2, 321

Maury, A., 157 22. 1

Medea, 93

Mefitis, Italian goddess, 114 sq.

Megalopolis, scene of battle of gods and

giants, 74
l\/Iegiassares, king of Hyria, 25

Meiners, C., 193 22. 2

.\/Ielcarth at Tyre, 12, 13 22. 2, 35 sq. ; at

Amathus, 18; burning of, 35 sqq. ; in
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relation to quails, 35 ; at Gadez, 36 sq. ;

his likeness on coins of Tyre, 37

Melchizedek, 12

Melek, Moloch, 10

Meles, king of Lydia, 95

Melicertes, 37

Memphis, 215, 218, 222, 276, 285 72. 1

Men Tyrannus, Phrygian moon-god, 181

Mephitic vapours, worship of, 113 sqq.

Mesha, king of Moab, 10, 34

Messerschmidt, L., 48 72. 1, 98 72. 1,

320 72. 1

Metharme, daughter of Pygmalion, 25

Mexicans, their sacrifice of human vic

tims for the crops, 275

Mexico, human sacrifices in, 187

Meyer, E., 47 77. 3, 48 72. 4, 98 72. 1

Michael Angelo, the Pietd of, 157

Midas, Phrygian kings called,

Tomb of, 183

Midsummer bonfires, 145, 150 sqq.

festival of Adonis, 128; festival in

Sardinia, 144 sq.

Mithra, worship of, 195 sq. ; his birth

day on 25th December, 196

Miztecs, their feasts of the dead, 244 sq.

Moire, sister of Tylon, 98

Moloch, 10

Mommsen, Th., 266 72. 1

Mongols, sacrifice of horses to dead,

among the, 188

Montanists, sect of the, 200 72. 2

Moon, the, in relation to Osiris, 295 sqq. ;

savage theories of phases of the, 296 ;

believed to be the cause of growth of

plants, 297 sqq. ; practical rules based

on theories of the, 298 sqq., 305 sq. ;

superstitions as to, 298 sqq., 305 sqq. ;

worship of the, 302 sq. ; supposed to

be the source of dew, 302; customs

observed at the new, 306 sqq. ; drink

ing and eating the, 308; its influence

on children, 309 sqq.

-god, 181

Moooi, Tongan god of earthquakes, 110

Moret, A., 314 72. 3, 315 72.

Morning Star, the, 158 sq.

Mother, the Great, 192, 193

---- Earth, 13, 179

Goddess of Asia, 6, 22, 23, 24, 58,

59,79.82.178,179

of the Gods, Phrygian, introduced

into Rome, 165

Mother-right, 59; in Asia Minor, 320;

in Egypt, 320 sqq.

Movers, F. C., 42 72. 4, 48 77. 4

Miiller, \V. Max, 48 72. 1, 65 72. 1,

88 77. 3

Mundas of Bengal, 140 1;/.

Murray, Miss M. A., 260 72. 4

Mylasa in Caria, 94 72. 5

Mylitta, 22

183;

 

 

 

Myrrha, mother of Adonis, 27

Mysteries of Attis, 171 sqq.

Nahr Ibrahim, river, 10

Names, implying relation to a god,

10 sqq., 14, 32; compounded with

Adoni-, 12

Nana, mother of Attis, 163, 178

National character influenced by geogra

phical and climatic conditions, 323 sy.

Negroes, their customs at the new moon,

307 sq.

Neith or Net, Egyptian goddess, 179 72. 1

Nemi, 14, 29

Nephthys, Egyptian goddess, wife of Set,

212,216

New birth, 172, 193, 316

moon, customs observed at the,

306 sr/q.

Year festivals, 244, 245, 247

Nicaragua, Indians of, their sacrifices to

a volcano, 123

Nietzold, ]., 322 72. 2

Nile, rise and fall of, 225 5/7,, 228;

offerings to, 232

the Bride of the, 231

Noises made at earthquakes, 109 5,7./.

Nut, the Egyptian sky-goddess, mother

of Osiris, 180 72. 2, 211 52/.

 

 

Odilo, Abbot of Clugny, 254

Odin, the God of the Hanged, 186 sq. ;

sacrificed to himself, 186 sq.

Oil poured on sacred stones, 21

Olba in Cilicia, 62, 65 .rq., 68 57., 78

Old Man of the Corn, 239

Woman of the Corn, 237 52/.

Omphale, 94

Oracles given by inspired men or women,

 

Oraons of Bengal, 140

Oriental religions in the V\/est, 192 mp]. ;

‘ their effect on ancient civilisation, 193

sr/q.

Orpheus, death of, 271

Osiris identified with Adonis, 18; at

Amathus, 18; at Byblus, 214, 293;

myth of, 211 sqq.; his parentage,

211 sq. ; his death, 213; his resurrec

tion, 216, 261 sqq. ; ruler and judge of
v‘the dead, 216 51/. ; the dead identified

with, 217 sq.; graves of, 241, 269,

278 ; nature of. 268 52}!/. ; a corn-god,

268 sqq. ; a tree-spirit, 275 :2/1]. ; a

god of fertility, 279 sq. ; a god of the

dead, 280 sq. ; the finding of, 257 57. ;

images of, made of earth and corn,

259, 262 sq. ; corn-stuffed efligies of,

put in graves, 262 sq. ; popularity of

his worship, 281 ; interpreted as the

sun, 287 sqq. ; his resemblance to

Adonis, 18, 293; his resemblance to
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Dionysus, 280, 293 ; in relation to the

moon, 295 sqq. ; personated by the

king of Egypt, 314 sqq. ; his festival

at Sais, 241 sq.; festival of, in the

month of Athyr, 256 51/1/. ; festival of,

in the month of Choiak, 258 1111].;

Roman festival of, 266 11. 1

of the mysteries, 261

Oura, old name of Olba, 65, 69

Ovambo, their customs at new moon, 307

Ox sacrificed instead of man, 63; sacri

fice of, at Athens, 191

 

Papas, title of Attis, 178, 179

Paphlagonians, their notion of winter

and spring, 233

Paphos, worship of Aphrodite and

Adonis at, 18 571/. ; its foundation and

history, 25 sqg.

Parilia, 200

Parvati, Indian goddess, I42, 143

Payne, E. j., 303 n. I

Pelops, 93

Pentheus, king of Thebes, his death, 27o

Perasia, Cilician goddess, 83 sqg.

Perasian Artemis of Castabala, 38

Peregrinus, his death in fire, 93

Perga, Artemis of, 20

Perrot, G., 56 11. 2

Persian respect for fire, 89 sq.;

worship, 103

Pessinus, 164, 182 12. 1, 183

Petrarch at Cologne, 148

Petrie, W. M. Flinders, 131 12. 3,

314 11. 3, 315 11. 3, 317 51/.

Pharnake, mother of Cinyras, 25

Philadelphia, in Lydia, 106

Philae, 232, 261, 278, 280

Philocalus, calendar of, I96 12. 5, 19712. 1,

266 11. I

Phoenieians in Cyprus, 17 57., 20; in

Cilicia, 42

Phrygia, country of Cybele and Attis,

I63

Phrygians, their notion of winter and

summer, 232 sq.

Pietd of Michael Angelo, 157

Pigs sacrificed to Osiris, 297

Pindar, on Typhon, 74

Pine-cone offered to Osiris, 278

-nuts, edible, 174 sq.

-tree in relation to Attis, 165, 166,

174 sr/., 185 11. 3; in worship of

Dionysus, 270 12. 5 ; in rites of Osiris,

276

Pirates, the Cilician, 66 sq.

Pitre, G., quoted, 155 51/.

Plaeianian Mother, 171 12. 3

Plants and animals treated respectfully

by savages, 234 sqq.

Plastene, Mother, 97

Pleiades, setting of the, 232

fire
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Pliny on lunar influence, 297 sq.; on

time for felling trees, 301 11. 2

Ploughing, 82 s(/., 191; rain-charms at,

139 51/.

and sewing, Egyptian festival of,

259 .11/.

Plutarch, on double-headed axe, 94;

on melancholy character of rites of

sowing, 232 51}. ; his use of the Alex

andrian calendar, 240; on the com

memoration of the death and recovery

of Osiris, 257; on Osiris and Diony

sus, 293; on Osiris interpreted as the

moon, 295

Pluto, sanctuaries of, I14 sgq.

1)lut0/rid, II4

Polyboea, sister of Hyacinth, 205, 207

Poseidon, the earthquake god, 107 51].,

112 sq. ~

Prisoners, sacrifice of, 187 11.

Proserpine and Adonis, 8

the spring called, 232

Prostitution, religious, 2.1 sqq.

Pteria, Hittite capital, 51

Ptolemy Auletes, 27

III. Euergetes, his attempt to re

form the Egyptian calendar, 222 $9.,

230 11. I

Pumi-yathon, 31

Punishment, capital, formerly a religious

rite, 186 11. 6

Purification by fire, 92 ; at marriage, 176

Pygmalion, 25, 30 sq.

Pymaton, 31 11. 2

Pyramus River, 84, 88

Pyre of Sandan at Tarsus, 49,‘ 60;

festival of the, at Hierapolis, 64

Quail-hunt, 49 11. 1

Quails in relation to Melcarth, 35

Quartodecimans of Phrygia, 199 11.. 3

Queen of Egypt superior to king, 320

of Heaven, 129

Ra, the Egyptian sun-god, 212, 214,

216, 288, 290

Rain-charms at harvest, ploughing, and

sowing, 138 sqq.

Ramsay, W. M., 23 12. 4, 45 11. 1,

48 12. 1, 56 12. 2, 58 11.. 3, 65 nolrzs 1

and 2, 84 12. 2, 181 12. 4, 182 sq.

Raoul-Rochette, 56 11. 2, 64 11. 2,

9311. 1,157 11.1

Readjustment of Egyptian festivals,

263 sq‘/.

Reapers, lamentation of Egyptian, 237

Red - haired men sacrificed by the

Egyptians, 269, 274 sq.

Rekub~el, Syrian god, II

Renan, E., 10 12. 1, 15 11. 1, 16 11. 1,

127 11. 2, 135, 136

Renouf, P. le Page, 292
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Resurrection. of Adonis, 126, 127 7/.. 1 ;

of Attis, 170; of Hyacinth, 206; of

Osiris, 261 sr//1. ; of Tylon, 98 $7/.

of gods, 4 sq.

Rhodians, the Venetians of antiquity,

107

Ridgeway, W., 322 72. 2

Robinson, Edward, on vale of Adonis,

15 72. 1

Rohde, E., 193 72. 2, 206, 207 72.

Roman empire, spread of Oriental reli

gions in, 192 51/7].

emperors, apotheosis of, 49

festival of Osiris, 266 77. 1

kingship a plebeian institution, 29

Romulus, death of, 270

Rose, the red, 127 $7.

Rosetta stone, the, 223, 314 77. 3

Russia, festivals of the dead in, 251 sqq.

Sacramental meal in worship of Attis,

172

Sacred Marriage, 30 $11., 58 sq.

Sacrifice of kings or princes, 32, 34,

37 sqq.; of quails to Hercules, 35;

human, at Salamis in Cyprus, 63;

substitutes for, 63 sq. ; of hair, 127 ;

of prisoners, 187 71. ; of human vic

tims for the crops, 269 $7., 274 57.; of

human victims to volcanoes, 123

Sadyattes, 95

St. George, festival of, 200, 201

St. John, Midsummer festival of water

associated with, 146 sqq. ; sweethearts

of, 144 sq.

St. John’s Day, the Midsummer festival,

144 W‘!

St. Luke, festival of, 245

St. Peter, festival of, 201 71.

Sais, festival of Osiris at, 241 :93, 256

Salamis in Cyprus, Teucrids of, 62 sq.

Samal, kingdom of, 11

Samoans, their custom at earthquakes,

110

Sandacus, father of Cinyras, 25

Sandan, Sandon, orSandes, Cilician and

Cappadocian god, identified with Her

cules, 48 sqq., 60, 61, 78, 86, 96 .w].',

priests of, 61

Sanda-sarme, king of Cilicia, 61

Sandes, 48. See Sandan

Sandon, Cappadocian and Cilician god,

48 ;' name of Cilician men, 61 71. 3;

name of Lydian Hercules, 94, 96. See

also Sandan

Sandu'arri, king of Cilicia, 61

Sandwich Islanders, their sacrifices to the

volcano, 123

Santorin, 107

Saracus, king of Assyria, 89

Sardanapalus, 87 51/.

Sardes, 89, 96, 99

 
Sardinia, “gardens of Adonis” in,

144 51/. '

Sarpedonian. Artemis and Apollo, 83

Sayce, A. H., 48 noies 1 and 3

Scorpions, Isis and the, 213 sq.

Scottish Highlamlers, their superstitions

as to the moon, 298, 300, 302, 305

Scythians, human sacrifices among the,

187 $17., 189

Seasons, primitive theory of, 3 s.//q.

Seb (Keb, Geb), the Egyptian earth-god,

father of Osiris, 180 72. 2, 211 sq.

Sed, Egyptianfestival, 314 sqq.

Seleucus the Theologian, 63 72. 2

Nicator, 69

Semiramis, 91

Serapis, 285 72. 1

Serpents, their knowledge of life-giving

plants, 98

Set or Typhon, Egyptian god, brother of

Osiris, 212, 213, 215, 218, 219

Shamashshumukin, king of Babylon,

88 $7., 91

S/zeitan dare, the Devil’s Glen, 67

Shenty, Egyptian cow-goddess, 260

Siam, festival of the dead in, 247

Sicily, fossil bones in, 75 ; customs

observed on St. John’s Day in, 145 sq. ;

“gardens of Adonis" in, 146, 153 sq.

Sidon, kings of, 13

Sinsharishkun, king of Assyria, 89

Sirius, the star of Isis, 228, 230 ; heliacal

rising of, 228 S./](]., 315

Sisters, marriage of gods with their, 207 ;

marriage of brothers with, 28, 321 sq.

Skins of sacrificial victims, 187 sqq.

Sleep and wakening of god, 35, 232 sq.

Smith, W. Robertson, 7 77. 1, 13 s(/.,

86 77. 2

Sokari, title of Osiris, 259

Solomon, King, 32 72. 1

Solstice, celebration of the winter, 196,

241

Sothis, Egyptian name of star Sirius,

228; Sothic period, 229

“ Soul-cakes," 249

“ lights," 249 sq.

Souls, feasts of All, 242 sqq.

Sowing, rain - charms at, 139 sq. ; in

Egypt, time of, 227 ; rites of, 232 sqq.

Spartan superstition as to the moon, 306

Spartans, their propitiation of the earth

quake god, 107 sq.; their uniform,

108 ; their military music, 108

Spermus, king of Lydia, 95

Spring called Proserpine, 232

Springs, worship of hot, 116 sqq.

Star of Salvation, 157 ; the Morning Star,

158 sq.

Stlatlum Indians, 235

Stone, sacred conical, 82, 83

Stones, sacred, anointed, 21
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Strabo, as to Castabala, 85 22. 1 ; on the

Burnt Land, 105, 106; on Phila

delphia, 106; on Rhodes, 107 22. 2;

at Nysa, 115 22. 3

Sturluson, Snorri, 271

Substitution of animals for men in sacri

fice, 63 :2].

Suffetes at Carthage, 39 22. 1

Sumba, festival of the dead in, 245 $2].

Sumerians, the, 6

Summer called Aphrodite, 232

Sun, the Unconquercd, title of Mithra,

196; Nativity of, at winter solstice,

196, 197; Osiris and the, 287 sqq.;

worship of the sun instituted by Amen

ophis IV., 290 sq.; power of regenera

tion ascribed to the, 308 22. 3

Superiority of goddesses to gods under a

system of mother-right, 319 sq.

Supplementary days of the Egyptian

calendar, the five, 212

Swallow, Isis as a, 214

“Sweethearts of St. John," 144 52].

Swine, not eaten, 164 $7., 165 22. 1

Sycamore sacred to Osiris, 278

Sympathy, doctrine of lunar, 305 sqq.

Talismans, public, 273 22. 1

Tamarisk sacred to Osiris, 278

Tamirads at Paphos, 26

Tamiras, 26

Tammuz at Babylon, 6 sqq. ; at Jeru

salem, 8; month of, 7, 13; a corn

spirit, 131

Tark or Tarku, Cilician name, 62 ; name-.

of Hittite god, 65, 78, 81

Tarkimos, 62

Tarkondimotos, king of Cilicia, 62 22. 3

Tarkuaris, father of Cilician Teucer, 62,

69. 76

Tarkudimme, 62 22. 3

Tarkumbios, 62

Tarsus, Oriental character of, 42; Baal

of, 43, 47, 60, 79 17., 86; founded

by Sandan, 48; pyre of Sandan at,

49; native gods of, 60, 78, 86, 96;

goddess ‘Atheh at, 79; Sardanapalus

at, 87 ; Sandan at, 96 sq.

’/"at or Talu pillar, 276

Taurians of the Crimea, 189

Taur0&0liu2n, 172

Tét-uz, festival of, 131

Tell-el-Amarna, 291

Tentyra. See Dendera

Teucer, name of kings of Olba, 62, 65,

69, 76, 78 ; son of Telamon, 63

Teucrids of Salamis in Cyprus, 62

Thebes, the Egyptian, priests of, 221 sq.;

effigies of Osiris found at, 262 sq.

Thermopylae, Spartans at, 108 ; hot

springs of, 119 sqq.

Thesmophoria, 27 22. 4, 175, 232

 

INDEX

Thetis and Peleus, 92

Thirty years, Sed festival at intervals of,

314 W’!

Thoth, 212, 214, 216, 218; Egyptian

month, 229

Thunder and lightning, sacrifices to, 75

god of I-Iittites, 65 ; the Asiatic, 95

'l.‘hymbria, I15

Tiele, C. l’., 56 22.. 2, 58 22. 1, 89 22. 2,

282, 292 22. 2

Tod, J., 142 sq.

Tongans, their behaviour durin.g an

earthquake, 110

Tonquin, festival of the dead in, 246

Torres Straits, death dance of natives of,

244 22. 1

Tout, C. Hill, 235 sq.

Tozer, H. F., 103

'1‘ralles in Lydia, 23

Trees, rules as to felling, 301

Trok or Troko, Cilician name, 62

Trokoarbasis, 62

Trokombigremis, 62

Tusser, Thomas, on sowing peas and

beans, 300

Tylon, 95; his resurrection, 98

Tylor, E. B,, 75, 109 22. 1, 178, 179,

193 22. 2

Typhon, chasm of, in Cilicia, 73; his

combat with Zeus, 74, 78; his battle

with the gods, 105; enemy of Osiris,

295, 296

or Set, Egyptian god, brother of

Osiris, 212, 213, 215, 218, 219

 

 

.-Tyr’e,”kings of, 11, 13; Melcarth at, 34

J‘(](]., 39; fire-walk at, 38

Tyrimnus, 95 22.

Tyrol, All Souls’ Eve in the, 249 sq.

Upsala, burial of Frey at, 272

Uranus castrated by Cronus, 179

Uri-melek, king of Byblus, 10

Valley of Poison, 113

Vapours, worship of mephitic, 113 sqq.

Vatican, the, a seat of the worship of the

Phrygian goddess, 173

Venus, the planet, star of Astarte, 158

Verrall, A. W., 135 22. 1

Victims, skins of sacrificial, 187 s//27.

Violets sprung from blood of Attis, 166

Virgin mothers, 163 .rq., 178 52/.

, Assumption of the, 200, 201

Virginity recovered by bathing, 176

Volcanic religion, 100 sqq. ; regions of

Asia Minor, 102 s(/., 105 1/].

Volcanoes, sacrifices to, 123

Vosges Mountains, All Souls’ Eve in the,

248 11/.

Votiaks of Russia, their festival of the

dead, 252 12].
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Wachsmuth, C., quoted, 154 sq.

Wagogo, their customs at new moon,

308

Warts, superstitions as to, 312 sq.

Water worshipped as principle of ferti

lity, 1359., 77 ; festival at Midsummer,

I46 sqq.

Wells, in religion of Osiris, 279

Westermarck, E., 151 n. 4

Whalers, bodies of whalers cut up, 274

White, Miss Rachel Evelyn, 320 n. 2,

321, 322 u. 2

Wieclemann, A., 241 no/es 2 and 4,

261 n. 3

Wilhelm, A., 72 72. I, 84 22. 3

Wilken, G. A., I09 rz. I, I90 72. 2

Winter called Cronus, 232

solstice, celebration of, I96, 241

Women, position of, in ancient Egypt,

320 sqq.

World created at the spring equinox, 25th

March, 200, 201

 

Wtinsch, R,, 135 72. I, 146, I55 21. I

 

Xenophanes on Egyptian gods, 233, 234

Year, the vague or movable Egyptian,

220 sqq. ; the fixed Alexandrian, 224 ;

sacred Egyptian, 229

Ye-haw-melek, king of Byblus, IO

Ynglings, descended from Frey, 272

Yuruks, herdsmen of Cilicia, 68 11. I

Zas, name of priests of Zeus, 72

Zenjirli, 65 12. I, 80

Zeus, Baal of Tarsus assimilated to, 43,

60 ; husband-god of Atargatis assimi

lated to, 80; flower of, 98, 99 ;

castrates his father Cronus, 179 :1].

the Carian, 94

Corycian, 70 sqq. ;

with Typhon, 74, 78

of Olba, 62, 65, 69, 70, 76, 78

—the Olybrian, 83 22. I

Zimmern, H., 131 12. I

Zimri, king of Israel, 89 72. 2, 91

Zoroastrian fire-worship, 103

Zulus, their customs at new moon, 300
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